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[With such a magazine as the Indian Review it is impassible to question thp serious

interest of our fellow-subjects in the dependency in all matters which affect "world
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which animates the writer* of the articles and the ready reproof of any utterance

which belittles the high ambition of the IncITan nation to ^deserve the respect of all
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approaches it fot the money.— Ednnational

]\ CVlt'l.

A1 wavs distinguished f^v high literary

quality. — < h it uta ! A\ vieu . #

A store-house of pleasant and instructive

rent 1 ing
#

- '/ ribu >u \

A model publication.— Fanjabet.
Undoubtedly a gem of its kind and no cul-

tured Indian care\ tube without it.-

var/aman, Jtowbay.

It deserves to rank with some of the best

English and American Reviews.— Abkai i.

As fresh, typical and informing as evei.

—

Pars/.

.

Full of live articles.

—

Capital.

Indeed, the Magazine for the million

-

Kaisard-lliud
y
Bombay.

#

A monthly Magazine of uncommon merit.
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.

Improves each month.

—

Rangoon Tunc v.

There is in the Indian Review subject tor

all readers.

—
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in the front ranks of Indian periodical
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Occupies high place among Indian
periodicals. *it is of value as a temperate
exponent of reform in Indian administration.
— I Inited Emph e.

Admirably compiled and carefully edited,

and will be. welcomed by all who hold that

the modem liberal methods of governing
Britain beyond the seas are for the best

interests of the Empire.

—

Anglo-American
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Contains also several newr features which
improve the monthly considerably. — I'imes

of India.

It is ably edited by Mr. G. A* Natesan,
that distinguished publicist of Southern
India .—Bt ngalcc

.

Mr. Natesan is to be congratulated at the

success he has attained in nvakingHfls^ 4 Re-

view ” a store-house of pleasant and instruc-

tive reading.

—

Tribune .

Sir Sidney Lie writes to Mr . G. A. Natesan , Editor of “The Indian Review.”
“ I congratulate you on the valuable series of article* on the War which yo|t

have published in the
44
Indian Review.” They give cut immense amount of use-

ful, interesting and accurate information which must be of great service in help-

ing the Indian public to realise the conditions and the issue of the great con^rt,”
..ttscieiico
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THE LIBERAL PARTY AND ITS TASK
m

Sir P. S. RIVAS WAMI AIYAR, k.c.s.t.

T
llK formation of politic d paitian on Mrongly

marked linos of .cleavage was an. event oi

gieat sigmfi oanro during the year that leu

just^clo ><}<!. To some it appeared a vory undosii

aide phenomenon imported fiom the west and

bound to caiwe immense harm in a country

whoro it was believed that pnities divided by
-

political principlo r lnd never existed. To.otheis

it seemed that them should bdVmly ohe party in

the country, the other paity being the alien

government and its buieauciae) fiom whom
rights and privileges had to be wrested by a

combined attack on the citadel and that any

differences of opinion or split in tlm rinks would

induce the garrison to hold out indc 4
i r itoly long

Others there were wh<* thought that I ho time had

not arrived for any sharp division of pai ties on

definite lines and ihat experience of the new

problems would alone load to the ennrgenco and

crystallization of definito political paities It

may be pointed out that some of those gentlemen

have formed n higher opinion of the stability of

party principles than may he justified by an

analysis of the facts. Parties ore no doubt formed

in the west as t.ho result first, of differences of

views on important, issues. An attempt is made

by political tbinkois to find rational explanations

and the enunciation* of general piinriples is

attempted, It, is presumed that deeper causes like

differences of mental outlook, of sympathy and of

temperament would or ought to affect men’s

Views in the same way on other questions also.

Suitable and attractive labels' aro then attached

to tho diffeient parties. As a matt.ei of faet,*tho

l ibels have more fixity Minn the opinions of t ho

members of the party to whom they belong.

Except on a few vital issues it jnay bo doubted

whether in any country the labels, liberal or con-

servative, republican or democrat, imph diffi v

ences ofgppinion on other issues abo. In many
cases there will be no difference^ of opinion and a

party does not disregaid tho dictates of common-
son^ merely for the pm pose of differing fiom

another party. There nrg otiiers who consiib 1 if

necessary to remain “ independents” eHm-
because they think adhesion to any parly would

involve a sacrifice of one’s own views or they ap-

preciate tho advantages of sitting on tho feneo

and avoiding all risks. Thoro are again othus

who wish to attain tho beatitude of * rnilicatois’

and pence -makers’ among the jariing pm-frii s.

liefore tho Special Congress of Calcutta time
were * Liber \W on tho on© hand, the k

Int.tei day

Congress party ’ on thonther and tho 1 •Wtiona

lists’ who claimed to ho the advance gnmd of the

second party, just, ns tho Home mleis had dime

so some years befora^The Liberals wore denounced

by the Nationalists for their secession fiom tho

latter-day Congress and loyalty to tho decision of

tho Congress was preached astlTo sum of political

views The Special session of the (Joiipitsm at

Calcutta brought out seiious differences of vu ws

on the issue of non co operation raised by Mr.

Gandhi. The question whether one’s conscience
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1
or the Cougross should be obeyed vexed the
souls of the Noo-Congressmoa. The legal dis-

tinction of
4 mandatory* * advisory * precepts

was appealoJ) to alike by Jihe minority and by the
majority. Disunion arose in the ranks and it

was hoped that tfie annual session of the Cong-
ress tit JIagpur might enable them to reach unani-
mity and restore concord. The result, so far ns

one can judge, is an unanimity on the surface with
many cross-currents underneath. The form of

the resolution on non-co-operation admits of such
a wide latitude of interpretations that every '

variety of non-co-operntionists, those who pay
homage to the theory but not to practice, tlioso

who beliovo in tho practice of pome parts of tho
programme but not in* others, those who beliovo

some parts of the programme as suicidal to tho
country, and those who accept the programme
wholesale, can all safely continuo to call them-
selves Congressmen

;
those who believe in the

value of tho British connection nnd those who
wish to separate claim to bo able to remain in the
Congress camp without any violence to their

conscience.

It is not necessary to dwell upon the exact
political value of a nominal unanimity. The real

issue now before country is one raised unoqui-
voeally and unmistakably by Mr. Oandhi and
those who follow him wholesale. What is tho

policy which is required in the interests of tho
country and what is the goal ? We are not sure
that even now tho severance of tho British con-
nection is regarded as an ond in itself by Mr.
Oandhi. Tho end, of course, of all parties in the
country is national welfare and development. But
while Mr. Gandhi doos not bolievo in the British

connection as indispensable to the attainment of

the end, the liberal party believes that without
such connection it will not be possible to achieve
the goal.

*
It, of course, doeR not mean that the

Liberal party is prepared for this reason, to

tolerate any wrongs or abuses by the Govern-
ment, Granting that there aro defects and
abuse^—tho question fore practical politicians is

whether they would be wiso in following the
policy of non-co operation or the policy represen-

ted by Ohe Liberal party^ The Liberal party
stands for the policy which was laid down and
accepted bv the wise men who founded the Con-
fess and by tftoso who steered it during 30
years of its existence. Their watchword is the
watchworcj of constitutional progress and they
believe that the goal could be best attained by

remaining within the British Empire. That the
British Government is slow to make concessions
an<

! Pref0rs a polity of procrastination
which loads to the depreciation of concessions
when made, is true

; but the Liberal party belie-
ves that it is easier to attain the goal by the
hitherto nccopted constitutional methods than
by the method of non-co-operation. The Liberal
party does not consider it necessary to destroy
tho existing Structure but believes in well-dosign-
ejl adaptations and alterations which would
involve no danger of burying the occupants or
rendering them houseless. It is thoir duty
to porform tho double task of oducating the
people to a sense of the dangers of following
the policy of nun-no operation nnd of impressing
upon the government tho* need for timely altera-
tions of t,horstructme or tho government and still

more for. a change not merely in the angle of
vision but in the whole spirit of tee' administra-
tion. They have to mnko the government realise
that it. exists for this country first and last rather
than act upon the maxim that India only exists
for England or tho Empire. ' If India is made to
see that film attainment of .the goal of her full
manhood and nationality is in no way jeop irdised
or retarded by the British government she will
naturally cling to the -British empire. The task
which confronts the Liberals exposes them to
misapprehension and misrepresentation on both
sides :

' from the yepresentatives of the vosted
interests who profit by the existing order of
things ami from the masses among whom tho
?ult of hatred of the government has been propa-
gatod, Far moie moral courage is required to with-
stand tho tyranny of tho newspaper press and the
ill-educated mobs than to oppose the bad measures
of the government. They have to use the
powors and opportunities conferred by the new
reforms in a constructive spirit and to contribute
to the up buiding of national life in every
direction. The work of course, is not one which
can be carried on by them without the oo opera-
tion of the government or tho people. The process
of educating public opinion is also one attend-
ed with great difficulty, as the majority of the
papers have been captured by the nationalist
party'. This task of education requires great re-
ources both of finance and personnel. How far
circumstances will favour the successful discharge
of that task by the Liberal party remains to be
seen.
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N
OTWITHSTAN 01 NO tho unexpected in-

clemency of the weather in Madias and

tho unfortunate attempts oT tho non

co-oporatorH to boycott II. U. 1 L. the Dike ot

Connaught! we arc glad that tlio citizens of Madias

gave him a warm welcome. And this is as it

should bo. For according to iho host traditions

of the British •constit ution the iioyal lloiu.o

in England is above all parties and tho King

can do no wrong. II. II. II. the Duke ol

Connaught has come to .India on behalf of II. M.

the King Emperor to assist- at tho inauguration

of India's new Legislative Councils and thus usher

in the new era of progress and reform. In hi.-,

reply to tho addm.s presented by the Corporation

of Madras cm his landing, the Duku*observcd .

3f it we?e granted to mo, by my presence onto

again in your midst, U> help, so iar as in me ben, m
the healing of old sores, in the removal of biller um
nioncs, in the .strengthening of old ties, and in

lonewal of i greater mutual conhdenro and good-will,

tin'll 1 loel 1 should indeed he t ikmg a part worth} »>i

a son oi Queen Tjetori.#, ms dear mother, the memms
of whoso abiding low for India inspires me in the tasl.

wlncli now eontronts me.
•

There could certainly bu no nobler or groatri

task fur statesmanship at tho present moment
than the ar.tempi to remove bitter memories *aud

to ntiongt-iion old tien
;

but with all" respect

to tho Royal Duke, wo fool it our duty to

bring homo to the minds of all concerned, that

the wrongs and indignities inflicted on tRe

people by Uib Majesty’s representatives in India

have created a situation which is causing gram
anxiety, 11 tho Government of Lord Chelmsfoid
which is primarily responsible for the present

muddle have not kopfthe authorities at home duly

apprised of the gravity of the situation, we can only

say that Lord Clfelinsford has done the greatest

disservice to Ilia Majesty the King Emperor. The
Punjab atrocities form the blackest page in British

Indian history and all appeals to the people of

India to erase them from thejr memories are

doomed to fail. Tho wound indicted on that unfor-

tunate Province is too deep, the sore is yet un-

healed. Any attempt at brute force or a polmy
of repression will only ulcerate the wound that

ought to bo quickly* healed. The only remedy,
the straight and honourable lemedy, is for His

Majesty's Government to take the earliest oppor-

tunity to oxproas contrition for tho groat wrong
inflicted on the Indian people and to insist on the

Government of India carrying out to the very

letter its injunction^ mete oui adequate punish-

ment on tho offenders ia the Punjab and not make a

travesty of it as has been sought to be dorm by Lie

Govornmnont of Lord Chelmsford. Men, of all

shades of opinion have with one voice protest* d

against the Punj ib atrocities and proclaimed in no

uncertain terms that tho failuro of Biithh

statesmanship to rise to the demands of tho

situation and tha, utter callousness of a largo

section of Anglo-Indians ami Britishers at

home to the feelings of outraged India aro largely

responsible for the present unhappy situation.

The series of interpellations and resolutions ori

tho Punjab tragedy notified on tho agenda of tho

first meeting of the Council of State and tho

Legislative Assembly is an indication of tho

intensity of the public feeling on tho subject,

indeed it is something more than that, it is a

solemn warning givon to the authorities bv tho

accredited representatives of the people. There is

yet time for reparation. ‘ Due of tho staunchest

supporters of British rule in India, the head of a

great, and influential community,—H. 11. the Ag:t

K ban — has rightly obsoivod :
‘ If the ollendui s aro

propmly punished and if tho vtctiinsaio as far as

poSwSible iccompouhed and if care is taken thift in

future Martial Law of this kind will be tendered

impossible, then tho Punjab question is settled.'

Only tho other day the special correspondent

of tho London Times
,
Sir Valentine Chirol, who

has seen India at diflbront times and under many
conditions, has thought fit to avow publicly in its

columns
Unless the Government takes definite steps to

assuage the rankling sense of racial humiliation

engendered by tho Buujab methods of repression

before the new Councils meet* and themselves reopen
the question on which Indicya opinion is •mmnmous,
1 fear that merely repressive measures nguiust

Gandhism may prove futile, and the reforms dbout

to be inaugurated in the worst possible atmospheio
will wither before they can bear fruit, and between
ofheiul optimism or inertia, and the sapping (if the

revolutionary forces, shall drift still further into

chaos and disaster.

Loid Chelmsford bequeaths to his successor by

no moans an enviabjp legacy. A grave f&id deli-

cate task awaits the new Viceroy. Upon the right

handling of the situation will depend tho future of

India. It is a matter of happy *hugury that LoVtl

Reading has realised that justice in tho supremo

need “at this solemn juncture in Indian history
”

Tho people of India have lost faith in Bnbi.h

justice. That lost faith the new Viceroy will

have to restore.



INDIAAND THE BRUSSELS CONFERENCE
BY

MKaSIIYAMA CHAKAN
t«

f International Conference convened by

I the League of Nations to study the finuri -

gial crisis and to look lor the means of

remedying it, courludod its sittings in tho month
of November. Tho Conference assembled in

Brussels under the Pieridoncy ol Mons, Ad<»,
tne Ex President of the Swi^s Republic, and no
less than thirty’nine states were represented in it.

Tho delegates of the various nations presented

interesting surveys of the financial and economic
eruditions of their respective countries, and
brought into clear tfoliof the cl loots of war on
their dillerent economic conditions. It was
found that there was hdrdiy a country which did

not bieak tho rules of oconomic life. The (Jon-

foionce sat to consider the financial position of

the various countries and to suggest ways which
may lead te their economic well are. India was
represented in tho Conference by three delegates

;

Mr! Howard, .Sir Marshall lleid, and Sir

Eazulbhoy Curiimbhoy,

The Conference made definite recommendations,
und suggested ajino of policy for every nation,

after careful consideration in co operation with
tho delegates of the respective coun tries. Tho
report of the Indian delegates though shoft, shows
that Indian problems weic carefully discussed.

The recommendations made by the Committee on
public finance were ^general in character and were
adopted by the Conference. Tho committee
remarked that increase in production is necessary
for the restoration of prosperity of the people and
for the reduction of prices. Tho increase of

production is seriously handicapped by the
growing expenditure of the governments. The
growing expenditure * of tho governments has
cuufiod a further inflation of currency and credit,

and hence depreciation of internal currency

,

thereby leading to further rise in prices, and m-
htablit^oi foreign exchanges. Thus tho Con-
ference recommended that it is the first duty of

every government to restrict its ordinary
expenditure and reduce rits expenditure on
aimsmen ts.

But tho Indian Government have been following
a policy which is directly against tho recommen-
dations of the Brussels Conference. Thoro has
already been a large increase in the civil and
military expenditure. To add to all this, wo
h^ve before us the Report of the Esher Commit-
tee, which wants to oaddlo on Indian revenues,

the expenditure of forces maintained outside India*

RAI, B.A., L.L.B, M.K.A.S.*
_ •

What has* already been done is now an estab-

lished fact. But the recommendations of the

Brussels Confoionce should now deter tho Jndian

Government fiom following the Report of tho

Eshei ComimtUe. The viowb of the Brussels

Conference in this respect have betfli agreed to by

Mr. llowa id. The Indian Government should

follow the mature opinion of the Indian delegates

and tho Brussels Conference, and should not

embark upon a policy which will go against tho

Indian interests.

Tho import submitted by the Committee oil

Currency and Exchange Was also adopted by tho

Conference* The committee remarked that thero

has boon a general expansion of tho currencies of

the various countries. This expansion of

currencies has been moro than nocessary and

without a proportionate increase in the wealth of

those countries, ho it has boon suggested that tho

growth ot this ii.il ition should be stopped, and

that deflation should be carried on slowiy. In

the written statement on the financial and

economic situ ition ol British India it was pointed

out that India was making a determined

effort to face the problem of deflation
;

and that tho note issue was by that time

reduced from l^bl), to 1 HBO million of rupees

and in metallic circulation was reduced by

about 160 millions of rupees within the period

of four months. But the Conference recommend-
ed that deflation should be carried on slowly, lest

it should cause dislocation of trade, so the policy

of tho Indian Government to carry on deflation by

the sale of Ueverse Councils cannot be justified.

About commeico the Conference recommended a

gradual withdrawal of restrictions. But the

recommendation was not an unconditional ono

and it was implied that the peculiar interests of

the country should not bo ignored, Thus the

recommendations cannot be interpreted to mean
that all tho restrictions on the export of food-stuffs

from India should bo removed. Removal of

control on tho export of Indian foodstuffs would

involve their export in large quantities, which

would bo a great harm to the poor people of India.

The Committee recommended that there should

be a Central Bank for the issue of notes. There

was no Contral Bank in India up to this day, but

the Imperial Bank Act has provided for the,

establishment of a Central Bank. This proposed

Bank is not to be given the right of issuing notes,

but it geem& that in view of the recommendations
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of the Conference, tho power of note issue will be

given to tho Hank.

Xho Committee opined tliat attempt to limi’u

the fluctuations by aiUiieial control of exch.v.gu

operations is futile and mischievous, Attempt-, of

tho Indian Government to regulate exchange .uni

to stabilise it have always proved to be so. The

recent attempt to stabilise tho value uf the > upr«_i

and to maintain it equal to two shijlmgs m gull

by the sale ofl lov*»ise Cjum.L has proved to bo a

iuiluru. This recommendation of the Conference

should bo well borne in mind by tlje Indian

Government, and the policy of controlling

the exchange operations should be gown
up. Lt is now high timo that exchange

should be Juft to adjust itself by its own wiy:

Tho question of International* trade was ah >

taken up by the Conference, and tin* majoiity ju

it seemed Jo favoui tin* view that fieodom ol

cominciee dsould be restored. Sir E./ulbhoy

Cunimbho) foresaw the piobtblu clh-ct ol . ace i

recommend. »iion on Indian trade interest', and m
time poinU i out to the Cmtleieneo Ihatudj-

cushion of suck a nature vv vs in eleven t to tin.

main is uius before tho Conference, lie pm
before the Conference the special case of Indian

luroign tiade which was very low pci head ol t.h<

population and which required to he developed

Kui the development of Indian foreign trade lu

mamtamed that economic conditions peculiar to

India will have to he considered, and that tnc

educated community in India favoui s the policy

of piotection for such an end. lie therefore in

sisted that the pioblem should be left to be solved

by the nations according to their economic

conditions.

Tho consideration of the system of interna

tional credits was thu^most important pint of the

Uenforcnce, The scheme was formulated by

M. Delacroix thg Prime Minister of Belgium.

The question of tho international credits was no

less
#
interesting to India, than to other coun-

tries. Indian foreign trade has sullbrod so much
not because of lack of goods, but boeauso of lack

of capacity of hex foreign purchasers to purchase

goods on credit. If the power of India’s foreign

customers to purchase goods on credit is restored

it would be a groat gain to her foreign trade. Tho
scheme as adopted by the Conference provides for

tho constitution of afi International Commission
under the auspices of the League of Nations. Tim
Governments of those countries who will partici

pate in the scheme shall notify to the Commission

what usaets they uro propared to pledge as

security foi obtaining credits to bo granted by the

nation of the oxpdKiug country. Tho gold value

of these assets will Ate detormjpcd ^y the Com-
mission, and Die participating, governments .shall

bo entitled to prepare bonds to
#

llmt gold value.

These bond.-, will bo lout by ; ;m. participating

i ountry to in- nationals for n by them as col-

li teral security for importation: .. Thu importer

will be able to pledge these bin ds to the exporter

in a luiejgn coimtiy for theptiiud of transaction.

The cxpojtei will** thus hu\«: those bonds issued

by the Government of the importer’s country

and he shall bo able to sell them in case of

default, Jn the case of India Mich a sj stem by

improving the power of the pin chafer to purchase

goods on ci edit will imprcfve the prospects of the

Indian export trade.

lint the scheme provides that tho consent of

the ( 'ommission is lequiitd hcloie the importoi

can luve these bond.*-, rod the consent of the

Commission shall, as a rule, he acc ided only for

tho import of raw nmteiials and pecuniary

necessities. In tho case of India, tiierefore, it is

only the expul t of raw mate,rials which wifi in-

cteaso, The participation of India in the schemo

will surely improve the condition of her export

tiade, but that will he for Mu* most part in caso

of raw material exported *i‘rum India, Whether

it will also be a gain to tho general economic

condition of the country, will depend on the way

it is worked out. But wo can, howover, say that

tho schemo will by improving thp export trade,

lead to an adjustment of foreign exchange which

has suffered much, of late* by its unstability.

The opinion expressed by the Brussels Con-

ference can be said to bo the opinion of tho best

financial and commercial exports, The Conference

has made several recommendations which should

be followed by tho Indian Government.

The most important of thorn is that of re-

ducing tho civil and military expenditure.

To follow the recommendations of the Esher

Committee would be diiectly against the policy

suggested by tho Economic Conference. "The con-

stitution of the Esher Comrnitteo has been

objected to by all the sections uf Indian public,

Extremists and Moctorates. The reconmrendations

made by the Coinmitteo are also wrong in princi-

ple, and manifestly unjust to the Indian tax

payer. The view of tho Brussels Conference

which has simply oinloisod thoView of the Indian

public m tho matter of i educing the ^xpunditure

of government, must receive \t lavourablo consid-

eration at the hands of the Indian Government,



The PHILOSOPHY OF BERNARD SHAW
BY

'..Prof. 11. C. PAPWORTH, ,m.a„ i.l.s.

(( Quii.ttjsfconco of luinuid Shaw ” * is a

I serious attempt on the part of the

author to pmsmulo Uh to take Mr. Shaw

seriously. As ho admits quite candidly, tho

British public enjoy tho sensations and shocks

afforded by Mr. •Sliaw and lifts writings, but, at

the same time, do not, as a rule, attempt to probe

the depth of his philosophy. One section of tho

British public, which pretends to have given a

little thought to Mr. iihaw and his philosophy, has

come to the conclusion that his teaching is

impracticable, his remod^os necessary only for a

small minority, and, if put into practice, subver-

sive of our moral code it feels too, that Mr.

Shaw, clever man that be seems to be, must

surely realise this : and it is driven to the conclu-

sion that he is either a false prophet to bo avoid-

ed f or, if he be sincere in these far fetched and

perverted teachings, then he must have a 4 kink
*

—in other words, be mad. Anothor section of

the British publi^ feels convinced that G.B.S, is

neyer really serious; that he is continually

fooling them. This conviction arouses thoir anger

and resentment agaimst him, and these ar^ intensi-

fied almost into a passion of hatred by the fact

that the public are conscious of Shaw’s success in

this direction,— that whether they will or no, they

are fooled by him ! In which of these solutions,

if in either, lies the truth, Shaw i.-s far too clever JvO

let them see. Need wc wonder then that the

British public have not given to Mr. Shaw ai d

his philosophy that serious thought, which Mr.

Duffin thinks is thoir due (

It seems to me that' it to those sections of

th#public in particular that Mr. Du din addresses

bis remarks : and he tries to persuade them to

tak£ Shaw as he says lie is in the preface to “ Man
and Superman,” “a reisbnable, patient, consis-

tent, apologetic, laborious person, with tho

temperament of a school master and the pursuits

of a vestryman ’’

; one who baa a valuable legacy

for thoughtful men, and one who is serious and

sincere in the conviction that his own mind “ sees

things differently from pther people, and sees

them better.” So he invites us to lay aside our

prejudices, whatever they are, to accept as a

* The QmjfrESHENCE o* Bernard Shaw, By
U. Luflm, B. Nash, London.

working hypothecs that Shaw is really genuine,

and to try to find out whether he has anything

of value <o teach us. it is in this spirit that Mr,

Duiiin rovimts many of Shaw’s plays and prefaces,

lie says nothing about Shaw aS an artist
;
nothing

about the form or manner of his works : ho deals

with him' solely as a philosopher and teacher,

solely with his content and matter.

The fit at. chapter is entitled u Immorality and

Heresy,” and is as good as a debate as to which

is the more moftal, tho rolling stone which gathors

no moss, the standing stick which covers no

ground,—the ronr
t
or tlio orthodox* respectable

man ! This chapter shows how Shaw examines

the objective moral law, and how he exhorts

everynian to examine it for himself. People aro

very chary in bringing to the bar of common
sense any firmly established cc*iu of conduct,

especially one which has the additional sanction

of time, tradition and roligion : and it is because

Shaw does this and does it foarlossly, that many
good- living people think that he wishos to abolish

the moral Jaw altogether. Shaw has no such

intention : but he asks us to think, without pre-

judice, whether any law of conduct, the Ten
Commandments included, is so universal as to be

called a 4 golden rulo.’ So, to quote Mr. Duiiin,
14 with this aim in view, he seeks first to deprive

the word 4 morality ’ of its stupefying power by

making it practically synonymous with conven-

tion. Immorality then becomes, by definition,

not a form of sin, but a mtde of freedom ; what-

ever is contrary to established manners or

customs is immoral.” ,

To understand this better, we should read
“ Candida,” and study its three chief characters,

standing as they do, at three distinct points along

this road of
4 freedom or 44 The Devil’s Disciple,”

where poor Dick Dudgeon, born and bred in a

Puritan home, where fixed moral laws and high

though uncomfortable ideals are rigidly applied

and never transgressed, where enjoyment and
worldly pleasure are unknown, seems to say,
44 Well, if these be the laws for the disciples of

God, i shall be happier as the disciple of the

Devil
!”

It may be well to remark that Mr. Shaw, in
*

exposing our slavery to fixed ideals, is not
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condemning the ideals so much as the slavery,

Tie bids us examine our idoals and pronounce

whether, shorn of all dthe halos that hover round

them, they are, in the actual lives of
0
men and

women, so efficacious in producing happiness ns

they are taught to be. It is a plea for intel-

lectual and moral liborty, for self-reliance and

its corollary—Toleration ;
—“ a vigilant- open-

mindedness.” “ What is wrong with the world,”

says Andrew Undershnft, “
is thfit it scraps

everything except 81d prejudices—religious, moral,

political.” -

Amongst the subjects arising out bT these

considerations with which Shaw’s works deni, the

problems of sox- relationship and religion occupy

distinctly prominent phi co*. To put the first pro-

blem in a nutshell, Shaw’s womeifc (whether real

women in the world do is another story^ which Mr,

Dufiin carefully examines mid denies) tako the ini-

tiative in soft alburn. His view of women is not an

inspiring one, and his view of love “affords no basis

for a worship of women by man.” Here, indeed,

is a destruction of a deeply rooted ideal, or, as

Shaw would cull it, ‘convention/ Ann Whito-

field, in “ Man tfhd Superman ”, is tho aggressor •

there is nothing of the goddess waiting to he

worshipped in her Nero tho woman is the

spider, man tie IK “
1 have promised to marry

.lack,” ejaculates Ann a second before slm

swoons: “
I have never asked hor”, says Jack,

“ it is a trap for mo In the same mood, Joey

Perceval, the victim of the bewitching Hypatia

Tarleton exclaim*, “If every woman who likes me
is to behave like PotipharV wife, I shall ho a

slave f
”

This attitude towards women is certainly un

conventional, and tiierefoio a delight to Mr. Shaw.

But has ho not made a mistake? In this

instance, although the%onventional view may not

bo the Just word on the subject, is it not truer

than that advanced* by Mr. Shaw ?

Front this uninspiring view of woman as a

sensual aggressor, Shaw’s view of marriage is but

a natural deduction. 44 A woman wants children;

she sees a man whom she would like to give her

children
;
she sots hor cap at. him * and presently

marries him ”, Cloarlv, tho old idea that mar-

riage is a spiritual bond of love, soaled with an

unbreakable seal, has completely gone to the wall.

Ideal marriages, abso^nte compatibility and tho

like are all empty phrases : in fact, in the

majority of Shaw’s marriage situations, incom-

patibility is the outstanding feature, and the most
* successful marriages are those where the parties

4o not strive for anything more, but treat it, as

Mr. 0. K. Chesterton pays, *ns “ n kind of
perpetual joke.” It is perhaps as well that some
of our old platitudes with regard fcu marriage are
shown to be empty.

#
The * pet petunl joke ’ idv-a, however, does not

express Shaw’s view quite exactly. Ho i
;
s much

more definitely condemnatory when hp sa)s
through his mouthpiece, Pick Tanner;—“ mar-
liago is to me apostasy, profanation of tho
sanctuary of my soul, \ illation of my manhood,
sale of my birthright, shameful surrender, igno-
minious capitulation, nceoptar.c# of defeat. I
Hhfill decay like a thing that has served its pur-
pose and is done with

;
1 shall see in the greasy

eyes of nil the other husbands fheir iclief at tho
arrival uf a new prisoner fotrhnrc th.n ignominy.
The young men will scorn me as ot o w ho 1ms sold

out: to tho women 1, wh# have always been an
enigma and a possibility, shall lm merely some-
body else’s property -and damaged goods at
that —a second-hand man at best.”

Mr. Shaw, it would scorn, indicts merringo on
two grounds in particular: fiist, b' cause it can
uevor ho truly permanent, and secondly, because
it does not pioduco the greatest amount of happi
ness to the individuals concerned. It is illogical

to think, that of ail tho choices, decisions and
contracts that men and women make in Uie

course of their lives, there is one, viz marriage
which o^p on no giounds ho broken. It is also

unreasonable and uncharitable to expect two
people who have married, but who find no happi-

ness, to continue in that state till death parts

them. There must ho a remody; and that

remedy ‘scorns to bo a wise'and reasonable divoreo

law.

There are several ol Shaw’s characters which
deal with the; question of divorce— e.g. Reginald

and boo Bridgnorth and Hotchkiss. On the need
for a sano and generous system of legislation on
Divorce, most people these dajs are agreed. Tho
majority might not agree with Shaw’s extreme
radical viow that “ simple request by one party

or the other should be sufficient grounds* for

divorce, and no questions should he asked,” nor

with his maxim 44 make divorce as easy, ns cheap

and as private as marriage but still, to 'most of

us it is obvious that if divorce came to bo looked

upon by society, not as a sin or a, disgrace, but as
44 a simple and natural means <tf escape from %,

false position, a great <fl$al of uiftieceFsary suffer-

ing would be avoided.”

To pass on to Shaw’s attitude toward's religion.

It will be generally admitted that there are no

opinions, prejudices and ideals, which people hold
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bo guardedly and tenaciously as roligious ones.

In discussing this subject, therefore, moRt wise

men proceed tactfully. Sli^v, however, does not.

In place of the personal apd beneficent God, he

substitutes the Lifo-Foiro, which throughout tho

agesiias.continually struggled to exert and realiso

itself*, a»d has now reached a very high manifest-

ation of itself— Man. Shaw conceives of this

Lifo Force ns having had an end and purpose,

though unconscious and un formulated, all through

the various stages of life’s evolution ; blit not

consciously realised till it manifested itself in tho

highest stage yet attained,- -Mum
There seem to be two aspects from which wo

can conceive this Life- Force. There is tho Life-

Force per m, the groat? Power and Principle of

Life, which struggles to assort itself, and which,

in spite of adverse conditions has continued

through the ages its “ cea^Dss upward thrust.'’

Then, there is the Life Force as realised in man

—

the force which prompts man to activity, improve-

ment and self realisation
;

his impulse towards

perfection. To appeal to this impulso and train

it is, in Shaw’s view, the most profitable form of

religious instruction. So far as existing forms of

roligion are useful in this appeal and training, in

awakening and fanning the “ divine spark,” so far

ftre*thoy profitable. Rcliciou* instruction mii^t

aid the Life Force to realise itself «=till further,

and to manifest, itself in tin* future, not njorely in

Man, but in Super Man. Thus the whole pur-

pose of religiouij instruction must be to improve

the race and direct yt, God ward This surely is a

worthy ideal, and thinking people will believe

that Shaw is sincere, in spite of the fact that his

general treatment of the Olnistinn Church and

specifically Christian dogma is subversive and

destructive, apparently on the grounds that the

formulated creeds are not credible.

Another 4

ideal ’ which Shaw attacks is poverty,

whitsh he regards, not ms a holy state or basis of

a saintly life, nor as tho hall-mark of God’s nobili-

ty, but as the root of ell evil. Money, he main-

tains, is*the hasiw of evmi thing that is good

—

education, oleanlbmss, culture, refinement and

leisure. Without money wo can obtain nothing:

clearly t.fren, everybody mm t0hnve sufficient of it.

The world rests solidly on a cash basis : this basis

urgently needs adjusting, and in tho adjustment,

poverty must go. * In wot king out tho details of

this adjustment,—and it would appear that it can

only be dope by Act of Parliament,—numerous
difficulties arise, 'which Shaw recognises, hut

naturally cannot always solve. “ For the

individual) acquire wealth : for the state,

abolish poverty,” Shaw would say : but tho

former requires limitations, and the latter, unless

it means “ exterminate the abject poor,” seems

beyond the possibilities of legislation. Hut still,

there is no doubt that Shaw is serious and right

in insisting that poverty is a cancer in the social

organism, a cure for which should he the object

of earnest research.

In politics, it is the fashion to dub G TLS. as

an out—and—-out, Socialist. Yet, if on the whole

S^aw in his wiit.ings seems prejudiced against

any forry of social order other than Democracy,

ho is cditainly not blind tho defects and

limitations of Damociccy. No one could ridicule

Democracy more than Shaw, when, speaking

through dark Tanner, ho says, “Democracy
substitutes election by tho incompetent many for

appointment by the. corrupt few ”
* and further,

“God Himself could not raise a people above its

own level.” ThL s°ems to scorn Democracies.*

but still Shaw’s general view is inclined to Demo-
cracy, proper!,' iiitr i pi etcd , Tie is not, such a

fool as to advocate mob government the tbnwi

must choose its represent.:! rives, and in choosing

representatives, many factors •'varying from

country to country ami from age to age, murt ho

taken int.o account particularly the qmdilq of

tho fjrntofiy and tho level of its political ooruoious-

nr^s. In those i expects nations diffi-v widely.

Jt, finally arm umts to this --- that true Democracy

is only possible when Man, through tec evolution

of the Life- Force, becomes Super-man. From
tho standpoint of current politics, therefore,

Shaw’s assent to Democracy is indeed a qualified

one.

1 trust I have said enough to stimulato an
interest in Reward Shaw and his teachings. In

addition to those I have sketched, there are other

problems which come undeif his purview, such ns

education, family hfe, criminal punishment and

so on. “ The Quintessence o'f Bernard Shaw ”

by Mi. Dulfirj will be found a helpful hand book

to the main points of Shaw’s philosophy : and a

perusal of it will create a do^iie to study Shaw’s

woiks themselves. Theio ran ho no denying that

in many cases &huw lays his finger firmly and

clearly on vuiinus diseases in the body politic, and
thus compels ns to think about them. His

diagnoses are usually right, and, for this reason,

the ills are worthy of our vorimis attention, even

though we may sometimes feel that some of tho

remedies which he prescribes are calculated to kill

the body rather than cure its diseases. We can

always make the treatment less drastic.
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[Last Month wo published Mr. Rice's motrical vorsion of the famous Dice Episode in .the ftlaha-

bharata. “ Tho Death of Bhishma ” is ) et another touching episode in the great epic, depicfod

with consummate mastery. Every chord of tho human heart is touched in turn and even the

English rendering gives a fair idea of tho grand stylo of the original in the ancient classic.— Ed./.A\
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So through tho field the battle roared and men .

Fought hand to hand, not in due ordor ranged,

But horse to man and car to elephant

In ono red ruin while the thirsty earth

Drank up the blood of thousands— But amongst

them
Bhishmu, the valiant, the indomitable,

Flamed like a lire through the hosts and none

Might stanj against him
;
Countless souls he sent

To tho dim shades of Yama, till at longth

The peerless archer Arjuna bent his bow

And for a space as clouds obscuro the sun,

So Ganga's _on by tho unending rain

Of shafts stood Jhidden from the sight of men,

Yet was ho not subdued, but turned aside

That fiery stream as il in sport and laughed.

AnS fiercer grew the tight and warriors

In hordes assailed tho aged hero
;
he

Chose out a bow, but Parfcha’s* deadly shafts

Cut it in twain. Another and yet another

IIo took, but tho unerring archer ’s hand

Splintered them all. At last he took a lance

Of wondious toughness, and well balanced, which

As it Hew quivering through tho startled air

Fell into fragments shattered like the rest.

And Bhishma seeing that some god upheld

The hand of Arjuna paused awhile and musod
;

“ Methinks that I wi^i mine own singlo hand

Could slay these insolent Pandavas, were it not

That Krishna the pmnipotont, assists

His chosen favourites in tho light, But now
With that most powerful aid which he bestows

They are inviolate. Nor shall it bo said

That Bhishma ever strotched his bow against

Sikhandin, woman-born but now i man.t

In far off days when my great father won
The peerless Kali for his bride, and held

High festival within his royal halls

* i.e. Arjuna.

t Sikhandin exchanged sexes with a semi-divine

being who was condemned by his Gods to remain

female.

it chanced that he^was ploased with mo and gave

Two gifts, that J should be invulnerable

In battle, and should choose the hour of death.

To-day the hour is come
;
I choose to die.

And at his words a voice from heaven fell

;

“ Desist from battle, favoutite of the gods

;

As thou hast said, so ho it unto thee,

Such is the will of hoavefl.
,> And a breeze

Fragrant with heavenly odours blew and shed

Flowers from the skies, while on its gentle wings
Was borne the music of the immortal gods,

Put fierce around the mighty hero raged

The light, and first Sikhandin wounded him
The woman- warrior, and after him

*

Vibhatsu,* and tho Pandu warriors,

Yet could they not subdue that mighty arm,
Nor slay the aged chief. But Arjuna
Holding Sikhandin as a shield before him •

In guile, for well he knew that Bhiahma’s bow
Would »ot be bent against that woman -form
With threo sharp arrows cut in twain that bow
And with one tiery line of shafts he pierced

The hero through and through and Bhishma said,

Turning to his companions with a smile
“ Those shafts that come in one unbroken lino

And smite me with the force of thunderbolts,

Piercing my very marrow, these are not

Sikhandin’s arrows but the hand of Partha

Directs them
;
as the blast of winter cuts

The shivering kine, these arrows pierce my soul.”

Then with a mighty stroko he hurled a lance •

At Arjuna but in mid air the lance

Was shivered by the skill of Pritha's son

And all men stood andnvondered,

But tho foe
#

Rushed in their hundreds on the warrior

And as the sun went* down, illustrious Bhishma,

Pierced through and through with mortal wounds,

sank down
Upon the bloody earfclq yet toufihed it not

*

So close did stick the arrows in liis flesh

r

i.e. Arjuna.*
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Making a couch lit for a Kshatriya.

And as a dosert lion parched with thirst

Ranges afar in search of stMio cool spring

Where at to drink—he Stops and sniffs the air,

Then without pause he hurrios to the pool

And bends his head, nor knows that close at hand

The bflnters lurk until with one sharp stab

The fatal arrow strikes him in the llank.

Stung with the pain, ho looks around and sees

A ring of iron closing in upon him
And falls and to the last he Sails and dies,

Pierced through with many darts
;
So Bhishma

fell.

And at that mighty fall the affrighted earth

Trombled for fear ;
and the deep water spouts

Of heaven were openod and the rain poured down
Prom the black thunde^ clouds.

But far away
Bat Ganga in her Himalayan home,

Ganga from whom tho hero sprang, nor wept

When she beheld her dying son but sent

Great Rishis to him like a flock of swans

To, comfort him. Down through the tremulous

air

They flew until they came where Bhishma lay,

And marvelled at his dying
;
whispering

Among themselvcfc
;

11 \V hy should this hero die

While yet the sun is in the south ?* But he :
—

*' Nay gentle swans I the boon my father gave

Is that 1 choose the hour of mine own death

And till the sun in his diurnal course

Has moved into the north, I choose to live.”

And so lay back uppn his arrowy bed

Dumb, for the pain of his most grievous wounds

Ran like a fire through his dying limbs.

And for a space upon those mighty hosts

A silence fell and deep amazement, whilst

A pall of darkness overspread the sky

And hid the sun
;

f)arth from her innermost

depths

Groaned, when she saw the foremost of them all

Lopped like a tree and fallen along the ground.

And kings and warriors in their hundreds came,

Their armour all put off, in homage meet

Afcd reverence to the dying : oven so

Do the gods reverence Indra, Lord of all.

Then Bhishma spake with Mint and feeble voice
;

41 My head is heavy and I would that one

Brought me a pillow.” Swift they hasted then

And brought hi14 pillows of tho softest down,

Whereon to lay his head
;
of purple silk

They wertf and broidered with the cunning arts

*Ad inauspicious mark. Sec also the story of

Cavitri.

Of Hindustan. But he thrust them aside,

Yet with a gentle smile, saving
44 Alas !

These art) not fitting for a Kshatriya’s bod.

Let those who sit at home with women, lie

Soft, while* around the stroams of music lull

Their feminine spirits. Where is Arjumi ?

Come, mighty archer, be thou son to me,

(For unto thee alone of all these kings

Is given the secrot of a warrior's death.)

Give me a pillow for my dying head,

Not unbecoming this my latest hour,

Thine bo tho choice : thou will not fail me.”

Straight Lord Arjumi took up the peerless bow,

Gandivti, purified with many rites

And incantations many
;
swift he shot

His lightning shafts beneath the aged head

That hung so ifeavy, till at last the pile

Shot with ft. skill no other man could match.

Had made a pillow for the dying Bliishma,

And with a sigh ho sank back satisfied

Whispering, 44 In truth thou hast divined my
thought

;

Such pillow well becomes a Kshatriya

Who all* his life has walked uprightly, not

Transgressing the immortal laws of God
Keeping his body stainless from desire *

Of carnal lust. lludst thou devised aught else,

I would havo risen and cursed thee in my rage.

Behold, 0 kings, this that lord Arjuna

Hath dbne, for here upon my arrowy bed

1 rest contentedly, until the sun

Enter the region of Visravana.

Then comes the hour supreme
;
that fatal hour

Shall teach 3 cm how a Kshatriya ought to die.”

So spake the dying Bhishma and was ware

How that physicians crowded round his couch,

Eager to prolfer help
;
well-skilled they were

In all the healing art and lould assuage

The fiery anguish of tho rankling darts, .

But he once more. 44
I have flo need of these

;

For 1 have left all earthly things behind

And now my soul fixed on the Infinite

Ascends to heaven to the blessed gods,

Reward them well and let them go.”

But now
The sun was setting and the heroes all

Departed each his several way, while night

Fell on the silent plain and in the vault

Of heaven the myriad stars stood sentinol

;

And Bhishma on his couch was left alone,

But in the Fandu camp high festival

Was held and great rejoicing that their foe

The indomitable Bhisma, was o’erthrown.

Lord Krishna spake to King Yudishtira
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u Your enemy has fallen
;
by the grace

Of the immortal gods thus it hath chanced
;

Or is it that your soul-destroying eyes,

O mighty warrior of the Pandavas,
#

Have slain what else to mortal weapons %were

Invincible?’' Then said Yudishtira :

—

“ Not by the might of my devouring glanco,

Nor by the grace of Fortune have we slain

The foremost Kaurava. ’Tis thou alone,

0 Kesava, through whom tho victory

Cometh; for thou, (flvinost Mndhava,

Art our sure refuge and our tower of strength.

Thou smilest, Krishna, and Lo ! Victory •

Sits on our banners
;
and dost thou hut frown

Defeat and fatal ruin overtake us."

So passed the night in joy and revelry

Throughout the Pandava camp ; ijhile all the

Kurus
•

In deep dejection and in grief cast down,

Sought brief forgetfulness in sleep. The morn
Broke, and tho hero on his arrowy couch

Created the rising Bun
;
anon there came

Some from both camps to greet him
;
as of old

Before the breath of all-devouring war

Had blasted all tlfe land Jind in their souls’

Kindled a hatch implacable, they spoko

In wards of peace and friendship, while they viod

In doing honour to tho son of Ganga.

But he, his body with the burning pain

Consumed, and clammy with tho dows of death

Whispered 44 My soul is faint aryl parched for

thirst

;

Bring me some water.” And they brought it

him,

Cool water in a golden jar, and choice

Meats for his sours refreshment
;
but he said,

Thrusting them all aside 44
It is not thus

1 would have water
;
these are for the sons

Of men who linger here on earth, while I

Lie here expectant of tho moment, when
I pass from earth to keek the abodes of heavon.”

Go, bring me Arjuna
;
and Pritha’s son

With deep obeisance and humility

Approaching him, bowed down nnd gently

asked :— #
“ What wouldet thou have made ?” 44 My son

”

he said
41 My soul is parched with raging thirst, and firo

From thy most potent arrows eats me up.

Tis thou, 0 peerless archer, thou alone

That oanst assuage my anguish with cool streams
Of water fitted for a prince’s lips.”

forthwith the son of Pritha bont his bow
Gandiva

;
like a thunder clop it twanged

And all around him quaked for fear. But he,

•Pacing in due mysterious measure round,

Fitted a puissant arrow to the string

And shot into the eartlf a little sffcce
*

From Bhishma’s couch f and suddenly thoro

gushed •

A stream of fragrant water pure and (fool
' •

Like to the nectar which the gods enjoy,

And at that marvel all men stood amazed.

But Ganga’s son, quenching his fiery thirst

At the cool limpid water cried aloud.

O'Arjuna, delightdfall the world.

To whom is given with Vasudeva’s help

Ruch power in archery as none besides

May match, henceforth thy prowess shall bo such

As the high gods would envy* For as man
Among all living things, as Garuda

Among the birds or as the glorious Sun
Among the lesser luminaries of heaven,

So thou among the warriors of this age

Art without peer. And now 1 go my way,

Yet would I fain give counsel once again

To those whose eyes are blind, whose ears are

deaf
;

•

For now in this mine end 1 surely see

Destruction overtake Duryodhana
And all the myriad kings with him allied,

1 have lived my life and on this battle field
#

Have found befitting death. But you, my
friends,

Live on henceforth in peace and amity

And let the blood of Bhishma be the seal

Of lasting friendship. Why should * these men
perish

In bloody strife ? Do thou, Duryodhana,

Give half thy kingdom to the Pandavas ;

So shalt thou earn the praiso of righteous men
Nor feel the shame that for thy selfish ends

Myriads of men are doomed
;

then shall there

come •

The reign of peace and of prosperity,

Father embracing father, brothor brother,

And all the world bound in the chains of love

But if I speak to still unheeding oars,

The thunder of the wrathful gods shall fall

Upon the stubborn, and the land shall groan

With war. till at the last destruction como *

%

Upon thee in thy folly and thou lose

Wife, kingdom, powor, riches, life itself.”

So ended he and straight composed himself

To death
;
and whon the sun in order due

Entered the north, his mighty spirit fled

Into the realms of everlasting peace,
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12 INDIAN CO-OPERATIVE STUDIES
BY

Dr. JOHN MATTHAI.

T
HERE is hardly a subject of current interest

in India rfn which there has been a larger

* gutpuf of literature in recent years than

the oo* operative movement. This is by no means

an unhealthy symptom because the greater the

interest that the co-operative movement can

awaken among the educated public, the better are

its prospects. But what kind' of literature do we

really want ? Is it the literature that instructs

or the literature that inspires '< Most of the

writings we have had on the subject so far are of

the sort which tell .people how co-operative

societies may be started, what the mistakes are

into which they usually lapse, where money could

be found etc—a sort of manual, in fact, for the

converted, But the question of conversion itself

has been largely forgotten in the anxiety to minis-

ter to be converted. Ten or fifteen years ago

there was something to be said for this attitude.

Thd field of co-operation then was so restricted

that the Government machinery sufficed alike for

the conversion of sinners and for the edification

of the saints. But the number of co operative

societies has increased so enormously during the

past decade that the Government departments are

unable to cope with even the ordinary duties of

administration, and the important work of propa-

ganda is being left increasingly in unofficial hands.

This is as it slfould be. But the work requires

stimulus as well as ‘guidance, if it is to be fully

effective. The great need of the hour seems to bo

rather stimulus than guidance because the pressure

of other public interests in recent years has tendod

in some measure to drive co-operation from the

minds of the educated class and considerable

stimulus will have to <be applied to restore the

public interest in the co-operative movement. The
advent of industrialism and political democracy is

crowding other things out for the momont—and

unlbss a determined effort is mnde to show the

place of co-operation in the new order which is

coming into being, co-operation will soon find that

it has lost ground.

Somebody might ask whother all this omphasis

on the need for awakening the interest of the

educated class in
4
co-operation is not misplaced.

Go* operation is edfeentially a poor man's movement,

it is said, ^specially the poor man in rural areas,

It is the poor ryot, not the well-to-do, middle

claas, professional man who lives in the town,

who is the prime objective of the co-operative

movement.
9
But we have long ago discovered,

not merely in co-operation but in other things,

that it is a fatal fallacy to conceive of the urban

and rural populations in a modern community as

living in separate complements with opposite

interests. The educated town-dweller has not

merely supplied the greater *part of the fluid

capital by which rural societies are financed but ho

has also supplied much the greater shaie of what-

ever initiative and active help the co-operative

movement has dorived from unofficial sources. If

his money goes hereafter entirely into commercial

investments and if his thoughts and energy are

taken up exclusively with the political opportuni-

ties of the new day, no public cause will suffer in

a greater degree than co-operation. There is

therefore ample need for literature which will

stimulate the interest of the educated class in co-

operation.

But what kind of literature < Not detail-

ed and analytical discussions, but tho kind

of writing which will afford inspiration and will

fix and reveal the place of co-operation in tho

new social ordor which is taking shape before our

eyos. What we want is not more manuals, and

text-books. What we want is a philosophy of co-

operation. Wo want a raco of prophets in the

land who will utter truths and set forth visions

that will not morely feed the mind but kindle tho

soul. But that kind of literature can only be

produced by people who, unhampered by the detail

and routine of administration, have the freedom

and ability to consider co operation in /elation to

the larger movements in thg country. 4
Produced*,

perhaps is a wrong word, because such books are

seldom 1 Produced *—they generally drop like

manna from Heaven,* The present book contains

much excellent matter of a particularly instruc-

tive sort
;
but it will hardly inspire anybody.

The writers are not prophets—they don*t pretend

to be that. Most of them are just efficient and

experienced scribes, atid their writing must be

judged on that basis.

As an introduction to a study of the considered

methods of co operation, this is the best book

which has over appeared in India. The character-

istic problems of Indian co-oporation and the

methods which have been employed for solving

* Indian Co-operative Studies.—Edited by R. B.
Ewbank, I. C. 8., Oxford University Press, 1930.
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thorn are here set forth with a clearness and practi-

cal grasp which must make the book almost indis-

pensable to practical eo-operators. Th| essays do

not as a rule touch upon controversial questions but

coniine themselves to an explanation • of accepted

methods and practices. Where they speak of

developments for the future, the writers are

generally on ground which is more or less familiar

to workers in the co-oporativo field. Thoro aro no

suggestions of startling novelty nor any very

exciting criticism? None the less the book is a

valuable contribution to the growing literature on

Indian co-operation, because the writers aro

experts in their chosen lines and writo clearly,

critically and with inside knowledge.

While this is the general character of tho book,

there are two essays to which thfe description wHl

not altogether apply, because they are rather more

than descriptions of existing methods. Mr,

Ewbnnks’ Paper on Guaranteeing f^nions appears

to have alroady excited considerable controversy in

co-operative circles. Mr. Ewbank has a strong

case in so far as the problem he raises is ono of

vital practical importance. Can a co operative local

union which hits no financial responsibility for tho

recommendation which it makes to a district bank

orrbehalf of a primary society over develop into

an effective self-governing body '( The local union

is regarded with great hopes by experienced co-

operators, but not tho most optimistic of them

will venture to say that these hopes are in any

considerable degree on the way to being realised.

Unless they are saddled with a certain measure of

responsibility if their recommendations happen to

prove unsound or ill informed, local unions must

tend in the nature of things to get slipshod and

reckless. Short of financial responsibility in tho

Bhape of it guarantee for losses incurred on account

of their societies, tflore seem to be only two

methods which can save them. One is tho exor-

cise of what is euphemistically called in official

circles “ intensive supervision " l>y tho Co-opera-

tive Department—and the other is to make the

union itself the financing bank for the area or at

any rate the local agent for tho district bank. In

neither case will tho union havo much of an inde-

pendent life left, Mr, Ewbank's own suggestion

is to fix on the union tho liability to meet lossos

up to a certain limit if they cannot bo recoverod

from the societies * themselves on liquidation.

Whether an ultimate guarantee of this kind offered

by a local union will be acceptable to a district

bank or influenoe their judgment to any the

slightest extent is a question which naturally

suggests itself on a perusal of Mr. Ewbank’s

paper but to Which his papor offors no convincing

answer. Nor is the experience of his oyrn guaran-
teeing unions in Bombay a sufficient proof of the

practical value of *flis suggestion. * The reader

thus finds himself in a dilemma, and till more
experience has been gathered, hfi must content to

remain in this dilemma.
“ " •

The other paper which seems to differ in

character from the rest of the book is the one
by Dr. Slater on Co-operative Stores. Dr. Slater

suggests various reasons for tho relative failure of

tho store movement in Tndia. Among other reasons

he suggests the possible drawbacks of a Govern-

ment-controlled agency in regard to co-operative

purchase and sale. His point appears to be that

whilo a policy of guarding against mistakes is the

most important thing in credit, a policy of adven-

ture and experiment is what is required in trade.

This is undoubtedly a point that dosorves consider-

ation. The machinery of our co-operative

movement in India has been fashioned almost

solely with a view to credit societies. And till

some adjustment is made to the special require-

ments of trading societies, the existing machtnery

must prove rather a clog so far as purchase and
sale are concerned, But this question of co-op-

erative trade appears from the experience of the

past few years to be a larger question than oije of

meroly readjusting machinery. The question has

got to be faced frankly, is there really need for an
extensive system of co-operative trade in India?

If so, doos it oxist in regard to all commodities of

ordinary consumption or only sobae? And does

it oxist among all classes fir only among a few

living under specially disadvantageous conditions?

The point to be faced is whether there is in reality

the big margin between wholesale and retail prices

which is commonly supposed to exist. If not, a

co-operative store is superflous, so far at any rate

as the provision of cheap goods is concerned. Two
lines of enquiry may bo suggested in this connec-

tion
;
first, that a substantial difference between

wholesale and rotail prices is loss likely in the case

of articles grown or produced within a district than

in the case of articles imported into it from out-

side
;
and secondly that it is less probable among

the ordinary urban and rural population than

among backward communities like the Panchnmas
and hill tribes. If there is any point in these

suggestions, it may afford som# guidance os to 4lie

most effective starting point for a movement of

co-operative trade. It may also help to avoid, in

the early stages, futile effort and the* demoralisa-

tion of inevitable failure.



14 THE POWER OF ORIGINALITY
' By

r Mr. S. JACKSON COLEMAN.

* * we kill initiatife
41

Is enterprise

|1 worth while
?”

#
“Does originality

« • pay These are questions that we

must all Have asked ourselves from time to time.

For nothing, after all, commands success in life

more surely than initiative, enterprise and origi-

nality. The world is crying aloud for men of

initiative. From (he stage, literature, commerce,

the realm of politics—the demand is endless and

unsalable. Yet the rarest thing in humanity is

independence of mind, the faculty of thinking and

acting for oneself. A ,raan who is hivmlj so

rare nowadays that the world applies to him the

word 44 original ” whenever^ he is to be found

.

Beyond dispute there is a strong herding insti-

not in most people. They want to do what every-

one else is doing, and all they ask in effect is that

some one else hangs a bell about his neck so that

they can hear it and follow his leadership.

Indeed, the great bane of modern civilisation

would appear to be the psychological groove.

Despite the fact that the true function of amuse-

ment is to plough this deadening psychological

groove—to curtail ohr specialism and round out

our humanism, we nevertheless allow others oven

to plan our diversions and to seok avenues for our

hours of leisure and enjoyment.

To be oneself, therefore, is the greatest luxury

in the world. Perhaps, after all, it is so much
easier to have the ^courage of other peopled

opinions. To have the courage of one’s own
instinct, in any case, is the badge of the few. The

great mass of people, as we are all well aware,

live out their lives uttering the thoughts and

opinions of others. They live as mimicB ; their

natures are only mirrors* In other words, they

are copies—not originals. Genius, on the other

hand, is but the signature of God on a man de-

signed hy Himself.

Werfnay call to mind many a hard worker,

pursuing old, antiquated methods, slogging away,

year in and year* out, who cannot make out the

reason why he is so often passed in the race of

life. He has not realised that 'the world to-day

wants men with new ideas, men of originality.

We .all know your*g men who are continually

lamenting their fafcg, who aro always complaining

that they do not seem to 44 get on They are

inestimable fellows in their way, they are not

afraid of work, but they are in a 44
groove ” and

cannot seem ty> get out of it. An original sugges-

tion can never be heard from them. They are

content to proceed in the same old
44 jog trot

”

way from one year’s end to another, failing to

observe the improvements which are being made
from time to time and wholly ignoring the more
up to-date methods which are beibg invented, and

which are slowly but surely superseding the anti-

quated systems to which they cling so tenaci-

ously.

There are some who say, of course, that the

original man is born not wade. They aver that it

is useless to cultivate originality of thought and

to carry that .thought into action. Originality,

nevertheless, may certainly be cultivated, and it is

quite possible to go about with open eyes, obser-

ving and reflecting upon everything which is seen.

Not only does such a practice tend to the origi-

nation of new ideas but it also helps to culti-

vate a habit of looking for the unusual aspect of

things.

Everyone is born with an individuality all his

own. Make a list of the men who have been

successful in business, in literature, in art, in

finance, in the professions, in scionce, and it will

be found that the great majority of them have

been successful because they have developed their

own individualities and in so doing have struck

out from the beaten track. They have done

something in a different way from everyone else,

they have thought and studied, and worked along

new lines, and success has inevitably crowned their

efforts. *

it cannot be gainsaid that success in a large

measuro simply consists of leaving the herd, for

most of us agroe that to a certain extent

every one is capable of power, of initiative,

of individuality. There is something whioh

everyone can do which no other human being

can do so well, Once a person decides, in

fact, that he wds not given power of judg-

ment and initiative just to swell the number

of human sheep, all life appears to be trans-

formed. In short, a man at once discovers him-

self. When he speaks, for instance, he uses

language that expresses himself—not merely the

hackneyed phrases so belovod by the crowd*

When he undertakes any task he applies an indi*

yidqalietic touch to it. He gathers impressions
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from others, but when he forms opinions lie goes,

to the court of his own mind for them. Tho

whole resources of his personality, fti a word,

become vitalised.
m

But why is it after all that so many men and

women have so little push and go about them, no

aim and no ambition of the right kind ( Is it not

because the tendency is so clearly in the diiection

of uniformity and standardisation ( Among tlio

democracy, for instance, we observe movemepis

for tho stabilisation of wages, tho “ minimum ”

wage, tho “ limitation of output.” Little regal d

is paid to a “ maximum ” wage, increased output,

greater efficiency.

Ths educational powers will possibly be ver y

angry when they are told that tlfty are in a large

moasure often responsible, too, for the inane

production,that lacks initiative. In tho lower

type of schools in practically ovory country there

is little chance, save in a few' exceptional places,

for the small child to think lor itself. Wo must,

however, blame the system, not tho plucky

teachei, who often labours under gi eat difficulties.

Tho child’s teacher does the thinking and he

agrees, but what he wants, if he is to develop his

own wits, is howto do his own thinking.

Then, in our workaday world, let us compare

the lot of the mental worker with that of the

manual labourer. By reason of associative effort

we observe that the wages of ttie latter have enor-

mously increased within recent years. Yet tho

brain-worker, who is equally feeling the increased

cost of living, is often scarcely considered worthy

of his hire. He is required to produce tosti

monials, diplomas and certificates and to prove

the victim of all manner of “ back-stair
”

influences, whereas "the manual worker may
almost without question transfer his labour as

freely as he breathes.

It Has, perhaps, been axiomatic throughout the

ages that the inventor, the teacher, the philo-

sopher—indeed practically all brain workers as a

matter of fact, have alike been le^t to feed on air.

The principal of one of our greatest Universities,

for instance, actually boasted the other day that

he had not increased the salaries of his stall’ by

one penny throughout the war. In the constant

war which so many appear to be waging against

individualism many potential inventors are in-

clined to ask :

M Does originality pay?”

Nevertheless it is evident that we must look

in the future to workers with initiative, whether
they are mental or manual, workers, and not to

“rule-of-thumb” efficiency or to multi millionaire

capatalists. Machinery has undoubtedly lod us

into a cortain waje of thinking about human
labour. The machineHhat can bo trusted to do

the same thing perpetually over and over again

has perhaps become our type of efficiency. We
are just for the moment asking rnoro and more in

every sphere of work for mon and women who
will exhibit exactly that kind of efficiency, who
will train themselves definitely to attain it, and
who will be contei^ with it. We try to dignify

it by calling it specialism
;
but tLe eflecfc of it all

is to convert men and women into mere machines.

Instead of making the daily life of business a

means of enriching the ^experience, stimulating

the thought, and drawing out all the initiative

and invontivoi^ess of the individual worker, the

present system is a mighty factor in killing initi-

ative and o( making our lives a deadening mono-
tonous routine. This undoubtedly involves a

serious diminution of the efficiency of business

it&olf.

Cannot some improvement be effected 4 #ls it

not possible to bring into operation wbat might
be called a “ rotary ” system by which workers

from one department would be transferred to

another so that they might fearn in succession

several branches of work ? If so, we should have

a regenerated society, in which every worker
would feel an intense interest in his tasks, would
enjoy his work, would think, would produce new
ideas, and be no longer a machinh but an inven-

tive human being. Each ont as he passed into a

new department would bring with him the

experience gained in another department and
would look on the work with new eyes. His

interest would be stimulated, and it has generally

been from outsiders and not from “ specialists
”

that new and prolific ideas and great inventions

have sprung. For every man and woman .is in

fact a potential inventor. The trouble is that so

many prefer to let their minds lie fallow instead

of exercising them to\)prds something that frould

add to tho comfort, the safety, or the enrichment

of humanity. But is not the system very largely

to blamo ?



The Phonograph or the Detection of Crime in France
AN ADAPTATION BY

• DJL MUrfAMMAD AHMED m.a. LL. M. *rn. d., bar-at-'law.

BATED behind his mahagony writing desk,

covored with green Morocco leather,

M. Javary, the examining magistrate

played negligently with his paper-knife.

Alternately he turned over the papers in the

file which lay Qpen before him and then raised

and fixed his incisive look into the wondering

eyes of Enrico Toxselli whom ho was then ques-

tioning in the presence of his counsel, Mai ti e

Bassan. It was a capital charge, Enrico, having

been accused of the murder of Juliette JSilvane,

a cafe-concert artiste \vho had
.
been killed in

broad day light with a smoothing iron.

— 1 Well *, asked the magistrate, 1 you pretend

to have never set foot in Milo Silva ne’s rooms,

57 Avenue des Peuplier’s.”

—

4 Rover, sir, never’,

—‘But Prosper Lo-double, the manservant

at No. 57, has identified you’.

‘They are plotting against me,
1

lemarkod

Toxselli standing in front of the writing tablo.

He bestirred himself, gesticulated, exaggerated

his Italian accent but his vulgar face, grown

almost bestial after his crime, sweated with

agitation.

1 This man has been the victim of a resem-

blance ’ declared his counsel forcibly.

The clerk of the court, a small silent man
who kept himself in the back-ground, was

writing incessantly at a small adjacent

table.

M. Javary, referred to Enrico’s antecedents,
1 At Turin your native city, you stabbed a man
napaed Pape on accouut of his attentions to

your mistress’.

—
‘ A duel, Sir, a legitimate duel’.

—1 Never mind’ resitmod the magistrate

With an exquisitely sweet manner, “ you are

a virtuoso, an artist with a knife,”

Enrico smiled with a proud air.

—*1 wonder, what made you help yourself

to a something—iron this time’ ?

—
‘ I will tell ^ou how’, began the Italian.

The counsel, however, jumped to his feet,

furiously agitating the ample sleeves of his

gown. It made him appear like a huge bird

excited and ready to take his flight,

—
‘ Toxselli ’ he cried out, “ don’t uttor a word

;

they are trying to entrap us. Let us affirm

once more that we are innocent.’

—
* Maitre Bassan’, remarked M. Javary

severely, 44 your conscience ought to warn you
that over and abovo your client’s interests

there are* the indefeasible rights of society.”

To this tho counsel ropliod sharply and the

discussion would have continued if the magistrate

had not cut it short by asking the police guard
to take the accqped out of the court.

Left by, thomselves, M. Javary ami the

clerk of tho court exchanged their impressions.

— 4 Do you still think he is guilty’*

—
* More so than before, Sir, had it not been

for counsel’s intervention, Toxselli, would have

made a clear breast of it.’

— 4

1 think so too
;

unfortunately tho

evidence is very meagre, The magistrate looking

over the file again recalled all the incidents

of the crime. Mile Si lvane was assassinated

betweon 10 and 11 A.M. Her maid-servant

returning after a short absence found the

body of her mistress, still warm, lying on the

linoleum floor in ‘her dressing room, close to a

phonograph.

This giil had inadvertently left the key in

the outer door of the stair case leading t,o

her room in such a way that it was quito easy

for a stranger to mount up-stairs, unperceived

by the concierge, and to ^nter her apartments.

She was knocked down as she was proceeding

with her toilet. In fact Ledouble the valet

in the neighbouring house lias just seen her

leaning at the widow. She was dressed in a

pink dressing gown and her fair hair lay Debating

on her shoulders. Tho valet had afterwards heard

her singing a new song with much feeling.

4 My spring, it is thy smile’.

And he was listening to with a great deal of

pleasure when suddenly the song ceased followed

by a cry of pain and succeeded by a complete

Bilence. Five minutes later, Ledouble saw a dark

man issuing out of No. 57 with a greenish hat

forced down on his eyes. All the girl’s male

friends, belonging to the better classes, escaped

suspicion, for her jewellery having disappeared,
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everybody thought that theft was the motive of the

crime. Tho affair had almost ended, when a man
named Toxselli was arrested, when trying to sell

one of the rings worn by the victim. Asa matter

of fact the rest of the stolen jewellery was not

found in his possession and Prosper Ledouble

hesitated to identify Toxselli as the dark man ho

had seen emerging from the bouse.

Toxselli protended that he had obtained the ring

from a book-maker, who had recently left for

London after quarrelling with the Parisian policy

— 1 Bv the way remarked M. Jawirv,. closing

the file, ‘ has any one seized the phonograph
which was placod where this poor girl was knock-

ed down ? As it is a recording apparatus, it

would perhaps be useful to examine tho d he inside
» •

it.—

*

1 I don’t believe any one has thought of it

yot’ •

—‘This omission must be rectified at once.’

It must havo been interesting to near what the

disc had to gay, because the smile with which the

Magistrate wolcomed Maifcro Bassan, a few days

later, appeared to the latter to ho decidedly

ominous.

V Maitro, I suppose you have no objection if

wo take your client over the scene of the occur-

rence.

— 1

1

None what-so-over but this is a hackneyed
trick’.—

‘ Let us respect old traditions, Maitreh

Next morning two taxis dropped the magistrate

and the accused in tho Avenue dos- Peupliers.

The accused calmly looked at the furniture and
with an indifferent air tried to proceed to the

right, where it was necessary to turn to tho left.

Briefly, he behaved in guch a way as to make be-

lieve that he had set foot in the house for tho
first time. However, when he reached the apart-

ment where the articles kept under seal were
found to be exactly where they were on the day of

the occurrence, M. Javary who was observing him
attentively saw that the accused turned pale and
leaned towards the door of tho drqpsing room as

if trying to jump out of it, and the sigh of satis-

faction on finding it closed was ill concealed by
him.
— 4 Do you recognize your victim’s rooms ? asked

the Magistrate.—
‘ I have seen these rooms for the first time

to-day*.

• —
* What a useless mtw-en-wene, remarked,

Maitue Bassan, sneeringly.

3

Presently the* door of the dressing room opened
* silontly and a blondj woman appeared, wealing a
pink dressing gown aqj* combing her magnifiriont
loose hair.

* *

— 4 Mile Silvane herself is going to charge you’,

said the magistrate to Toxselli who was contem
plating the soene with a fixed look, and siyldinly
a sonorous crystalline voice broke forth singing,

1 My sun, it is thy smile,

When my heart suflets and sighs,

One look of thy lecgo profound eyes,

Ono smile, and my worries disappear*.—
‘ It is her voice’ said tho frightened Italian.

1 It is herself.’

Suddenly the song ceased in the middle of a
noto, to make room for a fearful cry, succeeded
by the following plaintive remark,

“ Enrico, you have killod me.”

With his face convulsed with fear, Toxselli fell

on his knees and cried, * Pardon me, Juliette,

pardon.’

While the actress who played the victim’s part

was adjusting her hair, M, Javary mischievously
*

remarked to the counsel,— 4 Maitre, the old dodges are not without their

use, eh ’ ?—
‘ Especially when one know* how to utilise

them with the assistance of modern contrivances,

”

rejoined tho counsel.

To My Friend
By Mr. MALCOLM THOMPSON.

L
I w ish then Peace 1

The peace that sheds o'er pain a golden ray,

And lights for thee aright the narrow^ way,
Nor bids the tempest cea^p ;

That fills the heart with might
To love the true, the right.

II.

I wish thee Joy 1

Joy like the golden sqpshina ’mid tho rain, •

That makes the rain-drops seem like golden grain,

Without all base alloy

Save pain, that fills tho heart with might
To love the true, the right.

III.

I wish thee Love I

Love that is large and full, anck seeks the best, •

And not thro’ all earth’s days byt smiles and rest;

That ever soars above
Earth’s varieties—to fill tho heart witlj might
To love the true, the right.
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A KliVIKW RY

v Mr. K. R. SITARAMAN, b.a. b.l.,

I
T is a remarkable faafc that in a land like ours,

where almost “ every meadow, grove and

stream ” has a tale to tell of hoary antiquity

and incidental legendary lore, Bombay, lt the

most up-to-date and Anglicised city in the

Empire ” is a purely modern creation, the begin-

ning of whose existence as a mere fishing viH: go

can bo traced so late as in t|jp sixteenth century.

“ She can call neither mythology nor ancient

pedigree to her aid.” The cnrhest recorded nron-

tion of tho island dates in fact from 1509, the

year in which the Portuguese fhst landed there.

The Portuguese adventurer Heitor da Sdviersi

who visited tho harhoui in 1529 christened it

*« The Island of good lile ” because, when his Hoot

was cruising on the coast, his soldiers onjoyod

rest and refreshment in the island. Another

Portuguese traveller who went there in 1558

wrote :

“ The land of this island is very low, and

' covered with great and beautiful groves of trees.

Tliere is much game and an abundance of moat

and rice, and there is no romombrance of any

scarcity.” Tho earliest hint we get in any his-

toric record of the destiny in store for the erst-

while fishing village is the report made in the

year of grace 1G40 by tho Council of the Honour-

able East India Company at Surat to the Board

of Directors in England on the possible advantages

of the spot in view of its favourable situation on

the west ooast of {ndia, and the desirability of

purchasing the island from the Portuguese with

a view to making it the Company’s station on

that coast. Flow Charles II obtained the island

twenty years later as part of tho dowry of his

bride, Catharine of Bragan/a, ar.d how a few years

later in 1008 lie made it over to the East India

Company “ at a farm rent of T 10 a year, payable

orPthe 23rd September ” are woll-known romantic

episodes of recent history, familiar to every

Indian school-boy. The Portuguese in India at

Hie time, indeed, with rans prophetic vision urged

their king not to carry out the part of tho

marriage contract relating to the cession of Bom-

bay. Their Viceroy wrote to the King. “ I

foresee the great trouble that from this neigh-

bourhood must result to the Portuguese, and that

India will hi toil the same day on which the

* “Sheila from the Sands of Bombay—Being My
Recollections and Reminiscences—1860-1875 ”

: By
Sir Dinshaw Edulji Wacha : The Bombay Chronicle

press, Bombay. 1920.

English nation will be settled in Bombay But

he wrote foo lato
;
and to his groat mortification

the island was handed over in 1GG5 to Humphry
Cooke, “ whom he remembered as a grocer in

Lisbon ” as the Yiooro) wrote to the King of Por-

tugal. The story of the rapid development of the

one-time “ fishing village ” within the space of

barely over two centuries into tho magnificent

modern. city- -tho second metropolis and the gate-

way of the Empire—is a chapter in the purely

recent history oi British adventuro and achieve-

ment in India.

The sumptuously got- up volume, before us,

which the author modestly entitles “ Recollec-

tions of Bern hay— 18G(>— 75 ” is not so much a
book of rominitcQurcs, as it is a carefully com-
piled scholarly record of the history and develop-

ment of the city of Bombay in tho important
poriod of its early making, in all departments
of human activity. Some idea of the encyclope-

dic character and range of tke work can be
gathered from the fact that in as many as fifty

chapters, such varied themes as tho structural and
architectural development of the harbour and of
tho city

;
the growth of its trade, commerce and

customs
;
the evolution of the executive, judiciary

postal and other sorvices
;
the rise of literary,

artistic, and religious activities
;
the history of

municipal development, and of education

—

primary, secondary and collegiate
; secular,

scientific and technical ;—are all depicted in so
many monographs constituting brilliant pen-
pictures of the striking features and characteris-

tics of each during the period of purviow. As
Sir Stanley Reed says in rhis appreciative fore-

word to the hook, “ thrre are few services more
valuable, than to preserve, as the author has done
these vivid pictures of the life of Bombay in its

great formative period.” “Bombay” saya Sir
Stanley “ has changed so fast and is still changing
so fast, that without such reminiscences future
generations will have no conception of the evolu-

tion of the stately city which has grown up under
our eyes, No one who did not know Bombay, as
you (the author) knew it before Sir Bartle Frere
levelled the ramparts, can picture the narrow
walled town which has blossomed into tho second
city of the Empire,”

Sir Dinshaw takes up tho parable of the city

os it was during his youth—the fifties and sixties

r>f the last century. The outstanding features of
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Bombay* in those days were the harbour and the

fort. This was the era of pro-railways and pro-

steam- navigation as well. The quaint •onditions

of those days, as described by tho author, in which

travelling both by sea and land parfook of tho

nature of an adventurous expedition read like a

story of Sindbad’s from tho Arabian Nights. The
recognition in course of time of tho possibilities of

the magnificent sea- board of the island and “ its

incomparable utility as a groat harbour of inlimto

capacity for purposes of a well organised and

systematic trade
”
lod to tiio rapid developments

witnessed to-day. Tho dotailod history of thoso

developments in all their stage*-1

,
as personally

seen by the author during his youth aro given

vividly in the pages before us. It is impossible

within tho limits of a short roviovf to j efor to all

the points of varied interest dealt with by the

author. Sujlico it to say that, as alroady noted,

every mattor of historic human interest and

moment has been taken up in turn and it.-, pro-

gress and characteristics during the period of

review sketched in a masterl y mannoi . That the

author was exot^pUoinlly lilted to discharge this

task --his soil imposed labour of lo^o -thuie can

be no question, lor 11 is woli- known that he, in a

inutfh greater measure perhaps than any one else

of his generation to whom equal opportunities had

boon conceded, has not merely taken the fullest

part, in his time, in all tho varied :ieti'vit,ic*. of she

city business ,ih well as public; work alike but

has found it possible to devote tile bt^t part of bis

loisuro to literary labours of a solid and advanced

character.

One dep irtment of national activity, which is

of special importance and interest to us at tho

prosont time, lias of necessity found no placo in

tho book under review. This is the rise and
growth of political consciousness in the country

—

that most magnificent achievement of British

statesmanship in the governance of this land. The
period covered by the book saw only the beginning

of thht vast and momentous enterprise known as

Macaulay's scheme of education, which in tho

fulness of time was to wield th^ whole of the

Empire into one conscious political entity, despite

the multitudinous differences in language, habits,

colour and creed among the various populations

inhabiting this great continent. The chapters of

the book relating to the growth and progress of

education in Eho fifties and sixties are indeed of

the most absorbing interest, but that marvellous

first-fruit of that education—the Indian National

Congress—was not yet. That grand organization

came into existence and firrit saw the light of

day—appropriately enough in Bombay -only in

1 885, ton > oars after tho poriod treated in the

book. In view of tlyj long and distinguished

connection of the author with .that •institution,

among other things as its accredited ami authorit-

ative financial expert, one can hardly resist tho

temptation of wishing that the author had added
another decade or two fo the period of his*xurvoy.

But who knows £ Wo may perhaps have the

pleasure of welcoming and enjoying a further. treat

in -tho shape of another volume doaling with tho

later decades. ##

)t has been said that Bombay is a city of Parsis

just as Calcutta is a city of Muhammadans and
Madras, of Hindus. Tho Parsis had established

them sol vos in Bombay long* before tho English

went thero. Erom the beginning they have beon

the most 4 English ’ of the various races inhabiting

this continent. In fact, they wfcre all described

as * shopkeepers ’ by the Portuguese long boforo

that famous historic uppettation was given by

Napoleon to tho English as a race. To-day, as an

English writer has said, the Parsis both possoss

Bombay and sot the pace in Bombay, That tJioy

have whole- hcartodly thrown in their lot with the

pooplo of tho country of their adoption and hnvo

long since identified themselves thoroughly with

the latter in their interests need* no elaboration

to tho countrymen of Dadabhai Naoroji. Regard-

ing that “ grand old man ” and tho commence-
ment of his remarkable career, tho following

pass igo from the book under review will bo road

with interest •

“ Among the o:u host graduates of the Elphins-

tono College was our late venerated nonagenarian,

Mr. Dadabhai Naoroji. It is suporllous in this

place to refer to his youthful academic career,

which was brilliant. His attainments in Mathe-

matics had earned for him tho professorship in

that branch of scioneo in Jfis own College, and

Mr. Dadabhai was thereafter known as ‘‘ Profes-

sor ” Dadabhai, a name by which he is still Vo-

cal lod to memory to some of his contemporaries.

So groat an impression was made by him on #tho

mind of Sir Erhkine Pofry (tho Chief Justice of

Bombay at the time) and such was the latter's

broad and generous sympathy for the social and

educational advancement of the Indians, that

somewhere in 1 85B or thereabouts, he had recom-

mended somo of his wealthy Parsi friends to

send Dadabhai to London to qualify himself for

the bar. The suggestion was soon taken up by

tho reforming Kamas of the day, who were great

patrons of education and tho pioneers of social

reform, but the orthodox party were not in

favour. The conversion of three or four Parsi

youths to Christianity at the time had greatly
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alarmed the more conservative of these, and so

the suggestion had to be dropped. All tho same

Mr.'D&dabJiai ii^ 1855 foyipc* tho opportunity to

proceed to London as a , partner in tho firm of

Cama and Company, the first Indian firm esta-

blished therQ and managed by purely Parsi mem-
bers. »So that ib*happened that on his retire-

ment to Lofton, Sir Erskine had the great

satisfaction of * seeing his young Professor of

Klphinstone College at the Counting-House, They
became great friends, and wl^en Sir Erskine was

made a life-member of the India Counoil, he

proved of invaluable assistance to Mr. Dadabhai

in all tho great efforts he put forth there for the

greater moral and material welfare of his country-

men. At tho Indih Cilice, all through Sir

Erskine’s career there, Mr. Dadabhai was the

most welcome Indian,
c
such were the mutual

esteem and regard in which each held the other.”

It is needless to state that the author of the

volume under review is no less an ornament to

his illustrious community, whoso name is aleo

bound to go down to posterity side by side with

that of the first member for India in the Mother

of Parliaments, as one who in his time truly and

laboriously worked for the public weal.

No wonder that tho skilful resuscitation of the

faet-vanishing past* by the magic wand of such a

master presents to our eyes actual living portraits

of men and things as in a cinema- screen. The
description that has been given of another work

may well apply to the book before us. “ We see

a little group of qjen creeping out of primeval

caves, and moving towards us, increasing their

pace as they approach. As they come to a track,

they leap on to horses and gallop
;
reaching the

high road, they exchange into motors
;
before our

window they execute a complete and convincing

smash. They pick themselves up, their faces loom

iiearor, and we recognise them for people whom
htf have known or seen. They dash round the

corner, but the comedy is not finished, and we
crane our necks to follow them.”' The scenes in

the old harbour and the fort in the fifties
;
the

men of the time and their lives and hobbies
;
old-

time hotels and taverns, public buildings and
private residential edifices, churches and cathe-

drals. temples, mosques, and towers
; theatres,

musical soirees, schools of art, science and re-

search ;
the beginnings on modern lines of civics,

finance, commerce, and industries, and general and

technical education
; the first census, the balloon-

ascent, railways, cotton- mills and other indus-

trial machinery ;
missionary propaganda and the

< social and religious activities of those days
;
the

various professions and their leading personali-

ties :—each and all in their turn are successively

portrayed with a wealth of colour and incident in

the true ctylo of historic realism. The value of

the work to the student and philosopher, no less

than to thrf politician and reformer, can hardly be

over-estimated, giving as it does, a bird’s eye-view

of the foundations and early stages of all depart-

ments of human activity in the city of Bombay
in the most vital period of its making. No one

who reads the book will question the author’s

oiairn that in every respect the period surveyed

by him yos “ an epoch-making one in the annals

of Bombay,” for, as he says, “ whether we look to

administration, provincial or local, or to banking

and foreign trade, or to railways, telegraphs and

post, or to social and domestic affairs, it was

indeed remarkable and marked a stage of no

insignificant character in our civic history.”

We have had sketches of old times in regard to

Bombay itself as well as other Indian cities, from

other pens, mostly Englishmen and women, but it

may be said without any idea of detracting from

the value of any of them, that none of those

works, so far as we are aware, haye attempted or

found it possible to give such a completo epitome

of a given period in all its aspocts. The success

attained by the author in this respect is in' no

small measure due to his innate sympathy with

his fellow -mon of whatever rank or class, creed,

colour or persuasion, and his genuine love for his

city—traits which find ample expression in the

pages before us, and nowhere more eloquently

than in the following words with which he appro-

priately brings his narrative to a close :

“ Now my task is done. 1 have narrated my
personal reminiscences so far as I have been able

to remembor them with perfect fidelity and have

tried to present the dry hopes of the history of

this great city prior to 1865. The task under-

taken was a voluntary one. It was self-imposed

but one of love. How far I have succeeded in

collecting the shells and giving the citizens of

Bombay an account of men and things during my
boy- hood and sometime after, must be left to my
readers to judge. 1 began by saying that Time
rolls its ceaseless course, It is rolling still and

will roll on to eteroity. Empires rise and fall.

So too great cities and towns. Let we fervently

hope that my native Bombay, dear to me from

evory point of view, may have a better fato, that

she may flourish for evermore, that her name
may live in history as that of a great city, a great

emporium of trades and manufactures, of vast

enterprise and of a cosmopolitan character, and

the high gate way of the Asiatic continent closely

linking the West with the East.”
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I
NDIAN Public Finance has been influenced

by the peculiar natuie of the constitution of

the Indian Government, no loss than by the

economic and social condition of the country
;
and

speculation on the departure of tho present

system could be valid only in the light of consti-

tutional and administrative changes formulated

by the Reform Scheme or any subsequent measure

of a similar character. Tho East India Company
us a trading body pooled all its gains from differ-

ent centres of trade in one common reservoir

When to its functions as a trading company wore

added those of a governing body, its financial

gains wore made up partly of land -revenue and

other imposts which former rulers in India

onjoyod and partly of profits of trade which

continuod to accrue to it in its commercial capa-

city. With thp passing of the Regulating Act of

1773, the last chance for* indepondant provincial

growth was renounced : and it whs a thoroughly

coAnil ized Government of India of which the

East India Company was expropriated in 1858.

Since 18411, some measures of legislative, adminis-

trative and financial devolution have been, indeed,

carried out : but till tho passing of the Govern-

ment of India Act of 1 D 1 9, the granting of auto-

nomy to provinces had never been within the

contemplation of the framers of the various

schemes of decentralization in India. Centraliza-

tion, again, Was all along more strangling in the

matter of finance than any other department of

governmental activity, The first attempt at

financial devolution was occasioned only under the

impulse for economy in expenditure, though, as a

result .of it, much unnecessary friction between

the provincial and Imperial Governments on ques-

tions of expenditure was removed. To start with,

provinces were each given a lump sum to spend

on police, jails, justice, education, sanitation and

public works,-—the apportionment thereof being

left to the decision of different provincial Govern-

ments which were expected to be guided by the

relative consideration of their needs. The ‘ allot-

ment system* soon developed into an arrangement

by which provinces wore made co sharers with tho

Imperial Government in the collection of certain

heads of revenue like land-revenue, income-tax,

* A paper prepared for the Indian Eoonoinio Confe-
rence held last month at Allahabad.

exciso and stamps. Ro-adjusftnonts in the light

or the need of different provinces were effected

quinquormially
;
but as the Government of India

decided tho matter primarily with an eye to its

own charges. Provincial Governments generally

made a grievance of the high handedness of the

stronger party in this contract system. A
permanent arrangement of 1 divided heads

1 was

then established which tho^Reform Scheme is now
displacing in favour of a system of separate hoads,

tho Imperial deficit being guaranteed by provin-

cial contributions. All realizations from general

stamps and income-tax are to be added to the

present Imporiai sources of revenue, viz
,
customs,

opium, salt, railways, tributes, interest, etc.,;

while tho provinces are to retain wholly land

revenue, excise and judicial stamps duties. and

prolits from irrigation with corresponding charges

including Famine Relief Fund, Provincial contri

butions for making up the Imperial deficit are to

be the first charge on the prcfrincial exchequer,

Theso proposals were received, with approbation

both by the Functions Committee and the Parlia-

mentary Joint Committee, but wore opposed by

some provincial Governments, as well as by a

substantial portion of the general public. A
finance relations committed was subsequently

appointed to report on tho details of the provincial

contribution system and on the reasonableness or

otherwise of provincial dissatisfaction. A few

alterations which they recommended did not go

very far to appease the provincial cry. Stamp
duties, goneral as well as judicial are, by them,

wholly to be allotted to the provinces, income-tax

being confirmed as an Imperial asset To deter-

mine the ratio of the provincial contribution they

gave up the basis of roalized surpluses adopted by

the Reform scheme and worked out the pro-

portion of provincial increased income relinquished

by the Imperial Government. The provinces are

by this arrangement unblushingly told that by

some generous indulgence on the part of the Im-

perial Government, they are allowed to come ijito

possession of vast riches,

—

1 windfalls * they call

them
;
therefore, these contributions are neither

a provincial favour nor Imperial tyranny. For

the year 1921-22, the Meston Committee recom-

mends figures somewhat different from those put

forth by the framers of the original report and
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also planned out a scheme of standard ratio to be

Arrived .at in tbecourse of sevwi years. In short

the system which is intended to be worked out in

the near future is not {jifferent from the one

recommended by the four members of the Lord

Dufferin’s Finance Committee—Sir Charles Elliot,

Sir William Hunter, Mi. Justice Cunningham,

and Mr. Justice It made, till uf whom had, how-

ever, included the assessed taxes (income and

professional taxes) among provincial assets. .

As stated above the peevtfar nature of the

Indian Government has necessarily affected the

character of our public finance. No civilized

country of the West can bo much of a guide to us.

Both the United States of America and Ger-

many,—two most outstanding instances of fede-

ral governments or federations—have been

formed on the principle of the constituent parts

having sought a union by surrendering a portion

of their independence as states into the hands of

the Central Government which it was intended

by them to bring into being. Modern India, on

the other hand, was always understood to bo one

single state and the different provinces were only

administrative parts of that single whole. Mea-

sures in the direction of decentralization were

merely attempts at administrative devolution,—

a

sort of relief sought for and obtained by the

Supreme Government in a considerable part of

the work which could not be oxecuted well from

the centre
;
but the idea oi unitary Government

was never abandoned. It is only the Government

of India Act of Ifilfl that ushers in a distinctly

new principle, though to all appearances the

intended measuies are a further extension in the

direction of devolution. In that part of the

provincial Governmont’whieh is to be entrusted to

the Governor and Ministers, the responsibility of

Government is shifted Jrorn the Imperial Govern-

ment to the poople’s representatives in the Legis-

lative Council. In that portion of the provincial

Government the principle of autonomy is distinc-

tly introduced. It is true that It is still the

Central Government divesffing itself of a certain

portion of authority and interference
;

but this

surrender of powers and responsibility into the

hands of people givos the matter a very different

turn. And piesuruably it is a step in the direc-

tion of more complete autonomy, the realization

of*which is only a quostion of time. Therefore,

what we have in our midst is a Central Govern-

ment, ridding itself of responsibility for a provin-

cial Government and confining its sphere of action

only to all India affairs.

Now finance is the vehicle of Government.

Before any attempt is made to comment on the

financial erraugnmont at present contemplated,

one point must be made very clear. As Govern-

mental functions are divided everywhere, betwoon

the central and local bodies, or the central,

provincial and local, tho respective financial re-

sources and charges of theso bodies are an index

to tbeir relative importance in the national

organization, r

•In America the heaviest figures are thoso per-

taining to local finaneo while the federal comes next

and the State or Commonwealth finance stands last,

This clearly reveals the important fact that the

functions performed both by the local bodies and

tho federal Government make a heavier call on tho

taxable matoriaf prevalent in the country. This

division of functions is always influenced by the

principle of utility. Are certain wr.nts of the

community likely to be served best by tho local

agency or provincial Government agency or the

central Government agency <? Matters which

demand uniformity and co-ordination or relate to

the safety, integrity and dignity of the whulo

state will have imperatively to he worked from

the centre. To distinguish such from the rest is

not difficult. Tins line of demarcation between

the provincial and municipal is, however, not very

distinct
;
and except in a few requirements bko

tho university education, appellate courts uf jus-

tice and major irrigation works, perhaps the

function of the p]ovincial Governments may come

to ho reduced to cor tideruLie insignificance. Tho

conditions and cneumstancoy of every country

will determine this point best. Where tho local

spirit runs high and public spirited lies.** is of a

lofty standard, a desire to manage their own
aflairs to tho very maximunr. will be soon brought

into play by the citizen body. In India, thoro is

an additional difficulty in the way of maintaining

the provincial Governments, on the arrangement

now upheld. The linguistic basis has already

many advocates ; and if the masses are really to

feel a living interest in the Government of the

day, the holding of tho deliberations of their

Government in their own language is the very

least that should be allowed them. It is possible

then that the present provincial arrangement may
soon be recast

;
and it is also not unreasonable to

look forward to that growth of municipal and

ofchor local bodies which necessitates their appro-

priation of a number of functions now intended

mainly for the provincial Governments. States-

manship of that day may, however, be expected to
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readjust the financial relations in tho light of tho

altered administrative importance of tho consti-

tuent parts of tho national Government.

Granting, however, that the arrangement of

administrative divisions now devised "prevails for

a long time to come, we might noxt examino a

few principles of the science of finance and

Government likely to make themselves felt the

most under the Reform Scheme. Naturally, the

question of proviqpial contributions first comes in

for a careful analysis and tome share of specula-

tion. It is quite arguable that the nee<]s of tho

parent state may well be met out of the funds

allotted to offsprings ; but filial ingratitude was

not reserved for Leai’s daughters alone. Does

tho Government of India cxpoct that when

provincial money hills come up Mfore the provin-

cial legislatures, the executive will always find

itself po strongly entrenched ns to defy all snts

of ingenious attacks against tho Government »>f

India expenditure which is net without notoriety

for oxtravaganoo ? The provincial taxpayer will

have a right, through his representative, to make

a searching enquiry into how his money is spent

;

and it will nevor do if Attempts are made to

silence him with quoting chapter and verso

of the law that gives away so much of his pecuni-

ary sacrifice to a Government over which, in that

particular direction, he has no control. We are

teaching the people to use their powers of grant-

ing supplies as the best guaranty against- adminis-

trative evils or against violation of their consti-

tutional rights. To tell them that they have got

this powor, and almost in the same breath to

make it nugatory in a substantial part D, to say

the least, making tho provinces suspicious of tho

good intentions that are undoubtedly behind the

Reform Scheme. Wojire admittedly moving in

the direction of responsible government. Tho
essence* of this responsibility to the governed lies

in the fact of the executive having to carry the

legislature with itself in tho matter of supplies

requited for the needs of the Government. If a

substantial portion of the provincial revenue is

given away to another executive bqffy which is far

above the situation of having to explain to the

provincial legislature as to how these contribu-

tions were disposed of, the provincial executive

could not satisfactorily discharge the duty of a fit

custodian of provincial funds. On the other

hand, if the Imperial executive is at any time

hereafter to be made responsible to the Imperial

.legislature in the matter of supplies and funds
entrusted to it, an attitude of breezy indifference

to its own legislature as regards a good part of its

rovenue is not very conducive to henfthy consti-

tutional growth
;
for if nearly one- fourth pf it**

revenues are^eoured djy an aat guaranteeing it

these provincial contributions, it is only for the

other three- fourths of its supplies that it seeks a
vote of the Imperial legislature : apnd a fwtiori

the supplies not granted by the house cahnot be

a legitimate theme for scrutiny when expenditure

per luining thereto is under review. To give a

living interest to the British Parliament in the

Indian Budget, a portion of the home charges is

now thrown on the British Exchequer, the under-
lying constitutional principle being that tho

House cannot legitimately move a vote on the

supplies never granted by it. Therefore, to

respect tho fundamental principles of constitu-

tional government, it js incumbent, upon the

framers of any subsequent- measure of reform in

Indian Government to put an end to this system
of provincial contributions, whether thoy smack
of spoliation when worked on the basis of realised

surpluses as tiio Montagu- Chelmsford Report

recommended or are placarded with tire Christian

motto ‘ Do not covot the neighbour’s (in this case

parent's) property' as the Moston Report would

have this business look. A provision of absolutely

segregated sources of revenife for these two
portions of Government without either eleemosy-

nary or ‘ stand and deliver ' relationship will

be the only line on which the Indian public

finance oan work without friction or irritation

anywhere. •

The Meston Committee hawe dwelt at sufficient

longth on the principlo of equity in the distribu-

tion of these provincial contributions, and they

have frankly confessed that any scheme devised

for the purpose is not likely to please all. Long
before the popular iepresontation haR come into

the Legislative Councils, tf^se bodies, the outside

public and some of the provincial Governments

had placed their strong protest against the award

of the Finance Relations Committee. These

mutterings are likely to grow with the growth of

time, and it is groatly t8 bo feared that there will

be no love lost between the future Impel ial and

provincial Governments. On this very point of

equity in the distribution the whole fabric of the

provincial contributions may wreck any time that

the provincial passions lun too lygh. .

The only other important instiyice of a country

adopting the same arrangement of contributions

is the former German Empire which had assessed

its constituent parts on the basis of their popula-

tion. This Empire was mainly founded on the
4 blood and iron,’ policy, and soaring schemes of
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militarism? held up os objects of veneration

^efore fcljft people who were,miule to foel that no

sacrifice before th% altar of Jarman# Imperialism

was too great. Coercion aud aggression played no

jamall part in itsk formation. With all that, a

considerable measure of ‘give and take’ alone

oonld whi the acquiescence of the constituent parts

to subject themselves to this assessment
;
and

the German financial statement of any year reveals

the interesting fact that the Empire replenishes

the treasuries of its different members by sharing

with them customs and kindred revenues.

tf this policy of exacting * contributions ’ from

the provinces is to be abandonod, as dangerous to

the growth of responsible government liable to

cause irritation, nay, heart-burning, in the pro-

vinces, as buffing equitable distributions and

therefore difficult to practise, statesmanship

demands an early relinquishment of it, and the

substitutionof a workable scheme of absolutely

separate heads of revenue. Elasticity and a

reasonable amount of certainty are essential to any

scheme of taxation whether provincial or Imperial,

The latter is likely to be subject to sudden unfore-

seen and peremptory calls on its purse by the ad-

vent of a big war
;
therefore it is incumbent to

provide it with hoftds of revenue capable of yield-

ing increased return at a pinch. It is also neoes-

sary to bear in mind the importance of a familiar

maxim of finance, * An old tax is no tax.* People

will more willingly hear a little increased burden

in the impost fcc which they aro used than submit

to something with which they are not familiar.

It is devoutly to be wished that wars ceased and
military burdens were reduced to the minimum
possible. But taking the world conditions as they

are, and with neighbours of whose pacific inten-

tions one is not quite sure, the Imperial Govern-

ment mu3t make a
( substantial call on the

resources of the country for the regular upkeep

of £ho army, and have in reserve certain resources

for emergency financiering. Elasticity as well as

certainty in tho imperial finance is on this account

of far more Importance than in the provincial

finance. When wars become a wholly antiquated

phenomenon and a sort of the United States of

the World permits a free and peaceful internal

development of the different units constituting

that world federation, the financier of that blessed

day will certainly^ recast the whole situation and
allow for utmost elasticity of revenue in lines Of

education, sanitation, industrial growth and
happiest homes for every member of the com-

munity. Facing the stern reality of facts and

postulating the importance of automatic increase

of revenue in all parts of Government machinery,

with reserved forces at the disposal of the

Imperial branch, an attempt
4

may now be made to

see how'an adequate supply may be found first

for lmperiaf expenditure, and next for the provin-

cial. In making the provisions for the Imperial

expenditure two financial principles ought, as far

as possible “to be rigidly adhered to: (1) that

current umonno must accrue from current indus-

try (2) other things being equQ.1, a Government

should* select for the purpose of taxation those

industries with which it holds some fundamental

relation With the development in the provincial

autonomy, it is all the more imperative to pre-

serve the unity of the country by making the

Imperial Government directly interested both in

th% uniform regulation of trade, foreign and inter-

provincial, and the establishment of an efficient

industry. Tho exclusive right of fcfye Imperial

Government to lev'y import and export duties

has been an undisputed fact ever since the custom

wore inaugurated in India, The railway mono-

poly further enables tho Government to maintain

co-osdination and uniformity in the matter of com-

merce. Without commercial unity tho spirit

of solidarity, so essential for tho existence of

India as a nation, would be impossible of realisa-

tion. ‘ The logic of the situation reserves the

control and taxation of commerce to the Govern-

ment which represents the sovereignty and unity

of people* (Adam’s Finance, page 496.) This

part of the Imperial system of taxation has tho

further merit of elasticity, since the revenue hero

can, under normal conditions of trade, be increased

by a little higher taxation. But a system that

rests largely on foreign commerce has an element

of uncertainty in it. A great exigency like the

advent of a war may embarrass Commerce, curtail

income and even baffle the financier’s attempts to

raise the rates by giving him decreased returns.

To establish an elastic or responsive revenue for

the federal Government, not altogether dependent

on the exigencies of foreign commerce, a produc-

tive internal revenue must be made available for

the Imperial exchequer. The machinery of the

system of excise duties hitherto maintained and
kept in operation by the provincial Governments
should be transferred to the Imperial Govern-

ment. A sure provision of ten millions sterling

capable of increase with the improvement or

administrative machinery, the inclusion of tea

and tobacco under it, and admitting pf elasticity

under ( exigency financiering * ought to out the

Gordian knot of Imperial deficits. This is further

supported by the consideration that a uniformity
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of excise laws is essential. To preserve a health-

ful and equitably distributed industry the condi-

tions of manufacture should be, so far as jpossiblo,

the samo in all parts of the country
;
and the

only means of attaining this uniformity is for the

Imperial Government to assume exclusive control

over their administration. The argument that

excise has been so long a, provincial head ought

not to be very much in tho way of this proposed

transference, since
1
in its essence and xrfain fea-

tures the excise administration in most provinces

of British India has progressed on uniform linos ’.

(The Times of India Year Book, HU 9, page 180)

The Imperial excise system which has within its

purview taxes on alcoholic drinks, including malt

breweries and distilleries, opium and other

narcotic drugs, tobacco, ton, sni4 and possibly

country-made cottons should make tho exchequer

independent of the arbitrary, vexatious and

whimsical syfctom of provincial contribution and

admittedly servo the purposo of maintaining the

industrial unity of the country. It will further

enable the Imperial financier to hand over the

income tax back again to the provinces and thus

remove tho sore 'point, between it and the two

commercial provinces of Bombay and Bengal. A
further provision of 3 to \ millions sterling will

complete the tale of Imperial requirements.

This may bo obtained by reserving general stamps

to it, consistent with tho view maintained in this

paper that instruments of commerce and industry

should, as far as possible, be maintained on tho

basis of uniformity. If any administrative objec-

tions of a convincing character be urged against

this separation of genoraJ from judicial

stamps, the deficit may bo easily mado up by tho

introduction of succession or inheritance duties on

big fortunes, the levy on which may reasonably be

claimed by the nation® Government, which stands

for the sum-total of the citizens whoso business

activity rendered the accumulation of property

possible. The cosmopolitan character of most of

those fortunes makes the State a fit participator

in the succession or inheritance left behind.

If the arrangement proposed above he accepted,

the provincial exchequer will f>e found in a

commodious position with land revenuo of a fair-

ly fixed character as its backbone and one

substantial source of revenue in the shape of a

comprehensive income- tax, both certain and elastic

in its character. These two, supplemented by

revenues from stamps, forests, and profits from

irrigation, will ordinarily suffice for its needs.

With the growth of municipal and other local

bodies, a considerable readjustment of functions

will be inevitable. Consequently the local bodies

'will imperatively deipand freedom of spaco and

breathing; and much* shifting of the present

methods of raising reWnues will *bo unavoidable,

For the present, the pro^ncial financier will have

steadily to bear in mind the fundamental maxim
that in a poor province the question of fiscal •in-

form is primarily ono of expenditure. Provincial

civil departments, particularly in Bombay, arc

notoriously top heavy
;
while tho rank and file,

the* 4 proletariat * of sendee are in their standard

of life not very much* above tho 4

Sanscullotes * of

the French Revolution period, [t is distressing

to see this non chalance at head- qua rtors in

saddling tho public funds with extravagance for

which no satisfactory explanation has boon given

anywhere. That 4 economy in expenditure is no

threadbare motto ’ is yet tp be illustrated in the

conduct of the coming reformed councils who

will, it is hoped, watch public funds with

the vigilance and jealousy of the dragons of

fairy tales.

The most pathotic sight that will immediately

claim tho sympathy, nay, pity, of the provincial

finance will ho the cultivator owing a few acres of

soil from which by the hardest labour and most

racking anxiety ho barely ekes out an existence

Is he a fit material for direct taxation on land f

The statesman is unfortunately obsessed with the

worn-out theory that in India all land belongs to

tho sovereign
;
therefore land is assessed at Rs. 2

to 1U. C an acre, irrespective of tho condition of

the owner assessed. No calculation is made of

the fact that own or A owns oifly 5 acres, whereas

owner B owns 5,000 acres. The uniform rato per

acre is straight- oil* charged. The process ri

fundamentally inequitable. Profits from land arc

no peculiar charges for the modern State. As

long as the property in land was the only visible,

conceivable channel for thefitate imposition, there

was ample justification in maintaining tho fullest,

interest of the State in all public domain. To-day

land is not the only property and land revenue is

not the single tax levied by tho State if, then,

in other departments taxes below a decent mini-

mum are not thinkable, iR it humane to strangle

this mute, toiling husbandman with an impost,

the money for the payment of which has often-

times to be borrowed from the hnrpylike village

money-lender, on pain of forfeiture of the little

ancestral holding? Like any ptlur wage-earner

he is already bearing the burden of maintaining

the State by making his full contribution of m-

diiect taxation on articles of consumption. 11 is

salt, his dhoti
,
bis puff or drink of intoxicants are
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subject to taxalnon. If be indulges in tea or

tobacco, let the excise systemi bring him within '

its net ;
but, from any direct imposition he should

be clearly exempted. Ttyi need not cause alarm

to the financier. The loss in revenue thus sus-

tained could be easily recouped by a well-dovised

eysfeav of increased land-tax on bigger landlords

very much on the plan of income-tax and super-

tax system now in vogue. Satisfaction could be

made as easily here in tho case of income-tax

paying people, and those land-owners who come

below the minimum should forthwith be relieved

from all direct imposts, save perhaps for the

funds of their local boards. The financier’s sins

of extravagance, which years of economy will

hardly expiate, may in the court of humanity be

allowed an offset in the shape of tho relief from

land-tax to this hard-hit cultivator !

4 Principles are inexorable, but pi ins and pro-

grammes am matters of ingenuity .

1

In submit-

ting this scheme of segregated sources of revenue

between the two grades of Government that

together make up the Indian State, the present

writer lays no claim to any finality or infallibility.

Assurance pf certainty and elasticity in revenue

must be guaranteed to both
;
and, as far as possi-

ble, both must wyk in close conformity to the

minims that current income must accrue from

current industry and that a Government should

select for the purpose of taxation those industries

with which it holds some fundamental relations.

Financial reform should aim only at the Imperial

financial independence of provincial contributions.

It is no part of the*Reform Scheme to try to keep

the provinces in good humour by putting them in

possession of a plethora jof surpluses and after-

wards to toll them that these did not legitimately

belong to them and that they must subject them-

selves to perpetual contribution in lieu of these

very crotchety surpluses. Provinces will be at

liberty to work out their own schemes of taxation

on the basis of their peculiar economic conditions.

If increased expenditure is a necessity, the tax-

payer will have to put hi\hand in his own pocket

to meet the increased demand. Through his

representative he has an audible voice in the

financial arrangement of his own province. In

that arrangement it is purely his own look-out if

be taxes his landed property or his personal

property, his income or profits from his land or

from his profession. For instance, Bombay mgy
look for meeting its increased expenditure in the

revision of its income tax or Bengal may come to

view its land-revenue policy as not quite eacro-

gon#t. Provincial needs must be met o^t of

provincial revenues and the writer believes that

in the plan outlined above, no province is left

without »its own resoureft to make up lee-

way in the matter of long- delayed internal

progress.
r

THE NEW YEAR’S

Greetings and Gifts
* * BY

K. SKRAMASWAMI SASTRI, B.A., b.l.

The sunlit laughing circling earth

Hath now full died her yearly dance.

A uew yearViow hath regal birth

With pomp and show and circumstance.

Now o'or the wide war-reddened plurin

A now sun brings the gift of peace ;

And o’er the corpses of the slain

The living yearn for love’s increase.

Where once the brazen cannon roared
’

The birds with sbngs now greet the dawn.

War’s cruel battling tiger horde

Hath fled before Love’s single fawn.

Where once there ranged with tongues of fire

The man-built monsters of the deep

;

And speechless spoke through wireless wire

Nor felt no^ let the bliss of sleep—

Upon the balmy winds as lyre

Peace now love’s sweetest music plays,

And wholesome food and gay attire

To all realms brings through sunlit days .

Whore once upon the upper heights

Of cold unagitatod air,

The airships wheeled and fancied rights

Bombed into swift nothingness bare—

The sunbeams shine and dance and play

And touch and kiss and glad embrace,

And love's uninterrupted sway

Rules o^er all with regnant grace.

^

My holy land hath now re-risen

From age-long sleep that seated her eyes,

And now Power’s morning dews do glisten

Upon her eyes of paradise,

I kiss with joy her lotus feet

And kiss and kiss and kiss again,

And stand and all the new world greet

And my soul's fulness shall attain.
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1—India *

S
INCE the .days of ftir Edwin Arnold wo havo

not had swell a profound and intimate

interpretation of Indian civilisation by* a

foreigner, as is embodied in this new.volutno of

English verses, India, by Captain Esmo Wing.

fiold-Stratford. Tho duties of a military officer

in the Territorial forces kept him during tho

entire period of the war at Muttra in the

neighbourhood of Brindavan, trith its divine

memories of Sri Krishna and his soul has found

utterance ty poetry, so full of the Indian spirit

that it will take an abiding place in the literature

relating to tho land and its people. Jn these day^

of growing racial bitterness in the country, it is

refreshing to find an Englishman beginning a

volume on India, with the prefatory declaration :

u
I have wished to pay my tribute, however

inadequate, to a country I have come to love only

second to my own. In common with many
Englishmen, no less than Indians, 1 am grieved

at the intolerance and lack of imagination that

bid fair to ro-onact the tragedy of Ireland in both

East India and Ireland tl*o outposts of tho

original Aryan civilisation, and have come least

under the common discipline which is the legacy

of Greece, Rome and Judaea to Western Europe.

For that very reason, they have the most to give

as well as to receive. Where there is hatred,

intolerance, suspicion, there can bo neither giving

nor receiving. Surety it is for our free Empire

not to crush, as Rome did and Prussia would fain

have done, but to fostor life and individuality in

all its .members. God forbid that through lack of

vision we should forfeit such boundless possibi-

lities for good as those that lie before us on the

morrow of victory ! I for one am thankful that 1

have loft India before the dark days of Amritsai

,

when cruelty was unloosed, blind cruelty of a

mob, scientific cruelty of armed panic, but cruelty,

devilish, damnable, equally abhorred by Lord Christ

and Lord Krishna, equally unwoithy of Alfred’s

countrymen and of Asok&’s, The moral of this

tragedy must be so plain to every patriot and

man of honour, the situation created is of such

* India By Oaptain E. C. Wingfield-Stratford,

(Books Limited, Liverpool, 6 s. net).

clear and imminent peril, that I make ntf apology

for alluding to it.”

• The pretty invocation to Ganesh at the begin-

ning attunes the^
#
Ilinda mind to a prospect of

faithful expositions of the Indian spirit in tho

following pages and the expectation is not dis-

appointed. There is first a collection of historical

poems on India Through the Ages, commemorating
some of the most inspiring events of national

history, from the Vodic period to our own times,

Which Indian heart will not throb with pride to

read of the suttee of the Rajput princess of Chitor

and the heroic resistance by their husbands to

Alla-ud Din ?

So, beneath the palace walls,

Into the vast and holy caves they went, «

Dames and damozols of Rajasthan
As queens go forth to die.

Tho warriors of Chitor

Watched them, with proud, silent gaze, and
* marked

Glow of sacrilicial fires within— •

And knew what that thing must be
So forthwith they flung

Tho groat gates wide, and jingling down the hill

Galloped to find Nirvana, as a wave
Breaks upon desolate shores. •

The section abounds in pretty incidents and

episodes of sacrifice and heroism. Hero is Tulasi

Das who would rather wish his own mortified

worn body to bo wounded than tho fiesh Cypress

tree,
1 the delicate, dark thought of green, tho

pensive in laughter

;

?

the young Rajput lover

of Zobun Nissa who would rather allow himself to

be roasted in the huge pot of brass than reveal

his presence and betray the princess, and so on,

through all the periods of the chequered history

of the peoplo in tho laftd.

India Afystka is a tribute to the religious spirit

of the people from one who is a Christian, but is

at the same time catholic enough to appreciate

the existence of several paths leading to God. It

is not the external manifestations of religion only

that catch his eye, his is th^sympathetic reali-

sation of the Hindu outlook on the great problems

of life and death and the world bejond, India

of To day is full of appreciation of the beautilul

aspects of life and scenery amidst which it was his
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privilege to live during years which have obviously

made an indelible improssiou ' on his mind and

soul.’ The templqs of firing /an. dreaming to thu

skies and Jumna stream «
gliding in meditation

past the fluids
;
the Moon of Oudh, painting in

silvep and in f sha<fe and fire Hies flashing their

myriad flights
;

tho dawn in the .jungle and the

roses, white and crimson, passionate children born

agaiu with the monsoon—it is all a vision of

poetry which must delight the inhabitant of the

land even moie than the foreigner. It is sweet

indeed to be in his company at tho Night Out-

posts :

For weary limbs

To spread one’s blanket on ihe ground,

And lie beside the sentry’s foot

On an Indian night

While Orion walks abdvo,

And Canopus stands on guard

Pierre Loti wrote his book on India, Suns Awj-

iais
i
to the great chagrin of some English critics

in India, but Captain Wingfield Stratford has not

forgotten them though he does not see much
poetry and spiritual depth in their lives at least

as lived under Indian skies. Hero is the European

hill-station on the hills, Mussourie
,
1918 :

There is a town* among the holy hills,
#Of white and frolic houses from the sleep,

Of money that makes money, lording all,

Last, more repulsive from the coward fear

That chokes the coward deed—a chimpanzee
Might yawn in boredom at such emptiness.

He will complain $fter tho manner of Words-
worth :

But is’t not pitiful to think that men
Go blind among the mountains, never know
How the sun dios upon the utmost peaks
In after-light of rubies, how the clouds

Boil in the valleys like a fleecy sea,

And how the oagle, v^ith his golden front

Curves in the stillness of the passioned air.

•

He is bored by the company at the Club and he

cries in tho despair of his L }

Envoi;

Merciful God have pity qp folk without a soul

!

I mean the Johnson Smiths and Mrs. Pogscm
Clarke

And Sir Pontius Pilate and Colonel Moale,
Who walk about at noonday in the dark,

And then play bridge because they lack the vital

spark,
And if they talk, discuss some bunkerguarded

hole
0 Lord, deliver ftio from Mrs. Fogson Clarke
And Sir Pontius Pilato and Colonel Moale

!

That the picture is somewhat exaggerated and

things are not really so bad in European society

in India, duos not militate against tho foundation

of truth contained in the lipes*

0

As Laurence Hope has said :

Hero, where some ruined templo
In solitude decays,

With carven walls still hollowed
With prayers of bygone days,

Here, where the coral outcrops

* Make flowers of tho sea,

The olden peace yet lingors,
r

• In bashed serenity

Aud writing in this land, it is no wouder that

the author from across the seas is keenly reminded

by contrast, of the restlessness of tho life of the

children of the West and longs for peaco :

•

Children of a Wostern land
Have not hearts to understand
Such an Orient, path—whose goal c

Is the stillness of the soul

—

Calm doth irk us, thoughts oi tiro

Drive our Npirits to aspire,

Tortured thus, wo dare not take
Comfort from the dreamy lake-
Vikings of the world are we,
Doomed to plough the uncliartcr&d sea,
On we sail from tracks divine,

Still beyond the horizon’s line,

Till the waves, e’er hope is fled.

Close in tumult o’er each head
;

Treasures of an Orient mine
We may glimpse but not divino,

We the seekers of the West,
Wlmt she hides,r - eternal rest.

Captain Wingfield Startford’n India
,
wo have

no hesitation in saying, should find cordial wel-

come in all Indian homes whero English verse is

read.

11 .

Sea- Change.*

When Mr. J. H. CousinB left India last year

for Japan to occupy a Professorship of English

Literature there temporarily and also for

purposes of travel, it was of course expected

that his now experiences would find utter-

ance in now volumes of verse, Mr. Cousins

has come back to this country which he has

now practically made his own after an inter-

val of ono year and without disappointing his

friends, he has brought forth a new volume of

* 13y J. H. Cousins (Ganesh and Co,, Madras,
12 as.)
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verso, entitled Sea Change . It would bo dillicult

to say in the wake of #tho Shakospearoan quota-

tion from which the title is borrowed/ that his

poetry has sullered a sea*change into^ somothing
now and strange, but he has written with his

usual vividness and poetic fooling of all things ho

has seen and heard of, in that wonderful land of

ancient beauty and romanco cradled by the seas

in the Ear East and beginning to challenge the

attention of the ^reat powers of the modem
world. In this beautiful volume, with its eovofs

of blue and groon suggestive of the colours of tho

sea, ho has many songs which will sustain tho

poetic reputation ho enjoys, One of tho most

effective pieces is tho poem on the volcano Asunuir

l/ama with its Dantosque touches of grim strength

and force .

•

Asamay ,him lifts a ijuivcrmg li|)

Arid breathes Ins heart’s wild hell in heaven's face ,

Old angers round Ins mouth have lelt their trace

Chained passion shakes him like n labouring ship
,

Bald as a monk, ho e racks Ins lightning’s whip
And SLaio nis ileali that falls from humble grace,

Vexed that Ins unrepentant pride’s red maco
Calls ash and«cindcrs on|y to his scrip.

This is probably an element of poetry which is

noWisuully identified with the pootical work of

Mr. Cousins and is apparently an indication of

advance, implying a deeper reach of expression

and vigour of treatment. Readers of poems like

Browning’s Home Thoaghte frov\ Abroad will know
that one of the efloctR of tmvol has always been

to increase the love for one’s own home and all

the delight of home-coming is embodied in his

Brahma .

Lovingly now 1 come into your midst, my Bisters

and Brothers
For the time of lore's forgetting again conies

round.
I shall draw you close to my heart as the hearts of

unborn children to the hearts of their mothers ,

And.of all you were, 1 shall lose the sight and

* sound.
We shall bo as one

; yea, you tho mesh shall be one
with mo, the encircling net

And, being one, forget.

III.

Songs Of The Sea.*

We owe another volumo of kindred spirit, to

the enterprise of the same firm of publishers in

Southern India. Mr. 0. R. Das of Calcutta,

* To- day the sky is filled with dai kneas. By C. R.
Das and Arabinda Chose. (Gancsh & Co., Madras,
*0.1.

besides being a wel^known lawyer and politiciau

is a poet in Bengali erf considerable ability., his

Sugar-Sangit being a* favourito Vith "the Bengal
reading public. Thoso Snacquairited with Bengali

did not till now enjoy the privilege of knowing
his work in poetry, hut this translation m *very

good prose by the author himself, accompanied by
versions in poetry by Mr. Arabinda Ghoso, places

him within tho reach of even such readers. As
vvifs only to be expected from an Indian poet and
one mj intensely rdtigious-mindod as Mr. C. R.
Das, the poems are not mere picturos of sea-scape

but deeper expressions of the soul, over intent on
the profound problems of life and death :

In tho wondrous region erf song
My heart made restless with music
Wings its way like a by*d !

But nowhere and never do I find its end.
In this shoreless region of Bong I poise and fly.

Endless in this solitude of eternal sound,
Soundless are the remembrances of this strange

music.
Sinking myself in this eternal region of song,
Nowhero and never do 1 find its depths.
Oh, unfathomed endless realm of song,

0

Wheroin unfolds in silence the lotus of my mmd l

Or again,

And full of madness fly thy wirtds,
And storms of Pralaya fling their shade •

On thy dark breast
And thy song wild with madness
Rolls as thunder m my heart

!

Then come, come surging, 0 thou and sea !

My breast is bared to thee m the .darkness!
Let me float ! Let me sink !

The darkness ol death is in
#
tho sky and in the

winds!
And this ? But the signal of Pralaya.

We hope that Mr. Das will fly more often from
tho dust and heat of politics, to the realms of

poetry of which he is qualified to bo such a useful

denizen, •
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'|V> tho student who searches after the root

I Causes for the varied relatione between

Britain and her Empire at different timet*,

a clear appreciation of what happens in the

British political aroua brings into light the foi^os

at work which determine . imperial relations.

Specially for him who tries to find an explanation

for the relations between Britain and India for

the last six memorable years, political develop-

ments in Britain sepo as the unfailing key.

Farther, it is for Indian statesmen after locating

and weighing the political forces at work in

Britain, to exert their influence m such quarters

so that things may progress in directions which

they desire. Therefore, so long as India's

interests are linked up with those of Britain, it is

the most useful task for the Indian student and

statesman to clearly follow tho political situation

in Britain and direct and shape his policy so as to

minimise dangers to India and maximise benefit,

Prescription must come after diagnosis.

\ * The Cabinet.

At the outbreak of the Great War, a liberal

Policy was persued by the Cabinet. Tho national

interests involved in the War necessitated a

Coalition. And till Asquith's resignation in 1916

all local, internal* and party interests wore

submerged by tho imminent national struggle for

existence. But Asquith was found to be lacking

in vigour and conviction to fight tho War to

victory, The more daring and energetic person-

ality of Lloyd George studied the situation, and

through means whiefy cannot be established as

fair (Cp., the Lloyd George Northclifle intrigue),

Lloyd George got to the holm of the State, The

result was on the one hand victory and on the

other hand bifurcation of the Liberal Party into

Independent and Coulitidh sections. Till victory

was woe, the sole aim of the Govern-

ment was of course to achieve it. The

expulsion of the Coalition Liberals from

the Iztyjepokidant Section at Leamington made

Lloyd George jnanage with a Conservative

support. In order to secure a further lease of

life as Prime Minister, Lloyd George hastened on

jtbe General Election when the Nation did not

. want one. His plan was to later on throw the

Conservatives overboard, take in the Asquithian

Liberals and the Labour Party, and tarry out his

radical programme. But against his calculations

the Conservatives commanded an overwhelming

majority in tho 1918 Elections. By declaring

for 44 hanging the Kaiser” and “ making Germany
pay " he easily got the command of affairs, in

January 1919 the Prime Minister in a speech

offered the Conservatives either submission to

himself or dissolution and a re-election. Tho
Conservatives having lost their confidence at the

hands of the public prefen ed the former course.

So it has happened that the present Parliament

and the Cabinet have not much to agree upon,

but yet each allows the other a certain amount of

latitude so that both might continye in power.

So long as his important moves are not defeated,

Lloyd George does not mind protests, criticism,

and fierce opposition. So long as they continue

as members of Parliament nnd their immediate

interests aro not nilVcLed, the pi Ghent men there

of the House of ('omnibus do not much mind tho

policy puisuod by the Cabinet. So it has

occurred that tho Cabinet in its progieWive

measures appeals to the support of the country”

which is cortain ly more progressive than the

Parliament,” and in its reactionary measures

seeks support from tho Parliament. (E. G.

Carson's support to the Irish Home Rule Bill and

the Cabinet's strong condemnation of the Punjab
Policy.)

The War has not jet had its clofrG in effects.

The European situation, tho economic problem,

and the Middle East muddle so wholly occupied

the minds of the present Cabinet that in

programme it began very poor. 14 Indeed no
Government ever entered Offico with such over-

whelming public support, anAwith such complete

poverty of programme.” (A ff Whyte. President-

Elect of tho Indian Legislative Assembly).

Being a Coalition Cabinet, there was and is unity

only of a negative character. In opposing critics,

in denouncing Bolshevism, and in believing for

some time that they could make Germany pay,

the present Government exhibits an esprit

de corps*

Again want of sufficient support either of the

people or of the Parliament, and the hetrogeneous

nature of the Cabinet are responsible for the,

pplicy of drift now being pursued by the Cabinet,

Regarding Ireland, Mesopotamia, India, British
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Finance, and relations with European powers, the

Lloyd George Government is pursuing a policy

not by any means the result of elevated principles,

but that of immediate advantage and ^expediency.

“ The animated debate of July 8 on General

Dyer and the Amritsar riots shows that a large

lively section of the Coalition takes a very

different view of Imperial responsibilities from

that which common sense compels the Government

to adopt. The continual revolt of the same

section against the excess profits duty and othf<r

taxes serves to accentuate that cleavage’'. Jn

brief, tho personnel of the C ibinot suifcod the

work of War-ti oe. Progress in peace requires a

more definite homogeneity in the Government

and a greater harmony betwoen the Legislative

and the Executive If the ^Ennpiro should

restrengthen its constituent pirts unfluly shaken

by the War* and if the constituent parts should

bo cemented bettor in order to ensure the

Imperial Edifice, the policy underlying the

present Governments actions must totally

change, or the way must be cleared for a

reconstruction cj the Cabinet.

Regarding the actual achievements of the

Cahjnet, the leading complaint is, ‘‘We have

undertaken too much and we are spending too

much” The various kinds of expeditions and
missions into the regions of the disrupted

Turkish Empire, the Mesopotamian campaign,

the Irish policy—all this eftsts the British

Government not a little. Yet, industnal better-

ment lies to its credit. “The development of

our productive power after tho war has

proceeded more rapidly than the pessimists

believed, and though the Government has made a

terrible mess of the housing problem tho indus-

trial situation on theecvhola has been excellent {

The substantial recovery of the sterling exchange
onNe^r York in the past eight months, and the

Government triumph in the recent coal strike

havejnoreased the flelf confidence of the Cabinet.

Not withstanding all this, the present Govern-
ment and policy are not the besj that could he,

A number of errors have been committed. But
the nation, nob finding any more, enlightened
alternative, is continuing its passive support.

The huge sacrifices demanded from all parts of

the Empire during the war made the Premier
arrange for Imperial War Cabinets in 1917 and
1918, so that there might be better understanding

.
and * closer^ sympathy as between Britain and
the Dominions, Imperial conferences were

organised by Asquith 1911 onward, but the war
brought on the Imperial War Cabinet, Many
statesmen expert developments in the

British constitution, agPthe result of such a step.

Such a meeting of the Premiers df all Dominions is

arranged to take place in the middle of 1921* and
in this Sessions, there will be an accessory

conference concerned with the matters of Imperial

Defence, Discussion of the Imperial constitu-

tion is postponed so that “ Public opinion may
have sufficient fcinio to grasp the significance of

tho changes in the internal and external relations

of tho Empire resulting from the war”. There-

fore, it may safely be granted now that the war
has accelerated the rate of development of the

British Empire into “ The British Federation of

Common Wealths ? “ Vlans will have to be

devised for making the Principle of the Empire
Government as tried in the war time, effective as

a working basis in peace time”—(The Times).

Tins Parties :

—

The history of the parties in England shoe's a

continuous dwindling away of Conservative

principles and the spreading of the libera]

spirit. In the words of J. B. Frith “The
only fitting place for a« pure principle

Tory is a museum or a mausoleum.” When the

Liberal Party was in the ascendant, tho war broke

out. The immediate consequence of the war

was that the party system and its whole machi-

nery was “ diverted from its normal use to the

propagation of allied doctrine* tho propaganda of

economy, of food control, of war loans.”

The war was won, but in order to secure a

fresh lease for his career as Prime Minister,

Lloyd George pushed through a general election.

The cry raised by the Independent Liberals and

the Labour Party regarding the economic future

was drowned by the gratitude of the nation to

Lloyd George. The present Parliament elected

in November 1918 consists of 380 Conservatives,

150 Coalition Liberals, 60 Labour men, • 30

Independent Liberals, and 80 Sinn Feiners not

attending. The Conservative majority has no

leader. Balfour has come to be a mere spectator,

and Bonar Law iuspite of his long control of the

House of Commons, is in no sense a leader. The

Coalition Liberal Party is directly sprung from

Lloyd George. The Independent Liberals repre-

sent the old Liberal Party, and judged from the

proceedings of the Leamington Conference it

is Asquithian in allegiance. Till February 1920

Aaquith had vanished from the political world to
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reappear in the Commons as a result of the

vp4tSlfljr by-eleobion. His leadership since that

to not at all inspiring,/‘and, his view points

rather antedated. And when the country

Vaagerly expected bf him effective, immediate, and

^•nonetiractive proposals ho deplorably fell short of

liem,
'

lf

"On the contrary tho labour Party showed

?!,-great vigour in 1919. “Tho end of the Wju

would be the threshold of a new earth, was

President Wilson’s prophetic optimism.” At a

moment when discroiit had fallen upon the older

parties, when the party chiefs of former times

were being judged solely as national leaders in a

i time of stress, the voice of Libour sounded a

note appropriate to the state of the public

IjJmiud ” (A F. Whyte) f,i L ib >ur and the N»mv

>

k
Social Order ” was a hopeful programme ad mitt

-

„ ing workers of hand or brain “It w is the first

• Step towards a socialistic Sfcato coloured by the

^prevailing love of British compromise.” Tho

;
1919 by elections hold out much promise to

Labour. Many Liberals like Col. Wedgwood

changed to the Labour side. The increasing

influence of Labour was not a little responsible for

preventing the G
(
ivernment of India Act, 1919,

from becoming far loss liberal, yet, inspito of such

hopes, the Libour Party achieved little and lost

much public support. Among the many reasons

|for such failure, tho following are a few.

4< Labour and the Now Social Order” is a

programme not very enthusiastically taken up by

the rank and file of Labour. Tho whole scheme

iff suspected of an intellectual origin, and

intellectual men are suspected by the labourers,

SO that in choosing thoir leaders, they avoid such

men of light to represent them in the Parliament.

Oae of tho items— nationalisation—was tried by

the Government during the wav, and though ill

success under tho circumstances need not condemn

nationalisation under more favourable conditions,

the® people at largo did not like it. Neither

*Labour leaders, nor tho masses had dono much

towards the winning of the War, and to add to all

this, the Labour men in the Parliament are not

the heat that could he thought of. The party

contains no towering genius nor any magnetic

personality.”

The Sinn Feiij members are absentee members

pf Parliament. How much for Ireland could he

Aon* by their presence in the Commons, and how

iftteteh they have done and shall do by their

abstention from attendance is pot a matter for

• discussion here. But one thing is cortain. Lloyd
George paid no attention to the Irish Problem in

the earlier days and is now pursuing a narrow
policy on account of political necessities. The
House of Commons contains a huge Unionist

majority,

“ As long as t.ho present temper among the

Ifinli prevail they would got, no measure which

would be accepted by the Irish ” (Lloyd George.)

But Mr Griffith as also Do Valora declared that

the prosont hish feeling of suspicion and hatred

will disappear and a new friendliness arise if

Ireland he loft to itself Lloyd Goorge raises up
the phantasm of an Lish Republic and an Irish

Consciiption Army.

The result v* all this is that the Goalition

appears to ho firmer than ever in its position,

there b hug no opposition at all. But things

must return ti tho normal stito sooror or Jator,

It nny not vie long before Lloyd George

brings on a Limual Cabinet. It may not be long

long before tho prcs.mt anomalous Coalition Party

is put an end to “ A Cabinet of a distinctively

progressive chancer would bo ‘'more generally

representative of public fooling --an influence to

which Mr. Lloyd Goorge rarely fails to respond
’’’

“(A. K. Whyte)'
1

Such a Cabinet may find

support from a Liberal Labour Goalition.

TllF PllESRNT PaRIIAMFAT .

As afoiosaid, Mitt prosont Parliament was olocted

in November 1918 and finally announced on
December 28. from what haw boon said can bo

gathered the fact that this is a Lloyd Goorge
Pailiamont. Any moment lie can dissolve the

Houso of Commons, and the Conservatives will

surely lose heavily But so long as he can manage
smoothly he will not risk a general election,

Owing to the state of tho public mind in Novem-
ber 1918 (‘ Peace Celebrations), the House of Com-
mons was filled up not with the best men, but

the least troublesome. “ A loss distingqished

House of Commons never assembled at Westmins-

ter after an election ’. In tho circumstances do-

tailed above there is no opposition in the right sense

of the word to the majority party. The result has

been a lack of discipline and a series of errors.

Of tho leaders in the House, something has been

said of that once famous leader Asquith, The
most interesting figure is that of Churchill, He
seems to have the support of a large section of

Coalition opinion. Regarding the attitude to-

wards Russia, he represents Coalition opinion more
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than that of tho country. In the Amritsar debates

he got much credit fey playing tho part of a

conciliator, between the Progressive Catfinet and

tho Reactionary House. Tho divorjjont policies

pursued by Churchill and Lloyd George regarding

Russia a few months ago comos to the mind only

to reconfirm the hetorogoncou* natme of the

I T.ihi not. Even as late as November 17, 197 m

Lloyd George and Chut chill supported and

opposed respectively early resumption of trade

with Prussia. “ Wo must recognise the danger

of Bolshevism in Britain. Every large vity con-

tained small bands of people eager for any chum e

to make a general overturn m tho hope of prnbt

ting themselves in tho general confusion, lie

suggested that there was connection between a»!

revolutionary attempts which were being made m
Lndia, Rg\pt, Ireland, and Biit.un, (frlHun lnl) m
a sppei h m*Lond,m on November 1 192M

)
11* i

herl Pi her ».
“ n ,e of 1 he pimcipil asset/' ol the

Coalition Government,." Ho will ever he reincm

laired lor his Ivlin Maori Act of Ibis',

E b M out igpe i.*, vi progressive politician, and

'‘in Indian affiiisho iias^contrn ed to secure Pm*

united support of the Cabinet for a genuinely

hi»T*ral policy in opposition to many inaction *, y

element 0 m the House ” Montague’s name mint

he added on to the list of Mich British statesmen

as Lord Durham, Professor A. B Keith, met

1 ord Crmarvon. Austen Ghaipbei lain, inspite of

his extraordinary ability in controlling such a

critical situation ms tho post war poiiod is (iomly

opposed from business quarters and is charged of

being rather too liberal in expenditure. The

runioiuod second oiler of the Indian Viceroyahv

to him might have been a plea to i amove him

from tho Exchequer.

Sir Robert Home, from what can he gathered

from Bis activities as the member for Labour, is a

protnitJing statesmen. In tho event of a* mams
truci^i of the Cabinet, he will surely get ono

of the more important ministerships.

Lord Curzon is a hoary Imperialist and lus

npocial field is Western Asia and Persia, lie hy

temperament is not lor the democratise tion of the

dillmont parts of the British Empire. In ono of

his speeches at a dinner to a number of Indian

princes he observed that tho Indian princes weie

tho corner stones of the British privileges in

India. A long record, almost oppressive in

weight, Lord Cm zon’s career typifies a past older.

Lord Milner, no less an Imperialist in iden, has

been forced to water down his ideals by practical

5

necessities e, g, his negotiations with tho Egyptian

mission.
p

#

Tiie greatest rjualifie.^ion of Ltayil George is that

ho is a very highly magnetic personality. His is

a wayward career equally marked by error and
wisdom. Vet, inspite of inconsistencies he scorns

to he growing in his Liberalism. vi He * judges

policies, persons, and events not m tho light of

any coherent body of political doctrine, but by
instinct And when ho looks out upon the course

which will lead bin* to the next general election

(probably about 1922) ho is pretty certain to see

that the public will demand a return to Liberalism.

Ho of all men is not likely to mistake that de-

mand lorn cause to revive jload controversies nor

is he perhaps the right leader to give the Liberal

thought of Great Britain
#
thnt elevated expression

natural to it. But, in whatever* form he casts it

iris policy will grow more and more Liberal as

time goes on.” (A. E. Whyte)

The other important feature iri 1,103 d Gecige

seems to he his readiness to change his policy or

programme in response to popular demand. Mho
changes in his German, Tuikish, and Irish policies

are instances in point. This is against the Britirdi

traditions, and is m accord witlj tho Swiss pi no-

tieo. In Switzerland Cabinet members rarely

resign, because if the Legislature change.', its

policy, the Cabinet also changes its policy accord-

ingly. And there arising no diftercnco or clash,

between the Executive and tho Lt gislatur*
,
no

resignations ensue. Hence in Switzerland res-

ponsibility vests in the hand.- If the legislature and
tho electorate to a greater extent than in Britain.

And in all probability Lloyd George is the harbing-

er of the new s) stem -the system of leaders in

politics changing their policies according to tho

wishes of the majority of tho electorate.
•

CONCLUSION

The conclusions from the foregoing lines nro

simple and direct. Internal British politics wcio

subordinated to those gf the war 1914 on Ward.

Lloyd George began in 19 Id a vigorous military

policy. Necessity for* Indian support made a

liberal policy towards India necessary in 1917

(Llojd Gem go's Speech on August 20, 1917).

The Imperial War Cabinet was instituted with a

view to consult, and conciliate (Dominion opinkm.

His success in tho war reasoned him of his power

in tho 1918 elections. Since 19 IS, no definite

progress has been achieved owing to the mixed

nature of the Cabinet, and the Parliament 1

' and

owing to the afterwar problems occupying the time
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and n)e%&g of the Government. Rut the present
(

Parliament does not represent the national opinion

jil0t*n6wf JBut* owing to absence of an effoc'

> fcjve and immediate alternative, the Coalition

Cabinet and ®tjiament are continuing in power,

ftottkethi^g has boon done in industry and com-

h jnerc*,,but in Imporinl and international relations

* the Coalition Government is proving a failure by

following a short sighted and extravagant policy,

w And if new complications were to ariso in Ire-

land ,*Hn India, in the near East or in the Labour

world, they might easily precipitate a political

.crisis of the first magnitude. Or at any rate, a

0 return to normal conditions in England will neces-

sarily mean a predominant Liberal Government,
and for this predominance ja Coalition may arise

between * the Liberal and the. Labour Parties.

British Labour with its love of compromise and
fondness for individual liberty Will not find it

difficult t^KJoalescG with the Liberia to put an end
to haphazard, inconsistent, and unco? tain policy.

The sooner the Litaral labour Government comes
on in Britain, the sooner will India find just and
liberal troitment in the Empire. Hence a further

and a far more substantial democratic tt.ion of the

Indian Government nn} he taken foi granted in

the near futuia

SUNRISE ON THE TIGRIS
i,y THUS. W. La. TOI CHI'.

Relieved against Aurora’s rosy f ire.

Sea, Baghdad’s minarets and domes and spires,

With plumy ciosts of palm Loos traced between

JjOotn through the poarl gioy hn/a of dawn
,

pd ibe^ <lueon of the desort, slumbering still,

Jemsjftipt in drrfams she in her youth conceived,

trfo votes socking to awaken her

KpW issue from hoi heart and float afar '

On wandering Jfjjtyfeyrs, balmy, cool and sweet

MWifcb fragrance from myriad orange gi oves ;

*%bove the merry bulbuls’ ovoitmc.

Across the silent witers do they steal

Bubbued and solemn to the listening ear

And fall like gentle dews upon the soul

Both speak ol God but in dithering tones

One is the muez/in’s long-drawn chaunt that tells

Of Allah’s greatness and his Prophet’s claim
,

Ihe other with a brn/ vi tongue peals forth,

1ft triple chimes, the mjstoiy of God-mnde man.

Meanwhilo lost Elen’s immemorial river,

Big with the secrets of creation's birth,

ffreeps, heeding nought, wjfchin his summer bed
;

1

And like fine velvet shot with Tyrian dyes,
1 Displays the Orient’s ever shifting hues

Limned on its bosom, so unruffled and serene,

Save where a 1 imblo fish leaps up in joy

And glii.tbns like a sabre dyed in blood,

Or the King fisher plunging for his mewl

Scatters aloft a spray of diamond dust,

Of where a fi^hor in his basket boat

HH" softly down and fliugs his net abroad,

p^foheio the puiple curtains of the East

rent, a fount of golden splendour spouts,

Setting fclm western Goods ahhza with tints,-

Icke glowing daule upon > mm artist palette -

And changing poking ku’d* to mete. t*.

And look, a <puint Muhella far down stream

Has caught the sheen upon her ample 'ail

And seems a banner in a gay precision,

it h but the herald of the King of Day
Whose 01 b of ruddy gold nqw mounts on high

M ijfstic and sublime ' -a Host immense,

Exposed within a gem-span M monstrance for

The adoration of the world 1 And now
Tim Tigrh w&ars -l bolt of molten gold,

And ‘kies uid waters, gilded domes and spiics

Burn with lelulgeiujp unutterable, ere

/They fade into the common light of day.

But from my thought* the scono shall never fade

So longpSp you are v\ith me, sweet beloved f

You who with aims unlinked in mine >

}

Beheld this lowly pagewtry of heaven
,

And lent to ii a witchery all your own.

Porchanco thus she who brightened Paradis
Eor man, hung smiling in his glad embrace

On this same primeval river’s brink and viewed

The first grand rising of the now-made Sun
;

While, he more raptured by her love and grace,

Imprest upon her radiant brow and lips

Full many a morning salutation sweet

!

Down in the dreamy depths of your dark eyes

Where shine the glories of dead Babylon,

And all her long forgotten mystic lore,

I see the eternal sunrise of your love

"Whose beauty bathes my soul in joy divine !
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[la accordance with our usual practice we give below a bird’H-oye view of the proceedings

of the various annul] gatherings which lull their sittings at Nagjpir, and other place/, iu

December last It will be noticed that the National Congress by changing the olS creed which

satisfied the »
political ambitions <Jf Dadubliai, Bonnerjoe, Mehta, Gokhale and *dme veteran

Congressmen* who built up this groq£ institution and by embarking on a perilous programme

of Non-Co operation, has abdicated ite original function, The Moslem League, it need hardly f>o

added, has followed the lead of the Congress : while the National Liberal Federation of India

which held its third Annual Session at Madias under the presidentship of Mr. C. Y. Chintamani,

the Mahomedan Educational Conference, the South Indian Liberal Federation and tho Indian

Christian Conference have condemned tho Congress programme. Wo invite the attention of our

readers to tho sumuiuy of the proceeding.- presented in tho following pages, \Ed t Ui,\

THE INDIAN NATIONAL CONGRESS*

M \ H F tidity lifth sossion of tho Indian Nation -

I ul Congress met at Nagppr on Dec.

amid scones ot groat enthusiasm. It un

in many wavs tho turning point in tho history c r

that instatuMon and as such attracted the largest

number of delegates on record. Indeed uvei

fifteen thousand delegates attended the session,

besides a largo number of visitors. Liko the

Calcutta Special Congress, the Nagpur Session

war: a pure GaiMhi Cong* ess.

On the dais sat the leading Congressmen ami

thiw* visitors from Fiiigland—Col. Wodgwuud
Mr, Ben Spoor and Mr. Holfoid Knight.

Seth daman Lul, Chairman of the Reception

Committee, delivered his address in Hindi. A
convinced Non Co-operator, lie said that Mr.

Gandhi’s programme, was already healing Irurt

lie gave it as his opinion that

Non-Co-operation as a non-violent, but regular war
between the people of this country and its rulers. In

this war India wants to see whether it can success-

fully carry on all its moral and essential national

activities without tho' co-operation of the foreign

bureaucracy and wbotljpr or not the foreign bureau-

cracy can maintain its power and influenc# without

the cooperation of the Indian people.

On tyo conclusion of tho welcome address, Mi.

0. ViUftraghsivachariftr was formally proposed as

President by Mr. B. D, Shukul. Mr Gmdhi
secon'ded the motion in a brief speech 'in Hindi

and was supported by a number of speakers

including Lala Lnjpat Rai, Mr. Mahomed Ali,

Mr. C. R. Das and Mr. Patel.

Mr. bVijiaraghavaehari then read tho

Presidential Address. He had not gone far beforo

there was perfect confusion and he could proceed

no further. Hie voice was drowned in the noise

and uproar that ensued
;
wheroupon ho called on

Mr. B. C, Pal to read the rest of the address

while at the end, the President himself suuama

rised his remarks on Non Co-operation,

The Presidential Addres^ was a lengthy docu-

ment covering thirty-eight pages of foolscap,

Mr. A dim ku* is an old (jongressman reputed for

his courage and independence. Liis address was

a scholarly document though somewhat too
.

abstruse for a gathering of twenty thousand who.

cared little for speculations on political philo

sophy however fortified by tho Authority of grdfit

names in England and America. It was

courageous in that it was unsparing in its

criticism of Mr. Gandhi and his piogrammo.

With all the vigour and exhaustiveness of the

address it reveals its author as a puzzled spectator
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still unable to make up his mind* Throughout,

tho address boats the mark of indecision ; and as

WO ikmll show in the following pages the Presi

<Je*nt contradicts himself irpfiently.

^presiding qpr an avowedly Non (Jo operation

he pwixdod for
44
a message to be sent to

]jpMrgracious Sovereign ”

-*
v

*^Wo bkvo to concern and adopt a message to be

OentWbur granous Sovereign ami to the groat peo-

pl0s of the world Aud that message is that the

Sle of India are now placed by thoir rulers m rui

etable position and that they are determined

forthwith to make thoir beautiful country 41
tit and

safe
*’ tor her sons and daughters to live in and that

any further delay in their achievement of this vital

object means ruin to them and peril to the Empire it

Hot to the future peace of the w orld

Then follows an Exhaustive analyse of tLo

* Declaration ol Rights which has for sometime

past come to octup) a loading placo in (Jongross

* resolutions 4

L

f "The most important part in my hc heme relates to a

declaration of our fundamental rights as men and is

British citizens It is impossible to exaggerate the

o importance of a written ( onstitution Almost all

modern countries possessed ol a constitutional govern-

ment have written constitutions Besides, a written
* declaration of rights is a gre at instrument of national

«
pation We all know that the laws of the Twelve
les in ancient Rome were taught to the childitn

they had to kndw them by heart as if they were
Vemjsortht Koran

He thou defined the ioirn of Government that

India demand^ “simply responsible govem-

Ibnant like that of the United Kingdom and of tho

-SBeU-govermng Dominions ” And ho warned as

* }f dimly conscious of the impending change in

the Oongresb cieed —
I would not describe it b\ the Sanskrit word “ Swa-

ffftjyaJ
7 Although this word moans simply Self-

Government or liome Rule, it is on the one hand cap-

able of bomg misunderstood abroad, especially by

‘‘Bhglemd in its present mentality coloured by the

vicissitudes due to the struggle of Ireland, and on the

Other hand it is devoid of historic c onventions and

tisanes which make for the healthy growth and deve-

lopment of responsible government. Besides, res

ponsible Government as such has been accepted us the

|iteif0y of His Majesty m Parliament

g Having defined tho utm ol the (Jongiebs tie

f Pre^Wont took caie to c
\
plain by what methods

f

the British Government could grant us response

ble govorpme>.t an if all the difficulties lay only in

ebops'rig A method.

There arc three w Ays In which tins problem can be

t
uolved- (1) bv a Statute <>j Parliament, (2) by Letters

S
tent of Ills Majesty the King-Emperor and by

Kfcructionu by theSccretaiv of State for India, and

Irby an Act of the Indian Legislature. The first

id tho last would be must difficult to achieve and

when achieved, by no means most satisfactory for all

practical purposes
"

“ If then the system of responsible government ( in

be immediately established for the government of this

country by simple executive process, the vorj natural
question is Whether tho Right Hon the Secretary of

State for hid id would cjoseut to co-operato with us

and induteityhp Cabinet to ( onrur with him and advise

His Majesty to bo graciously ploasod to issue tho

necessary instructions by Letters patent bearing the

Royal Seal

He then turned to discuss tke present situation

at consideiiiblo length. He said that tho present

state of sflaii s in India was such that it was
necessary for the Congi ess “ to find a weapon, a

peaceful wenpon with which to compel England 7

to pay hoed to our demands In tins connection

the President began to examine Non Co operation

in all its varying forms and cuno to the conclu

sion that it was dmgoiuiH and inexpedient

Touching the bo}cott of schools ho pointed

out

Let us not, tor t mon onl forgot the oru object ol

the whole movi merit vvitli winch it has Ln u initiated.

It is to force the hinds of Government to grvnt our
very logitimek request namoly to ost tblish respousi

bio government md to red-ess our Kmlil it grievame
Is it possible tint emptying Government md aided
institutions would mv wise paralyse tin liovurunw nt

here and in L ig! uid ia its administration and ( ompol
it to grant our obj» ct * Jf Government iro relieved

from maintaining h bools and colleges would not the

money hi i vail iblc for other purposes over eight

crorts oi rupi es mnuulh 4 And is this i natjoml
ad van! age > fn ordor to roplav e thorn b\ our own
national institutions should wo not have funds which
will give us a similar annual income for which a capi-

tal of about 200 croros would bo necossiry * It Ins
hitherto been an accepted maxim of ourpohtica) life

that tho students should be left m a calm atmosphere
to pursue thou career and that it is injurious to them
and to the using generation to draw them into the

highly excitable vortex oi practical politics which is

fast changing in our country ei well, into party poli-

tics. Can* the propaganda be carried on without
violating this cardinal and very healthy maxim * Wo
seekSwarajya Tho bedrock of a healthy nnGon is

the sound family Will not this propaganda separate

students from parents and grand parents aft? from
elder brothers and sisters oftener than not ?

*

Tunnug to the appeal for the withdrawal of

pleaders he said -

Is it at all reasonable and practicable thatthousauds

and thousands of young men, educated and equipped

to become members of the bar at an enormous saorinco

in all poor and middle class families* should bet

suddenly asked to cut short their career and the only

career for which thoy are iit ? Are we satisfied that

this course jh necessary for securing freedom, our

national treedom V Does History furnish us with any
similar example ? On the other hand does it not fur-

nish lessons to the contrary ?
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But private citizens, however enlightened and ex-

perienced would not be able to handle and investig ite

complex oases of law involving consideration ot highly

delicate questions of right and wrong, arising from

contract, express and implied, and from injuries vohiu

tary, accidental and rash If we abolish^iourts and ill

we abolish the profession of law, and nothing les'

makes the item offe< tual, there would be a gr^ il

sou il want which there would be no moans ol supply-*

mg* The result will bo immediate inuease of often* us

and criminal cases and gradual dui ay ot nation il

instinct for freedom.

Thus Mr. Achariar examines Mi Guidin'*

ptogramme veiy acutely and condemns the whole

thing as impracticable and dangeious. Of coutso

the i enunciation of titles and the boycott of

Councils aro disposed oil the one is ineUeihve

and tJio othoi as ft closed chapter With iofeienco

to the Inttor howevei ho hold — •

On (he whole the N itionaiists wero weil ids s* l u

hmilv dccliiuiig to sock mdoicup} a j
osition wh i

it might lie s%itl it the i ud th it we were r< sponsil h

lor the i iilure, and n >t the latal inherent mhrmun -t

of the novt 1 s\steni

fVnd yet Mi. Achanai holds in a lit ot bli^ tu }

toigctiulness

A* to the gre at hoi "s#it\ Ut tiie idoptnm hy u- i

gome su< h vve ipon \h tint ol organize I Non C\» opci

turn with the rulers in \icv\ torcicli our full tier! mi

i itelv there can be no two horn st opinions

This is not all In ono pint of fcho addiess the

President ijuotos i happy raying of Abiaham I in

coin h igiunst the pent of disunion nnd discouisoH

eloquently •

bnleas we are unilod and unanimous in our pro
gramuip it is my duty to my God and country to s w
that our chant o would fly away .United wo st me!
and are sa\ od, divided we fall and perish,’*

and m another he preaches a homily on tho

dangers of regimentation and quotes an equally

pregnant maxun of Walter Bagehot.

Besides the verv great evils of regimentation ind
of surrender of private judgment with tho necessary
gradual Idee ay of the faculty of private judgment may
I have your permission to allude to another very sen
ous evi l without producing which the propaganda
work oP the programme of the Calcutta Congress
cannot be can led on We have had tho experience
of its working these four months I ask you to say
like sworn jurymen whether the props&anda work has
not caused and roused dismay, griei, and herco pas
•ions ana animosities all round

#

foot his denunciation of Non Co-opera

-

tfon he went so far as to $ay that it would
“ rebarbarise the people of India. Why then
assert with tho same breath that 44 the process ol

umGcation is greatly expanded and intensified
under the auspices of Mahatma Gandhi and the
stalwart patriots Who ate co-operating with him V

r

Is it any wonder that even a Nationalist piper
like the Janm**bhufoi ghould be puz/Jed by such

an attitudo. #

We are al a loss to B£^ whether Mi . <

raghav it hariar approves ot the Congress Kisoltitiun

on N. 0 O Our friends have vehemently argue l th it

ho does Wo oursolvi»s have thought and sti^l think

that tho programme oi N.C. O in the resolution and
tho President of the Congress are polo*, apart.

Thus tho address is, in kplfce of its obvious

m&nttf, a jumblo of contradictions and we can well

believe the report# that it failed to impress the

gatheifbg. It is one of the unwritten canons ot

theCongiess that the Piesidcnt leads the session

in regard to its vital decisions It would appear

that Mr Achaiiar was strongly opposed to the

change in the Congress creed as evidenced by a

quotation we have already given ills opposition

was unavailing. Though he wa 4 stiongly against

Non Co operation m practice as opposed to it m
theory which he readily and emphatically aigued

as both constitutional and eJFective, the following

paras would show how the Congress upheld and
oven confirmed the resolutions of the Special

Congress.

The Uiesident’a own patent as a substitute for

Non Co operation is a vogue 41 Nation building.
1 '

oi as he explained it m a couple of enigmatic

ioimubo one to Mi Montagu and the othei to

Mr. Gandhi 44 Piay do
,
and piay do not."

With these, he hopes to stem the tide of chaos
^

that he apprehends it Mr Gandhi’s progiamme is

followed but yet with amusing unconcern, he says,

in his farewell speech *

“ Ak for tlm N U 0 Resolution, it has been arrived
at after considerable hesitation and consultation,

among leaders, as a workable basis, to the dismay ol

y mr enemies, and I hope, to the very pic isant disap-

pointment ot some ot those who were away fLum us.*'

Tho Subjects Committee jneeting that followed

had an even more stoirny sitting. The discussion

centred round the motion for the change of the

Congress creed On the 28th Mr. Gandhi moved
in the open Congress •

That the object ol the Congress is the attainment of

£> waraj by the people oi India by dll legitimate and
peaceful moans.

An amendment stood in the name of Pandit

Malaviya, but he was unwell and could not attend,

Mr. Gandhi who spoke both ip Hindi and ip

English said that it was deiogajory to the na

tional assembly to think of the permanence of the

British connection at any cost. However
he did not for one moment suggest that the> want

ed to end the British connection at all costs uncondi-

tionally. If the British connection was for tho
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of India, they did not want to destroy

it,bnt il It Was inconsistent witi Indian's national

^HOlf mt|>'8ci, then it was their bounden duty to destroy

roonf enough iixthe proposed creed for

^lfc
v

||fltYUne ; thofce,who wantf4 the British connection

S
/those who did e,ot.

In Lajpat Rai and Mr. B. 0. Pal supported

tnotibn while Mr Jinnah and Col. Wedgwood
•j^rosdd it. The Colonel deplored that the pass-

hug of the resolution would make the task of

|
Indian friends in Etogland such as Labour Mom
bers more difficult if not impossible Incidentally

; be criticised the intolerant attitude of the fathoi -

,"lng to those who dilfered from it. Some am<*nd-

^eote were moved but the Congress threw thorn

/out And Mr, Gandhi’s original motion was Bubso*

C tjuently adopted at the*n0xt day’s sitting.

On the 30th Mr. Ben. Spoor who was called

Upon to convey to tho assembly the message of

m British Labour Party road the resolution

Twherein it was expressed that “ while expressing

j’.lfci hope that every part of the British Empire if

i dealt with in a conciliatory manner would remain
' within the British Commonwealth,” it declared

, that the final decision about the continuance of

'jflWCih relations must res>t with those people

^bemselves.

the motion of Seth daman Lai supported by

Pandit Motilal Nehru a resolution conveying

thanks to tho Labour Party for their message was
* passed.

Mr. C, E. Pas then moved the lengthy rosolu

tion on Non- Co operation which had been airivod

at after conAdorablo discussion in the Subjects

Committee. Tho Resolution is given in full in

pother page.

On the 31st tho Piosident moved a icsolution

to abolish the Bntish Congress Committee and
the paper India and also another paying homage
to rthe memory of Mac Swinny*and sympathising

with Ireland in hei struggle foi fioedom

Mr. S, R. Roman ji moved tho resolution on

exchange and currency which was endorsed by

Mr. C. It. Das Mr Rouiunji also moved for tho

boycott of tho Duko ol Connaught. Other resoiu

tions touching trade muon; and labour, on tlm

Esher RopoiJ: and on Indians nbioad were then

adopted

.

A nurnbei ot resolutions covering t fie thixiy-su?

articles of the Now Congress ( uiistitution woio

moved by Mr. Gandhi and earned unmmiously
Tho next Corjgiess was invited to Ahmedabad

The President in Ins concluding ictmnks said that

the Non-Co opeintion resolution as adopted had

presented » workable plan to the dismay of

enemies and hud completely eliminated all upp^M
tion in the Congiess,

THE NATIONAL LIBERAL FEDERATION.

^I^HE third Annual Session of the National

1 "Liberal Federation of India was held at

tho Gokhalo Ball, Madras, on Wednesday

$e 29fch Dec. under the presidency of the Hon.
#

Sir. C, Y, Chintamani M L. 0, of Allahabad,

Vhere was a fair gathering of delegates from

different parts of the country : Sir Devaprasad

Barvadhikary, Rov. A *B Nag and Mr. R. 1) Mehta

.from Calcutta; The Tion Mr. B. S. Kamat

;

Mr* Jananadhas Pwarakadnh fiom Bombay
;
the

.Hon, Mr. Kale, Mr, N M. doshi and several

ofes$ors of the Ferguesen College, Poona
;

Mr.

trozni of the Servants of India Society and Mr.

Aqthana from tho U. P. , and lUo Bahadur

Muodie jand Mr. N. A. Piavid from C. P. and

Home delegates from Bexar, Orissa and Hyderabad

brides the leading Liberals of Madras, and the

Pr^tidoocy as a Whole, Mrs, Bezant, Mr, Arundale,

Mr. And Mrs. <Nnarajadasa and many members

t -joi the Indian Home Rule League also attended,

fy. Povvan Bahadur L, A Govindaraghava iyer,

like Chairman of tho Reception Committee
^welcomed tlie delegates in a brief but comprehen-

sive address in which he pointed out the nature

of tho pioblems confronting the Liberals. He
said that the formation of parties will be found

inevitable and that the Reform Act has solved to

bring out tho differences between the parties

cleaily and distinctly.

While wo yield to none in our anxiety to see India

occupy a foremost place ur$ong the nations of the
world and that as early as possible, we have our
own view s.»s to how this aim can be secured. We
believe that tho surest method of progreiL in by

remembering that we have no dean slate and'Lhut the

past should not be ignored, that wbdt is Eroded m
the present condition and cncmnstancof# *bi our
country is not revolutionary change but safe and
sure reconstruction and that above all, no course of

conduct should Vie advocated or puisued which will

have the elfoot, directly or indirectly, and in the near
or more distant future, of provoking or encouraging
violence, whether intended or not, ot of even under*
mining the foundations of good citizenship.

%
Ho then dwelt ’pn the folly of changing til

creed of the Congress and eritised tho scheme bf

Non- Co operation adumbrated by the Congress

under the auspices of Mr. Gandhi. Referring to

the position of Indians in the Colonies he said ;

Perhaps it is late enough already but It is desirable

to remind those that are responsible for this policy i>f
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exclusion of Indians that if ever India becomes lost to
1

Britain and tho British Empire, it will be i^>t so much
on account of questions of internal administration,

important and intricate as they are anc^nuiy become,
but on this question of the treatment of Indians m
tho Colonies.

On the conclusion of the Welcome Address Sir

Sivaswami Aiyar proposed and Sir Dovnprapad

Harvadhiknri seconded •the election of the

President in an oloquent speech while Mrs.

Bes»nt and otfiers formally suppoitcd it.

Mr. G. A. Natesan, one of the Secretaries,

then read messages and telegrams of sym piths'.

Mr. Ohintamani then delivered the Presidential

Address—a bold and intrepid document worthy
of the best traditions of the elder Congressmen.
Unlike tho Nagpur Congress Address,
iti' wnR brief but more comprehensive
aiiiS dealt at length with the problems of the day.

He began with a reference to the painful break
wiUi the Congress

:

We who left it with sorrow because of tho conviction

! i

at ^ °M policy was still the wise policy and that
tbe enduring interests of the country demanded an
'> pKani&ation that would pursue it vigorously without

’

3*

divided counsels uiftm /undamcntal points, raynot ill
r

reason be accused of tfteloyalty ta the principles of the
Congress. I go farthewnd say tout we are the truo
Congressmen and not tnoso who, while nominally in

the Congress, have lost faith in •its very creed and*
committed themselves to, or are in search of, policies

and methods incompatible with tho vital Article of tho
Constitution to which they have pledged themselves

1

to adhere. Indeed, it would bo in the fitness things

if they gave themselves anothor label and left to us
the cdierisbed name of the Indian National Congress.

Commenting orf tho events of the year, he said,

that while declining to endorse hysterical descrip-

tions of the British Government, “ our opposition

to Non ( Jo-operation is riot duo to mb placed tender-

ness for the authors of thwwrorgO

The Government cannot escape the responsibility

for the present political muddle. If it had acted with
wisdom and righteousness, the Reforms would havehnd
a fairer reception and England's credit in India would
have stood much higher. I need not detain yon over I ho
Rowlatt Act, except to ask the Government of India
to admit with candour that- the last twenty months
have proved that they were wrong in passing it, and
to act with courage and remove it from the Stiftuto

Book, Such legislation was bound to provoke a strong
reply, and it did But 1 am bound to say that the
agitation over- stepped the limits imposed by con-
siderations of tho public safety, and there followed
those disastrous occurrences whfch furnished an ex-
cuse for the Punjab horrors For these the Govern-
ment of the province was not alone to blame. Tho
Government- of India were answerable in equal mea-
sure. They upheld the former and were impervious
to counsels of moderation and restraint. They forgot
that * be who allows oppression share* the crime/

Jn fact lio criticised the actions of tho Govern-
ment in tho Punjab a Hair with such foie© and
pugnacity that the Englishman lelmkcd his

addiosR as oxttemist.

Touching tho Government resolution on Non- Co-
operation he pointed out that the Government resolu-
tion on Non-Po-operation was as you arc aware, utilis-

ed in certain quarters to teach us our duty at. tyis

juncture. It was said that we were lethargic, it ft. is

assumed that it was in our power to stop the move-
ment if we but exerted ourselves, we wanted courage
to face unpopularity, we timidly followed the Fem-
inists ut a distance, our weakness would be responsible
for repression by Government to end a pernicious
campaign if it could be suppressed by no other means.
Our critics forgot that Extremism is the direct product
of the policy of the Government, and our unpopularity
is in reality the expression of tho public distrust of its

motives and measures. When English friends refer

to our party's lack of influence, I invariably toll thorfl

that it is a tribute to the character^! their adminis-
tration and the reputation they enjoy, rightly or
wrongly, after a hundred and fifty years of rule. Is

tt not remarkable that every Indian who is suspected
of a kindly feeling for Englishmen and,! their Govern-
ment Should lose caste with his own people ? I would
ask them to reflect upon the meaning of this pheno-

menon. We have a straight policy. We are neither

apologists nor enemies of the British Government,
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OitMUpreme conoern Is the rvell-bcuiiR and a<lvanoe-

iSB&t of our Mot^prland and we approach every

jjttoblftm from this single poifV of view And we speak

sijjr mind freely in dimegard ol consoquencos to

‘kKinehres.
*

ttam passed on to dihcuhs the Uoport of the

Esher Committee at some length lie cqndemned

the reUttionaty and obju tionahle iecomraond

^tionfc. of tint ilLconshtutml Committee apd

Asked —
Does Fug]and ask for Indus trusts She on her

part must trust India And I<ngl md s nnlitny polir %

will be tho touohstone of her hinu ntv.

The Lovett Report then cwie in fot a ci itical

examination and the President s recommendations

%VQ mostly embodied in tl?e Federation’s resolution

on the subject Mr Ohintunam then dwelt

on the problem of education and finally ronclud

ed with an eloquent appeal to Liber »1*, not to be

apologetic but to go toiward with faith and

confidence The passage deserves to be quoted

in full but we have space only for a few

lines —
Remember Mills saying th it one mm with i

j06nviction is equal tc ninety nine with ut one Pc

not apologize do unot doutt d) not hesitito Cs <»

foifWard with the strength ot com k tic n md with the

determination that conquers ohstnles Pr< uh the

doctrines ol tho Libeiai I'irtv, cxpl mi tj the people

that we are the lnheritois of tho Congress whoao
objects we are f-uthiuHv carrying tut, estibhsh

Liberal leagues «whore\ or tin \ a-c not bung more of

the faithful into tho fold 31c sin o in building up our
Partj wc hut servo tho ountiy wc hive no other

motive In this mtional work the rt vered founders

of the Congress, who ire n< t with us m mortal form

will be with us inspirit And the futh in nic tint*

howsoever we may be mis undtrstord tocli\ b> \

section of oui < mntrvnun *hnSf* <<mmendibb
patriotic zeal for mirn< a ttc pditicil silvition piu

vents them from rorrcdly ipi rt utmg our standpc mt

tUe dhy will come when the pissions ind pieiuducs
of*the moment will hue sal sided and poisiusivo

jeasott will again hold up thf guiding I imp md when
our motive as well as our wisdom will be vindu iter]

^Whether it may come sue mr or later, and cvmif it

may not come, mokes no difference We will nolle
deflected irom what wc arc f oiuimcd is our duty to

our Motherland

The proceedings of the second diy opened *i f h

the reading of messages from Sir Dinshaw

Waclm, Mr N M Sanmrth and Sir Surendra

hath Baneijca who wired to congratulate the

President on bin appointment as Minister m the

United Provinces,

Two resolutions, one welcoming H R H the

Duke of Connaught and the other congratulating

Lord Sinha oij his appointment, were moved from

ffie chair.

Sir Sivaswami Aiyar then moved a lengthy

resolution* on Indian Milifciiry policy. Ho con*

demned alike the composition and the recom-

mendations of tho Esher Report and spoko at

length on every feature of the comprehensive

resolution ndoptod at the Sublets Comraittoe

The Resolution family uiged —
0) Tlu posit (Hi th^t the Army in Indn should

he independent ot the Bntmh A m\ ind under the

cdhtrol of the Government of Indn and no* of the

War Oftup should be recogm/od (<?) Lhu Commander
m-Chlof should onlj be tho executive he id of the

army, ind not 1 number of the (Governor Gi neral s

Council md the portfolio of defence should he

entrusted to <i Civilixn member of the Governor*

Genoral b Count il
v (1) Indnn hoops should not is i

rule, bo employed tor ser\i o outside the extern il

frontiers of India exc< pt tor defensive purposes or in

very graxe emergen us in 1 with tho fioe consfnt

of the Oo\ou or Gr nor il in Council (4 » the Kings
Indi in suhie ts slioul 1 fc trcel\ admitted to all urns
<f His M«j(st\ s I rces m Indi i iru hiding the

Torritornl Arm\ N(t hssthm 2
r
> per emt of tim

King s ( >mmissio? I ould he giw n to His Ma |Osl > s

Indian subjects t> it irt with md tit proport on

r used in ten ve irs t »0pirtenl b\ mmnl m i mnits

of 2L pc r cut ( ) acK quite tic litus sh >uld ho

proul 1 in Indi i »oi triming tndnns is officers m
all I rant lies t the trmyl} their nlmisMon mt< the

existing mst tut ions is well is I the i st lblishment

of new institutions and m ill other pos ihle w ns
(6) the s\ stf in if lining twe sds ol ( oinmissu ns

in the arm v, one j
roi ceding from tho King ind tho

other from tho \ icrr v should be ilxlislud All

differences of dcsipution between the British md
Indi in officers of vinous rinls should likewise ho

ibohshed (7) ill ii udious distinctions bused upon

racial < onm ler itious should !>i abolished in the

Armv

Sir Devnpianad Suvadlukniy seconded tho

Resolution in an dujuent speech and it was

supported by Mr kirrnt, Mr R Venkata patfai

Ki?u and Mi R 1> MihtH

Two othei resolutions, one urging thc^ imme-

diate publication of Lord Jtlhcoes Re^oifc and

the other urging ^
that no iction, adnumatratm or Ugiahtive shall be

taken on the reports of any commissions or com-
mittee appointed l>\ tho Secret iry ot Stato for India

or the Goverwnont of fndia until in opportunity shall

have been given to the Indian Legislature to express

its opinion thereon und, in regard to matters specially

affecting anv province until such tin opportunity slulJ

have been given to the legislature of that province

were put ftom the chair and carried

After lunch a meeting of the Subjects Commit-

tee was held when some verbal changes were

made in the Resolution on Non-Cooperation

yyhich was drafted aft$r much discussion at the
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previous meeting. The resolution as put to tho

Conference ran as follows

* The Federation expresses its omphatic disapproval

of the policy of Non -Co-Operation as calculated to dcs -

troy individual liberty of speech and action, inwto

BOc.fnl discord and rotard tho prograss of tlm

country towards responsible government, hut the

Federation feels that the best way of successfully

combating the Non-Co-operation movement is fur

Government to redress the wrongs that have led to

iU adoption.'

Mrs. Hesant who moved the Resolution pointed

out that tho prosSnt Government had a large

share of the responsibility in bringing tho Non*

Co-operation movement into existence. She also

criticised Mr. G mdhi’s attitude and concluded

with a powerful appeal t.6 the Government to help

the Moderates and not to hinder them by conti-

nuing tho wrongs.
%

She was seconded by Mr. Kamutand supports!

by a number of speakers.

The t hird flay began with the reading of furtiu i

message^ of s\ rnpatby with tho (Conference. The

President moved a ie*>>lution recording regret \i

the death nf Mr TiLk and kni Bahadur lDhcnd’ i

Ch'iridr.i Glroso which was passed unanimously

t he whole house standing. .

Pandit (lit day Nath Kunuu moved the resole

tier;, legal ding the position of Indians in flic

Colonies which protested against tho political

and economic disabilities imposed upon Indians

by the Government of tho Protectorate and urged

for absolute equality for Indians with Europeans

in tho Kenya Colony.” •

Mr. Kun7.ru referred to the Government of

India’s despatch on Lird MilnePs report and said

that unless the (Iovornment of India interfered,

the tragic history of South Afiiea might bn

repeated in the Kenya Colony.

Mr. G. A. Natesan seconded tho resolution and

fluid that the conditional! Eist Afiiea recalled to

their mjnds the horrors and indignities accorded

to Indians in South Africa. He thought it use-

less for^ho Government to appeal to the Liberals

for cooperation when everything went, out of

their hands and he asked tho Government to take

steps for obtaining equality for their countrymen
abroad. •

The Hon. Mr. Srinivasa Sastri moved
‘That. in the opinion of the Federation the inaugu-

ration of the now regime conferring a measure of

self-government on the people of India must be signa-
lized by a comprehensive measure abolishing all dis-

tinctions in law based meroly on the race of an indi-

vidual. and urges in particular that the provisions in

the criminal law of India conferring upon Europeans
and Americans certain special privileges and rights
must be repealed at an early date/

e

Mr. Sastri in.moving the resolution spoke of

#
the various humiliating distinctions adopted in

trains between Eurtfpeajis and Indians and said

that hardly a month* masses without a judic ial

scandal of some sort orllfchor.

Mr. Jogendra Mohan Sinha (ffcongal) seconded

the resolution which was passed. •

Prof. V. G. Kale proposed a resolution regard

ing Exchange and Currency and urged a freer

and irmnodiate enquiry into the whole question.

This was seconded by Mr. 0, Doraiswam:

Aiyangur.

Mr, G P. Ramaswami spoke on the resolution

on Fiscal Autonomy which was supported by Mr,

Jamnadus Dwarakadass.

Dr. G. TL Rama Rau moved a resolution urging

that the Medical Service in India should be

reorganised into two divisions ono Military and

the other Civil ;
while a number of other resolu-

tions wore put from the chair and carried.

\V
r

hon the Federation reassembled after lunch

the Hon. Mr. Sisfcri moved the resolution

on the Punjab tragedy m an eloquent and

moving speech and said that he was ono ‘of

those who thought that tho now Legislative

Assembly had no better task than that of making

the Government admit the error
#
and make ado

quate reparation. Mr. Dalvi seconded and the

resolution was passed.

The long resolution on Factory Laws and the

question of Labour in general was moved by

Mr. N. M. Joshi who was seconded by Mr. Mavji

Govindji. Mr. kothari and Mr. Altekar moved

for social legislation by the ne^v Gouncils in re-

gard to the uplifting of the depressed and back-

ward classes ,
and then followed a number of

other resolutions moved from the chair among
which was one calling upon the Liberal organisa-

tions to contribute Xf>()0 annually in addition to

one half’ of the delegation fees of every session

towards tho Indian Reforms Gommittoe in

England.

OHico bonrera for next year were then announc-

ed. Sir Sivaswami Aiya* and Mr. G A. Nutesan

were (dented General Secretaries.

On the motion of Mr. Narayan Prasad Asthana

tho next Conference was invitod to meet at

Allalmlmd,

The H on. Mr. Sastri proposed a vote of thanks

to the chair which was supported by Mrs Resent?

Mr. Ohintamam then Rpoko* a few feeling

words thanking the organisers of the Federation

and brought the proceedings to a close.
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/T\ELE thirteenth annual • &es#xon of the All

l
4

India Moslem Leagye was held on Deo 30

* at the Congress feudal in Nagpur. Many

^prominent lead^s ot the Congross, attended tho

Session.

Mr*Syed Vakil Ahmod ^Uheb Risvi, Chan man

of the Reception Committee sud in his wi home

Address that they had met under tho smistci

shades of dirk clouds which threatened the >iry

existence of the Moslem filth Having dilttid

at some length on tho histoiy ot tho hhilalit

question he end that the Government

had done great wrong to tin Bum * iiid tin Eh ih

fate and it was tune to sec th it tustu c w i done t< t hi

outragod teellngs of litdii I \ adoption ot i p>licy ot

Non-Co-operation thiough whnh Sw iran i must i o

attained For the purpose of tins Sw n ijj i ilmdu-

Moslem unity is roquirea to be strmpiluned h\ mdis-

soluahle bonds of brotherhood Tho movement was

constitutional in as much as it w is non violent md
did not contemplate tho overthrow of Hntisli (k urn-

roent Non-Co oper ition h id been su< cessfulh < irritd

Iu the past and those who lnl not si hr tnkni

practu al steps would smoh br gnuic I on h their

conscience to serve the oui In lufutuu allh uf h

India could not lllord to ih w th >ut litdcrn

appliances of suem thev shouUl b< uoil all British

goods

T)r M A Artean, the Puwdent, devoted, is

inight be expected, the gieatei put of his address

to the Klnlafat and 'luikish quettione He
sketched the histoiy of events duurg the put

three years and recounted the misdeeds of Euio

pean diplomacy Ho pointed out how the tioaty

of Sevies was a eomplcte bicarb of the ongiinl

pledge since the treaty handed ovei to Greece

important portions of tho Tuikish land*, converted

Constantinople into an anti tuikish tcinton

and also established the elonunition ot the Allud

Powers over almost the whole of Turkov He

emphasised that the Bhilai it *git»tion in lndn

wj^S not a wanton agitation, hut h id hern st uted

with^the sacred purpose ( f redeeming the honoui

of the Mahommedari religion

* 4Je also discussed tho hhiliiat depiitnt ion’s

work in Europe *

tl The English Cabinet ind pirty poliiuj ms c m-

ccrnad namel>, ill tic sr w Jiose m(ws< ould influuu e

the (lc won ui the PLdn (onfr rente hno turned i

deaf oir to tl * Kl ilifit delegation and are probul !y

just a 4 iftnor \nt of tin griwtv of th< situ ition in the

Jlast >Wmg to the^Allicd decision is thov might ever

care to he

In France, tho deleg it ion met with a more gym
pathetK reception, though owing to the prev ilonco of

^ the view s of ihe British foreign OJhce tho French

t iympatbws ffroved equulH futile m the end. In Pans,

Mohamad AJi got in touch with the heads of tho

.Republic in Hovommonfc md with Ins wui led cnergv

tried his Inst tt imbuo the French st itosmen md pub
b istsw

f
ithtlu sense of their resp msibil (v tow irds

millions ot their Mu dim fell >w i iti/ens wl o lnd f illwi

in their thdus mds for tho Rt publ c m i n e

At Rune Air Mohini il All sm ti 1( 1 u >btuniup

an tudi< ik< v\ itli list! hr css the P io v li >hp t mdi !

0
|
in ion of I hi li l jlmup nd ! i > i imindr tines

wan in u is u Hi fksert i tl (Imstnr w mi it

ihan'v mi t with ill i s c r \ i>k f i is interviews

with tl It i!i m J n nuc r ini tip Minister nf I oicign

t
Afl urs v\t ri ln< i im If nt r is l L th se of tho

V.

British i r Mcrs lien in It ih Mr M >h mud Ah
found i fr f ||ro i itiju of the mi jsIi i 1 me to the
Tu i k nil f Vus *

1m in 1' of tli w irld Iheltilun
(i ft im i l v is in full svnifitl villi lit wiwsof
tin In it in hljil lit di leg H ton

Ih Hun d\v< It upon thf Ihupb qiiebtinn and
scveicl) uitifised tho l)<epit(ho! HoG >\ < foment
of India aid finally dn-ouMsed Mr Gindin's scheme
of Non Co opeiafcion af eonsidr ruble length lie

concludi d

Let no false hopes or gnm fears deflect our
determination not merely to save ourselves but to
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save Immunity Irom tbt> suul tleslruyint; i«iu> "I

abused materialism. Lot no halfway houses iim

us, let no side shows dotflm us , tor l hr m.i«pniu out

minarets of the « ustln of freedom appear l«> rise

|,o the sky before u.*, ;nul if we h:ne the a ill I >

cuminme our journpv on the royM road ot non-vedeut

Noii'('o-ope?aiiou there not the least doubt ik.it

wi' shall, at no distant date In* se#tire within th<

etH’u.d i>a ttlenieuts oi the hi;;ii« r human de.tm.v

Tile League! lOMniicd its MUmg the lit \ .

morning :iiul jn.-i'e^l a nnml>or <>i is '-uintaon

-

including tiiO c oLi N on < \j upo.jutlon and th"*

meed oi the L» .;,ur fhc Ri esi.h'iit , im > >d

le ,k\t IOUS Wok unPlig *ho i^labhi.lr.m*l» i i f 1 1,-

Naiioiml Muslim i h Min »iin r
- tie

i Vnv resolution, exhorting Mu Inns (<• eop-ini>o

Uadi ‘•llttr's do) unit.) u irb the Unions aim

{i}if>e:ilmn o f he Intel L» udYaii: nMn Fiiunn/

tow juute' t.n »n tin ou<.di logi Litum and p»* *• ip”'

approved unt ^1 1 he K Initial depulnt sui •> wink tit

Klmum

a r. MrUi ,ti i.l A It then moved I he u j-uiut i

dclnung the ci t
lf,d <>} Mm League {Minting inn.

that tie* object < i the L«agim siiat! bo.

If?) Tin ' I Su; V 4 , hs {I, a ;,oo[ij I

1

l id 1

1

hj..; ! iomnm.n'’ oIm! nsin I I v-'iis non*
j’a! .I'h.i’ 1

. •• ;-i l.in .il, r«*l r
»* - ,»mI oll'* , r iie,hn»’i [

>! Il.'l' ill Mm * 1 1 ! 1 .

1

1

, f ' I" pP>l-,< '

In ndsh*! 'Hid nn’>>[i M ns.,/ cm. m and ‘-no i*

I oicn.i'iiiUn o) I ‘a* a (./) iruoiit 111,.find |nom<u
broth* rehihons beiuein the M nma humis >\ i . tli 1

and t hov er olner v omdrmn tiirougiioiit tlmw'uhi

. Mr, Mohamod AU in moving the Resolution

said that the nliango in • the creed was inevitable

ami as India had notfcthe inealiM to tight tho

(Hoverniuent, the word “peaceful" was essential.

The resolution was supported bf Hakim Ajmal
Khan and three othors and there was *1111

animated debate.

llakiuj Ajmal Khan then moved the Nori-Cu-

operation resolution reailirming tho Calcutta

resolution, calling upon members of councils to

bojoott them
;
calling upon trustees of education-

al institutions* and lawyers to boycott

< vuvernment* eon trolled schools .and courts

respectively and also exhorting jlie peojdc of

India to encourage .Indian industries by exclusive

use of Swadeshi goods. The resolution was
strongly supported and w&8 unanimously carried

.iTindst acclamations.

Dr. Kichlew moved a resolution calling upon
Indians to increase their efforts for the attainment
of Swara j

and thereby save their soldiery from the

moral degradation which would result from the

utilization of Indian Annies to advance the aggres-

sive policy of British conquests as expressed by
the Ivdier Committee, The resolution was
uinnimou.siy adopted.

Dr. A nsari in hi* closing speech dwelt again

on the need for fuithor consolidating Hindu-—
Muslim unity in order to build up tho national

ediliro.

THE NON-BRAHMIN CONFEDERATION.
MViK kmuth Indian Non Brahmin Dordoder-

1 ation opened tbs fourth annual j-o.smou on

S Ran day, tho 8th instant, ai iJm panda 1

erected near the Justice Olliee, Madias. Rai

BalmbiM. Venkata r.itmim N’»udu,uf Rajahniundry

presided. Over 800 delegates iiom dilfeicnt

parts of; the Presidency, besides a large number
of visitoA', attended the session.

Mr PyN Raman PiHni, Chairman of the

ReccptfTm Committee, welcomed the delegates.

Sir 1*. Theagaroya Chetty then moved the

formal election of the Piesident. #

Mr. Venkataratnam Maid 11 begun with a

reference to tho visit of tho Duke, of Connaught
who “ is coining to inaugurate on His Majesty’s

behalf tho now constitutions in India.”

Tho Prosident condemned the political ideals of

•>f the Extremists and Moderates alike bub-cautious,-

ly refrained from defining his own. Of tho

former he raid ;

—

Ihe political* ideals of the Extremists have been
purely Utopian in character and have never been put

into practice by them, incessant violent political

agitation is the be-all and end-all of their programme.
Their political lire* opts and practices are diametri-
cally opposed to each other.

Then ho opened lire on the Moderates in this

Wli c

It wa\ hut yesterday that tho Moderates assured
the Hovornment of full co-operation and loudry
protested against the agitation of the Nationalists.
Vet at the very commencement of that long expected
•’o operation, they have already begun to agitato fur
a now declaration of policy^ Again the recent publi-
cation of the objects of tho .National Liberal Federation
is very instructive. The first clause refers to tho
attainment of responsible government in the quickest
possible time while the fourth clause is a copy of tho
Congress creed which speaks of a steady reform of
the existing system of administration. What combi-
nation of inconsistencies? Such then Aro tho Moderates*
and their ideals. •

What thou are tho ideals of the Non- Brahmin
Confederation ? It is a delectable mixture.

What is it that has brought it victory ? Not tamo
compromise, not invertebrate' kow-towing, not an
unmanly surrender of a cause, but truculence, a spirit
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of revolt, undaunted n in 10 operation with Lord

Southborougli and his lollcdguus i courageous hghl

fought on the battle gr ui»tof M Stephens— it is

these that have brought tiflSmpb

f This, ho says, is not Nun Co operation
,

it

is not Co operation
,
neithoi is it a compromise

,

but spirit of levolt * and all the iost ol that

paragraph Comment i superfluous

The President (mail} tonlemned the Non
Co-operation movement and concluded

A now and glonom to i of p »liti d ti tivitv li is

dawned upon us Thr divs of imitation aroo>ei

Iheelivsof ce nstrrn live we rk have t ome The old

order has changed and \ itlded j
lae o to the new Flic

Reform \< t 1ms been put into feme md the elections

are o>er Our'pirtv has piss< d through lire md
brimstone and has < mrio tut vet >11 us I he mw
Counulslnvo he eti est thlislud n d the Mini trv i is

been formed There is
j g > d doil of juiet wt ik i j

be done Part} ssblem h is Ion tsitblmhcd Our
Ministers need tho full supf *i tot ourput\, md am
party needs good orgmisdtion and support ol tin

electorates.

The Conlcrenee t<l|uuincd uid met again

the next mottling when a lesolution according a

lo/al welcome to tho Duke was mo veil horn the

ohaii and carried.

Tho Piehideut moved “ 1 hn ( onfedeiation

conveys its thanlfs to TJ I Lord \\ illingdon ior

recognising tho con act constitutional principle)

in forming the first MinMiy in this Piovince”

The resolution was unanimously danied though

there was considerable opposition to it in the

Subjects Committee which Sit Theagaroya Chetty

was eventually able to overcome.

Then iollowed a resolution congratulating the

three new Ministers. Mi M I) Deva Dqss,

Bar* at Law movod -

This ContederatuTi 18 strongly of opinion tint hnd
Is overburdened with tuition ai present and that

periodical revisions of settlement are e ikulnted to

create serious dis jntent unonpst the masses md
requests tho Govr iwuent to lilow the now Legisla-

tive Councils an opp< rtunitv of discussing the

principles of icsoltleimn now m pri^rcs* m tnc

several districts belore jt is given etiect to

lie said that the R\stepi of land assefisment at

present obtaining m this Piesidency wan allecting

the people lnjunously In the intoioflts of the

ryot there must be some fixity of land aseoss-

ment. By Government going m periodic illy for

the revision of the land tax the ryot felt no

incentive to improve the land Thus taking

everything into consideiation the land assessment

system m the Madras Presidency was not at all

Satisfactory and must be revised.

When tho Conference met in the afternoon

Dewan Bahadur Koflavu Pillai movod a resolution

pfi Forest Laws, while Mr, Ram&swami Mudaliar

moved one on tho Non-Biahmips and the Public

Services *

It would appeal th it bailing the l Confederation s

emphasis on stutional gnevancos, and soil

gratulation, tlieie «vus haidly a resolution

which (ould^biot have found a plus in

the piogrumme ol the LibetaN. In fact tho

Jiibeialb’ cutiusm oi the Eshei Report and

the Punjab tinged}, ol the Lovett Report, and

the Non Co operation movement, ol run one y and

exchange, of tho <| notion of lahout and the ti out

ment ol Indi ins abrotd tie all r^eihood in tho

resolutions of the Non Bvahmin Confederation,

somotirnes in tho uiy w7ords of the Libcml

programme

Any one who loads the two sets of ^solution

will bo strvK k with the complete unanimity in

essentials betwien tho two bodies , No wondu
that man} m putnl obseivu ^ oi c unant politic t

are wondoMo,/ wheuin the Non Biahuiitis dilloi

from the bod} ol the Liberals in m lu ^
construe tim weak is cone ei nod c< pt pcilups n

their \itiipu ition ol dl who oto noted then

fold.

All-India Volunteers’ Conference.

The fird All Tridn Volunteois Conference

wns hold at the Congress Panda I, Nagpur, on

the 27th Decembei Ovci two thousand volun

fceers attended the session Pandit Jawahai Lai

Nohru of Allahabad presided At the outsc 1

Mi K A Dcsii, the organiser and honor aiy

Becietdi}, oxpl uned the object of holding

tho Confeionce The first resolution regarding

tho aims and objects of the ( inference which was

moved by Di Piranjpye uni as follows —
“ That an oiganisution under this ipime be

formed with a view to develop the feeling of

bi other hood amongst all Volunteers (5orps of

India and to bring them under one Constitution

and system of training so that they may prove

more useful for sei vices at all public functions
11

A committee consisting of ill the captains

of dilioient Volunteer Corps, with power to

add to their number, was formed and was asked

to circulate the draft constitution before

31st March, 1921, amongst y
ail the bodies

affiliated before that date. Dr Paranjpye,

Messrs * Y usuf, Ilaridass, Nanak Singh,

Bhankur Lai and K, A Desai were appointed

General Secretaries with powers to Affiliate all the

-bodies The Head Office for th* current year

was to be at Bombay.
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/T^HE seventh A1JI I udm ('(inference of Indnn*

I (Mirihtitins commenced its wiHhigs at the

* Bishop's Colley, Calcutta, on tbo J^tii

L)u. Dowan B ilntdui W. L Venkata Hindi,

M A
,
1U

,
M IU picxhldod

Prof. S C Muhm joe, m a
,

it l, Chuimu ol

the Reception Committee m aeeoiding inhume

to tho (iekgitetf tud that tho Coiilucme hi,

ilieatly ichiovolrfi gioit dud within tho sp»«« ol

siK)eus It his (onsohlktcd Irnliin (‘hi litmus

md won then lecogmtion i** an nupoitant i itU i

in th< politic d ldo ol tho (ountiy

lko polite il com essions that have been grmU 1

to us in the matter ol represent ition on the icgitd i

tjve bodies -though they were ver> inadequate wen
due to the persistent oilorfcs ol this Conterem i» during
the last six years

While suppof ting comm until representation he

pointed oat ttypit the suggestion loi a reserved ravit

in a genera] constituency was untenable, unsound,
and would prove dotniuental to the best interests
of the community.
The Rfc, Rev. the Metropolitan then gave a

short address in the course of which he spoke somo

woids of advice ftnd
#
exhorted them to do their

best for the amehoyiiion of then eommunit)

Devvan Bahad’U \%fkutaiaumh, tho Ihesident,

slid in his pi evidential addr^SN that they met

to iounuldto then eonsideied opiuon on Vn Co
opei ition, the (Jongitv*, n itioualism »ind the

political confederation of 0 dhobis and Pm
testunts

• Hie now lge pi onnsod, continued the Piesident,

to ushei m wha^ devout mm, ind women li id

longed and pia\ud lot, flm union ol ( ‘hnstiaus.

Herein India it w.i^ei uu foi them to accom-

plish whd thou butiiun m western Hods found

chilli ult

RcsolutionH were piscdfl < \piessmg loyalty to

the tin oi * md welcoming II It H tho I >uke

of Connaught The following lesolution was

moved bv lx u Bdndur A C \lukoi]oo

i ho Ml Indi i Cordonmt e oi huh in Christians

expresses its profound ugn t at tl fut that tho

I mn y ot the m niniumt> in dmt ii pros* ut itivns on

Uu (
1

un ii >i Mitt md tin In ban L<k dative

AsstinbU h i\ o been disreg irde 1 tU (to
n

I ne Ue\ I dhei Anthony N nl ti moved
llut mirdci that the one whole and undivided

Indi in ( iirisu m c ( mniumtf m iy hotter place then
set v ices at the tei t of hi r motherland in the beginning
(ii her n sponsible politn il hie, the Citholics and tho

Ihotesl nils ot Indi t comhuu their activities and
inordinate then urns* through their respective

dnlog lies m an Ml Inch i politic il li dent n.

Theie w is i heated discussion on this md the

othei u olution moved by lVoi-S C Mukheijeo
which inn as follows - »

This ( oitieront o is strom iv ot opinion thU Indian

Chr stums bluiuld tike pirt in all hodthv political

moAemcnts of the < < untrv md earnest)} urges tho

omniitnih 1 1 support ill that is good i n tho
counlrv and oppose ail th it ma\ H hiiiiilul to the
< ountrv md the Uovernment of the 1 md

Them w is another anitimted discusbion at the

next d\)’s pitting cd tbo ( onfeienco when a

losolution condemning tno Non Co opei ition

resolution ulopted b) the Calcutta Congiess was

moved b> Piot Mukejjeo 9

‘ That, whde admitting tbit there are somo causes
of presont discontent in (ins country, this Coulerem e

of Indian Christians slrongh » ondernns the policy of

N on-Co operation as pi oposed by the Calcutta Congress
and is decidedlv oi opinion that it is impracticable,

unwise, unnecessary and suicidal to the best intei ests

of the oouutr> * . •

The Conference also adopted the following

motion
That in view ot the state oi ilux in the principn

and constitution ot the Ludiau .National Congress, it

is the opinion of this Conference that it should reserve

judgment as to the advisability ot either retraining

from or joining with tho National Congiess*
*
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/J^LLE fouith annual session ot the lndun
I Economic Association waV, Ik Id at Allah i-

bad on Wedpesdiy tho ‘dDfh Dei m the

XJttiver&ity Buildings withdm Gilbeit bhvtet m
th$ chair A num<pei of delegates frtm difloient

parts pf the country at ended the C(mfeienco >

notably professors from vinous col legos and

others mteiested in industuul ind economic

Studies.

Prof. Stanley Itnons, Chau m tn of the Kccop

^on Committee, in welcoming the delegate

said that though tho lonfurn cc w is not laige m
numbers it was continually gi owing m memhei
ship and hnancial strength

It served a useful puiposo md would become

the rail) mg point cf all economist 1 in tho

{jpuntry. They hid met time not only to heni

and discuss papeis on v mou> subnet** hut Ind

,
the annual meeting in which they had to think

of the future of the Association arid build it up

in usefulness and stiongth They hud in their

charge a gieat responsibility for tho futuio

progress of the science of economics in India.

Prof Jevons then pnopc cd Di Klatui to tho

Chair The Conteience passed a lesolution

Of condolence on the untimely death of I^i of

AnBtey, Pnncipil ot tho Sydenham College of

Oommeice, Bombay

Dr. Slater m the coui e ot his opening addlost

ismd that tho main object ot holding the annual

conference was that •

they who were the tra hi rs amt students of

Economics might meet t >gethei for the reading of

papers m economu liolkins and discussing thorn,

and also for the purpose of irnjnssing on the mind
of the general public the value of Ihe study ol

Economics for the progress ot mtion Ho empha
aired the fact that the Mjbioct was oi such vast

importance that oven after i studv ranging om r i

period of nearly 40 years ho U it th it ho w is ir muc h
a beginner m tho subject is ifter lie hid re id the
first little manual tbat cv< r < um into his hand

* r
i He then referred to tho cunoncy policy of the

government of India, Di blatci obseived :

The Government of Ind i hud been dealing with
the SUbiect in a m inner which appealed to indicate

> that those who Had been resj onsible for Government s

i,

policy were neither students of Economics themselves
f nor *had they been ft) the habit of consulting eto-

;

nOmists with ret ird to the ir action In the first

[
nlace it appeared t > him tbit the principle that tho
i^oiiomn science hid {< t * it ii them was that flic

\#SelK?uge, if it was j trm umnt, was all right, no
(fatter if it was high or low All they wanted was

|W*ble exchange. Whit was deadly to Indian as

well as to other interests was that the exchange
should ho violently fluctuating 'Ihat was tho present
exchange popitun in India

He pomtod out, lefemng to the bale of Reverse

Councils, which th© Government tiled to justify

but which could i ot be justiiiod, that they “ had
thrown some five million j ounds into the pockets

ot exchange bunk and leitun othoi people quite

umiecessnuly Ho then m ulc a few obseiv ttions

on the geneial economic f situation and
concluded —

T^hey ha<f t< (( ii tin pf»*
j
Ic that nne rmcj i r

v

ta< tor in the pre luiti n f wealth was fntc Hi gi m i

md knowledge 11k >thcr noiesHirv ii tor wu
energy will md miti iti e 1 hi third fictoi \ is

mutu il hclj and < o< p< tit nn hr tw phi produms it d

c ousuiiH i s the t if. talist nd tin 1 tourci hetwipn
the different c lassi s md listK lc fwecntln different

intions f lu v h id to toll tin [t<pi< in tin word 4 >f

ttuskin th it c iper it ion is tin 1 iw ot 1,1c I hey

could not g> in iv Hi Kushn when ho sail th t

competition wt tin I iw of ch i th in business

‘leahng u inpf titicn w i> sure to conn m but it should
b< suhordinitcd t t itu it beii (unjitih n th t

overrode nit k ml o optiatn n mst is tin no trmo
of non-c ) oj u it i n w is the 1 uv Id ath

Mr Bnj Gopxl Bhatnugar ot the kiymthi
Putaslhil i ( )llege, Ml ih ibid, thou iuid t pipM
on “ The Idc il ^y tom of Lund Tonuio m the

course of winch ho pointed out that the mtioduc

tion and muntenanco of the "eimndni ia highly

desirable

• t
This /oiumdir should hive pr< i net irv mteiest

extending o\ c i a contiguous group of four or tne
village* and this intc re t should hr inheritable but

alwiys by one of his hens I ho succeeding heir

should ln\o ipititudo for agru ult Lire md should have
previously received tho education requisite for the

duties of zemindar r

J he /omindan may be transfer-

able, and mortgageable but nevci leasable It should
nevci be allowed to be sold in parts To ensure that

the lntermedi u y would be enlightened, c onscientioua

and re xllv effective it is vci v i sm ntud to make it a

legal necessity it rhnn to get a thorough education m
the scienc ( md the art of agric ulture and other allied

subjects, m some school orcollogo piovided for that

purpose

Theie was an interesting debate on this papet

in which many members joined.

Prof H A Manson said that the whole pro-

blem of land tenure would become less and less

difficult as they broke down the barriers of caste

and customs Tho solution of the problem did

not lie in legislation though that might be neceu-

tary tempoiunly.

Prof Joaln said that the best# system of land

tenure wji that which led to greatei pioductioh,
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That object would hardly be secured by the ideal

suggested by Mr. Bhatnagar,

The Chairman observed that it was *1 iflieu If, to

frame an ideal system of land tenure as different

people had diilererft ideals. Referring to tho merits

of the z.emindari and ryotwari systems Mr. Slater

said tli it whatever might be the advantage of tho

former, tho latter worked much better

Mr. Bhatnagar in his reply ndmittod that. t.l»o

zemindar had *o far failed in his duly but

he hoped that education would remove that

deficiency.

In the evening Prof, Shahnni road a paper on

** Indian Public Im nance as a fleeted by tiro lie

foruis ", which we publish in .mother page in flu-:

issue. 'two other] ipers on “The Imperial and

Provincial Revenues under the llufoi ms " and
v

‘
1 mil,'o.i States and Indian Sen Customs” wen*

read lespe^tnely by PioL Thompson and Prof,

mi'*) Jevons.

On the second day the Conftience opened viM:

*i p'jier on “A SulMstenro Wage” by Prof H W
.

loons of the Imbue Ohm,’ r»ii College Prof.

Lyons dealt, specially uiTli the economic position

of. the labour mg classes *d India and submitted

fht1 following comdii'ions as a result of h-:

eniiun

’ Phe a\ erage d td\ wage income to pi oxide mu*

i|it tie sabs.stem e I or I.iimh el five on a wheat shm
d u. 1 mud .it pres< n f. he at b\isl, Ks 1 d-0 ami on a

jnxx.ir stand. inPRe 1 Plus st<in4jrd even in the

Livour.ible cm mnsbinces is not being reached by the

labouring classes of Indore at the* present lime, a 1 -

t hough it has boon xurpasso 1 at various times dun g

I in* pasL twenty > cars In the same position as tin

labouring classes are t lit* fcie.it majority ol servant**

and ali manual laboureis except the skilled <. ruftsim i

and the better paid worker.*, of the cotton mills Tins

subsistence standard cannot at present he fully attain

cd hv ! hi* labouring elTisses under existing rates ot

w->ge» nor has it been re.v bed since the commenc**
went of tin* war- as long as there are dependent

children ,,r women in the family. To secure it everv

member must work without loss of lame.’

]\fr, Gul/iri Lil Nanda, m.a
,

1 1 u., Resoaieh

Scholar in Economics read a paper on “ Labour

Unrest in fnditt " in which lip discussed the

nature of tho unrest, and the causes and remedies

which are summarised in tho following para-

graphs.

It is not high prices but rising prices that matter.
They make any increase in the wages quite ineffectual.

For this, control of profiteering and rigid oconomy in

every direction are quite essential.

The present earnings of the workmen can be made
to go farther than they do by the extension of co-ope-

rative credit and the diffusion of education which

teaches tho art of living. Wolfaru work has immense
potentialities. Besides supplying the personal touch
of which is so much bemg made in these days, at can
nerve as a machinery lor tho reflection of valuable
statistics and for propt^anrtu work of the right type.
Accepting labour organizations ^inevitable we (night
to direct its progress with a view to avoid the harm-
ful features which it has developed in tin* West.

Regarding immediate steps to deal with the situa-

tion we are facing, we suggest legislation on the lines

of the Industrial Disputes Act of Canada, In conclu-
sion, it may he stated that enlightened and powerful
public opinion is the only safeguard against unreason-
ableness on the part, of either labour or capitalistic

run nageinen t.

Tho Conforonco adjourned for the day and met
again the next morning with f)r. Slater in

tho chair. •

. Rao Bib.idur M, V Kibe, Commerce Minister,

Indore, read an interesting paper on ‘The Pros

and (Jons of ( Jmrency in Indian States
’ 4 Stability

of Exchange was tho title of another interesting

paper read by Mr. 0 S. Poole of the Seivants of

India Society. Prof Stanley Jovori? read a

paper on 1 Exchange in 11)20
7

Mr. B E. Madon lead .i piper reviewing the

report of the Indian Currency Committee ar.d

criticising the policy of the Government.

Thei e was an interesting ‘discussion on the

Currency and Exchange <juestion in which

many of the membeis took part.

There was a dbcussion on the question of

Labour legislation in India, I)r, Gilbert Slater

delivered a speech reviewing the origin of trade

unions in England and the growth of the labour

movement.

In the evening the membeis were entertained

at a gulden pirtv at the Muir Central College,

Dr. Slater thanked Prof. Jevoiw and tho mom-
hois of the Reception Committee for the excellent

arrangements made for tho convenience of^ the

members wlio had come from various parts of

J ndiu.

Mr. Knox, on behalf ^ the Reception Commftt.ee,

ox pressed thanks to Di Slater and other mem-
bers of the Association, lie said that the future

of India was dependent very largely upon tho

right understanding of economics mid tho spread

of knowledge of the subject, would solvo many of

the problems with winch they were faced. •

Prof Jevons spoko and paid •» tribute to the

services of Dr. Slater.

The Conference then dissolved,
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N extraordinary session of the Congress

ms held at the Colombo Public Hall

on the 18th December under the Presi-

dency of Mr. James prfris to consider the

assuranoes given *by Government for rescinding

the more obnoxious clauses in the new Reform

Scheme* A Committee of the (Congress inter-

viewed Mr. Oollan, the Attorney-General and

determined to interview the Governor to have

those clauses relating to the Governor’s power to

suppress discussion in the Council and the ano »

liefl connected with the three electorates in the

West Province removed. The settlement with the

Governor arrived at in that Committee was as

follows: ~

I. His Excellency expressed his intention

appointing a Committee of the now Council, soon

after its first meeting, to consider the standing orders

in Schedule III to ihe Order m Council. In particular

His Excellency gave an assurance to the deputation

that the matter of the standing orders dealing with

the limitation of speeches and of the time allowed for

discussion would be left to the decision ol the un-

official side of the Council.

II. With respect to the representations made hy

the deputation as to the residential ipialdi- at ion for

candidates, Hin Excellency stated,—

(a) He gave the assurance tint he was prop.it cd

to recommend that' the Order m Council should he

amended so ns to allow of candidates residing m any

portion of the Western Province homg eligible for any

of the constituencies included within that Province

(b) As regards providing for a property qualifica-

tion as an alternative to residence, lie was prepared

to submit the views of the deputation, and those of

the supporters of residential ipnihlication to the Secre-

tary of State, lor his decision.

III. As regards Clause M of the Order in Council.

His Excellency explained that its provisions were only

intended to be applied in times of grave urgency, and
that therefore it was improbable Unit these provisions

would be ever brought into operation in' Ceylon : hut

.as th«t were regarded as a slur on the loyalty of the

coie$|| he was prepared to recommend to the Secre-

tsufyQi State the elimination of that clause
;
provided

' thatit was clearly understood that, if experience in ihe

future proved that it w as required, Government would

^
be free to take measures for its re-enactment.

iV. Hi. Excellency stated (hat as soon as ihe

Amending Order m Council required to give effect to

the amendments above referred to was passed ihe first

Reformed Council should he dissolved, and a general
' election under the new < unditions should take place.

The ' Congress was to consider „ whether the

settlement was satisfactory. Mr. Peiris explained

that this settlement was only just, a concession

and that plenty of work still Jios before the Cey-

lonese, and that this first advance would convince

those who stood aloof that the constitutional
*'

agitation movement has not failed.

The Hon. Mr. A. Sabapathy moved the princi-

pal resolution
:

#
*

“ In vie\fr of the assurances of the Government con-

tained in the memorandum of the 6th December, 1920,

signed by thd Hon Mr. H.C, Gollan, Attorney-Gene-
ral, and submitted this day to the Congress by the

President, this Congress recommends participation in

the elections under the Order in Council, unsatisfac-

tory as it is, in order to utilise the opportunity now
assured to the Congress of shaping the new constitu-

tion and of wording for the early realisation of the full

Congress demands on reform
v

' '

and remarked that thL compromise opoued the

way for attaining most of thoir objects within

a definite period of eno year,

Mr. F. li 8enana)ake seconded tho resolution

and said that tin* one thing which they should do

was to enter thr; Council and light for more privt

legos and that, the Council was tho best place for

them to put up a light

The motion was opposed by Mr. Victor Corea

on the ground that Sec. .VJ ot the Order which L
very objectionable L allowed to stand, Tins

section runs as follows,

(1) if tic- Governor i
* of opinion

t
ih;if the pav-mg

of liny Ifiil, or ,in.\ f.ucc of il
,
or ot any amendment

to any such fall, or im lesolutton or vofn, i* of para-
mount import ancf n. the pubic interest be u-a>

declare sot ii Pall, clause, amendment. resolutcm or

vote io be »)! paramount importance

(2) In anv such '\inc only the votes of the ex-officio

members and uoiairiaietl <»fb< sal members shall he

recorded, and .m\ mic)i bnl < tause, amendment,
resolution or vot« shall be deemed to have been
passed by tlm < 'oukicjI it a majority of the votes ot

such ox-Mtico members and nominated official mem-
bers urn recorded pi favour of any such bill, clause,

amendment, resolutions or vote .

7

The resolution was carried, only eight voting

against it.

Tho second resolution moved by Mr. Jaya-

tileke ran as follows • - 1

This Congress recommends that Urn country do re

turn as members of the Legislative Council only those
candidates who, while accepting the assurances of the
Government contained in the memorandum of 6th
December 1920 signed by Hon Mr. II. C Golfing
Attorney General pledge themselves;

—

1. To support,.zealously the policy ol the Congress
as to the constitution and powers of the Legislative
and tho Executive Council as laid down in the first

Resolution (annex I lire A hereto) of the Ceylon Natio-
nal Congress held in December 1919

Other resolutions supported the cause of the

Kandyans and Muhammadans to incorporation in

the general electorate. Nor was the representa-

tion of Indians in Ceylon forgotten—they were

recommended to one seat.
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[The Reform Act has brought into being i numhor of newly constituted Councils which, it is hoped,,

will play an effective part in the future gov ern im o of the country The elect i»jm are over* md popular

representatives, elected by a wide fram Kise oi * ir>mg interests and c ommumtiTb have been duly re-

turned to those Councils It is to be uffercMoil however, tb it other issues have obscurod tl^> import mce
md significance of tho giect constitutional di i igos th it the Reform At t h is introduced in our pol ty

Though, owing to Mr G indhi s schoino ol Von ( ) oper t on, 4 >mo t stnn ihlo men have stood iloof from*

the ole< tions, the new ( nuiv ils are, on tin wh o represent itivo of the diverse intoiosts in the country

Tho percentage of votes recorded ind tl c t mi tition t c in lid itos wlu stood toi ( lot tions show the

keen political sense of tho tomm unity (i< mo? 1 ring tint it h tho first f me tb it sut h o)et tnns on a

wide scale h ivt been held ) I be pors ms nip U 1 1 > tho dillorcnt i un ils repnsent the tilent and public

spirit of the < ountry With tho new Mimslt rs n 1 Moml ers oi the F\c utivo Count ils thorn is no douht

Out tin Reformed Goum ils will tickle tin [i Roms Inin*# the ountrv with tin vigil une expected

oi them Aire idv t ho list of [ueslums md in u lliti im n rs \ wide field md ilte ts miny ispe* ts

of tin country s nec ds It is j i oj osed f ) g \ 0 si p » s n uthlynnntli i re sun )f ttie ictivitios

ofth \ irious Cou in ils liic H liter Mlispu will fm 1 ohltg d if nu ml ( rs c ( mmum ito t > bun the

«es iuf ions \ncl mti rj r 11 ifi n r flirt mr thivi i\ su' mi t tin i ( si ec i vc I lcs
1
1 l 1 It

|

THE COUNCIL OF STATE

[
T

p Dm fmu ot writm* ri«> le s Dun *

i out i inn msi b i luge n iml> ol |i ton

envoi in
{

i wih vnntyof Mihpu ts h iw In on

1 it
|
ut on the hs* I tin ( i unc d oi it<

Sn Hindi iw V\ it In as!.-, foi i dc (mite p du v

rem ling witer\i)s I f

«

futthoi wmt to

kno*. the jiioioiluiH loi tho dilution ot ft

mu u il Ru Igol, ml tno c ipiuty c 1 Duipo)h>o

hi it i m the r t ix ition HoIik iLo two 1 i s i n

on the 1 Die* Ilnpoit

M mindi i (Viand i N mb w intn to 1 now

the i ompositi m and cost ol \\ ilium Mo)ti

new office in I onilnn He further mks

h il effei t li id be on gi\ en to the rcci mmnn hi is

of tho Fin m ul Oonleioncc ll Brussels t king* i

rciim lion of expenditure on irmamonts nipild

with the
i
rosor\atum of nation il s iloty >

Tho Hon’blo Su M H Didihhu his sent

nfficn of i serins of ir#orp lhtions which Ik m
tends to- mk at the forth* omitig session lie

asks

Are Government aware tint the present system

of the «x munition of ici oums f >r the minuses ol

assessment to income-tax, involsing disclosure >1 the

financial position, leads to considenbh irnt it on

imong people engaged m business }
%

Ho further asks what messmos -have hi cm

taken to secure to Indians in Kon> i Colony tho

ordinuv rights of British citizenship,

The Hon’ble Mr V S, Srinivasa Snsfcri m
important resolution on tlie subject ot the r pres

give legislation that disfigures our statute book —
This Council recommends to ihe Governor General

m-Council* that a committee should be appointed to

examine the repressive laws now on the statute book,

7

i d t iei >» i lotner ill oi involtlum sb mid be
uic led in i in < ist i vvluro the re pc il is not dcsir-
ole whether the I iwh in

j
lostmn sh ul 1 b imended,

i I f s ) b w

Sudiii ligimhi Sngh bis ihmil 80 (juPhtioYiR

on viiuous subjects ()r o ol his resolutions re-

commend* the i tloaso ol tiiMutnl Liw priflon

t ml nthi i pn oners di timed Tnclift without

ind, lulling which they shouhl he given an oppor-

t unity t i

|
io\o then innocence in regular courts,

lie il > moves tw > u elutions uigmg amend-
l, fnts <o tin h iw iiiles to tho F’lniinrml Sei vices

and il i to tin nilos nmt unod in Dm fmfSuvuo
iU iriil itions t

Mi Viminnlu Chi tfis tr move threo resolu-

tions

1 irstlv lln f mtb( m ittoi < f the K inn mi bad i D mi,

M son full st io bo given fur tbo views of lund
h >ldor> ol f nine and irulunopolv bcloie a fin il

decision he irrivi i at secondly lb it export of finir

ru o ho illowtd f r consumption b\ Indnns abroad
tm l tlurd'v Hiding i now rnlo under so turn n(l)4f>t

Act \ 11 of Ibis so that in im rt lining t ix ible in-

come undei theJneome T i\ At t dlowame be made
for an> b id lebls

#

Un IM hh Mi A ’Nftuc ui asks -

U) \\ bet Ik m w is proi osed lo ill upon the Lo< artl

(r vcrninints to introduce ilml revenue legislation

iboilly m u cud nice with tho recommendations of

the loint Puli imotkt try Cimiuittoe 2) Whether
ordi rs h »ve he^h issued to ill Local Governments to

follow RengalV lead bv releasing# all detenus anck

politic al prisoners, in view of the inauguration of tbo

Reforms.
*

And then follow others suggesting increase of

Mahommedans m high offices m Government;

employ.
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The Resolutions and interpellations in the list

of the Legislative Assembly are mainly of general,

political interest, some <tf which relate to the

Punjab, to Currency problems and the Esher

Committee lleport. Ujftill now there are in all

48 resolutions send 141 questions on the list.

Sir P. Sivaswami Aiyar has forwarded a batch of

important resolutions and interpellations bearing

mainly on the Esher Report. He urges that such

reports should in future be published first in

India and that adequate ^opportunity should be

given to Indian Legislatures to express their

opinion before decision is taken by the Govern-

ment. Other resolutions urge that the army in

India should be free from the domination or inter-

ference of the War, Office in England
;
that it

should not be employed outside the external front-

iers of India except ur\der special circumstances
;

that the military contribution of India should be

determined on a fair and equitable basis ; that

Indian subjects should be freely admitted to all

arms of His Majesty’s Forces
;
that invidious dis-

tinctions in the Indian Army should immediately

be abolished ;
and that a proper committee should

be appointed to examine the methods of recruit-

ment to the commissioned ranks, etc.

Dr. H. S. Gour has so far eight resolutions

standing in his fame. He wants the Government

:

to enquire into the whole question of exchange and
currency with a view to placing the same on a self-

adjusting basis and so as to promote the host inter-

ests of commerce and industries.

Dr. Gour wants the Government to take steps

to arrest the interne public feeling aroused by the

conduct of certain officials in the intr oduction and

enforcement of Martial Law in the Punjab as also

to appoint a mixed committee to enquire into the

cases of the recent Fiji riots including the

methods employed in suppressing them.

Mr. Venkatapathi^ Raju, has sent six resolu-

tions one of which urges

ttte reduction of Indian military expenditure to 20 por

cent of the normal public revenue of the State.

Ho recommends to the Government to take

stfeps #

to rescind the order imposing fines on towns in the
Punjab on account of the disturbances therein and to
remit fines already levied.

He also wants steps to be taken either along

with the census operations or separately to find

put the economic condition of agriculturists in the

several Provinces,

Another resolution aims at amending the Court

Fees Act, while yet another recommends direct

representation to the League of Nations.

Mi?. Anna Babaji Latthe has two bills and one

resolution. The bills relate to amending the laws

touching the emoluments claimable by Watandar
Hindu Priests, to adoption by unchaste Shudra
widows, and to the inheritances of illegitimate

children among Shudras.

His resolution requests His Excellency the

Governor General in- Council to appoint a repre-

sentative committee :
—

(1) to enquiro into and report on the question of
reconstituting the various Provinces of British India
on more natural lines, so that greater administrative
efficiency and a moro rapid grovyth of provincial auto-
nomous institutions in each one of them may he
secured, and (2) to investigate and report on the
changes* incidental to such a reconstitution of the
Provinces.

Mr. Harchandra Vishindns, has given notico

that he will movo a resolution urging the

Assembly to recommend to His Excellency the

Governor-GeneraMn-Coutiril to make a definite

declaration that the time has arrived ior the

complete severance of Judicial ir«n.n Executive

functions.

Mr. Raghubir Sinha asks *

—

l)o Government roahse the seriousness of the politi-

cal situation in India and have the Government gone
into the root of the causes that hfTve brought about
this discontent? if so, what immediate remedies have
the Government thought of in order to remove thp
evil ?

"

Mr. Manmohan Das llamjee will ask among
other questions .

—

When are the Government going to appoint a

Trade Oommissioner for East Africa V Will they at

the time of makinfc this appointment hear in mind the
recommendation of the Indian Merchants’ Chamber
and other bodies that the Trade Commissioner should
he an Indian?

Mr. Janinadas Dwarkadas has a string of reso-

lutions relating to the general policy of the

Government and the Punjab tragedy. The first

part of his resolution run? :

—

This assembly recommends to His Excellency the
Governor-General in-Council to declare the firm

resolve of the Government of India to maintain that

the connection of India with the British Empire ig

based on the idea of equal partnership and perfect
racial equality, Tndian lives and Indian honour being
hold as sacred as British lives and honour.

Mir Asad *Ali Khan nsks for a Muslim Judge

for the Madras High Court in place of 8ir Abdur
Rahim.

Rao Ballad ur T, Rangachari asks ;

—

Whether the Government of Tndia consulted the

Local Governments of Madras, Bombay and Bengal,
while increasing the strength of their respective

Executive Councils, and, if so, asks the Government
to lay on the table the correspondence on the subject.

Rao Bahadur Jadunath Majumdar's questions

relate to military expenditure since the Mutiny
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A notification of the Government of India was

issued on December 17, bringing into operation

on that date in tho Presidency of Madras and in

the Central Provinces, the provisions the Gov-

ernment of India Ad, 1 9 19, and directing that

tho same shall ho brought into force in the Pro-

vince of Behar and Orissa on December 29, and

in the rest of India on January J. Tho various

Provincial Governments have accordingly been

installed. So far *s it is known wo give the per-

sonnel for each province.
'

The Kaecvtivk Councils.

Bengal. -The Karl of Ilonaldshay (Governor) ;

Sir Henry Wheeler (first assumed ollico April,

1917); tho Maharaja of Burdwan (fir st assumed

office January, 1919); Mr. J. II Lverr ;
Sir Abdur

Rahim. *

Madras.— I /»rd Willingdon (Governor); Sir

L. Dtvidson (first assumed office February, 1919)

;

Mr. G, G. Tod hunter, (first assumed ollico J ulv,

1919); Khan Bahadur M. Ilabibulla Sahib; Mr.

K. Srinivasa Aiyangar.

Bombay.- Sir George Uoyd (Governor); Sir

George Curtis
;

Sir Ibrahim Rahimtoola
;
Mr. N.

II. *W Hayward
;
Sir Chimanlal Setalvad.

Behar and Orissa.--Lord Sinha (Governor),

Sir Walter Maude (fiisfc assumed ollico Apnl,

1917), Mr. 11 LeMosurier (first assumed ollico

November, 1917); Rai Bthadwr Krishna Sahai

(first; as' umed office July, 1919).

iJailed Provinces Sir Harcourt Butler (Gov-

ernor)
;

Mr. L. 0. Porter
;

Raja Sit Muhammad
Khan of Mahmudabad.

The Punjab -"Sir Edward Maclagan (Gov-

ernor)
; Herbert Maynard

;
Sirdar Bahadur

Sundar Singh Majithia.

Central Provinces.—Sir Frank Sly (Governor)

;

Mr. B B 1 Standen ; Mr. Moreshwar Vishwanath
Joshi. /

Assam.—(Governor) Sir William Mnrris ; Mr.
W. J. Reid

; Mr. Abdul Majid.

The New Ministeiis.

Bengal.—Local Self Government and Public

Health—Hon’ble Sir Surendranath Banorjea.

Education—lion’blo Mr. Provash Chandra
Mitter.

Agricultural and Public Works - Hon’hlo

Nawab Ali Chowdhury.

Bombay .—Local Self-Government—Hon’ble
Shaik Gulam Hussain Hyatullah.

Education— llon’ble Mr. R. P. Paranjpyo.

Evcise, Forest, etc.—Hon’blo Mr. (,). V.

Mehta, * ^
•

Madras.—Local 5elf- Government—Hon’ble

Dovvan Bahadur P. Ramarayaningar.

Education—llon'blo Dewan Bahadur, A. S.

Roddiur,

Development-- lion
f

ble Rao Bahadur K.

.Venkata llcddi Naidu.

7 ailed Provinces.— Local Self-Government,

Public Health and Primal y Education—Hon’blo

Pandit Jagat Narayan.

Education, Industries, Public Works, Second-

ary and llighor Education, Co-operative Socie-

ties and Excise— Hon. l\f r. C. V. Chintamoni. '

Behar,--The Hon’ble* Khan Bahadur ttyod

Muhammad Fakhr-ud-din and tho Rouble Mr.

Mudhu Sudan Das, c ie.

Panjab .—The llon’blo Mr. Fu/.li Hussain and

the Hon’blo Lala Uarikissen Lai.

Central Provinces. -The llon’blo Mr. S.
#
M,

Cliitnavis and the Ilon’ble Mr. Kolkar,

Assam — Rai Ghanasyam Barua Bahadur and

Khan Bahadur S3
ml Abdul Majid.

Financial Audit
The rules framed by the Secretary of Stato in

Corn oil ur.dci the Government of India Act

regarding the Indian Audit Department, are pub-

lished in tho Gazette of ludi^t dated 29th Jan.

Tho new Department is defined as that part of the

Department, heretofore known as the hidian

Finance Department, which is oxclusivel)' em-

ployed otherwise than in an excluded auditjdcpart-

mont, on the compilation and audit of accounts

of Government transactions in India, and it

includes all specialised nuftit departments, which

have not been declared to be excluded. An*ex-

cluded audit depai tment is defined as a department

n charge of the accounts and audit of the tran-

sactions of tho military* department in India and

any other specialised audit department, which the

Secretary of State in Council, may declare to be

excluded.

The Auditor General’s pay is fixed at Rs. 5,000

a month and on vacating his office ho will not Jbe

eligible to hold another post under tho Crown in

India, Ho is to bo the final audit authority in

India and will bo responsible for tho efficiency of

the audit of expenditure in India to the extent

authorised by the rules by the administrative head

of the Indian Audit Department,
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Madras. • Punjab

H, R H. the Duke of CommMght formally inau-

gurated the Madras Legislative Council, on 12th

January, witlran impiess/e ceremony in tbo pre-

sence of H. E. I^ord Willingdon, the President of

Council (Sir P. Raj.igopula Charinr) Minister's and
Meuj*b<ys of the Council.

The Duke addressing the Council urged the

members to sink differences and magnify the

points of concord and, thus united, use thoir politi

cal machinery to raise the deprtssod and destroy

antagonisms between creeds, castes and hostile

interests.

The resolutions on the agenda of the forth-

coming session of the Madras Council i elate to a

^Hfkriety ctf subjects of public interest. Mr. T. A.

RamalingfltwChetty moves for the i eduction of tho

number of the Executive Councillors and of tho

salary of the Ministers, a subject on which there

are resolutions in almost all Prmincial Councils.

Mr. C. V. Venkatarama Iyengar proposes to biing

a resolution recommending reduction of establish-

ment charges in all department*, notably the pay
of ifigher officers including the Mmisteis. Dr. if,

Kama Jiao, Mr. R. Srinivasa Iyengar, and other

members have put in questions i elating to modical

end other general «matters.

* Bombay

The Bombay Legislative Council will be

formally opened by H. LI. H. the Duke of

of Connaught on the 23rd February. The Budget
will be presented by Government on the opening

day and it is propos#d that twelve days will be

devoted to the debate on the same.

The remuneration of Ministers in the position

of Under-Secretaries or Parliamentary assistants

to Ministers, the formation of a Standing Com-
mittee to act as a link between the Executive and
the Council, the election of a Deputy President

mid, a panel of four Chairmen to act in the absence

of the President and Deputy President, are among
mutters which will form the subject of discussion

during the first session of fhe Legislative Council

Central Provinces

Sir G, M. Ohitnavis has been appointed

President of the 0. P. Council. At the first

meeting on January 27, Mr. Druvid proposes to

m^ve that the salaries of Ministers should not

exceed IU. 2,000 per mensem, liao Saheb
Mahajani recommends that a mixed committeo

be appointed to consider tho proportion of Provin-

cial revenues and expenditure on liorar for the

(text ton years,

The Reformed Legislative Council was inaugu-

rated on the 8th instant. Bir Edward Maclagun,
speaking of the Reforms said to the Princes of

tho Province :

—

1q every country tho advent of democratic ideas
has involved a change in the attitude of the nobility
towards public affairs; hut in countries like England,
where the upper classes have a long standing inlluence
and a great and noble history, tboy have by adapting
themselves to modorn, conditiors been able to pre-
serve an immense amount ot their influence in public
matters, and there is no reason why the aristocracy
of India ‘should not, by adopting the same means,
secure the same results.

Bengal

Among tho resolutions on tho agenda of the
forthcoming session of tho Bengal Legislative

Council which is to bo presided over by Sir

Shnmsul liudft is one by Mr. Surendranath
MuHick ;

—

That this Council desires to place on record the
fact that the procedure adopted by llis Excellency
the Governor in appointing Ministers without consul-
ting elected members of the Council is not in accord-
ance with the spirit of ^ho Joint Select Committee
Report.

Rai Bahadur Debondra Chinnier Ghoso
,
fms

notified that he will move for a reduction in tho

salaries of tho Ministers.

Behaii and Ouissa

His Excellency
#
Lord Sinha took charge as

Governor of the Province on Dec. 29. It is

notified that the first session of the Council

will commence on Rob. 7. The Budget will be

presented on the loth. Mr. Ganqph Das has
given notice that he will move a resolution

recommending that the salary of Ministers be

fixed at Rs, 12,000 a year,

Tub United Provinces

Rai Sahab Pundit Sitha Ram will move a

resolution in the United Provinces Legislative

Council that the annual salary of the Executive
Councillors and Ministers should not exceed
Rb. 42,000 each while Mr. lladhakanta Malaviya
would reduce tfiat of the ministers to Rs. 3,000
a month.

Assam

As in almost all the Provincial Councils
the reduction of Ministers’ salary forms the
subject of a resolution in the Assam Council,

Babu Krishnasundar Dam has given notico of a

resolution proposing the maximum Balary for a

Minister at Rs. 1,500 a month,



TOPICS FROM PERIODICALS

The Probable Future of Mankind

Jn tijo couisc of an article on “ The l’robuhlo

Future of Mankind ” in the lievin<' of Eevietce,

Mr. U. 0. Wells write.1
; that at the prison! day

unless some unity of purpose among the dilTerent

nations of the world is achieved, the history of

humanity would ultimately culminate in s.i.uc

soit of disaster. £ho League of Nations as it is

constituted at present does not possess the

neeossary amount of representative sanction and

armed authority to form the basis of a world wide

political organ. There could be no world control

without a mergo of sovereignty, without an client

ive control of all the military organisations and

resources of the world. “ A woiM control would

mean a Government that must have a navy that

will supersede the Hiitish navv, artillery that

will supersede the I'Yonch artillery, air foiec

superseding all existing air forces and so foit-h.

For many Hags thore must bo one llag.”

“But the common man is supposed to be si

blindly and incurably set upon his British navy ui

hks French army., .that it'is hold to be impossible

to supersede those beloved and adored forces.”

UplAi a deepor analysis, however, the common man
is not so narrow in his world-outlook judging

from the enthusiastic response to President

Wilson’s advocacy of the Leaguo of Nations’

idea in its first phase in 1918, bef°ro the woakon

iug oil’ and disillusionment of the Versailles

Conference, Xhoro was scarcely any country fioui

China to Peru whose inhabitants did not respond

for a “world law transcending and moving counter

to all contemporary diplomacies. It displayed a

possibility of the simultaneous operation of the

same general ideas throughout the world quite

beyond previous experience.”

It is upon this universal spirit that we have

to seize and create a new world state, This task of

bringing about a “consolidated world state which
is necessary to prevent the docline and decay ol

mankind is not primarily ono for tho diplomatists

lawyers and politicians at all. lti^an educational

one.” The generality of mankind are scarcely

more capable of apprehendiug and consciously

serving the human future than a van full of well-

fed rabbits would be of grasping the fact that

their van was running Bmoothly and steadily

down an inclined plane into the sea, It is only

as a result of considerable educational ellort and
against considerable resistance that our minds are

brought to a broader view. In every age the

ordinary man has submitted to the teachings of

men of exception^ vision. In tliis lies our hope.

Man hatos to bo put right, and yet also he wants

to be right.

Therefore, tho idea of a worl^J commonweal has

to ho established as the criterion ol political iustilu

tions, and also as the criterion id' genoinl conduct
in hundreds of millions of billing, it has to

dominate education everywhere in the world.

When that is achieved, then the woi Id state

will be achieved and it can he achieved hi no

other way.

The Righii of Youth,

In the Docember issu^ of the English Review

Mr. Edward Cecil makes an eloquent plea for

conceding to youth an important share in the

task oi post-war recons 1 ruction and rofutca

tho charges of immorality levelled against tho

youth of England.

Jt was tho young men who won the war. find

the young women who wore munition workcis

were the young women who reully mattered at

home. As regards tho charge of immorality

against them what is really happening is that

they are quite determined to destroy the old

fashioned immorality which was decked out in

the clothes of respectabitity.

Tho forces of reaction in England were fighting

against wbat they consider t<^ be the dangerous

tendencies of youth. But youth has a right to be

heard. The one place where the spirit of

youth is required is in the House of Commons.
That House is now represented entirely by middle

aged and eldorly men, most of whom are full of

old fashioned, middle-class notions.
•

Another place whore tho youth is profoundly

needed is in tho Government Department which

is suffering from the incompetence and the

ponderous stupidity of middle ago. in »the

industry and commorcS of tho country also the

spirit of youth, of enterprise and of hope is quite

essential. Jn all spheres of activity, political,

social and moral youth has a right to be heard.

The tendency to depreciate and villify youth

should be steadfastly snubbeij and discouraged.

There has been enough of suffering from the

futilities of the middle aged mind and tho

stupidity of the middle class stand point. Tho

country wants the clear vision of youth to

purify our outlook upon the futuro in order that

we may better ourselves,
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A iftoric "Survey o'f India

Mr. Hayavudana Kao’s# pifyar on the abovo

subject read before the Bangalore Mythic Society

and published in that Society’s Journal for

January, 1921, eontains the following interesting

observations. Wlmre historic ethnology begins

and where prehistoric ethnology ends, it is hardly

possible to say, as the ono imperceptibly merges

into the other. Historic othnology deals with

researches into the origin, the filiation, the customs

and "Institutions of wild and barbarian tribes still

existing, or of whom wo have authentic records.

Prehistoric ethnology deals with researches into

the early condition of man founded not on

^psitive testimony, but on deductions. In

India the study of the oxisting animistic tribes

has thrown'ixs bach into times far anterior to

them.

The material for south Indian othnology,

especially primitive, consists of remains closely

connected with old sites both residential and

sepulchral; and the prehistoric population was

xnage up probably of racial types which have got

superimposed one over the other. Mr. R Bruce-

Foote was one of the pioneers in the field. Such

work W9uld enable us to find avidenco oh to the

quarter from whith the lhavidian tribes entered

the peninsula, to settle whether they were in a

neolithic state of culture when they came into

the land and whether the early iron people appear

to be the direct descendants of the Neolithic

tribes and the ancestors of the present inhabitants.

The evidence thus f$r gathered supports the latter

inference, it also indicates that South India had

at least throe stages of culture (1) Paleolithic (2)

Neolithic and (3) iron when the art of iron-

smelting must have been known, (keeks’ collec-

tion of the Nilgiri Antiquities is the gem of

the prehistoric serie^. The prehistoric remains

hitherto unearthed have yielded few human
skeletons to judge aright the type to which the

primitive paleolithic man belonged. Tf the

Drfvidian of to day is the descendant of the

neolithic man of prehistoric times, there is at least

the possibility that the pre-Dravidinns represented

by the jungle and hill- tribes are tho descendants

of the paleolithic man.

The writer puts in a plea for the separation of all

vrork connected with prehistoric archaeology, for

creating a suitable agency for the work and for

the appointiuoiit of a trained prehistoric archaeo-

logist for co ordinating tho work done all

Over the country and presenting the results once

* year.

The Conception of Evolution

Prof. Alban U. Widgery, writing in The

Indian Philosophical Pevieto (vol 111. No. 3, traces

the growth of the idea of evolution from the times

of Anaximander and llerakleitos. The latter’s

thoory of flux is a broad generalisation insisting

on tho essential character of change and move-

ment in reality. Empedocles has been called the

father of the Evolution Idea, Aristotle’s views

are not definitely evolutionary*; but he shows tho

influence of the environment upon tho determina-

tion of the forms of animals. During the middle

ages the conception of evolution was not promi-

nent. Leibnitz suggested the reality of evolution

in two ways. Kant hinted out a typo of nebular

hypothesis
;
.while Herder concerned himself more

specially with tho development of human culture

and civili>ation in relation with tho advanco of

human life in interaction with tho environment.

Uoethe maintained tho idea of metamorphosis in

the region of Botany. Hegel made the idea of

ovolution one of general application ;
but there is

no room for any roal evolution in his philosophy.

Herbert Spencer endeavoured to apply the concept

of evolution universally. Ho did not apply tho

biological conception of evolution to non -biological

elements of reality. Bergson makes the idea of

ovolution fundamental at least in the sense that

reality is, in essence dynamic and that the forms

have been attained by a process or a number of

processes. Among biologists, Bulfon held that

structural changes are introduced by environment

and passed on by heredity. He anticipates ideas

such as pan- genesis, the strugglo for existence and

natural selection, Van Baer, Lamarck and others

made clear the fact of changes of species and that

higher organisms also become modified by habit

and inheritance. The biflogical conception of

evolution, of the rise of a new species by a process

of change from eailior species, owes its establish-

ment to Darwin and Wallace. Their essential

doctrine is that of variation and natural s’olection,

The Mutation Theory, according to which the

variations are not gradual is due to De Vries ;

while Romanos* and Lloyd Morgan carried tho

idea of subjective selection to the position it

merits. Kropotkin emphasised that the survival

and evolution of species depends not only on

struggle, but also on co-operation between indivi-

duals. Haeckel established the reality of the

parallel between Ontogeny and Phylogeny. Wiesso-

man enurelated the germ-plasm thoory according

to which the ova and the spermatozoa pass on

from paient to offspring.
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Village Education in India

Sir. M. Sadler, reviewing in the paggs of The

International Review of Missions (Oct. 1920) the

book on Village Education in India issued by the

Conference of Missionary Societies of Great Bri-

tain and Ireland, says that the Commissioners

nover regard education as being a thing apart from

social tradition and economic surroundings of the

families and communities from which the pupils

are drawn. TheJ regard that the towns havo an

interest in village schools and that in tRis matter

adults have to bo thought of as much nfi children.

The Commissioners point out that more than half a

million of villages in British India are unsupplied l>y

a primary school ; that in each village the average

number of children of school-going ago is under (JO;

that one teacher schools are at host ineffective; that

the type of teacher required for the Ind^ui villages is

very difficult to detine and to provide that, even if

little beyond a living wage he paid to the teachers,

the coat will he enormous, that the economic level of

many of the villages is so low that the inhabitant, can

contribute little or nothing to tho support of the

schools, and ill it the wealthy landowner and oven

the well-to-do farmer has not yet discovered that it. is

to Ins interest to educate the agricultural labourer,

stall loss the outcasto. Anflmg the common folk there

is very little public opinion in favour of education

AV*reover, social and religious differences divide the

village community, with the result that some groups

of children will not attend school along with others

bung in tho same place.

Again the Commissioners point to tho forces

working for the wido extension of primary

education.

The first force is social compassion. India suffers

through ignorance. The needs of the poor tom h tho

conscience of the social reformer. He sees them in

poverty, in humiliating dependence, and at every dis-

advantage in their struggles against debt, oppression

and unhealthy surroundings. Education, though not

in itself a complete remedy, is an indispensable part

of the reforms which can alleviate these social evils.

Therefore the social reformers arc earnest advocates

of primary education for the people. They are lew in

number but their influence spreads widely.

The'lending id<u in tho educational recommend-

ations of the (Jon* mission is that the village

school should be oiganized as a centre for

tho activities which promote spiritual, physical and

economic welfare of the community. Tt,8 teaching

should be permoatod by tho spirit of social service.

Its course of Rtudy should boar upon the practical

and social responsibilities of life, Its methods of

teaching should encourage initiative, resourceful'

ness and co operation. Jts teachers should

respond to the need for social leadership and

community service, and be so trained and reniun-

©rated as to have the ability and the position thus

to bear a responsible ancl influential partin village

life. The school is not for little child i on only.
1 A largo part of the education needed in the

impoverished villages of India is adult education .’

And a chief purpose of this adult education should

be to encourage 1 hesitant
9

porsonalifcios to throw

themselves in some positive way into tlfb social

regeneration of their little world.

/The Commissioners recommend a new type of

rural middle school which should be vocational

and also a boarding school. In each class of it

there would ho vocational us well as academic

training. There should bo effective supervisors

over these and in each province there should be a
thorough inquiry into the .4bcial and economic con-

ditions of tho depressed classes with a view to their

better education. *

The Indian Temperament

Mr. C. Jinarajadasa, writing to /into in and

India
,
(which has now ceased publication) {Oct—

Dec
,
20) says that tho Indian can co tuple b& in

everything with the rest of the world but

has always got tho specific characteristics of his

nation. His temperament likeg to procenl from

a groat idea, it tries to grasp a principle first and

then to apply the principle in practice. The

Indian tries to see clearly into everything before

he plunges into action. The Indian in other

words is subjective ,
seeing things not only from the

standpoint of the outer world of action, but also

from inner and fundamental principles. Thus

he explains .

—

You have the Indian temperament, whether it is

in the Hindu or the Mussulman, well described m
a mystical phrase that is so typical of tho highest

forms of Indian mysticism. It is the prayer in tho

heart of every Hindu :
“ From the Unreal lead me to

the Heal, from Darkness load me to Light, from Death

lead mo to Immortality.” All life is aeoft as

unreal ;
all the activies in which one is immersed

are not real ;
they are only, as it wore, shadows

behind which is the great Reality. All your highest

mysticism has tho same #message in slightly different

form; it is tho fundamental doctrine of obedience

to God's will, the attitude of the soul which tries to

see in what happens the working out of a great will to

which man must subordinate himself. “ Thy Will Be
Done " is a belief in the inmost nature of tho indivi-

dual, because he feels that in tho world around we
have the manifestation in forma of activity of tlfat

which is planned in the inner world While in the

West we try to get to Reality from tho outer world

by excelling in the outer, tho Indian tries to gain

Reality by acquiring from within, by becoming

master in his inner world.
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The Exploited of the East

Mr#
* Ikbal Ali Shah, writing in East and

West (October, 1920) stresses upon great

Britain’s knack of^sympathising with and respect-

ing the prejudices of Asian peoplos and traditions

and explains that the success of England is to be

attributed to her constancy in walking in that

line. The German political absorption of Turkey

was the first step in the propagation of Prussia^

designs in the East and the first challenge to

Great Britain.

But all German plans of self-aggrandizement in

Asia failed—failed without the slightest hope of re-

demption. Two things have been mainly responsible,

They are discourteous and unfaithful to their pro-

mises. Uncertainty in manner is generally the very

first point wfiich prejudices the mind of an eastern.

It is felt that a German is always wrapped up iri the

superiority of race and tradition, and this inordinate

pride must estrange all friends— if they ever had any
in the real sense of the word—and alienate the sym-
pathies of those who worked for the German cause.

Moreover they are adepts in breaking most solemn

pron^ises. #
Mr. Har Dayal, a strong pro German Indian

Nationalist has given out in a book some obser-

vations on his experiences in Germany.

His views may be Quoted for tho reason that lie is

ono of the most remarkable cases, when a vigorous

anti- British preacher was converted to strong pro-

British policy. The Indian Sociologist stated in 1907

that Har Dayal had resigned his scholarship for the

reason that 41 he holds that no Indian who really loves

his country ouglft to .compromise his principles and
barter his rectitude of/jonduet for any favour what-
ever at the hands ofThe alien oppressive rulers of

India.’* He was also one of those misguided Eastorn
young men who had gone to Berlin to shape, as it

were, the destinies of their countries. The net result

is his complete reversal of policy. Speaking of Ger-
mans he says that they considered self their God, and
had no regard for anybody where their interests or

even their whims were* concerned. That trait in

the German character he contended, destroyed and
made all co-operation impossible between fellow-

workers.

The British way, we are told, is radically

different.

The British way of dealing with the Asian peoplos

has been radically different. When Lord Salisbury
was once requested to address the University men
going to take responsible appointments in the East, he
delivered a long speech and concluded by saying. “I

oafmot repeat too often that the tradition and senti-

ments of those over twhom you are going to rule, must
in every case be respected, and respected fully even
at the risk of drawing the wrath of your superior

Officers. The Government will forgive your omissions
but Asia will not." This has been the guiding prin-

ciple of British policy ever since, and the East is wise

in choosing England as a friend.

Sense of Right and Wrong
Mr. S. Dive writes an interesting criticism

on the sense of right and wrong with regard to

public proposty in tho Indian Education (Oc.o

ber). In his opinion, Education in India has not

yet been able to develop in the minds of students

a keen sense of right and wrong with regard to

things public. The blame for this may be laid at

the door of tho masters themselves i( A glance at

tho masters* attend nice roll willVonvinco a visitor

how carelfssly it is kept
; it will often be difficult

to find a neat and tidy pige. Bo* c L - ho the cue

from their masters, and then tho responsibility of

raising the tone of a school devolves upon those

in authority.” In public institutions other

than schools
#

the indifference of even

educated persons towards public properties

such as libraries and gardens is equally notice-

able 44 Newspapers and magazines*' are often

taken away, pictures torn out, and books not

returned in due time. Not infrequently, news-

papers are detained by tho honorary secretary

(who is surely an educated man) for his private

perusal, though according to tho rurfes they ought

to be lying on tho reading tables, (f this is tho

result of our educational system, then 'faodern

education does not prepare us for good citizen-

ship." T1 o therefore considers it highly necessary

that people should learn to discriminate between

things public and private, and develop in our

children a real sonfta of right and wrong with

regard to the former no less than to the latter.
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QUESTIONS OF IMPORTANCE
The Congress and Non-Co-Operation
r |^HE following is the full text ot the Non-Cu-

I operation Resolution passed In tbtf X igpur

(JongrosM :
—

Whereas in the opinion of the (\sngresa the

existing (iovernmcnt of India has forfeited the

confidence of the country and whereas the people of

India are now determined U> establish Swaraj and

whereas all methods adopted by the peopie ni Inch i

prior to the last special session ol the Indian

"National Congress have failed to secure due recogni-

tion of their rights tinri liberties and the redress ni

{heir many and grievous wrongs more specially ii«

reference to the Khilafat and the Punjab, mm
this Congress while reallirnimg the resolution

on non-violent. Non-co-operation pissed a<

the sopc'iii! session c 1 (he Congress at

Calcutta declares that the entire or any part or

parts of the scheme ot non-rio'ent Nomro-opei\i1 n r.

with the i enunciation v.dant nry .^social ion Will*

tic* present Gnvi rnnient -t cm* cud and I he reins

to pay taxes at tfie other mould ho y »u t fn fon e .it

u t

)

ok* to he determined M either the Imh. in Nation »|

Congress or : he A ll-l ndia Cungtess ( ommittee and
ih.it. in the meanvln * to prepare 1 lie » ountr.s tor it

<* t loot i vo steps shout- continue to he taken in that

[trdiall. I A) !>v call* / upon the parents .lad guar

-bans of school el a n (and not the children

themselves) under the ,tge of In years to make greater

eilorts for the jutrp< so of withdrawing them lion*

such schools as .ire owned, aided <<r in any vv,,\

controlled by ( Iovernmcnt and t oncurrenth I-,

provide for their training in National Si hook «a m
«nc.h ot lmr means as maybe within their power m
the absence of such schools { 11) by culling upon
students ol the age of Hi and over to withdraw
without, delay, irrespective ot cntisu|in*iieos, from
mst itutions (Allied, aided or in ary wav controlled

hv Government il they feel that if is against their

conscience to continue in institutions which arc

dominated by a system of (iovernmcnt which the

nation has solemnly resolved to bring to an end and
advising such students either to devote themselves
to some special service in connection with the Non-
Co-operation movement or to continue tlmu* educa-
tion in National Institutions, f(J) by calling upon the
trustees, managers and •teachers of Government
affiliated, or aided schools and municipalities and
lomil boards to help to nationalise them (l>) by
calling upon lawyers to make greater efiorl to

suspend their practice and to devote their attention

to national service including boycott of law-courts
by litigants and follow lawyers and the settlement of

disputes by private arbitration (10) m order to make
India economically independent and self-contained l>\

calling upon merchants and traders To carry out a

gradual boycott of foreign t rnde relation! to encour-
age hand-spinning and hand-weaving and in that
behalf by having a scheme of economic boycott,

planned and formulated by a committee of experts
to be nominated by the All-India Congress Committee
(F) And generally in as much as self-sacrifice is

essential to the success of Non-co-operation bv calling
upon ©very section and every man and woman m
the country t-o make the utmost possible contribution
of self-sacrifice to the national movement
(G) by organising committees ip each village or

8

group of villages with a provincial central orgnnisa-

• lion in the principal cities of each province for the
purpose) of accelerating the progress of Non-Co-oppra
t ion; (11) by organising 4 hand of national workers for

a service to bo called the Indian National Service h>

taking effective steps to raise a national hind to he

called the All-India Tilul: Mguional *Sw.irajya Fund
for the purpose of financing the foregoing National
Sendee and the Non-Co-operation movement iit gene-

ral. Hus Congress congratulat-esthe nation upon the

progress made so Jar m working the programme ol

Non-Co-operation specially with regard to the boycott

oJ (Amiirils b> Hie voters and claims in the cireum
stances in whe h they.havo been brought into exis-

teuee that (he new Councils do not represent the

country and (rusts th<it. those who have allowed them-
selves 1o lu* elect cd in spite of the deliberate absten-

tion from the polls of an overwhelming majority of

then* const ituteuts w ill see their way to resign (heir

scats in the councils and that. if*they retain their seats

in spite of the declared wish of their respective

com itwoncips indirect negation of (ho principle of

democracy, ilm electors vv ill studiously refrain from
a 1

' king tor any political service from un.li councillors,

'Plus Congress recognises the growing friendliness

between Hip police and the soldiers and the people

and hopes that the former v\il) refuse to subordinate

their creed and count ry to the fulfilment of orders ot

their ollicrrs and by courteous* and considerate beha-
viour towards the people v,

T
ill remove the reproach

hitherto levelled against, them that they are devoid

ot any regard for the feelings and sentiments of their

own people and tins Congress appeals to all penpJc in

l

I

ovqj 11 merit employment pending* the call of the

nation for the resignation of their service to IipIp the

111ti011.il cause by importing greater kindness and
stricter honesty m their dealings with tfieir people

and fearlessly and openly to attend all popular

g ithcrings whilst retraining from taking any active

part therein and nu re specially by openly rendering

financial assistance to the natiomfl movements This

Congress desires to lay sped it eufl)hasis on non-vio-

lence being the integral part of the Non-Co-operalion

resolution and inviies t he attention ot the people to

the fact that, non- violence 111 word and deed is as es

sential between people themselves as in respei l of the

Government and tins Congress is of opi non that the

spirit. violence is not only contrary to the growl li ot

a true spirit, of democracy but lytuallv retards the eu-

lorcement (il necessary) of the other stages of Non
Co-operation. Fin illy m order tha 4 the Khilaf it. and

the Funjah wrongs mav fie redressed and Sw irajva

established within one year tins (Ingres,s urges upon

all bodies whether affiliated to the Congress orotlmik

wise to devote their exclusive attention to the promo-

tion ot N on violence and Non-Co-operation with the

Government, and in as much as the movement ol Non-

Co-oporntinn c an onlv succeed by a complete oo-npe

ration amongst t.ho people themselves. This Congress

calls upon the put die nssnciat ions to advance Hindu
Muslim unity and the Hindu delegates of this Con-

gress call upon the leading Hindus #0 settle .ill div-
4

putes between Brahmins and nori-BriJimins wherever

they mav be existing and to make special efforts to

rid Hinduism of the reproach of untuuchabihty and
respectfully urges the religious heads to help the

growing desire to reform Hinduism in the matter o

its treatment of the suppressed classes.
’



UTTERANCES OF THE DAY*»

Mr- Andrews on Swcraj for India

Mr. 0. F Andrews addressed, at Calcutta on

January 19, a largely attended mooting of stu-

* dents on iC Swaraj or Independence.” In the

course of his address, h*5 said :

Independence, complete and perfect indepen-

dence for India, is a religious principle with me,

because I am a Christian. I want to say quito

clearly, that after ten long years of painful ex-

perience, travelling over the world and seeing the

British Empire in all its different parts, in Fiji,

in Australia, in New Zealand, in East. Africa, in

the Malay Peninsula, in Ceylon and in India

itself, I have come at last to the conclusion that

Indians cannot stay any longer in the British

Empire as it stands to day, That Empire does

not allow Indians as settlers over noaily four-

fifths of its land surface, that is to say, in

Canada, Australia, New Zealand and in South

Africa ;
in nearly every other part it only toler-

ates Indians as subordinates, as the hewers of

wood and the drawers of water. After over a

hundred years there is hardly a single country in

the Empire (outside England itself) where

Indians have full and equal citizen rights,

together with rf froe right of entry. I have

seen, with my own eyes, in every land, in almost

every part of the world, the religion of whito race

supremacy taught and practised. The arrogant

creed makes it absolutely impossible for Indians

to remain in such pn Imperial system with any

self-respect. I befeeve that this religion of white

race supremacy is the greatest of all curses to the

human race to-day. I hate and detost this white

supremacy relig^H,. It is fundamentally opposed

to my own Christian religion, the religion in

which Christ himself declared the brotherhood of

all men in the common JTatherbood of God.

I wish to say, with deep conviction, that

independence can never be won if the fifty to

seventy millions of the untouchables, the depress-

ed classes of India, remain still in a subjection

which amounts almost t<f serfdom. No one can

be truly free himself, no one is worthy of free*

dom who enslaves others. To take my own case
;

1 am an * Englishman, but England cannot he

Eogland to me, the England of Hampden and

Cromwell and ^Tilton, Burke and Shelley, of

Byron and Claikson and Wilbcrforce, and Bright

and Gladstone. England cannot be England to

me, the England I love, if she keeps others in

subjection injher colonios and in her Empire,

and if she holds down Ireland and India by

military force and repression
;
and India cannot

be India to you
?
the India of your dreams, and

of my dreams also, if I may speak as one of her
children,rif she keeps otheife in subjection. That
is why the Mahatmaji himself has said that India
cannot winc

'Swaraj in one year or in a hundred
years, if she does not give Swaraj to her own
depressed classes, her own untouchables.

One more point, and I have done. India will

not be the India of my dearest religious hopes of

earth, if, in her groat struggle for freedom, she

turns from the path or love and peace to follow

the paths of bloodshed and violence, the pathway
of the sword. It has been the one dream that

h^s sustained me all through these hideous } ears

of blood-stained war and no loss blood-stained

peace, that India may show to Europe tho true

and living picture of Christ, that India may show
to the world, in acts and deeds of love, what tho

Sermon on the Mount really means. Thorp is

no room for Christ in Europe to-day Come O f

Lord Christ,come to India, take Thy stand in Asia,

in the country of Buddha, of Sebak, Jahii,

Nanak, Nimai, Nitai, Sook and Sneak If this

great find pure movement, which Mahatma
Gandhi has begun, only ends ‘'in violence ami
bloodshed, if this great and pure movement does

not win by suffering, and suffering alone, 'then

my dearest religious hopes will have been in vain.

But I still believe, with all my heart and soul,

that the people of India are gentle and humane,
as no other people. I still believe that the

religious message* of Buddha, Kabir and Nanak,
and a thousand others, the message of my own
Master, Christ, is still a living message in India

to-day. Keep to that pure and true independ-

ence, the independence of the soul that wins by

suffering and by loving service.

Non-Co-Operation.
St. Nihal Singh, in the course of a recent

speech at Bristol made the following remarks :

Jf the British had not been so absorbed

as they have been in critical domestic affairs,

I am sure the situation in India, daily growing
graver, would have attracted their attention.

. . . To c ignore the ‘ 4 Non Co operation”

movement, or to jeer at it, will not, however,

diminish it?*potentiality for harm. Even if it be

supposed for the sake of argument, that it will

fail in its immediate objective ... it is

still likely to inject into tho Indian relationship

with the Empire a feeling of bitterness which

may poison the whole system. If it does

nothing else, it may turn India’s face from

peaceful progression within the Empire towards

independence, the way to which cannot but lie

through bloodshed.



FEUDATORY INDIA od*

The Chief of Aundh on Indian Art

In proposing a vote of thanks* tq II ft Sir

Georgo Lloyd, Governor of Bombay, at tho

distribution of pm to the students of tho Sit

J. J. School of Am, B uubay, Sbrilliant Bulasahtb

Pant Pratinidhi, u A
,
Chief of Aundh, spoken,-,

follows ;
—

The European •School of Painting and the

Indian School of Painting have originally staiie?!

from quite a different standpoint. Therefore,

sometimes it is unavoidable that the rise of one

should be tho fall of ofchor. It will be seen that

such a thing h e> taken place, in this respect in

India. Thu School of Art has lipun imparting

knowledge of European Drawing and Painting

to Indian Students, ioi the last so many yeais
,

but it is necessary to add that this education has

made the students of this institution quite

incapable M‘ knowing the beauty of the Indian

Art. Under tho present circumstances, ui.o

cannot expect an art student to know the Fpirifc

of the Indian Ait and the,w:iys of developing it.

I know that the intention of the first promoters
of Jimopoan Art in India was very noble, but

nobody can deny that the lise of this new schuol

lias c-miplotoly ruined our own old Art. In the

European School as well as here a student lirst

learns to draw and paint from model, The
imitation of nature is toe chief thing, at least

in the beginning of the course. When once this

habit grows firm on the student he becomes quite

useless for tho Indian Art afterwards. Tho
reason of it is that in Indian Art, the artist has
not to copy nature oxactly, but has to see arid

try to show the spiritual duplicate that is behind
nature. This does noff require only the copy of

the material but wants a very high imagination.
European Art is Realistic while the Indian Art is

Idealistic. *

H. H. The Maharaja of Patiala.

_

His Honour the Lieut. Governor of the Punjab
visited Patiala recently. At the State Banquet
held in his honour llis Highness the* Maharaja,
in proposing the health of Sir Edward and Lady
Maclagan, in the course of his speech, said :

—

4< Your Honour, the crying need of the hour is

reform and I beliove the Ruling Princes of India
are alive to what is happening in the present-day
world, Hut their anxiety to do something for
their people in the way of granting concessions
and privileges is not evidently the outcome of a
desire to pander to popular clamour , Their only

motive cun be their sdlicitude for thoir sulqecis

whom, in tho fulness of time, they would wish to

associate in tho administration as helpers and
co operators. One might plausilJly urge that the

Ruling PrincoH of India have nothing to <jo with
tho piobloms with which British India is cun-

fronted
;
but while I agiee with it on genual

principle, 1 am sure there are matters of no mean
importance common to tho interests both of

British India and the Indian States in which such
an argument would be un- warranted. We cannot
f01 get that India as a whole forms an integral

part of the great British Empire, and einco tho

connection of one part with*the others is organic,

it is not possible to isolate problems of joint

interest and their ellbcffe. • Far be it from me to

say anything in disparagement of tho legitimate

aspiiations either of the peoples of British India
or of our own, but it is my lirm belief that the

only policy7 which is likely to bear fruit and show
solid results is that of steady evolution.

•

The Maharaja on Non»Co-operc^ion

Spe iking on the occasion of Sir Edward Maclag-
lan’s visit to Nubhn, His Ilighncfts said :

He was afraid that the doctrine of Non-Co-
Operation, like its predecessor, Satyagraha, would
prove a suicidal and dangerous weapon in the
hands <>i the masses. The boycott of educational
institutions, lor instance, led tlie students to

ilout th« authority of even ftieir parents, thus
leading to the most injurious disintegration of

the hoary family system underlying the Indian
civilisation. To say that Non*Co-operation did

not end m violence wns just to say that lire did

not emit smoke. We hoped that the Sikhs would
remain luy .»1, and would StAnd by thcii religious

teachings which wue hardly leconoilablo to the
cult oi Non-Co opoiHtiou. Libeity did not mean
licence, ai d stable Government., and not anarchy,
was the true condition progress. •

The Gaekwar’s English Home
“ Loid Tennyson's Aid worth Estate, near linsle-

mero, has been sold by Mr. J. S. Castigliono to

the Gaokwar of Barodu,” says jbbe Mail
,

“ for

X 30,000. The mansion was built by the late

Lord Ton nyson about 50 years ago from tho
designs of his friend, Mr. JurneB Knowles, and
commands lovely views. The libraiy remains as

whon used by the Poet Laureate, and it is under-

stood that the Qaekwar of Raroda intends to

preserve it,”



60 INDIANS OUTSIDE INDIA
The Natal Indian'Congress

The revisod draft constitution of the Natal

Indian Congress etubraco twonty-eight sections.

The headquarter^ of the Congress are at Durban,

and
ti
the fundamental objects aimed at are the

following :
—

(a) To improve the relations between thu

Indians and Europeans and promote friendliness

between those resident in the Piovinco and the

Union.

(b) To guaid, protect and. improve by all

legitimate means the status of Indians resident

in the Province, and take all necessary actions

against all or any encroachments upon existing

rights,

(c) To educate I nd especially those born

lu the Uolouy, in Indian history, and generally to

take an interest in the education of Indians, and.

if necessary, to make provision for their

education.

(d) To co-operate as far as possible with Indian

and other Committees and organisations in

matters affecting the intoiests of Indians resident

in the^Cfmon and elsewhere.

(e) And generally to do every thing that would

tend to place the* community on a bettor footing

socially, intellectually and politically.

The clauses governing the Natal Indian Con-

gress are 28 in number. Most of them are of a

routine character.

Inmans in Fiji

The following letter has been received from

the Hon’ble Mr. C. A. Innes, Secretary to the

Government of India, by Mr. J, B. Petit for the

Imperial Indian Citizenship Association, regarding

recent disturbances in Fiji:

—

With reference ta the suggestion of jour

Association that a detailed enquiry into J:he

causes and incidents of the recent riots in Fiji is

desirable, 1 am to point out that tho Government
of Jndiu have no power to order any such enquiry

and that, as they have Already stated in their

reply to the Ilon’ble Mr. Sastri to which you

refer, they do not feel justified in asking the

Secretary State to move the Colonial Olfice to

institute such an enquiry. The Fiji Govern-

ment have already appointed a Commission under

the Chairmanship of tho Chief Justice to enquire

into prices and wages, and in so far as the causes

of the riots wore economic those causes are already

being investigated, It would bo an extreme and
unusual measure for the Government of India to

wove for a Commission of enquiry into the

measures adoptod by a Government ovor whom
they h.vwe no control, in ofdor to deal with what
was obviously a very difficult situation. The
Governmeift of India have again read the des-

patches with tho utmost care. The position was

evidently serious. They are unable to find ever

prium facie reason for supposing that it was

handled with undue severity, and they can discover

no reasons which would justify them in adopting

tjio very unusual course whicti your Association

recommends. Tho Government of India will

always be jealous of the rights of Indians, who
are overseas as British subjects and will vigorously

protest when they find those rights assailed, but

the Government of India are not in a position to

ordor or institute enquiries into matters affecting

Indians in .countries not under their jurisdiction

to which Indians have voluntarily gone. To
attempt any such causo as suggested will bo to lay

tho Government of India open to rebulf and

ridicule.

If a Commission is sent to Fiji as recommended
by the recent Committee ol thy Imperial Legis-

lative Council to enquire into the conditions of

Indian lahom in the island, tho Government of

India wili, of course endeavour to make it'* as

lepresonfative as possible of public opinion in

India, but it will be no part of the Commission’s

duty to make any enquiries into tho recont riots.

As regards paragraph 5 of the Association’s

letter, 1 am to say that Mr, Manilal is now
understood to be in Now Zealand and the

Government of India do not propose to press that

he should now be formally brought to trial by

the Fiji Government.

S' Africa Indiana

About 150 Indians, comprising men, women and

children, who were repatriated from South Africa

under the voluntary icpatriatiou scheme, arrived

in Bombay in tbo second weo£ of this month.

They belong chiefly to the Madras Presidency.

To a press representative they said that they had

one and all been provided with freo passages and

expected to get* free railway fares inland, Those

who had money with them were allowed to take

£50 in gold, the balance to be paid over here.

People with with no money were given £2 each.

The British Congress Committee
In ac cordance with instructions from Bombay,

the British Committee of the Indian National

Congress is being dissolved, and the last issue of

their organ, India
,

appeared on January 14th

after an existence of 30 years,



INDUSTRIAL 8 COMMERCIAL SECTION w

Cottage Industry

Mr. C. K. Strickland, I. 0. 8 ,
has aft article in

thu Bombay Co operative Quarterly on Weavers’

Co* operative Societies in the Punjab According

to him —
“ The moot widely distributed cottage industry

of the Punj tb is that of weaving and the won vers'

community win recorded as numbering at

tho labt census; ascertain number of Chamai. and

low c\sto Hindus and Sikhs also practise tho art.

They aro being rapidly ousted from tho town

markets by the product of large mills, and

competition is following evory new means of

transport into tli.o remoter villages. The peasant,

whoso father was content with home- spun cluth,

now buys English or Indian loftg-cloth at war

prices, in order to hold his own, the cottage

worker secure the advantages of (1) whole-

sale buying of raw materials, (2) a standuidued

product wjiich can be advertised and can be sold

without inspection, (.*>) and imptoved methods of

production. These should be tho object of

co operative societies for weavers.
”

After four ynars of vffork with the weaveis’

: nineties of the Punjab, Mr. Strickland feck,

that

“ It would bo unwise to prophesy whothor thu

cottage worker can finally bo saved or not. 1 f it

bo possible it is possible through co-operation

alone. JN
T

o doubt can be entertained by the

observer of social conditions that the cottage-

worker is, on the whole, happier, healthier, and a

better citizen, than the manual labourer of a

factory. Tho effort to save him may fail, but it

is worth making.”

Soap Factpries in India.

Thei:© are now in India over a hundred soap

factories, large and small, says a contemporary.

Though the indigenous manufacture lias increased

appreciably, India imports soaps of foreign

manufacture to the tune of tioarly thr^e quarters

of a million sterling. The bulk of this foreign

trade is with tho United Kingdom, blit the

United States also export toilet soap to this

country in greater quantities every year. Of the

factories in this country, the Madras Presidency

has probably the largest number. The western

coast of this province is famous for the produc-

tion of cocoarmt-oil and fish-oil obtained from

sardines which teem in the neighbouring seas.

Calicut occupies an ideal place for a great soap-

making centre. Being a sea- port, it can obtain

cheap sea-freight to Bombay which may be used

as a distributing* centre for the rest of India.

There are now firms in this country which
manufacture caustic-soda, glycerine, and othor

chemicals used in soap making. # If such concerns

are opened in the Madras Presidency, wherever

suitable raw material its found, this province may
in Lunu have a nourishing MMp industry, with

maikots not only inlndii but in Kist Africa,

Pprsia, Mesopotamia and other neighbouring

countiies. The city of Calcutta has a few good

machine worked factories. In Bombay too there

are over a dozen soap factories, but people are not

aware of their exists ce as they rarely seek the

limelight of newspaper advertisement. Other
places having soap factories are Cawnpore, Delhi,

Agra, Ahwedabad j^nd Lucknow.

Rtmo-British Trade-

The reason why Croat But sin is anxious to

resume trade with Ku*.-u is twofold :
—

1. Kor putting Uussi.i or.ee again among the

civilised nations of the world

!1 . Hostile action by Russia should ceaso,
#
and

all other trading nations to have a great country

like Rut sia to interchange commodities with.

The following aro tho conditions wo laid

down, to quote a recent speech by Sir Robert

llorne -

1. All prisoners vvoro to be repatriated. That

to a lingo extent had been carried out.

2. llostilo action by Russia should cease and
propaganda inimical to our ii^Jurests should be put

an ond to.

Debts arising out of goods supplied and
servicos rendered to Russia, which had not

boon paid for, should be recognised by the Soviet

Government as debts for which they would be

liable to pay.

4. The granting of dbmmercial facilities on

both sides.

The Weavers’ Conference-

The first session of the All India Wealin'
Conforonce was held at rJagpur on December 25th

with Mr. Gandhi in the chair. In the course of

his address I^r. Gandhi laid stress on the import-

ance of producing more cloth in the interests of

tho poor, lie said ho was not keen on mill- made
cloth but cloth hand- spun and hand woven. He
deprecated tho craze for mill manufactured cloth

and urged m conclusion that without being

Swadeshi in tho truo sonso of the word Indians

would find it difficult to win Swaraj. The

proceedings, it need hardly be added, wore mostly

in Hindi,



agricultural section
The All-Indin Co,w Conference

The fourth session of tint All India Cow
Conference was held at the Congress pandal in

Nagpur* on the 27th December under the pre-

sidency of l/ila La
j
pat Rai. There wan a

large attendance. Mr. B. V. JBuli, Chairman of

the Reception Committee, urged in the course .of

hie address that for the proper protection of

cows export of cattle should be prohibited and

pasture should be made available at cheap rates,

while the supply of beef to the British

Army should be stopped at once. He pointed

out :

—

In a country like India, .78 per cent, of whose
population subsists on agrfeumiro alone, the battle of

life has assumed an aspect it never had assumed
before. The only instrument that we have for culti-

vating our land is cattle. Looking at the phenomenal
poverty of the agriculturists ou the one hand and
their palpable illiteracy on the other, the prospect

before the country is really very dismal. The ruin

of tile agriculturists is our ruin, and unless we of the

upper and enlightened classes concert measures
calculated to improve tkg.lot of the fanner, it will ere

long be impossible to avert that ruin.

Lala L ijpat Rai, in the course of his presiden-

tial address, emphasised that the cow question

would not be satisfactorily solved as long as Swaraj

was not secured, India’s economic condition was

getting worse, he said, as the result of cow
slaughter which was due to the policy of the

Government with rd^ard to revenues, forests and
tariffs. After pointing out that the economic

prosperity of India depended upon cattle and

that they were necessary for the health of the

country, the President discussed the subject from

the point of view of infant mortality and deplored

the reduction in size and areas of pasture grounds

and of fodder crops, due to the anxiety of for-

eigners to use India as a supplier of raw materials

required for mills in Europe and America. The
President then advocated some restrictions on

export of foodstuffs in place of those raw materials

now cultivated mainly for export purposes. He
also urged the necessity of abolisbinggeow slaught-

er on a,, general scale, both out of respect for the

religious sentiments of the large bulk of the

people of the country as well as on economic

considerations. He referred to the M&hommadun
Attitude against the slaughter of cows even on

religious occasions, praised the firmm of the

Nizam of Hyderabad on tho last occasion and the

general attitude of Mahommudan community
throughout India.

Food for Animals
«

1

Among the foods used for cattle in times of

food short.i go, monlion has never been made of

banana stalks although banana leaves are some-

times given to animals, A Note issued by tho

Department of Agriculture, Bombay, says that

experiments made in certain villages of the

Bolgaum district show that banana leaves, stalks,

and roots may be fed to tfcock without any
unfavourable effect on their health. It is recom-

mended to cut tho stalks light down to the ground,

or even G inches below the surface of the soil,

remove all the dry leaves and sheathes, and feed

the remaining part to animals. Experiments

made on the Jjfyirwar and Gokak farms show that

one of the daily meals of draught oxen may
consist solely of banana stalks.

i

Agricultural Bank in Japan

An official telegram from Tokio says^ that tho

Bank of Agriculture and Industry has suspended

payment. This has depressed the industrial circle

and the continued fall in the 'prices of silver,

cotton and rice. The stagnation in sugar trade,

the dullness of export market and the unfavoura-

ble information from foreign markets havo caused

apprehension in the money market.

—

Cattle Breeding

The recent nudiber of the Journal of the

Mysore Agricultural and Experimental Union has

some illuminating things to say on the subject of

cattle breeding. It suggosts that closer attention

should be paid to the quality of the bulls which

serve the cows of a herd, “ Bulls of a high grade/
1

says the writer, “ might be kept at all veterinary

hospitals and dispensaries at taluk headquarters,

and a small service fee charged to pay for main-

tenance, In considering suggestions, such as the

above, let me point out the fact that the number
of bulls required runs into thousands, bo that some
means must be provided to maintain and increase

the supply of high class sires.”

Agricultural Machinery
As a result of the internal emigration from

rural to urban areas taking place on a large scale

in India, the cost of farm labour is rising and
will continue to rise. If agriculture is to be

profitable, Indian landholders are advised to use

labour saving machinery on a large scale and
take to intensive methods of cultivation all

round, involving manuring and irrigation on an

extensive scale.
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Mr. Balfour. By E. T. Raymond. W. Collins,

Sons & Co., Limited, London. •

Mr. Raymond's witty and vivacious sketches of

contemporary celebrities have prepir£d the pub-

lic for a more exhaustive volume like the one

before us. But ** Uncensored Celebrities ” is too

exacting an ideal to be followed by any work of

the same author without creating a sense of dis-

appointment. Mr. Balfour's personality has puzzl-

ed a generation and Mr. Raymond could hardjy

have pitched upon a more fitting theme, for tho

full play of his critical faculties and his pungent

style. Mr. Balfour has played a loading role in

British history and this incisive, though in the

main admiring, biography is a tiibute to his

brilliant capabilities Mr. Riyiliond quotes a

happy saying of the French critic to •whom Mr.

Balfour appeared u a living problem, a personality

of irreconcilable elements all compact—a Tory

preaching^democrary, a sceptic with a mania for

theology, a politician profoundly disgusted with

politics. . . If lie were sincere what a riddle !

And if he were not, what a comedy
•

Women of India. By Otto Rothfold, r roh,,

IC.S., D. B. Taraporavala Sons Sr Co., Bombay.

The women of India have always been a mys
tery and an enigma to tho average European who
seldom understands tho subtle gradations of

caste and has no facilities for probing into the

sanctity of the home Thorib are formidable

handicaps for a faithful attempt at portraying

the life of Indian women. Mr. Rothfeld Jins

brought to the study of this fascinating subject a

genuine interest and understanding of the vary

ing types of Indian women and the lofty ideals

that inspire them. His warm appreciation of

their culture and his chivalrous sensibilities save

him frdm the too common spirit of condescension

and superiority which mar tho judgments of most

western interpreters of things Oriental,

There are in this sumptuously got up book

critical and 'descriptive sketches of the life, ideals,

customs and features of distinctive types of

women in varying grades of Indlfcn society. It

is not necessary to agree with all Mr. Rothfeld’s

criticisms of the Hindu ideal of marriago and the

problems connected with child marriage and

widow remarriage and all the complicated ques-

tions of social polity to appreciate his evident

candour, his sympathetic understanding and his

genuine admiration for the ideals of Indian

womanhood. “ The women of India" he truly

says, “ have raised an ideal, lofty and selfless, for

all to behold
;
and they have eome near its

attainment. And* with all its self-sn orifice and
abnegation, with all iis unremitting serviefe, the
ideal is not inhuman, nor is it alien to the nature
of womankind. It allows for weakness, it is kind
to faults, and it aspires frankly to the joys of a

fulfilment deserved by service. Not jvithout

reason did,tho writers of old India liken the

perfect woman of their land to a lotus, in that

sfyo “ is tender as a flower.”

The book is handsomely got up with forty-

eight full page pictures of different types of

women drawn by Mr. M. Y\ Dhurandhar, the
well known artist. We congratulate Messrs.

Taraporevala on the excellence of this charming
production •

Modern Saints an£ !§eer«. By Jean Finot,

William Rider Sr £>on Limited, London.
This interesting book which has been translat-

ed from tho French b}' Evan Marrett contains a
vivid account of the many strange religious

sects that have aiisen in that land of strange

happenings Russia, during the last half a

century. Some of the chapters are devoted to a

critical study of Mormon ism, Christian Science,

Theosophy and other moefern religious movements
in the west. Every one interested in the vital

religious problems of the day will find much food

for reflection in this collection of spiritual

experiences.

BOOKS RECEIVED.

India in 1919. By L F, Rushbrook Williams,

Government Press, Calcutta.

Phillips' Senior School Atlas. By George
Philip. George Philip Sr Son Ltd

,
London.

An introduction to Hindu Art. By Benoy
Kumar Sarkar. B. W.iHuehoch, New York,

U. S. A.

TriE Industrial Development op India. By
H. M, Morris. Sherrafc and Hughes, Manches-

ter, England. m
*

International Law and the World War
(Veils. I and II.) By .lames Wilford Garner.

LongmanewGreen Sr, Co., Ltd
,
London.

Constructive Non Co operation. By Asaf Ali.

Ganesh *fr Co
,

Madras.

Every Body’s World. By Sherwood Eddy,

The Religious Tract Co. m
Morale. The Supreme Standard of Life tfnd

conduct by G. Stanley Hall. Appleton and

Co.

The House op Commons and Monarchy. By

Hilaire Belloc. George Allen and Unwin Ltd.



u DIARY OF THE MONTH
Deo. 15. Mr. N Piiestle), foimcily Agent of

tltirS. I Ry in India amf the present Managing

^
Director of the Home Boafd, died m London

16. News 10 received of an accident to Sir

AAptosh Muker^ee

1?. In Midiv tho in vv 1\ \ppointcd

Members of Executive Councils md Ministem

Under the Government ot India Act entond
9 Upon their duties formally this lfteinoon

Dee 18. Loid Smha was eritoitunol b) the

Indian Association of ( ilrutt i to diA

, Deo. 19. Ex King Const vntme urivod in Athens

and proceeded to the Royal pilico

i Dac, 20 Debate on the lush Home Rule Rill

in the House of 1/nds ^
Dec 21 The (h non* EIc°tion in ^pun h **

resulted in a victory foi too piosent Consuv i

tive Govornmc nt

pec. 22 Di 1 j
Bthilm Sipm assumed

chaige of tho office of the L\w Mnmhoi of the

* Viceroy’s Executivo ( ounul

Dec 2.1 The news is announce! tiom Dublin

of organised aimed atlu ks on tho foil os of the

the Crow n «

Dec 24 Exchanges ot nmtinl greetings hr

f

ween II E the An io* md His Alijety

the King Empeioi on sr oui 1 i>t the f)mhir

Day.

^Dec. 25 II ft D Tho Dole of ( onnnught

arrived to day at I
3ort Sai

!

D^C 20. The Indun \ itioml f engross (nm
naeneed its sittings at Mgpui to d »y tindei

the presidency of M? C \ i| u n^gh iv

i

Obanar of Salem

Dec 27 The fourth session oi the All India

Medical Conference wi c Ik M to d i> *t Nigpur
tinder the presidency of T)i Mih i qi Ki hna

Kapur of Lahore

Defy 28 The third annin 1
s< st ion o f theNation il

Liberal Indention of* Turin war held today
at Madias it the Gokhale ff ill uruhr the pnsi

dene} of Mi ( \ Chmtunnr
Dec 29 su Hon jnmm md I »dy RoborKon
and Sn Valentino Chun] mined at Homing

^Lord Smba Goveino? Designate of Bohar and
- Orissa assumed *his high ofiieo to d»y

1)90. 30 Twenty two rntions signed ft protocol
** forth© establishment of an International Court

’ of justice

^D«© 31. The French Chamber has passed a

tpte meeting the expenses for Syria.

'J he agreement between the Ihumo Delegates,

and General Joirario was* signed to day

dan 1 Bibu Surondinnath B\ner]ea has been
knighted

Jan 2 Col and Mrs Wedgwood ai lived at

Madias to din

The news is mnounced of the death < f the Ex-
Gotmiii (Mutfudloi Von I» tluimn Hollwig

d in > I ust >n 1

1

I v u
j

i Hm si ot bill at has

* third K 10 OOfHo Mi Girdhifoi oponing
l hi iti6i il si Ik ol n ( u/oi H

dan t Mi I ii
4-

1

1 < r Ol,, rs who ha^ been

ipjointid is a pui rt jiidgi in tf o flute of Kir

Abiui Kihim i uni l charge of his duties

to di\ •

Tin M u/ ir i ijish h t it AI i his ti d i}

Oui 1
r
» 000 li ' ifi * w u

i f>
i m nt

) m > lie f ill h Mi i<n t( \fgh mist <m
m srhi ! I iKl n 1

T hs i \< rin/

Ian t 1 he Xnust’ci m> HIkois and othti

ci\j! oil nlsrni \ < il Su ILoi) Dohhs md tho

rnendi* is >1 t lie Kalul Mission on tho I lontier

ind hor < u Ithunv** 1 stint* s

Inn 7 K i I u (<M 'smdcison unveil* d the

marble bmt ol Mia life Su Chundn Mintfi ih

Gh c i ludg* ot tin ( huMa High Cunt tor

22 \ c u f- Mn ev< i ng

Hon \L MuUin n t * ok <hugr of the

Hmidfnt hip Mia ( * mu il ot Slat* to *1 1 \

dan S Mi Lmi Spent rd Mi Holfoid Knight
ulc 1 i a Engl md to d * \

dan 9 L no >n w sis mnounced th it Tf is M »jr sty

*ho King t npuoi n*s ipjrointed Loid Rinding
is Viceio) uni (lovunoi Geneial of India

dm 10 II I! Il The Duke ot Connaught
imvod at M r has it 1 p m

dan 11 HD shukul
1

of Khihoia an ex
Mnnhcr of the Vicc! 0)’s fiOgishttvo Council

flic ! t ) d \)

Im 12 H I! H thf Duke of Connaught

(»p
rtn**l th* nm* Legislidivc (Vrunn! at Madras

to d i)

Theiuvs i iniKuimed th it thf I tench Cabinet

has ii sjgi cd

.Inn 13 The Coni* inn e of Anglo Indian aid

Dom'ulnd Em ope us wh held nt Nagpur
to d iy.

Jan 14 News is nm ounced of the death of

Mr R N Mulholk«r, Judicial CommiRUoner
of tbe Ccntinl Proviiffh

Jan 15 Commander and Lady Wedgwood
left Mndras to day for Colotnbo mroufe to

England.
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Literary

Philip Gibbs on Journalism

Sir Philip Gibbs, lecturing to the journalistic

students at London University, said -~

“ We are at a period in the world’s histoiy

when l think the journalist has the great

responsibility and wonderful opportunity \t

lie present time journalism, in my opinion, h;

,uuk very low, I think it has sunk lower than

• t has ever been since the old had days long i«i/n

i'h" public have a giest suspicion of journal''

m

i ii it journalists, width is largely justified. The
, iif-t ifkci.i Lion L that when the public takes up
i 'f‘Ur*paper it experts to get tlie tiujh, and it do 1

not got it,

il Refme the war there was a reitain as.-mamv

rn,*t the pA.u'en Nation of facts by the spend
. o! !a - i.Mjjdent and by the oidinaiy reportn-

p»eseut,cd Afair and a emirate picture of the w mid

-oner' then the pub ic feci - and 1 thirds they, to

mmo extent, are justified— that their paper d«‘»,,

m! give them an accurate .presentation, that tlm

S.u-'h themselves have been doctored, ami Mnf
<* a'l^jniper selects those items of news to suit n*

folicy, and by tint tin y create a false inner

o{ life.

l

This is disastrous to tho reputation ard

honour of newspapers, and it is especial y

drastrona at the present time', •when there am
about us in the world the tremors of a new It to

that i^ beginning. To you taking up the career

of journalism falls the responsibility, the privilege,

and the honour of bringing hack journalism to

its old reputation by insisting on that faithful

presentation of truth which is the vocation of the

true special correspondent.

Are Newspapers True
Mr. Gilbert Chesterton lecturing recently on

“Nonsense and tho Newspapers” observed

Journalism as a picture of life must ho

consistently and systematically false, because

it is always a description of exceptional things.

I have como to tho conclusion that tho police

nows is tho most honest and probably the most

elevating part of the newspaper. To begin' with,

it is generally true, and it is human and interest-

ing. If a man murders another man that laiwH

a large problem which is genuine, * nd the story

is in itself a vital story, from which something
may really be learnt about the nature of the

human soul,

j

The legends of mankind are lJiueh moro tfne
. than the newspapers. Wherever tho while
conception turns upon the minute reconr of

, certain entirely exceptional things we are in

danger of getting our whole view of human life

distorted. I think that is a thing to be said to

newspaper readers, newspapers writers, \and
now^papor editors Whether it is worth saying
at all to newspaper proprietors I do not know, and
in the case of the millionaires who control tho
grett monopolies of the Press J thin k we must
wrait for a resolution to guillotine them.

The “ Leader tf

Gon^piont. on his appointment as Minister,

Mr V \ ( dnntamuni has resigned the editorship

of tlio " Lea lei ” and will tfe succeeded by Mr,
Mehta Ktislma Ram, who had been Mr. Ghintn-
manis colleague on tftrf ? taG* of ^tho paper for

several y*ur>,
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*Mahomedan Educational Conference
The Mahommeihn Elocutional Uonteience which

met at Amroati on December 1*7 w\h piosided

over \>y the Hon, Mr Hai oon *1 lift 1
,
Mcmbei of

the Council of State

The President delivered a lengthy addiess

dealing with various aspects of \1ushm Education

He began with a reference
,
to the ex< itement

caused by the Khilafat question and discussed the

soundness of the Non Co operation movement
with reference to the eduntion ot >oung men

» Religious considerations ip irt 1 wc\ei oven sim
man can realiso th it a sudden b >w ot t ol f du it on il

institutions will spell d sister tor tin niti>n md
vpei tally for the, Moslems

As a member of the third oi M >dr i itc P \rt\ T sh ill

refrain from giving »ny lc id t< the peoj le as long is

the joint decision of the l Imu i isuotbitoii me
and in thememtimo l shill nit forog > in* ot the

rights which I c in legit ruitely dimmd hom n \

Government, specially those ( o lcermng educition

which I consider to ho the most import mt of ill io

forego this right would, u m\ ( pinion il nost amount
to treason agunst our comnn nit> md lien c in \n\s

of the poverty ot our people 1 woild most
emphatically < >udeinn id i

f toupt U reject

educational aid asapirt ol the Non C > opt r itioi

movement

Regarding the Non U) open turn ugit ition to

refuse Government's fmam ml aid ho pointed out

that “the whole sum spent on oducition

amounts to nearly 12croies pei innurn audit

would hardly bo wise on our put toiefuse to tiko

advantage ol it.”

The Conference met agun in the evening aftoi

prayers. Resolutions expressing sorrow at the

death of Mauluia Mahmudal Hussain and

Mumias Hussain of Lucknow and Moulvi Abdul

Abad of Delhi were passed Euifcher resolutions

welcoming the inaugur \tion of the Atigtnh

Moslem University, the appointment of It \]n ol

A|ahmudabad as the hist Vice Uhancolloi and

thanking him for his muruheont donation oi a

likh ol rupees towards the University funds 1 oi

professional and industrial studies were also

passed

Mr. Ghulam Moluuddir. Sufi, ma Principal

*of the Amronty Normal School delivered an
interesting speech on the Progress of Education

among the Muslims of Heiar.” Several donations

towards scholarships from the President and
Honorary Secretary of the Conference were

gODOunpod before the session came to a close.

College Studeuts’ Conference

The first hossion of the AJ[1 India Conference of

College Students w is held at \ lgpur, on De-
cerebel, 2b Mr R J Gokhile, (Jim in in of the

Reception Committee ^nuk the note of warning
when lie said m his address u tint tli genesis of

the piesent situition n- to bo lour d in the poll 1

1

cal i \t h i thin jn the (location^ pu Idem ”

Lila Lijput flu in his ildn-s pointed out the
liped Id mtion il < ul'nto nl the pH if nt time

Touching the question oi Non Co operation, Laid
La ip it fv u said, Ins views on this sublet t were by this

tine fully J nowii to the law college students who
came to him ulvn e Hob id b* on saving, leave at

on^e To medn il engine* ring md technical college

students bis It id w is not to leu e the present < ourses

and totlr uts college students ho said, consider

the situ itiou well and be under no delusion that any

#
body w is going to make prov»sion for their education
In national c ollegon thereafter although attempts m
that direction were being made

The Conference passed among other resolutions

one approving the boycott of colleges uncondi-

tionally.
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rendered and is universally rendering to humility

4
by protecting both ^person and property can

never be overestimated, Indeed, the extent of

The Lawyers’ Conference

The first AIM mist L\ w Coufeienco met on

Sunday, the ‘Jbth Dec, at tin* Town li.di. N.*gpur,

with Sir Ashutuidi Choudhuri, late rludjjo ut

the Calcutta High Comt in the chan. About

)*) delegates from different pm t? ui India,

repre.sont.iiig various section!* oi the legal pruiea-

hion, were present.

Dr. H. tt. C»oui, the Ckniimau oi the Hocrpt«uii

speech which touched on almost all the grievances

of the lawyer class, llo said :

We and our profession aro attacked both from

within and without. Persons who ought to know

hotter denounco our profession as fomenting

fltrifo and ourselves as human parasites, hut-

nothing can ' bo further from the truth. The

profession of law has from the days of Demosth-

enes and Cicero attracted some of the best

intellects of the age and the service it has

civilisation and culture of a natiBn may be gauged

by its lawyers. People in their primitive culture

mod no lawyers, but as they advaneb their

minds expand and grow more subtle and relinod,

their laws multiply and tkeif administration

follows .1 vlefinite course which calls for the

presence of lawyers, and if the laws of a nation

aie enshrined in the temple of justico, lawyers

are- its high priests and have boon so regarded

and revered by the two great nations of antiqui-

ty. Even at the present, day tko influence of

lawyers is felt in every stratum of society, and

while it is true that hj/Ayyrs are perhaps the most
abused of all mortals it is equally true that

lawyers aro probably the *most indispensable

adjunct of their happiness. Take, for example,

our own country, i dread to think what would
becomo of it if all our lawyers were to go on
t>tnko. All oui public bodies would bo denuded
of their bust men. Many of them would have to

suspend their woik while the courts of justice

would unconsciously deteriorate into so many
aunts of injustice, multiplying crime and un-

settling the very foundation of society.

He then uiged the establishment of a Privy

Council in .India and the complete overhauling of

the composition of Indian High Courts which
were now more a nuisance ttmn a* vehicle for the

administiation of justice, lie also criticised the
policy of the Government appointing as judges

senile member of the Civil Service who weio not

lit to do executive work. This was a bad bargain

ho said, and the Civil Service element must be

swept, oil*.

The President endorsed l)r Hour's observations

and suggested the house going into committee* aa

the assembly was not itpresentative, and infor-

mally discussing all subjects pertaining to #the
welfare of the profession and reporting in the

first week of March so that tho leal Conference
might be held in Easter next )ear. The sugges-

tion was carried and a wot king committee was
appointed with Dr. (four as Secretary,

Mr. C R. Das
Mr. C. K, Das bus announced* that ho has given

up his practice forever. If he is not released

Horn tho Dumraon case and tho Munitions Puatd

case which lie had already accepted, the entiie

sum lie would get would be devoted to the work

of the nation.
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Me'Jical Conference
The fourth session ol tho All India Medical

Conference was held on the 27th December at

Nagpui with l)i Mahuaj kiishin kaptu of

Lahore in the chair, Over 190 delegates leprcs

enting all grades ol the medical profession

attended Di, <1 K lain, ' Vhxix man of the

Reception Coimuittoe, welcoming the delegates

laid stress on the necessity foi the reorganisation

of medical services m India and improvement m
medical education. « lie dwelt upon the w mt ot

medical relief m tin intenor ot the count)) md
expressed a hope tirtf * mtition and modual
relief ,as Tianstened ttubjoctr \uuld receive in

future bottoi attention and a luld polity would

be followed. The President then condemned tho

Government policy ot * uhoidiuiting the indepen-

dent medical prote^ion to the internists of the

medical service and uiged for boftei t icihtios foi

higher training, leseatch and post gi iduatocoiuse.

He emphasised the nece it> ot separating the

military from civil medic il semces and also tho

establishment of private hospi^ils and medic il

institutions'. Piofesborul appointments * hould

be thrown open to all qualified men and should

not be the monopoly ot Indian Medit al Soi vice as

hitherto. He fuithui declared that they must
stand on then" own legs for growth of indigenous

medical profession %md tho stalling oi ho^pitils

and colleges.

Medical work in Bengal
A Resolution on medical woik m Bengal ioi

the last three yoain 8iy«- that to meet the demand
for a greater number oi (juahhed meriicd piac-

Nafcionors, the sanctioned ^tiength of students

a€ the Calcutta Modual Si hoot and tin Daccii

School has beam raised to hve huidied and tour

hundred respectively A medic il school at

Burdwaii, with accomnlodation ioi two hundred

students, will be opened next year, and the

question ot establishing medical schools at other

centres is urnbu cozrsideiution.

New Health Board
It is under^tdod that the Secretary of State s

Sanction has been received to proposals of tho

Government oi India for tho ci cation of an

Imperial Board ot Health to be known ns the

Central Health Buaid for strengthening the

central ‘Organisation ioi combating epidemic

diseases in India.

Facts About the Fasts
•

The amazing lasts said to have been tnadu

lately by 1 prisoners m Ireland have astonished

those who have been educated to believe that

even a fewdiys, abstention from food is to be

regarded as a fatal accident. The curiosity has

been intensified by the recoid achievement of

MacSwmm y, the late Lord Major of (’oik who
succumbed after a valiant’ stand of 71 days.

Fasting, howevei, has its uses, we an told.

Thus a doetoi writes to the 4

Dlioiuist mid J hug-

gist ’ as follow

in fasting thi changes by which eneigy ts

liberated in the bod) continue, but since no

soui ce of energy trom without is introduced tho

animal’s own tissues are used up The rate of

washing de^ emk on the amount of onoi gj uq
cured ioi inuHmlu work and loi beat production

An individual kept warm and at ie l t will enduio

a t ist toi a much longer period than me exposed

to cold and obliged to cany on strenuous labc m
In tho course oi a fast tho tissuos do not

waste equally 1'in moio essential live on the

les 1
- essential {arts of the body The heart, ioi

ex unpin, hardly lose weight at ^11 in the luhgi t

fast. It mu t live on the ordinary mine Us

oi the limbs, which in then turn live on the stored

fat ot -tho budj, which, oi couisc, varies greatly

in diiloient individuals. At tho commencement
ot a fast tho i ite of wasting is rapid, but

uftei a time it diminishes, and the animal lives

more economically, especially as regards pioteins.

Lasting is the essential feature ot tho accepted

modern tieatment of diabotoH. All food, with

the exception of water, tea, toiler, or bouillon,

is withheld foi seven to ten days, until tho mine

is fioo from sugar It is also the feature of a

method of treating obesity extensively and suc-

cesslully pnutised m India by n retired doctor

of tho R A M C
In fasting hunger tends to disappear in thirty-

six to forty eight horn 8. The duration of a fast

depends on whether water is withheld or not, If

water is withhold death ensues in ten days, but

if water is taken the “ hunger striker
1
’ may

remain alfvo for a very long period. The writers

on medical jurisprudence are very cautious in

their statements, but apparently authentic cases

are recorded where persons have done without

every food except water for two calendar months.

The older and fatter the individual the better he

stands starvation, and, given a healthy elderly

man, with plently of fat to start with, he will

§tand three weeks
1

fast with impunity

«
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Protection For X-Ray Workers

A discovery which promises to put an * : i

*i

tht' dangers to life and limh risked by thu r «"i

gaged in working with X Rays has boon

communicated to the French Academy of Sru - - 4(11

K is the mini t ofExperiments by l)r. Fen s, '.Ja-

himself is one of the sufferers from X Rav*-, He

found that deep red rays are antagonistic to tbe

ultra violet rays which produce irritation and

burning of the skin, and certain exudations. Tbu

by the simultaneous application of both rays hn

hopes to secure immunity for X-J»ay weaken- He

has already proved that erythema (retire t*l tur.

dan) can be prevented by the applicatiur *u

;ed rays
*

\ Air Nitrogen

1 ni the lint tune in history Britain h.ir : ^

• OjMrou at borne an iiimuju.co a^uicsr

f.ovation oi her soil The inMinaice k.^ i-* i

.ml i‘, being extracted from the nil in th*< ? «’<
• »:

>i yitiogen, the most valuable ui all .-.I'h- 1 < » .
-

uu maintaining the fertility of the i, a

-die *•
i billy Mail.”

Wo have at last fully penetrated the sen els >'

v i; true ting nitrogen from the air by “ chemical
”

methods requiring much leaks expenditure el

power than thoso used in other countries

Scandinavia, for example, in a very shot t tine

our nitrogen making factory will bo able to i »

Jure all that the land of the country need.', .n- i

that bogey of world starvation due to e\h.m ti <>

ot nitrogen stores raised some years ago by :-uj

W illiam Crookes is finally dissipated, even il jd

ioieigu supplies were cut oil’.

The process is so perfect and can make the .<o

yield such vast quantities that some men I

science* are half afraid of it, since the nitrogen

is as essential to explosives as to plants, (hi

many, which discovered one process just

months before the war was declared, now prodm «

by chemical means some four times her own need-

in nitrogen
;
and there alieady is in Europe an

excess of this deadly explosive but beneficent,

fertiliser, and the preparation of quite colossal

stores has become possible, Though the air, of

which nitrogen is by far the most considerable

element, will (after being first liquified) readily

yield these vast amounts, no change in its

constitution can be detected in the neigbboui

hood of the works,

WorldV Biggest Waterfall j

Which is the worlds biggest waterfall? ITu-

bably, ninety-nine people out of every hundred,

if asked this question, would •promptly answer
“ Niagara." •

They would be wrong
;
that is, if w h are to

accept as correct the statement concerning the

great Igua/u Falls, in the Argentine Republic,

made by Lord Frederic Hamilton in his book
1 The Days Before Yesterday.'

l-ntil recently, Ford Frederic points out, the

very existence of this gigantic cataract was ques-

tioned, depending as it did on the testimony of

wandering Lndians, and ofpne solitary white man,

x Jesuit missionary. Now, however, since the

railway to Paraguay ,b°ola completed, they can

bo reached without any very gloat difficulty.

The J gun /.u Falls are 250 ft high and nearly a

mile wide, a: against Niagaia’s H>0 ft. in height

and approximately the same width, while the

volume of water is about the same in both cases.

The Vicioria Falls on the /imbed Riv(A‘ in

South Africa, too, are 330 It. high, more than

double that of Niagara, and their width is almost

exactly the distanco between thp Marble Arch and

Oxford Circus, or just over one mile. Except

in March and April, however, the volume of

water hulling itself over tho Victoria Falls into

tho gorge below is smaller than tlmt at Niagara,

A seen l of Mount Everest

Tho forthcoming at'cmjft to h:b1b Mount
Everest, tho approaches of which are still unknown

to Europeans, was announced at the meeting of

the Royal Geographical Socioty by the President,

Sir Francis Younghusband, who stated that the

political obstacles have been removed and that tho

Indian Government had been given permission tp;

send an exploring expedition which tho Society

and the Alpine Club would organise. He said

that the expeditirn would bo a great adven-

ture. Apart from the yisk and hardships, there

was tho unknown factor of human capacity to

stand great exertion at that height. He dwarfed

that the summit of Mount Everest would h«V6r

bo reached unless all approaches were first exploit

od most carefully. The reconnaissance party

would go to India in 1921, and4he climbing party

would go to Tibet in 1922. •

Wireless Station

The most powerful wireless station in the

world has been opened at Bordeaux, capable of

reaching any part of the world.
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Rao Bah&dur R. N. Mudholkar
We deeply regret to record tho death at'

Nagpur on the 1 1th instant uf Kao Bahadur

R. N. Mudholkar, the veteran Gungressmun who
1

Way appointed Additional Judicial Comnikoioner,

Central Provinces, only the of her day. tlo

joined the Congress at AHahSbad in 1888 and
*

went to England with Baku Snrondnmath Baner-

jee in 1900 as a Congress delegate. He soon rose

to prominence in the Congress and he was elected

President of the itaukiporo session in 1912,

Mr, Mudholkar interested himself deeply in

« 'Vi

indirtlrial and educational matters and hisconnec-

tikftvMth the Industrial Conference almost since

life Weption is too well known to need repetition.

Me warmly supported the late Mr. Gubhnle’s

Education Bill i^ the Supreme Legislative Coun-

cil and took a leading part in its debates.

.Mr, Mudholkar doughty champion of

phe Liberal movement in the Central Brovin-

Sees. Uo was one oi the oldest contributors

to the Indian Review and it is with deep pain

that we record his domiso.

Mr. Ben Spoor on Mr. Gandhi
In his farewull letter to the press Mr. Ben

Spoor who fame to India to attend the Congress

as a delegate of the British Labour Party writes of

Mr. Gandhi as follows :

—

Of course, the central figure (in tho Congress)

was Mahatma Gandhi. Who and what is this

man of whom it can be said as it was said of one

of old that oven his enemies t# can find no fault

in him ” ? 11 is bitterest opponents unite in tii~

butes to “his transparent sincerity, moral courage,

and spiritual intensity. (One can, of course, dis-

regard the irresponsible comments of certain

members of the British Parliament whose cloudy

prejudice obscures judgment their remedy of
4

* hang Gajidhi ” 1ms just that weight which a

pitiful bigotry ensures) Even Sir Valentine

Chirol, while of opinion that G tndfii is “more
unbalanced,

M
suggests that ho has “increased in

spiritual statuto/’ Some folks believi/Mahatmaji

is mad all who know him ugtee that he is good.

In this topsy turvy world it may well be that

goodness and honest.)’ ko strangely near to mad-
ness, In an age of false values what chance lias

Bight ( And with Truth on the scaffold- .and

Wrong on the throne, it is too much to expect

fair estimates of rnon and movements. Still, to

those who have met and talked with Gandhi, who
have seen him in a small business meeting or

holding vast multitudes under same subtler spoil

than mere oiatory produces
;
who have sat alone

with him in the quiet, or seen the eager throng

pressing around to touch the hem of his garment

or to kneel and touch his feet- to tho*e ho seems

to possess a power granted to few. Call it mad-
ness if you like, thcie is a strength in that frail

body which defies all tho combinations of political

expediency however highly-organised they may be.

Gandhi has probably :i larger following than any
living man. And it is not the “ masses w

only

who accept his leadership. He is “Mahatmaji”
to intellectuals, even highly-placed officers of the

Government exist who recognise in him the com-

pelling authority of real character. Tho West
has produced a Lenin, strong, masterful, relent-

less alike in logic and method. Tho East has

given birth to a Gandhi, equally strong, masterful

and relentless. But whilst the former pins his

faith on force the latter relies on non-resistance.

One trusts the sword, the other trustB the spirit.

Jn an extraordinary manner these men appear

to incarnate those fundamentally opposing forces

that—behind all the surface struggles of our day

—?arp fighting for supremacy.
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The Khilafat Conference

The All-India Khilafat Conferenco’met at the

Congress Pandal under the Chairmanship of

M&ulana Abul Kalam Azad. Col. and Mis,

Wedgwood, Mr. Hen Spoor, Mr, Gandhi

and several leading men of the CongM+s

attended.

The President fn his address reiterated tl^o

wrongs done hy Britain to Turkey and said that,

unless those wrongs were redressed there would ho

im peace in the^Jslamie woild. lie urged perlooh

unity between Hindus and Muslims and points,

out that, Non Co operation with (Jovmmuud

w it 11 Id alone save their religion. •

It, was then announced amidst cheers that

Set h Jarnar^ Lai Chairman Congie^s Recepti - <u

Committee had donated rupees ten thousand r •

Kh'kifut, guilds and rupees eleven thousand to

Moslem National Hnnersity Mr. Shaukat x\li

then ar m. uncod amidst acclamation that Amir

Aruaimllah had sent a message of condolence at

the death of Sheikh- ui 11 fed. Mohamadul I In*

sain Thereupon it was decided to thank the \inn'

tor* flis message on behalf of all communities *l

India. The meeting ended after electing rnombei-

for subjects com mi tee and resumes .sitting thi*

evening when resolutions would be passed

The confmence passed resolutions requesting

Amir Amanulla to reject the peace tieaty with

Great Britain, as the Indians had no quarrel with

their Afghan brethren, and us any such alliance

was meant, more t,o strengthen tho hold on Iinhu

than to protect her and, secondly, renflirming tin

khilafat demands, which could not be modified

in spite of any changed conditions in the Middle

Hast. .The Conference was then dissolved.

The Depressed Classes Conference

The Jast session of the above Conference was

hold at Nagpur on Saturday the 25th DecernUr
under the presidentship of Mr. Gandhi. There

was a large gathering of over ten» thousand men
and women of all classes and castes. Most of the

leading men who had come to attend the Cong

ress were also present on the platform.

The Hon'ble Mr M. V. Joshi, President of the

Depressed Classes Mission, C. P. and JJerar, and

Member of the 0. P. Executive Council, opened

the proceedings with a brief speech in Marathi.

Mr, G. A. Gavai, mlc, proposed Mr, Gandhi to

the chair.

Mr, Gar-dbi dclivoiod his address in Hindi

which lasted for an hour. Hu sail! that un-

tourhahilit.^ >is the greatest mu of India prac*

tised ui,dm the gun 1 nf llTndtiLnv

1 ill the j/mii'oiri was sMlijf.n torilv solved India was
unfit b?r am surf . f ^ell-government lie was a stu-

dent (,( Uimhusm and Indian life, a follower of

\ arna'dirania Pharma ,ud S.inatamya Hindu, and

could coiiseient inusly maintain that untouclmbility

w,is nn part *>/ orthubw Hinduism. While mtor-din-

iiUT and mtur-numa^e were prohibited hy canon** of

Hinduism from a Lnzher sjuritunl point, of view,

Uiitonehulidit v was .m ahsfjute s*n practasrd eve;

now withnnpunu v. 'But he remembered the wor

—

<*f the late Mr ih'hhale that the wall's of the sinsf of

the 11 nidus in India wore being strictly paid to them

in South Africa ami other ioreitm settlements. He
warned both the depressed and oppressive Gasses* in

India to conduct this grpjft movement as an ordeal of

Rplf-purilication and self-elevation.

Pnndit. Kombhuj Putt Choudhury then pro-

posed the following resolution in Hindi :

—

* Tint tho depressed clasps, in view of their most

heroic lovahy to Hindu religion and tho Tndiun

nation, he forthwith Granted full rights of religioifS

and civic fellowship by their unrestricted admission

to nil public places of religious worship and secular

usage/

It was seconded by Mr, Chhngnnlul Fnkirjeo

who in a fiery speech characterised “ untoucbabiL

ity as our own Rowlatt Act.”
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consider d>l\ (.hinged Sc nl Iri ti n h ni iten illy *v f
diminished The i uderu li »s s moulded and^ f V,

*

shaped public oj in ton Hut a < ul
\ i i Hcil nfori i^ fc*

has become possible md the c iot\ his become f ^ t

immonseK tolerant md s c i il sti i m ii is eease MW
T

* \ r ^

to be unhe ir ible or ( v< n‘ un n t rt tb t

jl|Br 4 *

Mi V J P itc 1 in the t <^in sf (if fus pesidon

tial add loss begin by tying tint serial icfoimciH
*

i

all over the countiy hid c uws to u j» ice our the
\

V

momentous decision of the ( ongie ss which
|

meant an accession of stmigth for the m /
organisation of lndnr society

If

TbfJ Congress hid fourd tbit then s ii\ ition h\ in ^ Hk» *

setting their house in order In i pretess of puritu i JBjffjPjP c

tion Politics uue now tnnsfermod int > souil !

reform, and hoth b id bun l!h\ ale 1 to i still higher J*
1 **

plane of moral and spirtntl ad\ met I ho great SKiSBliS^
national decision Wicc d sxid t< organist itteil tho ™

$ *

state of its ideal i and ui rate ns lnste id c f k ung
it to their alien m isIois t dt \ sc means fc r rh<

realisation of their drt nn w i here was but one
programme befoie the cumin. A ridn il rt n

struction h id to sc t in to nnkt s u il org imsatiotj an
*

effective instrument to sen o He ends of indiv duals *

and of national freedom The ( ongrois rcsolut on c n * w ish l » f he rt pot

Non«C&*oper ition w iS indeed i comprehensive pro trnlisn n Ii 1

gramme of politico-so< ml r< t ru fur w m en { ikt i

Tho caste system, he sud, must go root and
01 1 1 1 011 l<

branch, and he regietted to find Mr Gandhi Amo g the r<

ranging himself m this m^ittei on the side of ^
ones n liteitit

reaction Democracy, ho continued, would he <rtc ^ *
>
”10 111

Wing but a dreamMf m the same heath imp» Hiiomt of

caste distinctions were obseived The mime- \° ^ lC 1

|

1< on

diate necessities of the situation, therefoio,
m ‘ 01 f

J

ln

vaa Mipn/1 a nri'/la rusfwm*»L nf nnfi/m.il lnohhitinn a ^ItMeillllf tf t R©

¥ y?o have kept down Our woikers claim the closest

attention of souil and politic d relorraors who do not

*m *Bki

rnvs

required a wide network of Rational institutions

,
m ^hieh the jouth of the pountry might glow to

the full height of then sMturo, breathing an of

fexilefiB freedom, gathering knowledge without

losing the spirit of reverence, alne with the past

and with a laith in the future, and mindful, akno
all, of the hung present

* C< licludmg Mr1 Pitrl warned igainst the

danger of social Iwcott on political grounds

I would urge vou nol to lot politics anymore than
^©ligjon, interfere with the amenities of social life.

*0»r freedom perishes if we do not raise those whom

* w ish ( i I he rt pot t p >f t he t\ Is of w t st t rti ml
tri ills ii n Ii i ind is it tk osRar^ to s i\ tl at till

f ur w m na t ikt the u n^htf il ] hie c in tie lit nrs f

tho i ii i o ii ieh im l must i or ds lx A w

Arne eg the rr solutions passed tho lmpoitmt
^onesnhtei t> the untom h ibility of tlie depress

<dcl»s(
,
the lie cchr.it} foi dom do ed ic ition, the

lmpt h< me nt ot the 1 thouiihg c the in nig

*^of the a > i consent toi girls to lh years and

the ne( ] I hi Dm ibohtion ol the c esto system

irRffemiu tc tb© labour pioblcm the ( omen mo
i esohod

Tl * \ i w of tin rruunt and growing unrest
mu tl < hi unn'M 1 iss' s ittempts Duuld bo m ide

I V tin
i

i 1 1 s t Ii r r ir 1 to tin s itisf ae toa\ unpro/c«

t if lit l ti c e i difcion uid st itus i f tho lahour and in

prdra t hic\o this end the Conference urges upon
tho ttei t on of the pu bin tho following needs of

Inborn

* (1) Hour of work of males, females and children (2)

Wages 3) Housing (4) lLducation (

r
>) Compensation

for injuries (>) Sanitation (7) Abolition of tho drink-

ing habit (H) Old age pensions and maintenance.

(9) Co-operative societies and trade unions,
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~ india’sTupee
^

By SJR MONTAGU DE P. WEBB,. KT., C.I.E
, CB.E., M.L.C.

Author of “ B dam Victmou /
”

romance oi Indu 4 Hnpoe 1 ^ by no moans

I ended fnd^i 1 nc\ tsi has iff* futme been

-hiouled in gieatoi m\s*-ory Mi undei

wtood liom the hist bv most English tiadoi-t ml
officials, frequently maltreated, it hag now bum
moie or lc qs abundone l m despau b\ an anxu h

and pu77led Omunmont Yet it still goes on

its wiy,—^imoonsiously dehint and, tor tit

gr^at l njoiity ot tin people of fndn i thomughlv

efficient i o 1 sitiflutoiy Monetniv lool

In the old dajn, foi the put poses oi loieign

trade, the Rupee w *s f h*i fqmalont ot Two

Shillings then came theunhippv divoue be

twcrttfi Silvei and C jf old —provoked hv tli( aition

of Uetrniny and othei nations who, copying

(hoit Riitain s single metal gold standi id mom
taiy system, decided to adopt O >ld as then (biff

monetiry mstiumont inthei than Siher, Iho

mci eased demand fot gold for monotiry pui poses

that sprang up after the 1 lanco FiUHSim ni

was so groat that the value (or puichasmg powor)

of gold steadily advanced, and the puces ol pi uti

rally all commodities, including silvci,f<U 1 hi

fall m puces was so senous that sever il com

mifteos and commissions sat to ei cjinio into it

causes In tho United Kingdom the fall wis

thought to have mined agnculture and numbed all

industrial enterprises ( ! 875— 1890)

In r n$in, phces lemained lelrfrvoly stovdy 0

though the rise in gold was reflected in wh it

appeared to bo the full in the rupee Indus
chiof silver com would only purchase 1h 101,

Is 8d f
Is Cd, and at last less than Is Id It was

not the Rupee, however, that was falling but tho

Sovereign that was rising ! Soveieigns in 1801 cost

as much as eightoen and nineteen mpees in place

of the ten rupees of olden days Then came the

Herschell Commission of 1893 This Commission,

notwithstanding that gold was 3 early inci easing

in value owing to the demand exceeding the sup

ply, recommended India to abandon its rupee stand-

ard and to pass over to a gold standard—thus in-

creasing the currency difficulties of the day, The

Indian Mints weie accordingly closed to the free

coimgo of silver, and an attempt was made, by
restricting tho supply of lupees, tofoice the rupee

up to a fixed iatio with tho appreciating sovereign*

Tint pioposed laticr* w is one fifteenth of a
sovoreigr 1 t

,
Is Id

This t fl >1 * to inci 0 iso by scarcity the purchasing

powei of the rupee would probably have ended in

disaster had not an altc gether unforseen devel-

opment t ikon place —namely the discovery of a

vvst quantity of gold in the Witwatersrand, and
of tho c\ trade process of gold extnetion from the

l ofuse of tho crushed, gold bearing quartz By
the middle of the nine ties, the, output of gold

horn the Rand was phenomenal, and South

Aluci soon began to yield over £10,000,000 in

gold eveiy yeai The output from other of the

world s gold mines also inci eased Tho tide

turned
,
and, nftei a period of ove^ twenty yeais*

stead} use, the value of gold
#
af last commenced

to fall
#

By thifl tune tho p dicy of controlling the sup-

ply oi lupoeR by tho ngency of the Secretary of

St ate had piodueed its inevitable result, and the

stalling puu hating powei of the rupee lose to

Is 11 in 1898 tho Fowlei Commitfoo recom-

mondtd a gold currency, \ e
,

sov eioigns, for

indn, tho opening of tho Indian Mints to the

fine coinage of gold, and the iccumulation of the

piofits on a limited coinage of lupees, in gold
t
in

India, in a special Gold *7teseive Having regard

to tVio £ vet that supplies of gold were now in-

creasing annually, those ic commendations were

V>und They were accepted by Government

—

but never earned out,—at least not foi over ten

veais,—owing to the persistent opposition of the

Banking, Bullion, and Currency* irterests of the

City of London The opposition td India receiving

in gold the full balance of trade due to her

culminated in 1912 when the publication of my
“ Britain’s Dilemma M

bi ought about the immedi*

ate appointment of the Chamberlain Indian

Currency Commission, and the quick correction
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actions.of the India Qfiico that had pre

vented gold from flowing freely,to India, Before,

however, tho Chamberlain Commission’s recoup

tnendations could bo widely appreciated, the

• Germans launched their criminal attack qn

Frrfnoe Via Belgium, Great Britain moved to

- Belgium and France’s assistance, and the whole

world became involved in war,

Five years elapsed. Jn consequence of the war,

the currencies of tho world were watered by huge

issues of paper money, and the foreign exchange

were in consequent largely reduced to chaos.

Indians emerged in a sounder financial condition

than any other belligerent, or any other portion

of the British Empire. India’s Rupee, too, haft

proved itself a thoroughly popular and efficient

coin. Whereas the "sotftjreigu and other gold

coins have vanished from circulation in Europe

and are now only hoarded in Banks, tho rupee

oontinues to pass from hand to hand ns in days of

old. But strange things havo happened to the

Pound Sterling. Reduced outputs of and in-

creased demands for, silver have greatly incroaeoH

its sterling prico, with tho result that the rupee

08 medal became worth more than the sterling

equivalent at which Government had (in 189JI

and 1898) fixed its exchange value, And so wo

have recently seen tho rupee rise to Is Gd, Is 8d,

la lOd, 2r, and even 2s 4d. The position was ex-

ceedingly difficult. Yet another Committee—the

Babihgton Sjnifch Committee of 15)19—was ap-

pointed to advis^Government. This Committee

recommended Injjjia to stick to the Gold Standard,

but, as there seemed little chance then of silver

returning to pre-war prices, to make the sterling

equivalent of the rupee one-tenth of the sovereign,

i. Two Shillings Gold, Thus the rupee

officially returned to its sterling equivalent of

fifty years ago.

* Alas, in Indian Currency matters, Commissions'

of Experts propose, but some irresponsible auto-;

$rat> at ‘tho India Office fdispofles. At tho time

that -the Babington Sskith Committee made its

Report, the balance of ffrade (or of the demand for

exchange) had turned against* India, and Reverse

Council Drafts, i. «,; Pounds Sterling delivoraki!

in TJbndofl. wero being sold at about eight rupees

«>
eight annas each, Announcing its intention of

establishing a 'Ten rup*e Sovereign, tho Govern-

ment of Indft. simultaneously offered Pounds

Sterling for sale at Seven rupees! I The demand

for such cheap pounds was prodigious, Moreover,

as Seven-rupee Pounds made British and Ameri-

manufactured goods look very cheap in rupM8,

enormous quantities of thexe goods-- three times

as mucl^as India needed^-were ordered, Those

goods havo now arrived
;
and as India cannot

sell her surplus products in bankrupt Europe, yet

has to pay tor three timos as many manufactured

goods from Britain and America as she really re-

quires, the balance of trade is enormously against

her. Every trader in overseas goods now wants

Pounds Sterling wherewith to moot his liabilities

;

and so the prico of Pounds Sterling is going up

faaily from seven and eight rupees nearly a year

ngo to fourteen and even fifteen rupees now ! And
so the Rupee will once again only buy about Is

41. Where will there extraordinary fluctuations

end ? That is the question.

Government cannot say. Only a few days ago

the Goveanment of India informed the Karachi

Chamber of Commerce that they wero unable to

guarantee to support foiling exchange at any

particular level. This means that the purchasing

power of the rupeo in Pounds, Sterling, Dollars,

Yen, or any other foreign currency will depend in

tho last rosort upon the value of the coin an metal.

At the present time the rupee is only worth

about Is Id ns silver, so that if India continues to

buy abroad more than she can sell abroad,' ‘then

she can only pay her debts by exporting nnd

selling her rupees as metal. And if the sterling

price of silver fall to pre-war levels, then the

rupee may be able to buy only lOd or 9d sterling.

On the other hand, if India is able to sell abroad

more than sho buys from abroad—and this is the

normal condition of Indian trade—then buyers

abroad will probably go to the Secretary of State

in order to obtain rupees wherewith to pay their

Indian creditors, nnd the Secretary of State can

demand what piice he thinks fit, in reason. It

will be the Secretary of State then who, in the

end, will determine whether he will sell India’s

Rupeo at Is 4d or 2« or 2s Gd sterling. He has

been advised to make two shillings*gold
t
his goal,

and he has SccepteS that recommendation. There

seem some grounds therefore, for anticipating'

a

two shillings^ rupee again,—some day.

In the meantime for all internal purposes, the

good, old Indian Rupee continues to do its work

as usual Its purchasing power has been slightly

blunted within India,—the inevitable result of

world -war,—but everything points to a gradual

restoration of its pre-wat efficiency. And so long

ah our chief silver coin continues to command as

much food and clothing for the peoples of this

country as it did before the recent world-con-

vulsion, who can find fault with India’s Rupeo?



A MODERN PROPHET
BY

J. C. MOLONY, I.C.S.

I
T seems to be the clniracteiistic of eacA century

to reproach itself with lack of re|igion, and

certainly the nineteenth century was no

exception to this rule, Here, for example, h; a

description of the Established Church, England's

form of national Christianity, written by a man,

nominally at loast, in holy orders, in the eai ly

years of Queen Victoria’s leign •

“A foolish Church, chattwing, parrot like, old

notes, of which it had ioi gotten the rue:\rmm: : a

clergy who not only thought not at all, but whose

heavy ignorance, irom long unreality, hung about

them like a garmmi*, ami who mistook their fool’s

cap and bells for a crown of wisdom, and tho

music of the spheres
;
selfishness altko rarognised

practically as tho rule of conduct, anti faith in

Cod, in margin virtue, exchanged for faith in fciie

belly, in fortunes, carriages, lazy sofan and

cushioned %>ews ; Bentham politics, and l\tl«y

religion
,
all tho thought deserving to b<3 called

thought, tho flowing tide of Germany and the

philosophy of liiyne and Gibbon
;
all the spiritual

feeling, the light froth of the Wosleyans and

Evangelicals,*'

Aid yet there surely have been few periods ul

timo in which so many men really great, student i

of religion, arose and delivered some message to

the world. Carlyle was born just before tho

opening of the nineteenth centuyy, but, he is that

century’s child; its first two decades saw the birth

of Newman, Manning, Frederick Maurice, Chailes

Kingluy, Buskin, Patfcison, Jowett, the two

Froudes, and doubtless many another of less

enduring fame, lu 1829 there emerged into the

world of space and time the oddest, and in some
ways the most remarl^ible, prophet of modern
days, William Booth, son of a bankrupt trades-

man, at first pawn broker’s assistant, then

Methodist circuit preacher, finally founder,

organiser^ and supreme autocrat, of a religious

organisation as widespread and, for the present at,

least, as efficient as Loyola’s famous “Company of

Jesus w
. Less than eight years ago*41 the General

laid down his sword ” for the last time on earth ;

and now Mr. Harold Begbie in two large volumes"

essays to tell the world what sort of man William
Booth really was, and to clear away any
lingering shadows that may still darken his name.
For of this kind of shadow there was, in Booth's

life time, enough and to spare : /t is not too much

* William Booth
, Founder of the Salvation Army .

Harold Begbie, (MacMillan & Co., Ltd
,
London

2 vole. 42 s.i

to say that for many years his repute was that of

a blasphemous mountenank, converting tilings of

tho spirit to his own material advantage and ease,

For his self-appointed task Mr. Begbie has, one

patent qualification
;

as a hero-worshipper he

would have boon grateful and acceptable to the

heart of Carlyle; for him there ore no spots on

his.hum;m sun.

William Booth arose from depths material and

spiritual, llis father, he himself tells us, was an

honest man, but “ a grab, a get”
;
on the making

of money he set his heart ; he made it and lost it;

he died poor and left Ins family to the ponury of

a small shop in a Nottingham back street.

William, bis eldest son, brought up with the idea

)f being 4
‘ a gen Horn ai’P*, at tho age of thirteen

h\d to turn to as a pawn-broker's office bov, and,

for a time at least, to take on himself tho burden

of supplementing tho meagre income that his

mother earned by the sale of tape and cotton
; Jus

ehi< 4 sister marrying well, u£ was thought, endued

in the mental and material ruin of agnosticism

and di ink j overwork, food, bad and insufficient,

shop hours inn edible to tho youth of the present

da), endowed the growing lud"* with dyspeptic

misny that plagued him to his dying day.

Teu it*l-drockh himself had no harder light with the

“Kvn Listing No”, but curiously enough Booth, like

Teulelsdiockb, seems to have Imd .i “ baphometic

lire baptism ” in the streets of
#
Nottingham. Ho

bad done some service- -the injure oi it he does

not state—for the young fellfw#- with whom hu

consorted
;
they as a V koh of Aheir gratitude

presented him with a silver pencil-case, But in

doing the service young Booth had made, all

unknown to his adinners, “a bit for himself ”,

and the silver pern il case as a leaden weight

on his soul tie resolved to confess and to band

back tho gift; a devil’s mouthful for a youngster

to swallow.

Religious in a way B^ith always was
;
God,

Heaven, Ho)*, the latter perhaps in an especial

degree, were to him plain, objective realities
;
and

from his earliest days he expounded these icalitiefi

in spare momoots to any one who would listen to

him. Vet till oarly manhood no thought of a

“ professional ” career as a preacher of God’s word -

seems to have crossed his mind* he regarded

himself as a laymau, and his ambition seems to

have been to extort a decent livelihood from the

trade to which he bad been brought up, and

which, however he disliked it, he at any rate

know, From the burrow of circiuiibtuiieo emerged
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a rabbit, an Ml unconscious instrument of

destiny, ,

Good Mr. Rabbits seems to have been a

prosperous bootmaker
;
ablut all that is known r

of him is contained in a few disjected notes of his

Strange creation. “ Self-mado man. His begin-

ning, borrowed half a crown, My last interview

with him : he had just invested £60,000 in good

building estate, the anxieties connected with

which, 1 should think, helped to hurry Jiim

away ”. To young Booth Mr. Rabbits, religiously

disposed, suggested that there was work to bo

done as a preacher. “ After a careful calculation

I told him that 1 did not see how 1 could get

along with less than twelve shillings a week
II Nonsense ” said Mir. Rabbits, 4

* you cannot do

with less than twenty ”, And Mr. Rabbits

volunteered to put up ^he requisite pound a week

for three months ; thus was a crazy cockle shell

destined to grow in some strange way into an

iron-dad, launched on a very stormy sea.

^
Mr. Begbie’s account of the material events in

Booth's subsequent career is clear in the telling if

somewhat monotonous to read. Of these events

the greatest was the meeting with, and marriage

to, Catherine Mumford, the 44 mother ” and, some

think, more thab her husband the creator of the

Salvation Army. For long, Mr. Begbie tells uh,

it was cast up to Booth that ho “ lived on his

wife's petticoats ”
;
perhaps the only criticism that

he ever felt. And yet it was untrue : in London
drawing rooms Mrs- Booth appealed to an

audience that berrstormy uncouth husband could

not touch ; but he in the shadows of the East End
was wrestling all the while with sturdy demons of

vice and drunkenness of whose very existence

polite society in those days was ignorant. Husband
and wife were at last realised as a pair ideally

fitted to aid each other in the task that they had

undertaken ;
he was strength, she waB light.

As to the value of General Booth’s religious

work opinions may differ. To the educated, to

(hose reasoning in comfortable ease, his methods

of “conversion*' and the conduct of his converts are

strongly suggostive of Colney Hatch. “ A great

smash " is a phrase of frequent occurrence in his

notes : it signifies to him the welcome phenomenon
of a frenzied audience stampeding to the 11 mercy

* seat ”, or “ perfltent form Amid the outward

and visible sigfis of salvation attained were the

Vigorous rubbing by one brother of another’s head;

convinced of divine mercy a penitent leaped out

of the hall window and did an out-and home four

jaile sprint; rolling on the floor, jumping, roaring,

weeping, laughing, were circumstances of conver-

sion too common to merit any particular notice.

And yet (there was in it something more than the

extravagance of the moment : bishops, arch-

bishops, cahons, the high-and-dry aristocracy of

the Established Church, in the end bore ungrudg-

ing testimony to the solid religious result of the
44 Army’s ” work, It takes all sorts of people to

make a world, and it takes perhaps all sorts of

ways and methods to get a job of work done with

fjae harlots,pimps,bullies,drunkards of a great city.

Newman’s magic voice might have fallen on deaf

ears, his delicate reasoning might have induced, at

best, sleep ; Booth's roaring voice, his cymbals,

his
44 blood and fire ”, at any rate awakened their

attention
;
and, this once done, the 44 General’s

”

marvellous personality kept at least a very

considerable proportion of them.

Booth apparently thought more of his
14 spiritual ” than his “ social ” work. The world

will probably judge differently.
44 On the night

that he died thousands of friendless men were

sleeping in the shelters of the Army he had

founded, in his homes thousands of women
rcscuod by his pure hands from the uttermost ruin

of body and soul were praying for him. In every

continent a groat host of people were sorrowfully

telling each other that their father—the fathor

who had sought them out and saved them from

immemorial tragedy— was passing from the

world ”, 44 Darkest England and the wag out ” is

after all his greatest monument : he set up the

work
;
time alono can tell if without him it can

endure. Probably no other human being could

have accomplished the first step in this gigantic

scheme of philanthropy, the extraction from the

pockets of the British Public of the vast sum
needed to set the wheels in motion. And be the

result success or failure it will be an unfadiDg

glory to Booth's namo that the strict scrutiny,

invited by himself, of his business methods

resulted in the verdict that (1) the fund.? collected

have beon devoted only to the objects and

expended in the methods set out in the Appeal

and to and iq no others (2) the methods employed

in the expenditure of such moneys have been and

are of a business like, economical, and prudent

character, (3) the accounts of such expenditure

have been and are kept in a proper and clear

manner.

Did the perfervid evangelist, one wonders, ever

realise how mudh be owed for the success of his

undertakings, and for the fairly-won confidence of

the public, to the early inculcated rigid, business-

like, methodioalness of the pawn broker’s-shop,



77QUO VADIS ANGLO INDIA ?
By MR. A. P. SMITH .

^^HE question may*well be naked of the Anglo

I Indian and Domiciled European Commu*^
nity at this time of unrest and of changing

conditions. Indians, of all shades of political opi-

nion, of all degrees of education, high and low,

caste and non- caste, rich and poor, have awakened

to a sonse of national life, to a consciousness of

the necessity of urjity, to a consciousness of their

rights as free men in God's world. Apart frojn

the European oilieial, the 11011-official European,

whother planter, merchant or professional,though

confident of the support of the British Govern-

ment in all their work and enterprise, their safety

and their wellare, consider it their duty to

stand shoulder to shoulder and he united in

opposing, as much as possible, the introduction ol

reforms calculated to give Indians the smallest ad-

vantage over them, and in warning the Govern

merits both in India and m England of the danger

of acceding to the aspirations and ambitions of

Indians for self-determination In the opinion of

practically every European in India, a benevolent

despotism, tempered by boons and concessions of

sorts and punctuated by repression and coercion,

aldb’of sorts, is the only rule the Oriental under-

stands—and respects ! To give him Home Rule is

absolutely absurd ! And while Indian andEuropoan,

each on his side, is doing all he can to obtain every

advantage over hie opponent, Anglo-Indians look

on with apathetic indifference—alive only to pick-

ing up the crumbs that may fall their way in the

shape of some petty employment and absolutely

regardless of the days ahead and the fate of their

children.

The various Anglo-Indian Associations are

divided in opinion as# to the policy they should

pursue, and so far none has been promulgated,

although Colonel Gidney, I.M S., (Retired), F. R.

S, and, F. R. C. S., is their elected protagonist in

the Im'perial Legislative Council. In his address

at a meeting of his community in Bangalore

two months ago, Colonel Gidney expressed the

opinion that in ton years time from now, Europeans

in India would of necessity have to give place to

Indians in every walk of life. Indians, he

said, do not tolerate being called a 14 damned
niggers'' now, and they claim equality of

opportunity as a right, and the only thing

for Anglo-Indians to do was to live peace-

ably among them and to co-operate with them

without looking for preferential treatment. Colonel

Sidney's advice is sound, but curiously enough he

Advocated the continuance of European Education

an a distinct branch of Educational work, and

urged Anglo-Indians ft) enlist for training in the

European Auxiliary Force to whiph Anglo-Indians

are admissible and Indians are not. lio did not

make it clear why Anglo-Indians, as statutory

natives of India, should bo given a European Edu-

cation at the cost, mainly, of tho Indian tax- payer.

Tf^e thousands of Anglo-Indians, in the varioub

services of tho State, in professional work and in

non-official activities of different kinds—and

many of whom have made a reputation for ability

and force of character—and Colonel Gidney himself

who is an Anglo- Indian by birth and is an orna-

ment to the Indian system-^received their educa-

tion in Indian Schools. The fad of European educa-

tion is a comparatively recent introduction and has

still to justify itself. Were Europ«3ins only given

a European education, the iuct might be defended,

but the boys who are given tho European education

are all not Europeans and, according to Anglo*

India
,
tho organ of the Madras A. I. Association,

50 per cent, are pure Indians. How can Anglo-

Indians co-operate with Indians if tho policy of

the former is to enlist in a European Auxiliary

Force and cling to European, education ? The
very distinction gives rise to racial jealousy and
hatred. Colonel Gidney doplored the fact that the

vast majority of Europeans domiciled in the

country held aloof from tho
,
Anglo-Indian Asso-

ciations, Colonel Gidoey dubbed
b
them “Indian

Albinos” and said that in thfe estimation of Go-

vernment these domiciled Europeans were Statu-

tory Indians and of the same status as Anglo-

Indians.

In these circumstances, whither is Anglo-

India going ? Anglo-Indians must either look

upon themselves as Indians first and Anglo-

Indians only second and 2o-operate with Indians

in their efforts to obtain self determination,

must recognise that India is their country and

domicile, or they must consider themsojvee

Europeans—as the great majority of them do

—

in an alien land : Europeans whom the Govern
ment have classed as Statutory natives of the

country and whom the European Association

repudiate. They cannot sit on the fence—and,

as a matter of fact, a very large proportion pf

alleged Anglo-Indians are practically Indians

in all but name and religion. To sit on the fence,

dependent on the European Government for

preferential treatment and European patronage

on the one hand, and to solicit patronage at the

hands of Indians on the.tither, is not a dignified
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or s$lfrespecting position to occupy, And if opinion is that the assumption is open to doubt.
Anglo-Indians do not bestir themselves they «vill The majority of the Indian people do not wish
have to serve in a country in which, if oven now to sever t<he ties that join 4ndia and England,
they eo'Operated with Indies, they may legiti- All that the Indian people seek is self govern-
mately hope to share in ruling. ment in thoir domestic concerns, a responsibility

The reason why*tbe Anglo-Indian is politically to which, I venture to express the opinion, they
apathetic is that he has no lo\e ot country, He are equal. Even if slackness and inefficiency

cannot Glaim England as his country and he results, it is their own concern, and in a few
does not love this groat land. Is it any wonder years they will learn to excel. Be that as it

that he is lacking in patriotism, in inspiration may, 1 ask “Why dues the Anglo-Indian not
to take part in the political, industrial, recognise the claim that England recognises as

social and moral advancement oi‘ the land of his just and legitimate ? Why does he not co-

birth? Scott asked “ Is there a man with soul operate with his Indian fellow subjects in a

so dead who never to himself hath said, this whole hearted, manly way, seeking to he part and
is my own, my native land ?” Tho average parcel of Indian political parties working for

Anglo-Indian is such a^oul-less being. In sorrow the fruition of their loupes ?
M By doing so they

I say it. And this land is worthy of being loved. will deserve and. obtain the suffrages of their

Many Europeans who kno\? tho country and Indian compatriots and be able, in many import-

its people love it—perhaps as much as their own— ant matters, to shape the destinies of this country
and it is a strange phenomenon that the average and the destinies of their own community.
Anglo-Indian, living from his birth among
Indians, knows less of them than the average It seems to me thore is no other way which
non- official and official European. Anglo-Indians Anglo- India can tread. For good or for ill tho

forget that if they have European blood in their future of Anglo-Indians and that of Domiciled

veins they also have Indian blood and, in Europeans is cast in thia epuntry and to make
addition, that India is their birth place arid in India a powor in the world, to make it respected,

India the vast bulk of Anglo-Indians must live to help to keep it loyal to the Empire and to

and move and have
v
their being in the future. safeguard their future and the future of their

There is no question of disloyalty to England children by taking a legitimate and influential

involved in co operating with Indians, and in share in the Government of this country

—

working for the benefit of this land. England instead of supinely yielding to circumstances

herself recognises the
t
Indian claim for self- which will make them nought but hewers of

determination as legitimate. England says in wood and drawers of water, is the only policy

granting some measulte of self government,— little to pursue. It is a task which should inspire

as that is
—

° you are not yet lit for complete the young men of the day and guide them to

liberty and complete liberty will be granted later great achievement. Will they rise to it { Quo

on,” This may or may not be the case
;
and my Vadis Anglo-India ?

Discontent versus Internationalism
1

By MR. N. SUBRAMANIAN, b.a.

I
N the after-war struggle the beliefs and insti- * Wilsonian Fourteen ’ is reduced to an ecfjo of a

tutions of nations have either been sv* ept away disturbed imagination. Inactivity pays Germany
tor are threatened with destruction. Political well onougj) ; at least it is indemnity-proof. The

philosophers are paralysed at the discontent that Irish question is a 1 quagmire which has clogged

gains in volume and intensity. The seemly the very foot steps of progress.’ The Spa

political atmosphere of Europe hovers between Conference hopes to
1 resolve only to dissolve and

14
financial sanity and political folly.*' The very propose merely to dispose \ The fanatical zeal

seat of Leibnitzian optimism is the storm with which conscience was attempted to be

centre of revolution. America with her introduced into politics 'has served but to

proverbial democratic instinct, has kicked oil
1

the obliterate all traces of returning good* sense.

League.Thinking minds could not own the League Religion is well-nigh dead. The generality has in

is a right rnovo towards reconstruction, The a way lost faith in dogma and the formalism of

Palais des Nation* is anything but cosmocratic. form. Their religion is greed and their cult iti

From the triumphal of a war cry, the gain. A pious indifference to human sentiment#)
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an imperious hatred of feelings both national and

individual, a lofty contempt of disturbing truths,

prevails all round.
#

Amidst all this, we hear of the gains of modern

life, of what is called civilisation. Are there

losses to be counted ? Tnat would perhaps act as

a corrective to the inane self- worship which is at

once the most ill founded and irritating feature of

the age. Worst, certainly of all the distempers

of the human nfiod is that of vague idealism.

Taken up in the tide of whirling aestheticism and

almost cloying under the pathetic sweetness of

blushing expectations the spirit of Man turns

towards the vision of ideal unitv. The intodloctu.il

revolt of youth stirred by f.-iii.h in trumpet

-

tonguod progress, forks in v.»ui to attain tho

iile.il. Most of ns struggling under, the spoil of

automatic advancement are obhvious to grin)

reilitios. What with all the bloated talk of

progross, is mail more contented than ho was

before* •Are we any the nearer to the ided

brotherhood of man 1 Are we yet earnest, about

clearing our conscience of cunt in interna tion d

politics! A plausible but an emphatic 4 no '
’

meets us. Tho pessimism that accrues from

cherishing an unatt.nimble ideal trucks out nil

ambition. The idealism of a Lonin is no less

potent an influence to day than that of Rousseau

in an earlier generation. Vet the Khaki is not

all gone even with the war. The embers die not

but go on smouldering arM gathering force

Depressed nationalities resting on worm-eitcn

prestige, slumbering tranquilly on the pillow of

doubt meet our gaze every when e and stiike u^

dumb. The individual is ignored. Discontent

grows apace. The virulence of it gains rutin r

than loses its hold upon tho public mind with

the increasing disparity between the actual v.d

the ideal.
4 Every advance in human thought exclaims

tho naive historian * has brought home to us

clearly and vividly the futility of ameliorating

discontent \ * It is no use attempting gnat

changes without disturbance’. True it is that in

an age of reformation there cnntiot be anything

like prosaic uniformity. The mightiest, changes have

their reactions upon the human mind. Since

political upheavals move on the quicksands of

sooial disorder and contentment fellows

peace, the rank and file could not ho

left untouched by advancing strides in

civilisation. The French Revolution was political,

but above all, social. The revolution of 1848

was a greater convulsion than that of 1789.

"Waving the Red Flag it alarmed orowned heads

all over Europe. Tho war of 1914 brought out
alike, essential traits of discontent. It dbclosod a
conflict between Liberal and Socialistic piinciples

and 8 iw face to face the workman arid tho capital-

ist. The ‘ economic society’ to tho rejuvenation

of which Woodrow Wilson looked forward in his
“ Now Freedom” is still but a decop* ivo spectre

when we see before our very eyes the race of rent
and interest.

Few of thegre.it political insurgencies of history

are unaccompanied by racing economic conflicts.

The democratization of commerce makes the
wealthy capitalist tremble in his shoes He has no
faith * in the internationalism of trade/ Hut ho
would do well to remembef that only ‘the common
sense of commorco can rescue the world from
politicians.’ The monied few with power to make
and unmake the trade of the world seem to grow
more philosophically minded and less mindful of

other’s interest. They fear fluctuations as does

a true Hriton, tho Red Peril. This economic
domination h vs only been strengthened by jjhoso

who iebuilt tho world at Paris. The one real

charge against them iR that they raised the whole
structure of peace on the rotten foundations of

a “ Militarist Economic Imperialism.” Private

depravity has thus only bum pampered by
politic \1 debisoraont. And so far intellectual

awakening in Europe has only been instrumental

in strengthening tho hands of economists. Even
poetry has allied itself with modern science and
has left untouched the commonalty ! It has

instead of elevating, depressed sanity of judgment
and promoted selfishneis, violence and corruption.
* Eternal craft ' instead of eternal youth is

master ! The practical rovolt of tho labourer in

the field is an illuminating commentary on this

new, conquering empire of economic imperialism.

Wo hear politicians murmuring against industrial

conscription in Russia. Turn to E*st Africa uftdcr

the paternal caie of Lord Milner and you find

the old story of compulsory labour repeated.* In

Moscow conscription is rcprohonsiblo
;

but 60

days forced labour in E vst Africa is a beneficial

political necessity !

' In tho sphere of political thought, we find tho

placo of freedom as a moving ideal of liberal

schools, is taken up by the principle of nationa-

lity. The so-called policy of* the protection of

small nationalities is now rrtjognised to be a

camouflage. 4 The tyranny of self ’ in internation-

al questions has blotted out the large-hoarted

sympathy of depressed nationalities nnd

reiterated aggressive nationalism as a massive

force in politics, The promulgation of political
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principles launched with a histr,ionic faith in their

non-observance cannot deceive the world. The

fate of the Krassin Mission#brought home to all

fair-minded men the difficulties in the way of

peaceful settlement. Individual prospects of politi-

cians* merge in national need and shine out

through the beacon light of international sym-

pathies. The conventions of the Hague and the

League do but reveal the extreme lengths to

which politicians generously interested in them-

selves, are prepared to go towards the betterment

of a degenerate world.

Under the tightening grip of reviving re-

construction, Asia is growing sick of the economic

exploitation by the West, Article 22 of the

League of Nations, expressly lays down that

“Independant National' Governments are to he

set up in Asia under Native rulers and their

integrity to be guaranteed by the League.” The

policy sounds grandiloquent. Armenia, Syria,

Arabia and Mesopotamia are to he administered

on the basis of this principle. But to day Franco

has its hold tight upon Syria. It imprisons the

Moroniten and shoots the Arabs, for they do

not allow others to whip them into freedom. The
well-being of the inhabitants of lhmascus and

Baghdad which was to be a 44 sacred trust

of civilisation,” is being assured by the rifles and

machine-guns of the French and British armies.

Perhaps these are are the decencies of modern

civilisation ! The English are reported to havo

in this way accounted for 10,000 of the inhabi-

tants entrusted to their sacred care.

In all these ways the politicians of the west are

attempting to abolish power in politics.
14

If we
succeed in abolishing power, politics would become

an affair of consent,” exclaims a stern thinker. But

the age of consent is stpll dim in the horizon. Is

it worth attaining after all these illuminating ex-

periments? “ Everything in flux, nothing is stable.”

Before the abolition of power could be real in

international relations, before arbitration can take

the place of field-guns, a strong faith has to be

implanted in the minds of political thinkers. But
when still there lurks in the mighty powers a

convenient hope of national aggrandisement and

policy fails to shroud it up in mystery, there

can be peace and ,no contentment. Glory is still

the watchwor<}, “ Glory fanned by con-

quest’s crimiion wing.”

The boisterous intoxication of politics has not

a little contributed to individual discontent. The
political platform is still the recognising board of

personal merit. The cant and the breezy easy

tongue of the politician can alone win him a

thousand v victories and make him the hero of

pleasing ballads. In a Government by amateurs,

perhaps, merit is not a cheap commodity. Vet

the motto of the bill stickers in America, “ Right

man for the Presidentship, never mind his party
”

smells not a whit pedagogic. Who would have

thought that such sobriety, sincerity, calm judg-

ment could ever accrue in such an era aR the pre-

sent when good feeling iR btft a moving farce,

Such a wiRe nationalism must sound antiquarian ;

Vet it \A not without a shudder we read of the

American nrofessor who for electoral purposes,

took it into his head, to impugn the antecedents

of Senator Harding. Events and policies, again

follow the lines, chalked out by fleeting person-

alities. An adroit pamphleteer who resigns his

conscience to a vault finds his sly glances more

effective than the steady views of thinkers who
work and crack their brains. The influence of a

clever literary artificer is potent. The reigning

deities fear the quick turn of his pen. Those who
float always drift, in politics. Tho politician who
can pander to the tastes of the ciowd commands
and 4 soothes our souls to pleasures’. Such a state

of affairs is anything but conducive to the fyee

play of human ideas and healthy sentiments.

The subordination of erebd to policy is a by

product of this phenomenon. * Never mind the

feeling, talk out well,’ is the cant of the party

politicians. Keep* your foothold firm, but never

fail to look at the stars ! He exclaims almost

caught in party chains : “My very chains and I

grew friends.”

Success in politics goes not to the depressed

minority. Freedom of thought with the indi-

vidual is impertinence and originality is revolt.

A cast iron programme shrouds the very being of

a rising thinker. Conscience, then, is a back

number in the politics of to day. Those who
believe “ They are slaves who dare not bo, in the

right with two or three,” have only to condemn
themselves and curse their poetry.

The individual is left at a stage when ho has

little to love. The discontent that spells pessimism

is only enhanced by illuminating sentiments that

accrue from a new outlook and a perversion of

human thoughts which is the natural sediment

of disturbed fancies. It must take a longtime before

the average man could acquiesce in this modern

pantheon. Only with a change of outlook in

national affairs could there be the happy augury

of a 44 New Freedom
”



Extravagance in Public Expenditure
By Mr. V. G. RAMAKRISHNA IYEfc, m.a.

I
T is a cardinal principle of public finance that

in all public expenditure the true standard

is the advantage that it is likely to confer on

the people. The present method of ad ministry

tion in this country reveals a total disregard of

this sound economic doctrine. Public expendi

ture should be so apportioned between the differ-

ent heads that the public may derive the maxi-

mum utility from each.

The gross annual expondituro in our country

amounts to roughly 124 croros, the net expendi

ture to about 74 crores. The Finance Member
of the Government of India who roughly corres-

ponds to the Chancellor of the Exchequer usually

budgets in his Financial Statement for a balance

of a few croros. •

Tho chief heads of expenditure are, Debt ser

vices, military services, charges in respect of the

collection of revenue, salaries and expenses of

Civil Departments, Famine relief and Insurance,

Public Woiks Expenditure and miscellaneous

Civil charges.

Tho debt services inrtudo interest on the

o» dinary debt, and other obligations. The
National Debt is too large for a poor countiy

liko India. This is not the place to enter into

the history of tho Indian National dobt. Sullico

it to say tho national debt has increased by L'7

croros of rupocs between 11)09 and 1 9 1 3, not to

speak of the additions during the period of the

recent European War,
< >no of the largest items of public expenditure

quite novel to this country is the disproportionately

largo military expenditure. The net expenditure
under tho head of military services amounts
annually to about 32 crores of rupees or nearly

43 per cent, of the total revenue. In spite of the

frequent criticisms of Indian statesmen and
publicists against this heavy charge on Indian
revenue, the Government think it to be necessary

for “ the safety, tranquillity and interests of the

British possessions in British India”. The ques
tion of the curtailment of military expenditure
is one of the vital problems that must be faced

by the Government and tho people under tho
new dispensation, The English portion of tho
army accounts for the greater part of the expen-
diture. Is it not right and just to say that the
tirno has come for replacing a part of it by
Indian soldiers so as to bring an appreciable roliof

to the public purse? -Sir George White, Com-
mander-in Chief of India, said on one oocasion,
“ We maintain that the Indian Army does supply

U

a great addition of military power to England,
• that a part of the British is trained at the oxponHe

of India, and that the whole o£ tho men passed

into the reserve have been maintained out of the

Indian revenues”. ,

Another item of expenditure that may bo next

taken is the charges incurred in the collection

of revenue—an item described in the Budget as

Direct Demands op the Revenues. There is no
doubt that this is an absolutely necessary item of

expenditure. It has been computed to come to

about 14 crores of rupees or 18 per cent, of the

total not revonuo In England, on the other hftnd,

the charges of collection anfount to a little more
than 2.per cent, of the national revenuo. There

is room for tho practice’ of greater economy in

this matter.

The salaries and expenses of Civil Departments
constitute one of the items of public expenditure,

in which the money of the tax payer is lavished

in ufctter disregard of the wealth of tho counfry

and of tho ability of its people to pay. \V
r

,

Bagehot, tho English economist, once observed
“ The primitive notion of taxation is, that when
a Government sees much money, it should take

some of it, and if it secs more money, it should

take more of it.” This remark of Bagehot

is fully substantiated by tho policy of the

Indian Government.

There is no country in the
#
world which can

bear comparison with India in Regard to the costly

nature of its administration. During tho last

few years, the civil expenditure, has increased

more than 50 per cent. Asa matter of fact a very

large part of this increase has been due to an

unnecessary multiplication of offices and depart*

merits. As it has been well observed, the tend-

ency, especially of late years, has been to overdo

the superintending and checking system, and tfie

almost invariable remedy for an alleged defect has

been the creation of a new department or the

appointment of a special commissioner. In

our country reforms, for instance, commence
at the top instead of at the bottom. The demoralis-

ing influences of fat surpluses have enabled the

Government of India to indulge in increasing

the recurring expenditure and Jhe Government,

is now faced with the difficulty of finding out

ways and means to bolster up a timft-honoured

and effete system.

The Miscellaneous Civil Charges— territorial and

political pensions, civil and furlough and absen-

tee allowances, superannuation allowances and
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ponRions, stationery and printing, amount to about

8 crores of rupees, of which one half is speut in

England. About 27 croros ,pf rupees are annually

spent on railways, 7 (no res on irrigation and

* nearly 50 lakhs on civil works.

Retrenchment ought to be the watchword of

the Government. It is high time to divert a

considerable portion of the public funds for

education, sanitation, and social reform. The

minority Commissioners of the Weiby Commission

hwo ably stated the views o! the enlightened

section of the Indian people regarding the present

management of Indian expenditure and the

directions in which improvements may be effected

to the advantage of t^ie Indian people. It hag

been rightly observed that Indian expenditure is

not always exclusively or qven mainly governed

by Indian considerations. Firstly, the Indian

frontier policy has been adopted in furtherance

of imperial schemes of trans- frontier territorial

expansion more than for India's defence with the

consequence that India has been loaded with

indefinite and ever increasing liabilities. Second-

ly, railway extensions are forced on without due

regard to the country's needs. Thirdly, the con-

tinued concessions, in respect of pay, promotion,

pension etc., to the European services naturally

create the impression that India exists for the

services. The abnormal increase in the salaries of

the European agencies, in recent times under the

pretext of giving effect to the recommendations

of the Islingtbn Commission on Public Services

and others, the changes contemplated in the

Indian Army by the Esher Committee, the hand-

ling of the tariff question—all these rightly bear

out the contention of the Indian people that

Indian interests are often subordinated to consi-

derations of Imperial expansion, British Com-
merce, and the European services.

t*Very little has yet been done in the way of

substituting qualified indigenous agency for

foreign agency in the various departments of

citil administration. It is comforting to find at

least the necessity for taking such a step has

been recognised in the Montagu-Chelmsford
Report. As the Welby Commission observed, the

organisation and maintenance of the Indian arm-

ies permanently on a war-footing, the dispropor-

tionately large number of British troops, the

the railway, contracts and concessions to railway

companies - all these are instances of the absence

of strict economy in the spending of India’s

money.
As matters stand at present, there is no

denying the fact that more than 40 per cent, of

the total revenue of India goes out of the
country without any direct return. This is

certainly not a satisfactory * state of affairs.

India, politically free, but economically help-

leas, and enslaved, can never be happy and con-

tented. It is high time that Indian patriots and
publicists should realise the need for action in

rospecfc of not only political but also economic

freedom. India is the only country in the

world where we can realise thp ideal of economic
self-sufficiency. Any attempt to increase the

cost of administration must be emphatically de-

precated. The creation of Ministerships for

the Transferred subjects on fat salaries with huge
establishments, the creation of additional Mem-
bers to the Executive Council, the proposal to

enhance the salary of the Advocate Genera), and
various other incidental new charges on the re-

venue—all these nre no happy augury of the

future. It is sickening to reflect that the adminis-

tration of the country is being made, more and
more costly and burdensome.

The following remedies, to begin with, may be

suggested. (1) Reduction in {fan number of

officers whose duties are of a supervising, as dis-

tinguished from an executive character. (2) The
curtailment of military expenditure (,‘l) The
substitution, in a large measure, of Indian

for British agency in the administration

as well as the defence of the country. (4) No
railways should in, future be constructed or pur-

chased by the State with borrowed capital. The
debt now held in England should gradually be

redeemed. (5) The Forest Department deserves

to be abolished and be absorbed into the districts.

The Public Works Department deserves to be cut

down. The Conservators of Forests and the

Superintending Engineer* may be taken as

typical instances of over-paid supervising agency.

In conclusion, less heroic and expensive

methods should be adopted. More ought to be

done by the people and less for them, if we are

to arrest the growing demoralisation of the

country. It has become the fashion of the day,

to speak of the panorama of progress under Bri-

tish rule, in terms of the many thousands of

miles of railways which have abridged distance,

the opening of fresh markets, the rise of towns,

the growth of municipal institutions, and the

security against violence within and without. But

many of us do not care to examine the economic

and social effects of these achievements on the

silent myriads. “ Here is everything advantage-

ous to life" says India’s Gonzalo. Our reply is

11 True ;
save the means to live”.
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By Mu. R. r. PAWAR, b.a., l.l.b.

history should evoke civic spirit, m

[In the preceding article published in the December Number of the Indian Usvim the writor
explained how the study of History is related to Civics. It would be needful to know how History
should be taught in our schools and colleges, so as to evoke civic spirit among the students,— Ki>., IJ{.

j

H
ISTORY is being taught in this country with

the aid of text books which are prescribed

by the authorities. This is true in our

secondary schools as well as in our colleges. Th’e.^o

books are very carefully selected in shell a way

that they should not represent any tiling which

would bo unpalatable to the Government. Thus the

study of History becomes only one sided. There is

no discussion and freedom of opinion. As a matter

of fact History is such a subject tha^ it should ho

always opon for discussion, so that it should had
to the asdbrtion of the real causes of the past

events and their consequences. The want ot such

h scientific study of History has ltd our past

educated generations to some dogmatic beliefs.

In addition it has failed to evoke any spint of

civic rights anti i responsibilities. The minds of

the young people therefore are always ready

and willing to listen to any new inteipiotation o!

History offered from the press or the platform.

This is the reason why the young folk attend

the public meetings against the wishes of then

teachers, parents or guardians. The attendant c

at public meetings by school children and college

boys has become a serious subject not only for the

parents and guardians, but even for the Govern-

ment. The boys are often admonished as to tho

evil" effects of attending Buch meetings and they

are exhorted not to believe in anything or in

anybody unless they have come to that belief as

a result of their own*matur6 study and consider-

ation. * But this is putting a horse before tho

carriage. Unless and until the hoys are habitu-

ated to the study and lelief in things, it is

difficult for them to practise this advice
;
and

this habit docs not come overnight. It is tho

result of many days and years. It requires a

constant cultivation of it. It imJst begin in the

schools and the colleges. It must be the result

of free thinking and teaching. Thus if subjects

like History be taught in a stereotyped method,
the results are obvious. From such a study of

History, we cannot expect any good spirit of

citizenship. In this connection it would bo

highly interesting to know how History is taught
in some of the important countries of Europe and
Amerioa.

Teaching of histojiy xn France.
Before the French Revolution little was done

w'ith History in French schools. In the 18th
century the subjefct was chiefly prized as furnish-

ing necessary instruction in Government to

princes and fitting themes for tho rhetorical

essays of “ Lex beaux esj^ritsl' The Revolution-
ists although they recognised its importance
endeavoured to enslave the subject to their

cause, ottering the* history of the Revolution
itself for tho learning of the French youths. In
France there are two great groups of schools.

There are tho oJomenfcary primary schools attend-
ed by the majoiity of the population, and the
secondary schools including the L)c»es and the
communal colleges. As thei-e schools servo

different objects, the aim in teaching History also

differs
; although the main object is the training

of patiiotism. The motive of gatriotism is most
powerful.

In tho lower grades emphasis is laid on the
past groat deeds of the people, so as to* create an
interest and love in the minds of the young
generation for their mother country. In tho
upper grades the narration* of Ihe progressive

welfaie of tho people is especially emphasised.

Teaching of history jn Germany,
In Germany as well as in France the study

and importance of History were belittled till the

reorganisation of Germany, and the gradual rise

of Prussia to the position of* leadership (1870).

In Germany there are twt> principal classes of

schools, each with its own constituency, and
governed by an aim determined by the supposed
destiny of its constituents. The People’s Schools,

or the VoUmchule offer to the children of tho

common people a course of study which is

believed best to meet their needs, and which is

intended to occupy thorn 8 )earr<, from the age of

C to that of 14, or from 7 to 15 Over against

these schools stand the secondary schools which
receive the children of the mOre fortunate, and
by a course lasting from 6 to 9* years, beginning
with the age of 9 prepare them either for the

University or official, or business life. Although
the objects of the various secondary rchools differ

they may never- the-lees be grouped together
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because they agrefa in assigning a similar amount
of time to the study of History and in offering

pr&otically the same course of study with one

section of it omitted in the^6 year schools. The
attendance at these schools in Prussia is very

“small os compaiod with the attendance at the

Peoples Schools. This fact emphasises the

importance of the work dono at the People's

Schools, and yet it would bo wrong to belittle

what is done in the secondary schools for these

latter furnish the makers of public opinion.
<

History of fokkiun nations not neglected.

While teaching the history of their own nation

the history of foreign countries and its lessons are

not ignored. Dr. Rein asserts that the Germans
are in no danger of sudh narrowness for they have

a clear cosmopolitan tendency, and that the limita-

tion means only that the history of a foreign

nation will bo given whenever it thiowb light

upon tho development of Germany rathor than for

its own sake. (

4 Das Fin fit Schnljahr, ’JL82).

Another writer remarks that the studying oi

German History makes necessary the incidental

study of much of tho general history of Euiopo.

Those men argue that as it is impossible to cover

the whole field without reducing tho subject to a

mere mass of names and dates, it is important

to choose that part already interesting to tho

pupils anej^not evon all of that for fear of wreck-

ing the enterprise by tho mere weight of tho

matter. If the work of History is to have bene-

ficial results on jthe growth of character and of

patriotism the pupil ^ust bo brought into contact

at many points—with actual men, their struggles,

and their achievements, so that his judgment and

his feelings will constantly be called into activity

[Kornrumpf 1 introduction, ii-iv.)

German Gymnasium
In the classical "gymnasium (Real Secondary

Schools) it is not usual that an emphasis is placed

on the teaching of patriotism. In these schools

tho object of History teaching is to arouse in the

pujpls a respect for the moral greatness of indi-

vidual men and nations to make them conscious

of their own imporfoct insight, and to give them
tho ability to read understanding^ the greatest

historical classics. Besides this every opportunity

is seized to bring into view the social and indus-

trial development and tho settlement of tho

general condition of living and well-being of the

people. While bringing these things clearly and

impressively to the minds of tho young folks,

local history also is made equally interesting and

inspiring. *

Case in French Schools.

A similar purpose is attempted to bo served in

the programmes of the French elementary and
secondary schools, but in the instructions which

accompanied the programme of lH (
.il Professor

Levies© declared it the function of History to give

the student—a clear r ut.it -n of his dutios as a

Frenchman and of his duties as man. In order

that such an aim may be realised the pupil is to

receive an exact idea of successive civilisations,

and a precise knowledge of the formation of the

development of Fiance, including tho action and

the reaction of each upon the other, Professor

Lavisse says, no “ country has been moved more
than Franco by influences from without, since it

is a mingling of races and since at its origin it

received from Home and irom Germany adverse

elements. On the contrary no country has acted

more than ours upon the world. Wejhavo never

been, wo shall never be part’cularists. It is a

part of our profession as Frenchmen to love

humanity and to seive it. The knowledge) of

general History is then indispensable to us
”

(Lavisse 81.)

Uow MOUi 'll MU. OIVI.N TO II IS TORN

in both French and German programmes

History receives an adequate amount of tiiiio.

This is duo to the recognition of tho fact that

if the pupil’s knowledge is to he something

better than a shallow familiarity with scattered

facts, his attention must bo directed towards

historical events continuously through succioding

years, as his experience becomos broader. Ho will

in this way form tho habit of thinking historically,

and the natural interest every healthy-

minded child feels in the world events will be nour-

ished, and may grow into one of the enduring

forcos of his intellectual life, in the elomentary

schools the work with History begins with the

third or the fourth year of the child’s school life

and continues to the end. During the whole

period, the French schools give two hours n week

to tho subject, an addition to what is assigned to

Civics. Tho German schools give approximately

the same amount of weekly attention. In the

French secondary schools History and Geography

together are granted threo hours for four years

aftor which History receives between two and

thrccThours
;
about tho same time is given in Ger-

many. The Prussian plan, for example, provides

for an hour for the lust two years, two hours in

tho succeeding four, and three hours in the final

three years.
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1. -Case iron tub Goimior, of Rents

movoment to control houso rents through

I legislative action has become world- wide
^ in importance especially alter the \\ ar.

The problem of housing is, next to that of food,

the most actuto oho now in the world, and pro-

fiteering by houso-owners is more oppressive to

the community than by other traders. Hence

tho increasing advocacy to check this by control

ling the rents through legislation. It is not easy

to trace tho genesis of this idea of control,

but the following lure of argueownt seems to bo

in the main what the advocates of quell control

could possibly put forth.

Protituerihg results as in other trades hecauso

of tho tremendous disparity between the supply

of and deuland for house accomodation. While

the demand goes on increasing in geometrical

progression the supply becomes shorter and

shorter. This places practically tho entire com-

munity at the morcy of a handlul ol house

owners who can relentlessly exploit them with

impunity. This causes acute distress especially

to tho poor. The posstblo remedies against

profiteering in house rents are three
. (1) Free

individual action. The slow operation ot econo-

mic causes may bring about *an adjustment ol

supply to demand even under an in

dividualist economy. But as a rule this

method has proved ineffective and it is this

individualist regime that has produced this

economic evil. Free economic competition

under unequal conditions has led to the incidence

of all distress in the country on the poor. The

poor have been mado the scapegoat for all tho

other sections of the community to shift their

burdens on to them and to mercilessly exploit

them. 'Hence it is being increasingly felt since

the latter half of the nineteenth century that

some other remedy supplementing if not

supplanting private enterprise is necessary. The

results of private enterprise are very slow and not

all to the favour of the poor. (2) Moral rest-

raint and sympathy on the part of the owners

might operate as a remedy against profiteering,

but no hopes can he set on this so long as human
nature retains its present constitution. (3)

Collectivism is therefore advocated by some as tho

only radical remedy against all the evils of laissez-

faire* Free but unequal competition causes

grave distress as well as injustice to the poor

and considerations of socio-economic justice,

Social welfare and sympathy alike demand the

supersession of the individualist sjstem. It is

obvious that the demand for governmental or

municipal succour to the house tenants arises

out of the coliectivlstic plea.

But since the objections to the adoption of a full

programme of Collectivism are serious, the champi-

ons of house-tenants hasten to add that their plea

should not be mistaken toJbe one advocating the

adoption of complete .Socialism. Nor would they

suggest the inti eduction of full Socialism in the

case of bouses. Very few might ask for the nation-

alisation of the building trade. The present plea

is a modofct one, though it might bo Collectivistic,

None suggests that all building trade should be

exclusively carried on by the public authorities^

that private ownership in houses should be aboflsh-

ud and the Government above should lease them
out to the community at equitabe and cheap rates.

I Vivatu enterprise should not bp supplanted but

only .supplemented. What is proposed is there-

fore a limited and more beneiicient form of

Collectivist action.

But the proposal to control lents is still more
modest in scope. It is not even asked of Govern-

ment to engage itself in k/uilding, owning and

leasing out houses along with* the private builder

and owner, but only fo come to the immediate

rescue of the poor tenants who are mercilessly

and unjustly being preyed upon by private house-

owners. It is no attempt at Socialism of any

kind but a tomporary device to check profiteering.

Profiteering exists in othef trades and Govern-

mental action is indispensable in all cases, but

the form of such action need not necessarily be

that of conti oiling the price of the commodity or

the service offered, while in the case of houses

control of rent, though not the only device, is

pei haps the most profitable and successful one to

check profiteering. The position of a house

tenant, though closely analogous to that of a

wage earner, general consumer, debtor and

agricultural tenant, is very peculiar.

In securing relief against his Employer the wage

earner is not entirely dependent upon govern-

mental help like a house tenant or a general

consumer, lie can resort #to strikes which are

impossible in the case of house tenants. Thejf
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cannot vacate ‘'the houses and • hold out in the

streets refusing to enter them unless the rents

are reduced. And if they combine and refuse to

pay-rents at all till reduced it would amount to,

passive resistance against the existing civil law

of eviction. Even if labour wins over capital by

private or public effort the latter has nothing to

lose as it shifts the burdens on to the community

of consumers.

But in the case of consumers and producers

as well as house- tenants and house-owners the

mutual adjustment is self-contained and cannot

be effected by drawing upon any third paity.

If so, are house tenants strictly consume! s ? A
consumer is a purchaser, but a tenant does not

buy the bouse he goes into. If profiteering in

trades of commodities like rice or cotton cloth is

to be checked, the Government may practice

other methods than the control of prices only,

since its hold over transport and the movement of

Commodities gives it considerable powers to regu-

late the supply of them, but in the case of

A
buildings such methods are practially useless.

Tfie very existence of a general producer can bo

availed by government but builders being

neither large in number nor perpetually in

existence cannot so be dealt with. But if control

of price is the only desirable remedy such control

of the price of houses would only help the bu> ers

of thedf but not the tenants who temporarily

occupy them in return for a payment.

In this respect the tenants resemble debtors.

The distress of the ‘debtors may also be relieved

by Government in other ways than by a legal

control of the rate of interest. The Govern-

ment being the ultimate source and backbone of

all the credit power of the community can effect-

ively device other steps to cheek the vagaries

of moneylenders. Besides, the distress of the

borrower is neither*so widespread nor so peren-

nial as that of the tenants. Habitation is as

much of a necessity as food, and unlike credit,

fould ciuse acute distress if profiteered in.

If, inspite of all this, control of the interest rate

is felt to be necessary in the case of debtors, then

control of rents becomes a hundred times more

necessary in the case of tenants in addition to and

notwithstanding the possibility of other wa)s of

help available. A debt or a bouse may be taken

for satisfying the necessary wants of life or for

investing in sofhe productive undertaking. In the

latter case the burden can be shifted on to a third

party and no extra-economic restraint is jus-

tified. In the former case the right thing to do

lw a debtor living upon debt is not to restrain

the creditor but to ask the former to curtail his

expenses so as to live within his income. But
in the c;ise of a tenant who takes the house for

dwelling purposes only there is no such self cur-

tailment possible and control of rent is absolutely

indispensable. A tenant like a pure consumer pur-

chases for a price the ( use ’ of the house and
destroys it by consumption. The house tenant

differs in this respect from an agricultural

tenant .

4. Auimir/ru kal* Tenant.
a

The latter is more like a labourer and can

resoit to strikes. Tho control of land rents will

not be a far-reaching remedy to the land

problem. From all this it follows that the tenant

of a dwelling-house has no remedy of his own
against exploitation, cannot have the burden
shifted op to any third party, and Government
aid in the form of control of rents cannot bo

lightly and profitably givon up in preference to

other possible methods.

In addition to the above ideas that would lead

to tho conception of the idea of control of rents

there might also be another one supporting the

same. It is certain Ahat most of the advocates

of this proposal support it in the honest belief

that such a step is just, really beneficient to the

tenants, and practicable in action. It is diflicult

to know if all advocate such control permanently

but some at least might do so. Some others

might feel diffident as to the practicality or tho

ultimate usefulness of this device but still advoc-

ate it as an effective transitory remedy checking

unjust exploitation till supply is adequately

adjusted to demand, and also as one giving relief

to the present tenants immediately as against

relief to future tenants.

The above is in substance, apart from senti-

mentalistic rhetoric, the ftill case for the legislative

control of house rents. It is sought to be made
out that the proposal is a very modest one,

though Collectivisticin scope, but at the same time

the most effective as well as the indispensable)

way of doing good and showing justice to the

poor torants. But most unfortunately the

proposal is replete with shortcomings and a

dispassionate stud/ of the above arguments will

prove its untenability.

II. Case against the Coktuol of Rents.

A. Collectivism not Accepted by all as

Gospel Tkuth.

The advocates frankly admit their disapproval

of the present individualistic regime and state

that their proposal is Socialistic. But even now

high authorities are not certain that the
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individualist system should be definitely taken to

have failed and that Collectivism is a proved

necessity. Marshall, for instance, the doyen of

living English Economists, while he defined 40

years ago that the aim of Economics is tho

elimination of poverty, still persists in his recent

woik (National Industry and Trade) in believing

that on the whole free individual enterprise alone

makes for maximum national efficiency and

welfare. But whatever might be urged against

the adoption of complete Socialism all excepting a

very few are agreed that some Collecti viatic action

is necessary as well as useful in some well

defined fields. The problem of house accom-

modation comes under this. It may be conceded

that it cannot be solved without collectivist

action.

B. Murk Control is inadequate, inexpedient,

a^d unjust State Action.

(leant that Government should come to the

halp of the house tenants in the interests of

welfare as well as justice. In what way and to

what extent should this help be given < The

advocates of control of rents think they ask for

only a very modest and humble kind of help.

They desire neither Socialism in all trades nor

Socialism even in the building trade. But

unfortunately their proposal would in the end

I#- \d to the very results which they take care to

disclaim. The control of rents if it is to be

really just as well as successful will inevitably

necessiate complete socialism eitlior in all trades

or at least in the building trade.

As already pointed out restraint in the case

of non dwelling houses like shops or business

concerns is quite unnecessary and unjustifiable.

It will be shown later that the control of rents

would completely kill
#
the building trade by

leading
#
to endless litigation and corruption, by

making the investment on houses unprofitable,

by destroying the economic value of
4 land

*

or

site as such, by causing the house to cease to be

a free economic commodity, by putting a tax on

ignorance and a premium on dishonesty, and by

destroying all higher motive^ of house-

ownership.

If the building trade disappears, the entire

burden of adjusting supply to demand in the case

of houses falls directly and exclusively on Govern-

ment. Control thus leads to the supplanting

rftther than supplementing the enterprise of the

private builder.

Even supposing the Government is prepared

to aeeept all this burden and undertakes house

building on an extensive scale, can it really build

cheaply and rent out cheaply in an economic
sense? Of the four ingredients of the product
4 land/ labour, capital and enterprise, the Govern-
ment by nationalising* the budding trade and
house ownership would only be nationalising the
first factor. By destroying the economic 4

value*

of this factor the dividend going to its 4 share
would be saved. But that is not much. Unless
the Government takes under its control all the
othpr factors also no permanent solution will be
possible. If, say, the Government builds a house
for Ks. 10,000 it cannot charge a rent less than
Rs. 50 per month so long as the rate of interest

in the money market remains at 6 percent. But
"

if capital also becomes nationalised then it lies

with the Government to arrange for any rate of

interest, wage, rent or profit it likes. This
means the adoption of complete Socialism in all

tho trades and not merely in the case of

houses.

Justice also demands the same. Like all other

producers the house owner also offers his services

to the community in return for a reward, apd
under conditions of free competition he is allowed

to put his own value on his time and labour. If

the community rejecting this wants to put a
value of its own upon his sendees none can
question its right to do so. But the owner
might very well ask why on earth he alone of all

the rest of the producers and traders should be
selected as a victim. People like lawyers or

doctors can prey upon the community more danger-

ously than money-lenders or house-owners. The
community would not be doing justice by choosing

alone the house-owner or the money-lender for

special action while allowing all other professional -

ists to freely exploit the consumers. If this is to be

avoided national control of all production must be
set up. This is Socialism purg and simple in all the

trades and industries. The control of rents is not

thus so very 4 modest * in its results as is thought

of. If this problem of profiteering in house- rents is

to be tackled the Government cannot stop with

the control of rents. Such control inevitably

leads to othqp far-reaching steps to be taken. It

follows that if the control is undesirable on other

grounds it is better to discard it altogether and

take up other mere effective steps which cannot

bo Avoided in any case.
,

O. Control not the best Remedy aciainst

Profiteering! even in the Case of Houses,

The argument that in the case of house- tenants

the control of rents is the only sure remedy

against profiteering and thb most appropriate

form of Governmental action, is equally unsound.
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It is true that unlike debtors, agricultural tenants

or general consumers the hotfse tenant has no

remedy of his own against expolitation and

cannot have the burden ihifted on to a Hrd party.

But it is not so very true that control is more

appropriate against house owners than it is against

the other classes of exploiters. The results of

control are the same in all cases. Possibly it may

prove a more efficacious cure in the other cases.

The distress in the other cases being less

widespread, less acute and < more occasional,

this sort of control may be of considerable

relief. Control by its nature can only be of a

temporary character which suits these cases well.

It is also easier to organize And manage such

control But to speak* the truth control in every

case is a wrong cure. Profiteering is the result of a

wide disparity between supply and demand which

is especially great in the case of houses. Under

free economic competition this results in high

rents, prices or interest which cause much suffering

to the poor. The real remedy is to increase the

supply or to decrease the demand. The latter being

impossible in the case of houses the only right

remedy is to increase the supply of house

aocomodation. What is sought instead is to

artificially check the operation of economic causes

which is neither practicable nor ultimately bene-

fioial. The task of control ns will be shown is not

so light as is thought of. If the same effort is

directed rather to increasing the supply bettor

success Would attend, Both control and attempt

at building are socialistic in character. If Govern-

mental action is indispensable why not then

adopt the latter instead of the former ? It has

already been shown that in the case of control

the Government cannot stop with control merely

but must inevitably take the other step also. If

so why not adopt the latter directly and at once

and avoid all the trouble incidental to control ?

D. Objections regarding tde Mode of Control.

The real objection to control of rents is in the

impossibility of devising a successful mode of such

control. What is usually proposed is to fix a

maximum legal rent. It is no easy task to do

this. It can be set up in two ways :

A. Control by Judicial Discretion.

A. Instead of fixing a legal rent by law most of

the control might* be left to judicial discretion as

in the case of usury. This no doubt avoids many

of the difficulties besetting the former mode, but

is equally impracticable and harmful. A tenant

is more helpless than a borrower, and sinoe almost

everyone is a tenant such judicial discretion with*

out a standard would lead to hopeless confusion

and lead €o endless litigation.

R, Control by Legislation.

B. The other mode which is more popular is

fixing a maximum legal rent by legislation. It is

doubtful if this will succeed in relieving the

distress of the poor tenants.

1. Determination of tue Maximum
• Legal Rent.

To start with the determination of the

legal rate is very difficult. It cannot be arbitrarily

soleoted. If so, how is it to he calculated ? What
is the basis of calculation ¥ What items should it

include?

2. Allowance for Repairs etc.

Allowance for repairs, improvements or extensions.

The Madras Bill arbitrarily fixed this to he 10 per

cent, of the capital expenses for these extensions

or repairs. Litigation will flood in regarding proof

of the exact amount spent for this purpose.

Where no such provision is made tho necessary

repairs will he neglected and tho tenants will

suffer. A tyrannous legal rent will discourage

the construction of spacious houses. The owners
will out down to a minimum all conveniences of

habitation and would build henceforth as well

convert the existing houses into chawls to crowd
in as many farailieg as possible.

.1 Provision for Future Contingencies.

It is always difficult to make provision for

future contingencies. For instance the Madras
Bill ignore ! the case of leasing in tho future

for the first time.

4. Scope for Evasion.

The difficulties of drafting the law will be very
great, The owner can evade and defeat every
possible provision of the law and make legislation a

dead letter in practice. To give only 2 instances,

how to define 41 a house ? ” A little alteration in

the structure can possibly evade the law.

Litigation will he endless. The other instance is

supplied by a Bombay case under the Rent Act
there, where the tenant got the house for the
legal rent of Rs. 500 but sublet it for Rs. 1,110,

The law WRR helpless against him. Every owneg
can thus evade this law by benami transactions,

5. Exaction of Premiums.

Inspite of the rigours of law the house owner
by his greater holding-out power is in a position

to exact a premium over the legal rent, This
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will encourage profiteering by dishonest moans

rather than destroy it. In Bombay the

premium has become almost a normal affair.

G. A Tax on Ignorance. •

Such legal control of rents is rather a tax on

ignorance and sets a promium on dishonesty.

It goads the owners to resort to underhand

moans and they would persecute the tonants all

the more bitterly fcir thoir foolish provocation.

7. Appalling Litigation,

The litigation that results will be appalling and

the strength of the existing courts may even

have to he doublod Should the gonoral com-

munity bear the cost of all this for the temporary

and uncertain relief of a few * Sov would * lio

tenants gain anything. For, apart from being

required to pay additional taxation to meet tin*

increased expenditure of the community they

will also hnvo to pay a more droadful class of

teachers— the lawyers— ,
and this practically

exhausts ami even goes beyond what they might-,

if at all, save from the owners. The worries of

litigation will scare most of the tenants to agreo

to pay a premium, while it might on the other

side stop further construction of houses.

(!, Determination of ttie Maximum

Legal Rent.

The calculation of the legal writ should not ho

allowed to be entirely swayed by considerations

of pity. Tho house rent is not merely tho

economic 1 rent ’ of the * land
1

element i e
,
tho

site of a building, but is the price for the me of

the building covering up all the expenses of

production— tho 4 rent ’ for the site, tho interest,

on the capital expended including labour expenses,

and the profits for the work of management and
the enterprise thrown in. It is just for tho

owner to expect that the rent should cover up

all these items, if the rate of interest, 4 rent
’

and profits has gone up on account of high prices

it is necessary that house-rents also should go up
proportionately. In addition to •this tho owner
has also to recover (1) house taxes, Stato and
municipal, (2) expenses of periodical and special

repairs, (5) compensation for vacancies, (4) money
for depreciation fund and insurance fund, (5)
expenses of collection, (G) compensation for

irregular payments or losses by death or deceit

of tho tenant. The expenses are special to the
house owner which he has to incur over and
above what a money lender or one who invests

n

his money in blinks would have to do. Suppose

the saleable value of a house is Rs. 1 5,000 which

A intends to purchase by way of investment.

Instead of buying theAh(9|&e if^be loans out the

money on oxcellont house socunty he can get in

Madras an interest ranging from (J per cent, to

50 per cent. Loaving this out if he pujis tho

money in the Government of India Loan, begets

income tax free interest at G percent.—the

Mysore Loan would fetch 0] per cent.—and this

means for Rs. 15,000 Us. 75 per month. Rut

if ho buys tho house and lets it out ho has to

incur additional expenditure amounting to, say,

Rs. 200 to Us. ‘100 a year. Then, he has to get*

foi his house a rent of Us. 100 a month at a

minimum. Rut docs any ITouse owner got such

a rate now? If a house of Rs. 15,000 is charged

Us. 40—50 it will * he branded as wreckless

profiteering. It is because houseownership

stands largely on exti a- economic motives that,

the tonants are getting houses at far below the

real economic rate of rent. Profiteering, if at all

it exists, is only occasional and very rare. But

the real object of tho promoters of controf is

that for a house of Bs. 15,000 tho logal rent

should bo about Us. 50— 55. This can never ho

possible nor cquitablo so long as tho saloablo value

of the building remains at Us. 15,000. If this

could bo cut down thon the rent also could ho

cut down. It is difficult to calculate upon tho

value of the building but that of tho site can ho

handled easily. The economic vajue of the site

may he destroyed entirely or reduced to a

minimum. Thus the fixing of a maximum rout

demands a further fixing of a maximum land

pi ice. Othorwifo it cannot succeed,

L>. Maximum Land Price.

1. Its Plausible Justification on the Doctrine

of Pneabned Increment.

But it is not easy to fix a maximum prico for

land ‘Rent* proper in the economic senseis

tho return for tho differential advantage *n
fertility and situation. Tho 1 ront ’ of building

land is the differential return for situation.il

advantages only. A maximum land price involves

tho artificial destruction wholly or largely of this

‘ Rent’ element. The action can only be justified

on the famous doctrino of “ unesfrned inclement
”

Growth of population, improvement of the city,

the genoral progress of the people in the place

cause the value of house sitos to go up by leaps

and bounds for which the capital or hbour of the

owner is not in the least responsible. In fact
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unlike agricultural land the owner of house sites

does not contribute anything at all to create the

differential situational advantages. Mill followed

by Henry Geot|j^sug|fcsted the appropriation by
*

the state of this unearned increment ’ through

taxation. This holds good more in the esse of

house«sites than in the case of agricultural land,

2. Difficulties,

But the difficulties of applying this idea and

controlling the price of sifcos an3 insurmountable.

I. Impracticability of correct Calculation,

* It is impossible to correctly calculate the value;

for the unearned increment. Especially when it

is to he artificial/ controlled the supply mid

demand forces cease to operate freely and

measurement of the price is not practicable,

II. Exemptions.

This can never be applied to an ownor who has

not reaped the increment on account of recent

purchase or recent construction. What to do

wfth the tenants of all such houses ?

III. Compensation,

If this principle is to be uniform, compensation

should be accruriolo to owners of property which

is depreciating through social and oconomic

causes.

IV, Benefit to House buyers only.

" In the casc^ of houses this idoa can properly

apply to dealers in houses rather than owners

wffio let them out for rents.

V. The Doctrine Inapplicable to the

Case of Tenants,

It is difficult to know how the control of land

price gives effect to Mill’s idea. Such control

would destroy the value of the unoarned incre-

ment which is not Mill’s idei* What Mill proposed

was that the owner should be allowed to reap

this benefit in full and then the State should

snatch it from him. But the point here is that

this benefit should bo reserved to the tenants

in the shape of exemption to that extent in their

routs. But this benefit is the result of the

tenants’ excessive demand for houses, It cannot

be reserved to them unless it is realised and it

cannot be realisod unless the owners are allowed

freely to extract it from the tenants themselves.

This can bo effected not by control of land value

but by the State appropriating this benefit and
then distributing it among the tenants as bonus

or otherwise.

VI. Help to Future Tenants only.

Control of land price1 can help only future

tenants,

Vll. Destruction of the Economic Value
of 1 Sites

’

Jt is evident that a control of land prico

practically destroys the ‘ Rent ’ of site or the

value for the differential advantage of its situa-

tion and produces the absurdity of reducing all

situations to u common economic le\ol inspito of

glaring differences having natunl economic

value. Then a houso of a building value of

Rs. 1.1,000 should economically mean the same
both to owners and tenants whether it is situato

in End end or West end. Parol or Malabar Hill,

Ohoohi or Jtgmoro. Hut how to ignore the

obvious advantages of the latter places for which

tenants aio lushing to pay a puce*' The owner
is indifferent go have any tenant, but a tenant

who doires an Egmore house which he finds

occupied, how can he, since economic competition

is taken off, got into it except by the personal

favour of tho owner or the occupant ( If tenants

secure, like root legislation, other kinds of

protection against eviction then the owners also

would be helpless to oblige anybody. Then a

situation might arise compelling tho Government
itself to study the needs of ovory inhabitant and

put him in tho locality most favourable to him.

Judged by the law of supply and demand house-

sites have a value which the Governmental action

seeks to relegate to some otberial region. Mill

never suggested this. According to him tho

tenant or the buyer has to pay for this but only

tho owner is then—afterwards to be deprived of

it by tho State.

VII r, Unjitst Partiality to Tenants.

Even supposing it is possible to save this

increment to the tenants, is it right to doso^
If tho genoral community that really has* produc-

ed it should not have it, it is but right that the

owners also should bo allowed a share of it. But
how to effect tjiift ?

IX. Salk of State Land for Sites.

if the oconomic ‘ Rent ’ of land is artificially

made extinct what will the Government or the

Municipality do in transferring sites to the

public ? If the price id not to be nominal or

arbitrary how far can oconomic competition

oporato to doterinino it ? It is difficult to

decide since n maximum price exists it

increases the rush of competition, and, as
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in all cases there will bo a large number oi

persons ready to pay the maximum p*ico, it will

always be nice quotation U> decide upon the^iuction

purchaser unless lot is resorted to This will

considerably add to litigation as well ns official

corruption which always defeat a poor man against

a rich competitor. The professional house owner

will not compote here since the official blackmail

cannot bring him any return through rents,

and only those who want houses or themselves

to live in will seek totes and result to building,

Ruildmg trade wil 1 disappear, This is hamiluT

to the tenants themselves in the long run.

E I MPiU DL\( 15 OI CoNTllOl*.

If ft maximum land price is thu^ infeasible then

a maximum rent is impossible. Aj^ait from its

impracticably the runltul of rent is also impru

dent even immediaudy. It lias already been

shown tint, investment on land and houses ate

not now fetching o\on the market i at,© el

interest. It is only a very few owners that an

getting a completely adequate return covering all

the items of axpumetk enumerated above. Rio-

htoering is almost non-existent.

L A * Glass Legislation/

A*u attempt to control rents is at best only

a ‘ class legislation/

2. Lui’LUDKXT J'ltOVOi ATIO-N

,

This would bo an nnpiudent provocation of the

owners who would open out tlfeir eyes and try

to retaliate.

3. Immediate Rise uk Rent.

The unmodiato effect of control would bo the

rise of rents in every case to the economic margin

or the logul maximum, The majority of the

tenants who had escaped this by the inadvei

tan co, ignorance or sympathy of the owucis will

have to thank themselves for tho increase.

4. DESTRUCTION OK ALL IljUllEK MOTIVES Ol*

OWNERSHIP.

Traditional respect, social distinction, a safe

and permanent field of investment or the upper

middle class— it is these sentimental consider-

ations that induce ownership in the majority of

cases although the return is considerably less

than what the same investment of capital and

other items of production would fetch in other

fields. A reckless control of rents would tond

to the destruction of all those extra- economic
motives for ownership and make it a purely

business affair. This compulsory divorce of

ownership from sentimentalism is disadvanta-

geous to the tenants immediately as web as

ultimately.

HI. Conclusion

—

The Alternative to Control

ok Rent's.

In one sentence, then, the control of lents b
impracticable, stops future building, sots * up

locality against locality, class against class, the

present against the future, and is unjust to the

owners. It is a false cure. It brings in new
batches ol evils without curing the old ones. The
question for the statesman is not to artificially

bolster up tho tenants for a time but to set

himself earnestly tu the task of reducing the ever

inci easing gulf of disparity between demand and *

supply ol habitation. Control of rents can never

give permanent relief to piesent as well as future

tenants. Such ‘relief
#

is .possible only in two

ways 1

(1) by a complete adoption of Socialism in

all the trades and industries. This would at least

bo just to all the sections of the community.

Rut as this remedy is almost revolutionary in

scope it iauuot be utilised immediately. (2)

Instead oi this the State might increaso tho

suppl) ut houses by stimulating private building

extensnely supplemented by its own undertaking

tho same. Some might object even to this on

tho score that tho Statu is Tiot justified in

expending public money in tho interests of a

section. Apart from other arguments this might

bo met in other practical way. Tho State might
approprmte as far as practicable the unoarned

increment of land from the .owners and sot it

apart for the above puiposei Under a non*,

socialist logimo the economic conflict between two

sections can only bo fully solved by shifting on

their bin dens to a 3rd party. As there is no

private 3id k|jty in the caso of owners and

tenants the problem would remain unsolved. If

tho S’alc wants to solve it tjie best way would bo

by becoming the 3id party to them and accepting

their burden on its own shouldeis subject to the

above limitation, it is true this rna) not bring

relief to tho present tenants but it is difficult to

know which other devise can do so. The distress

of the tenant, is occasioned not by the owner

exclusively., It is some other sections of the

community that determine tho rate of interest

and profits which the owner himself is compelled

to accept and shovel on to the tenants. Imme-
diate relief is thus impossible in ^ny case.

The several ways in which tho State can try to

adjust tho supply to tho domand in the case of

houses caunot be dealt with lieie.



SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY
By Sir RAJENDRANATH MUKERJEE.

I
N tho past, business men were inclined to

disregard the usefulness of science as applied

to industry or accepted its benelits without
.

being conscious of their source
;
but they are now

firmly convinced that science is an invaluable aid

to the development of industry, and that the

dissemination of scientific knowledge with its

experiments and discoveries is an essential condi-

tion of industrial progress. They are, moreover,

l'ully alivo to tho fact that applied science is

nothing but the application oi pure science to a

particular problem, tho solution of which some
manufacturer has found necessary in order to

'improve, if not, indeed in some cases, to save his

business. The improvement in manufacturing

processes can only be achieved by the application

of science and the prosperity of any industry is

based on this fundamental truth. It has been

truly said that the foundation of industrial advance

was laid by workers in pure science foi the most

part ignorant of its utility and caring little about it.

It has now been generally recognised by every

business man that scientific research is an

absolutely necessary condition of industrial ad-

vancement. The progress of Indian industry in

particular owing to our lack of scientific know-

ledge of its raw materials and special problems is

inseparably bound up with the progress of

science, research and discovery. We must recog-

nise that scionco is our best friend, a working

partner always willing to work for a bare sub-

sistence to increase our profit. Scientists aie

sumetimes lookod on by business men as rather

impracticable individuals
;

but it seems to mo
that the latter do not make sufficient allowance

fur the ideals and methods of scientists. Scien-

tists and poets alike are inspiredSflby their need

for self-expression rather than the hope of making
money. Neither of* them can hope to succeed

Without originality and inspiration, and both

have, each in their separate ways, laid the human
race under a deep obligation. I would ask my
lellow workers in the field of industry to recog-

nise the value of scientific workers, both by

liberality towards the individual, and towards the

^ause of science.

Jf India is to advance commercially and also

economically, she must spend money on scientific

investigation. Softer the lesson tho Government
of India has liad during the war, there is no

doubt that more attention will be paid to and

more money spent on the encouragement of

scientific methods in oui industries. The scienti-

fic investigator should be provided with means

and facilities necessary for the proper pursuit of

his work? If scientific research is to yield the

maximum benefit to industry, research studonts

must live hi close touch with industrial condi-

tions. The gap between the laboratory and the

shop must be bridged.

Apart from the practical help and encourage-

ment given by Government, f think it is part ot

the duty of all commercial and industrial concerns

which benefit, directly or* indirectly, from

scientific research, to set aside a portion oi their

enhanced profits for the purpose of contributing

to scientific associations like this to enable its

members to ox tend their work and devote more

time to further discoveries.

This (Jongrass has charged itself with the

function gf bringing together from year to

year in a convenient form the results of the

researches and discoveries of those who are

engaged in the djflbront branches of bcience.

Sufficient funds should, therefore, be in the

hands of your Committee to enable it to make
its work known to the public, vso that any one

who takes an interest in a particular subject

may readily obtain information. Tho objects

of the Congress should be the advertisement of

its activities to the non -scientist
;

the exchange

of information between scientists, and the

encouragement of them in their several activities.

Muko clear to tho industrialist and to Govern-

ment the practical benefit you are conferring on

them and on the country generally, and they

will give )ou thoir money and their support,

fthow the intelligent public that practical work

is going on, in which their interest, though often

indirect, is always considerable
;

make them
realise what the spirit of science means, and

familiarise them with scientific methods
;

it will

be good for their minds, and will oducate public

opinion in a direction helpful to the cause you

all have ut heart.

It has been aptly said that science has its hand
on tho lever controlling the major physical facts

of our existence. The war has shown us the

way, and vve now see before us a new prospect of

unlimited possibilities of developments. The

importance of the skilled chemist has been

abundantly shown by the war which has proved

beyond doubt that the best assets of a country

are its scientific investigators and inventors, and

that wars are won not only by the strength and

number of the armies engaged but in the

laboratory and the factory. (From the Presi-

dential Address to the Indian Science Congress.)



THE MARIAN CONGRESS
BY

J? D. MATHIAS, m.a.

I
JS tho beginning ot January, Madr.m was privi

leged to witness a Congress, the liko of which

no city in Uju East has ever witnessed boloir.

The Marian Congress, as it was called, was the

first of its kind Ifeld in Asia, a fact which no

doubt explains the intense interest and enthu-

siasm it evoked among tho Catholics of all parts of

India, Burma and Ceylon. The Marian Congress

was neither a political nor a social ('ongiesH. it

was essentially a religious one, and it had for it-

mam object the giving of public honour and

glory to the Blessed Virgin Mary, thy Mother uf

Cod and also of promoting devotion to her in

tho future. • incidentally the Congress helped to

promote unity of mind and heart between nil

classes and* races within the Catholic Church.

The Marian Congress was not altogether a new

movement hi the Catholic Church. Tho fn.-.f

Congress of till' kind was held at Leghorn m
Italy in Jbi);') From Italy the idea of Marian

Congresses quickly spread over many parts ol

Europe, including France, Spain and Switzerland.

The first great international Marian Congress

was held in tho Sanctuary of A'otre l)amc <k

fourviews fioui the bth to the 8 th September

1900. The Congress was a* unique success.

Three Cardinals, five Archbishops, twenty two

Bishops, three mitred Abbots, assisted at tho

opening Session and 100,000 Catholics took part

in the festivities. Encouraged by these results,

other countries and other cities vied with each

other in holding similar Congresses, and in less

than ten years as niafly as six Congresses were
held in Spain and Switzerland. These then

were the precursors of the great Marian Congiess
hold at Madras from tho -1th to the btli

January 1921.

Coming now to the genesis of tire Marian
movement in India,—it is necessary for mo to

take the readors back to the year 1912, when
the third Eucharistic Congress in India was held

at St. Thome, Mylapore. Among the numerous
Catholics that attended the Congress, was an old

*

Sodalist of the Assumption, whom the grand

ceremony had so greatly impressed that soon

afterwards he ventured to suggest in the Catholic

Watchman the idea of holding a similar Congress
in honour of the Blessed Virgin Mary. This

suggestion was enthusiastically taken up in

Triohinopoly, which city deservos the credit of

having c.u rind through the whole of the prelimi-

nary organisation of the Congiess. All arrange-

ments to hold the Marian Congress in December
19*11 were almost ready when the unhappy war

broke out, which necessitated the postponement of

it to a more propitious tin c. The most astonishing

featuro of the preliminary work of organising the

Marian Congiess, was the eagerness of the

Catholics of India, Burma and Ceylon to make a

sacrifice in older to honour Mary. As soon as

the Hierarchy formally * blessed the devotional

enterprise and commended it to the generosity

of their diocesans, subscriptions and donations

came flowing in from all quartets, so that in less

than six months a sum exceeding thirty thousand

lupees was collected, The question of holding the

Marian Congress was again taken up in Jamfary

1920, ana at a special meeting of the Hierarchy

convened at Trichinopoly, it was decided to hold

the Congress at Madras. Aiyl judged by its

unique success I should think that the choice was

well made. The effect of the Congress upon non-

Cathoiics was surely greater than what would

have been tho case if it had been held at

Trichinopoly.

Knlike the present-day conferences and

Congresses, tho Marian Congress was intended

nut only foi the delegates but for tho masses as

well. Accordingly the prugramme was drawn up

so as to include religious services and sessions.

Foi three duya religious services wero held both

morning and evening at all the Congress centres,

which were the Congress Hall on the Island, St*

Thome Cathedral, Mylapore, Sacred Heart Chui-cb*

Egmore, St. Anthony’s Church, Pudupet, St.

Mary’s Cathedral, Oeorgo Town, and the liefuge

Church, Broadway. The Congress Hall waiTa

huge pandal in the form of a cross, richly

decorated with Pupal colours, paper flowers, llags

and bunting. It was perhaps tho grandest

pandal ever exhibited in Madras. A temporary

altar was also put up beneath the central dome

of tho panda), where tho H ol]f Sacrifice of tho

Mass was ottered. From 10 arm. to 12 noon

and from 2 p m, to 4 p. m. Sessions wore held

in English simultaneously in the four halls of

the Congress Pandal, each hall accomodating

over 2,000 persons. These Sessions were presided
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over by Bishops a!id papers were read on twenty

one different subjects, covering ,a wide range oi

activity of Catholics within the Catholic Church,

The subjects were properly discussed and resolu-

tions thereon wore passod, which were proclaimed

on the closing day of the Congress. At the timo

when the English sessions woic going on in the

Congress Hall vernacul.u sessions were conducted

by celebrated pieachers at the other Congress

centres. The two most striking events of the

Congress were the opening ceremony and the

closing ceremony. Interring to'the former event

the Times of India said,
4t the Marian Congress

brought together the largest number of Catholics

ever seen in India. There are o2 Catholic dio-

ceses in India and 24 #1“ them were repiesented

by Archbishops and Bishops, whilo the remainder

deputed Vicars Geue»:«l to represent them. That

there are some erudite and eminent scholars

among these ecclesiastical dignitaries is evident

from the inaugural address delivered by the Most

Rev, A. Goodier, S. J., Atchbishop of Bombay, at

the opening sossion. He is reported to have im-

pressed the large audience by his eloquence and

the masterly disquisition on the Christian religion

and its wonderful influence in all the countries of

the world, including India”, The Marian Cong-

ress terminated on the night of Gfch January after

a great procession and pig^ant representing the

glories of Mary, in which about 40,000 Catholics,

300 priests and 24 Archbishops and Bishops

participated. The various parishes of Madras

assembled on the Mfuina. Each parish contri-

buted some item t& the pageant. There were

about a dozen of these pageants. The Delegate

Apostolic who was the President of the Congress

beaded the group of Bishops all attired m full

ecclesiastical vestments and wearingjpmibres. The

procession was such as was never witnessed in the

annals of this country. It created a great im-

pression upon the many thousands of spectators

who witnessed it. The closing service was then

held in the Congress pandal. _

The brilliant success of the Marian Congress is

to be attributed to its splendid organisation. The

whole Congress Committee was divided into

General Executive Committee, Reception and

Accomodation Committee, Religious Ceremonies

Committee, Sessions and Subjects Committee,

Illumination and "procession Committee and Press

Committee, These Committees had been working

vigorously from June to December and the Sec-

retaries of these Committees who had spared

themselves no pains to carry out the duties

entrusted to thorn, deserve special congratulations

on the success of their efforts.

Booking* back on the Marian Congress which
was a magnificent demonstration of their Faith

and devotion \;o the Blessed Virgin Mary by the

Catholics of India, one would observo that for the

first time hn men wove privileged to confer with

ecclesiastics in open Congress regarding the

position of the Catholic Church and tho ways and

means of pi emoting tho spiritual as well as the

material welfare of Catholic?;. The Marian

Congress gave an opportunity of sftbwing to the

outside woild the strength of Catholicity in India

and it also frittered unity and better understand-

ing between Catholics of all classes and races freon

all parts of India, Burma and Ceylon. The
first great meoiii«gof Catholics on that memorable

occasion indicated also the possibility of Catholic

Conferences in the luture. As a matter of fact,

taking advantage of the presence of i-o many
leading and representative Catholics fiom all over

India, an informal All India Catholic Conference

was held in Madras on the second day after tho

Marian Congress, it was to have been hold m
the Congress Pandal itself on the* day following

the Marian Congress but the tiro that burnt down
the pandal with all its fittings on the closing

night, of the Congress, rendered that impossible.

The fire, as most people are aware, was caused by

a spark from a rocket, that dropped on tho

inflammable material of the pandal during the

firework display i\t the close of the Congress,

It is, however, consoling to note that there

was no loss of life and that the material loss was

covered by insurance.

The Marian Congress was voted a brilliant

success, the fire notwithstanding, and it was
characterised by peaceful pnd orderly behaviour

of thousands of peoplo for throe days, a foaturo

so rare in the Conferences and Congresses

of the present day. The Marian Congress though

not annual, will bo held as often as it is found

necessary but its venue will change, so that

other cities also will have a chance of celebrating

it in due course.

4H M.K. Gandhi: An Indian Patriot in South Africa. With
an introduction by Lord Arapthill. Price Re. 1. To
Subscribers of the “ I,it/* As. 12.

Indian NationalJEvoIutloit. By Amvioa Oharan Mazura-

dar. NewEdn, Es. 3, To Subscribers of "Mi." Rs. 2-3.

G«A. N atesan& Co., Bunkuratna Chetti Street, Madras,



State versus Company Management of Railways

(T\ AILWAY constyuctioh began in Ifiriia about

Fh 1850 amt was carriid on for a number o!

years through the agency ol joint stock

companies under contracts with Government and

with English incorporations and sterling capitals.

The companies were given a guarantee of 5 per

cent, on their capital outlay with half the surplus

profits in addition. The terms of the guarantees

usually imposed a considerable and unsatisfactory

burden on theJLndian revenues. About 1870 the

movement for State It always began and in 187!'

the Secretary of State limited construction from

borrowed funds to such works as migh f he ev,»r !

r m

]

to \iold sullicient profits to onvm* I bo Intel • '

t»n tho capital ouMay. it was mILTu .1 v<ih»d » .

.

in ^\;ko the aid of private c-pid ag tri
,

an 1 t

number of compiuios hue been Started m
1>D, the thijyd pound, the f.*nn r

; of their outiM •

\ v
f U the State cxh.bilmg a great \.nii'»y m

c )iiiliw>ii-.# All tlm old pinr.intced bnt-s h.oo

been pmebased by the S" »tc by means of ionm
i.ihlu annuities

,
but on tin* other hand many i

’

the railways corwti m*tod a:nl for sometime woiked

by the State have Ineu based to companies or to

lines owned iu*d worked by IMative States,

From the bojinmug Government controlled Hi*

oompanies t.htough its consulting engineers. In

18117 was organised the Railway Branch of the

Public Works Department which included an

export secretary and three export- deputies, Linl

Curzou carriel out u change of system as tin*

result of wlroti a Railway Hoard of :i chairman

and two members with a secretary was formed in

190.5 The Board prepares the programme ni‘

railway expenditme, di-vus-ws tho railway policy

and has administrative dat es like the construction

of new lines by' St ttif agency, the settlement o!

disputes botwoun linos etc
,
as well as a genet a J

supervision over the woiking and expenditure of

companies’ lines.

For more than ten years past, the question of

State management of railways has been seriously

engaging the attention of tho public and brought

up before the Legislative Council many a time

Mr. Gokhale in 19 10, Sir V’. D. Thackersay in

1912, Mr. 0, Vijayaraghava Acharya in 1914 and

Sir Ibrahim Rahimto ala in 1915 raised questions

advocating State management. Several comm uni-

oations were issued on the subject by the Rail-

way Board and the answers to
¥
& question niro

issued by the Board in 19JG showed us tho fact,

that opinion was divided, but largely in favour of

State management. Company management in

India is not like that iq other countries and it has

here no risk ot responsibility f( r Jin »r ci.tl usults,

In tho years I i) 1
7— IJ) tlmre were vaiious motions

made in tdio Indian L^iidative Gounod to telco up
tlv* Eist Indian Railway und^r the State when
its lease shoui I expire, to examine into tho
working of tho Riilvv.ay Act arid other rpiclstious.

RaiSdieh ( 'umdrik-i Prasad, in the current

number of Tho Joar'i d of the Indian, Economic
Society examines tho whole question on its broad

prii (‘iplc of tvnori ! application in greffct detail

and besides gives us the bent fit of hi.s experience

with regal d to the lo.son learned by India itflfdf

from rail wav companies ||o sums up the

disadvantages to the Sfcftc of the company
management id' the Indian Stale Hallways as

ioUows. •

(a) Shite inanagemeut is amenable to the Govern-
nn nt in India and indirect!)' to tho ropreaenta-

tuosof the people. But company management
is not so.

•

(
h
)
The former naturally works in tho interests

of tho public, while the lattc-r aims at profits

only.

*

(«) Treatment of Indian passengors and traders

is generally better on Statc-miinagod than on
com p.my- worked lines.

{d) The profits made are, in tho former case,

entirely used for the public byruditror towards the

reduction of taxation, while the profits made by
tho companies a^e divided between the Govern-
ment, and tho abate holders of the companies.

(e) Government are much better able to obtain

expert men on better terms than the Companies
;

and in fact the latter usually employ Government
experts on higher emoluments.

(/) Government, can obtain loans on cheaper

terms than companies.

(g) Company management is partial to

Europeans in service to tho dotrimont of tho

children of tho soil.

(h) Under Government management ii regulari-

ties and complexities like complicated tariffs of

rates and fares, anomalous and varying rates for

goods, luck of carriage and waggon stock experi-

enced by individual companies on occasions of

fairs etc and longei haulago of goods by circui-

tous roads would bo avoided.

(t) Frequent unreasonableness of companies

under tho present management.
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If all State railways were managed by the State,

there would be uniformity and economy as

regards administration, one^ simple tariff of rates

and fares and a uniform classification of goods, the

removal of block rates quoted by one administra-

tion against routes served by other administra-

tions, if great reduction in working expenses,

advantageous concentration of surplus rolling-

stock on occasions of fairs and rush of goods

traffic, reduction of higher salaries, greater

employment of Indians in the higher grades and

abolition of tho hire system for rolling Htock

interchanged betsvoen separate administrations,

The Government help to industries would become

more effective, first |jy pi icing large orders for

railway requirements in the hands of Indian

producers, by giving # Iow
t

rates for nascent

industries and doing like things.

In India, unlike as in [ Europe and America,

there are hardly any competitive linos and care

has been taken not to build such lines. Moreover

Government management is not more expensive

thsfn the present system of company management
whore the company has no risk or responsibility

for financial results and Government either finds

the capital or ^guarantees the interest. The
present Itiilway Board has completely failed to

meet the requirements of the public. Tho
Industrial Commission has drawn attention to the

absence of representation on the railway bodios

of the provincial departments of commerce and

industries and of British and Indian commercial

bodies. The Commission recommended the

appointment of a commercial •membor in the

Railway Board, Mr. Chandrika Prasad suggests

that the railways might be divided into convenient

groups each placed under a Provincial Govern-

ment which can administer the railways in

its jurisdiction far better than a central board

at Delhi or Simla, and look to local require-

ments much bettor and besides secure for the

provincial revenues a share of the surplus profits,

Moreover, experts like Major Gordon,

Sir Guilford Molesworth and others of a like

reputation have been consistent advocates of a

system of State railways. * Lord Lawrence,

Viceroy, wrote as early ns 1867 that the history

of the actual operations of the railway companies

was bad and extravagant and that equal efficiency

would be secured under direct Government
control as under joint-stock company manage-
ment. In all the continental countries of Europe
Government railroads could boast of having given

better service and lower rates to the travelling

and shipping public and bettor pay and better

conditions of labour to thei^ omployees than have

the company railways of the same countries. We
have irrefutable evidence that the Companies have

not at all treated India fairly and they have in

some respects grossly mismanaged affairs. “ We
should however welcome companies if thoy should

build new lines with their own risk without

calling upon the general tax-payer to pay for

their enterprise.
M

*

' After so many years of persifltent agitation

the Secretary of State has at laRt appointed a

committee to inquire into tho working and tho

administration of Indian railways, so as to adopt

for the future either State management or com-

pany control tor railways owned by tho State.

The Committee is presided over by an eminent

Railway expert (Sir William Acworth) assisted

by five European and three Indian members
viz,

9
Sir, R. N. Mukherji, the Hon. Mr. V. S,

Srinivasa Snstrinr and Mr. Thakurdoss. The
proportion of Indians i^ not satisfactory as the

questions at issue affect Indian interests so

fundamentnllv. The terms of coforcnco of tho

Committee include the consideration of the

system of control to ho oxoroised by the Govern-

ment of India ovor the railway administration,

the financing of railways in India, Government
control of rates and fares and the settlement of

disputes. The Committee has already done pnrt,

of its preliminary work in England which in

itself is a suspicious circumstance. The Chair-

man’s predilection appears to be against State-

management so far as can bo soon from his book
published last year~ historical /Sketch of State

Railway Ownership . We hope that the hardships

suffered by all classes of Indians, passengers,

traders, promoters of indurtry, railway employees,

will be brought in all their intensity before the

Commission and proper remedies found.
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INDIAN LABOUR PROBLEM
BY

. Professor R. BURNETT HURST.'

•

[A. striking feature of our industrial civilization is the development of Labour organisations all the

world over. Till recently labour was weak, unorganised, and consequently powerless. In the

West it has to day become fully conscious, has organised itsolf and is excercising its newly earned

power with increasing effectiveness. In fact, the political and economic life of the western world

is largely conditioned by the attitude of labour towards Capital. For the menace of “ direct action
"

is becoming a poto r^fc cause of world unrest. In India labour is bound to grow strong with the

increasing consciousness of its potentialities. Tbo lesson of tho West will be lost upon us if we are

in no way guided by its oxperionces. Only the other day tho International Labour Conference

passed some important resolutions which are being considered by the Government of India with a

view to adapt them to the requirements of this country. In the following paper prepared for the

Indian Economic Confeionco at Allahabad Prof. Hurst indicates the lines on which legislation

in this country should bo dirocted «and ho rightly points out that “ no amount of international

legislation can bo a substitute for tho framing

MP^HE International Labour Conference which

I met at
# Washington in October, 1919

drafted cortain conventions and recom-

mendations Which have been submitted to the

nations forming the International Labour Organi-

zation of the League of Nations for ratification.

India boing a member of tho .League of Nations

was represented at tho Conference. Accordingly

the conventions, etc., have been submitted to the

Government of India and the Board of Industries

and Munitions have circularized the Local Govern-

ments and t.he Chambors of Commerce for their

opinions. These are now being received by the

Government of India and it is proposed to amend
the Factories Act at the forthcoming session of

the Imperial Legislative Council.

It is especially opportune for a representative

gathering of economists in this country to give

expression to their opinions bofore legislation is

initiated. With a view to promoting discussion

and eliciting certain definite expressions of

opinion, I* propose to state, in the course of this

paper the main draft conventions, to indicate the

extent to which these conventions can he adopted

and further to suggest other labour laws which

should at an early dato find a place among the

statutes of India.

The conventions and recommendations of tho

International Labour Organization may bo

summarized under the following main heads :

—

1. The limitation of the hours of labour to

sixty in tho week.

2. The establishment of free employment
agencies and an effective system of unemployment*
insurance.

3. The regulation of the employment of

women before and after child-birth.

J3

by India of her own labour laws.” Kd . /./?.]

4.

The prohibition of night work for women
and young persons.

.
r
>. The prohibition of the employment of

children under twelve years.

Those to apply to extractive industries, trans-

port, ship- building, generation and transmission

of olectricity, constructional Work, and industries

in which articles are inendod, repaired, altered,

manufactured, etc. »

Other recommendations include tho protection

of women and children against lead poisoning, the

prevention of anthrax, etc.

At the present time the only act concerned

with the regulation of the employment of

industrial labour in India is the Indian Factories

Act, 1911. This Act applies to any premises

wherein or within the precincts of which steam,

water or other mechanical power or electrical

power is used in aid of any process for or

incidental to making, altering, repairing,

ornamenting, finishing or otherwise adapting for

use, for transport or for sale aby article or part of

an article employing 49 or more persons. The
Indian Mines Act (VIII of 1901) empowers rules

to be framed for the prohibition, restriction and
#

regulation of employment of women and children

above or below ground, but no rules have been

frained.

The proposed contentions are for tho most part

to include many industrial undertakings which at

prosent are not regulated by either of the above

Acts—mines, railways, docks, etc. For this

reason, the Government of India pfopose extend-

ing the provisions of the Factories Act to

establishments employing not less than nineteen

persons, and to empower Local Governments to

extend the Act to factories employing not less
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than ten persons whother they use power or not.

While the neod of control and regulation of nuiall

industrial establishments is undoubtedly of groat

importance since the wowt abuses of sweating, ill

ventilation and bad sanitation exist in such

concerns, yet until Government is prepared to

greatly increase its staff of factory inspectors and

carry out more frequent inspection of factories,

mere legislation will be of little avail. As matters

stand at present, even with the factories which at

present fall within the scopo^of the Factories Act,

large numbers remain uninspected, especially in

the Punjab, Bihar and Orissa, and Bengal. While

strongly supporting the suggested course of action

of the Government of India that smaller

industrial concern*should also be subject to the

provisions of the Factories Act, unless this is to

be accompanied by* a ‘large increase in the

inspectorate, T feel that it would bo not bo wise

for the existing body of inspectors to have to

shoulder additional responsibilities.

Sixty Hour Week.

» The first proposal of the International Labour

Organization is the establishment, so far as India

alone is concerned, of a sixty-hour week.

For all other countries, excopt Japan, China,

Persia and Siam, a forty-eight hour week is pro-

posed. The Indian Factories Act limits the

hours of labour of an adult male worker in a

textile factory to twelve hours per day with an

interval of at least half an hour after evory six

hours’ laboifr. There is no limit to the working

hours of persons employed in non-textile

factories.

Actually we find that whereas in many parts

of India the maximum, the twelve-hour day —is

being worked, a large number of textilo factories

are alroady working a sixty-hour week. In

Bombay, for instance, since the mill strike of

last January, a sixty-hour week has been in

operation. The results of the change from a

twelve to a ten-hour day have not been unsatis-

•factory. While the total production is not as

great as under tho longor working day, production

has in no way fallen in relation to tho decrcaso of

the working time. A pipninent mill-owner

recently remarked that mill-hands are now more

onergotic and are producing in ten hours what

they formerlyproduced in eleven. Even before tho

sixty houi d«y was adopted in Bombay, several

textile concerns in South os well as in North

India had adopted the ten-hour day and found it

satisfactory from the standpoint of both employ-

fire and employees.
^

In Bengal the practice among tho jute mills is

to work a peculiar shift system. The system is

peculiar to Calcutta aild somewhat difficult to

explain in detail, but under it tho great majority

of the general workors, including almost all the

women, work from 8 to 9 ! hours only, or about

an average of nine hours daily. In hour in the

jute press- houses is by piece work,' tho men
coming and going as they please,

Turning to non textile establishments, no

f
limit to the number of hours worked is laid down
by Government. This is obviously an unfair

distinction. If abuses are not to he tolerated in

these concerns, it is essential that tho discrimina-

tion between textile and non-textile factories

should be swept away and a sixty- hour week
made uniform in all industrial establishments,

with certain exceptions. Wo find, for instance,

the Calcutta papoi -mills working on two twolvo-

hour shifts. On the other hand,\n tho Calcutta

engineering workshops, the practice is generally

to work H\ hours on five days of tile week and fi

hours on Saturday, Sunday being a holiday. On
the tea ostates of N.-E. India, factory work is

carried out from Mry to Novembor. The hours

of labour for this work are irregular and depend

on weather conditions and tho amount of kaf to

be manufactured ; but not being a continuous

process, the hours of work embrace considerable

periods of standing by. On tho average, the

hours are not more than 7 to K daily. During

wet, weather btbour is worked by shifts and the

hours are long»3i\ In the coal-fields, the miner

works as ho likes. Ho is paid piece- wages and he

generally stays down until he fills two tubs,

There is no regulation of hours at all.

J am of opinion that tho sixty-hour week
should be introduced and applied to all factories

employing 20 or more persons, to minos, railways

and docks, but that in tho case of the miner

definite shifts should bo laid down.

Unemployment.

That India must work out her own labour

code is no more strikingly shown than in dealing

with the qiwstion of unemployment. The exist-

ence of the joint- family system and tho ready

aid of a caste fellow in casos of lack of employ-

ment do not necessitate a poor law system or

call for schomos of unemployment exchanges and

out of woik benefit. The problem of under-

employment and unemployment as it is known in

Britain, the United States and the Continental

countries is unknown in India. The nearest

approach to it is to be found in the employment
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of casual labour in our ports and chief towns but

the methods of recruitmont, of dock labour in

Bombay, for instance, is far more satisfactory in

its rosults than the system which gives rise to

large masses of unemployed at the Lofidon and

other docks of Great Britain. The persistent

cry of factories and workshops in India, on the

other hand, is for more labour. The problem in

India is not so much one of unemployment as

the scarcity of labour and the best means ot

recruiting fresh sources of supply to meet the

increasing demand. Under these circumstances

theio appears to be no immcdiato need foi

agencies to cope with such unemployment as

exists in India and the convention concerning

this subject should not bo ratified by t[ie Govern
ment of India. •

Km i'j ,0V .MEAT oi Women jhuh;i: ani^ai'ier

# Cmu>-iiiin ji.

A grave omission in the framing ul tin

Indian factories Act is that it made no piuvr-ion

foi the regulation oi the employ ment ol womcii

bo lore and id’ ter child biith. Theio is no dou'nt

that one ol the causes oi the heavy infantile

mortality among the children of woiking women
is that the women are frequently employed almost
up to the time of their accouchement. Disgust-

ing eights are unfortunately to bo witnessed oven
in those days when, for instance, a woman i

delivered ol a child at the factory gates or in the

factory compound. That such a state of affair.-

is allowed to continue is a disgraco. The pi opus
ed convention meioly lays down that ‘a woman
shall ha vo the right to leave her woik if she

produces a medical certificate stating that hei

conlinement will probably take placo within six

Weeks.’ To any one who is acquainted with the
lifo and habits of the vannan woiker in India, it

must be apparent that this clause, would bo
nothing short of a 4 dead letter. ’ AVhat Indian
wornon worker would in the first placo take the
trouble and go to the expenso of procuring a

medical certificate ( Whenever she wants to

leave her work, she just stays away, What is

more essential is that she should btf compelled to

stay away a stated period before her confinement.
While this would be extremely diflicult to accom-
plish under existing circumstances, yet if a

scheme for the payment of maternity benefit for

one month beforo and one month after confine-

ment were introduced, this would in itself

encourage women to temporarily suspend their

work at mills. A careful actual analysis of

the cost of such a scheme would probably provu

that it would not* bo so costly as* may at first

sight appear. ,

While it is oxtiomoly diflicult to enforce

absence Lorn a factory befoie conlinement, it

would be u comparatively onsy task to prevent a

woman engaging in work immediately aftei hoi

confinement. The compulsory notification *
of

births provides an easy means by which mill

managers may be informed of the accouchement of

any yl their employees. Further the very harm-
ful practice of allowing wornon to bring infants

and young cbildien into tho working rooms of

factories, a pi action which I stiongiy condemned
in my papm last year, should immediately be
stopped. It is to be hoped that a provision

against this practice will lie a •foaturo of the new
h actorio*. Act. A mother will then be compelled
to remain at home to n*u\soTier new born infant

or to employ a nurso oi foster mother, tho latter

being unlikely.

Prohibition or Mu,in Work
Night woik in factories by children under age

is already prohibited by Miction 23 (b) of the
Indian factories

(
Act whiclr lays down that no

child s- l-all be employed in any factory beforo half-

past, live o’clock in the morning #or aftor seven
o’clock in tho evoning Section 24 (#») similarly

prohibits the employment of women at night.

Section 27 of the Act permits women in ginning
and pressing factories to bo employed at night
and tins frequently gives riso to grojjt abuses. It

is in these seasonal factories *that tho groatost

evils exist im
,
owing to tho scnfteied distribution

of the tactoiic inspection is ii regular and
infrequent because of the difficulties of carrying it,

out. As st if.nl in my paper last year, cases have
been recorded where ginning- factory managers
have been convicted for working their women
J,aboilm is for twenty-four hours. Prosecutions

for bit *dies of the law when detected havo little

detening eU’ccts, as tho fines aro light compared
to tho gravity of the offences committed. Thore
is no reason why seasonal factories should receive

rtny differential treatment, in the matter of tho
night employment of women. Section 27 should
accordingly be deleted.

The Prohibition of the Emi loyment oi

Children under 12 \jsars.

Thu Draft Convention fixes the. minimum ago
of employment of children at fourteen years foi

all countries except India and Japan, For India
it is laid down that children under twelve years

shall not bo employe^ in
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(1) Factories working with power and

employing more than ten persons,

(2) Mining, quarrying and other extractive

industries.

(3) Kail transport and at docks, quays and

wharves.

Existing legislation in India fixes the age of

employment in factories at nine years but even

this limit is in practice lowered owing to the

difficulty of ascertaining the correct age of a child,

owing to children obtaining certificates of
r age

before they are entitled to them. Seasonal

factories are frequently found to employ children

under age.

In mining no restriction on the omployment of

children is made. According to the Indian Mines

Act, a * child ’ means a person under the age of

twelve years and the Governor-General is em-

powered to ‘prohibit, restrict or regulate the

employment of children either below ground or on

particular kinds of labour where such employment

is attended by danger to the life, safety or health

of such,* • .children \ But no use has up to the

pfesent time been made of this power. According

to the latest availably statistics, there were 681

children employed below ground and 2304

children employed above ground in coal mines in

1918 . These numbers form 5 per cent, and

3'5 per cent, respectively of the total numbei of

persons employed below and above ground. It is

not likely that a restriction on the employment of

children at mines would seriously allect the

amount of work ddne, When it was proposed in

the nineties of °last century to prohibit the

employment of children under the age of ten

years below ground in any mine, the Committee

of the Indian Mining Association objected to the

proposal on the ground that the exclusion of

children from mines would involve the mothers

remaining above ground and that this would

cause the fathers to strike work. Eventually the

proposal was dropped.

Aprojm the draft conventions, the Committee

of the Bengal Chamber of Commorce are of

opinion that the scope of the conventions should bo

narrowed and applied only to factories as defined

by the Factories Act and possibly to the coal

mines. They consider that nine years is not too

young an age foy children in India to commence
work and that more harm would be done to allow

them to run loose in crowded mill-areas than to

keep them engaged in their present employment,

They hold the view that until compulsory

pducation is applied to all closes of children, the

minimum age limit of children should not be
raised but that the six hour day which is at

present, compulsory for*children (between the

ages of nine and fourteen) in textile factories

only, should be applied to all factories.

While there is much to be said for the view

that other employment must be found for the

children reloaded from industrial employment,

this cannot be used us an argument to justify the

health of the children being damaged by employ-

ment inside factories and below ground in mines.

So long as the employment is in healthy open-air

surroundings such as in building operations, at

docks, on railways, etc
,
such employment may

at any rate for the time being, be tolerated. But
1 do not share the view of the Chamber that nine

years is not too young for children to commence
work in industrial establishments in India. The
Collector of Bombay, who may be rogarded as an

unbiassed person, in hiH note oh the Bombay
Factories Report for 1918 advocated the raising

of the minimum age for employment in mills

from nine to twelve. The Indian child is poorer

in physique than his Western brother and ho has

to work under moro toying conditions, climatically

as well a.^ industrially, than the European child,

yet the age-limit proposed for the lattor ie»not

twelve but fourteen. If any thing, it may be

said that the W ashington Conference has erred on

the side of leniency with regard to fixing the age-

limit. On the whole, the best attitudo for India

to take with reg&rd to this draft convention is

that it should be ratified in so far us it relates to

factories and to labour below ground in mines

and quarries but that until such time as compul-

sory primary education is established in industrial

areas, the terms of this convention so far as it

relates to railways, docks, and open-air employ*

ment should not be ratified,

This concludes the first portion of my paper,

viz., a discussion of the various proposals made by

the International Labour Organization of the

League of Nations,

It is now for us to consider whether apart from

the above proposals, the existing Factories Act

should be amended. Utilising my paper on
1 Industrial Betterment ’ as the justification for

making these suggestions, I intend merely to

outline my proposals.

The Factories Act should be amended so as to

provide that :

—

“ (a) Every factory must have a rubber tyred

ambulance Btretcher which must be kept in a good

state of repair

;
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(b) A first-aid chest must be provided in each

department of a factory. Chapters 8, 9, 10 of

the Indian Manual of First-Aid should be printed

and hung up in prominent places in factories.

While it would not be possible to# legislate on

the subject, (Government might urge employers to

adopt the following suggestions in order to

minimize the risk of accident and to facilitate the

immediate treatment of injured persons.

—

(1) The instruction of all new employees on

safety lines, and tho encouragement . of

suggestions by employers as to methods of

preventing accidents.

(2) In those industries whero labour is sulh-

ciently intelligent and educated the establishment

of safety committees aro formed of reprosenta

tives of workers and of the management. At Port

Sunlight the result of safety- first-organization has

been the reduction ot accidents by f>() per cent in

1917, a further 12 percent, in 1918 and by
') per cent, in 1919.

(8) The encouragement of first-aid classes

among the foremen and more intelligent of the

workmen,

Government may well* take the load in this

matter by establishing such a safety first organi

ution in Government printing pressos, State

railway workshops, etc.

(c) Every factory must provide a mossing

place, its size to bo determined by Government

and to vary in proportion to the total number of

employees in tho factory.

(d) Every factory employing women- workers
must provide a creche in tho charge of a proper ly-

(jualified nurse.

(c) In cases of deliberate infringements of tho

law and where broaches of the Act are not the

result of carelessness
#
or neglect, the agent and

employer, occupier or manager of a factory should

be held jointly and severally responsible and

should be held criminally liable for such acts.

(f) ^he limit of fines which at present is fixed

at two hundred rupees should be raisod to one

thousand rupees and a term of imprison-

ment not exceeding two years. #

The amendment of the Factories Act, however,

will be of little avail unless it is accompanied by

a great increase in the staff of inspectors appoint-

ed under the Act, There is also an urgent need

for the appointment of women inspectors for

factories where women are employed.

So far we have confined ourselves to a

consideration of the existing labour legislation

and amendments that appear essential in view

of the deliberations of the In toi national Labour
Conference and the existing conditions of etu

ployment in factories here. Apart from this,

new lines of labour legislation are under consider-

ation as a recent speech of Sir Thomas Holland
indicates. They are :

—

(1) Tho logal recognition of properly^ consti

tilted trade unions;

(2) Workmen’s Compensation ;

(8) Tho establishment of conciliation and
arbitration boards

;

(4) The establishment of Whitley Committees,
Dealing with each of thc.^e in turn, briefly,

let us consider the legal recognition of trade

unions. Tho last two years have witnessed the
rise and spoiadic growth df a largo number of

self termed ‘trade unions,’ The initiative in

forming thoso smaii grbups of woikers (for in

most cases they are comparatively small) has

been taken by politicians and lawyers. Owing to

the ignorance and lack ot education on the part

of the workers it is not suf prising that the

organization of thoso bodies has como from
1 without ’ rather than ‘ within

; but while this

was inevitable it is to be deplored that social

workers did not take the initiative but that they

have allowed the lawyer- politician class to capture

and control these bodies. A feature of many of

thoso so called * unions,’ is the absonco of any
rulob (at any rate any printed and published

rules) and the organization ami control of a largo

number of unions relating to different trades by

the same group of persons.

Frankly these unions have not been established

in the best interests ol labour but are largely to

be used to employ the voico and the strength of

labour for political ends. But there exists in

this country a few bodies which are being

organized by the worknym themselves on the

lines of the British trade unions and the objects

of which are consistent with the best traditions

of labour. Many emplojers would welcomo tho

formation of such bodies as experience has shelter

that these unions are prepared to negotiate witli

employers and are in a position to enforce the

terms of settlement. But this cannot be said of

the vast majority of labour organizations in

India. It would be in tho best interests of

labour itself if Government wogld undertake the

legal recognition of unions
f>y a system of

registration. Such* societies only should be

registered as first submit their rules for approval

to the Board of Industries and Munitions and

the rules must indicate that the control of the
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society is in the hands of the workers themselves.

(This would not prevent the society having a

legal adviser.) The registration of a society

should carry with it the privilege that the union

would be free from logal responsibility from

actioxi taken by the union in a strike, etc., wlvch

may lead to loss or damage on the part of the

employer oithei directly or indirectly,

Wokkm en\s Com tensation .

Tho subject of Workmen s Compensation raises

great issues of far- reaching effect and in

considering it one has to boar in mind tho

interest of labour on tho one hand and industrial

development on the other. While no one will

deny that the dependents of a worker who is

killed in performing his duties should be compen-

sated and that the woiker himself, if permanently

injured and incapacitated, should receive

compensation, especially when the accident arises

through no negligence on his part, yot when once

this principle is recogni/.ed and put into practice

it is but an easy stage to catend it to compen-

sation for all types of accident whether permanent

or temporary, serious or slight. And horo lios

the danger especially in a country like India,

The number of self indicted injuries would

immediately increase and may become such a

menace to certain industries as almost to cripple

them. With this reservation one can proceed to

consider, first, whether there is a need for

legislation establishing Workmen's Compensation

and, secondly, if thfcre is a need, to what classes

of injuries and to*whut industries it should at

first be applied.

A number of firms among the jute- nulls, coal-

mining companies, etc., are in the habit of making
provision for a man or his dependents in tho

event of total disablement or death. Compen-
sation takes the form dither of a bonus, pension or

the employment of the dependents if they are in

a position to engage in labour. Rut no pension

or gratuity can bo demanded as a right, for it

depends very largely *upon the good-will and tho

charity of tho employer. Unfortunately, it cannot*

be said to be the practice of firms to compensate

and the question is immediately raised as to whether

the frequency and nature of accidents is of such a

kind as to demand some form of compulsory

compensation, Dealing with dangeroub callings

only, wo find that in 1918 ©early 200 coal-miners

lost their lives whilst a larger numbor wore seri-

ously injured. Compared to tho numbers

employed in the industry, this gives a death-rate

* per 1000 persons employed below ground of 1*6

and above ground of 3— which clearly indicates

the risk of death in a mine is five times as great

as on tho (surface. When wet commence to analyse

tho causes of the accidents and endeavour to

locate the blame for thorn wo learn some
interesting facts. Half the accidents which occur

are occasioned by falls of roof and of sides.

‘ Haulage/ and * Shaft * accidents each form

10 per cent, of the wholo. The development of

deep-mining introduces a new danger in the form

of.falls of material from tho sides of the shaft.

‘ It has not been the custom in India to brick or

line shafts and at shallow depths this does not

appear to have been much needed .... a limited

experience of shafts over 800 ft. has proved the?

increased pressure due to depth is exerting its

effect and the liability to falls of stone from tho

sides, of fuch shafts is gi enter.
1 The increased

use of electrical power in mines is also bringing its

train of accidents. Apart from this, each year

more collieries are reaching the second stage of

working, viz,., winning the pillars which is more
dangerous than gallery driving, Hence we aie

not justified in expecting any decrease in the

number of accidents
;
oa tho contrary tho number

of accidents will most probably increase.

The location of blame for accidents is always a

difficult matter but we aie justified in accepting

the statement of the Chief Inspector of Mines in

India, lie attributed 50 per cent, of the acci-

dents in 1918 to misadventuie, 50 percent, to the

fault of tho deceased, 11 per cent, to the fault of

the management, and 9 por cent, to the fault of

fellow- workmen or subordinate oilicials, in other

words one fifth of the lives lost, in mines (coal and

other rniuos) wore attributed to the fault of tho

management, officials or fellow workers of tho

deceased and half tho” fatal accidents to

misadventure. It is not sui prising then that

with the risk attached to mining a demand should

be made for compulsory compensation.

A similar demand is being put forward by

railwaymen. A study of accident statistics for

1918-19 showe that 450 railway servants were

killed and 850 injured. This compared with the

numbers employed shows a death rate of about

•8 per 1,000.

With these facts before us, one is justified in

taking the view that a Workmen’s Compensation

Act applying to such dangerous trades as mining,

railway employment, etc., should be introduced

but that compensation should only be paid in the

event of loss of life or permanent disablement,
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I propose to dismiss the subject of Conciliation

and Arbitration Boards in a few words. Knowing

the nature of Indian labour as we do, ^it is only

where well organized trade unions exist, (<?«/., on •

the railways) or where labour is sufficiently

intelligent and educated, (e g ., in printing prosses

and post offices) that one could utilize Arbitration

Boards with any chance of success. It is

preposterous to suggest, for example, that an

Arbitration Board could be established for sottling

the disputes whicli arise in the Bombay cotton

mill industry for who is going to enforce the

terms of arbitration which must ho based

on the demands of the representatives of the

employers and of the employees -but experi-

ence has shown that it is not; possible at

present at any rate to find any* representatives

of the mill hands who will m»c that the demands,

if conceded, aro enforced. Much the same can

be said of Conciliation Boards and Whitley

Committees. Experiments with these may well

he made In Government printing presses and on

the railways and only when sufficient expel ienco

ha.s been acquired should the experiment he

extended to oilier well organized trades or to

trades where well organised and well-controlled

unions exist.

Patchwork labour legislation at all times i

.

unsatisfactory and places undue hardships on

certain classes of employers while frequently

failing to end tho worst abuses. Detailed and

comprehensive legislation is nevertheless difficult

and cannot be carried out unless based on
elaborate investigation. it rests with the
economists and social workers of India to carry

out scientific investigations which will prove of

value to the Legislature. Meanwhile, tho res-

ponsibility of Government for conducting such
inquiries still remains. Tho action ,of tho

Government of India in establishing a Labour
Bureau under the Board of Industries and
Munitions and tho appointment of a J labour

Advisory Board and a Labour Commissioner by
the Government of Madras are stops rvhich aro

to be commended hut what is required is some-
thing more comprehensive, something which
will place social workora and Government in close

touch with one another .

0
-iodic labour con-

ferences botwoon ernployors, labour leaders (so

far as they exist), facial workers, economists and
official could coveniently precede the establish-

ment of a Central Labour Advisory Board (which

t > ensure tho confidence of tho people should

havo representatives from each of these classes)

and tho drafting of an Indian Labour /kale

embodying the labour laws for all trades and
industries in the country. No amount of inter-

national legislation can he a substitute for the

framing by India of her own labour laws. It, is

only those who aro living in this country who
know her interests best and provided tho voico of

all classes and interostscan be equally heard, legisla-

tion based on the deliberation of those persons is

infinitely superior to legislation by outsiders.

Medical Activities Under Muslim Rulers
By Mk. Y. P. KHAN,

Persian Teach? High School
,
Jalgaon.

I
T is a pity that Moslem history has been, more

often than not, misyoad and that ordy tho

darker side has beon presented to tho exclu-

sion of its many points of relief. Quackery is

common in every age and country and the

Arabs aro no exception: but that system-

atised and scientific/ treatment of diseases

obtained even before the birth of tho Apostle of

Arabia is testified to, by tho fact that Harith

ibn-e-Kalda a rosidont of Taif wont to Persia to

study medicine which was there according to f lnt

age highly perfected and he was afterwards called

the “ Tabeeb-e-Arab ” or the physician of Arabia.

Ameer Moawia transfered the seat of the Caliphate

to Damascus and appointed one Tbn-e-Asal as

the court physician. With the gradual spread of

civilization the proportion of physicians and

Burgeon^ grew in the land who practised in their

private buildings. But the inauguration of a

system of public hospital* and dispensaries owes
its origin to the Ommiado Caliphs, chiefly, but to

Caliph \V aleed bin Abdul Malik in particular. He
was imbued with tho spirit of philanthrophy and
many works of public utility stand to his crcflfTF.

The distinctive feature of his roign was the

erection of an asylum for the blind and for lepers
;

a record of all such defectives was laboriously

prepared. The establishment of tho medical

department had ono particular advantage :

G rooks and Jew's were appointed to responsible

posts, in large numbers. Thoyfc the Greeks were

highly accomplished in the art of medicine in

those days is common knowledge, Naturally

therefore rare and valuable works on Medicine,

Chemistry and Physiology were translated in

Arabic, particularly in the reign of Omar
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ibn-ul-Azeez and in a short time all the medical

lore of the Hellenes was oventdally transferred

to the shores of Arabia.

Gradually the whole land°was covered with a

network of hospitals and dispensaries, At the

commencement of the Abbasside period the famous

hospital ’ of Jondisapur was constructed, the

supervisor and house surgeon of which was the

renowned Gorgis, When in the year 148 A, H,

Caliph Mansoor the Abbasside was in the throes of

a deadly malady he effected a marvellous cure. In

the beginning diseases were cured on Hellonic or

Persian principles of medicine, but later on the

Barmicides introduced the system of Vaidak

also. Yahya bin Khjg|$ed the Barmicide, who
was tho prime minister of TIaroon-al Rasheed

sent to India an envoy to
t
import medicino,

plants of medicinal properties and to bring with

him physicians of renowned merit. Consequently

Manka, Salee, and Ibnedahan the experts of the

time were brought to Bagdad, Manka translated

many Sanskrit works on Medicine in Arabic and

Ibnedahan was posted as the chief physician of a

hospital especially established for the Vaidik

treatment of diseases. This fact brings, in no

uncertain way, into bold relief the equity and the

sense of justice of the Caliphs, Yahya also com-

missioned Manka to translate the voluminous

work of Siishrut, an old Hindu physician in to

Arabic. Ahmad bin Tuloon, the Governor of

Egypt, and the West, kid the foundation

of a magnificent hospital in the year 2G1 H. A.

The total amount ok expenditure ran to 6,000

dinars or 3 lacs of rupees roughly. At the time

of admitting a patient within the walls of tho

hospital the clothes and cish on his person were

handed over to the trusts department. He was

provided with the special dress of the hospital and

was examined by a physician in the morning and

evening. When he arrived at the stage of

convalescence it was left to his discretion to stay

or to leave the precincts of the hospital. It is

fiiWesting to learn thatjl section of the hospital

was reserved for lunatics. The progress of

medicine received a great impetus at the hands of

Oaliph Muktdar Billah when a great many innova-

tions were made. The prime minister at his

court was Ali Ibn-e isa. The country at this time

was in the throes of some deadly epidemic. Orders

were therefore issued to Sinan bin Sabit bin Cora

the inspector-general of hospitals to establish

temporary dispensaries in the Affected areas to

bring medical relief within reach of the suffering

populace, It will be news to many that hospitals

were attached to jails also.

It will not be out of place here to make a

pointed mention of the hospital built in the year

368 by thk Caliph Azud-ud-daula one of tha
mightiest of Qaliphs. Opinion is undivided on this

point that the hospital referred to was the first of

its kind and surpassed all others in the beauty of

its architecture, in the storo of its instruments and
in the {lawlessness of its organization. Another
feature of interest was the staff of opticians.

When Sultan Snlndin struck at? the root of the

Fatimite Dynasty and assumed the royal sceptre

he built at Cairo in the year 577 A. II. a hospital.

Allarna ibn-e jabeer writing about this hospital

observes that it was one of the many monumental
works of public utility with whioh the reign of

Sultan Saladir bristles. The special feature of

this hospital was^the variety of apartments into

which it was divided where beds were most taste-

fully arranged. A special section of this hospital

was reserved for female patients which was solely

under tho supervision of female doctors.

It will be here pertinent to quote the remarks
of tho Chambers, Encyclopedia which writing

about the medical activities under the Caliphs

observes. “ Many of thdse illustrious of Arabic

philosophers were also physicians. The science of

modioine is essentially a creation of the Arabs to

whom the oldest sources of knowledge—that of

tho Indian physicians—had been opened. Chemical

Pharmacy was created by the Arabs. Pharmacy,
Materia Medica, naturally led to Botany and
Chemistry. For 3 centuries from the 8fch to tho

11th, a rich scientific culture prevailed. Schools

of* Philosophy and Medicine sprang up at

Jondisapur, Baghdad, Isfahan, Feeruzabad,Cordova,
Alexandra, Bokhara, Kufa, Basra etc. In all

departments of medical science a great advance

was made except in Anatomy, the koran forbidding

the dissection of human bodies.”
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ZEBUNISSA’S LOVER.
By Prof. P, SESHADRI, m.a.

Reclining on her downy cushions lay
The Princess Zebunissa, by her aide

The secret lover—thus the summer day
In stolen revelry did gently glide

Till lo ! across the palace-yard, sho saw
Aurangazebe, her prying father speed

Towards her room, as if at last to draw
Her secret out, and sore-pressed in her need,

Her lover in a cauldron did she hide

;

11 But what is it within that vessel there ?"

He roared in ire. “ Tis water,'* she replied;
* “ To heat it then,” he said, " is only fair ” s

Around it soon the cruel dames raged high—
The gallant lover died without a sign*
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INAUGURATION OF THE N&W
COUNCILS

A Historic: Function

On tlio morning of Wednesday tho 9th.

February, H. R. H. the Duke of Connaught

performed with befitting ceremony one of

those functions of state which go to make bi^

tory. The Council of State and the Legislative.

Assembly sat. in joint session whon Jl K.

H. the Duke accompanied by IT. IS. the Viceroy

and Members of Council and the Presidents or

the now Councils entered the hall in state.

Viceroy's Orenino SncKfn •

•

Lord Chelmsford, in opening tho proceedings,

bogan with a roforonce to the announcement of

August 1917.* “Tout announcement; has boon

dohmbed as the most momentous utter inco in tho

chequered history of India” and Llis Excellency

said that it merited that description.

The Act of 1019 involved a great and memorable de-

parture from tho old*systoin of government. It closed

oue era and opened another.

His Excellency vindicated tho British policy

in tho past and said that tho historian of tho

future will also recognise that, throughout the

years of their rule, one increasing purpose has

run and he will do justice to tho unprecedented

character and colossi! magnitude of the task

which they set themselves. For no such task was

over attempted by the empires of the past.” Lie

continued :

—

But the destinies of India and Britain became linked
together at a time when, in the latter country, self-

government had become firmly established and it has
since been tho constant uim#of the British Government
to extend to India the benefits and privileges of her
own institutions.

In evidence of this he appealed to tho famous
education minute of Lord Macaulay and
traced the successive stages of political evolution

since the Act of 18G1 down to the Morloy Minto
Bioformsand the Declaration of AugusJ., 1917,

For the first time the principle of autocracy, which
had not been wholly discarded in all earlier reforms
was definitely abandoned, the conception of the British
Government as a benevolent despotism was finally re-

nounced and in its place was substituted that of a
guiding authority whose role it w juld be to assist the
steps of India along the road that, in the fulness of
time, would lead to complete self-government within
the Empire.

M According to our l'phts’eaid His Excellency
with significant emphasis, in conclusion, ** wo have

14

striven to make the gift which we had to bestow

lyurtby of Britain and wurthy of India.”

The Ditke’s Speech

Tlis Royal Highness tho Duke in inaugurating

tho L^gisl iture read a message from His Majesty

tho King- Emperor. The message greets the new
Gouo/mTs and refers to tho steps takon by the Go-

vernmen t t.o satisfy t.Jie legitimate aspirations of

the people for Swaraj—an expression which for

the first timo is usod in a historic document.

His Majesty says, in the course of.

Tite Royal MUsaqe

“ For years, it may he for generations, patriotic and
loyal Indians have dreamed of Swaraj fortbeir Mother-
land, an opportunity for progress to the liberty which
My other Dominions enjoy. On you, the first repre-

sentatives of the people in the new Councils there
rests a very special responsibility, for on you it lies by
the conduct of your business and tho justice of your
judgment, to convince the world of tho wisdom of this

great constitutional change. But on you it also lies tft

remember the many millions of your follow-country-

mon who are not yet qualified for a share in political

life, to work for their uphftmont and to cherish their

interests as your own- I shall watch x°ur work with
unfailing sympathy and with a resolute faith in your
determination to do your duty to India and the Em-
pire.”

The Duke emphasised the significance of the

Reforms and the awakening of the nation. His

Royal Highness also drew intention to the

unique nature of tho political efolufcion of India.

In the annals of the world there is not, so far as I

know, an exact parallel for tho constitutional change
which this function initiates. There is certainly no
parallel for the method of that change. Political free-

dom has often been won by revolution, by tumult, by
civil war at the price of peace and public safety. How
rarely has it been the free g"ft of one people to

another m response to a growing wish for greater

liberty and to tho growing evidence of fitness for its

onioymont.

He pointed out tho generous principles of

British rule and in an impressive passage said :

—

“ Speaking on behalf of His Majesty and with the

consent of Iiis Government I repeat in the most em-
phatic manner that the administration of India never
has been, nor ever can be, based on principles of force

or terrorism. (Applause ) All governments are liable

to be confronted with situations which can be dealt

with only by measures outside the ordinary law, but
the employment of such measures is subject to clear

limitations, and His Majesty's government have
always insisted, and will alwa\s insist, on the obser-

vance of these limitations as strictly in the oase of

India as in that of England herself/’
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The Duke proceeded to discuss the work before

the new Legislatures and exhorted them to con-

duct the proceedings wi dignity nnd self-reut-

raint.

It is the clear intention of the Act of 1 91 9 that tho

poficy and decisions of the Government of India

ahotfld be influenced to an extent incomparably greater

than they have been in the past by the views of the

Indian Legislature and the Government will give the

fullest possible effect consistent with their responsibili-

ties to Parliament to this principle of the new con-

stitution. From now onwards*your influence will ex-

tend to every sphere of the Central Government. It

will be felt in every part of if^ administration.

His Royal Highness then paid a tribute to the

Viceroy and his |abcurs and concluded with a

touching personal appeal to Europeans and Indians

to forget and forgive the bitter memories of the

past and co-operate with *a friendly zoal for the

cause of the country.

8inco I landod I have felt around mo bitterness and
estrangement between those who have been and should

befriends. The shadow of Amritsar has lengthened

over the fair face of India. I know how deep is the

tfonoern felt by His Majesty the King- Emperor at the

terrible chapter of events in the Punjab. No one can

deplore these events more intensely than I do myself.

I have reached a time of life when I most desire to

heal the wound* and to re-unite those who have been

disunited in what must he, I feel, my last visit to the

India I love so well. Here in the new capital at the

inauguration of new constitution I am moved to make
you a personal appeal, put in the simple words that

come from my heart not to be coldly and critically

interpreted. My experience tells me that misunder-

standings usually mean mistakes on either side. As
an old friend of India I appeal to you all, British and

Indians, to bury along with the dead past the mistakes

and misunderstandings of the past, forgive where you
have to forgive and to join hands and to work together

to realise the hopes that arise from to-day.

At the conclusion of the Duke’s speech Mr,

A. P. Muddiman, President of tho Council of

State and Mr, Alekander Whyte, President of

the Legislative Assembly begged His Ro)ul High-

ness to convey a message of thanks to His

Majesty, and the Viceroy added a few words

endorsing His Royal Highness’s last appeal,

THE CHAMBER OF PRINCES
H. R. H. the Duke of Connaught inaugurate*}

the Princes’ Chamber at Delhi on tho 8fch instant

amidst scenes of great splendour. The historic

function took ‘place in front of the Dewan I*Am
where were ‘gathered rulers of ancient houses

and representatives of Ruling Chiefs from all

jparts of India

3oon after the Viceroy and the Duke of

Connaught were seated, the Political Secretary to

the Government of India, the Hon. Sir John
Wood read the Royal Proclamation from His

Imperial Majesty the King- Emperor formally

announcing the institution of the Chamber.

“The problems of the future, said His Majesty,
“ must be faced in a spirit of co operation and
mutual forbearance,” and he called the Chamber
into being in full reliance on^ho devotion of its

members to His Throne and Person.

H. E. the Viceroy then delivered a lengthy

address recounting the history of the formation

of tho Chamber. He traced the germ of the

assemblage to tho events of 1877 under the

regime of Lord Lytton and reviewed the develop-

ment of the idea through the days of DulTorin,

Uurzon, Mircto and Hardinge down to tho Chiefs’

Con fere i?co under his own regime and the

proposals of the Joint Report of 018.

II . R. Highness in performing the inauguration

ceremony convened II»h Majesty’s greeting to the

Ruling Princes and Urged them to adopt an Indian

name for a Chamber so unique and essentially

Indian in character. No function had given him
greater pleasure, said His Royal Highness, than to

ho associated with the Ruling Princes in inaugu-

rating this symbol of progress and fraternity. The
Duke referred to thoir great services during the

war nnd His Majesty's appreciation of their

loyalty, confirmed the pledges that had been given

them and said :

—

A generous spirit on your part will find its response
in equal gonerosity on the part of tho Government of

India. You may rest assured that the Government
and its officers will recognize freely tho internal

sovereignty to which your various treaties and
engagements entitle you. We look to the Princes of

India on their part to continue to administer their

states with justice and enlightenment.

The Duke then declared the Chamber duly

constituted.

The proceedings concluded with warm speeches

of thanks by Their Highnesses the Maharajahs of

Gwalior, Bikaner, Jodhpur and Alwar. His Royal

Highness afterwards informally met the Princes

at tea in tho gardens of tne Dewan i Kims,

In this connection we draw the attention of

the readers to the communiquenn the constitution

of the Chamber published on page 123.

We may add thst the Chamber of Princes has

appointed a Standing Committee, consisting of

the Maharajah Scindia of Gwalior, the Maharajah

of Bikaner, the Maharajah of Patiala, the

Maharajah of Jamnagar, the Rao of Kutch and

the Nawab of Palanpur*
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Tba first meeting of the Council of Statu

assembled in the old Council Chamber Delhi

on the 3rd iimtunt. when the President and

mombers pretent took the oath of allegiance.

The Preaident read Hih Excellency the Vicei ov

message announcing that the Councils will bu

inaugurated by H. R H. the Duke on the 9 th.

He also announced the appointment of a panel

of Chairmen, who would pioside in the abt-enco of

the President. The •mines, in order, were Mi.

Srinivana SaRtii, Sir A. K Murray, Sir M. !>.*

Dadabhoy, and Sir Dmshaw Wacha.

The Council met again on the nth when more

members took the oath. Sir William Vincent

announced the subjects for tlio noxt meeting.
*

On the 14th February the Council met at the

Assembly Chamber, the Hon, Mr. ivfuddiinai,

presiding.

Sir Muneckji D.id ibhoy moved the resolution

that the speeches of the Viceroy and Tl. R. T1

the Duke delivered at the inaugural meeting ot

the Indian Dcgitjatuie be freely distributed

throughout the country in afl vernaculars. This

was passed, duly seconded and supported by many
speakers.

Government Bills.

Sir William Vincent then introduced a bill

to further amend the Code of Civil Procedure.

It was now proposed to make it permissive instead

of it being compulsory on the court to release a

judgment-debtor.

Sir William also introduced a bill to facilitate

enforcement in British India of maintenance
orders rnnde in other parts of His Majesty’s

Dominions and Protectoftites and vice veraa,

Both the bills were passed without any
discussion.

Mk. Sastri on Repressive Legislation
The Hon. Mr. Sastri then moved his resolution

for the appointment of a Committee at any early

date *
$

“ to examine the repressive laws now on the statute
book and report whether all arc any of them should
be repealed and in cases where repeal is not desira-
ble, whether the laws in question should be amended
and If so bow.”

Mr. Sastri thanked the Government for accept-
ing hie resolution which he said was an indication
of the admirable spirit of cordiality that should
guide the deliberations of the Legislatures in
future, He referred to the sentiment expressed

in the message of* the Duke and the words oi the

Viceroy in inaugurating the Councils and pointed

out that “it would be impossible that popular

liberty, confidently hopoll for with the inaugu-

ration of the new Councils would ever be achieved

if the repressive laws remained in their preaunt

foi m.” Mr. Sastri characterised some of frbese

fetters as the relics of a barbarous age entirely

incompatible with the spirit of thtf new times.

The •Rowlatt Act, ho said, was “ the unblessed

mother of a monstaouB brood of evil ” and he

urged the Council to remedy a situation which

affords a handle for complaint and ceaseless

trouble, Referring to Mr. Khaparde’a amend-

ment lie said that “he was not^patistiod that every

one of those fetters can be struck off immediately.”

He pointod out that thp beat way was to appoint

a Uommittoo and seek the remedy.

Mr. K u a parle’s Amendment

Mr. Khnparde then moved an amendment
that the following laws be repealed:—Regu-

lation Jll of 1898, Indian Criminal

Amendment Act (Act 14 of 1908). Indian Press

Act (I 1910), Seditious Meetings Act (Act

10 of 1911) and Anarchical and Revolutionary

Crimes Act (Act 11 of 1919).
•

Sir M. Dadabhoy opposed the amendment
and supported Mr. Sastri

;
while Mr. Bburgri

supported both the amendment and the main

proposition. The Maharaja of Kassimbazar

and many others including even Col. Umar
Hayat Khan accepted the coin iflittoe procedure.

Mr. Rangaswarni Ai} align r doubted the advis-

ability of the appointment of a committee in the

face of a popular demand for the total and im*

mediate repeal of all repressive laws at once.

Sir William Vincent said tljafc the resolution if

carried would have

obvious support from various shades of opinion.

The view of Government in this matter was to a

great extent that advocated by Mr. Sastri. That was ^
why the Government gave an early date to this

discussion The Government were anxious in the fullest

degree to reform these laws and they recognised too

that there had been u change in the administration and
therefore were desirous of allowing both Chambers to

exeroise their legitimate influence upon the Govern-
ment.

Mr. Khaparde’s amendment having been lost

and Sir M, B. Dadabhai having withdrawn his

amendment about the personnel of the Committee

in view of Sir WillifcmV assuranco 44 that it would

consist of men of real weight/’ Mr. Sastri’s

resolution was put to vote and carried,
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rr\HE Indian Legislative Assombly met on the

i 3rd instant, the Hon. Mr. F. A. Whyte
presiding. The President and members

took the oath of allegiance. 'When the Assembly

met again on the 5fch ballot papers were handed

round for the election of the Deputy President.

The ^result of the election was 67 foi Mr. S. Sinlia,

24 for Dr. Gour and 22 for I)r. Sarvadhikari.

Mr, Sinha thanked the Assembly and the

President congratulated him on his election,
v

The first business meeting *of the A^ombly was

held on Tuesday the 1 ;>th. The proceedings

opened with the interpellations of which there

were no Joss than 260 on the agenda

.

The President next read a message from tho

Viceroy appointing the 1st March for the

presentation of the Budget and announced that

Dr, Sarvadhikari, Sir Jumsotji Jijibhoy, Sir

Logie Watson, and Mr. Ch&udhuri ShaLubuddin
were appointed to a panel of chairmen.

Then came the introduction of a Bill providing

a» salary of a thousand rupees a month for tho

Vice President. Leave was unanimously given

for its introduction, and Dr. Sapru introduced it,

but no discussion took place at this stage,

The Punjab Resolution

Mr. Jamnadass Dwarakadas’ resolution on tho

Punjab disturbances was then taken up.

The resolution was in four sections first calling

for the affirmation of the principle of racial

equality
;
second $o express regrot for the Martial

law administration; third to mete out punishments

to the guilty and lastly to give adequate

compensation to the families of tho injured

and the dead.

Mr. J. Chaudhury seconded the resolution

Which was spoken to by a number of members
including Sir Jamsotji Jijibhoy,' Mr. Harchandrai

Vishindas, Mr. Earldley .Norton and others. H. E.

the Commander-in- Chief, the Hon. Sir William

•"Vincent and Dr. Sapru spoke sympathetically.

Sundry amendments wero put forward which were

all lost and the resolution was carried with the

omission of clause three as “ punishments should

be deterrent and not vindictive,”

When the Assembly met on the 17th there

were no less tBan ten non- official i evolutions and

200 interpellations. After about 70 questions

were answered the Assembly proceeded with the

non-official motions. ^

Mr. N. M. Samarth moved that local Govern-

ments be given collectively a voice in determining

the military expenditure of tho Government of

Indin, f It was put to vote and lost after some
discussion.

Mr. WJili Mohammad Hasan Ali moved :

That the number of the Indian Civil Service posts
listed as open to tin members of the Provincial Civil

Service in each presidency or province be at once
raised to one-fourth of the superior Civil Service posts

in each presidency or province, or, m the alternative,

that the directly recruited members of tho Provincial
, Civil Service be immediately merged into the Indian
Civil Service before any further steps for tho recruit-

ment of Indians to the Indian Civil Service in India
wore taken.

There was a warm discussion afloi which the

mover desiring to withdraw the latter half of his

motion, tWb .‘yuended resolution was put to \oto

and carried by 09 against 32.

Rai Bahadur T. Rangnehari brought in a

motion to instruct the managers of different

railways to make arrangements to look after the

comforts and convenience of third class

passengers, The motion was put and declared

carried unanimously,

Army Committee

Sir Sivaswami Aiyar then moved the following

resolution ;

—

This Assembly recommends to the Governor-
General-in-Council that he do represent to the Home
Government that tho proposals of tho Esher Committee
contained in Parjs l and 11 of their report should not
bo acted upon and that, on the other hand, the Army
in India should be entirely under the control, real as

well nominal, of the Government of India and should
be free from any domination or interference by the
War Office on matters of military policy, organisation

or administration, and that such co-ordination as may
be desirable between the military policies or organisa-
tions of different parts of the Empire should be secured
by discussion and agreement at conferences at which
India is adequately represented.

Sir Sivaswami made a lengthy speech after

which an interesting discussion ensued in which

Munshi Iswar Saran and Chaudhuri Shahabuddin

participated. Mr. Hailey suggested ail amend-
ment to the resolution that in the first part of the

resolution the words “ notwithstanding nothing

contained in parts I and II of the Esher Report ”

be inserted,

Sir Sivaswami accepted the amendment which

was carried.

A lively discussion followed the introduction

uf the Indigo Cess Act ; after which Mr. Hailey

brought in two motions for constituting the

Standing Finance Committee and the Committee

on Public Accounts.
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Madras

The first business meeting of Aie Madruf.

Legislative Council was held on Monday tho I Lh*
February when H. E. tho Governor greeted the

members and discoursed on the work before tho

session.

The Council then proceeded with the

interpellations on the agenda, Over .seventy

questions having been answered, the President,

l)ewan Bahadur Sir P. Rujagopalach.m,

announced that H« K. tho Governor had appointed

Messrs. E. Periyanayakam, A . Ltamaswami

Mudaliar and P. Subbarayan as Council

Secretaries, Tho Horn. Mr. Subbamyilu Ruddiur,

Minister, moved chat tho salary of each of the

Council Secretaries lie Rs. 500 a^month, On the

objection raised b) Dtwuii Ballad ui M.

Ramuchiindia Kao, tho consideration of tins

motion was adjourned.

The Hon, Mr. K. Srinivasa I yengar, mem her

of the Executive Council, in moving tho Deputy

President’s Salary Bill, said that Rs. 5,000 a )ear

would be a reasonable salary. An amendment to

increase it to Rs. 1,000 a month and another [to

reduce it to Re. 1, wuio both lost and the bill was

passed

.

Whon the Council le assombied on the 15th

tho motion for fixing the salary of the Council

Secretaries at Rs 500 a month each was brought

up, debated, and carried by a large majority. Mi,

T. A. Ramnlinga Che tty opposed it while Mr. is

.

V, Keddi, Minister, defomied it.

Mr. P. Siva Rao’s icsolution recommending 4o

the Government that the adoption of re- settlement

proposals in the Presidency be postponed till the

principles of Land Kovonue assessment w.m

embodied in JcgisJatign was carried by 70 votes

to 17 despite the opposition of the Government.
• On the 10th a resolution, of which

notice had been given by Mr. M. L), Devildom,

that . a mixed committee be appointed

to report on the firing incident on the

occasion of the disturbances created by the

Buckingham Mill labourers wa^ withdrawn by

him, as Sir Lionel Davidson, on behalf of the

Government, said that the matter was soon to bo

a subject of enquiry in a civil court and, as such,

would become eubjudice and that it would bo

superfluous for a committee to undertake the

enquiry.

A series of resolutions recommending improve-

ment in the pay of non- gazetted officers then came

in. The Hon. Mr. Habibulla Sahib Bahadur,

Revenue Member, moved a resolution asking for

a Committee of the Council representing all

interests to report on the source^ of revenue for

giving increases. It^was passed unanimously.

Mr. T A. Runalinga Chetty rnovod a resolution

recommending discontinuance oi the exodus to

the hills by the Government The member for

Coimbatore seconded. Tho Hon Mr. Todhunter

pleaded for the necessifc}' for relief and change

during tho hot weather and said that the recess

would be limited to three months and confined to

tho members of Iho Government with a minimum
of stail’. Sir P. Theogaiuya Chetty appealed to

the mover to withdraw tho resolution after such

au assurance. The resolution was then by leavo

withdrawn. #

lJowan Bahadur M.
f

Ramachandra Rao then

movod 44 that the Board of Revenue be abolished

and that tho Collectors bo lei t to deal directly

with the Government."

Rao Bahadur A. P. Patro movod an amend-

ment,

"that a Committee of the Council be formed to eJquire
^pfco the question of the abolition of tho Board and for

providing such agency as may be necessary for carry-
ing on the administration economically and effi-

ciently, '*
•

lion, Mr. Uabibullah on behalf of the

Government accepted tho amended resolution.

Bombay
Since we wrote last tho list of officials and non-

officials nominated to the^ Bombay Logislativo

Council has beon published. H E. the Governor

has appointed Sir Nava) an G. Chandavarkaf, Kt.
f

as President of the Council.

The resolutions on the agenda of the forthcom-

ing session of the Council include those relating to

the salaiks of Ministers, reduction in the number

of the Executive Council and the appointment of

a Committee for (a) inquiry into tho possibility of

effecting strict economy in tho ordinary expendi-

ture of the various departments by a reductioivia

the nuuibor or salary of officers or their staff, and

(6) formulating proposals for new sources of

remunerative taxation and other subjects.

The first meeting of the Reformed Council,

preparatory to its inauguration by the Duke on

the 23rd, assembled on the
f
19th instant, Sir

Narayan Chandavarkar presiding. The President

first swore himself and then administered the

oath to the Executive Councillors and Ministers

and about a hundred members who were present.

Some ten of the latter read the oath in their

vernaculars.
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< Bengal

flAHE first session of the Reformed Bengal

I Council, after its inauguration by H. R. H.

the Duke of Connaught, met at the Calcutta

Town Hall on the 7th instant. The President,

Sir Shamsul Huda, announced receipt of congratu-

latory cables from H M. the King Emperor

and the Secretary of State.

The Council proceeded to the election or the

Deputy President, Two names wore proposed,

Mr. Surendranath Roy and Dr. Suharawardy.

Mr. Roy was doclared elected by i>9 to 46 votes,

Sir Henry Wheeler movod for leave to

introduce a Bill to determine the salary of the

Deputy President. It was proposed to fix the

salary at Rs.5,000 pei* annum. Mr. S. N. Roy
thanked the members for electing him as Deputy

President and said that so* long1 as he continued in

office he would not accept any remuneration.

Mr. Watson Smyth moved that meetings of the

Council be held at 3 r.M
,

instead of at 11 and

amendments were proposed fixing it at 1 and 2.

Considerable discussion rangod round the subject,

and t&e motion was finally agreed to by 73 votes

to 36, one of the amendments having boon with-

drawn and the other defeated.

Babu Kishori Mohan Chaudhuri’s resolution for

the reduction of the number of Executive Council-

lors was opposed by Sir Henry Wheeler for the

Government. When the House divided on the

question, it was passed by 74 against 31.

The next day the Council discussed Mr. D. C.

(fWe's resolution to provide charitablo dispen-

saries, which was passed by a majority of 7 votes.

By Another ihotion unfermented date juice was

excluded from Section 90 of the Excise Act, Mr,

1). C. Ghose urged the amendment of the

Calcutta Municipal Act, 1899.

Another resolution ur^ed that each ordinary

member should draw a monthly allowance of

Rs. 250 plus free first class railway passes and

postage throughout the province. The mover

withdrew the resolution, finding that almost

the whole House was against it.

Another resolution urged that the annual

exodus of the Government to Darjeeling be dis-

continued for the next official year, and that no

provision be made for it in the next year's budget.

It was discussed for two hours. All nominated

members of the Legislative Council and official

members opposed 'it, while most of the elected

members, European and Indian, supported the

motion* The resolution was carrisi 58 voting for

and 41 against it.

The United Provinces

ftAHE new U. P. Legislative Council was in-

§ augdrated at the KaiSer Bagh, Lucknow,

on the morning of 22nd January, by H E*

Sir Harcourt butler, the Governor, Sir Harcourt

referred to the Non Co-opeiation movement and

appealed to the Council to choose between ordered

progress and anarohy. After referring to various

provincial matters he said that the first question

the new Government would take
t
up would be the

revision of the Oudh Rent Act.

The first business session was held on the

14th February Sir Henry Stanyon moved that

an addrefcb be presented to H. E. Sir Harcourt

Butler on his installation as tho first Governor

of the Province, So far every member was

agreed. But the resolution continued
4< that

in exercise of its powers and discharge of

its obligations, it (the Council) will carry an

ever present remembrance of vows of allegiance

made to H. M. tho King-Emperor and that it will

conduct its deliberations at all tinms with modem*

tion, courtesy and dignity consistent with its

position in a spirit of honest co-operation and

combined effort for the material advancement of

the people whom it i ©presents for its further

development of a system of responsible govern

ment towards which it is privileged to lead the

way in this province.” This raised an unexpected

opposition, Thakur Manak Singh moved for the

elimination of the words :
“ It will carry an

ever- present remembrance of vows of allegiance to

H. M. the King Empeior.” Pandit Gokarnath

Mtsra, Pandit Radhakant Malaviya and Munshi

Narayan Prasad Asthana followed suit. The resolu-

tion was carried with the amendment.

The bill to fix the salary of the Deputy Presi-

dent was discussed and P^pdit Gokaran Nath

Misra moved an amendment fixing the salary at

Rs.5,000 per annum which was finally carried.

When the Council met the next day under the

presidentship of the Hon Mr. Khan, RaiJBohadur

Anand Swamp was unanimously elected Deputy

President. Mr. Zafar Husain moved that the Pre-

’ Bident, Ministers 4
snd Members be exempted from

the operations of tbe Arms Act. Mr. Vikramjh

Singh desired to enlarge tbe scope of the resolu-

tion by extending the exemption to members

of the Senate, Principals, Headmasters and all

paying income-tax or land revenue on Rs. 60,000

and above. The Rajah of Mahmudabad said that

the Government would forward tho resolution

to the Government of India. The resolution

with tbe amendments was carried,
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The Central Provinces

The new Centra* Provinces Council met on

the 27th ultimo. H. E. the Governor, in
#

the course of his inaugural Address, said

that the Reforms gav# them full control

over the transferred subjects, wide control

over reserved subjects and great financial powers.

The Hon. Sir G. M. Chitnavis who presided re-

ferred in feeling terms to the death of R. N.

Mudholkar who Should have filled the office of the

first President. He concluded with an appeal for

mutual friendliness and co-operation. Ho then

announced that, he had nominated Mr. Mahomed

Ahmed, Rai ttaheb Mathura Prasad, Rio Sahib

R V. Mahajani and Mr. J, Kulrigucs to form a

panel of chairmen.

At the sitting on the 28th the Council hold a

full dross debate and finally voted for the reduc-

tion of eftch Minister's salary to Ks 3,000 and

adopted • Mr. Dixit’s recommendations urging

collection of technical and industrial information

in foreign countries.

o

Besides the resohitions, 1 10 questions wore

asked and answered in the two days,

22nd Fob.

The Punjab

The second session of the Punjab Council will

commence from the 23rd Fein nary, and the

Council will lomain in session until the budget has

been pissed and all current business disposed of.

The budget, it is understood, will be presented on

the 24th instant when the Finance Member

will merely present the figures and make a state-

ment. After an interval a general discussion will

follow and votes will be taken under separate

heads, .The demands of each department will be

scrutinised, discussed and voted on separately. It

is expected that the voting of grants will bo con-

cluded by the middle of March,
Jpy

which time the*

budget is to be submitted to tlio Government of

India. The Council will also have to elect n

Deputy President, and the President of the Coun-

cil will have to nominate a panel of four Chairmen

to aot in rotation in the absence of the President

end Deputy President. Salaries of Deputy Presi-

dent and the Council Secretary will also have to

be voted.

32nd Feb.

Debar and Orissa

H. E. Lord
*

Sinha opened tho Legislative

Council of Behar and Orissa with the customary
ceremonies on the* 7 th inst. His Excellency

opened the Council with a weighty and statesman

like address .appropriate to the occasion.

Lord Hinha referred to tho part he bad "taken in

respect of the Declaration of August 1917 and

of tho subsequent deliberations and debates in

Pailiament and of the successive stages in the

evolution of the* Act of 1919. He pointed out

that the reforms did not constitute a revolution-

ary change but were the logical and necessary out-

come of the beneficient labours of many genera-

tions. Ho further .showed that tho now system

was both progressive and continuous “ involving

non-violent breaking sway from the past, and
ensuring that stability, which is the most import-

ant of all elements of political strength.” He
traced the successive stages iri the evolution of

our polity and said .

—

There is r.o gainsaying the fact that these Councils
have become more and more representative and that

, their authority and influence have increased with the
increase in their representative character.

After refei ring totheincrea.se in the electo-

rate as undeniably substantial, His Lordship

observed, with reference to the powers of the new
Councils in shaping the budgets :

—

All the proposals of the local Government for the
appropriation of public revenues and other money
items every year must be submitted to the vote of the
Council in the form of demands for granti, and the
•Council may assent, or refuse fts assent, to the demand
or reduce the amount. Only those who have jny ex-

perience of the working of responsible government can
realize the transference of power from tho executive

to the Council which this provision involves.

His Excellency finally pointed out the dangers

of the Non-Co-operation programme and conclud-

ed with the fervent appeal of the Duke to sink

differences and use the new machinery wisely and

well.

On the conclusion of Ills Excellency's tpecjji

the Council proceeded to elect the V
r

ice- President.

As the result of the ballot, which was taken Sir

Waltor Maude the President announced the elec

tion of Mr. Hasan Imam who obtained 63 votes

as against 27 for Mr Mahomed Yunus. The
salary of the Deputy President was fixed at

Rs 3,000 per annum. Thb President then

announced the names of four fhembers appointed

as a panel for the President,—Rai Bahadur

Dwarka N*th Ohaudhuri, Bbagabat Prasad,Khan
Bahadur Khawja Mahomed Nur and Rai Bahadur

Purnadu Narayan Sinha.
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Burma

Burma has for long been agitating for an

instalment of reforms and „has just obtained a

scheme not quite adequate to her deserts. We
have more than once criticised the reactionary

nature 'of some of tho provisions of the Oraddock

Reforms*.

The Burma Council met on the 12th instant in

accordance with the Secretary of State's desire th

ascertain the views on the Reforms question.

Five motions were on the agenda, the first being

that Burma should receive equal treatment with

the Indian major provinces in respect of

transferred subjects. Other proposals, treated

as amendments to the main motion, asked

for the beginning of Dominion self-government

to be established in Burma, for the grant of

diarchy subject to public discussion, and for the

postponement of the introduction of tho Bill

in Parliament until its contents had been

published and discussed in Burma. The fifth

motion treated separately was that, in view of the

advanced status of women in Burma, they bo given

a vote from the outset of any scheme.

H H. The Lieutenant Governor in his opening

speech recounted the course of events leading to

the grant of the reforms and intimated the

Government’s willingness to substitute direct

election for the system of indirect election in tho

original scheme. '

t

The mover of the first resolution expressed his

readiness to accept the proposal to leave the fran-

chise and th© division of subjects for full

discussion before a final decision was taken.

After some discussion over the resolution and the

amendments, the resolution as amended below

was finally adopted by 13 votes to 2.

“ That this Council recommends to the Lieutenant-

fflfternor of Burma to urge tho Secretary of State

that the measure of reform to be granted to Burma by

the British Parliament should be at least the same as

that of the major provinces of India, leaving matters

relating to franchise, the division of subjects into

transferred and reserved for full discussion with the

representatives of the people before a final decision."

The motion for the extension of legislative

franchise to women was carried without a

dissenting voice.

Ceylon

The last meeting of th& Gey Ion Legislative

Council under its old constitution was
held on lhih February at Colombo, His
Excellency the Governor presiding. One of the

first business transacted wa6 the consideration

of a petition from the scions of the ex- Royal
House of Kandy now in exile in India for an
increase in their allowance which was granted.

Anq.ong the resolutions that' were considered

was' one by Mr. S.ihquthy recommending the

withdrawal of Passport Regulations in regard to

passengers to the 8traits and the F. M. S.

Another motion which was passed was to tho

effect that articles imported for public use by
municipalities,' and other specific local boards,

be exempted /rom customs duty.

The most important among the busiross of tho

Council was the consideration of on ordinance

authorising the Government to float a loan of G

millions sterling. The loan whs for carrying out

certain important public wotks including railway

extensions and new railways. Out of this 6 millions,

nearly a million nnd-a-tihlf was for repaying to

Government what they had advanced to tho

Colombo Municipality for drainage and water-

works schemes. A still larger sum was ear-

marked for tho Battioaloft-Trincomalee light

railway and other extensions. Mr. S. R.
Williams, the European urban member, in

criticising the bill, said that be did not think that

under the present conditions they should go very

far in committing the Colony to a large

expenditure in the future. Schemes like the

Trinco-Bitticaloa Railway and other railway

extensions would not only involve the Colony in a

heavy annual charge for interest on tho sinking

fund, but would also put the country to

considerable annual expenditure in the up keep

and running expenses of the railways. The Hon.
Dr. Fernando replying to this criticism said that

the Trinromalee-Batticaloa railway scheme was one

capable of a three fold advantage. It would open

up a large tract of country. It held out the

greatest promise for the future extension of food

growing and finally it would be the readiest

means for the exploitation and development of a

very large section of the forests of Ceylon.

The importance of this railway to the country

in general was well brought out by His Excellency

the Governor in his closing speech on the Bill.

The bill was then passed,



TOPICS FROM PERIODICALS

The Defence of the British Empire

Major-General Sir J. H Davidson writes in the

current number of The Arm// (Juarlert/j Bnmt t.ho

now responsibilities :ii ] banlcr^s of lint i-h

Imperial defence. The fmci* . .it tho dispos'd <>f

Britain are lor bn uicial nod other reasons limited

to tlio barest necessities without any margin for

sifoty. I itemised strength can only bo achieved

by rapidity of mftunnent and preparation of

plans; and the closest cooperation is essenti il

between the Army and the Navy. Success in wir

is dependent, upon roconn lisuneo and (ir» rllWt
,

and for both tdios*', the military and naval force*

mu-t udy in a grmfc nie.iMin; on air ri.ifr, Ti.o

Self Governing Deninions and -India cannot

^ taiid aloof in ni*i fl ois of dob-nce. Th<jir dobur

e

i epioscmtat.ives must he consulted in all plans and

projects, if eo-upor.d ion and co-ordination aie to

ho truly impoiial.

The pro t fie r n of India is eonsidoiod by the

wiiter te he the toughest m the whole R ii]»irc.

lie ronru ks upon the rocomincnd.itioi s of the

Killer Gommitreo as lollops* .
-

A ci)usidt*rable body of public opinion is likelv t.o bo

adverse to l lie rec.immcndations tor two « h u-t

reasons, lirst, brc.mse there is the intention to pi e ,•

the Army m India m regard to mi!i(.ir\ p>lh v under

p.iriidl control ut the War Ollier, and sivmidK

,

I tot an so the UummiUi p, without anv attempt if

ramoullago, laces the tact tint the Near and Muhlbj
East i* likely to remain a storm centre for smiie yo.n s

to come. Thorn is no doubt that the Army in India

for purposes of efficiency must be brought into closer
^

touch with the General Stall at home, also that India

must he ready at short notice to have troops avulahle
for external use. For this latter purpose, it will

probably be preferable to earmark and specially

recruit an Indian force for expeditionary purposes, un

in this country ; and it is £p ho hoped that it would
never have to he called into use.

Tf and when the political emancipation of India is

carried into effect, presumably the Commandor-in-
Chief would be replaced by a Chief of the Staff, whose
representative or deputy would be the military expert
of the India Office, and India would follow, in

principle, the procedure outlined above for the
Dominions. The functions of a Conmi^nder-in-Ohief
and Chief of the General Staff do not in fact differ

materially, neither would command forces in action
and each is responsible for military efficiency. There
is nothing wild or militarist about the Esher
Committee's recommendations, nor is there anything
in them which would tend to relax the civil control
over military expenditure.

There Is no object or advantage in the Governor-
General-in -Council having two military advisers, nor
in the Secretary of State being possessed of an expert
who is out of touch with the Chief of the Imperial
General Staff,

15

The AngIo*Japane8e Alliance

The Round fable for December, 1920 weighs

the arguments for and against, 1 lie renewal of the

Anglo-Japanese Allhnce of 1011 which might be

terminated in 1921 or later. The Alliance of

1011 followed the terms of the treaty of 1905

and it ha s fulfilled its fundamental functions

whjlo giving to Japan full opportunity for peace-

ful development and consolidation.

Three great changes have come about in the

conditions which produced the Anglo-Japanese Alli-

auce in 1 '111 . In the first place, the military and
iiav.il puwer ol Germany has disappeared, and with

it (bo menace to the freedom oft Europe. The British

Empire, therefore, is now free both to diminish its

swollen expenditure on armaments and to distribute

its nnlitarv and naval * forces more or less without

regard h» the European situation.

Tn I he second place, the Russian Empire has

disappeared, bolshevik Russia is still a menace to

Ms neighbours, but its menace is due to propaganda
rather than to military power. Japan, therefore, is

confronted by no great military power which coijd

possibly threaten her independence or development.

In the third place, the Treaty of Versailles and the

constitution ol the League oi Nations have introduced

a new principle into the conduct *of international

affairs (pur e different from that on which the Anglo-
Japanese Alliance was based. The Anglo-.Tapanese

\ limner was formed at a time when peace wan
maintained by the balance of power, and not by any
collective a l tempi to bring reason and good-will to

hear on the solution of international ({uestions. It

secured the peace of the Far Em»t by making it clear

that anybody who interfered witk it would have to

meet the conii mod forces of the British Empire and
Japan. The Covenant of the League of Nations
attempts to substitute a new principle. It aims at

the diminution of armaments.

An essential condition of the renewal of the

Alliance must be that Japan accepts completely

the policy of loyally endeavouring to sot up China

on its legs ami that it should not lead to

misunderstandings or disputes with other powers

(ejj. America) The real danger of renewal is that

it may lead to a counterbalancing combination

between China and the United States. The
wrifcei puts forward the following suggestion.

The conclusion, therefore, which wo reach is, that

before the Alliance is renewed, the whole Far Eastern
question should be frankly and opeply discussed, if

possible, at a conference at which the United States,

Japan, China, Great Britain, Australia and New
Zealand, Canada, South Africa, and India, and, if

possible, Franco and Russia, should be represented.

There is everything to bo gained by a frank exchange
of views on the Far Eastern situation between these

powers, all of whom are more or less directly

concerned.
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Indian Education in 1920

In the survey of missionary activities through-

out the world in the couroo of the year 1920,

The
t

International Review of Missions for

January, has the following paragraphs about tho

pi ogress of educational reform in India, Tho

first part deals with the improvements effected

in University education and tho second explains

tho Marins K location Act of 1920 In India,

acts permitting the introduction of compulsion in

the elementary sphere are now on the statute-

books of no less than six provinces, Madras having

recently adopted the principle first laid down by

Bombay and thereafter followed by Bengal, the

United Provinces, tho Punjab, and Bihar and

Orissa.

The croation of now Universities as well as plans

for reform testify to an increasing appreciation of

education. For such foundations have received

statutory authorization during the year. The Aligarh

Muslim University Act provides for a teaching and
residential University open to all, but with the

importation of religious education to Muslims and
the inclusion of departments of Islamic studies. The
Dacca Act has set up a teaching, residential and

unitary University on lines recommended by the

Sadler Commission, and like provision has hpen made
by the Rangoon Act. The most thorough-going

application of the Sadler scheme has been in tho

United Provinces, whore an Act has boon passed to

set up a University of tho new type at Lucknow. The
great states of Mysore and Hyderabad have their own
Universities, the latter making Urdu the medium of

instruction.

A new principle has been introduced in educational

administration in British India by the Madras
Elementary Education Act, which transfers supervi-

sion from the Education Department and entrusts

is to district educational councils elected ad hoc,

1 he Act is also more definite than those of other

provinces in respect of compulsion, which can bo

applied to all children of school age, or to boys or

girls only, where and when the demand is made,
subject to the sanction of Government and a declara-

tion of readiness to levy the educational tax provided

for in tho measure. If and when this is enforced irf

any area, fees are to be abolished in the elementary

schools, but the local authority shall pay compensa-
tion for any loss of income which may be caused by
such remission of fees to elementary schools under
private management. On the subject of the con-

science clause, the Act embodies a compromise In

single-school areas, where ten guardians of children

apply for exemption, the manager of the school shall

exempt from religious instruction all children whose
guardians make a written request to that effect. If

within the time prescribed the manager fails to enter

into such an agreement, an elementary school in the

neighbourhood shall he established, the grant-in-aid

of the recognized school imparting religious instruc-

tion not being affected.

Industrial Democracy in France

f

Prof. Charles Sestre of the Sorbonne, writing

in The American Review of Reviews (December 20)

says that in ML Millerand, the new President of

Franco and in the defeat of tho Labour Extre-

mists, the triumph of the conunonsense of the

middle and working classes was clearly seen. The
labour movement is busy constructing a board of

lyorkraon, technicians and co operators who are to

work out the future regime of industry. Tho
Syndicalists do not represent tho whole of labour

in Franco, The board is an attempt to organise

labour, intelligence and capital from the work-

men’s point of view, with the workmen’s sole

resources and on the workmen’s own intellectual

light. Tho attempt, though crude, }ot recognises

at least tho needs of capital and the existence of

technical knowledge and competency. The writer

describes the coming industrial democracy as

follows :

—

There is a stir among French employers to devise

new plans and start new methods. They all agree

that, after the lesson received in May, the workmen

are miu'b better disposed to consider concrete projects

of social reform instead of flying loose into the misty

realms of (Jtopia. The same movements that are

developing in American industry are being started -

at least in the incipient form of inquiries and

conferences—in the French industrial world, namely

scientific management, payment by results, profit-

• sharing appeal to the human factor, industrial

democracy.

The French method consists rather in legislative

measures, applicable to the whole country, than in

individual experiments born of private initiative.

There are bills being "prepared on “ arbitration,”

‘‘profit-sharing,” “ works-councils.” But the employers
are suspicious of government-made machinery to
solvo social problems. They have combined with the
purpose of taking concerted steps, according to general
principles, yet with variations conformable to the
individual features of each ooncern or industry. While
maturing their plans, they have become more and
more interested in the American precedents.

As time passes and the shock of the war dies out,

the kinship of the American and the French spirit

appears in stronger relief. In both countries,

enlightened realism and individual energy, commanded
by the sense of public service, are leading progress
toward social democracy . America and France stand
together in their horror of the oriminaland destructive
ways of the Communists temporarily in possession of
power in Russia. To-morrow they will join hands in

the great task of furthering the peace of the world.
Their solution will be sane and broad—the solution of
common sense.
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Consumers’ Co-operation The" Employer and* Labour

Mr. liothfelri, I. 0. S
,
explains in the last

number of The Bombay Co operative Quarterly the

objects and needs of ideal consumers, organisa-

tions. The ultimate object should be the grad uni

collective appropriation of all moans of production

by all the consumers in common and the substitu-

tion of a collective method for the existing

competitive and capitalist regime.

“A co-operative consumers’ society is one whose

object is to proem e articles of consumption, including

houses, for its members. Such a society sets out to

sell to members and customers articles of consump-
tion bought by the society or manufactured by it. It

also follow s the principles of the Rocjidale Pioneer

Society by distributing its profits among its members
at a pro-rata of the consumption of e^ich member,
and by applying a part of the profits to works ul

social benefit on conditions determined by tin*

by-laws.

The immediate advantages of such a societ> are

the following. First, it protects health by preventing

adulteration , secondly, it lowers prices all round b\

its influence and example . thirdly
,

it provide 1
* its

members with ai^ easy method ol saving by the bonus*

system : and, fourthly, by iU* management it seen pen

an education in administration lor the working and

the lower middle classes. It should be added tli.it it

iff vory seldom that a true consumers’ society mu
really sell at the beginning at cheaper prices than

those offered by the retail trade.”

In this society a quick turn over is required

which means that no loans or ci edits of a

permanent character will be reejuired. It should

never yield to speculative temptation which is

built upon wasteful competition. The estimate

of the stock required must be fairly accurate.

The real essentials for the consumers’ society arc,

first, a thorough education in principle fur all mem-
bers and especially for the promoters and managing
committee of the society, and, secondly, built upon
this firm understanding of principle, the rigid and
vigorous loyalty of the mom hers. It is only where
this loyalty exists that one can hope for accurate
estimates of requirements, for a ready response by
shares and deposits to fcho increasing needs for

further capital, for the hard and continuous work
which is required from aft members of the managing
committee if the society is to bo a/iuccess, and for

the willingness to boar occasional loss without
grumbling or bitterness when it has to he faced, as it

may have to bo, on account of mistakes or on account
of unfair competition by the retail trade. Loyalty
is, i& fact, the first and the last condition of success.

With it, but after it, is needed business capacity and
the willingness to study business methods on the part

of at least two or three members of the managing
committee. With such conditions and in industrial

centres, the consumers* movement is bound to

succeed.

Mr. Sherwood Eddy, writing in Ike Young

Men of Indict gives &ho Aioivs of Mr. Seebohm
Kowiitree, a great chocolate and Cucoa maker of

York who is not only a model employer, Rut an

investigator, an author ami an authoiity «on the

question of labour. Mr. Rowntrce's conviction

is that paternal welfare-work as a sop to labour

is. dangerous and ho puts forward 5 legitimate

demands of Inborn;. These are :

—

(1) The fixing of a minimum wage for all

workers, such as to enable a man to marry, to

live in a decent house and to bring up a family

of noimal size in a state oj efficiency, leaving a

reasonable margin for contingencies and recrea-

tion. (2j The limitation, oj hours of the woi king

week, and a bill to secuie a forty-eight hour

week. (3) Insurance against unemployment^ which

shall bo universal and compulsory. (4) To give

the workers more democratic control over the

industry in which they ate engaged
;
rot as now

on the financial or commercial side, hut on Jtho

industiial side ol their work as it pertains to the

welfare ol the wurki rs in wages, houis and

conditions of labour, (T>) Labour should

have a larger share in the prtduct, and more

adequate remuneration for services rendered. To

secure laboui’s cordial support to increased out-

put, fchi* workers must be given a direct interest

in the prosperity.

There are many practical difficulties in the

concrete application of these principles. One thing

most essential to grasp is that labour wants not

only butter wages but. a better world and a

bettor 111 e. Mr Eddy concludes :

The British manufacturer has learned to yield his

claim of autocratic control of business. Iusioad of

fighting the Trade- Union, he jiow co-operates with it.

Before tbo War there were 2,500,000 in Trade- Unions,

Now there are over 6,500,000 m the one organization

ot the Trade Union Congress alone. They already

include about, half of all the available men and
women in industry and agriculture.

Tho War has resulted m an enormous development

*in labour organizations. In 1N92 there wore 1,500,000

organized workers, in 19(R 2,000,000; in 1910,

2,500,000; in 1914, nearly 4,OU{),000, to-day it in

7,000,000, and the number is growing. Eight of the

big unions contain half tho men, and the triple alliance

of miners, railway men, and transport workers holds

the centre of organized British labour. As tli* result

of the War, the average working Veek of fifty-tour

hours has now been reduced to forty -eight hours,

while forty-four hours is common. The Labour

movement is backed by the best brains in Britain,

and the leading intellects of Oxford and Cambridge.
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On Race Superiority

Mr, Tarakanath Das, in a contribution

to the Asian Review (October) on the

question of race superiority maintains that

“the ilea of racial superiority or the

bo callod superiority of the Western people

becausb of their Christian religion is nothing but

nonsense accepted with eredulit)’’. In proof of

this ho says that there is absolutely no pure

Caucasian race in the world, bu\ there is a distinct

Aryan culture and that culture is nobody's

Special monopoly but a treasufo for all huma-

nity and even Aryan culturo Ins not been

free from mixtuio with inferior or superior

cultures of various regions and various agos.

“Greece had her palmy days in heathen times.

Imperial Romo flourished uudei the same

heathendom. The civilisations of Egypt and

Carthage flourished long bef01 e the advent of

Christianity. Anciont India with her Hinduism

and Buddhism has given science, philosophy and

culture to the whole world, although Western

scholars generally overlook the contributions of

Indfh. in the field of the positive sciences,’’

The writer proceeds to say that the European

civilization was a good dual indobtcl to the influ-

ence of Saracenic jtnd Moorish culturo and quotes

Lecky in support of his argument. “Huger Bacon,

who was probably the greatest natural philosopher

of the Middle Ages was profoundly versed in

Arabian learning and derived from it many of the

germs of his philosophy.
1” “Then again"’ lie

“Christianity is not Western in origin . , The
philosophical side of Christianity has been influenc-

ed from the teachings of the Alexandrian School of

Neo-Phatonism which in turn was largely influenc-

ed by the Buddhistic and Hindu ideas preached by

the missionaries of India who penetrated into

Kgygb and other countries, , . . Tine Christianity,

the religion of universal love and fellowship does

not exist in the West. The spirit of individualism,

aggressiveness and lack of righteousness has

redueed this religion to a 1 efined and scientific

Trom of vandalism; its pastms, even in tin's “age

of enlightenment,
1

' call foi blood and cry upon
their God to kill their enemies . . , . From what we
know of the actual practice of equality and good-

will tc men it is quite clear that the West has no

higher conception of life and it is quite possible

that with the regeneration of tho Orient it will

send forth a more humane spirit to penetrate the

Weatern world/'

He argues that the actual domination of tho

world by the West began in tho first part of the

nineteenth century w hen the West began to out-

strip the Client in the field of science. Therefore,

“the actual problem before the Oriental peoples is

to acquire all the scientific nclmemcnts of the

West, and add to them further impmvomcutB and

contributions of their own, to acquire political

independence, to free then.. <.!*(; i iom economic

bondage In the West, and to inspire all mankind
to prae.icu the doctrine of ‘Live and let live.’

Without political and economic i nudum the people

of the Orient are mure or less slaves, rind slaves

cannot t Xpert to give full expression to their

qualities/’

"Co-opcMtion among the Orientals must replace

mutual ili.-tnists, the seed of which is always

sown by the dominant peoples who do nut wish to

see the solubility of i-he Orient . . . but the Orient

turn a deaf on to the idea that the Orient is un-

practical, Hut the Chinese aie con upt, the

Japam-o sullhdily aggressive, and Urn Hindus only

good lot pniioiijpMeal speculation/’

He then empiii- /.<> Unb in the Held of world

politics, the i.me question, blood i olauonships, tho

language question, and even religion aio nut tho

indices of polme d or c-
1 uiomic ;-ukdent\ but that

it is political and economic interest. th..t makes
the \Wt a k for A mum aid at one time and at

another incite the Asiatics to fight amongst them-

selves.

“i’he Oiiunt must unmask the ti uc natuie ok

Western imperial] mi and understand its real

nature . . .The wu^ld poueo dreamed about is on

slat an 'jot,, .that the peoples ol the Orient are to

remain in their piusent position of “ dntwuis ol

Water and hewors of wood” lor the moie powerful

anstocr. c;, of the white men, The Oiim t should

strive to defeat this idea. .. To accomplish

this the Orient needs tntumiih&m . . . .which will

fpod; and ,u*t m terms nl bh rental lohdanty to

Save them iunu extern d aggression. The ideal

of * cue i< i ail and ad loi one’ siiuulu be the

Watch vord ol the Oiiei.t/’

Revolt against Organised Religion
Mr- W ,) Wo*itton, in * the latest number of

tho fhhhert Jonnt'd, boldly arraigns the very idea

of organh d religion as “an inherently u* satis-

factory conception/' “ Rdigiun, when most tiuly

itself, cannot be organised /’ Tlio hlo of Jesus
llim.-ulf is a supremo example of revolt against

organised i eiigion. Mrs, Wootton points to the

wt denesses of o^guji^nd religious bodies—intole-

rance, morbidity, ineffectiveness, and excessive

conservatism “ Religion is revolutionary, organ-

ised religion is stagnant.”
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Madras and Ceylon

The proximity of Ceylon to Madras, its

dependence on Madras* for its labour and the

ailiiiity that the inhabitants of its noithern parts

bear to the Tamils—these render the political

connection of Madras and Ceylon more than one

of mere academic interest. Jn 1782 Madias

organised an expedition against the Dutch in

Ceylon; and in 1795 the English from Madras

captured all the Dutch settlements and the island

itself was annexed fo Madras and was governed

by it for 3 years. The Crown took over the

island as a Colony in 1798 : but Madras was again

called in to help the Colony in the rebellion of

1 H 1

7

— 18 which broko out soon after the

suppression of the Kandyan kingdom.

A writer in tho Hindustan Ixevieu' (Doc -0)

thus urges the union of Ceylon with the Madias

Pipsidoney.

Tins brief niumnan <>1 the relations of Madras with

Oxlnii uiii show how, as in the e iso of Burma, she

lias been iiistrununt.il in making it a British puases-

Buui Ce> ion. geugraphn all> speaking, belongs to

Madras. Tolitu ill* it was subordinate to Madras

tow aids the close of the IK! h century, To a largo

t>v*eiit, the population of Northern Ceylon is tlm same

as that of Madras. The main religion of Ceylon.

Buddhism, is an Indian religion. The Buddhism that

prevails in the Inland ih, however, largely a mixture

el Hinduism and aboriginal beliefs. In area, Ceylon

is about live times that ol Madura, * while as regards

population, it is just 1 1

j times that of Madura. In tho

language of Madras Administration, Ceylon is,

territorially, five districts of Madras, while from a

population point of \ic\\\ it would be reckoned only

four districts. One question, then, for consideration

would be whether a separate and costly administra-

tion is necessary lor Ceylon while it is reall> not more

than four or live Madras districts. No doubt other

considerations would have to be given due weight m
a matter of this kind, such, for instance, as tho form

of administration that can satisfy the Island, the

future position in the Indian system of Government
that is now being evolved, the attitude of the people
of Ceylon towards a closer alliance with India, <Src.

Whether Lord Milner’s proposed scheme of Reforms
for the island w ill touch on any problems of this type
it is impossible to say. Jiut there can be no gain-
saying the fact that Ceylon and Madras are bound
together, and advance in Madras means a demand
for reform in Ceylon, The key to Ceylon's progress,
political and industrial, is to be found in India, and
recent developments in the Island show this more
unmistakably than ever.

English .and the Vernaculars

In the January number of th& Indian Education

•Mr. A. S. HhandarkaV writing on tho ubovo

subject, points out the ways by which tho study

of Indian vernaculars could be encouraged
. and

the standard of English improved. •

There are people who think that children ought

to begin learning English along with their

vernaculars. Even if a largo number of trained

teachers are employed and the direct mot.hod of

teaching io introduced, it is impossible to bring

about in Die space of a few hours at school those

natural conditions of learning a language at

home. •

Jn primary schools, according to the traditional

methods in teaching *ho Vernaculars, the pupils

must be asked to roproduco in writing stories, as

this would not only improve their vernacular

diction, but train their memory, imagination,

logical arrangement. English could be begun ad-

vantageously after three years of vernacular study

and then tho direct method of teaching English

shobld bo adopted, The exercise of composition

in tho vernacular as well as English should be

given much more importance thai^at present,

In teaching grammar what is called the

intensive method ought to lie followed. The
essential elements of grammar ought to be

taught by doing much reading in that language as

grammar is but a means to learning a language

or to speaking or writing it corjjpctly.

Vernaculars have su Herod much neglect. The
authorities says the writer, have all along shown a

partiality for English or given it overmuch

importance. Wo want that a student should not

only speak well his mother tongue, but should

improve his composition andtgive him a style or

tho power of good idiomatic self-expression m his

own vernacular. We want to produce more

authors and more vernacular literatuie. This

can be seemed largely by instituting a regular

course of composition and translation into the

vernaculars in high schools and colleges. A
three hours’ paper in composition and translation

into tho vernacular can be introduced without

overburdening the student, into the Matriculation

and higher University examinations.

The composition paper will encourage the

student to read vernacular literature, outside the

text books and enable him to acquire a sty lo or

facility in self-expression,
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Mission Work in the Upper Classes

Canon Brown of Calcutta (Oxford Mission)

writing in The East anl the West does not show

any depression of feeling' at the little result in

the shape of converts that the work of the

missionary with the educated classes has 60 far

shown. He says that the leaven is surely work-

ing beneath the surface and the push and the

upheaval would come in unexpected wayB and

at unexpected times. Taking Bengal as
.

his

illustration, he says that that province has never

been the scene of a mass movement, nor even if

such a movement were to appear, would it affect

the educated classes. Within the last 40 years

there has been a wonderful growth in integiity,

in public spirit an<f in the desire for unselfish

service—a gradual and almost unconscious adop-

tion of Christian ideals, ducf to the great amount

of work which has been done by Christian schools,

colleges and hostels. Men are gradually leaving

off the Hindu theory of life tending to fatalism

and passivity and beginning tl0 live a strenuous

moral life and struggle for political and social

justice. Canon Brown says that Christian missions

must go on silently working, strengthening all the

Christian elements in the character of tho people

and then the people will break free from the

trammels of the past and there will be a great

fruit obtained for Christ.

Now, while in practice the Bengali has to a

great extent abandoned these beliefs and customs

of Hinduism, he still holds to them in theory,

and if you askcdchim he would say that he jhad

not abandoned them at all. Many wish to

become Christians, but very few actually do so,

because they are held back by these trammels of

the past. It must be the work of Christian

missions for many years to come to go on

silently strengthening the Christian elements in

his character. Some day he will awake to the

necessity of making his theory and practice

accord, and then we shall see the beginning of a

great movement towards Christianity. For this

reason it is worth while to persevere with our

work in Calcutta, however small its visible

results.

And the work is full of hope, interest, and

happiness. No people are more responsive than

the Bengalis to sympathy and kindness. No

people are mors lovable when you get to know

them well. It is because sympathy and religion

have been so largely absent from our intercourfo

with them that the present situation is as bad

p» it

The Fallen Pound

Mr. Philip Snowden writing in a recent issuo of

the East arid West discusses, in an article entitled
“ Labour and the Fallen £ ,” the evil consequences

of the present adverse American exchange and the

various means of rectifying the same.

“The state of the exchange”, he says, u
is a very

serious matter for the trader, the worker, and the

consumer in Great Britain* It increases the

places of every article imported from America by
about 4 s. in the pound.” But the evil results of

the adverse exchange are not confined to

increasing prices only. Every fall in the rate of

exchange makes its rectification more difficult.

An increase in the price of food compels the

workers to demand higher wages to meet the

increase in the cost of living or the increased cost

is met, as at present, by a huge State subsidy.

This adds to the cost of production and restricts

the volume of exports. Unless something is done
to rectify the exchange, the gravest results will

follow. Imports of cotton and corn will have to

be stopped or greatly reduced; with disastrous

cousequences of unemployment and famine prices

and scarcity.

There are, says Mr. Snowden, thiee ways in

which the exchange can be rectified. The first is

by increasing the volume of exports, the second

by the exportation of gold and the third by

increasing the carrying trade of Great Britain.

The second and third of these methods offer very

Jittle pro&pect of effectively relieving tho situation

and the first method, viz
,
an increase of export is,

in Mr. Snowden's opinion, the most effective way
of solving the present problem.

“ But the problem of increased exports presents many

difficulties. We need to export to America in order

to improve the exchange, and unfortunately, as has

already been pointed out, the goods we can produce

are in the main those for which America has very

little need
;
and hampered by the adverse exchange,

which adds over 30 per cent, to the cost of production#

it is difficult fol British manufacturers to compete in

the American market. But an inorease of our export

trade is the only effective way in which the Exchange

can be brought back to the normal condition. To do

this there must be increased output, and increased

output can only be secured by improved methods of

production, by the elimination of waste, by applying

to poace time production the same goodwill and co-

operation which prevailed during the war*"
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The Argument (or Socialism

Mr. F. H. Perrycesto refutes in the current

number of The Socialist Review (January—March,

1921) Herbert Spencer's argument "that in the

long run the botterment of the community vitally

depends upon securing to each individual the

fullest of his mental, moral and physical good

qualities and thus enabling him to roar a largo

family of similar high quality. The inference

was that it was uifjust, unscientific and socially

disastrous to mulct these desirable and efficient

individuals for the support of the wilfully or

helplessly inetliciont. Tho writer utterly denies

the Individualist argumont that the individual is

entitled to the full harvest of hia inborn genius or

unique inborn endowment, because tfie individual

could have nothing whatever to do wit^h endowing

himself with such genius or inborn capacity. In

claiming for the community the harvest of inborn

genius bequeathed by the community of the past,

we must equally saddle the present community
with tho care of the degeneracy equally

bequeathed by tho past and must call upon it to

supplement theP earnings
t
of those congenitally

incapable of maintaining themselves in decent

comfort. The children of this last class have to
0P _

ho saved by tho community. But tho community
must, in sheor self-prosorvation, make vory sure

that these low typos shall not breed and multiply

and that the existing degeneration shall disappear.

The degenerates, he says, should be permanently

sterilisod which is perfectly practicable and which

does not mean tint they are deprived of the

capacity for the gratification of the soxual

instinct. Socialist Labour should welcome and

proclaim its readiness to act on the instruction

and warning offered by science as to the

impossibility of safeguarding a socialised

community from disaster and death, unless the

propagation of degenerate and unfit types be

ruthlessly stopped.

Reform in India

Mr. Bernard Houghton, author of M Bureau-

cratic Government ” (a cheap pophlar edition of

which has just been issued by Messrs. Natesan .v

Go., Madras) writing in the Political Science

Quarterly (December, 1920) condemns the

modifying clauses of the'announoement of August
1917 and even more the arrogation by Parliament

of the power to fix the time and manner of each

advance in constitutional government. The

Government of India, the citadel of the

bureaucracy, remains in effect unshaken by the

constitutional advance, where the Viceroy, over-

riding the Assemblies may sanction any
expenditure and pass any law he considers as fit.

In tho budget it is recommended that where the

Viceroy and tho Assemblies agree the Secretary

of State shall not set their views asido.
#
The

writer here again stresses his view that thg final

constitution of India will be and must be a

federation implying roal autonomy and freedom

fi-qm official control. He looks upon the

immediate outlook^with gloomy forebodings.

What of the future ? Will the reforms work
well in practice ? Will they satisfy the Indian

people? The omens are not good. Admittedly

they do not content the great majority of

organised opinion, nor is it lery likely that their

working will greatly assuage the heart-burnings

and soften the bitfcefness so widely felt to-day.

Much will depend on tho Governors. Thoy are

the keystone of tho new edifice of political

reform. If they side too much with the officials,

if they flout or ignore popular opinion, feeling

will again run high, and feeling in India n^ist

now be taken into account very seriously. Three

hundred million human beings nro politically

awake and have begun to move. They may be

guided,controlled by sympathy a*d statesmanship,

but they cannot be checked without disaster.

Will the great body of the Civil Service show a

new mind and work the new constitution in a

democratic spirit? It seems unlikely. Their

whole training is not democratic but

authoritative. They turn their eyes to the past

for precedents; they are blindfto tho warnings of

the present and fearful of a future of self-

Government.

Civilisation

Prof. Flinders Petrie contributes an interesting

article on civilisation to the January number of

tho Contemporary Review, Justice, security, and

toleration of diversity, he shows, have been funda-

mental in all known civilisations, but still more
•important is tho power of acquiring and retaining

knowledge. The lack of any one of these essentials

undermines civilisation, and Prof. Petrie subtly

attributes Germany's downfall to intolerance of

diversity and determination to crush it. The

acquisition of fresh knowledge ft a function of a

very small part of any community—those with

originality of mind and inventiveness, 44 most

usual in the professional and lower middle-cla^

stratum." Ancient Rome crushed out thin class,

and its civilisation decayed.
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Co-operative Production

Writing in a recent issuo of The Bengal
,
Bihar

and Orissa Co operative Journal Prof. B. K.

Bhattacharya says that efich Co-operative Credit

Society should extend its sphere of activity so as

to include co-operative production and salo within

its sccrpe and that prod Liccra* societies should be

allowed to lend credit to debt-ridden people and

take them under its wings. He says :

—

It is wasteful and economical to have 11

competing

railroads running trains over paiullel lines or retail

stores existing in considerable number where one

general distributing establishment could do the

work”. The municipalities in the West have found

out to their cost that separate corporations for

lighting the city or providing it with its water should

not exist but all these functions should be taken over

by the same Municipality. It is similarly wasteful to

have a credit society, a gi*ain store and a sale society

in the same village or group of villages
;
every effort

should be made to merge them in one institution, if

only to save unnecessary duplication of the working

machinery If we forget this, we shall he forgetting

the ideal of the co-operative movement as contrasted

with that of the competitive system. Analysed

cloSely, the co-operative movement is a phase of the

broad movement of Socialism which, generally

speaking, is a revolt against the wastefulness and

class tyranny of individualism, ft is necessary that

every co-operator^hould keep this in mind.

Tho second reason why a primary credit society

should take to co-operative production or selling, is

that the members generally are peasants nr artisans

who have realised tho possibilities of co-operation in

one field of human oxertion and can he easily induced

and safely relied upon to carry the principle to

practice in an analogous field. This would he a

strong incentive tot the growth of co-operative

production. If every village primary society resolves

to-day to undertake this new work we shall have

to-morrow societies ready to take up co-opera-

tive production and sale instead of the societies

that do the work now.

The Ary a Samaj and the New Age
Mr. II S. L Polak writing in the Vedic

Magazine on the Arya Samaj and the New Age

pays a high tribute to Swami Dayanand Sarasvati

and to the work of the Arya Snmaj founded by

him.

Swami Dayananda, he says, was a great

spiritual giant, and strong and virile in physique.

He was unfettered by customary interpretations

of dogma and tradition, and was humane and

broad-minded. Ify recognised no artificial distinc-

tions of easto. brotherhood was a reality to him

as it is to few Inlians oven of our day and he

was undoubtedly one of the spiritual founders of

modern Indian nationalism. ITe was big and

fearless ;
and he held to bis belief tenaciously

because of the truth that was in him. He was
tyue to himself and was, therefore, incapable of
littleness, meanness and baseness.

The Arya Samaj, he describes, as a strenuous,

Sturdy, protestant body. It welcomed all, it

excluded none who would accept it, it sought out
the unhappy, tho distressed, tho outcast, the
convert. It was active and positive. It was
broad and human, though it lmd a tendency to

intolerance in the earlier days of DayAnandu’s
death which was, perhaps necessary fur its

survival.

As regards the futuro of the Arya Samaj, Mr.
Polak thinks that it has greater possibilities of

good than in tho past. lie urges its followers to

broaden thei,*- outlook beyond the narrow limits of

a tradition that may otherwise frustrate their

usefulness.' There are other religious and
philosophical bodies that lay equal claim to bo tho
carriers of salvation, and there ought to be

between these bodies the utmost co- operation and
a most generous emulation, lie appeals to the

leading spirits of the Samaj to avail themselves of

the manifold opportunities of foreign travel, as it

is a wonderful corrective of parochialism in

thought and provincialism in action. This is

necess try to use to the full their opportunity lo

make their great noble contribution towards
that glmioiH new I rid ia that is now in tho

making,

INDIA IN ENGLISH AND INDIAN
PERIODICALS.

Liturgical Reform in India, By Rov. Arthur
Crosthwaite, [“The Eist and the West, 4 ’

January 1921J.

Indian Students and Non-Co-Operation. By
Pandit Madho Ram. [“Tho Hindustan
Review," December 1920].

Causes of Indian Unrest. By T S. Mahomadi,
ma., l.lb. [“The Asian Review," January
1921],

TnE TiiucydtjJes of British India : Robert
Orme By P. R. Krishnaswami, m a. [“ East
and West," Jan, 1921].

India and England. By Sir Francis Young-
husbnnd, k csi., k c.i.E. [“ United Ernpiro,"

January 1921].

Agricultural Labour in Western India, By
G, F. Keatinge, c.i.e,, i.e.s. [“The Social

Service Quarterly," January 1921],
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The British Empire

A , G. G. writ.os in tho com so of an article in

the Daily Nemf

: #

Bir Valontino Chirol telegraphs to Urn Tina'*

from Bombay :

“The old Indian National Gongro.v;, which,

with all its shortcomings, claimed to he thorough

ly loyal and constitutional, is doud. At Nagpur

tho new Congress fyn r pi ncl timed lo\altv to he

optional and constitutional methods a mat* or ol

more expediency/’

No need to underli- e that. Prusssianisni is

doing in India what it L doing in Ireland, and it

is notorious t,h*t wii it U happening in Ireland is

having profound ro actions m India. .And then

is Eg\pt . But lot ns pass to the * elf govrn-'ng

dominions Things arc happen in g there also if

any ono ruined Hn significance of ( Uimd'iN

jns^t once after the war in having her own
representative at Washington, he cannot, lx* blind

to the meaning ol the now n.nwd understanding

arrived at in rcgvd *o the P.ieilio by <

1 mndn atid

the United State*. That is a new departure of

momentous importance for to think about.

The homing of all tins upon Ireland is obvious

lt r is always dithrult to see our actions

as et.hors sec them. We have no idea how
Amritsar looked to other than English 030s

And wo have little ideuwhd. our atrocities in

Ireland look like to thoxo who have no parriculm

reason to turn their heads away when wo run
amuck. 4 + 1

] daresay there are people who loading all*

this will attribute it, not to honest indignation,

but to hatred of this country. Peril.* pa they

will say the same about tho French No doubt
the Germans in the sn n#e way thought wo were
humbugs ahout the fright.fulnnss in Belgium, ami
tho old Sultan thought wo wore hvpoci it.es about
tho Bulgarian and Armmmi atrocities But the

point for us is that those things that are being

said are true, that they have shocked the civilised

world, and that the reputation of this country is

at ft lower ebb to-dav than it has been in living

memory. The moral prestige of the British

Empire is its chief assot. It, is tho content., as

Burke said long ago, that holds the contexture
together. If that prestige, that reputation for

justice, humanity, liberty, is recklessly thrown
away, it is not Dreadnoughts that will preserve

the structure. Tho world is in the melting pot,

and the British Empire is there with tho rest, It

will survive or perish by the moral judgment
that is passed on its stewardship,

U

Tf wc are indillgront to what the world is

saying, whether in India or the Continent, in

m
A rr,erica or tho Colonies, we must not bo sur-

prised if the verdict goes against us. It has gone
against other empires in the past, and we have no

more immunity from tho bws of decay than Tiny

former system And it is been use, with afl its

faults, tho British Empire has been a groat and
bomdieent instrument of human development and

h 's ./ill a woil to do that no other visibio

iii'diumcnt can perform, that the moral disaster

in l roll ud lias the dimensions of a world

calamity.

Col. Wedgwood jm India

Writing in the London Nation Col Wedgwood
d< -sects the causes o\'

m
the* unrest in Tndia and

points out that, tho Punjab tragedy is the knot of

all the tmuhlo. He s ys :
-

Tf there had never been a Gindhi, ono such

would have been found. Some leador must have

come forward to voice tho rngo that possesses

India. •

tfc is usual to say that the vast mass of India

is contented, browsing shcoplike on the soil, and

oblivious to the world of agitators. That may
have boon so three } cars ago. *To allow that

impression to continue now, would be to court

disaster. They do not know what they want,

but they are desperate. They are like children

who have just dLcovoied that their father drinks

and curses their mother, and \Wio in conscipionce

rush about screaming and frightened.

Martial law in the Punjab was a time of terror,

when fustic ) slept CMiupiotoly, for the first time

in India lor sixty years. British justico is tho

chief prop of faith, arid it broke Respectable

personages went in hourly fear of the police, and

did not uarc to speak to #no another; pooplo

humiliated thom-mlves 1o ingratiate themselves

with tho new tiger. Tho Punjabis aie by naturo

proud of their race—a lighting caste. The very

thought of how they crawled, when the crisis

came rnd they were tested, makes every Punjabi

giit. his troth, Bengal jeers at them. 44 Our
sons— our Balm sons—went down bomb in one

hand and revolver in tho other, but you ‘martial*

races lav down to be spat upon.’’

At every meeting I go to, in every speech, in

every song by schoolboys, or recitation by a

budding G K.C., in comes the only, to me,

intelligible word—.Tallianwalla Baug. But I

know, and they know, that what they cannot,

forgive is, not the butchery, but the fact that

they were made afraid.
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India and England

Sir Francis Younghuflband recently delivered

an address to the Royal Colonial Institute,

London. In the course of his speech Sir Francis

said :

—

“ When I am in England I am consumed with

love of India. I forget tho deadly monotony,

the dreariness and weariness, the limpness and the

langour of the hot weather, the irritations and

annoyances of life in India, and the longer sepa-

rations ;
and I think only of the breadth and

spaciousness, the sunshine, tho colour, the open

air, the clear skies, tfife vast plains, the wild jungles,

the purple hills, the snow heights, the glorious

Himalaya, the endless variety of people, tho warm
affection they give, tho power for good one has,

the joy-arousing sense of responsibility, and the

general worth-whileness of all ones activities.

41 So hero in England 1 got to love India

mpre and more and long to be back there to have

my life over again, and make so much more of . it,

to see so much that I might have seen, but had

not tho eyes to see
;
to see so much, also, that I

never had the1 opportunity of seeing
;
to do a

hundred things that I had left undono, to do a

thousand things that I see now should and

might be done.

• 4 First, we must really understand India

—

understand India, body and soul—the land and the

people. We have been there three hundred

years, but we have not yet produced any great

interpreter of India to us. Nor have the Indians

themselves produced one. We have a vast ac-

cumalation of facts laboriously arranged in

Imperial Gazetteers and histories; but, with a

few exceptions, such as tho writings of Sir Alfred

Lyall, Kudyard Kipling, and Aberigh Maclray

we have no real revelation of the true soul of

India. And these that I have named are none
of them deep enough revealerff, What we want
is some true artist who, through his greatness

v

has simplicity enough and singloness enough of

soul to enter deeply into the soul of India and
bring to light its real character. Any fool can

show us the badness : it stands on the surface for

anyone with half an eye to see. It requires a seer

to see tho goodness.

44 And so we want a roan of vision who will

reveal to us both the goodness and the badness,

the complexity and simplicity, the singleness and
multiplicity, the variety and unity of Indian life,

that we may really understand India, and be
able to enter into the feelings, tho aspirations,

the ideas and ideals of her people. No one man
could do this finally and completely, for tho field

is too vast and the people are incessantly changing.

But a great artist could at loast show the way.

And it is for him we wait—for some greater

Stevenson, who will sottle in India as R. L. S.

settled in Samoa, and devote his life to the single

purpose of discovering its sbul and telling us

what he finds.

4< Canada and
.
Australia give tho impression

that they do not want English gentlemen. And
perhaps for the pioneering work of developing

tho natural 'resources of virgin countries they are

not so well adapted as men of a rougher type.

But India' most assuredly does want them.

“ Like the rest of us, Indians have many
defects, but the defect of vulgarity in not one of

them. You may spend years in Tndin and travel

from one end of it to another, hut you will not

discover a trace of vulgarity. Indians are gentle-

men, and among oven tho roughest tribes true

gentlemen are found. So a gontleman is instinc-

tively recognisod and appreciated by Indians.

And with him Indians are at once at home. They
immediately feel comfortable and at their ease

in his presence. And while an Englishman
who is not a gentleman will rasp and ex-

asperate them * to an unbelievable degree,

they will do anything for an Englishman
.who is a gentleman. And for this simple reason

that they have implicit confidence that he will

stand by them and stand up for them, that his

word can be trusted and that he is sensitive en-

ough at heart to enter into their feelings and
understand them. The power that a gentleman
can exert oyer Indians is astonishing. Both his

gentleness and his manliness appeal to them.

44 The point whore all that I have said touohes

India is here—that in proportion as men capable

of such service are produced in England and are

available for India, so are England and India the

more likely to be firmly and lastingly attached to

each other. India has a very direct, and if 1 may
describe it, personal interest in the production by
England of men with high capacity, training and
tradition for social service—spirited, high-

principled,* clean -living, healthy-minded English

gentlemen.”
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The Chamber of Princes

A “Gazette of India Extraordinary ” issued on

the 8th instant contains the constitution of the

Chamber of Princes, which was authorHod by His

Majesty in the ttoynl Proclamation :

—

The Viceroy shall be the President of the

Chamber, which shall consist of members and

representative members. The members of tho

Chamber shall be Rulers of States, who enjoyed

permanent dynasty Salutes of 11 guns or over, oti

the 1st January 11)21, and Rulers of States, who

exerciso such full or practically full internal

powers, as, in the opinion of the Viceroy, qualify

them for admission to the Chamber. Tho repre-

sentative members of the Chamber shall bo such

Rulers of States not qualified for admission under

Sub-Clause (1) and Clauses 1 and 2 #
ns may bo

appointed under the regulations.

The Chamber shall be a deliberative, consul

tativo and advisory, hut not an executive bodv.

The functions of the Chambor shall be Fiist, to

initiate, la accordance with the rules of business,

proposals, and to juake recommendations relating

to tho preservation and maintenance of treaties

and of tho rights and interest, the dignities and

powers, privileges and prerogatives of the Princes

and Chiefs, their States, and the members of their

families. Second, to discuss and make represent-

ations upon matters of Imperial or common
concern and subjects referred to the Chambor for

consideration by the Vicoroy, Third, to appoint

committees of experts and others to advise the

Chamber upon technical or other intricate*

questions. Fourth, to appoint a Chancellor, to bo

made in accordance with the regulations, by

which the functions of the Cnancellor and tho

Standing Committee wjll also be defined. Fifth,

to propose, for the consideration of the Viceroy,

regulations for any purpose, connected .with the

Chamber's rules of business, or amendments or

alterations of the regulations or rules Sixth, to

deal with any other matter not provided for by

the regulations or rules.

No proposal affecting the constitution of the

Chamber shall be brought up before it, or

discussed, except with the leave of the Viceroy.

The functions of the Chamber (shall only be

exeroisable when at least 30 members and

representative members are present at a meeting,

duly convened in accordance with the rules of

business. The recommendations of tffe Chamber
shall be made in accordance with the vote of the

majority present, and in voting thereon, the

members and representative members of the

Chamber only will be entitled to vote, each

member or representative member having ono
vote. The attendance of members, repiesentutivo

‘members, and voting In the Chamber shall be

voluntary. There shall be a Secretary of the

Chamber, to be appointed by the Viceroy, whose

duty it will bo to record, in a book of proceedings,

all recommendations of tho Chamber and to sub-

mit copies thereof for tho consideration of the

Yidbroy, who will take such action as he may see

fit. Copies of ail sach recommendations shall be

sent by tho Secretary to all membets and re-

presentative mom bets of the Chamber.
Treaties and internal affairs of individual

States, lights and interests, dignities and powers,

privileges and prerogatives, of individual lVinces

and Chiefs, their Stages artd the members of their

families, and the actions of individual Rulers,

shall not be discussed in tho Chamber. The in-

stitution of the Chamber shall not prejudice, in

any way, the engagements or relations of any State

with tho Viceroy or Governor General, includ-

ing tho right of direct correspondence, nor sllU.ll

any joeornn ondation of the Chamber, on any
way prejudice the rights, of restrict tho freedom
of action of any State.

* •

Ruh*s for tho conduct of the business of tho

Chamhci may bo varied or added from time to

time. Tho Viceroy may fer the purposes of any
meeting <.f the Chamber, suspend any ol the rules

of bu: iricsi
1

.. Any ordinary meeting of the Chamber
will be held once a year, at Delhi, on a date which

will be fixed by the Viceroy.
# Tho Viceroy has

the dw'i' tiou to convene extraordinary meetings

on Its ov n initiative, or on the suggestion of one

or more mem hers or representative members of

tho Chamber. Tho Viceroy will, ordinarily, pre-

side. When the Vioooy is not presont, one of

the Princes, selected by His* Excellency, will pre-

side and slmll have all the powers conferred by

these rules on the Pi evident. When a Ruling

Prince presides, he shall have only one vote.

* Kapurthala State-

By i. iiiigurating with impressive solemnity the

newly foimed State Council on the 14th January

His Highness the Maharaja of Kapurthala formally

established a further definite land mark along the

path of constitutional development in the State.

The State Council of which tbd Tifeoa Sahib is

President and the two Kanwar Sahibs, younger

sons of bis Highness, are extraordinary members,

the Chief Minister being Vice-President, includes

both the official as well ub the non- official element.
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Indians in Transvaal

Mr, H. S. L. Polak, writing in the Indian

Opinion
,
observes

It is essential that the disabilities imposed

upon Indians in the Transvaal, as recently as last

year^should be removed, and that no impedi-

ments whatever should bo placed in the way of

the ownership and occupation of land and the

acquisition of trading rights by Indians, eiihep in

the Transvaal or iu JS" atal and the Capo, it is

certain that if in any one ptoviucu Indians aic

compelled to surrender their rights, the same

policy will, in due course, be applied to the other

provinces. The whole experience of the la.M few

years in South Africa his boon th.it there has

been a levelling down rather tlnn a levelling up,

bo far as Indians are concerned. Not only must

this process stop, but tho reverse policy bo

adopted. It is not merely a question of Indian

sentiment, it is one of the vital needs of the

Indian community, and of tho poimanont welfare

of South Africa, There can, in fact, be no real

compromise botwoon a rigid anti- Asiatic policy

and a policy of equal treatment. In spite of

past experience, in spite of prejudice and malice,

I still believe t&at it is only along the lines of

the latter policy that the problem will be solved.

Muslims in England

A picturesque ceremony took pi *cc on the l) Mi

Instant when Indians in brilliant turbans and
•* Ohied Oluta” of Lagos, in silk robes, opened tho

new Islamic institution, which is at present housed

in a large residence at Putney
,
pending the erec-

tion of a mosque. Some fifty English converts were
present at the ceromony. Moulvie F. M. Sayal,

one of the speakers, said that the Ahmediva
Islamic movement was the great hope of a peaceful

understanding between India and England, lie

predicted that the British Empire would one day
become a true Mussalman Empire, without any
idea of race or nationality,

Indians in Malaya
The report on the Labour Department of tho

Federated Malay States shows that there were
101,433 immigrants from Mouth India to British

Malaya in 1919, compared with 05,291 in 191 8,of

whom 88,021 wfire free labourers, imported at the
expense of the immigration fund and 1 3,4 1 2 traders,

labourers and others who paid their own passages.

160,657 Indians were employed in estates in the
Federated Malay {States in 1919 Compared with

139,486 in 1918.

Indians in East Africa
A conespondcnl of thq “ Daily Chionicle’ n.

East Allien interviewed General Nortboy, (he

Governor af Konya Colony . The topics bioachul

included tho Indian Association’s riMstance to

segregation and tq, differentiation in lespcct of

land, which, tho eoirespunucnfc explains, means

insistence on shall ng witii Em oj leans the foi tile

highlands which 1m\o been e,n-marked fur whites,

Although Indians regal ihtl e tlw word segroga

tion as implying inionoiity, it i tally connoted

only profound dillm nu os in ways ul living. The
fact that the nuird.oi of Indians was threefold

that of the Europeans made the Indians demand
foi equal lopresrnf.itjon with the whites, serious.

The large nil* jority ol Indian in Kenya would

fail to reach the franchise iinlilicaLon lequircd

by any European community N (worthless, enlarg-

ed repiescntation would he given them on J.cgis

lative and Muniiipd Council.'..

The Indian Community, as a whoh
,
was pros-

perous and contented, and only ashed to be left

alone. Politic,*' w «,** at the base of tho agitation,

which vvn„ npioMu.ted by the' cry
kt
East Africa

fur Indians, under the Government of India,
'

Indians in Trinidad
ilis Majesty has approved the appointment foi

live } Cura of the Lav, Charles Lilli as a ropre-

entative of the British Indian community on the

Legislative Council in Tiinidad. Mr. Lalla is a

prominent inembci of the local East Indian
National Congress, and a recognised leader of

.Indians In Trinidad.

Indian Commissioner for Africa
The Government ot Jtitlia has announced that a

Trade Commissioner for India is to be appointed

in East Africa, in view of the numerical strength

of tbo Indian mercantile community in the East
African Colonies and Protectorates and the large

volume of trado which Hows between that region

and India, it is felt that thoro is ample scope for

tho activities of a resident Indian Trado Commis-
sioner.

Indian Students in London
An increasing number ol Indian students, We

are told, are coming to London, for whom the

University is unable to find vacancies, It is

officially declared that ninety per cent, of these

Btudonis wish to take up Engineering, but owing
to there being no vacancies in the Engineering

course, many Indians are stianded in London,
with nothing to do, An official suggests that stu-

dents from India should not come to London
unless they are assured of finding a vacancy,
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Railwaymen’s Conference

Labour Unions are *the order of the day, Mili-

bands have their own organisations.* Tramway

men have combined in different centres of the

country. It was only to bo expected that a

Union of Railwaymen should be started sooiui or

later. The fiist All India Kail way men’s (Jon-

leience opened at the Empire Xheatio, liombay,

on February 1. # Delegates of woihmen lioin

different parts of the country attended Mil

session. Mr. S. Titus, of the (1.1 I*. R;,ilwi\.

as Chairman of the Reception Committee, welcom-

ing the dolegato* said

that, m their prcM'JU unoigamsed Mutt, railway men
eoiihl nut aeluevt their goal But. the *i-ieseiit nu *•:

mg, ho hoped, would tnil> l.i\ t ho l.aiii.latioii .»f

federation which avoiding poiitu^, woiMd, m time

bridge the gulf between capital and l.ibiuu on tenew

of oqualits and mut ual selt-respeci flaw did not

in rail to he uudibuplined rabbles, mdilleient to tli

m authority

.

Rai Sahub Uhandnkd Rmm**! wIm> wa, uicolod

president dihvend a lengthy nJiiii»M.s in the

course of whicfi hn dwelt* on the need lot such

nn organisation :>?k1 relent'd to the disabilities of

^ndian Railway employees, lie said that the

present system, which had clouted racial distinc

tions, was wrong, and it was the duty of all

lovoih of fair play to combine and remove all

injustices, wherever found.

He dwelt at some length on the conditions of

all grades of nilwny service and appealed for

sympathetic tom h and eh sir cu-opciat.iun bet-

ween oiliceifi and men in railway employ.

The President advised the railway employees,

when making representations, to do so in a

reasonable spirit and to tty their best for main-

taining’ harmonious relations with •officials and,

as far as possible, to settle tho disputes amicably

by negotiation and arbitration without resorting

to direct action. Ho trusted that tho Railway

authorities would also bo reasonable when
considering the grievances of their subordinates.

In conclusion he said :

—

Railways are yours. You have a sacred trust in

your hands, and you must discharge that trust in a
sacred manner. The country pays for railway
service and expects service to be rendered in a

satisfactory manner without undue burden upon the

people and without your being unreasonable to those
whom Providence has placed under or above you.
To the higher officials 1 would say : Bo reasonable
in fixing your own emoluments and privileges, show
magnanimity of your heart by self-sacrifice and

cuiitcntmont by llicyjlory of high office which Iieavon
has given you Curtail your porsoml wauls and do
justice to your subordinates.

•

Tho Continence mot) again day and
passed the following among other u^olutions .

—

r

That, in view ot tho declaration ol His Mfijosty’s

Government ul 20lh August, 11) 17, and the (iovern-
niont of India Ai‘t, <uid tho Royal Proclamation of

UJ1J*, thisCmiicreiicetruststh.il tho Railway Board
wfmld public) v cancel all oldens which huvo boon
issued to railway administrations upon which Mr. T.

Ryan made a 'statement in the euiioe of lus evidence
bcioie tlm K t»y ,il Com miss ion on Indian Public
Services, to tlm oiled that ironi ihe military point of

view and menial souintv oi the country more
reliance is plat «m Lurq^can officers than on
Indians

,

Unit tins Coni cr^iicc ' trusts that the Indian
Legislature will take early steps to provide the

necessary l< gjslation lixiugthe liability ot the railways
lor adequate compensation for injury or loss ot life in

case ot act idents to railway servants working oil the
line, at the station or tn the workshops.

Then followed some resolutions touching h^urs

ot wuik, pay and prospects in the service; after

which tho Conference closed for the day.

On tho third and last day tho Conference passed

resolutions urging,

(L) That technic.il schools attached to railway
workshops he unproved and thrown open to Indians
on the sumo conditions as tn tho case of Europeans
aud Anglo-Indians; (2) asking for direct represent-

ation in Legislative Councils <*nd Legislative Assem-
bly

;
(It) that railway administrations should provido

bdtter housing tor workmon and better educational

facilities for their childn u, that tho Government of

India should appoint a Committee to enquire into the

present railway labour situation and that the rules

regarding payments of gratuity and provident funds

be so altered, that a strike may not be regarded as

misconduct etc,, etc.
•

A resolution condemning the deportation of

Mr, 13. G. llorniman was also passed. The
following further resolutions brought tho proceed-

ings to a close .
—

*
That tho draft constitution of the All-India

Railwaymen’s Federation prepared by the Reception
Committee of the Conference he adopted provisionally

as it stands, and a Committee be appointed to go
through it and circulate copies thereof among all

different unions and associations asking them to give

their opinion within three months. After opinions are

received, the Committee will go through them and
will have power to accept them if advisable. That
tho railway administrations in India and Burma be

requested to eucourage the formation of unions of

railwaymen on their respective lines as desired iu

Versailles Covenant 421 of the League of Rations

and all such unions should be recognised.
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Farming as a Profession in India

The December number of Business contains an

instructive article on “ Fanning as a Profession

in India” by Geo. 0. Forrester. I). Ph,

Mr.' Forrester contends that without mnte-

^
rial strength—without wealth- neither political

Strength nor political greatness can be acquired,

though moral elevation can. Ho quotes the

examples of England and Germany in support of

his observation.

Similarly India cannot, by any possibility, attain

political solidarity and greatness, without increas-

ing her material resources. However much the

so-called Indian Eafcremists, Moderates, and

Anglo-Indian ^conservatives may disagree on

political matters the fact gamins that a now

constitution cannot be built up on a semi-starved

country.

How to increase the wealth of the country i

iffhe answer is, by scientific development.. As

regards the sources of wealth in India natuie has

provided millions and millions of acres with vary-

ing soils and varying degrees of humility for

varying grains and coieals and ordained agricul-

ture to be the pain industry of the country.

Agriculture is Hie backbone of the country's

prosperity. On the well-being and contentment

of the people in rural areas everything will depend.

Yet their development has been neglectod en-

tirely. Borne of the educated classes even look

upon it with indifference, often amounting to

contempt. The result is tremendous harm to the

country’s staple industry. Indian farmers left to

their devices and bondsmen to their own vices of

thriftlessness and conservatism on the one hand,

and struggling in the iron grip of usurers and

land hunting shylocks on the other, with the

spectre of an uncertain* monsofen ever hovefing over

their heads, drag on their existence from year to

year, from generation to generation, spiritless,

,crushed, and with just enough reserve power left

to earn the season’s bread by ofce way or another,”

The responsibility for this impoverished state

of Indian agriculture lies not at the door of the

Government alone, but at the door of the people

and their leaders, as well. The share that the

hereditary landholders and the educated champions

of India have taken in developing India's prime

industry is nexbto nothing. The time has arrived

(or educated Indians to go to the assistance of the

X&dian farmers not ip the guise of preachers,

.propagandists, as conveyers of counsels of perfec-

tion, but as active workers, as professional

farmers, equipped with all that modern chemistry

and agricultural science can teach. Farming is the

oldest, tho noblest and the ‘most dignified profes-

sion in tho world and yields, in proportion to

capital invested and labour expended, better cash

returns and a fiords other comforts, too numerous
to mention in detail, than any other profession,

occupation, or form of business.

Irrigation in India

A blue book, containing a review of irrigation

in India for the )ear 1918-1 9, has been published.

The total area irrigated by all classes of works in

British India during the year 1918-19, amounted
to just over twenty -five million acres. Towards
this area productive works contributed 17,314,700
acres, protective works 092,300 acres, and minor
works 7,14^3,300 acres. The area irrigated by

productive works was greatest in the Punjab,

where over seven and -a- half million acres were

recorded. Madras came next with an area of

nearly three-and-a half million acres. United Pro-

vinces contributed three-and a- half quarter million

acres, Sind one million, Bihar apd Orissa nearly

one million, North' West Frontier Province

339,000, and Burma 291,000 acres. The total

capital outlay, direct and indirect, to the end of

the year 1918 19, on productive works, excluding

navigation works but including expenditure

incurred on irrigation works under construction,

amounted to Rs 58 crores. The gross rovenue for

the year amounted to Its. 742 lakhs, and working

expenses to 219 lakhs. The net revenue was
therefore a little over Rs 523 lakhs, which repre-

sents a return of nine per cent, on the total

capital outlay.

Sugar-Cane in Madras
f

The area planted with sugar-cane in 1920 in

the Madratf Presidency is estimated at 99,800

acres, which is 9 per cent, above the last 3 ear’s

estimate of 91,500 acres. The actual, area in

1919-20 was 92,722 acres. The increase is gene-

ral and is due to the stimulating effect of the high

prices of jaggery. There is a fall in South Arcot,

which is reported to be due to r30fcs preferring to

plant food crops. Yields are poor in the Oircars,

owing to the failure of the monsoon, the high

prices of oil oakes used as manure, and to the fact

that some area has been crushed prematurely in

order to take advantage of the high prices of

jaggery. Elsewhere the yield is close to the

normal, or a little above, The total outturn of

jaggery is estimated at 266,900 tons, as against

* 260,800 last year, t
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Hind Swaraj or Indian Home Rule By

Mr. M. K. Gandhi. Q». A. Natesan k Co., Madras.

Price 8 as. To subscribers of the Indian Review
A 0
6 as.

This is a free English translation of Mr.

Gandhi’s famous book in Guzerati. It contains

the pith of his views on life and politics, which

are entirely original,* if somewhat anti- modern.

It oxhibits Mr. Gandhi’s peculiar conception of

Swaraj in the true G and hian sense and affords a

warning to all who talk lightly of Home Rulo

in the western sense. It is this book which form-

ed the text of L >rd RonahLlwy’s recent dis-

course at the Caledonian dinner in Calcutta.

Mr. Gandhi, it need hardly he said, expounds his

viowp, peculiar and original as they are, with tho

torsoness and lucidity that always Miaraeteihe

his utterances Those who nro anxious to lindu-

stand Mr Gandhi’s public activities and the ideals

for which he is striving cannot do hotter than

study his reflections and his somewhat startling

solutions contained in this book.

An Anthology of Recent Poetry. By I

J)’0. Walters, Messrs liana p k Co
,

London.

4The selection contains somo choice specimens of

contemporary verso, chiefly lyrical. Within the

space of little more than a hundred pages most of

the living authors ate represented by their best

work. The poems breathe the spirit of the tines

^nd it is no small plousuro to bobklovers to find a

pocketful of songs by such diverse poets sh Mase-

field, and Yeats and ITardy and Rupert Brnofo

Mrs. Naidn is represented b> her best known poem
“The Cradle Song”.

A Peep into the Early History of India.
By Sir R.G. Bhandarknr, with a preface by

H. G.’ Rawlinson. Bombay, Taraporevala, Sons

k Co. 1020. Rs. 2.

This email pamphlet is the roviFod form of a

paper prepared by the author nineteen years ngo.

It traces the history of the land from the time of

the Mauryas down to the age of Uis Guptas and
the Hunas. In spite of the vast strides made by
Archaeology during the last two decades, the

views of the author are not open to serious

challenge except in one point—viz
,
the date of

Kanishka.' The book is a model of lucid writing

upon an abstruse period, and the account of the

Brahminio revival at the end is particularly

interesting. This would form an admirable

introduction from a master-mind to a larger

study of the history of the period.

The Eastern Question and its Solution
By Morris Juetrow, Jr., Fir D

, L L D
,
J. B.

Lippincott CompanjL Philadelphia.

Professor Jastrow solution to a ques-

tion in which Americans in commoi^ with
the rest of the world are widely interested.

Tt was the Near Western question that lay at the *

root of the great, war, which America helped to

brjng to a victorious end. Professor Jnstrow sets

forth America’s interest in tho Near Enst. He
does not believe in America’s accepting a mandate
over any Eastern land, lie favours the creation

of a series of international commissions on which
natives of Eastern lands should also be represented
arid to which commission tffe affiijs of the Near
East would ho entrusted with the ultimate object

of making the peoples of the Near East capable of

self government.. Incidentally he shows the
reason for the failure of the European diplomatic

policy and gives an illuminating survey of th^
present situation

Bureaucratic Government Bv Bernard
.Houghton I c s lltd G A Natesan k Co.,

MadraR Re 18 0 To subscribers uf the
Indian Review, Re. 1 4.

This is the first Indian editfbn of this well

known work The plan of the book is quite

simple After explaining how in India a bur-

eaucratic government has come to supersede

an autocracy it discusses bureaucracy at first

in its more general aspects and Aifterwnrdfl

with reference to certHin f large questions.

Mr. Houghton examines the present posi-

tion critically, end offnrs suggestions for the

better satisfaction of Indian aspirations. The
last chapter entitled “ Towards Democracy” is an
eloquent plea for the transfer ol the Governance

of 1nd»a*to indigenous hajids In view of the

critical situation in India the book must prove of

especial value to all interested in thn political

evolution of this country.

BOOKS RECEIVED.

The Multum in Parvo Atlas op the World.
W. and A. K. Johnston, Ld,, Edinburgh.

Report of the Storks Purchase Committee,
Vol I. Government Central Press. Simla.

•
’

The Message or Christ. Bv Mr. A. S. Wadia.
J. M. Dent and Sons, Ld

,
London.

The Kingdom op Japanapatam, 1647. By P. E,

Pieris, Litt D., Ceylori^Oivil Service. The

Ceylon Daily News, Colombo,



raa DIARY OF THE MONTH
Jtun. 16. The Persian Cab'ii®^ h\s i cwgned

Jan. 17 M Bmnd has foimed a new Cabinet

in France '

jJan. 18, The Rulway 'Commit too commenced

, its hifctmgB in Madras

$kn i*S Sir G M Ohitmn is been appointed

President of tho C ontral Piovinces T egislative

Council

f&ft 20 Tho Kulwi\ P >b r ( mmuttee with

Mr Thompson if* PnniDnt c mimunrui Pfi

sittings to diy at T \u know

Jan. 21 Sir ClnOn* M mu i\ Commander n

Chief in Indit, hi^bien mi d to 1 no otc

\

Jan 22 The numbivs if t hr v houal I i^onl

League in CPi Pt i uevf i/udcnpitvt nn f
1

Sir Kuiondi an ith Himji nul Sn I C Miltti

to da)

an 23 Mr 0 m Ihi unvol in C h itf i v
T d

addressed iluge at! on ig < f * f u loi Is

Ju.v 24 TheSetiml An ml C nfowmo of the

Associated Cbirnbeis 'f (
1

» owk o ot hdn u\d

Ceylon was opined tidu b} II T tho

Governoi of Bor g il

Jan 2T) \ Wmkms Flu ih ml \ssocintion

has been sta r ted m Mi h is

Jan 20 Tno IT m bio Mr VI \mbi Whvte,

President of th j L ijisl it ui \ * rut 1 ,
mud

at Delhi to dav

Jan 27 Tim lmjrrnl 15 mk ot Indu opined

business to d\) in I uhIjii

General Sir Koboi t Ufd n P msll nimt 1 m
Bomba\ to d i\

Jan 28 The i\* 1 ox tu g if th Bngil
Reformed L igisl i iv o(. uncil met th n morning

At to da}’« Bitting of the C nti il Pinnate
Legislative Council, the ( juncil vot< 1 for i

reduction of the Minister*’ s thins to -5 000 Us

Jin 2°! 11 U H Tho Duki of ( innui^ht

unveiled the btituo of Fiwud \ I f at Calcutta

Jan 30 rIhe Panjib Shidonts’ (Conference it

QUjianwalla pissed a rrsduhon welcoming the

Congress Re* jlution on \ m Co o tuition

Jin 31 The 8tb Session of the Indian bcienco

Congrosa was* opened at Cilcutta by Loid
Ronaldhba) '

* OChe Cantonment Reforms Committeo bogan its

\* sittings to day at Delhi

r#b. i. h R B. The Duke of Connaught

to-day opened the Bengal Legislative Council

H R 11
r

lho Piince of Wales unveiled at

Bughton Mio memorial %n honour of Indian

wan lorn who died duung the war

Feb 2 IT R 11 The Duke of ( ‘on n night laid

the eominemo] ition stone of the now King
GeJigo 1 ) h k in C ill ut ta

leb 5 11 I I lv Clx lmsfoul openod tho Artfl

1 xlubition ir I) 1 hi

Fib 1 I ho f i

* All Fnfia Pvnlaa\ men’s

Cot Lm c ( comiii ncrditsuu. on m Himhi)

I b 3 Mi S 1 1 io mod i Smha has been
< hi m \ in Pusi « nt of tlx Indmo I ogibla

t»\ \^s( n hi

F< b o Mi ( m mi open o 1 tho N itional

I riututs f< i h i rirdthc \ itioi il College

a* P it i a*

J\b 7 Hi n t i ion )f tin Reformed
Legislative ( hi nl >t V n r dopon<d to da)

l\Ti IjHjpat huh I un u\ d with in order

fiom the (
l

i I ( mum sionti I rontiei

Pioniue, j»i( hilitir g him from cntoung that

Pu>\ p c e

Feh 8 Opentg of the legislitivo ( xmcil of

P I u it d On* i b\ Il 1 I oid S.nha

Roml Pm cl inflation on ( bun her of IhirxcK

H H II Thf Duk <1 t nn i light irmieuiuttad

the C Inn bo rf Pin ns if 1) 1 hi

Feb 3 11 K JI Ine Dole of Conmught
niuigm ( 1 the l mini of Stite and the

€
I gH it i \ t A* ombl

>

I cb 10 11 l\ 11 llx Duke of ( onnaught 1 lid

the iimi'itto Si > » if the All India War
Me mori d at Dulln

Fob li 1 h( llonb
) P >s

f
il strike ended to-day,

the men u innng wock mxonditionally

Feb 12 11 P 11 Lno Duk* of CSnnnught
laid tho toun 1 vtion f- tone of the now (‘ouncil

Oh imb< is it Delhi

Tcb 15 Tho ( jnfncnce of A ikils and Pleaders

of Herigil rni^t to rl \\ Tt CalciCta

Feb 14 Mi (4 mdhi ojienod the Tibbi Crllege

it Delhi

Feb 15 Parlnmen t wns opened by the King
in state to d iv

Sir Robert Baden Powell, the Chief Scout arrived

in Madi \s to dn}

The first meeting of the Indian Legislative

Assembly tmk pDce at Delhi to-day,
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Literary

Proae and Poetry
a

A writer in the London Times discussing the

theory of taste in literature observes :
—

There are pros© and poetic virtues, and they

are distinct, though often found in the same

writer. A great poetwnust have the prose virtues,

but the poetic are« mystery and a wonder over

and above these ; and the love of them i** a

mystery and a wonder also. We can be taught

to see the difference between sense and nonsense,

knowledge and ignorance
;
but can we be taught

to see the difference betweon

“ Tell me not in mournful numbers
Life is but an empty dream ”

and
*

“ lie can watch from dawn to gloom

The lake reliortcd sun illume,

The )oII(tw bees in the ivy bloom ” ?

To many, childi cm and adults, both are merely

vcis©—that is to say, stuff not worth

in prow* and so put into metre to carry off its

l.K'lc of sense
;
and those who are of this opinion

Tjjay bo good citizens. Vet poetry is poetry, and

ho.uTl)^ is beauty; a necessary part of education

because of life, Thofto who care not for them
are lacking in an essential of religion even

;
and

how can they ho made to care for 1 them ? It

must be done when they are ynung
;

for all who
have a passion for beauty know that they had it

when they were children and it is always

confirmed and preserved in them by their

childish memories.

Deschanel’s Life of Gambetta
This work of the ok-

P

resident oF the French

Republic is, according to Paul Descours in the

Positivist Review
,
rather over praised and has been

wrongly hailed as the first complete account of

the great Frenchman’s career. It is fairer, ho

says, to describe this hook as a good compilation
from other works which is skilfully done, Even
the Germans have done justice to the efforts of

Gambetta in the Franco—Prussian War of

1870— 71 and posterity will always remember
with gratitude that he is entitled to great praise

for never having given way to despair even in

the darkest da) a.

“ Gambetta was not a blustering patriot inces-

santly talking about war, and he told his country-
men that they were always to think about Alsace-

Lorraine, but never to speak of it, He was in

17 *

favour of co-operation with England, and spoke

strongly in supporj of it when he made his last

speech in the Chamber. lie never forgot his

. humble origin ;
he was always ready to acknow-

ledge that he came frb|a
%
the people, and was

always prepared to worlc for them, to raise them
to a better state. He was brought up#

as a

Catholic, but he soon appears to have Io3S his

faith, and he became an enthusiastic reader of

Comte. He did not hesitate to praise our master

even at the Sorbonne, and he hailed him there as

the greatest .thinker of tho nineteenth century.

He was especially struck by the maxim which

declares that Progress is only the development

of Order. This praise rather troubles M. Des-

chanel, who is anxious to pofht out that there are

“certain fundamental proble/ns which science can

never solve.” Of ceurstf there are, and this is

the very essence of Positivism—some questions

are insoluble and that is why wo leave them aside.

The chief thing that attracted Gambetta in

Positivism was its practical character as he thus

obtained help in his work of reconstruction.

Poetry and Religion

Mr. Alfred No\es, at a recont meeting in

suppoit of the League of Youth, said that for

over a quarter of a century the intellect of Europe

had been almost entirely agnostic. It had become

the habit to ridicule tho early Victorian writers

for their use of the term God. The situation

was a puzzling one, for many of the intellectuals

who took that line were mer* for whop® work he

lmd profound respect, lie 9 had the highest

admiration for Mr. Thomas Hardy, but what

were they to make of A philosophy which told

them that tho power behiud the Universe was an

imbecile jester ?

With the loss of belief in a Supremo Power

greater •than ourselves we Jmd lost the belief in

the immortality of the Divine Spirit in man and

tho sense of our ultimate goal. If they took

away the vital spirit from humanity there was

nothing left to us that had the slightest

^meaning.

It was no good to talk about progress if it was

all to fizzle out with the life of the world. The
woTld must refdace its lost religion with a few

simple and fundamental facts, in which 4t could

honestly believe without formalism, and it was

through the literature and poetry of the future

that these facts must be found, for in the

interpretation of lifo poetry was religion.

Mathew Arnold said :

u Tha strongest part of

our religion to-day is its unconscious poetry,”
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The Intolerance of Students
-~rf

•'
.

Mr.O.F Andrews who has recently volunteer-

ed hia services to Mi, Gandhi's National Education

^‘•(jaoveinerit writes to the press from Bolpur .

—

f Telegraphic accounts of the intolerance practised

in Bombay towards such respocted Indians as

* Messrs. Srinivasa Sastri and Paranjpye had

reached me on this side of India, and 1 had

waited very anxiously indeed to find out, from

more detailed information, whother there was

anything that would modify the picture. But

the full, authorised report of the “ Bombay

Chronicle ” has only oonfiimed my worst fears

I regard this intolerance a?> no flight symptom

of disease, but of gravest danger to oui national

life. I wish to make every allowance foi mere

boyish enthusiasm and for an) juvomlo ebullition

of feeling ;
but these and other previous acts have

$yie far beyond this They amount to persecu-

tion and cruel humiliation We are not doing

to others, as we would wish to be treated

ourselves.

1 have watcfied, for a long time, with the

greatest pain, how, vn spite of ail that Mahatma

Gandhi has done to condemn the evil, it Ins

increased ;
and it is not confined to one part of

India only. As it is entnely opposod to the

principle o# non violence, which atti acted me so

strongly to tho movement, and drew me out of

tho retirement of Slmntimketan to t iko pait in it,

1 feel that the time has come for me to declare

jmblicly and openly my detestation of these

Practices 1 cannot go on in the movement

\#ith the same heart, if those practices continue
»

/ r—

—

“

Mr. Paranjpye
9
8 Message to his Pupils

The Hon. Mr. R P. Paranjpye, the Education

Minister of Bombay under the new regime fyas

sent a message to the pupils of the Fergusson,

College, with which he was connected for over 20

years.

* Mv pirting with them (the students) is for tho

present only for the limited period of three years,

Bat As, when l return, most of the present

students <- hall h$ve gone, I wish to bid them a

hearty farewell. This long period of nineteen

years will be always regarded by me as the

floppiest period of my life and I shall greatly miss

Be crowd of young enthusiastic faces that has so

long been my constant company. I need bardry

tell my pupils that 1 shall always be glad to hear

of their success and shall a'lways be prepared to

render them every help that I legitimately can.

I have been conncoted with the Fergusson College

since January 1892 and 1 shall look on my connec-

tion with the colIogS .is the gieatest fact in my
life in whatever other spheres 1 may be called

upon to work in future. # * * *

1 shall venture to take advantage pf this last,

for the time being, occasi m, to repeat the advice

which I have been giving them so often Do
)our best to lit ) our selves for the larger life

opening before out country and youisehee The
country needs a von luge number ot men who
have enthusnsrn certainly hub who combino with

it, knowledge, capacity to do work, honesty in tho

fullest of the term, consistency in word and

deed, and willingness to sacrifice Jn your

student days you can acquire many oi tho^o

qualities. Road widely and on ill
(
sides of a

question, tike int(ie>t in all the ‘mill oi the

gloat institutions w hit h concern tho communal
life of the student woild

,
ho reidy to work

rathoi thm to t ilk
,
cherish a spirit ol nneienco

though it should discriminate between ib objects,

learn the subjects that you aie taught m +L .

college not only for the low and rnech imcal

purpose of passing examinations hut that they

will make you bettor men This advice cornos

from one who his been your friend all his life mid

not fiom one who* is leaung you to take up the

otfico of the Minister of Education Nothing hut

a strong feeling that J shall he bent serving the

interests of my country and even of my students

by taking up this new duty would have

impelled mo to leave the college If evei 1

find that my expectation/* were wrong 1 shall

come back to my dear college without tlje least

hesitation '

Bombay Students’ Convention

At the Bombay Students' Convention under the

presidency of Mr C. F Andrews, a resolution in

favour of Non Co-operation whs adopted, but an

amend merit to the effect “ that the Congress

resolution, as far as it applied to the students’.,

programme, was premature and impracticable
”

was proposed. But it wns lost. The resolution

^finally passed by them * 4 urges upon the students,

teachers and leaders to co-operate in immediately

starting National Educational Institutions ”«
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Lord Sinha on Law and Order
Lord Sii ha, replying to the twci European

deputations from Muzaffarpur and Cbampainn,

that waited on him on Jan. 2(>bh, explained that,

as soon as the news of the outbreak of hat looting

reached the Government, immediate steps were

taken to strengthen the police forces in the

districts affected *to suppress disorder and to

protect markets. Ho assured them that his

Government were conscious of the danger

created by the Non- Co operation movement, and

regarded it with utter disapproval. He would

not hesitate to use all lawful and reasonable

means to suppress lawlessness, to enforce law, and

to project life and property. His Excellency

added that ho wTas suro that the momfters of the

deputations and their Association recognised

the necessity, at tho time of much excitement and

strain, to exorcise tho utmost self-restraint.
•

Lala Lajpat Rai
Lalu Lijp.it V\ u writer in the Hand? Maiautui

that, after h\s wifrk was completed at Kawtlpindi,

lie was proceeding by motor to Peshawar on the

7th inst mt, when an Older under the Defence of

'"rtetes, was served upon him at tho Attock

Bridge, which is at a distance of about ‘10 miles

from ILtwalpindi prohibiting him from entering

or remaining in tho Frontier Province, as the

Chief Commissioner believed that his presence at

Peshawar would ho prejudicial to the public

safety. Ho, therefore, could not proceed further

and leturned to Rawalpindi

A Story of Lord Reading
Many stories are told of tho Viceroy Designate

and one witty retoit which he made while at the

Bar during the conduct of a bank fraud C'<se at

the Mansion House, in which he appeared for the

defence, is well worth repeating, says the Times of

India. With the prosecuting counsel he had

repaired to Pimms’ chop-house for lunch; together

they partook of a small quantity of the famous
Pimms’ No. 1. Returning to court, they

proceeded with the dull business of formally

proving a number of banknotes. One v/as

numbered, let us say, 45,167, but the prosecuting

counsel would persist in referring to it as 45,617.

Twice the Lord Mayor corrected him, but again

the error was made. UI cannot understand this,”

said the Lord Mayor, gently. M
I can, my lord,”

said Sir Rufus Isaacs, who had been watching
the performance, u the No, 1 has got into the

wrong place 1”

Life, in the Andatnans
Col.Wedgwood writes in the course of an article

in the Daily Herald :

—

There are between 12.000 and 13,000 prisoners

in tho Andamans—somc^p, quite young and none

are sent who are not strong and under 10 years of

ago. The death rate is twice what it is mother
Indian gaols, where all sortR are sent, and no

Indian giol is a health resort. When once

prisoners get malaria or d) sentry, they cannot

shake it off in that climate.

It appears that the Andamans is not an

ordinary penal establishment, but a settlement

run for profit.

The convicts are slaves, and, to save money, the

gang* masters are not wardert, but convicts. The
ambition' of tho convict is to become a gang-

master, and his chance ofTiaving or keeping his

post -—his fitness for it—depends on getting the

work clone. The most hardened criminals are

made the unchecked masters of the rest, the most

violent and brutal are most efficient at getting

the work done. The border ruffians yyj
niurdorcis from the martial races bully till life is

hifll. Ol course, political prisoners are their

special prey. They fan physically less c»pableof

heavy work, and, being of the non-criminal class,

are hated by the criminals. The other victims

are the more effeminate races from Burma and

Madias. They do not *pcak or understand the

languigo of their masters, and cannot possibly

learn the Uidu of the frontiorsman in less

than a year —a year of incessant punishment and

torture.
9

University Legislation
At a meeting (.1 iho Hr-natu of ihe Calcutta

llniverMfy, tho following resolution of the Senate

in Committee, dated 21st January, wa^’

unarmmsisly cc filmed:— Th.it in tho opinion!

of the Committee when legislation is undertaken

for the reconstruction of tho Calcutta University,

such legislation should be undertaken by the

Bongal Legislative Council and not by the Indian

Legislative Assembly or the Council of State;

•That to give effect to this view the Government
of India should be invited to take the necessary

steps to authorise the Bengal Legislative Council

to deal with the matter, provided that, as

previously decided by the Senate, no legislation

for the reconstruction of the University should be

undertaken unless and until a full enquiry has

been made as to the probable cost of carrying out

any proposed scheme of reconstruction, and it bn#

been ascertained that the funds requisite can by

made available,
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Sub-Assistant Surgeons’ Conference

Ifae fifteenth session of the All- India Sub-

JtaeiaVnt Surgeons’ Conference was held at Delhi

tyty, the 17th December last under the

jKtosidency of the Hon. Major-General W. R.

Iidwards.

Khan Saheb Sharift’ Hussain, the chairman of

the Reception Committee in his welcome address

gave a detailed account of the grievances of the

eervice and laid special stress upon pay, raising

Of the course to fi^p years, the inadequacy of

their representation on Medical Councils and

grave disappointments caused by the recommend-

ations of the Lovett Committee, and finally

Suggested the representation of Sub Assistant

SurgeonB on the Local and Imperial Legislative

Assemblies.

Burgeon-General W. R. Edwards in the course

fA-his presidential address said :

41 The Government of India itself not only fully

feoognises the value of your service and the great

assistance you have given and are giving to India

both in peace and war, but also is most anxious to see

your service a happy and contented one.”

With regard to the questions affecting Sub-

Assistant-Surgeons’ Service, he was personally in

favour of a five year course. If only the neces-

sary money could be found he would like to see

all our medical schools turned into colleges and

affiliated to the Universities. In great Britain

BO new medical schools were recognised unless

affiliated to Universities. The General Medical

Counoil have refused to accept the Matriculation

ly of our Universities as entitling to admission

the students’ register in the United Kingdom.

He was against the demand of laymen that the

gmall Government should be cheapy filled by

Ayurvedic or Unani Doctors. For

“the long and expensive portion of a doctor’s

training is necessary in order to enable him* to

diagnose his case accurately. Once an accurate*

diagnosis is arrived at, Allopathic, Homeopathic,
Ayurvaidic or Hydropathic remedies may be employ-

ed. It is obvious that it is useless to consider what
remedy you will employ until you are certain of the

teal nature of the complaint from which your patient

la suffering, and it is certain that there is no short

out to medical odpoation any more than to any other

form of education.'*

He was also opposed to the proposal that small

jfliapenearies should be managed by compounders.

for
* ir -

“the great danger in employing such men is that
they are frequently unwilling to admit their igno-
rance, and they attempt to treat cases which are far
beyond their powers. Their training cannot enable
them to arrive at a correct diagnosis, and this being
bo, unless they call in trained assistance the unfortu-
nate patient is in great danger, to say the least of it,

of unnecessarily losing his life.”

As regards the difficult question of the pay of

doctors he said that it was ruled, like that of

every other form of employment, by the state of'

the market. At present thdto was no lack of

candidates for employment in the Medical
Department. However a further increase of the

pay was bound to be considered and also far

more doctors were required in India particularly

in the rural areas.

Be then touched upon a few other points and
said he wasMn favour of the view

“that our lour years’ curriculum out hero should
be taken into consideration for those students whose
preliminary educational qualifications would entitle
them to admission to the register of medical students
in Great Britain. Another complaint is that Bub-
Assistant Surgeons are not adequately represented
on Provincial Medical Councils. ' This, however, is

entirely a provincial question and must be settled
locally. Again this Association has pointed out that
the promotion of Sub-Assistant Surgeons to the
Assistant Surgeons grade is, in many pr: 4 nces,
practically a dead letter.”

Asa remedy for the last grievance he was in

favour of the suggestion that not less than 1 per

cent, should be so promoted.

The new bond for Sub-Assistant Surgeons
ivas considered to be unduly severe. But it was
necessary as a result of the war owing to the

shortage of medical officers. In conclusion

he said.

41
It only remains for me to say that the questions

I have touched upon and others which have been
sent to me will receive my most careful and
sympathetic consideration, and as I have already
said, nothing will give me more pleasure than to be
able to assist your service and to help in making it a
happy and contented one.”

THE EXHIBITION

There was also an exhibition in Medical,

Sanitar) and allied subjects which was opened by

H. E. the Viceroy. H. E. the Viceroy in

opening the exhibition paid a very high tribute

to the work and the value of the services

rendered by this cadre of medical men in India,

and assured them that the Government of India

were in no way unmindful of what the adminis-

tration and the country owed to them,
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Indian Science Convention

The third annual session of the Indian Science

Convention was held at the Indian Association for

the Cultivation of Science at Calcutta on the 2 (Jth

January. There was a large gathering of peuplo

interested in scientilic research. In the absence

of Sir Ashutosh Mookerjoa who was to have

piesided, the Convention was opened by the Vico

President of the Association, Dr. Chumlal Huso.

RAI BAHADUR DR. CHUNILAL BOSE.

The proceedings began with an interesting

lecture by Prof. 0. V. Raman on the recent novel

ideas introduced by Einstein into tho realm of

physical science. lie explained how the principle

of relativity was really an intuitive generalisation,

based on facts of actual experience.

A programme of some twenty original contri-

butions in the physio-mathematical section was

then gone through.

The first item was a very interesting paper on

|

4 the Physics of the Flute” by Dr. Gilbert

Walker, frs, who demonstrated his remarks
with his flute and some piccolos made by him
from different varieties of Indian wood.

Prof. S. K. Banerj^e gave an account of

the mathematical study o^&be “ Miidangri " the
Indian musical drum.

Prof. Dr. P N. Ghosh then gave an interesting

account of the triple horizontal rainbows of

hyperbolic form seen on chilly mornings after

sunrise.

jV. S. K. Mitra put forward a mathematical
theory explaining the beautiful colours of fine

spider lines in sunlight.

Prof. JS. I\. Sethi of the Bennies Hindu
University gave a quantitative theory of propaga-

tion of light through an optically heterogenous
medium afid illustrated some new aspects of the
well known Cl u inti a mien's experiment by lantern

slides and some beautiful expei intents.

Prof. Ohukurverity demonstrated the musical
vibrations of a heated brass rocker placed in

contict with n cold block of lead b\ magnifying
them some 10,000 times on the screen ami showed*
that the explanation of the vibiation given by
Fafaday was incorrect.

But perhaps the most startling demonstration
was that given by Mr. Ashutosh Day who showed
that tho local fractures produced in glass by
enormous steady pressure amounting to about
10 maunds on a square milimeter disappeared
almost entirely when the pressure was lernoved
pointing to the reunion of the separated
molecules.

#

Then theie was a beautiful •demonstration of

tho scattering of light bv sulphur suspensions by
Mr. Bidhubhu.son R*»y.

Mr. lvaures warn Ilao gave n brief account of

the study of ripples produced by splashes of,

which hejs working out a complete theory on tho
principles of Hydrodynamic?.

Some interesting pipers were also read by Mr.
Panchanon Das on the problem of tho pianoforte

string, by Mr. Scshngui Kao on the colours of

mixed plates, by Mr. Gohordhon Lai Dutta
on the colours of breathed -on plates, and
by Mr. Durgadas Banerjee on singing flames,

The Chemical and tho Biological sections met
on the second day under the presidency of Dr.

Obunilal Bose and Prof. 11. C. Dos Gupta.
The history of Chemical Research in Bengal

and the Gemology of the ancient Hindus formed
the subject matter of the two learned and
interesting opening addresses. A number of

distinguished people including Dr. Sir P, C, Ray
Attended and some interesting papers were read,
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The Return of King Constantine

, ,
* IEhe death of thef young King Alexander of

threatened to dovelop grave conse-

quences in Eistern Europe. It will be rem-

l embared that during the war King Constantine
f

was forced to abdicate his throne when it was
known that his sympathies were pro (1 orman.
Under the statesmanship of Venc'/^los, Greece

obtaiued more than she bargained for in the recent

treaty of peace, and it was a great surprise to

Europe^to learn that the people of Greece had not

quite appreciated l^s services. During the last

election his party completely fell and the

Oonstantinisfcs, taking /id vantage of the death of

Alexander agitated for the recall of Constantine.

w

KING CONSTANTINE.

V^fiezelos himself had to leave his country,

^thereupon the Allied Premiers sent a note to

0r#ece declaring that the restoration of King
Constantine would be regarded as a ratifica-

tion by Greece of his hostile acts and would
gt|fcto a new and unfavourable situation in the^

relations between Greece and the Allies. The
Note expressed the painful surprise of the Powers
at the events in Greece «and declared that the

three Governments reserved to themselves com-
plete liberty of dealing with the situation. Thus
the situation was fraught with grave

danger. France favoured an immediate
withdrawal of friendly relations * with

Greece, Italy however interposed and definitely

pronounced against airy anti- Constantine

action on the part of the Allies. This

was perhaps due to Romo’s dread of Venezeloh's

imperialistic designs- on behalf of his country.

Meanwhile King Constantine arrived in Athens on
December 19th aud the country has acclaimed him
king again with great rejoicing. It is also

understood that the Greek reply to the Entente

regarding,, the recall of Constantino warmly de-

clares that the ft ietuLhip of Greece towards the

Allies was never gtoatei than to-day.

Mr. Churchill & the Colonial Office
Lord Milner formally surrendered the seals of

the Colonial Office to Mr, Winston Chuichill on

February 7, The Observer describes Mr. Chur-
chill's appointment as an epoch making event

and eulogises his organising and executive powers
and his courage and imagination, *
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Treaty of Sevres *

Turkey is submitting the following claims at

the London Conference :

—
The abrogation of the privileges accorded to

the Greeks in the Smyrna region by the Treaty

of Sevres. The autonomy of Thrace, based on

the principle of nationality maintenance, under

Turkish sovereignty of Turkish territories cede?!

to Armenia. The modification of the economic

clause* affecting the sovereignty and independence

of I ur key, The modification of military clauses,

in older to enable Tmle*) to p*^s(*!-.-i an army

suflicient for her- defence
*

De Valera’s Manifesto*

A m unit? to I mu; Do V a lira who is now

repoited to have reichi-d helm'd denies that Sinn

Kcin i
l- 1 ir*

k

1 n if (ucifna > pi-Mce but states

that he will not turn a deaf ear to Government
proposals provided they are based on recognition

of Ireland as an independent nationality,

An Alliaricfe of all Associations
Mr J E. Iiojjair writes to us:

—

* There is no disputing* the fact that India has
arrived at the stage of umv\,fstanding the value of
that mighty force known as man- power, and^that'
all that adds to happiness of the human race ar$
possible where man power is organised and ce-

mented by impartiality. It is easily seen and
understood that an impartial force is better than
the terror of repression.

In spite of *all the centuries of experience, it is
'

a sad fact that, wo h ivo not \et realised what is

tho best, form nf floating an impartial force in
India. We should look foijsnceess not on the
superiority of any theory, but. "t,be superiority of

organisation of a brothorhqpd capable of unity of

man- power.
# "

Hearing in mind that strikes and unrest are

merely symptoms of the disease created lyv wrong-
ful treatment and repressive measures, let every

effort be made by all parties who hove the best

interests of India at heai t, to guide the working"*

c lapses into wise channels of action, to protest and
disapprove of violence and bloodshed, to safeguard

their interests and the interests of those coining

after them b) all constitutional meiTns, and to stand

for unity in India and loyalty to their country

against the disasters of extrem^t methods.

I’.ditict! well being demands the cieation of

unity. Unity in India does not seem today as

dillieult as might appear at fiit^ siglil. Unity can

bo accomplished by organisation based up >n a

common world desire to do unto others as you
would that, they should d > unto you.

India stood united b) the side of Britain

against German militarism, and Imha i# quite

capable of unity of man power to organise her-

self into .•non racial Kedeia^ion to safeguard her

rights and the rights of future generations.

Whether we are Hindus, M.diommedans, Bud-
dists or Chi istians, let us stand united to secure

our rights from our rulers, and also stand as Ik

powerful' force against internal armroffy and a

Weapon of strength to the Empire by using all

constitutional, legitimate and peaceful means in

our power It therefore behoves us to create an

alliance of all Associati ns and Trade Unions
throughout India It must he borne in mind that

so long as our affairs remain in chaj-ge of men who
have no sympathy with the working classes,

unrest and trouble will continue, and until there

is a change in the policy of our rulers, doubts ns

to tho genuineness of tho pledges to India must

inevitably recur,
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, “Sir Robert JPtoden Powell

77/%|r Robert Riden Powell, who ia visiting India

v^R'She’Invitation of 11 E. the Yieeroy arrived in

Bombay on the 28th January. In the course of

ah address on the Scout movement, Sir Robert

Non»Gazetted Officers9 Conference

\7 |t was iin instructive address that Ra,o Saheb

Ifcrishfea llao Rhonrf© delivered before ,tbe first

Provincial Conference, jff the Madras Xon Gn^etted

'%pverjm$ient Officers’ Association. Like all other

Worlds the Non -Gazetted Oflicers have 'their

plentiful fithaia of grievances especially in these,

*aa? of, high prices. They are of all classes,

proverbially patient and seldom given to

vociferous ffgftations. Their 4 docility and sense

of^diecipline, and their touching fidelity to the

service are too well known, Rao Rnhadur

Krishna Rao Rhonsle in welcoming the officers to

referred to the disparaging lemaiks he had

made many years ago. lie said :
“ I spoke badly

Of your
4 people some very many >ears ago as one

Was apt to speak in a heated "moment. The hook

*is hut of print. I hope the past will be forgotten.

Any how, if it haR injured the feeling of any one,

„I want to apologise. My feelijug to day is one of

brotherly sy mpathy ,
and that is why I and my

.Wife have come so far away to this country. I

.know Indians want to make this movement (Roy

Scout movement.) one of the National movements,

^ou can make t,hi*a mixed movement or a $epa-

* irate movement for Indians only. It is neither a

* .military nor a redigious movement, but a purely

^Woluntary effort and can be Modified to suit local

ediiditions and the psychology of the people.”

RAO BAHADUR KRISHNA RAO BHONSLE.

their newly formed organisation spoke in flatter-

ing terms of a Government which allows freedom

of discussion among the men in service. Grievan-

ces apart, he touched upon an aspect which

deserves notisa :— ^

The existence of the Non-Gazetted Officers’ Asso-

ciation, the very Conference which we bold now, afre

the host proofs, if I may say so, of the liberal policy

of our Government. Where can you find any Govern-

ment which would allow their subordinates in a

foreign country, to have the same constitutional

freedom of sjjgecb as our Government have been

pleased to grant us ? It has been the dream of my life

that the , scattered units of our services might some
day coalesce and come together and that, *• instead of

living merely as individuals, we might some day so

combine as to he able to live as a body.
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THE SOUTH AFRICAN INDIANS '

By Mk.
J.

KOYK1TEN, u.a., {Cant.ib), Uar.-at-Lnw.,

AU»mr>j of llii' Sufii'c iif Oniu'l, TnxH.\Vtui\,

fpH I' recommendations ol tho Asiatic Knquny

£ (Commission, a cabled nummary of winch

has boon received hoio a low# days arm.

constitute a final challenge to the* counti y, lu mping

as thoy ilo, tho South African Indian population

t,o positive helot.ry and ruin, to 'declare what liei

intentions i;re hy Iioi overseas children It.

seems that the i * \v status acquired hy India is

put tc. a imigh aiql ieady t<wf l »y a sister I Nonunion

envious ok the crumbs ol puAer attained to h\ the

Indian step sister under the lodoims, Vi ill

India p A jvo equal to the challenge f

Probably it is not generally uinlerstood that

the Indians of South Africa are no longer the

subjects of England but independent, subjects ol

the Union of South Alrica. If Indians m the

homeland could only he got to appreciate tho*

egregious fact they will assuredly unite to a man

to save the huge Indian population of South

Africa from the machinations of the colonist. For

India alone can now bring succour to^ these lung

Buttering people, England can undertake print

i

cally nothing on their behalf. The new status

attained to by the Dominions precludes tho inter-

ference by Great Riitain in the “internal attiirs

of a well -governing Dominion.’' *The principle

wan fiist enunciated by Mr. Winston Churchill

ftfl Under- Secretary for the Colonies in the

House of Commons in 1900. Replying to a

question by Mr. Hoaly respecting the execution

of some natives during the Natal Rebellion the

Under-Secretary said, “ our responsibility in

“ these matters in mainly confined to the ten-

“ dering of friendly advice.”

ThewiRor who, by strange irony, waR present

in the gallery ol the (jommons to hear the memo-
rable words, felt instinctively that the death-knell

of overseas subjects other than Europeans had

that hour been sounded. The fact is here alluded

to as one of more than academic interest. The
i *

hum of that pronouncement marks the turn-

ing point, in tho hist.oiy of Indians beyond the

sojis, Eiom that hour the princqdo of non-inter-

ference by England in the internal a (lairs of a

self-governing colony has bo grown and expand-

ed, that at this day the complete .sovereignty of

the Union of South UYiVa is a matter of school

hoy history. True there is a
#

vague provision ill

the South A filial Act governing the Union relative

to the roper vatiou for imperial consideration of

enactments adversely att’ecting subject races as a

class hut like all such reservations the provision

is a snare and a delusion in •view of the now well-

established doctrine of non interference in the

intorrial affairs ot a self-governing dominion.

Bu[ whatever the hopes from that provision t&e

supreme fact for India to bear m mind is that

whereas South African Indians weieonce subjects

of England, they arc now, ami have been since the

grant of complete autonomy to South Africa,

subjects of t.he Union of S mth Africa. It fol-

lows therefore* that, subject to the vague limits of

the i eservatory clause, Smith Africa can embark

upon any policy and procedure delectable to her
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in respect of her Indian subjects and England

may not and cannot interfere,' her interposition at.

the most, following Mr. Churchill's enunciation oi,

the law, being confiirad to the “ tendering of

friendl^ advice.” It need hardly bo observed

that any such “ friendly advice ” would be pro-

ferred to be received or returned with thanks.

v This conversion of once subjects of England

into subjects of South Africa "is anjatter to India

of the gravest concern. The alarming feature in
V

the change of status is that the same is effected

independently of thi wish or will of the people

concerned.
«

Indians migrated to South Africa as England's

subjects with faith and hope in the protecting

power of Great Britain. They enjoyed that pro-

jection for a time, that is, whatever there was oi

it. Then comes the day when the government is

given over to the colonist and with that conces-

sion the lndian
#
population is handed over body

and soul to the new master. The position stated

is not, by any means, a free drawing upon the

imagination but a positive constitutional fact

firing from and being an inseparable aspect of

Hie grant of complete sovereign powers to an

outpost of the Empire. Such is shortly the

position of helplessness that England has placed

herself in the self-governing dominions in respect

of her quondam Indian subjects.

«
•

But happily the hands of India are free. Will

she use them in the unprecedented circumstances,

mi if so, how, is the absorbing question % For be

it borne in mind that unless India rises to*the

bravest and manliest in her, and that forthwith,

the prosperous Indian settlements, the growth of

more than half-a-century, stand inevitably to be

wiped out of the African mdp. And it qj^y here

be noted to the<credit of India that in the matter

of the South African Indians at any rate flhe

motherland has for once in her political

life given expression to g United voice. Tb*t

voice is for the nonce but dimly heard. In

view, however, of the non possumus position

subsided mto by England whereby Indians

overseas have been -brought to certain ruin,

India's renewed activity must be made felt

immediately if an appalling calamity is not

to overtake her children across the seas. If a

biblical allusion might be referred to, the Asiatic

Commission in South Africa was called into being,

as Indians had hoped, to bless, but the Commission

has livod to curse, rendering the last state worse

than the first. The repressive lnonsures com-
*

plained against for decades past have all been

fully confirmed by the CommissiQners and more,

that veritable relic of barbarism, the Transvaal

Law 3 of 1885, which relegates Indians to

locations and ghettoB is to be Worried over

the border and applied to certain northern

districts of Natal, Natal I ndirfhs aro to bo de-

prived, as with one stroke of the pen, of a right

they havo enjoyed for 50 years, the right to .awn

and occupy land anywheip within that province.

The long standing light is now to go and the

recommendation is that Indians should be afford

ed facilities of land purchase in the coastal belt to

,a /one 20 to 30 miles inland.

Such are some of the recommendations and it

remains to be seen to what degree and extent

General Smuts will give effect to them. The

Gandhi-Smuts Settlement in the Transvaal was

based upon unswerving respect for vested rights.

In view of the lack of any such agreement res-

pecting rights in Natal, will the General deny the

existence of vested rights in that Province ? To

that question,India would require a clear cut ans-

wer. For, as Mr. Duncan Baxter, a member of

the Commission objects, “ restriction of the exist-

41 ing rights of ownership, and, in the case of the
11 ex-indentured Indians and their descendants,

14 forms a breach of the conditions of recruitment

41 which should be scrupulously adhered to in the

14 interests of good feeling and fair play,”
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The objection raised by the Commissioner is of

the utmost importance as bearing upon a phase

of the Indian question irf South Africa hitherto

but imperfectly comprehended in Tnjlia. The

protest relates to the pioneer Indian settlers

and their descendants who have permanently

settled in the land and havo now become an in

separable factor m the social fabric. Indians

undor this category afo now by fai the largest in

number, their strongth being more than three

fourths of the entire Indian population of South

Africa. They were originally drawn from the

districts of Madras and Calcutta and t <2 this day

constitute a class distinct in all respects, by sect,

religion, tradition and instinct from thd trading

Indian. The latter comprising the minority of

less than a quarter of the population come from

the Cu/erat districts and are invariably all

Mahomedans. At the risk of appealing unpatriotic

it must be stateif here in plain terms that the

many troubles, trials and sorrows over- whelming

the %/hole community havo their genosis in the

appearance on the seem* of the trading class

Indian. The indentured population having served

their term arid settling down to peaceful pur

suits as petty farmers, market gardeners and

domestic servants, a small band of traders dis- <

covering a fruitful field for their enterprise duly

landed in Natal. In their wake followed a few

others of their persuasion from the island of

Mauritius. Of late years the numbers havo

been supplemented by the arrival *of Ranya

traders. All these came as 1

free ’ men and

engaged in trade catering for the needs of the

growing “ treed ” population. But soon they

wero charmed by the possibilities of the native

trade and forthwith ventured into the new field

coming directly into coniiict with the white trader,

To-day practically the whole Indian and native

trade and commerce is in the hands of the thin

minority of the Mahomedan and Banya trader.

They have thus raised the hornets nest, but the

overlasting storm and stress provoked by this

exclusive class has to be borne by tip entire Indian

population three- fourths of whom have neither

lot, part nor parcel in the concern. The unfair-

M38s and unreasonablenese^of the whole situation

now obtaining for years has never heretofore

been so much as referred to. That was clearly
*

for reasons of policy. Grievances under the head-

ing of trade and commerce are invariably referred

to as if they concerned the whole Indian popula-

ion. The fact is {ho question of trade and

licenses affects an exclusive class of monopolists

for whose faults and failings, fancied or real, the

vist majority of the labouring classes and their

progony have to bear the
#
brunt. One instance

botraying the state of ailairs must suflice. The

licences in the Transvaal said to be held by

“ Indians ” are all held by Mahomodan traders

constituted as a class and known as the ve^aris

(readers). If now the Municipalities should decide'*

against the further issue of licenses to Indians,

generally, the present monopolists will be con-

firmed in their “ privileges ” on fclTe principle of

respect for pre-existing rights, but the vast

non-trading population who may desire to trade

to-morrow will be the heavy sufferers, condemned

always to remain “ hewors of Wood and drawers of

watdr.”
*

Mr. Duncan Baxter’s dissenting minute refers

wholly to the grave inequality obtaining in this

regard, in South Africa, a condition the Indian

government and public are iij duty bound to press *

upon the Union government for adjustment. The

impossible state of affairs was protested against

before the Commission at Johannesberg and in

correspondence with the Union government. But

in South Africa, in matters Indian, the line of

least resistance is the policy of the authorities. It

remains to be Been, the silence of the Commission

on the point notwithstanding, how far the South

African Government will proceed in the levelling

up of obvious wrongs so as to secure at least for

the permanent Indian population a semblance of

their inherent rights.



THE IMPERIAL BUDGET
By Mr. S. K. SARMA, b.a., b.l.

T
HE Imperial Budget introduced into the

Indian Legislative Assembly by Mr. Hailey

is a Htudy in p^r.dox. In a year of peace

and with no prospect &f war, the Finance Member

seeks to impose an additional burden of nineteen

crores. He budgeted loi u small surplus in the

current year, but there was a delicit of eleven and

a half croies. He budgets for a deficit of eighteen

crores in the coming year and thereon base,', his

proposals for nineteen croies of additional

revenue. If the exchange stood at \s 8(/. on

an average, Mr. liailey may yet succeed
;

but if

it should fail him, he should have recourse to

further taxation in the next year for the taxes

have come to stay and they arc not temporary

makeshifts. With exchango at 2s. JO i. at the

commencement of the oilicial year, the average
r

worked at Is. \\d alone; and why it should give

Is. 8d. in the coming year only Mr. Hailey knows.

The dispositions of the Budget are disappointing.

We have a tax upon knowledge as wo have a tax

upon clothing and food. The amenities of life

are subject to the importunities of the tax-

gatherer. Agriculture is depressed yet and has

not recovered completely fiom the famine

conditions of the last two years
;
trade is un

precedentally harassed by a fallen exchange and

falling prices ;
internal communications have not

yet been restored to the pre-war level
;
and there

is no appreciable relaxation from tho £rip which

famine and influent have placed upon tho poor.

The Finance Mcrnbei has thought this to bo the

fittest year for taxing food nid clothing^ and

imposing a surcharge on railway rates ! A com-

mittee of experts recommended a high rate of

exchange in order to moderate the level of prices

which had risen considerably higher in this

country than elsewhere even beforo the war. The

Finance Member replies by raising the duty on

sugar from ten to fifteen per cent, and justifies

it on the ground that the poor use only jaggery

and gur* We had hardly forgotten the critical

situation created in Bengal and elsewhere by the

contraction in tho imports of Lancashire clothing,

but the customs duty is raised from seven- and-a

half to eleven per cent. Our matches and firewood

ought to cost more than they cost to-day, and

that is saying much Even the postal rates are to

be increased.
V

, I he necessity lor all this additional impost is

laid at the doors of Kate. An unexpected

fall in exchango and an unexpected growth in

military and civil expenditure may justly be due

to Fate if a water tight compartment separated

the Finance from the spending departments
,
hut

the Government of India is a whole and undivided

entit y and one branch knows what the othei is

about. So fat as exchange is concerned, the evil

is due entirely to the manipulations of tho

Finance I >ep:u tment. Because the Smith Com-

mittee recommended a two shilling gold rate, the

Government of India sold Reverse Bills and lost

thirty-five crores in the bargain. Bet'voen the

India Office estimato anu the Finance Department

down hore, there is a discrepancy. Mr. Hailey

calculated that the loss on the remittance trans-

actions was only twenty three and a half crores.

What became of the balance and how it was

drowned in the mid ocean between Whitehall

and Delhi is not yet explained. Since 1898, the

Government of India have been building up a

colossal resei ve to support exchange
;
but it is

now invested in paper in Throgmorton Street.

Tho first lino of defence, as the Gold Standard

Reserve was pledged by Vicoroys and Finanoe

Members and Seeretaries of State to be, has not

even remained the last, for it serves to support

the British speculator abroad. And exchange

began to be supported by the Paper Currency

Reserve whose object was entirely different.

That Reserve was intended to encash notes—in

India
;
but it does service in England and was

freely melted away. The Gold Standard Reserve

may yet be utilised to support exchange, that is
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to say, when it bocomes supportable ! When it

will be, the financial gods in Delhi lor once

confess their inability to foretell. And so we

have to make provision for five and wimlf crores in*

the coming year. We shall be lucky if we escape

with that much penalty for gambling in exrhango.

Til K VatIKNT ox
Ox—When is the last sifciw coming, 1 womjor

(The Military Expenditure ot India, which is im revis-

ing to an enormous figure, ahsorhing ,VJ per cent of

the revenues ot India, was subjected to severe

criticism in the Legislative Assembly by members
while speaking on the Indian budget.

|
- Hindi f'ue t //

The military paradox is no less perplexing.

The numerical strength of the aiiny has been

reduced by 13,000 men
;

but the bill of fare has

doubled. It was about, thirty crown and under

in 1914; but it is fifty-eight croros in 1921.

The Imperial Defence Committee declared more

than a decade ago that an European irruption

across the Hindu Kush and tfyo Sulaiman was

under conditions of modern warfare an absolute

impossibility
; but they spoke m the pro Tank,

pro- Zeppelin and, may 1 add pre- Non Co-opera-

tion days. Any general can cut a joke with

fifty eight crores in his pocket and a carte blanrhe

as to its disposal. I hope General Rawlinson only

attempted to be humorous when he asked his

fellow legislators to beware o? the non* co-opera-

tor before cutting down tho army bill*—which,

of course, is sacrosanct and cannot, be cut. But

the noble Lord writ not merely (ocular
,
he

» •

reminded us of the Wa/irs and the ALidis, our

good friends across the frontier, whom w«* began

to civilise so early ns the da)sof Loid Lytton.

But somehow these uncanny people were quiet

loi a good number of years since the Viceroyalt-y

of Lord Cui/on and their return to their wicked

ways of old deserves a perpetual imposition upon

the Indian tax payer. The Commander-in Chief
•

did not tell us if they are in league with the

Bolshevists, but .1 have a shrewd suspicion

whether nil this expenditure ib not duo to the

geological formation of the earth which has located

considerable oil- fields and culturable waste in the

once unexplored regions of Mesopotamia and

§
Centra 1 Asia, Now if that were not so, 1 might

remind the reader of an eminent soldier

who, examined before the Select Committee of

Parliament oil East India affairs in 1871—74,

declared that, if India had to be under the domina

tion of Great Britain, lie did not know why India

should pay entirely the cost of such domination.

, The appetite of the soldier is equullou by that

of the civilian. The cost of administration has

more than doubled
;

it has rison from twenty-

crores to forty -live crores. Mr. Hailey says that

the revision of salaries bad to be undertaken in

view of the increase in fho cost of living
;
but is

that revision likely to bring down tho cost of

living? And what of the general taxpayer who

has got to pay the piper ? How is his cost of

living a fl eeted ( There would bo some meaning

if the increased salaries are accompanied by

increased elliciency. But it is notorious that

there is a distinct fall in etliciency. Some of the

services are unduly pampered. And yet the

salaries are to be increased—though tho prices

may reach a lower level That is simply robbing

Poter to pay Paul.



EUROPEAN POLITICS
By 14 AN ENGLISHMAN.’'

H
E would he a bold man who would venture

to predict the ultimate course of thoso vast

political forces which h£v6 been created or 6tirred

to abdorma) activity by the war. The alter-

ations in the map of Europe, far reaching as

they are, may bo regarded as unimportant

when compared with the radical and even

sinister changes that aro to be noted in the mental

and moral outlook of the people, changes that

Tange through the whole gamut of political

theory, with Great Britain at the moderate and

saner end of the scale an/1 Russia, the apostle of

blood and terror, at the other. The vast currents

of popular unrest set in motion by the war have

profoundly affected every community, not only

in those countries where they have been openly

manifest in revolution and social upheavals,

but throughout Europe. Where revolt against

established order is not accompanied by its con-

ventional concomitants, riot and murder, it

has nevertheless profoundly altered the workings

of the public mind, as in Great Britain, where a

people temperamentally opposed to excess and

given to none of thdse erratic excursions after

new panaceas for social ills that characterise the

Latin, the Slav or the Celt, has yet been led far

along that path which in other lands has ended

in disaster. The war swept away every trace

of that irresponsible ,.authority vosted 'in the

autocracies typified by Czardom and there

was a period during the past four or

five years when it seemed likely that the

ft&ner and more moderate forms of democratic

Government would also be cast aside—-that the

swing of the pendulum would carry us from the

more or less reasoned and logical tyranny of a

Oz*r or Sultan to the unbridled terror of the

unbalanced Bolshevik. Politics has become a

struggle between the democratic ideal evolved by

the schools and the despotism of the apostles of

that wing of the self-stylod “ Labour” organisation

which looks upon what ft calls the Bour-

geoisie., the
t
middle classes, as a greater danger

to the democratic principle even than the despotic

r ilcrs of the patt. Could we look forward to an

early return to normality in the material life of

Europe, to the replenishment of food stocks aud

the stabilisation of exchanges'; above all, to a

rehabilitation of credit and the resumption of

commerce among the nations, we might face the

future with a greater confidence that the red

nightmare tlyifc has, for so long, troubled the

minds of men would pass. But it is not easy to

be optimistic when we see half of Europe in rags,

tne markets disorganised by the breakdown of

the financial system, and the production of

those commodities to which she must eventually

look for fcho liquidation of her vast war debts

hampered on every side, by the blind rapacity of

labour and the incipacity of most of a nation s

customers to pay for what they would buy.

The sombre horizon of th; future is not, how-

ever, altogether without* its gleam of hope. Du

ring the last month or more there have been

signs of coming amendment which, if they do not

altogether justify the unflagging faith of Lord

Curzon in the imminence of a prosperous and peace-

ful Europe, do afford ground for the belief that

the worst has been passed and that, given wise

guidance, the return to better things may not be

for long delayed. We have now good reason to be-

lieve that Bolshevism as a live force is losing

ground. What is happening in Russia itself we

can only guess at, but wo do know that consider-

able and growing anti- Bolshevik forces exist

there, however unsuccessful their efforts to free

the country from the yoke of slavery that has

been imposed on it in the name of freedom.

We know also that in Italy the emissaries of

the Soviets have definitely failed, although that

country, distracted as it is and tottering

as we have thought it, on the brink of
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Communism or worse, would oiler a fruitful Cold

for the Bolshevik propaganda. In Franco and

Britain we have justification for the belief that
jfi

the new cult hag been definitely rejected , even

Austria, famine stricken and bankrupt, has not

been seriously temptod. (Germany is far too level-

headed to ornbrace tho tenets of a creed so opposed

to the national spirit, although she uses it with

characteristic shrewdness in her efforts to evade

the penalities her disastrous effort to subjugate

the world have brought, upon her. Only tho otliei

day the Chancellor told tho Allies that, if they

pressed for payment in full of their reparation

demands, it would result in the overthrow of alf

social order. Germany, however, is so clever in the

stage management of her vaiious “revolutions

that little •reliance can be placed on any so called

upheaval which takes place there. In t he near East

however the outlook is distinctly had. Bolslie

visin has overrun Crimea, a granory ol

Russia and the storehouse of vast, patentin'

wealth
;
Armenia and Azerbaijan have apparent!}

been swallowed by tiiV-^viet monster and arc

now com hining to crush the plucky little

Georgian Republic, which lias hitherto Iresisted

all attempts to Bolshevism it. Renter’s Constanti-

nople correspondent reports that an Armenian

attack on the Georgians from the South has been

followed by an Azerbaijanian concentration on

the East, and several Russian Divisions, with

cavalry, advanced on Tillis, which hffc fallen into

tho hands of its enemy

Next in order among the malefic influences

which are at. present troubling the body politic

in Europe comeR t.he unrest among the labouring

classes of those countries which have survived

the disintegrating forces brought into boing by

tho war. Hero also, were not the times so out

of joint and the future fraught with such menace

to established order, we might find much to

reassure' us. Italy among what we may define as

the economically organised countries is apparently

the danger spot, but widosproad communistic

organisations exitft also in France and there is

impending trouble in Spain and elsewhere.

Britain, oven, is not without its revolutionary

party, but the growing reasonableness of the

attitude of the great workers’ unions towards the

collapso of trado and the sacrifices it entails is

taken by most people as a proof that the trouble

there is uoj detfp-rooted. A very interesting

enquiry has been conducted recertify into the

ramifications of this British revolutionary move-

ment and aftor heroic efforts to introduce some

ordor into tho confused spectacle presented by a

welter of organisations and agencies, ‘has drawn

some significant conclusions from the tangled

skoin that yet remains. Tho objective of the

revolutionary agoncios in Great Britain is the

abolition of capitalism. This is the only thing

which there is agreement and it is a purely

destructive aim. Agreement stops short the

moment any constructive work, as indeed any

action at all, is contemplated. As in India, there

is a physical force or direct action party and a

soul force or political action party. The only

question of importance is, h(*v is organized labour

responding to tho revolutionary call. There is a

real revolutionary movument among the Trade

Unions
;
a massive movemont revolutionary in the

sense that it demands a largo change in the status

of the \Tjage earners in industry. But as a whole

it does not incline to violent action as extreme

measures were at no time congenial to the

British temperament. Possibly a great deal of

thh failure of the direct action section of the

movemont both in Britain and elsewhere in

Europe is due to Russia. Capitalism has been

abolished there and a conimunirt Commonwealth

established, with results exactly the opposite of

those promised. The logic of faots is against the

Bolshevist ;
his failure cannot be concealed

;
and

the British workman is far too cautious to trust

himself tg such a doubtful experiment.
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The probloqi of the Turkish pence seems to pre-

sent as many difficulties in the way of a solution

as does the Irish question, Jn each it is evidently

impossible to reconcile conflicting interests and in

each again, tho stake involved is so considerable

as to make it imperative that no effort which jus-

tice would sanction may bo loft unmade, no expe-

dient which statesmanship can devise may remain

untriod, in tho attempt to biitig about an agree

merit which, ill tho ono case, would ensuro Bri-

tain’s own domestic peace arid in the ot.hor restore

the firm and friendly alliance of the Muslim

populations of her Eastern Empire Ireland is,

if possible, farther from the end of her troubles

than ever ; it is the earnest desire of politicians

and the public alike to assist her to happiness and

content, but no scheme with this end in view has

yen-been devised which offers the remotest pros

poet of success. In Turkey the obstacles are not

so graftt, although the interests involved are quite

as irreconcilable. '• The news from London and

Constantinople is not very clear, nor is the policy

of the Allies as clear cut as one might wish it to

he; but it has at least been definitely stated that

very considerable modifications are to bo made in

the Treaty of Sevrew, in favour of Turkey. Fir^t

and foremost, if a census that is to be taken

prdVes that certain parts of Thrace and Asia

Minor are predominently Turkish in race, those

parts are to be either returned to Turkey or inter-

nationalised. These territories were given to

Greece in the days when she was a friendly neu-

tral and Turkey an open enemy
;

but a condition

of the gift was the removal from King Constan-

tine downwardS;* of tho pro-enemy influences in

the country which had given the Allies a great

deal of anxiety in the earlier stages of the war.

Later on, Greece did much useful work on our

befialf : to-day she is maintaining an army in the

field and thus saving other members of the Lea-

gue of Nations both men and money. But she

foes gtiown tfeat the old spirit is yet very much

alive and fcbo restoistion of tho ox King may be

attondod with political consequences which would

bo most repugnant to both France and England.

The promises made to Greece in rogard to Thrace

and Asia Minor, therefore, no longer carry weight

and a fow days ago it seemed probable that the

modifications we were willing to make in the

Sevros Treaty would go far to fjettle, if they did

not entirely remove, the Turkish difficulty. Now,

howovor, it sooms that Greece has boon able to

make her voice hoaid again and some of tho con

cessions offered have been withdrawn in her

favour by toe Allies. Another obstacle to a

friendly poa^e is the K emu list rebellion which, in

tho first place, forced tho Allies to occupy (Cons-

tantinople, in order to protect the Sultan against

his own subjects. Thus failed tho Kern stints in

their attempt, to seize the capital, hut# in the north

of Asia Mmur and along the southern borders of

the (Caspian, they have seized a kingdom of their

own, assisted h> the Bolsheviks, with whom, so

far as can he ascertained, they should have hut

little sympathy. Tho lir.f. step to permanent
*>

'*

settlement is obviously an arrangement between

the Sui||.an and ‘die Komalists, by which the

suzerainty of tho former could be recognised, and

tho Allies might then with safety make conces-

sions which, if given to one side only, would

probably result in further internecine strife.

The Allies, in spite of the recent conflicting

tolograms, are evidently anxious to modify the

treaty in favour of Turkey and they have without

doubt been led to this attitude of mind by the

unanimous arid strongly expressed desire of

Indian Muslim,s that a Sultan and a country for

which they feel a genuine tegard should not be

made to suffer the full ponalty of her mistaken

policy of tli© past.
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By Mh. J*. RAMACIIANDRA RAO. m.a., i\k.e.s.

• Lecturer in Emnomics, Calcutta University .

jI^HE War hat; no doubt brought to prominence

J[ many economic- truths a\ hilo it has also

disproved some of the pet theories oi

economists. It has left us quite a legacy of many
0

difficulties but it has solved many impmtui;t,

thing**' one nl which L 1 he vexed problem of ‘A

central Bank for Imho', I'rom t he rear LCffi

right up to I » 1

9

thin quor.tmn has been mooted

moie tliaTi once but has never been brought to the

field o( practicability and tbo region ol practical

politics due to the apathy of the (government of

India, lint, the war brought home to all the

pai ties concerned, the utility of a Central Hanking

institution and all parties an* eager to have a

’ Central Hank 7

with the Government of India

having some close i elutions With it.

Ouiunk nt the Sr m- mi;

The present proposal* is to amalgamate t.lio

throe Presidency Hanks, of Bengal, Bombay and

Madias into an ‘
I mpeiiaB^nk for India *.

The total authorised Capital with tho Reserve-

Fund will ho Hs. 15,00,00,000", of whidh the

authorised share (Japital will core Et, of 225,000
fc

shares of 500 Rs, each, representing

Hs. 11,25,00,000 and tho Reserve Fund

Hs. 5,75,00,000. It is proposed to raise

additional capital to bring up the present capital

of the Presidency Banks to tho above amount.

To guard the regional interests and to provide

ample freedom in banking matters, the existing

Bocal Hoards of Calcutta, Bombay and Madras are

allowed to remain. A Central hoard consisting

of a General Manager (he is to he appointed

by the Government of India on the nomination

of the Control Hoard for a period of 5 years)

or two Managers in tho lirst instance, the

Controller o f Currency (he will be an ex-officio

* This article was writteu before the passing of the
Imperial Bank Act.

19

member of the hoard) and 'the President. andVico-

Presidont of each local hoard, tho Secretary>nd

I' reinsurer of oach Bocal hoard (these will have no

voting power) and two non-official members to be

appointed by the Government to represent the

t.u w payers' inferest. The Gentril hoard is created

It. settle dispute*: between the different local

hoards (m case my should arise) to look after the

discount pphev, to deal with matters of general

policy to dor,ermine the distribution of lunds to

I- : the Hank rate and to publish tho hank’s

weekly statements. The Central hoard is to moet

once in a quurtor at loaafc, alternately at

Bombay and at Calcutta but a Managing Board is

created which will meet more often and transact

business Full provision has boon made for the

exercising of adequate control by Government as

the Controller of Currency has power to require

the hoard to bold up action on any matter which

he might consider to be of vital importance an

affecting either the financial policy of the Govern-

ment or the safety of its cash balances. Many of

tho people require that more active control is to be

corcisnd by the Government, This question is

still unsettled.

The Imperial Hank is to open a branch in

London to" transact such of tfie business as will be

entrusted to it. by the Secretary of State for India

to rediscount bills of exchange for the Exchange

Rinks mid to represent Indian commercial

interests in London. It is not to take up foreign

exchange business and compete with the Exchange

h inks.

The Imperial Rank is to increase its branches

by i hundred more within a period^ of tive years

and the Government is to have the option of

nominating 25 of their in places they may

select.
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The Imperial Hank is to ho gitcn the fine u.so

of the Government Koserve Treasury funds.

The Imperial H ink is to retain the management

of the Public Debt wolk.

The Imperial Hank is to do the same business

which the Presidency Hanks have boon transacting

but certain of the restrictions will he modified Hut

the general nature of the ie«trictinns will in no

way be altered so as to permit unsr.Fe business to

be conducted.

Thus the scheme, according to Hon, Mr. H. V

Howard, is a “ sound commercial proposition that

uses the machinery which wo have and which is in

running order and which moans public confidence’

.

It is a simple and practicable one which is bound

to have much influence on the future economic

condition of our country. Again, it may prove a

valuable foundation for any latei movement

which may eventuate in the direction of a State

Batik.
*

Though not the first banking amalgamation in our

country,yet it is the most important one of its kind

fraught with far roaehing consequences and preg-

nant with many possibilities. This amalgamation

is quite a ‘ spontaneous thing ’ and is a result of

‘ natural banking evolution
7

in our country and

as such it is bound to have a glorious futuio

before it. Had it been ji thing -forced by design

ing and scheming outside powers, one should be

more sceptical of its honcficiont inlluoncos and

usefulness. All parties concerned should hail this

natural evolution with wtdeoming hands and help

the movement to reach a successful fruition
»

The causos that have brought about this rheme

me four in number.—

M) The war haw amply demonstrated the weak

spots in our banking armour and the results of a

lack of co ordinated policy on the part of the

various banks: Co-operation and co-ordination of

policy on the part of the Presidency Banks for a

brief period of three yeaijp in older to finance the

requirements of war have taught the advantages

)f such a policy and the present scheme of amalga-

mation is but a translation of that desire and they

have realised full well that there can he no true

and effective co operation without any formal

amalgamation

Amalgamation is “synonymous with

strength and if the Presidency Links are to

retail, the paramount influence which they have

been so long wielding, they must combine

and if any hanking amalgamation * of the London

Money M irkot were to obtain looting here, the

indiwduul and isolated position nf the three

Presidency Hanks would mean ‘ weakness 7

and

‘inability to compete effectively with such an

institution.

(J). It has often been pointod out that India

stands in need of more loanable money and the

woeful want of banking facilities in the interior
1<V' ^

•

01 tl io country is n wall known thing. The amal-

gamation proposes to raise additional capital and

undertakes the extension of hanking facilities to

the interior of the county/, It likewise aims at

promoting the he.ilP-y development of banking

in our country.
*

1

(4). Some of the Exchange Hanks are not

Hritish concerns. There is a grave danger that

Japanese and American financial concerns may

obtain undue influence and predominance, in the

monetary affairs of our country if the Presidency

Hanks remain isolated as before. A closer union

of Indian and Hritish interests is nece&Ksary for

the maintaining of the British Empire and as

such there should he an amalgamated bank

which should have iiccefs to London and be re-

presented there just like the Dominion hanks of

our Empire.

It has already boon remarked that it offers

many advantages to all the parties concerned.

The general public will reap some of the following

*There was already such a proposal ; the Lloyds'
Bank wanted to amalgamate with tho National Bank
of India but the Secretary of State for India vetoed
the measure.
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advantages. There is the ‘ popularising of hai L

ing business with these people.' The opening of

branches of this single* and unified bank with

close connections with tho Govern xnon* will ins

pire confidence among the people as to the sta-

bility of the institution and many people will be

too willing to avail themselves of tho opportunity

to deposit their savings. It. is an undoubted fact

that confidence is an essential thing that conduce:-,

to sound and prosperous banking. “ Confidante

upbuilds and distrust paralyses,” says tho adage

and in no business of lifo is it moie true than in

the banking business. Jt will succeed in im-

planting the ‘ hanking habit
'

gradually and a.

the Uovei u merit Despatch says, though thoie may

be no sudden miracle brought about by the ctea

tion of a banking habit, yet it is an indispensable

preliminary foi making the people believe in the

the utility of the banking institutions.
^

Tho stalling of the innumerable brandies ol the

imperial Rank requires men Mamed in modem

methods of banking and this stimulates very

considerably the training and emplo>mont. of

.Indians as bunkers. Thus a banking career'* n

to be created shortly which may afford some re

lief to the already ovot crowded professions of tho

present day. More of those sound and trained

bankers may mean an improvement in the bank

ing standard of our country.

The advantages to the customers ol the 1 m

perial Bank will also be of a weighty yharacter.

With the fuller utilisation of the Government

balances and more elastic use of thorn and with

increased working capital, tho Imperial

Bank can reduce tho present high discount latew

prevailing during the busy season. A steady,

uniform and cheapened rate will bo tho result

and it will be a great stimulus to ugricultuio and

commerce in our country. A proper and wise

* A carefully constructed apprentice scheme will
no doubt be included iii tho provisions of the Imperial
Bank Bill.

distribution of capital will also another in-

estimable blessing. » Tho opening of a branch

office in London will lead to closer touch with

tho London Money Market which is tho well-

known bub of international commerce. Jt may

had to obtaining ol trustworthy mfoi matu>tt*ie-

garding concerns in Great Britain interested in

Indian trading Again sterling loans can bo

arranged for local bodies and investments made

in Riitish securities and the Imperial Bank will

realise the interest on them for its constituents.

A largely increased number o£ branches and the

ability to |lLcount more hundis and trader's

bilks means that tho Imperial Bank will be in a

position ic render yeoman service in irrigating

the • hannels ol internal trade.

The Government of India stands to gain much

by the establishment oi such a bank. Millions

ol m pci li nked up in the Koserve Treasuries

during the busy season, usually caused a tightness

and i MingiuiCj in the Money Market and the only

purled icmeJy is to abolish the Koserve Treasur-

ies and i uch a step is now contemplated, Tho

Impm ial Bank will tiansfoim those immense sums

oi uiur cy Item moio warehouse merchandise into

an active banking power. Th<j Imporial Rank

will pi event, the hoarding of public money in the

Reserve Treasuries by acting as its custodian and

it. wil l obviate tho pel iodic appeals of the money

market to the Koserve Treasuries of the Govern-

ment. iui belief This moans^ that the Imperial

Bank will he l responsible for tho movement of

funds m India and also ol making them avail-

able the Government whenever and whero-

evei tlmy are icq ui red This will lead

t.«> •ip'unng ol more branches and the

pi o vision lus been made lor such branches.

The Jxusoi vo Tieasm ies hitherto acted as a sort, of

buffer and tho first shock was received by them

and net the Government HaI.uicob deposited at the

Presidency Banks and when these are to bo

abolished the Imperial Batik should prepare itself
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to receive such’ shocks in future and this neces

sitates the keeping of a higher proportion of

cash to liabilities than now so as to meet all

sudden and large demands, but the inero coneen-
* t

tration and pooling of Reserves will have its own

advantages which leads to efficiency and economy

of the Reserves and adequate business accom-

modation.

The decentralisation of tjie Public Debt work

which is now concentrated in the Calcutta oirica

will improve the administration of the Public

Debt and will entourage small investors ol the

'interior to go in far more frequently for Govern-

ment securities than fs tha case now.

The management of the balances of the Secre-

tary of State for India and his remittance busi-

ness (Council Drafts) and the other banking work

he performs, will necessarily bo handed over tu

the Imperial Hank's Branch Oflice in London and

this wjll save him a lot of carping criticism by

the unenlightened public. Nobody will cavil at

the banking work done by a banker.

As Mr. G. F, Shirras has said, “ work done by

bankers would nob be subjected to perpetual and

carping criticism as in that of close bureaucratic

corporation.” ^ir James Meston has said “ It

would relieve the officers of Government who 4

very often have neitlior the training nor experi-

ence necessary for this sort of work, of obligations

and the responsibilities for which they themselves

must recognise that they are not fully equipped ”,

It will also enable the Government of India to

float loans at a low rat© of intorost during sum-

mer months.

The handing over of the Papei Currency Re-

serve (as it is contemplated to be done) and the

Reserve Treasuries and these coupled with the

Bank's own Reserve will lead to the fusion of the

sovcral Reserves that oxist now and the result is

a concentration of Reserves. Then alono can an

economical use of coin be made and eiliciency,

economy and adequate business accommodation

arc some of the advantages of a concentrated

“ one Reserve System ”.

The advantages to the
1

Imperial Bank itself are

no less narked. It will enjoy the proud and

privileged position ol a banker’s bank. It is

going tu become a national institution. No
European monopoly is aimed at. Both the Indian

Directors * (provision has been made for their

.inclusion) and European Directors must co* operato

and bring about the success of the bank. Noithor

a purely European banking institution, nor a

purely Indian one, however successfully they may

conduct their business, have any bright future

before them and they can never .shoulder such

immense burden the extension of banking faci-

lities to the interior of the country. A united

stand of both Euro[roan and Indian people n

essential and such a thing is luuught about by

|bo Imperial Bend and as such there is the

promise of a glorious future before it. The Im-

perial ]>unk on account of its im mouse resources

can successfully play the part of a banker’s bank

It will be able to bear.Rho burden and come to

the rescue of banks which may occasionally

come to trouWe. It can become a sanctuary to

the struggling banks. By virtue of its capital

and massive sue, it will soon obtain controlling

influence and bo the responsible leader in times of

emergency. The successful working of the Im-

perial Bank will convoy to the minds of the

poople q sense of ease and security hitherto

wanting in periods of stress and will make the

Imperial Bank a bulwark of public confidence.

Access to the Loudon Money Market has been

granted and some of the restrictions are to be

relaxed t .

They will represent the Indian tux-payers*
interests.

I (a) The limit ol overdraft has been placed at 1
lakh of Rs.

(b) The taking of shares us additional security is

allowed.

(c) Shareholders have the rights to examine the
Registers subject to reasonable restrictions as the
Bank may impose.
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The lidvantages to the Joint-Stock Hanks have

also to bo reckoned.The I mperiul Bank of India nan

ailbrd to be their guide, friend and philosopher
”

in future. It can look aftor the banking policy as a
#

wholo. It cun rediscount then lulls and

satisfy their wants, lot more credit ciirrenr) . Co

operation and co indication of the several bunking

institutions will lead to better resistance in the

tunes ot «i cnsifi and a solid and united hunt

uudoi the able leadership of the Imperial Banli of

India will bo an effective protection against

furoign influences The Indian banking s):tem

will then be wohh d into a co-ordinated whole

it may probably lessen the profits ot otimi Uanks

holding large reserve deposit.-, but m* the security

horn the operation ^ of the Imperial B ink ami in

gioater stability of Iiumuo.*, gnu ter hasib.lit)

and mobility ot reserves admim .lr» ed by it tho

hanks would hue a protoi lion tint woiHd fit

more than a sol oil to any diminution in profit'

The I in [>ot i<il Bank will lie the shepheid guid-

ing the “ Hock of whoop.’

Coming to the A'vchantjn Hants s it can In*

confidently predicted Uj %they too will map then

own share in the common prosperity. There is m>
o

competition w»th their Exchange business. Thou

bills are re-discounted at Condon thereby enabling

them to send back money to India quickly and

be in a position to make furthei purchases ol

export bills in India.

The Co operative and Jndnstrial Hauls will also

gain much by tho starting of the Ihiperial Bank,

Tho duty of rediscounting agricultural and

industrial paper will be taken up by this bank and

thus it is to act as an apex bank rediscounting

the paper of these smaller bank*. Jn short it is

to be the central discounting agency.

Such is the scheme and such are the advantages

that promise to tiow out of the creation of an

Imperial Bank for indiu. But the Imperial Bank

has to realise its duties. It has to bear in mind

that “ a Central Bank is a great note-issuing

institution in which is vested, to an oxtrordinary

degr oo, the financial responsibility of a nation in

that its mothods*onable it to supp!\ it all times

un elastic currency varying automa ’.unify with the

needs of the country, to maintain *i,t o’. -quale gold

reserve through its regulation of huoigu exchange

and to conserve and protect the eountiys metallic

reserves, to control the money market by its

regulation of the discount rale and to servo as a

sanctum y #
loi All tho hanks m periods of

threatened dungei.” Such an* tho functions and

onerous duties that are performed by the national

hanks of foi eign countries.* Tho Impel ial Bank

of Imli.\ should realise that a national bank has to

keep an eye on thef national interests. It is not

to be purely a profit' seeking institution. It

should prutia f and safe-guard the general iiruinciail

situation of our country alwa)s. It should be

dinned into its mind that it is not an ordinary

•bank but a bankor s bank, a contral bank for the

country and in order to retain this proud privilege

it has to make some necessary Sacrifices. It should

not. compete with other hanks but it should bo a

bankers' bank. If it wore to compete with the

Exchange Banks lor foreign exchange business or

the Joint Stock Banks in the matter of discount

business, with its far large!* reserves and special

privileges from tho Government it would incur

their hostility and resentment, It should not

pursue an antagonistic policy to our existing

bank** But it must bo J;heir refuge in times of

panic and trouble and their guide and friend

during all normal times,

Hitherto it has been said that inter- Provincial

jealousies would be too much to be climbed over

by a Central Bank and if has been said that it

would ]>o physically impossible to serve such a

largo country as India and that it would bo

difficult to procure the capable directors noeded to

run the Central Bank but now, in the present

scheme, the local Buauhs are given full fieedum in

their respective spheres while at the same time an
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effective controlling Central Boaid lias been

instituted. The question of Government control

has been happily solved. Rut only the Controller

of Currency should always be wide awake to

understand tho situnturi cuul be in a position to

hold up action when the inteiests of the public

are threatened by a misuse of its money. On the

other hand, he should not make the Bank a

servant of the Government. Independence of tho

banking power is essential 'and
,
should be

preserved at all costs. As for the fact that

competent men will not be found to manage the

Central Bank, it must+e said that the “ occasion

and the hour breeds the tmui ” and always brings
fr

him forth.

It has been remarked that it would be wise on

our part to copy the Federal Reserve System in

our country. We have at present local Boards

corresponding to the 1 2 Federal Reserve Banks

and their Boards, the Federal Reserve Board itself

can be compared to our Central Board but the

National Banks of America are shareholders of

the Federal Reserve Banks and our Joint' Stock

Banks have not this right and privilege to

subscribe for the capita! of the Imperial Bank.

The Federal Reserve Board supervises the Reserve

Banks, regulates the bote issue and defines the

bills of Exchange that are to be discounted. The

war has proved tho fact that the Federal Reserve

System has worked successfully and it has

provided America all the advantages of a Central

Bank system without having a Central Bank. In

India, the Imperial Bank is to be a Central Bank

but the irreconcilable element*, Government

control and prjvate management, have been

successfully fused as in the case of tho Federal

Reserve {System .
Extensive powers aro no doubt

granted to tho Federal Reserve Board and it can

supply the needed credit at all times, thanks to

the privilege oi issuing notot- on legitimate bilks

of exchange. The Imperial Bank at present has

not been given power to iseup notes but the note*

issue will be handed over as soon as it is

practicable and it will have to manage it according

to tho regulations which "’ill be passed by the

. Government of India. The needed elasticity will

be secured at present by the provision of issuing

ot 5 crons ol more notes on the strength of

export bills ot exchange which may be brought

to the dour oi the Controller by the Presidency

Hanks. Tins is a tentative mbasure that would

no doubt find a permanent place if it meets with

success. Such definite power should be given to

the Impel lal Bank to increase credit currency at

times when there is real demand for it and when

it has ‘loaned up to the full limit* as bankers

would put it: But such wide powers should not

Go entrusted to a private institution until the

lmporial Bank has vindicated its usefulness and

unless tho Bank has won its own spurs.

Next the Federal Advisory Council of America

can be copied here with ^ome advantages. The Ex-

change Banks, the other commercial banks, tho

agricultural and industrial banks and tho shroffs

can all be represented in a jouncil which should

illuot occasionally and mv/Aj nge its views with that

of the Impel ial Bank. Such a stop would ouable

the Imperial Bank to feel the pulse of the market

and the policy of the Imperial Bank itself might

bo changed to the advantage of these parties.

The absence of a Bankers' Association which can

watch the banking policy of the country is keenly

felt. Tho institution of an advisory council is

the nearest possible approximation to such an

association and as such it should be created as

early ab possible.

It has been the accepted opinion in many

quarters that the Presidency Banks are rendering

more help to European traders. The public

deposit (i.e,) Government deposits belong to the

Indian tax -payer and with this money more help

is rendeiod to tho European trader. Tho grie-

vance was that Indian tiade was not given its

due share of advances. Attention was drawn to
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tins fact, by Mr. Vidyasagar I'andya in l»is

evidence before the Chamberlain Commission and

Hon. Mr. B. N. Sarnia repeated it ^ri his State

Bank resolution before the Imperial Legislative

Council, the other day. The Hon Mi. H. K.

Howard gave facts and figures repudiating thi

remark. The lmpen.il Bank ol India should 1 ike

pains that no sueff accusation will he levelled at

it also. Jt should take pains to consliucl a

separate set of figures qticg in six-months at ImU

Ui show what lun-mnt of capital and dop'iMO

(n i b»ng to European ir‘k*n*’ h and 'Jut amount t.

owned by the Indian people mu its rcspectm* ad

v.inms to the t wo eumnmnC ic^ mil tuft? interests.

There is the opinion pie\nlmg m many circ!\s

that a European mormpulv h being aimed at by

muting tlfo Imperial Btnk and when msponsihlo

ieadei s voice these fimts lightly or wrongly,' the

people are apt to he Jed ajvay f.u fiorn the truth.

No scope should he given for such a sort of

distrust to he created among the Indian commu-

nity A positive prool *ol its help to both the com

luunities and its due in
„

ij so to their . ‘gitimito

demand should he placed holore the public. This

would strengthen the confidence of the public in

the Bank that it is not sectional and comnm lift 1

lnfcei ests that are catered to but that Indian

national interests aie its sole concern, ft l*.

highly advisable that it should do such a thing

in the first fow years of its existence, say, fur a

period of ten yours.

The Imperial Bank itself should roniombor a

few of the following facts that will conduce to its

success and prosperity. It is to serve popular

necessity and not syndicated wealth It should

interfere as little as possible with the work of

the existing banks. It should keep a great

portion of its Reserve in a perfectly liquid shape

so as to be available at any time. If the

Imperial Bank does its duty on sound lines

promoting national interest and adequately

safeguards the general financial situation always,

it will enable fndiu to take a pluco in f.ho front
•

L

rank of nations, and quit trailing along as a

subordinate adjunct to the London Money Market.

Our currency system would be renderod more

automatic and olastic and more sound than V"’ the

present, day These and many other advantages

can oe leaped it (if is a very big if) the Imperi-

al* Bank chi rise oqual t.« » the situation and guide

the litimei.'tl destinies of the nation in an

unimpeichahle ntd unselfish manner.

If the Imperial Bank of India furnishes

practical prool-’ of its utility more and more

pu\ver° will be entrusted to it. Already a semi-

State Rmk, it is bound to become a fully fledged

Central Bank with all its privileges and no doubt

with very onerous duties,

The Imperial Bank should take up the duty of

selling gold in Finn 11 amounts to the middle class

people on behalf of the (lovornment. Then will

the middle class people be in a fair position to

obtain gold at a reasonable pneo. It would put

a stop to the inordinate amount of speculation

that is going on in gold at present.

The Imperial Brink should trv to bring about

direct relation between the Jfndian Money Market

ruVl the London Money wjnrket. At present

there is only an indirect relation existing between

the two. The Indian demand for gold affects

discount rates which in turn affects the exchange

rates •The (iovermnent r4 India habitually loans

out a part of its cash balances in the London
Money Market for short periods. Those loans

weaken the controlling position of the Bank of

England and so it is not able to pull in gold from
Mdia just as she does from other commercial

* centres by simply raising her discount rate,

The establishment of the Imperial Bank might
lead to lowering of the present, high hank rates

in India and this may enable the Bank of

England to pull in gold from India also. Thus
the Imperial Bank L bound t,o

# have a marked
and perceptible influence on the ebb and flow of

gold from India and into India Then perhaps

it will he possible to revise the time-honoured
dictum that “ India* is a sink of precious

metals.”
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India’s Debt to European Scholars.

BY

Prof. M. S. RAMASAMI A1YANGAK, m.a.

I
T was during the days of Warren Hastings,

that a great impetus was given to the study

of Indian Antiquities by tho founding, by Sir

William Jones, of tho Asiatic Society of Bengal
«

in 1784. The first members of tho Society

included the (Governorflenenl himself and

Charles Wilkins, peihaps the first Englishman to

study Sanskrit. Sir William Jones laboured for

a period of 20 years and during this time, among

other things, translated Kalidasa's Sukuntda and

the Institutes of Manu. This had a wonderful

effect upon the imagination of European scholars

who began to perceive at once that, our conception

was as grand, our philosophy as sublime and our

intellect as keen as that of any other intellectual

race in this world. What is more important, the

incessant activity of Sir William stimulated others

to strenuous work in tho field of Sanskrit

literature and soon a group of Englishmen took

up the work of the founder of the Asiatic Society -

Charles Wilkins, Samuel Davis, Francis Wilford

and Henry Colebrooke. Francis Wilford.n Swiss by

nationality and an engineer by profession, soon

acquired fame as a Sanskrit scholar but his wild

speculations and erratic conclusions brought him

no credit. Nevertheless his essay ‘on tho

Comparative Geography of India ’ has emphasized

the importance of geography as a hand-maid to

the study of Indian history. Colobrooke may be

said to be the true successor of Jones. Accurate

in scholarship * and sound in judgment, his

activities had been as varied as there were

sciences which found full development in this

ancient land of ours A keen mathematician he

was much interested* in the Astronomy and

Algebra of the Hindus and translated the Algebra

of Brahmagupta and Bhaskara, besides contribut-

ing many articles to tbe Asiatic Researches and the

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society about Hindu

Astronomy and astronomers. His essay on the

Vedas is epoch making as Europeans learnt a

knowledge of the contents of the Vodas for tho

time Even aftei his retirement from India,

ho continued his la bon is down to tho time of his

death (Ih:I7).

While Mr. Colebrooke was thus educating the

European world as regards the speculative side of

our ancient national activities, another scholar

Dr Buchanan (Hamilton) was cutting n new

path in tho field of Indian research. Deputed by

the Marquis of Wellesley in 1800 to mako an

agricultural survey of Mysore, he found occasion

to diligently ox ploro the history and antiquities

of South India. Who is there that does not

know that Buchanan’s Travels (2 vols
)

are

veritable mines of information on the social and

economic conditions of thb' part of India? As

Cunningham has poirrttfcl out, Buchanan was the

first to perceive the value and importance of

detailed plans and exact measurements of remark-

able buildings and ancient sites.

To 11. H. Wilson the Europeans are indebted

for still further enlightening them on the ancient

wisdom of India, As Secretary to tho Asiatic

Society in 1815, he consistently maintained tho

traditions of its founders. Tie translated Kali-

dasas Msyhndata, published in 1819 a Sanskrit

Dictionary and in 1827 wrote his book on

the Theatre of thv, Hindus which won for him

great name and fame. By this time the zeal for

research and translation grew considerably and

even Indian scholars caught the spirit. The

E*st India Company alRo evinced a warm interest

in the study and collection of antiquities and

despatched capable officers to the different parts

of the country. Of these Colonel Colin Mackenzie
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specially distinguished himself. Not a Sanskrit

scholar, not even an archaeologist, Col Mackenzie

wan yet a great collector of archeological materials.

Appointed to explore the regions south of tlio

Krishna, Mackenzie soon collected nearly H,0r>ii

Tamil inscriptions and it is needless to say that

wo owe to the Colonel our knowledge of the

history of the Routlflerii portion of the I ‘on mania.

With the death of U, II. Wilson, however, the

era of ‘scholastic archeologists
1

closes ami another

period in the history of Indian research is

ushered in, --the epoch of 1 fmld ai clv».o Insist' \

James Prinsep stands between these two lie

was assay- master of the Calcutta mint^unl had t'»

work 1(5 hours a day for his employers. N ot in

the midst of dull routine he found time to study

our litoratufe. The world is indebted to him for

his brilliant discoveries made during the last three

years of his life" viz . the
#
decipherment ol the

A cyan -Pali legends of the Bactrian coins and

what, is more important, the Edicts of Asoka,

This brilliant and enthusiastic scholar was

unfortunately cut short n. primo of life. He

was only 4 J
,

when lie died. After Prinsep,
I.*

Markham, Kittoe, Edward Thomas and Alexander

Cunningham continued their labours in Nortlu

India, while Sir Waltor Elliot completed tho woi k

of Colin Mackenzie in tho South. To Sir Waltor

wo owe our first full knowledge of the early

Chalukyas, He wiote admirable essays on the

dynasties of tho Deccan in the p.igos*of K. A. K,

Journal (Vol. IV) and the Journal of tho Literary

Society of Madras. Edward Thomas, a great

Indianist, mentioned above, specially distinguished

himself in tho fiold of Numismatics. Ho is a

specialist in the Early Mohamedan period in

the History of India. He published a

series of articles on the history of India as

illustrated by coins and inscriptions, The period

of history covered by him is from 1246 A. D. to

1560 A* D. He further collected all the known

Sassanian documents and his valuable commen-

»0

taries on them have boen most helpful to scholars.

James Fergusson was perhaps the foremost among

, tho departed ‘ field archaeologists ’ or 4

travelling

antiquarians ‘ His first ’tvflrk was published in

1 8-15 on tho 4 Rock cut Temples of India ' apd in

1855 his ‘ Handbook of Architecture’ appeared
;

but his greatest contribution t,o the realm of Art

• bis 1 History of Indian Architecture'. Leaving

the limited • field of provincial inquiry Mr,

Ecigusson brought together in one comprehensive

form f he remits of the labours of those investiga-

tor.*, that, preceded him. The work satisfies nQfc

merely the longing for aesthetic enjoyment but it

has successfully striven to explain and illustrate,

‘in tho full spirit of modern architectural inquiry’

the entire body of Indian history and progress.

Errors of judgment thero may be many in the

book but wo must be eternally obliged to him for

having attempted to prove, single-handed and

without Government help—to tho European

world what mighty builders ancient Hindus were.

The career of Alexander Cunningham is

important as it was during his time that the work

of archaeological survoy was properly organized.

A perusal of his correspondence with the Govern-

ment of India will show the groat zeal he evinced

for the cause of Indian Archeology. His chief

interest lay in unearthing buried cities and ruined

temples, a work so successfully undertaken in our

own da'ps. Thus T:\xila jind Sangala in tho

run jalq kaushambhi and Sravnsti in tho North-

west
;

and Nalanda in the East had been

practically discovered by him. He is also a

pumisnnticiitn ol no mean order. His monu-

mental woik, ‘The Ancient Geography of India ’

clnelly devoted to illustrato the campaigns of

Alexander the Great and of the pilgrimage of the

Chinese traveller Hiouen Tsang, is still the only

standard book of reference on the •subject.

With the retirement of Cunningham a new and

brilliant era opens ip the history of Indian

research . This is the period of the starting gf
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the journal Indian Antiquary, Both tho

1 Scholastic
1 and 4 Field ’ Archa ologists have

supplied such a mass of information which awaited

the scientific touch o[ scholars. Fortunately for

India, at tho time of starting the jour nal, there

existed a brilliant band of distinguisfiod

orientalists to whose frequent contributions, the

scientific world is deeply indebted The Indian

Antiquary was started in 187? by dames Burgees

Long before this, howover, there existed the

R. A. S. Journal with its branches. But the

pages of these magazines were found inadequate

to give expression to the increased activities of

scholars, both European an\l Indian, and hence

the necessity for a fresh journal which to day is

the main source of information on all subjects

connected with Indian History, in its manifold

aspects. At first and for a long time, the main

contributors were all European scholars,

some of whom literally exhausted themselves

to death in* the course of their noble

endeavour. An attompt is made in tho following

paragraphs to estimate in however tentative a

fashion, tho value of the contributions to Indian

culture of these European gentlemen, typical of a

group whom cultured and grateful India is proud

to own as its own sons.

A Scotchman by birth and educated at CJasglow

for the teaching profession, James Burgess came

to India in 1855 as Professor of Mathematics in

the Doveton Collego, Calcutta. In I8fil, his ser-

vices were transferred to a large Bombay School.

The remains of the Elephant,*) and Kanheri Oaves

attracted his attention and his career was shfcped.

From 1861 to 1872 he was busy recording his

observations in the research journals then avail-

able, and as already stated, started The Indian

Antiquary in 1872, his first great service to the

world of science. This journal he continued to

edit till 1884 when it was made over to Dr. Fleet

and Sir R. C. Temple. The Government of India

{Boon recognised the special qualifications of Mr.

Burgess and appointed him as Archie logical Sur-

veyor in Western India to organize work in the

South and West of India on lines similar to those

set. down by Cunningham for the North. Burgess

soon justified his appointment by publishing a

series of learned reports on the ruins of the

Bombay Presidency. In 1886 ho succeeded

Cunningham as Director- Genera 1 of Archaeology

nfind brought about a t.hoiough reorganisation of

the department by appointing ollicient men to

undertake systematic work in Bombay, Madras

and North- Western Provinces. Disappointment

of Mr. llultzsch as a Government Kpigraphist is

in itself a, great event as wo owe a good deal to

this gentleman. The small size of the Antiquary

and the increased volume of business of the de-

partment necessitated tho starting of , government

organ to record the work done by various archeo-

logical officers and with that energy and organiz-

ing zeal that always characterize Mr. Burgess, he

started the Kpigraphia Indica which has proved

itself very useful for publishing nil inscriptions on a

larger scale than it laul been possible in the pages
r

of tho J Julian Antiquary. After a busy career he

left India in 1'889 but continued to edit the

^
journal fiom home besides interesting himself for

many yeais by publishing books on Mohnmedan

Architecture. In 191Tb he published 4 the

Chronology of Modern India’ a good complement

to Mabel Duffs book. An expert mathema-

tician, ho ^ compiled a series of notes bn Hindu

Astronomy, lie died only recently, 3rd October

1917, loved and respected by all who know him.

Of Prof. George Buhler (1837 98) it may be

truly said in, the words of Prof. Weber, 14
If there

ever was a man whose loss can be culled irrepara-

ble, it is George Buhler”. Buhler was a German

and received his Sanskrit education in the Univer-

sity of Gottingen under the distinguished Prof.

Benfey. Taking his Doctor’s degree in .1858, he

sought an educational career in Bombay. He at

once entered with sympathy into Indfan
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thought and keeling, Hi.s lirist publication

the Hindu Law of Inheritance and Partition, a

woik under'taken jointly with Sir Raymond West,

An eminent Sanskritist like Sbend/Joi, Whitney

and Roth who all died before him, Buhler Htudied,

translated and published in the Sacred Looks

of the Eist series, the sacred laws

of the Aryan as
m
taught in the schools of

Apastamba, Gautama, V
r
asisht,i and Baud hay am».

In I8HI» he puhhshod his Laws of Maun and

edited the \ books of Panchatantra. He wu. a

great friend of tho Jains and in his day m> one had

studied more than he did, the abounding litoia-

turn of the Jains. His 4 Indian Sect of the Jamas*

is pothapH the most useful of all the publications

of Europe.m M’hulars on the subject. His eonlidm

tion to the Ijnlo Aryan Eiieyvlop.Vvha on ludr.n

Pah "giuj'Ly, huo opened f ho eyes of oui country

men to an alU»gothet now and unevfJoiod

hold ok Indian Epigraphy. *LLib greatest r.mvico

to Indian Sanskrit literature is tho founding along

with aiiuthei illustrious scholar, Prof. Koilhoin.

uT the Bombay Suiskrit Tories, whose object w*s
41

tu give young native scholars an opportunity

of learning European methods of criticism in

editing texts.” As tho Zurich Professor, A-kaegi

has put it, Prof. Buhler was tho centre and tho

chief promoter uf Indulogical studies in Europe.

Ho was eminently bold and honest in his criticism

always hiking care to employ in conversation only

the language of the polite society.Though indebted

to Prof Max Muller for his first appointment, lie

had thei academical courage to refute openly Max

Muller’s theory that the whole of tho Indian liter-

ature as far as it was not Vedic or Buddhistic

was written in the time after the Scythian

invasion of India, His general sympathy for the

Indians is shown by the fact that just before his

death he told a friend of his (Prof. Kaegi) that

he was going to reiute once for all the general

talk about the Hindus lacking the historical

sanse.” There are those who think that the Euro-

pauii ollici.il in India neglects his •luti&s in pursuit

ot his hobby. The* Liuis of the careers of men

like Buhler disprove the statement. Prof. Buhler

'wa.- as strenuous in his official duties as he was in

the pursuit of his special studies and in the hunt

for Sanskrit manuscripts which he undertook, on

behalf of the Government. When he took up

work as Educational Inspector there were m the

Bombay Presidency, 7JO schools with only 47,800

scholars and fie increased tho schools to 1763 with

! d 1,970 students,

John Faithful Fleet who died only recently will

still be rotnembored with great uflectionby many

of his friends in Bombay. Civilian, educationist

and epigraphist, Dr, Fleet is a great friend of tho

Indians and of the K inarose peasantry in parti

cular. ILti was joint Editor of the Indian Anti -

‘hhirij and its volumes XIV-XX contain some of

hih.bi.,1 .irlirles. A great authority on tho lnscrip-

tional m ,tory of the Dcccan, tho students of Early

Indian History are indebted to *Dr. Fleet, for

fixing Indian chronology on a firm basis. Such

excellent treatises as V. A. Smith’s ‘Early History

of India’ aio the result of the labours of this

great Indumst. His greatest work is Vol. Ill of

Gorpir- Insc. iptionou! ludicurym, 44 a spiendid

piece ol work from every point of view which by

establishing tho epoch of tho Gupta dynasty in

J 1 9-320 A. I), laid the keystone of Indian arche-

ology.” Speaking of his friend and colleague, Sir

R. C. Temple says,
4

* one of the interesting things

that command our attention from a survey of

Fleets contribution to this Journal (L A.) is that

it discloses the history of Italian epigraphic re-

search almost from its commencement as a syste-

matic study. Always excepting revered Prof. R.

G Bhandarkar there is no living Indian or Euro-

pean who has striven hotter than Dr. Fleet for the

reconstruction of our ancient history. If to-day

it is possible for us to write confidently about the

ancient history of India it is because of the sheet-

anchor provided for us fly the great doctor,
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It is not possible within the space of & maga-

zine article to review the work done by other din-
r

interested western scholars. The names of Prof.

Max Muller and Jacobi, Dr. Uoernle and

Mr. Burnell, Prof. * VS eber and Prof. Keilhorn,

Mr. /Lewis Kice and Prof. Khys Davids

are household names to those who are in
y

any way interested in Indian research. But

enough has been stated to show that we are in
<

debted mainly to Euiopcuns for a (cnowledge of

our own country. In the words oi l)i. Meet,

41 and so, not with the express object of preserv-

ing history, but in order to intensify the import-

ance of everything connected with religion and to

secure grantees in the possession of properties con-

veyed to them, there was gradually accumulated

almost the whole of the great mass of epigraphic

records, from which, chiefly the ancient history

of India is now being put together. ” In this pro-

cess the countrymen of l)r. Fleet took the loading

part. But us be grateful to them and toothers

who might lender a similar service.

Azrar-i-Khudi or the Secrets of the Self

BY

Professor M. NAIMUR RAHMAN,

/J^HE well-known English Arabist, Dr Nichol-

^ son of Cambridge, the renowned author of

The Literary History o/ tkr Arabs and ol

Mysticism in Islam, and the translator ol‘

Kashful-MahjvJb and sundry other books, has

translated the Persian poem Asrar i-Khudi' (lit,

the Secrets of the Self) of Dr. Sheikh Muhammad

Iqbal, the celebrated Moslem poet of the India of

to-day. The learned translator has doubtlessly

laid the Moslem world and especially Moslem

India under a deep ‘debt of gratitude by thus

facilitating the spread of the unique thoughts

and charming ideas of the poet-philosopher, who

will be a poet of an unique personality for many

long years to come as he is to-day, Coupled

with his Rumuz i-Bekhudi (The Mystery of

The Secrets of the Self (Asrar-i-Khudi ) -

A

Philo-

sophical Poem by Sheikh Muhammad Iqbal of Lahore.

Translated from the Original Persian with Introduc-

tion and Notes by Reynold A. Nicholson, Litt D.,

LL.Dt Lecturer in Persian in the University of

Cambridge. Published by Macmillan and Co., London;

1920 ;
pp.xxi and 147.

{Selflessness) thL i.- over the first Persian poem

which his masterly pen has given to the world.

His Persian is as sweet ami as felicitous, flowing

and captivating as his Urdu poems are known to

be. He is as great a master oi Persian as oi his

mother tongue. Thus it was only meet that a

doctor oi Oriental learning like Dr. Nicholson

should have translated it.

Without having anything to do with the

subject-matter of the poem—for that will lead

us far fronj, our present purpose—1 will confine

my views to the present translation only. The

first edition of the poem appeared in 19H>. But

a gross misunderstanding by the readers of some

references to* Hafiz in Canto VII. and the

consequent deluge of adverse criticism from some

fantastically orthodox and conservative quart-

ers throughout India—a fact, which, I tremble

to think, will be attributed by the coming

generation to the lack of sound judgment and a

fanatic, infatuous love for blind conservatism on

our part—the poet was, despite his giving a clear
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and succinct exposition of hit. view;, ami objects

regarding that particulai part of the Cantu,

compelled to substitute some other lines for thoMj.

This was done in the second edition, which was

published in 1917. And it is this edition only

of which the book under review is a translation.

Dr. Nicholson’s name is too well known to

require any particular lomarks regardin';, in,-

translation and ittf sun ess or otherwise. As is

the case with all kinds of translations from one

language to another, it will he only a bootless

oi rand to soaivli ioi the same sweetness, (harm,

touch and that, vibrating thnll in
#
the English

form which one finds in the original Persian N t»t

the learned UansUuu inn. tloubtu*: *>l)f .an -coon • .1

in his efforts. While admitting Mi.ii tlm punw

“ preseiits certain oh, .cun tics winch >io ti.iiislation

can entirely removi
,

and that he h tinsel l duet-

not fool t m e whethei he has *’ giasped # ilm

meaning or lendfiied it coinatl^, lie has achiev-

ed a great degree of success in the way ol

accuracy and expression, as should have been

naturally expected Irons one who is translating it

into his own mother -i uigue ol which he is as

great a master as ui I’eisian. But fui then

abundance, l would have quoted lieie lines in his

translation which do lull justice to the- idea anj

expression of the original. Theie am only a lew

exceptions to this. I may for int-tanu point out

his 11-113 and 114 on p. 10 and 1
' 1 3 IS on p, II,

which do not otter a ver) happy rendering for

the nice sense of tlio original PersianVerses.

1 find a very striking thing in the translation,

The original poem opens with three verses from

Rumi, which serve as a preamble, or better as a

theme, to the whole poem. This i# then followed

by nine verses dedicating the poem to Sir Syed

Ali Imam, However much I tried I could not

understand why Dr. Nicholson left out these two

very significant and important sets of verses. T

cannot help thinking that a translation of those

verses would certainly have added much to the

clear understanding of the poem by the readers.

Tho general leatuie of the tiai^Iation is literal

and yet highly idiomatic. But at times he

become^ too literal to bo tolerate! For example .

“guig i-baran dideh” is transkitid as “a weather-

beaten wolf” and “ Sion said um wa-u-pulad

dasL ” is rendered as “ Om u* are silvtJr his

paws are stud.”

In 1 120 wo find the vvoid “ cupping-glass ”

used ioi the Persian woid “ ohiohrli,” wlioreas m
1134 ho tr.tyJatet? the same vvoul as “ bottles,”

which v, decidedly t-hc light uoid for the former

occasion as wi ll. Tho word il
Lojwiin ” has boon

icndorod in one place
( 1 1 GO) as “ laboratory

”

and in the othei (l 31 ()'\ aw k
‘

t stabhshing.”
]

do not question the second, but cannot regard

the first .»_> the requisite epithet. Fur 41 that 1

might teai” and “extract” in ll'ISH— 9 1

would like to read “till 1 tore asunder ” and

“ ox ti acted.” respectively, In 1 170 the words

‘'this veil ” should have better been “ these nine

veils.” There seems to be some misunderstand-

ing ol the words “ null pardeh
**

(lit. nine veils),

which is used for the “ nine heavens,” tho

appropriateness of which becomes patent when

wo compare il with tho words “ high thoughts”

in the preceding line, the iftst hemistich of the

salne verse.
#

These arc some ol the very outstanding points

which catch the eye at once. Beside these there

are a number of other words and phrases wherein

1 cannot see any way of agjoeing with the learned

translator. For instance I may quote 1 1125—

6

and 315— 17, which are in my consideration, not

what they should have really been. Let me cite

#
ono very amazing

4
case of misjudging on the

part of Dr. Nicholson. None could have possibly

expected him to have translated 11*12— 14 and

coupled it up with lib reading 44
Full blown

roses are hidden in the skirt of my garment,”

which is the renJering for
44 Gul*bi Shakh andar

nihan dar damanam,” At this I am quite

involuntarily reminded of a learned critic of one

of Iqbal's Urdu verses which ran thus
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“ Mashric men ubul din ban jate hayn,

Maghrib men magar masjiin ban jate hayn.'

The wise critic, who, it should be remembered,

was proud of his polished Urdu learning which

he had inhoritod from his parents, read the first
*

line above as :— *

“ Mashrik men usul-i-din ban jate hayn"

and began to lampoon the unfortunate poet

for framing a meaningless and incomplete sen-

tence and hemistich ! What an irorty of fate !

I shall now simply enumerate the numbers of the

lines which I regard as open to strong objections,

and leave the comparison and further closer study

to the readers. And those lines are numbers 76,

88, 90, 113-14,281—82, 306, 337, 362, 1111,

1246, 1396. There are verses where they may

find important words left out altogether in

rendering and others where the verb has been

translated in a tense and mood quite the opposite

of or at least other than the one us$d by the poet

himself, with considerable damage to the sense

and without any pressing necessity of the require-

ments of true English idiom.

Let me quote only one more instance of sorry

rendering. In 1446 Dr. Nicholson reads “za nay

mark&b kuni ” as “ zani markab kuni,” and
v ..

accordingly translates it as “ ride on a woman’s

back,” instead of saying “ ride the reed." This

perhaps is the climax of misunderstanding and

misjudgment.

I cannot close without drawing the reader’s

attention to two facts. Firstly : On 1 1 925—928

(“ By his grandeur the world is saved ”) the

translator puts a note saying

II These four lines may allude to Jesus, regarded

as the- type of the perfect man.”

1 cannot term it but as a pious hope on the

part of the learned translator, who is misled by

his unfathomable love for his religion and
t

*

prophet. The poet is a Muslim by faith and

believes Muhammad and not Ohrist (never so) to

be the most perfect man that was or will ever be

born on the surface of the Earth, it is quite

ultra vires for me to understand how that great

student of Arabic and Islam could be lod to make

such a note. Secondly : I agree with Dr.

Nicholson in thinking that the pseudonym “Baba-

i-Sahrai ” has been applied by the poet to himself.

But I would like to ask the reader to compare

with the parallel epithet “ Baba-i-Kuhi ” used by

8$di in a story in the fifth chapter of his

immortal Bustun.

This is what 1 had to say of the literary sido of

the translation, with tho hope that it will sot the

reader on the alert and may also perhaps be

instrumental in the publication of a better, nicer,

and corrector translation of the poem. Considering

it with a general point of view, 1 have already

said that Dr. Nicholson has given us a good

rendering of the poorn in English, and 1 am even
a

prepared to say that none but be or the renowned

Dr. Browne could do full justice to the poem in

this respect, 1 reiterate that Dr. Nicholson has

really rendered the Indian poet and the language

and contents of the poem a great service for which

the Indian Moslems particularly, and the Moslem

world generally, qjbould be boundlessly thankful to

him. I learn on good authority that he is already

engaged in the translation of the sequal poem

Rumuz-i-Belchudi which may sec the light of

the day in the near future. Let us hopo it will be

the really requisite thing.

While I commend the book to all lovers of

Philosophy, I will at the same time ask them to

remember that Iqbal is a Muslim philosopher.

Nothing can be dearer to him than his own nation

and its uplift and progress. His message is,

therefore, meant chiefly for the Moslems

—

Moslems not of
w
India alone, but those of the

world. Then, of course, it is for them to decide

whether it is the best recipe or otherwise.

Opinions have differed and will always differ as

long as'man is man. And Iqbal will not be an

exception to this rule.



JUSTICE IN ANCIENT INDIA
BY

K. S. Ramaswami Sastri, b.a., b.l. •

fj\R. ROBERTSON has said about Manu words

Jj which may well be appliod to the on tiro

ancient Hindu Law and specially to the

ancient Hindu judicature. He said :
“ With

respect to the number and variety of points the
•

Hindu Code considers it will boar a comparison

with the celebrated Digest of Justinian, or with

tho systems of jurisprudence in nations most

highly civilisod. The articles of which the Hindu

Code is composed are arranged in natural and

luminous order. They are numerous and compre-

hensive, and investigated with that minute atten-

tion and discernment which nro natural to a

people distinguished for acuteness and subtlety of

understanding, who have been long accustomed

to tho accuracy* of judicial proceedings, and

acquainted with all the refinements of legal

practice. The decisions concerning every point

are founded upon tho great and immutable

principles of justice which tho human mind

acknowledges and respects in every ago and in all

parts of the earth. Whoever examines the whole

work cannot entertain a doubt of its containing^

the jurisprudence 0/ an mhyhtened and commercial

people. Whoever looks into any particular title

will be surprised with a minuteness of detail and

nicety of distinction which, in many instances,

seem to yo beyond the attention of Kurcqmn

legislation
,
and it is remarkable that some of the

regulations which indicate the greatest, degroo of

refinement were established in poriods of the most

remote antiquity

This just and clear-sighted estimate ought to

disabuse our minds of tho unfortunate hut widely

prevalent view, both among Indians and others,

that ancient Hindu Law has no elements of

enduring worth or value, 3ome years ago, in the

pages of the now defunct Contemporary Law

XevieWt I expounded the ancient Hindu Law of

Evidence and Procedure and also some of the titles

of tho ancient Hindu Substantive Law. 1 stated on
r »

that occasion :

M An opinion is expressed in some

quarters that the ancients had a very simple and

primitive system of procedure and evidence. But

a cat ofu I study of tfie ancient Hindu Law books

shows us boyond doubt that this viow is erroneous,

The system of evidence and procedure laid down

therein was elaborate and suited to the needs of a

highly civilised and progressive community, though

the various rules of evidence and procedure may

not bo thoroughly like the rules followed by the

courts at the present day

Mr, B. Gururaja Row* has thus taken up an

important and interesting task, and it must be

said to his credit that he has done it well.

Laymen as well as lawyers must be grateful to

him for his clear and forceful and* vivid presenta-

tion of a great theme. Sir John WoodrotTe has

written a brief foreword in which he says :

u Little is, I think, known of the ancient

adjective law of India. It is ^vell, therefore, that

an ‘Indian lawyer should undertake the task of

telling us what it is. He has, I think, well

fulfilled it within the short compass of this book”.

The learned author has dealt in a clear and

comprobfinsivo manner aboi^t law courts and their

constitution in ancient Hindu India, the nature of

vyavahara or actions in goneral, the institution of

actions, special rules of pleading and counter claims,

principles of proof, oral evidence, documentary

evidence, divine proof, some principles of adjudi-

cation, judgment, and decree. The value of the

work is greatly enhanced by the author's notes to

each chapter. The book is not of mere antiquarian

interest but is of value to modern Indian

lawyers as showing the way to a new and better

* Ancient Hindu Judicature by B. Gururaja Row.
Published by Ganesh & Co., Madras.
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era of legal study, legal procedure, and legal

reform.

I desire very much to take advantage of this

occasion to describe wine of the excellences of the

ancient system of procedure, as I wish to put in a

strong plea for the inclusion of ancient Hindu

Law in our scheme of legal studies. One great

peculiarity of the ancient Hindu system of *aw

was its inkiinato connection with religion. An act

in violation of the rules oflaw and of the rules of

morality was also a sin, and was regarded as evil-

doing that will have terrible consequences in other

worlds and in future births. An unjust claim, an

unjust plea, and an unjust decision were ail

regarded a8 sins. Manu says in chapter VIII,

verse 12 :

44 All the members of the tribunal in

' which truth (or justice) is conquered by false-

hood (or injustice) and falsehood is not

pierced by the needle of justice, should be regarded

as smitten with sin ”, Again he says in chapter

VIII, verse 23 :

44 Let the king or his judge,

having seated himself on the bench, his body

properly clothed and his mind attentively fixed,

begin with doing reverence to the deities who

guard the world ;
arvd then let him enter on the

trial of causes All this may sound strange to

modern ears, but truth is eternal and does not

change with the passing mental and moral and

legal fashions of tho day. The refinement of a

community cannot he tested merely
%
by the

complexity of its laws. The laws must advance

the best interests of morality; the legislators must

be keenly alive to the spiritual basis of life
;
and

the judges must be fully imbued with the spirit

of religion and must be alive to the far-reaching

consequences of their opinions and actions both in

regard to themselveB and to the litigants, It is

Xiot enough to arrive at- conclusions. Even a

mechanical process can do that. The judges have*

^ preserve the racial ideals ;
they should throw

chield of judicial protection around all those

tuetomi which are essential to the preservation of

those ideals
;
they should not in a spirit of levity

tamper with such customs»and ideals
;
they must

at the same time allow new customs to grow up

regarding new needs and new situations ; they

must keep pace with tho spirit of modern

legislation
;
nay, they must bring their practical

acquaintance with human complications to bear

fruit in the form of wise suggestions for futuro

legislation.

This is not all. A very important aspect, of

ancient Hindu judicature is tho fact that, a trial

was always held by a judge aided by assessors.

As Mr. (Jururaja Row points out: “They were

all of thorn in the nature of judicial assemblies or

panohayatfi presided over by several judges and

nono of them resembled the present Indian

tribunals pi e,sided over by single judges”.

Pitamaha says that a prudent man should not

trust a single judge however virtuous he may bo

and that the decision of many persons commands

and deserves greater respect than the decisions of

a single person. It is far better to have communal

customs decided by impartial men of the

community and to have commercial causes decided

with tho aid of respectable traders than for

^single judges to blunder along and petrify the law

somehow.

1 shall refer briefly here to certain other as-

pects of ancient Hindu procedure. The modern

distinction of civil and criminal courts was not

known, though the ancient Hindu law givers were

well awaro of the distinction between civil and

criminal liability. It seems to me that the same

judges should deal with both civil and criminal

cases, in the* interests of efficiency as well as

economy. Further, ancient Hindu law provided for

fines being imposed for making false claims and

and false defences. Under the modem Indian

law, such a power is conferred on criminal courts

and not on civil oourtB. In civil litigations, the

awarded costs are a fraction of the real costs and

are no check upon the mental tendency to faring
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forward false olaims or pleas. Farther, the judges

had in anoient India the power of punishing by
*

fine the perjury of a party. Undor the modern

law a prosecution has to be launched against

a perjured party in another court. Such

prosecutions are generally neglected and die a

natural death. Further, ancient Hindu procedure

required the judges to interrogate the parties

closely at the earlier stages of the case before

the respective cases became hardened by lapse of

time and increasing bitterness. In these and

many other respects modern procedure has much

to learn from ancient Hindu procedure. J may

make a special reference hore to the ancient rule

of taking security from both parties and the

ancient rule of lining the appellant if his appeal

is found tg be unsustainable. The frequent and

notorious failures of the execution of civil decrees

and the frequent*filing of worthless appeals merely

to keep up tho right and to stay the execution of

decrees will coase to disfigure modern procoduro

if ancient Hindu law were studied and applied to

modern conditions.

A more than passing reference should however

be made to the question of administering oaths.

Nowadays an oath is regarded by all as a forn^-

ality. Is this a desirable state of facts? In

ancient Hindu Law the oath was adjusted to the

social status of the witness and was such as to

evoke truth from him. No legislation in

•the world can save the individual and tho

society from moral decay, if the habit of untrue

testimony in courts is allowed to grow.

Equally important was the ancient rule of Inw

that the evidence should be taken on the spot in

dispute. Witnesses are willing nowadays to state

in the centralised court what they would not say

in their villages and in the presence of their co-

villagers or fellow-townsmen.

Nor must I omit to mention the fact that in

the anoient Hindu Law of evidence a party could

not make with’ impunity reckless and oven
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shameful imputations to witnesses. In modern

Indian procedure $uch a method is flourishing in

all courts. When to it is added the brow beating

kind of cross examination by counsel, the misery

of giving testimony in a court of law can be

hotter imagined than described. Better • and

healthier traditions must grow up in the pro-

fession and the law must arm judges with the

power of lining parties making unproved, reckless

and wanton* and shameful imputations if the

purity and propriety of judicial administration

are to be achieved.

Two aspects of ancient Hindu judicature must

be specially borne ,in mind. The first is the

institution of village panchayat courts. These

have died an unnatural death in modern India and

are sought to be recreated. Mr. Vincent Smith says

in his Early History of India :
“ It is a pity that

tips apparently excellent system of Local Self-

Government, really popular in origin, should

have died ages ago. Modern Goyernments would

be happier if they could command equally effective

agency ”,

Last but not least is the ancient institution of

arbitration courts. These enabled quick and
9

satisfactory settlement of ^isputes relating to

family matters, communal matters, trade claims

etc., within an easy distance of the homes of the

parties. Mr. Gururaja Row says :

14 Consent of

the suitors invested them with jurisdiction, while

the state gave legal sanction to their decisions.

They were also under the direct supervision of

the state and free scope was afforded to the

parties dissatisfied with their verdicts to go up to

tlje highest legally constituted tribunal”. In

. modern courts partition suits are a terror to

judges and an enormous waste to parties. They

could easily be settled in most cases in arbi-

tration courts. In this respect also modern

Indian procedure has to learn much from ancient

Hindu procedure.

. Having regard to all the abovp facts, is it too

much to claim that Ancient Hindu Law should be

studied in our colleges ? It is at least as valu-

able as Roman Law ap
#
d is certainly nearer to our

jpjnde and hearts.



1,2 CURRENCY IN INDIAN STATES'
BY

"Rao Bahadur M. V. KIBE.

STATE values the right of having a curren-

cy of its own ati ft means of regulating the

/ economic life of its people. There qre

numerous instances in history of the economic

effects produced by tho currency policy of tho

rulers. In these days of rapid communications

and increased facilities for trading, *it is proving

difficult for economically weak states to exercise

their right in the caso of curroncy. JVlainlv

owing to these circumstances, there are very few

states in India now loft which have their own

currency, Hyderabad alone seems to have a

complete system of currency, including the paper

currency. Of the other States, which possoss

currency, some have only subsidiary coins and a

few make accounts only in their own currency.

Some indeed have precious coins for ceremonial

purposes only.

Apart from the inducements offered by tho

British Government, Ruch as the Native States

Coinage Act of 187G or the obstacles placed by it,

such as the stopping of the free import or export

of gold and silver/ the main cause which has

ousted the currencies of the Indian States is* an

economic one. Along with the rest of India all

of them are mainly agricultural StateB, with the

consequence that the more prosperous of them,

which have any kind of trade, export their sur-

plus, or even the more valuable of their produce

from the land, and the economic condition of their

subjects likewise does not admit of their making

up the balance of trade by imports in raw

materials or manufactures only. It is made good

by means of the British Indian currency, or to a

gmjBLller extent, by means of bullion or paper.

The inroads of foreign currency, however,

affected the eccfaomic life of the people in several*

ways and weakened the power of government.

prepared for the In#*nEoonomio Conference.

(1) When any class of people buys any

commodities with a foreign coin, it is the foreign

merchants who give their primary and secondary

wants, because it is with that money that one has

to buy the products of tho country.

(2) The manipulation of flie prices for cur-

rency being in alien hands, the problem of the

rise or fall of pricos depends upon the will of the

other power. Tho ruler of the land has to res-

trict or cease tho operations of his own mint and

the user of the foreign coin is dependent upon

him for the valuation of his goods and labour. Ff

foreign merchants withhold buying from the

ryots at the time they want money to pay, say,

State dues, the ryots have to submit thoir goods

and" labour to the valuation of the foreign mer-

chants.

(3) According to tho ratio fixed by tho British

Government between the sovereign and the rupee,

viz 1 to 10, and the quotation for gold 118$ li/per

oz, fine, the parity of the rupee with sterling

was about 2s-9.Jd, whereas the open market

of the rupoe was only Is. 7 jd. about the begin-

ning of December. By adopting thus a foreign

currency, a State shares its vicissitudes of for-

tune.

To keep itself aloof from the results noted in

the preceding paragraph, the ruler of a State has

to choose one of two alternatives. He may either

lead a gallant retreat of his people to what may

appear a primitive condition, namely, ask them to

exchange with one another in kind, and pay him

the entire revenue also in kind, or to prevent the

use of foreign currency within the State. Owing

to the paramount position of the British in India,

many a ruler would have shrunk from taking the

latter step, while the opening of communi-

cations would make the former impossible. This

condition would have to be maintained until tip
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State were able either to meet its internal vv.ints,

which would not be a practical proposition, or to

bo organise its trade as to meet the balance of

trade in its favour by exporting manufactures,

making investments abroad and importing bullion.

It is however, not a fact that the introduction of

the British Indian currency is a necessary result

of the trade relations with British India or

foreign countries. Many an European country .or

state which has its own currency has such re-

lations but it has maintained its own currency.

For instance, the producers of English coal aro

paid in English money and the growers of French

wine in French money. But the French consu

mors of British coal must pay for it in English

mouoy and they must pay this money m England

and convefsely the same is the case with the

French wine. This transaction is the business

of the exchanges and it is to be under-

gone even when different foreign countries

have identical currencies. Applying these truthb

to the conditions in the Indian states, it is easy to

see that without resorting to the extreme step of

stopping all intercourse with the outside world, or

rather limiting its operation* to barter, thus

eliminating the need of money, a state could

maiutain its curroncy by maintaining an exchange

in addition to making penal the use of foreign

coin in its territory. This step will procuro to its

ruler the immense power which the possession of

a currency gives. «

As the learned author of ‘Tax- Payment in Kind

in Travancore 1

has observed, the mint was a great

power for good in the hands of the king. When

a nation in whose country production is cheaper,

tries to connect itself with another and competes

with its produce in its indigenous markets, the king

of the latter country reduces the value of the cur-

rent coins either by procuring cheap bullion or by

mixing cheaper metal (alloy), the value of the

standard coin, of course, remaining the same, The

food-selling classes knowing the depredated value

of the coin, give less than th<f usual quantity,

which not being sufficient for the purpose of the

foreign dealers, compels them to raise the value of

their articles. It may be mentioned that this

depreciation is so adjusted as to make it impossible

for the foreigners to Bell at a lower price *than

their indigenous brethren. The indigenous dealers,

too, will havo to raise their prices having like the

rest to buy their fpod at the enhanced rates. This

would apparSutly leave their foreign brethren at

a continued advantage. But this advantage is

countervailed, as it were, by the king investing

the gain Jio has received by cheap minting—which

is a kind of unoarped Increment to tho state

revenue —with the handicapped indigenous classes,

and enabling them to sell their articles at a rate

not higher than thoHe of the foreign dealers. If

sufch an unfair competition bo started by a section

o( one s own society under the operation of blind

and ignorant selfishness, and an indigenous

industrial class raise the pricey of its labour—

which however rarely happens—then, too, the

king can reduce the value of the coins and invest

the mintage profit with other classes. The mint

is, he continues,
4 the quickest means by which all

classes of tho society could be^kept beyond harm

by any who would be disturber of the social cosmos

and equal rights seeurod for all. Can this advantage

be 1 ecommendod to be given up for gaining mone-

tary peace, which is supposed to be securable by

the universalization of Aiirency. But this is

a chimera.
4 Though ' says Lord Goschen in ‘The

Theory of the Foreign Exchanges ‘ one system

oi>coinage were adopted for all countries, claims

* on foreign countries would nevertheless vary in

price and would still be either at a premium or at

a discount, according as there happened to be at

any moment a greater or less demand on the part

of such as desired to transmit funds abroad, as

compared with the supply offered by such as had

outstandings abroad which they were entitled to

draw in \ It may happen that the different
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foreign countries have identical currencies, but

the essence of the operation* is the transfer of

money power from one country to the other,

4 (Tales Cambist). Otherwise we should have a

multitude of parcels of coin flowing from one

country, passing in transit a similar multitude

coming from the other country, and the mint of

the respective countries would be constantly

employed melting and recoining foreign money.

To avoid all these risks and inconveniences, the

foreign bill of exchange was invented, and it may

be traced back to the middle ages and probably to

classical antiquity.' So the elimination of the

currencies of the lndiaft States cannot solve the

problem of the exchanges, which are commonly

believed to adversely affect the interests of the

producers. Indeed, even in British India or in

other Indian states, where one currency prevails,

it has not disappeared. The introduction of some

such system in India as that of the Latin Union,

by means of which the countries comprised in it

agreed that their coins should pass concurrently

in their respective countries, will certainly be a

better solution than the doing away of the

currencies of the Indian states. Another

convenience to devised would be to create

such instruments of credit as were proposed

at the recent Financial Conference at Brussels.

The crux of the question, however, lies in the

economic effects of the operation of exchanges.
«•

Although it is an economic law that the exports

of a country are paid for by its imports, account

has to be taken of invisible imports, As Nicholson

says, ‘ We have to take account of payment* in

connection with freights, stock exchange securities,

the advance of loans at the time at which the

funds am remitted, the interest on the loans, the

repayment of the principal, the expenses of

Government abroad, or, conversely, receipts of,

tribute, the expenses of foreign residents, the

abhgetions of banks, the profits on commissions

furious kinds and other* minor elements/

All these transactions cannot be done

without resort to exchange. Although there

are only a few Indian states which have

to pay tribute to the Oovernment of India,

there are many more of them which

have to receive payments from it. Presumably

this would be in the British currency. So also

the balance between exports yid imports may be,

to a certain extent, paid in the coins of that cur-

rency. These will overflow in the treasuries of

the states, if not in the pockets of their subjects.

And it being a larger currency and token one,

may, by rea&on of its utility and under Gresham's

Law, replace the state currency, which, it is as-

sumed, will have to be of an intrinsic value, as

outside the state its value will be that of the

metal in it. And even if the use of a foreign

currency would be made penal in a state, its

subjects will be at the mercy of the money-

changers.
‘

The aftermath of the war has shown that, do

Governments what they may, the rate of exchange

will follow the laws of supply and demand. It

is, however, possible So check the profiteering ten-

dencies of the exchange banker or smaller money

exchangers, by resorting to similar operations as

are undertaken, say, by the Government of India

in selling Councils or Reverse Councils. An

operation of this nature will not be difficult for

the States, for Indian States generally export

more good? than what they import, including

bullion and British currency. This happens both

on account of the raw materials, including food-

stuffs, which they have for export and also be-

cause of the large investments which the states

and their subjects have in British India. The

result of this would be that usually the demand

for exchanging British rupees for state coins

would be much larger than the demand for ex-

changing state coins into British currency. Even

if the stock of state coins is exhausted new ones

can be coined by purchasing silver with the
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British Indian coins in the stock. On the other

hand, if the stock of British coins is exhausted, a

State has only to melt some of its coins and to

sell the silver for British Indian rupees and thus

meet the demand. The loss, if any, in such

transaction can be met out of the profits on

coinage, which should certainly be to a certain

extent kept as a rgperve for such a purpose. It

will not be an entirely idle reserve, but a largo

portion of it may earn interest by judicious

investments. Subject to such a reserve

being kept and the Stato offering to do

exchange currencies to a certain* extent, tho

operations of the money markup will ho

kept in check. An independent coinage by a

state presupposes that its freedom of export and

import of ^precious metals fiom Indian states

outside India shall not be restricted by the .ope-

ration of the British Sea Customs Duty Act,

Coming now to the practical aspect of tho ques-

tion, it is to be remembered that Hyderabad alone

has a complete system of currency, consisting of

gold, silver and coppet coins and tho paper

currency. They alone are tlie legal tender in the

state. Owing to the compactness of the territory

and the strict enforcement of the currency laws,
•

the Hyderabad currency has not had to suffer in-

roads of the foreign currency. It has its

exchange problems, but the stato controls

it by means of the manipulation of the currency.

Iravancore has a silver coin called tjie Chakram,

but it has been driven out of circulation and is

only used for accounts purposes, The main reason

for its having gone out of circulation is due to the

fact that Travancore exports more raw materials

than it imports, and its people are not rich enough

to meet the balance of trade in its favour by

manufactures or to make investments abroad,

which would have counterbalanced the balance of

trade in its favour, and the absence of any

penalty against the use of foreign coins.

Some other states whioh have their own coins,

have closed their mints, which has led to the

appreciation of,their coins whiefi are still current.

Some states have ^altogether closed their mints

and some for a period only. The States of these

classes found minting to be an operation resulting

in loss and so gave it up under the immediate

economic pressure. The sen bsard beiDg 'until

lately entirely under the control of the Govern-

ment of India, the States had no liberty as regards

the transactions m precious metals, from the time

they were controlled by the British Government.

The disparity between the valuo of bullion and

coins, the rise in tho value of silver and the freeing

of the sea board to a larger number of States,

therefore, have revived tile interest of the Indian

states in the currency problem. It is gradually

being realised that, apart from the economics of

the coinage, a currency has its own economic

advantages, which no Government could alford to

ignore. The successful and useful propa-

gation of a currency is not an easy

matter. It is one of the • most intricate,

and owing to its ramifications, a vital question to

the economic life of a state. It is, therefore,

only such States as can command expert advice

that may aspire to have theij own currencies. The

rmun disadvantage from which any currency

suffers is with regard to its intrinsic appreciation

or depreciation, apart from those happenings,

which are due to local and temporary causes. To

avert or modify the effects of the former results,
* •

the existence of a reserve and banking facilities

by a State, or control agency would he highly

useful. A reserve can be built up out of the

profits on coinage.

On the other hand, a State which has its own

currency has many semi-economic as well as

purely economic advantages. Among iftie former,

the following are the most important ;

—

,
(a) Freedom from the effects of a manipulated

currency, brought about to meet the require*

ments of the British Government and (b) fe simi-

lar escape from the otfier acts of |)ke Legislature

of British India affecting fts currency.
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As regards the purely economic advantage* the

profit from the coinage is not c, mean one. The

greatest profit is derived from a paper currency

which
t if left within bounds, is a most advantage-

ous form of currency. Then the profits on the

gold,*silver and other coins of baser metals will

also be considerable. It will all be retained by

the State minting its own coin. But the consider-

ation which should weigh most in favour of a

state having its own currency, is the power which

it gives to the latter to afford convenience to its

subject in the daily economy of their lives. When
the ryots in the Punjab grew suspicious of the

paper currency, the Government t>f India at once

minted a gold mohur, while the Governments ol

Indian states looked helplessly on. The appre-

ciation of the British Indian rupee in its ratio to

the British sterling in the nineties of the last

century and the recent change of its basis by

linking it to gold, which resulted in adding to

the burden'es of the ryots, and among others in

causing depreciation of their hoards, and lately of

the investments, respectively, have equally affected

such Indian states as have adopted the British

Indian currency. The problem of a currency of

ita own has no interest to a State which is not

more or loss compact in area. Such States as by

agreement with the Paramount Power have perma-

nently given up their currency, have temporarily

lost their interest in it. Those states which can

resume their coinage and which still possess one,

cannot but have an abiding interest in the

question.

HINDU LAW REFORM
I. Bv Mr. T. V. SESHAGIRI A1YAR, M.L.A.,

Ed. Judge
,
Madras High Court .

fINHERE is a general feeling among thoughtful

^ men that portions of Hindu Law as ad-

ministered by our Courts are not in keep-

ing with the spirit of the times we live in.

Excepting a few ultra conservative thinkers,

every one recognises that it is no disrespect to

the memory of the promulgators of the great

system of law we have inherited that wb should

attempt to reform some parts of it. The Hindu

Law which we follow is not wholly as Manu

enjoined, nor as the later Sfffrifci writers have
t
re-

produced it. For the most part, what we follow

to-day is what has been evolved out of the

Umritis great commentators who with a view

to engraft new ideas in accordance with the

custom that had grown up in their times have

Attributed to the language of the Smritis meanings

whicj^, in some cases at least, neither logic nor

gtMfcflwrjw^rrants. Again in different parts of

Jadtt differsft rules |f succession are observed in

consequence of the • interpretation suggested by

certain commentators. Unfortunately oven this

mode of developing Hindu Law by moans of

"commentaries has for centuries now ceased to

influence us. The rebult is that the accumulated

experience of ages and the growing sentiment of

the people find no channel for their operation in

reforming Hindu Law. Without intending to be

exhaustive, I may refer to a few instances in

which the existing law is out of tune with the

ideas of the people.

In the case of sisters and their sons I do not

know whether there are any persons governed by

Hindu law who regard the place assigned to them

in the order of succession as justifiable. Their

very existence as Bbandus is attributable to

judicial decisions.

Then there is the question of a widow’s interest

in her husband’s property. Under the existing

law the widow is only a care-taker for somebody
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Her life is rendered miserable by the onslaughts

of reversioners whom the husband never cared to

recognise or encourage. All this indignity and

inhumanity is permitted because of a text which

declares that women have no Swatantryarn. Is it

compatible with the progress of civilisation and

with our growing desire that women should help

us and co-operate wi£h us in all matters political,

social, and religious, that this ancient text should

be allowed to roh them of the full ownership of

their husband’s properties^ If may he that a via

media will have to be found between the school of

thought which desires that the widow should havo

no ownership and the other which would coni or

on her absolute rights.

Then again, even if the prosen t law is to bo

allowed to continue, there is the question of

alienation by limited owners. On the one hapd
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the purchaser after a considerable lapse of time is

required to prove* every item of consideration

which led to the alienation. On the other, the

life owner with a view to bqiydit herself as best sh e

can, undersoils the property and introduces lie

tional considerations in the deed of transfer.

Uncertainty and perjury are rampant in litiga-

tions of this kind. The wholo society becomes

demoralised by it* it is time that a serious

attempt fs made to place the law on this subject

on a satisfactory footing. I have not exhausted

the whimsicalities of Hindu Iaw. 1 have given

only a few instances.

•

Now that vve have Legislatures which are

believed to be representative of the people, the

time has come for taking up the task of recon

«

structing portions of Hindu Law.

II. By Mr. K. N. RAJAGOPAL, b.a., (Hons,)

M li. T. V. Soshagiii Aiyar invites our atten-

tion to the topic ol Hindu Law Reforms.

He has not as yet told us what exactly his

proposals are. But it will not be premature to

oiler the reader a few general considerations on*

the subject. In fact, before specilic points are

sought to be legislated upon, it is our duty to

examine their relations to society in its various

aspects and to take a careful estimate of their
t

tendencies.

In the first, place, we must remember that the

Hindu social system, so peculiar in its characteris-

tics, is intimately bound and interpenetrated with

its legal system. We cannot change the one

without affecting the other. The very perception

of the need for progress in legal matters indicate

that disruptive influences are at work to split up

and destroy the social system as it is known

to us.

The corner-stone of the Hindu social system is

the institution of the joint-family. The vast

majority of the Hindus are governed by the law

relating to the joint-family in the Mitakshara form.

The one outstanding feature of the joint-family is

its exclusion of the childless wyiows of undivided

co- partners from inheritence. Mr. Seshagiri

Aiyar, as we understand him, has something to

say on this matter,

Another subject that may very well engage the

solicitude of a keen reformer is the law of

marriage. The texts prohibit intermarriage bet-

ween sngotras, and between snpindas within seven

degrees on the paternal* side and within live degrees

on the maternal side. Besides, there are

the well-known restrictions on inter-caste

marriages. Widow-remarriage has lopg been

blessed with legislative sanction, but the people

have not so far shown themselves very eager to

avail themselves of the benefits of the Widows'

Re-marriage Act, 1856 A hundred texts cannot

alter a fact, the commentators of the Hindu Law

books used to say. So we have marriage between
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first cousins where the parent^ are related as

brother and sister, though the parties are sapindas

of the third degree. But by some curious process

of reasoning, as Mayqe.observes, a man may not

marry his mother’s sister’s daughter or his father’s

brother’s daughter. In the latter case however

there is the further ground of prohibition of the

same gotra. We have also marriage between a

man And his own sister’s daughter
; though the
<

consanguinity here is startlingly strong. "Perhaps

it is well that custom has relaxed the primitive

rigour of the texts, for otherwise, as Mayno

computes, a man will be debarred from -marrying

2,121 possible relations, not counting the in-

determinable number of sagotras ! Still further

complications arise when a boy born in one gotra

is adopted into a family of another gotra. We
must not omjt to notice the prohibitions based upon

common pravaras, i e., the other three ancestors

of the rishi who gives the name to one’s gotra

being the same as those of another rishi founding

a different clan.
,

A third feature of the Hindu law is its

distinctive order of succession. The direct heirs

of a man are his issjie only to three generations.

A great-great-grandson is postponed to collateral

relations like the brother, brother’s son, etc., and

to certain ascendants and their issue. Again, a

cognate relation, however near, is postponed to an

agnate relation, however remote
;
this is in the

Mit&kshara Law. Agister’s son fares worse in

the order of succession than a descendant in the

male line of the 14th degree of an agnate

ascendant of the 14th degree; the relationship

may ba yet more remote,—it must be only clearly

established. Mr. Seshagiri Aiyar desires some

amelioration in this respect also.

It is not difficult to understand how all these

characteristics Qwe their existence and support to

the joint-family system. A childless widow is

given, only maintenance, That is because the

ittteftsti of the family are the paramount coneider-

ftthm. Met hqsbandji brother is likely to have

a large family. He has more need of the property

than she has. Why then give her property whioh

she may not use for the benefit of the family, or at

best merely spend for her own privato pleasure ?

Private enjoyment is not for one who is born in

this world of duties, in this Karma-bhoomi,

So again, the prohibitions in marriage are

directed against the possibility of a man thinking

of the women folk with whom he is in intimate

daily intercourse ar. his possible wives. Socio-

logists will say that nearness of blood produces

sexual repulsion. We rathor think that the

repulsion is ‘due to familiarity. Sociologists also

aver that cross-breeding between different stocks

is very conducive to the improvement of future

generations. But, unfortunately, they do not say

how distant the blood ought to be. As remote as

possible, wo suppose. At any rate the restrictions

in the Hindu Law are directed against inter-

marriage between people who can possibly grow

up togothor. The prohibition as regards sagotras,

scholars trace to an ago when it was the custom

to seek for girls, by capture or by purchase, outside

the clan or the community.

In the order of succession, as we noticed above,

a brother is nearer to the deceased than the

latter’s issue in the fifth degree (or fourth

generation from him). There is nothing strange

in this when we remember that the family

property was originally indivisible. The head of

the family, was merely the manager ; and who

the more fit person to succeed, the brother, or a

young descendant of a remote degree ? Similarly

blood -relations on the female side were excluded

because they belonged to another family, the

family of their male relations.

Now, when one says that these peculiarities

must be removed or materially modified, one

assumes that the joint- family is passing away

from India, and that the considerations that

ought to guide one in the reform are merely

those of natural affection. We shall attemptio

define the real value of these two assumptions,
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It is a matter of faot that individualism is

gaining ground in our social life. The joint

family is fast oeasing to be a concrete reality.

The patriarchal conception tends more and more

to be enshrined in the hearts of the lover* of

the past as the ideal of a remote age, from which

the imperfect present has wrongly but irrevocably

seceded. We actually dare think of our wives as

more entitled to our earnings than our father or

brother. We allow ourselves to shed a tear of

pity over the lot of the poor young widows,

though statistics and austere sociological wisdom

may insistently tell us that young widows are

better to live in society than old spinsters. The

widow is no more a soul to bo dedicated to piety,

hut u human being full of life, to bo givon pro-

perty without limitations on it, to he given

chances of a remarriage and of a fresh leaso of

this wordly life. Mi. Seahagiri Aiyar has not

said so in as many words, but though he merely

hints that the widows’ estate should be made

ubject to less burdens, wo fail to soe how it can

be done without giving her full liberty of aliena-

tion
;
and that would implicate all we have said

above as to her being weaned away from the

Hindu sacramontal ideals.

Rut, though individualism is making itself felt*

it will not be true to say that our society has as

yet thrown overboard its ancient conception of

social units existing as units, without further sub-

division. The submission of the selftto the good

of a larger circle, the self abnegation which is

the bedrock of the Hindu civilisation, still conti-

nues to dominate the lives of the Hindus. We
have only to make a tour of the villages to see

how little indeed western individualism has

penetrated into the life of our people. The

The English educated minority alone have been in

any measure affected by the new spirit. A very

strong and influential minority this is
;

but even

in its ranks are found people, who are inclined

to take western civilisation and ideals with a

grain of salt. We know how contented women

in the villages are, with their devotion and single-

mindedness, with their simple desires easily

• fulfilled, and their rounds of duties well performed,

We would at least counsel deliberation and

caution, before we lead them forth into the’garish

lime-light of feminism.

After all, our society, like any other, is in a

state of flux. L9t it decide well or ill, wisely or

unwisely— bfit leave it to society to decide its

own fate. Let the body of the Hindus determine

their own future destiny, what use they intend to

make of their peculiarly spiritual civilization,

But, so long as we are ima state of transition, it

is not good to fix particular problems into formu-

las, and in the guise of helping a people in its

forward march, to stereptypo certain aspects of

its progress into moulds borrowed from alien

nations, alien in culture
;
for once thus fixed by

extra-social legislation, the Hindu society will

soon find itself hampere! rather than aided in

the evolution of its particular purpose in the

service of Humanity.

When we said that the second assumption of the

reformer is that we all desire t,o regulate our

legal relations on the pasis of natural

a flection, we assumed, along with him, that

there is such an absolute quantity as

4 natural affection .

1 Rut this is not so.

Our affections are as much influenced by our

surroundings as any other human qualities. The

villager*, long bred up in the unbroken tradition

of the joint family, have 4 natural ’ affections

mych different from those of an English educated

•graduate* It is not unofton that a father dies

leaving a son by a first wife, and a childless

second wife. We know of many such instances

where the father on his deathbed merely asked

his son to provide for and revere his step-mother,

The father could have easily partitioned his

property and given his share to his second wife;

and even a partition is*qnnecessary in the case of
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self*acquired projlerty. But, in spite of the

proverbial hold of a second wife
#
on her husband’s

heart, he rarely makes any special provision

' for her.

So also our ‘natural affection’ for our daughters

must be nearly as much as our love for our sonr.

Here again we find that in the villages it is not

so. A daughter is one to bo literally given away.

She belongs from her marriage to her husband’s

family. 8he shares in the goods of the husband,

in this world and in the next. She is his partner

in all his joys and sorrows. What concern has

her father with her ? Wo shall find that many

fathers will open their eyes wide in wonder if we

tell them that they should give in inheritance as

muoh to a daughter as to a son. We are not

sure that even English-educated people go to this

extent of reform.

Of course Mr. Seshagiri Aiyar has not pleaded

for equal treatment of daughters and sons in this

respect. But it strikes us that this will follow

logically from the supposition of the disappear-

ance of the joint- family and the expansion of

individualism.

While we are about it, what exactly is this

individualism ? Is it merely a high-sounding label

to cover the bottles which contain the essence of

the English laws and the western civilization ? Or

is it a principle to bo logically applied, and to bo

fearlessly followed in all its implications ? For we

shall see presently that<the ideas denoted ‘by the

word are by no means quite clear.

If we are then to borrow second-hand (wo shall

not say beg, for it sounds so Impolite) ideas frqm

another people, why not follow the precepts of the

Prophet Muhammad '( He, in His wisdom, gave

Shakes in the inheritance to the daughters, to the

grand-daughters, to the mother, the father and

the grandparents
;

to all kinds and classes of

kindred, regardless of their being agnates or

cognates. This Law appears to us as a much

realisation of ‘ natural
1

affections than any

western code of law. He interpreted individua-

lism in a more logical manner than the westerns.

But even He, could give fem'ales only a half-share

as compared.with males. And the Sunnis quickly

whittled away the new rights of women into

almost nothing, merely throwing some scraps of

the inheritance to the females specifically men-

tioned in the Koran. Very much the same policy

has been followed in the Dayabhaga school of

the Hindu Law.

Our tacit assumption that Mr. Seshagiri Aiyar

seeks to import western principles into. our legal

system is perhaps not quite justifiable. But his

resting his plea for reform on such misleading

words as ‘ natural affection ’ must be responsible if

we have made any error. We do not believe,

however, that we have been far wrong in our

understanding of his objects, for he is only one

of the many modern innovators (no harm in that

word) who draw thein inspiration from western

culture.

To conclude, our aim in this paper is not to give

an opinion for or against reform,—for that can be

done only on the merits of each stop proposed,

and here we havo po particular piece of legislation

to discuss,—but to indicate the matters that must

bte kept in mind before any reform is thought of.

Giving due weight to the above considerations, it

is also our duty to help the progress of tho Hindu

culture ns far ns lies in our power ; to remove

individual hardships which weigh too heavily upon

some of our fellows, without at the same time

being necessary for the purpose of our racial evolu-

tion. But we must think many times before we

raise aloft the banner of hnzy individualism and

discard the age- long Hindu principle of self-oon-

trol and self-abnegation. And, before all, we shall

be wrong not to carry along with us the large

body of our non English-educated brethren, who

still cling to their joint-family and other institu-

tions which have stopd the acid teat of f4I

devouring time.



Mr. Gandhi through English Eyes. m

[Many accounts of Mr, Gandhi and Ins doinjgs are appearing in the English Press. iSomo time
ago we published Mr. Ben Spoor’s impressions. Since then Col. Wedgwood has written to the London
Nation ;

while Sir Valentine Chirol of the Times and Mr. Percival Landon, Special correspondent of

the Daily Telegraph
,
have also written at length on the character and influence of Mr. Gandhi. * They

describe him as the most remarkable and dangerous man now living and they attribute his success to

the purity of his motives and the genuineness ot his convictions. While condemning his movement,
they are yet unanimous in characterising him us the most forceful personality of the day, Ed. 1, A',]

l. Slit VALENTINE ClllKOL

O
K his earnestness and sinceiity no one who

listens to him can entertain much doubt,

nor of his childlike simplicity if he can

persuado himself that all those behind and beside

him are inspired by his own idealism.

Witli a perfect command of accurate and

lucid English, and in a voice as peisuasive as his

whole manner is gentleness itself, he explains

,

more m pity £hun in anger, that India has at

last recovered hor own bt>ul through the fiery

ordeal which Hindus and Mahomedans had alike

undergone in the Punjab, and the porfeefc act ol

faith which the Mvhilafat’ meant for all

Mahoiuedans.

Not, however^ by violence, but by her unique

4

soul- force,’ would she attain to * Swaraj,’ and,

purged of the degrading influences of British rifle

and Western civilisation, return to the ancient

ways of Vedic wisdom, and to tho peace which

was hers before alien domination divided and

exploited her people.

—

Times.
%

II. Mr. PERCIVAL LANDON
No one understands Mr. Gandhi’s Crusade/

said a sage man to me in Bombay, 4 who does not

know Mr. Gandhi .’ What I have to say, there-

fore, may probably seem impossible to thoso who

have never met this amazing and dangerous man,

who in solitude bestrides the field of Indian

sedition like a Colossus.

In truth he is alone. He does not seem to

need lieutenants or councillors, who embarrass

him with their practical suggestions as much as

Mr. Gandhi#bowildeis them by his puic Utopian-

ism. Whether they remain or desort him makes

no difference
,

his appoal is to the lowest of the

populatign, and his strength lies precisely in the

fact that his teaching is* a visionary reconstruc-

tion of the Golden Age based upon universal

loving' kindness, lie preaches to the heart and

dospises the head. And, therefore, he has no

parallel in the world to-day, either in the semi

divine charac ter of his influence or in the magni-

tude of the disaster which will attend Ins success,

Seated on the floor in a small, barely- furnish-

ed room, 1 found tho Mahatma, dad in rough,

white homespun, lit* turned up to me, with a

smile of welcome, tho typical head of the idealist

—tho skull well formed and finely modelled
;

the

face narrowing to the pointed chin. Ilia eyes

aro deep, kindly, and entirely sane
;

his hair is

greying a little over tho forehead. He apoaks

gently and well, and in his voice is a note ot

detachment which lends uncanny force to the

strang? doctrines that he has given up his life to

teach.

One could not imagine him milled, hasty, or

resentful ;
not the least part of the moral

supremacy in his crusade is his universally-known

willingness to turn the other cheek to the smiter.

From the first it must he realised that consci-

ously his teaching has been influenced by that of

Christ, for whom his admiration has long been

the almost dominating feature of his spiritual

life, and probably the external character of his

daily activity has been modelled also upon Him,
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He made a curious observation during our

Conversation, which throws some light upon his

interpretation of the Galilean Teacher, In ans-

wer to a remark of -mine that Christ strictly

abstained from interfering in politics, Mr. Gandhi
• *

.answered,
4
/ do not think so

;
bat

% if you are

right
,
the less Christ in that was He?

Listening to Mr. Gandhi, one was again and

Again reminded of the beautiful' visiop of a world

of self-less kindliness that Gautama inculcated

twenty- four centuries ago—a world that never

existed, a vision which bits left human nature

unchanged.

Courteous and refined he* remained to the

end, but. implacable he remained also, and 1 could

only sum up my impression of my visit in the

conviction that a pure idealist, whom the people

of India reverencod as a god, must, through the

very qualities which had enthroned him, end by

delivering them over to bloodshed and misery.

—

Paily Telegraph.

III. COL. WEDGWOOD, M 1\

India, is drifting into anarchy. To understand

#§at is now happening in India one muBt first

understand Ma&atma' Gandhi, and then the state

of the clay which he
4
is moulding. The saint br

Mahatma has India at his feet
;

the

0 intelligentsia ” differs from him in private,

in public
;
property differs from him and

trembles ;
the Government, any Government,

differs from him, and thinks it best to—wait.

He looks so physically frail and weak and small

that one could carry him as one does a child and he

makes one feel like that towards him, He is as
.

serious as any child and as pure, All this has

captured India. One does not feel it blasphemous

to compare him with Christ and Christ, too, one

auApeots, gave infinite trouble tG reasonable and

reepeotable followers. For Gandhi is a philosophic

anarchist—a new edition of Tolstoy without Tols

toy's past and a Tolstoy wtu> has long since subdu-

al Nature and shrunk into simplicity.—Hatton,

IV. Mr. C. F. ANDREWS
. . . In Mahatma , Gandhi we have a

volcanic personality, a moral geuuis of the first
*

order, who him revealed to us all the hidden

power of a living freedom from within, who has

taught us to depend not on any external resources

but on ourselves. My whole heart goeB cut to

his appeal and I have a great Lope that, along this

paib, independence wit! be reached at last.

. . , I gome back from this method of

doubtful evolution to the more incisive method of

Mahatma Gandhi I can see that he cuts at the
r

very root of the disease. He is like a surgeon

performing operation rather than a physician

administering soothing drugs. And as his

surgoon's knife cuts deep, we can see at once tho

recovery of tho patient beginning to take place—

the recovery of self-respect and manhood and

independence Such personalities as that

of Mahatma Gandhi which can inspire a whole

nation are rare indeed in human history.

V. Bv 41 D. IV’

What kind of man, is this who excites equal

extremes of affection and obloquy
;
who rejects

Western civilisation and denounces our modern

improvements—factories, railways, telephones,

hospitals—as either futile or Satanic ?

Mohandas Karamcband Gandhi is 51, with

greying hair, unflinchingly truthful eyes, and

slim, eloquent bands. His voice is low-pitched

and monotonous yet pleasing, whether in Gujernti

or English

4 G’s ’ genius lies in making lost causes live*

To his disarming sweetness of a saint he adds all

the arts of the advocate. In South Africa he

matched even General Smuts. They sparred for

years over Indian claims without quarrelling

The key to Gandhi and Gandhism is wrapped

in his self revealing sentence; 4 Most religious

men I have met are politicians in disguise : 1^

however, who wear the guise of a politician, am
at heart a religious man/—The Daily Mail t



THE FUTURE OF FORESTRY IN INDIA
BY

Mu L. A. KRISHNA IYER, h.a. •

F
ORESTS are a national asset, and

their conservation forms one of the

primary duties of a state. A country

which has the foresight to preserve

from destruction th%nrea of forests necessary for

its well-being, has a great advantage over • a

country which has allowed destruction too far.

Kokhs niY in the United Kingdom and India,

The early' history of Forestry in India is much

enshrouded in obscurity. Unlike * India and

England, the technical education ol the. people has

more rapidly advanced in other European

countries like France and Germany. This was the

outcome of judicious action on the part of the

state, ll has been publicly stated in France and

Germany that it i» held as an essential duty of the

State, not only to second, but also to stimulate

and direct the ellorts of private enterprise. (Mr.

SMich'8 Manual of Forestry, Volume 1).

Englishmen had boon averse to such action and

state assistance ^as regarded with distiustand

disfavour. Vet it would have btfen the duty of a

wise Government to counteract the folly of classes^

when it threatens the general interest. Further,

state assistance is called for more in the case of

forests than in most other industries. Owing to

a lack of a definite forest policy in England, the

destruction of forests went to such An alarming

extent, that the Forest Committee has recently

recommended the expenditure of £ 1 5,000,000 on

the re-aftorestation of Great Britain. A change of

sentiment has come about under the stress of war

necessities. Leading men and journals have called

for state action so as to prevent the ruining of

many of the British industries, threatened by the

development of scientific research and judicious

state action on the Continent,

India has also the same story to tell. Whatever

attempts were made by the Government of India

end the Local Governments were rendered abortive

by Lord Morley’s Despat of 1910 winch laid

down:— “ The results of the attempts to areate

nevV industries wore not of a character tu lemove

his doubts ns tb the utility of state t Holt in this

direction, unless it were limited to industrial

instruction and avoided the semblance of a

commercihl venturo. The policy which he was

prepared to sanction was that state funds might

be expended upon familiarising the people with

such improvements in the method of production

as modern science and the practice of European

countries could suggest. Further than this, the

Htate should not go.” (Indian Industrial Com mis-

sion Report of 101 fi 18 p. 78 70).

Since then the views of the Government and

the public have undergone a radical change under

the stress and strain of the late war conditions

which have led to a definite rfdoption of the

policy of State participation in industrial

development.

The point now at issue is whether the pieselft

state aid given for the dissenw nation of technical

education (Forestry) is adequate to meet the ever-

increasing future demand*, of the country for tl|e

development of forest resources.

in this connection, the example of England will

give the [ead to India. In ^tho United Kingdom

it was found that the Forest School at Cooper’s

Hill was inadequate. This was followed by a

commencement of forest education at Edinburgh

aud*in the Durham College of Science. It was

found from experience that none of the existing

establishments was in a position to teach scientific

and systematic forestry as understood in France

and Germany, where the profession was brought

to the highest state of development. The most

convenient plan was therefore found to be to

attach that school to an existing establishment

such as the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge,

Edinburgh and Dublin, There instruction in the
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auxiliary sciences was already provided for, and

all that had to be done was (he establishment of

chairs of forestry and special courses of forest

botany.

Though the Government of India rocognised
f i

the necessity for determined action, nothing was

practically done for the conservation of Indian

forests until Loid Dalhousie took up the matter

and appointed Sir l). Brandis as
B
lnspector-Oenerul

of Forests. To him redounds the credit of

introducing systematic forest management. Ho

was handicapped very much for want of stall'.

This was, however, averted by getting batches of

Englishmen trained in England and on the

continent, and by the establishment of a Forest

College at Dehra Dun. This latter is sogn

expected to become an imperial Forest College,

while Provincial Collogos (Madras and Bombay)

will train up Subordinate Forest Officers.

The above-given account is an epitome of the

progess made tor the dissemination of Forestry.

Unfortunately, public opinion in India has not

yet crystallised into any definite shape of expres-

sion as to the future course of Forestry.

As Sir Claude Hill pointed out, there are two

avenues along wlfich advance should be madb:-~

J‘ Development of education in the higher

branches of Forestry. The present method of

imparting instruction through the Imperial Forest

College at Dehra Dqn and the Provincial Forest

Colleges will not be adequate to meet the demands

of the Empire. Here we have to follow the

example of the English Universities, and benefit

by them. Burma, however, holds the palm, as

Sir Harcourt Butler made a public pronouncement

in 1917 thus :

—“ 1 am one of those who hopes

tfyere will be a Forest faculty in the future

University of Burma.” (Jndian Forester 1917,

p . 151.)

The recommendations of the Calcutta Univer-

sity Commission have not come up into line with

the above momentous pronouncement, They say,

“ Wo think that, for the present, advanced training

inForestry can most economically be dealt with by the
Imperial Forest College a/ Dehra Dun which was
visited by some of our members, and we hope that a

certain number, of students, after taking a specialised

B. Sc., course described later, will proceed for higher
training in Forestry to that school. But we should
not like to exclude the possibility of developing in

Bengal at some future time training in, at any rate,

some of tho special branches of Forestry.” (Calcutta
University Commission Report Vol. 2 p. 149-150 )

That day will be a red letter day when each of

t'he Indian Universities, following in the wake of

Burma and tho Unitod- Kingdom, establishes

chairs of Forestry and special courses of Forest

Botany.

2. The other avenue along which advance is

desirable* is a promotion in the public mind of

greater intorest in forest matters and a greater

appreciation of tiie value of the property which

India hAS in her inexhaustible reseru.es of forests,

This can be effected by making the journals of

the land readable to tho laymavi and through tho

Publicity Bureau as in Madras.

Ayesha’s Triumph.
' BY

Mr. AKSHAY KUMAR MUKEKJI, m.b.

, [This is a free metrical rendering of the final scene

in the late Ray Bankim Chandra Chatterji Bahadur's
famous novel

11 The Chieftains Daughter,!

Back from the nuptials of her father’s foe

—The captive once she had to life restored

By her devoted care, whom Bhe adored

As her unwedded lord for weal or woe

—

She gained her own apartment with steps slow

And racked with memories old till late at night

Bat leaning ’gainst a window whence no light

Cast on the stronghold’s moat its nightly glow,

Bunk in dejection, grave she pondered long

:

Maddened at length by fear of woes in store

A ring with poison hid within its core

Took off her finger—checked the impulse-

thought

To suffer oamly was a woman’s lot

—

And on the moat the deadly trinket flung.



175THE BOY SCOUTS ASSOCIATION
BY

1S1R RIDER HAGGARD, k.b.e.

H. R. H, the Prince of Wales, the Chief Scout

for Wales, appoals in the 41 Daily Telegraph ” for

a sum of £200,000 or more to meet the necessary

expenses of the Boy £jcouts Association.

Why should the public, even in these hard

times, give an instant and a most generous

response to this appeal ?

As one knriwn to many Boys throughout the

world and who is humbly connected with the

movement, I will try very briefly to unswei the

question.

First of all, what is this Organisation which

since the year 1007 has grown to such vast

proportions principally as a result of the inspira-

tion and energy of,the Chiof Scout, Sir Robert

Radon- Powell?

It is an organisation which aims at including as

many as possible of the lads of the Umpire, and

its object, broadly, is to inculcate in the hearts of

thoso lads all that, is high, honourable, pure, good

and true by instruction, discipline (especially self

discipline), and the observation of natural things

in the open air. Every Scout promises ori his

honour —that noble, far-reaching hut indefinable

quality—to do his duty to his God and his King,

to help others in every way possible, and to obey

tho orders of those set ovr*r him. li* short its

gospel is that of Rove, Service and Charity, as

opposed to that other gospel of Hate, Cruelty,

Destruction, and all that these entail, which is

now at its evil work in so many parts of this

tormented world. The means by which these aims

are advanced are very simple. Boys are joined

into bands and companios according to their ages

under trained Scoutmasters. The qualities of

imagination and romance which, however much

they may be sneered at, are great qualities, are

encouraged in their hearts, thereby teaching them

to love all high and nobly-allied adventure and to

seek it throughout the earth. Here it should be

borne in mind that without, imagination and

romance tho Empire would never have become

what it is and that already, in large or small

degree, they efcist in every lad. The Association

draws them out and nurtures them, that is all.

Royalty, another great quality, is also taught to

the budding Scout, loyalty to the God who made

him, loyalty to the King arid all who serve under

him
;
loyalty to the cause of the stricken and the

suffering, loyalty to the country that bred him

and the principles of his ancestors which have

lifted it into the forefront of the nations, and

lastjy, but not least, loyalty to the best instincts

of his soul as opposed to the baser instincts of his

flesh. #

Such, as I think, are the principal ohjocts of

the Boy Scouts Association, and J believe that all

right-minded men and women will agree that they

are good.

Now what has this movement achieved up to

the present time

It has made clean, courageous men of thousands

who otherwise might have drifted, and in many

instances would have drifted into very different

courses. "During the war
#
somo twenty- three

thousand of Rand and Sea Scouts took a share in

tho protection of their country, and all who saw

them at their work, as 1 have done, must be proud

of it and them. More than one hundred

thousand who once were Scouts, or Scoutmasters

served under arms and of these, ten thousand died

doing their duty. To certain of these ex-Scouts

came great and well- deserved honors, Who, for

instance, can read without emotion the tale of

John Travers Cornwell V.C, who indeed was

faithful unto death, and "bec&qse 44
he might b§
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wanted ” stayed)by his gun upon the “ Chester
”

M

amongst the fallen, although Himself mortally

wounded and dying ? And he is but a sample of

many, known and unknown.

That is what the Sftfuts have done, or some of
i 1

#

it, ip our recent struggle to escape destruction

and slavery, which owing to the paercy oF God

and the ancient' steadfastness of our race in the

end we did escape.

But should the Association, therefore, rest

upon its oars and ceaso from training youth to

11 be prepared ” ? Are all the perils past 't Have

England and the Empire no further need for

coifrage and devotion V Surely tho answer is

that it cannot rent because perils are not past,

hut still threaten from every quarter. W hatever

gome may think, while man is man there will be

wars, and the jealousies, ambitions and desiro for

plunder from which war springs
;

for, alas ! the

League of Nations with its high ideals does not

yet control the earth,

Still in considering this aspect of she Assoria-

tioi^namely that, in the future as it has done in

the past, its numbers may be called upon to assist

in the defence of their hear ths and homes do not

let us make a mistake. Do not let us suppose

that its objects or its principles are primarily

connected with war. On the contrary, if the

fundamental doctrines that guido the hoy scout

prevailed, there would he no war. Primarily the

Organisation is one to* promote human kindness

and thereby to prevent war which arises from

human hatreij.
^

Another of its objects is to tie the Empiie

together in the bonds of brotherhood. In short

it interprets the spirit of the old l-ioman maxim

And by being ready for battle, yet seeks peace

And thus helps to ensure it.

Morever there are sundry kinds of war, of^

wb^ch perhaps the worst at the present moment is

that which is known as
44

class- hatred ”, whereof

tfcp most terrible results that the world has ever

seen, are to be found in Russia at this hour. Let

us face the facts, There are many who wish to

extend this dreadful system to our own and other

lands
; further they have great power, being like

all revolutionaries, active and unscrupulous. Also

they have their own organisations for influencing

youth. Have not many of us seen vanloads of

children travelling the streets of London, waving

rod (lags and singing songs whereof probably

they do not know the meaning, many of which

children within a few years will grow up yito

confirmed communists, sworn to tho overthrow of

law, order apd religion, as it is intended that they

should do.

The Bdy Scouts are not of this fellowship.

They are sworn to the maintenance of law, order

and religion, and foi this reason their Organisa-

tion 1ms a claim upon tho support oV every up-

right man and woman.
i'

Because this is so, .also, it. has many enemies,

secret and declared, most of them secret. As we

have learned of late, the Bolshevists know tho

power of money and supply it without, stint to

promote unrest and .revolution, Cannot wc do

the same to promote peace '.thd contentment,

international, national and private?

• Lot us nevor forget that the Boy Scouts

Association, by educating youth to tread the

paths of righteousness when it attains to

manhood and exercises the authority of citizen-

ship, is no pican public insurance against terrible

and world wtde evils, and remembering this, let

us bo prepared to pay tho premium on that

insurance.

This is the truth and no good ever came of

blinking the truth however fashionable this may

be—and never was it more so. Therefore I

submit to all who agree with this statement that

almost as a matter of duty they should support

H. R H. the Prince of Wales’ Appeal on behalf

of the Boy Scouts Association to the utmost of

thoir povrer,
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THE COUNCIL OF STATE

Labour Laws
On the 21st February a number ot Government

motions were passed.

Mr A 0 Ohatterjoe moved the /irst of the

seven resolutions on International Labour

Conference, which Sir Thomas Holland

successfully piloted through the Legislative

Assembly. Mr. Chatterjee spoke on each of the

recommendations ef the Washington Conference

which were passed one by one

The Muslim Deputation

In the afternoon Mr Bkurgri moved his

ie90lution regarding the Muslim deputation to

England to attend the Near East Confeienco

Su William Vincent said that the selection of

such men as If I] the Agi Khan, Mr ILisan

Imam and Mr Chotani (assisted by *Di Ansan)

must bo unexceptionable to Mulnmmadans
After hearing the Horae Membei Mr Bhurgri

withdrew his motion
* Fw vl Ai iono\h

Mr. Lrlibhai SamaldaH moved a usolution

MR LALUBHAI SAMALDAS

urging the grant of fiscal autonomy for India

which was passed with a slight amendment.

Indians Overseas

Mr L* 8 Mehta moved for the creation of a

separate department to watch and safe-guard the

interests of Indians abroad. The resolution was

withdrawn on the assuranoe of Sir George Barnes

that it was his intention to move a bill for the

W

appointment of agents of the Government in
different countries.

The * Budget
Mr. Hailey then preser feed the Imperial Bud*

get which is discussed in detail in another page in

L!is issue.
•

. Cow Slaughter
On the 3rd March Lala Sukbhir Singh moved

a resolution for the prohibition of cow slaughter.

Mi barma suggested that moral suasion was more
appropriate Chan legislative sanction. The motion
was lost.

Me Sasjri on riiF Use op Fire Arms
Tho Hon Mr SftRtu moved that the Criminal

Pioceduve Code and other enactments be so

amended as to ensure the minimum of suffering

in the suppression ot riots He made out some
important conditions lestucting tho use of fire*

arms to emergency cases and under due authority.

The motion waR defeated

PomicAL Prisoners

On tho 8th Maich Sirdar Jogendra Singh

moved for the release of persons detained without

trial and imprisoned under Martial Law. He
withdrew his motion on Sir William Vincent’s

replying that out of 1,786 prisoners 1,700 had

already been released.

Separation of Judicial & Executive Functions

The Hon Mr Bhurgri asked for a definite

declaration regarding the separation of functions

between the JudieMty and the Executive. The
resolution was withdrawn on the assurance of thh

Home Member that the Government of .India

would not stand in the way of any Proviheial

Government wishing to carry out the leforiq*

Sardar Jogendia Singh moved a resolution for

the removal of conti ol ovei the export, of food

grains ffoni India Mr Snrma regiotted his in*

ability to accept it but it was carried

RfPRESSIVF LmU-iLAI JON WT
A Commimv/fie ol March 21st announced that

th^ Committee to examine repressive laws

.would consist of Di Sapru, Chairman, Sir il-

liarn Vincent, Su Sivaswami i>ei, Dr Sarbh&dhi*

can, Mr Samarth, Mr Bhuign, Dr. Gour, Sir

Dmshaw Wacha and Mi Hammond.

The Secretary aleo read i message from the*

Assembly recommending to this House the

proposal to have a ilofrit Committee on Indian

Factories Act. The following six gentlmen w#re

chosen from this house —Mr. Alexander Murray,

Sir M Dadabhoy Mr Lalubhai fiamaldas, Mr.

Kale, Mr. Moncriefl Smith and Mr. Chatterji,
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The Press Act.

On the 17th February, Mr. O’Donnell moved
lor a Committee of officials afid non officials to

examine the Press and Registration of Books Act,

1867 and the Indian Press Act 1910 and report

what modifications ai enquired in the existing law.

The resolution with Mr Scshagiri Aiyar’s

amendment to include the Newspaper Incitement

Act VII of 1908, was earned unanimously.

MR.*A. F. WHYTE
First President of the Indian Legislative Assembly.

The Governor-General in Council has since

appointed the Committee which includes

!>r. Sapru, Chairman, Sir William Vincent,

Mr. Jamnadas Dwarkadas, Mr Seshagifi Iyer,

Mr. SLyJjinha, Mr. Bakshi Sohanlal, Mi, Shwar

Sar&n imbu. Mr. J. M. Mukeijee and Khan

Bahadur Mirza Ali.

Lanouu Laus

Tfll Assembly met again on tho 19th, when

Sir Thomas Holland moved

that the Assembly recommends to the Oovernor-

*General m-Council —(a) That he should ratify the

draft Convention, limiting the hours of work in in-

dustrial undertakings adopted by the General Confer-

noe of the International Labour organisation of the

League of Nations convened at W ashington on the

IWrOctober, 1 010 ,
(b> that steps betaken to intro-

duce in the Indian Legislature the legislation neoes-

**ry to give effect to this Convention as applied to

Brttfaffr ludia by Article 10 thfceof.

Mr. N. M. Joshi supported the resolution

which was passed.

On the 22nd at the instance of Dr. Sapru, the

Bill to amend the Indian "Limitation Act, was

referred to a select committee consisting of

Messrs. Samarth, Seshagiri Aiyar, Iswar Sar*u

Rai, Mazumdar, O’Donnell and Earldley Norton

Indian Bar

On the 24th February Munshi Iswar Saran’s

resolution urging the creation of an Indian Bar

irrespective of distinctions Vas spoken to by

Mr. Earldley Norton and Dr. Sapru and was

carried.

The Nankwa Tragedy

Mr. Bakshi Sohan Lai moved for an adjourn-

ment of the House to discuss the NanJkana Saheb

tragedy. It waB announced that tho Governor of

the Punjab and his cabinet had gone to tho place

and had given assurances to the people. Tho mover

then withdrew the motion

On the 1st March Mr Hailey presented the

financial statement.

Committees

The personnel of the Public Accounts Committee

and the Standing Finance Committee was then

announced.

Sir Thomas Holland then moved for leave to

introduce a bill to amend the Indian Factories

Act 1911, necessitated by the ratification by the

Legislative Assembly .of the Labour Convention

at Washington

Mr T. V Seshagiri Aiyar moved for leave to

introduce a bill to declare the rights of Hindus to

make transfers and bequests in favour of unborn

persons in Madras city

Trade Unions

Mr. M. V. Joshi moved a resolution for the

registration of trade unions and for the protec-

tion of tradp unionists and trade union official

from civil and criminal liability for bona

trade union activity.

Rai Jadunath Majumdar's a resolution for

equality of stAtus and allowances to members of

both houses was also carried.

Esher Report

On the 7th March Mr.Cbaudhuri Shahabuddin

moved that the Esher Committee Report be

considered and reported by a Committee consis-

ting of Mr. Samartb, Sir P. 8. Sivasw&ittt Aiyar,

Mr. T. Ranga Chanar, Rai Jadunath Mazumdar
Bahadur, Sir Jamsetjee, Mr. Ginwalla, Lt. Col.

Herbert, Lt. Col. Gidney, and the mover with

the Law Member as chairman. This wap pMfflL
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On the 18th February, 1 after question time,

Dowan Bahabur M, Krishnan Nayar (Malabar)

begged leave to make a motion for adjournment

for the purpose of discussing a definite

matter of urgent public importance, viz
,
the arrest

of Mr, Yakub ilassan, K. Madhavan Nair, U.

Copal Menon and Mohidin Koya, by the District

Magistrate of Malabar at Calicut on tho lGth

evening. He then handed over to the President

a written statement of the matter proposed to be

discussed under St inding Order 21.

Mr. Krishna Nair assuring the President that

the matter was not xubjwlice, about '10 members

supported the motion, Mr. Krishna N#air moved —
" This Council disapproves of tho action of thr (>is-

tnct Magistrate of Malabar in issuing otders uiulei

Section 1*14, Criminal Procedure Code.

Hir Lionel Davidson made a statement defend-

ing the action of Mr. Thomas, the District Magis-

trate. Mr.# Kamachandra Row and Mr. S.

Srinivasa Iyengar supported the motion, while

Sir P. Theagaroyp Chetty and a few others spoke

against it. The Hon. the Idvocato (General said

that he

acted merely as a legal adviser and if he thought that

this was tho thin end of the wodgo for a series o! re-

pressive enactments or measures tending to tho cur-

tailment of political liberties, he should have traris-

'•onded his functions andspokcpi to them exceptionally

on the matter as well.
%

The motion was, in the end, ttolkod out,

Mr, C. V. Venkatararna Iyengar’s motion re-

commending the separation of judicial and execu-

tive functions was, after some discussion, lost.

Mr. A. S. Krishna Rao raovod a i evolution

recommending to the Government to relieve the

Local Bodies from their obligation to contribute

for the maintenance of the head -quarters

hospitals. 1

Mr. T. M. Naraaimhachari, C. V. S Nsirasirnha

Raju, Dawan Bahadur Kesava Pillai, Desikachari

and others took part in the discussion on tho

motion which was finally carried by 39 against 8.

On the 21st morning Mr. S Srinivasa Iyengar’s

motion regarding change of site of a certain

hospital in Cochin caused a lively debate. Many
members took part in the discussion and the

motion was lost by 37 against 29,

Some resolutions were deemed withdrawn in

the absence of their respective movers. The last

resolution on the encouragement of indigenous

medicines was moved by Mr. A. S. Krishna Rao
seconded by Sir P, T, Chetty, and supported by

many speakers. The resolution was passed nem
wn.

The Council again mot on 5th March when
the Hon. Mr. C. G. Todhunter presented the

. Budget for 1921 1922.

Among the resolutions discussed was one

relating to racial distinctions observed among
railway passengers. The Hon, Bir Lionel David-

son opposed
f
the resolution, saying that the

administration of Railways in -India was not

under the control of the Provincial Governments.

The resolution was, however, carried.

The General discussion on the Budget began

on 8th instant and continued till 10th.

Among the resolutions considered on the 11th

was one by Mr. A. S, Krishna Row recommending

tho transfer to District Boards an eighth share of

the Excise Revenue. On the assurance of the

Finance Momber anil Minister for Education that

they would try their best to help local bodies

with funds, tho resolution was withdrawn.

The voting of Grants commenced on 21st

March.

Bombay
y The Reformed Legislative Council of Bombay

was opened by H. R. H. the Duke of Connaught

on 23rd February. Tho Duke, in his opening

speech, dwelt on the throe caused of unrest, viz.,

ignorance, insanitary conditions and cruel in-

equalities in distribution and also referred to the

sectional differences which embitter tho life of

the community.

The President of the Cpuncil, Sir Narayan

CJiandivarkar, thanked tho Jluke on behalf of

the Council. After the Duke’s departure, the

Council proceeded toehet its Deputy President,

Mr. Harilal Dcsai got 50 votes and Dewan

Bahadur Godbole 40. Mr. Dosai was declared

elected.

On 2»Hh February Sir Narayan Chandavarkar,

President, opened the proceedings by address-

ing the members and appealing to them jfco extend

their sympathy, support and co operation in tho

discharge of his duty as President of the Council,

Tfien, interpellations were answered after which

the Council unanimously passed a resolution

extending a cordial welcome to the Duke of Con-

naught, expressing its doep sense of gratitude to

His Royal Highness for having undertaken the

task of inaugurating the new constitution,

requesting the Duke to convey Jbo His Majesty

the Council’s staunch loyalty, and feivently

hoping that His Majesty would maintain a lively

interest in the welfare of His Indian subjects, so

that, under the Crown and as an integral unit of

the Empire, India may reach the full stature of

Self-Qovernment.
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Sir George Curtis then presented the Budget
for the coming year. The general discussion on
it and the voting of grants began the next day and
continued till the Mth March. On the 15th
instant, the question chthe salary of the Deputy-
—~President was taken/ up. After a good deal of

dtsouesion, it was resolvod that the Deputy
President be paid a salary calculated at the rate

Of Rs f 500 a month in respect of any poriod

during which he should be engaged on weak
connected with the business of the Council.

SIK NAHA \ AN CHAN l> A \
TAUK Alt.

Bengal
.
When the Bengal Council reassembled on the

10th afternoon two hours were devoted to the
discussion of a resolution recommending tho
stoppage oY export of rice from India. An
amendment substituting Bengal for India having
been lost, the resolution was carried by 63 to 31,

But the most hotly debated question was
that relating to the salaries of Ministers.
There were no less than nine proposals on
the’ agenda while ono of these suggested the
appointment of a committe to consider the
matter. Sir Ilenry Wheeler deprecated postpone-
ment of tho question. ,

On the 16th March Mr, Naoroji M. Duron&ia

moved a resolution recommending the discontinu-

ance of the annual exodus which was lost, 15

Voting for and 52 against, A resolution for the

^appointment of & Committee to enquiro into the

^possibility of effecting retrenchment in all

deportments was opposed by the Government but

Was carried by 39 votes against 23.

On 17th instant, Dr. S. S. Batliwalla moved a

resolution to replenish the depleted police force

lh the City of Bombay i$ view of the several

daootties and thofts recently committed.

IION. NAWAI3 SIR SIIAMSUL HUDA.
A large number of speakers including Dr.

Suhrawardy, Col. Pugh, Sir A. Ohaudhury, Mr.
S. C. Mookerjee and others took part.

The Bouse divided on the motion proposing
Rs,3,000 monthly which was defeated by 66 votes
to 37, and the remaining motions wore defeated
without a division.

Sir Surendranath Banerjee then announced, on
behalf of the Ministers, that they bad determined
to take the full amount* of Rs.60,000 annually to
which they were entitled, and added, that,
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in view of public feeling on the subject as

demonstrated in the Council, they had decided to

take only Rs.48,000 for personal use and devote

the remainder to charitable purposes.

On 21st February the Hon. Mr, Kferr intro-

duced the Budget for the coming year. Then the

Deputy President's Emoluments Hill was consi-

dered. There was only one amend incut fixing

the salary at one rupee per year which was, how-

ever, withdrawn
;

aift) the Hill was passed.

On the 22nd and 23rd resolutions on rnattefs

of public interest were taken up. A resolution

asking Government to restrict jute cultivation

was, after two hours’ discussion, lost. Anothei

resolution demanding the abolition of the Hoard

of Revenue was also lost, GovermmAit accepted

a motion for an agricultural school and commit
tees for removing water hyacinth and foi proven

turn of the increasing rate of chil l mortality. A
scheme for the fur tliei.mce o) vocation d oduca

t.ion was also accepted.

The goneild discussion on the Budget. begin on

the 28th Febnmy and concluded on the 1th

Muieh. On tho letter day two resolution:- were

carried, one asking for a cOmmUteo t(. ompnro
into the recent strikes, and another asking tho

India Government to dcclaie the jute export

duty as ft source of provincial revenue for Bengal.

The voting of grants commenced on 1 Uh
instant, and continued till tho 24th.

The Punjab,
The second session of the Punjib Lcgnduti vn

Council was hold on the 23id February The
President, Mr. S. I). Butler, read a message from
the Governor expressing His Excellency's s>rnp,i-

thy with the relatives and friends of the victims at

Nankana Sahib. The President then made h few
remarks about the procedure of debates and the

seating arrangements in tho Council, After which
2b ijueBtioriH were put and answered. The Conn
cil then proceeded to elect its Deputy Piesident.

Sardar Bahadur Mabfcab Sing obtained 18 votes

as against 3 7 for Chaudari Mahomed Amin and
was declared duly elected. The bill to fix the

salary of the Deputy President was then taken
up. An amendment to fix the salary at Ks. 1,000
per annum was withdrawn and the bill was passed.

Sir John Maynard moved a resolution fixing the

salary of each Council Secretary at Rs. 2,000 for

each Budget session and Rs. 1,000 for every other

session. Many amendments to reduce the salary

were moved, but all were withdrawn excepting one
fixing the salary at Rs, 2,000 per annum. Tho
resolution with the salary amended as Rs. 2,000

per annum was 'passed, 10 voting for it and .‘14

voting for a salary \)f Rs. 3,000.

On tho 21th February, Sirdar lhsaunda Singh
' moved for tho adjournment of the Council to

discuss tho Nankana SuholAragedy hut the motion

was lost, no one voting in his favour. After the

presentation of the Budget, Raj i Narendra Nath
moved •

That tlu* Slim imposed m connect io*n with tho dis-

turhain cs of Ayuil, on tho inhabitants of the city

of Amritsar as imienniily for loss and as payment for

additional j.Ji c ho remitted and that tho money
auvaiuedV* tin ( lovermnuiit to the Amritsar M unioi-

pality to mot ! the liabilities incurred on this account
bo debited to the. accumulated balance of previous
years in Provincial Ke\ tallies.

There was n lu ut.ed debate over' the resolution

which continued the next day also, several official

and non oilici \\ members taking part in it. In

the end the n solution w.i: passed b\ a majoiity.

The goneial discus." ion of the Budget began on
2bih Ft In uary and continued til] Match 1st.

On Hie 1t h Mulch mid tlu* sucei edmg days the

G amcil was engaged in the disem-Moii on Govurn-

mept demands for giants On the 11th instant,

some <|iiestmnH weie put and armweied. One of

them udatt d to the recent nlfraj at JSankana

I
s ilieb and anotlai to the cxpenditme on account

el the Government exodus to the hills to which
latrei, the. government lephed that a sum of Rs.

41),000 was a fairly accurate estimate, of the total

annual cost of tho exodus to tho hills and that

the Government do not see thwr way to making
any substantial reduction m the expenditure in

the near future.

On the I 1th March Me. Fa di Hussain, Minis-

tiei, moved a insolation recommending t.lio intro-

duction of a bill to amend the law relating to

charitable and religious endowments m the Pro-

vince and» urging tho Governor, in the meanwhile,

to make and promulgate nn ordinance on the

subject mi tint tho movement fjo nit* i and reform

existing managements of such endowments may
coase to threaten the peace and good government
of the J *rovince.

Mr. I**. Hussain, speaking on the resolution

referred to the tragedy at Nankana Saheb and
Raid that the bill was intended to prevent such

disturbances in the fut uro. Ho a iso outlined the

functions of the new Commission that would be

appointed to look after tho disputed Gurdwaras.
There was some debate over the resolution. The
Sikh members of the Council remained neutral

and abstained from voting. The resolution with

an amendment insisting upon the jurisdiction of

civil courts was passed, only one voting against it,
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Behar and Orissa

The first meeting of tho Behar Council was held

on the 15th Feb., Sir Walter Maude presiding.
,

Hr. Mahomed Yunu.s moved a special resolution

expressing satisfaction at the appointment of

Lord Sinha as Governor of the Province. The

resolution which was seconded and supported by

a dozen members was carried unanimously. Sir

Walter Maude then announced His Excellency’s

approval of the election of Mr. Hasan Imam as

Deputy President, The Budget was then pre-

sented.

On the 16tti, after interpellations, Babu Raghu-

nandan Prasad Sinha moved a resolution recom-

mending medical relief in rural areas. .The Hon.

Mr. M. 8 . Das spoke ‘sympathetically and his

HON. MR. MADIiU SUDAN 1)AS

amendment# wore accepted by the mover. Swamj
Vidyananda moved that the Council proceedings

should be conducted in Hindi and that reports

ftfcKWld be published in Hindi and English. Both

resolution and the amendments suggesting

tJrdty and Oriya in place of Hindi were withdrawn.

On the 17th, Rai Bahadur Dwarak&n&th’s

motion recommending the .appointment of a Com-
mittee to report on possible retrenchments in

expenditure was put to vote and carried.

On 28tfi February, the question of Ministers’

salary came up for discussion Babu Mithila

Sharan Sinha moved a resolution fixing tho

salary at Rs. 36,000 per annum. Amendments
were proposed fixing the salary at Rs.

40,000, 12,000, 54,000 anh 1. There was a

lively discussion over the question and, in the

end, the resolution and all the amendments

were lost.

After the resolutions, a motion fpr adjourn-

ment was taken up, Mr. Devaki Prasad Sinha,

speaking oil’ his motion, criticised the recent

Government Circular on Non- Co-operation and

said that' the Government had given blank

cheques to District Officers to combat Non-Co-

opeiation. There was much discussion on the

motion. In the end it was withdrawn.

A similar resolution urging that District Offi-

cers should refrain from repressive action was

discussed on the H)th and withdrawn.

From tho 8th to f5th March the Council was

engaged in voting of grants.

On the 8th instant the President read a com-

munication from the Governor asking tho Council

to elect two standing Committees, one for reserved

and the other for transferred subjects in ord« r to

familiarise the members with Che administration

and make the relations between the Executive

f
and the Legislature more intimate. Each Com-
mittee is to consist of (J members, of whom 6

will be elected by the Council and 3 nominated.

The elections took place on 11th instant.

On the J 7tii the Council accepted an amended
resolution of S)ed Mubarak Ali

recommending to the Government to cable to the
Secretary of State for transmission to the Near East
Conference in London that the Shias of the Province
are equally concerned and interested in the welfare
and maintenance of the Turkish Government with
their Sunni brethren.

On the 18th, a resolution was passed recom-

mending the extension of the privilege of electing

a non-official Chairman for every District Board

and Municipality.

On the 19th instant a resolution urging the esta-

blishment of charitable dispensaries was accepted.

On the 21st instant, the Council passed, among
others, resolutions for appointing a Committee to

consider primary and secondary education and
for abolishing the age limit for the Matriculiktiovi

Examination

,
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The United Provinces

Pundit Hirday Nath Kunzru moved, on tho

15th, a resolution for, abolishing the Board of

Revenue. Syed Ali Nabi and Mr. Porter and

others opposed it and it was withdrawn.

Syed
4
Ali Nabi moved for a Comhnittee to

enquire into the riots of Rai Bareilly. There was

a heated discussion in which Mr. Kunzru, Pandit

Gokaran Nath Misra, Pandit Radhakant Malavya

and Sheikh Syed Husain took pirt. Pandit Jagat

Narain, Minister, pointed out that tho facts

THE HON. PUNDIT JAGAT NARAIN.

that had been placed beforo the public on behalf of

the Government had never been challenged.

This resolution was also withdrawn.

Babu Itaryandas of Muttia moved that the

irrigation rates recontly enforced be reduced to

the old level. It was cairied by 43 votes

against 32.

Lala Chhail Behari Kapur moved that the exist-

ing age limit bar applicable to Matriculation and

School-leaving examinations be abolished. Mr.

Chintamani pointed out that the resolution was

inopportune and Mr. Kunzru astfod the Council

to wait till the decision of the Senate had been
obtained. The resolution was pressed to a division

and was carried by 47 votes against 22.

• Pandit Govind Sahai Shanmi of Agra moved
that early steps be taken tc/stop the Burma meat
trade in these Provinces Mr. Freenmntlo refuted

tho* Pandit's contentions. Pandit Jagat N&ra*

yan mentioned that the question was going

to he brought before tho Council of State by Lala

Suk'hboer Singh.

The resolution befog put to vote, was declared

carried by a rSajority of live.

On the 18th Pandit Hirday Nath Kunzru with-

drew iiis resolution urging the creation of a Civil

Medical Servico in the U.P on the assurance

of Pandit Jagat. N arayan that it was being

considered by the Government of India.

Pandit Radhakanta Malaviya’s resolution for

reducing the salary of the two Ministers to

Its. 3,000 per month raised a prolonged discussion

on tho 21st, The lion. Mr. Porter replying,

warned the Council that there would be a change

of ministry if the resolution wao carried.

The Hon. Membor was followed by many non-

oflicial speakers, who strongly opposed the resolu-

tion. The resolution was put to vote and was

lost, 15 voting against and 7 for it.

On the 23rd February Lila Chhail Behari f^al

Kapur moved for tho opening of Ayurvedic and

Unani dispensaries. On an assurance from the

Government that they were prepared to help, pro-

vided a well-thought out scheme was put forward,

the* resolution was withdrawn. On the 2nd

instant, nn amended resolution of Thakur Prasad

Narain Singh urging local bodies to provide

greater medical relief in rural areas and urging

Government to give larger grants was passed.

The Council discussed anothor resolution urging

the onqufoy into the question of cattle wealth and

milk supply and the lion. Mr. Chintamnni pro-

mised to place a report of the discussion before

tho Board of Agriculture.

On the 5th March the Council passed among
others a resolution abolishing impressed labour

(Coolie Utnr) system within one year.

On tho 8th instant, the Budget was presented.

After the general discussion on the Budget on 10th

and 1 1th, tho Council took up resolutions on mat-

ters of public interest on 12th. Pandit Hirday

Nath Kunzru moved for disciplinary action against

men guilty of firing at Munshiganj in Rai

Bareilly district without having been ordered to

do so. It was lost.
#
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The Central Province*

f :. The 0. P. Legislative Council met on the 2nd

March, when a message
4

from the Governor

* inviting active support of all responsible persons

in the suppression of disorder was read.

TJie Budget was/ then introduced by Mr.

^tan^n. The budgeted expenditure for 192*1 -22

exceeded*!he receipts by twenty five lakhs,

HON. SIR G. M. CIUTNAVIS.

The Financial Commissioner’s Bill ,was then

passed. The Deputy President’s Salary next

came in for consideration and was, after some
debate, fixed at Its. 3000 Ou the 3rd a resolution

for increase of salaries to male and female

, teachers in vernacular schools was carried. •

Mr. Mafiajani’s resolution for appointing a

Committee to;inquire into and settle the minimum
proportion between taxation and expenditure was

g
accepted.

Mr. Mahajani also brought in a motion on the

* #h for stopping the exodus to the hills Mr. Joshi

j
pointed out that the exodus cost only Rs. 10,000,

Bit the motion was carried 30 voting for and

*8ft^n8<3
»
after a prolonged debate.

Attain
The Assam Legislative Council met on the

22nd February when the members took the oath

of allegiance. A. IE. Sir* Nicholas Beatson Bell,

the*Governor, opened the proceedings with a felici-

tous spe^feh.
* *

On tl\e conclusion of the Governor’s speech the

Council proceeded to elect its Deputy President.

The votes having been taken, the President

announced that Khan Bahadur Mohibuddin
Ahmed received the largest^number of votes and
he was declared elected. On the next day, the

President announced that Major H. B. Fox, Bai
Bahadur Nalini Kanta Ray Dastidar, Khan Baha-
dur Maulvi Muhammad Bukht Mazumdar ,j*nd

Rai Sahib P. (1. Barua had been nominated panel

chairmen.
#
The Deputy President’s Salary Bill

was then taken up for consideration, proposing a

pay of Rs. 2,500 per mensem. Three amend-
ments suggesting Re. 1 per mensem and Rs. 500
and Rs. BOO a year were moved, but lost. The
bill was then put and declared carried,

A resolution for fcho appointment* of a mixed
Committee to advise on retrenchments in public

expenditure suggesting inter alia that the Com-
missioners of Divisions might be dispensed with,

was carried by 35 votes against 10.

Burma
The Government of Burma Bill which is now

before the House of Lords contemplates the crea-

tion of Dyarchy'in Burma as in India. The text

of the Bill which has since bftftn published con-

tains some of the leading features of the Monta-

t

gu reforms. Moving the second reading of the

Bill in the House of Lords, Lord Lytton
mentioned that there had been some differ-

ence of opinion between Mr. Montagu and
the Government of India regarding the
constitution which should be established, aud it

had been
t
decided to gubmit the whole case to

Parliament

Lord Sydenham moved the rejection of the Bill,

but on being informed that if the Bill were
!

rejected then Mr. Montagu would have no alter-

native but to proceed under the Government of *

.

India Act with his policy in his own way, he f

withdrew his motion, The debate was adjourned.

So far about the Burma Reforms in the Houitot

of Lords. Nearer home, the Burpaa Legislative

Council met on the 1 2th when the Budget state-

ment was presented by the Revenue Secretary,

Mr. Booth Gravely. The statement showed a large

increase for education, public Jn^hi Sanitatiop

and public worlds,
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Labour and the Irish Problem
»

Mr, Philip Snowden, tho well known Labour

leader; writing in the East and West on ,tbe 1 rish

question, says thtit, among the serious problems

the Labour Government would have to attempt

to sol vo, nono is more difficult than the Irish

quostion. •

He urges that the principle of “ Self-

Determination " should he aceeptod in regard to

Ireland, ovut. if it results in the separation of

Ireland from the rest of tho United Kingdom.

This question was discussed in tho last labour

Pirty Conference, A considerable* minority

wanted to limit tho exercise of seif-determination

for Ireland.

“?'uch i 'uTuiation ‘ hr says “ ni the rigid n* a
nation M d^U-rmiim its own form of govern! mom* is

inconsistent w ith tije prim iplr of sclf-itotennm.it ion,

hut. it \vol' illustrates tlm pru'O.ra! dithculty of legi-

v iil> and couMstcntL appivmg a formula or a gpiioiul
principle m all circumstances.

For great Britain to «n> to t)m Irish people that
they shall have tin* right, of seU-detorminuliuri
provided the-, agree to select a particular form of

government approved by (icout Brifun, asserts a

Dana mi the part of Grout Britain to impose its wdl
upon tho Irish dulR>ti. This is a right which can
never be enforced Against tho will of a people except,
by superior force

”

Any attempt to roduco the Irish people to*

submission would loave Ireland disu fleeted and

more irreconcilable than evor. The fears that, if

the right of self-determination is offered to Ire

land, she would demand in favour of complete

political separation, are groundless. Tho present

conditions necessitate the Trish peoplo to make the

most extreme domand. But says tho writer -

If the right oi tho Irish peoplo to decide their on n
form of government without restriction or qualifica-
tion were conceded, it is highly probable that tho
commonsensu of the Irish people would decide that
Ireland s economic interests could be best served by
remaining in federal association with Croat Britain
for the joint treatment of questions of common inter-
est to all parts of the United Kingdom.

It is the policy of the Labour Government to

grant Ireland the full right of self-determination

without any restriction or reservation.

24

Positivism and Indian Tradition

• Mr. Har Dyal writing in the Positivist Revim

for January, 1021, says thitt India needs Positi-
41

vis»i for hor growth and welfaro and Rationalism

ha^ a great task to fulfil. But he is anxious

to aecure continuity in the interpretation of

Positivism to tho Jndian people and harmony

between #the • old and the new. The Indian

mind has boen preparod for the reception of

the gospel of Positivism by sovoral movements

(1 )
Indian, tradition has taught us to appeal to

reason in all our philosophical inquiries and

all our greatest philosophers have discussed the

most abstruse problems without any reference to

authority or revelation. (2) Indian thought has

rejected tho fatal and fatuous aberrations of

monothoism, a most dangerous form of supersti-

tion
;
and the movement of tho Brahmos and the

Aryas who accept a sort of Ilebraip Monotheism,

is only a recent phenomenon. (3) Indian Theists

i ling to
r
the doctrines of Karma and rein-

carnation and dony God's moral providence and

also lean towards Pantheism while they profess

puro Theism, (4) Indians *aro quite familiar

with the idoa that all good and great men deserve

our homage, whatever their creed or race may bo,

They rejoct the creod, but honour the character

of the dopartod teacher. Such is also the spirit

of Positivism, •

Thus the ground lias been prepared for the advent
of the philosophy of Post iv ism along these lines.

Much remains to be done. The Indians are devoted
to the philosophy of pessimism, quietism, asceticism
and* mysticism. Thoy are exclusive and narrow-
minded in their social life. They livo in tho little

world of India’s past, and arc unwilling to loam
philosophy from the West. The peasants are igno-
rant

;
and polytheism is the very foundation of the

Hindu social system. Scientific modes of thinking
are unknown. Tho belief in Beiucarnation is as
endemic us malaria and cholera. Life is looked upon
in theory ns at best a necessary evil. ,AJ1 this jungle
of error must bo cut down boforo healthy develop-
ment is possible. Positivism alone can achieve this
task. The European Positivists should respond to thq
call. •
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twhiilria) FHy»Ii7pmeaf in SurC, P.

Sir 0. B. Low, writing in the newly-started

Journal of Indian Industries and Labour (Feb>

1921) describes the -agricultural products of the

Central Provinces the most important of w,hich

are the short staple cotton and Sun hemp.

There is no prospect of establishing longer staple

varieties of cotton on account of the limited supply

of irrigation, the concentrated rainfaU and the

high cost of storage irrigation which prevent the

taking of the cotton-growing season into the hot

weather. The production of oil seeds can be in-

creased very largely Jby a generally improved

system of rural economy. The crushing of seeds

locally is obstructed by the lack of a demand for

oake and by the high price of chemicals for the

further treatment of the oil and its by-products.

There is an abundant supply of hides and of many

kinds of tanning materials and the prospects for

local enterprise are favourable
;
but the future

undoubtedly lfes with largo scale enterprise

employing modern processes under expert control,

The forests do not supply commercial timber on

a large scale but many of the trees could produce

gumB and resins.Lacfis well-developed. Of minerals,

ores of iron, coat, aluminium and manganese,

limestone and ochies are the most important.

There is enough coal in the Central Provinces to

give a very material advantage to our local industria-

lists; especially if modern developments in the
direction of making more effective use of low quality

coal are followed. The'most important of those is at

present the coal blast, or firing by powdered coal.

But our coal is not likely to be of use for metallurgy,
and India's great future in respect of iron and steel

production must be limited so far as can bo foreseen,

by the quantity of coking coals available in the
coalfields at present worked or believed to exist in

Bengal and Bihar and Orissa* In spite of this limi-

tation I think India will be a large producer of iron

and steel, and is likely to require a larger proportion
of its coal supplies for this purpose than other indus-
trial countries.

The power possibilities of the Province are

fa# ;
coal being available in quantities £<*• power

*

and heat production. The hydro* electric possi-

bilities are not large nor <very cheep, The rich

cotton tracts could support one or two fuore

short fines of railway and the plateau of the

Satpuras and the high ground to the north of

Ohattisgarh plain need new railway; ropeways

and mofc&r-lorrioR may be employed with great

advantage for transport purposes.

Trade unions have sprung up
;
but with them

may be combined employers
1

schemes for settling

disputes. Education of labour is very important.

There is not enough capital in the province to

finance any rapid industrial expansion. Banking

facilities are to be greatly extondod. XGovernment

can support, nascent industries by loans similar to

Takavi
,
guaranteed orders, guaranteed interest an

capital in special cases and by com potent and

disinterested technical advioe.

•Missionary Activity in the World

Before the war, says a wruor in The Inter-

national Review of Missions (January,) missionary

work was carried on in Asia, Africa etc., under

external conditions that were relatively Rtable and

forces which were calculable. To-day things are

in a Rtate of flux.
,r

In Contra! ana Eastern Europe starvation and
disease are carrying off millions. Throughout large

•areas ordered society is in a stato of dissolution.

China appears to bo drifting doeper and dooper into

anarchy and chaos, while there too famino threatens

the life of multitudes. India is swept by strong tides

of unrest. Through the Near and Middlo East
hostilities are in progress or threaten at any moment
to arise. Egypt has shared in the almost universal

unrest. In Japan opposing forces are in conflict in

the national life, while thore is tension in external

relations both with the Unitod States and with China.

In Africa there are evidences of a growing racial

consciousness, and in some parts an increasing and
grave orabittermont of native feeling.

A world full of suspicion and distrust, of national

antagonisms and hatreds, is in the highest degree
unfavourable to the progress of missionary effort.

Those who bear the Christian message are subject Jo
an almost fatal disadvantage when the ra*Ce to which
they belong is the object of deep-rooted dislike.

The writer concludes that the most urgent duty

of missionaries at the present time is to be truo,

good and simple Christians and avoid giving

their religion in a European gfssb.
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America and Japan

The main reason wh^ the Americans wish to

exclude Japanese workmen from America seoms

to be, according to Professor Tokuzo Fukuda of

the Tokyo Commercial College, the formers de-

sire to maintain the high standaid of living now

obtaining among American workmen, As this

may be said to bo the national policy, nothing,

says the Professor, in an article in the December

issue of the Japan Magazine, is likely to bo

allowed to interfere with it. For in a State like

California whore the anti- Japanese feeling seems

to be very high, if Japanese should coi^regato in

one section and monopolise certain agricultural

industries, it might seriously a 1Feet the American

competitor. The longor hours and lower wage of

the Japanese throatou the American shorter

hours and higher wages, “ Now the attempt to

exclude Japanese labourers, while very haul on

Japan is not necessarily unreasonable locked at

from tho American viewpoint. This is my

opinion on tho immigration question.”

Now America has permitted Europeans to own

land and outside California thore
#
is no restriction

oven against Japanoso. California alone purpose-

ly places restrictions upon the Japanese owning*

and leasing kinds. This is tho so-called raco dis-

crimination. No doubt race discrimination is

objectionable on principle. But as to discrim

i

nation where the circumstances funysh certain

good reasons for it, wo cannot say it is always

objectionable.

“ Take the imaginary ease of Chinese coolies em-
ployed in a Japanese factory. If only a few, no
trouble would occur, but if many thousands invaded
the factories in Japan working longer hours just at

the will of the employer, serious objection would cer-

tainly be made. The Japanese workmen would strike

and demand that immediate measures be taken to
oust the Chinese. . . The degree and extent of the
invasion counts a great deal in questions of this sort.”

So in regard to Japanese in California : a few

immigrant® occasion no comment, but a largor

number extending their operations will be likely

tp prouse opposition.

Female ‘Education in England

, Mr. K. H. lvelkar, reviewing in the December

number of The Indian EdwUtion the progress of

the; Woman Movement in tho West, says Jhat

the progress of female education in England only

began to bn porceptiblo from aboift 1850 onwards.

Then a number of secondary schools were opened

and colleges .established at London, Oxford and

Cambridge for women. The movement was

helped by chivalrous and public spirited men, but

it was mainly carried on by women. In the first

instance high schools wore founded for the benefit

of the daughters of tho middle classes who could

afford to pay feus. From tho beginning an

attempt was made to maintain the tradition of

English, modern languages, music and art and

stress has boon laid on the necessity of service to

the community. At prosent greater emphasis ifl

pLic’c d on the special duties of women as such to

the community. Many educationists are of the

opinion that inductions from experience do not

form a b*ibstanfcial basis for differences in curri-

cula betwoon boys' schools and girls’ schools, It

has also become very difficult to solvo tho problem

of Low far de finite technical instruction should be

given to girls to prepare thorn for home life.

Tho following are some of tho causes which Jed

to tho birth of tho woman education movement

in the lflth century.
*

(1) The vast and far-reaching waves of thought and
action set up by tho French Revolution.

(2) Tho spiritual movements associated with the

names of Wesloy and Newman.

(3) The political reform of 1832.

(4) The enlightening power of the scientific concept

tions and modes of thinking which led to the

liberation of reason from superstition and
prejudice.

• (5) The iniluenceof Queen Victoria aroused chivalry

and elevated tho standard of society. As a

consequence of this, ladies of the upper and
middle classes begun to take interest in the

lfvBB of tfoe poor* and in doing SO they were
often made to realise their own want of

education, ,
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Urdu among. Indian Vernaculars

Mr. Abdul Majid, writing in the Modern Review

(for March) about the evolution and present

strength of Urdu chims for Hindi an origin

anterior even to that of Sanskrit and says that

Hindi was the language of the aborigines of India

and not an off-shoot of Sanskrit* In course of

time Prakrit or original Hindi came to assume
i

two forms.

One form of it came in direct contact and fused

with the numerous incoming languages of India.

Before the advent of the British there had boon the

exodus of numerous peoples to India,—the Aryans,

the Persians, the Greeks, the Scythians, the Arabs,

the Moghuls and the Afghans,— and all these peoples

brought their own languages with them, none of

which, however, was powerful enough to supplant the

.language of the land. A process of mutual influence,

adoption and elimination, action and re-action, natu-

rally ensued. One form of the old Prakrit freely

imbibed these foreign mil nonces,—!Sanskrit, Zend,

Greek, Scythian, Arabic, Turkish, and Persian—the

extent of influence in each case being largely deter-

mined by the length of sojourn that each poople made

in India. Mohammedan influence is thus inevitably

seen to be the most dominant. This form of Prakrit

is, in current parladce, the Hindustani or Urdu

language.

Tho other form of Prakrit which was peculiar to

the rustics and had thus fowor opportunities of being
11 contaminated " imbibed little of foreign influence,

and evon that little remained almost cntiroly con-

fined to Sanskrit. The tmdefiled form of Prakrit is

how Hindi.

Urdu and Hindi are not essentially different,

both springing from the same mother stock. The

following are some of the conclusions of the

Writer which he deems to be incontrovertible.

1. In the pre-Aryan India numerous spoken lan-

guages were current to which the goneral name of

Praknt was given.

2. Sauraseni was the form of Prakrit spoken in

Surasena, the country round Mu thru.

3. The term ‘ Hindi * is a Persian word conveying
two distinct moanings. In its wjder sense, it was
meant to cover all the dialects spoken i^ Hind (India).

In its narrower sense, it demoted Sauraseni or that

form of Prakrit which was the Northern linyuu

franca and with which the foreigners first came in

contact.

4.

This Hindi, in its stricter and narrower sense,

the Northern common language of the masses, came, in

the course of time, to assume two different forms, one
of which remained crude, coarse and poorly develop-

ed
;
the other one freely imbibed foreign influences.

&. The former retains tlu* old appellation
1 Hindi

the latter came to be known as Urdu.

The conclusion is now obvious. Urdu having in-

corporated wuth it the quintessence of several cul-

tures is more lifted as a medium of instruction,

better equipped as a vehicle of literary expression,

and more suited to the needs and requirements of

civilisation than the less fortunate vernaculars of the

land.

Urdu is thus eminently universal and adaptive

in respect oi which no other vernacular can even

approach -t. Urdu is not a relic of Muslim

dominunco, but a symbol of tho Hindu- Muslim

entente—a happy mean between Arabic and Per-

sian on tho one hand and Sanskrit and Pialuit on

the 1 other. It possesses an extensive literature,

both creative and re- productive- - the latter in-

cluding translations, adaptations and compilations.

Among tho living Urdu writers, Akbar and the

forceful ltjbal stand pro eminont in poetry
, Ac-

tion could boast of Nazir Ahmad, and serious

prose men like Abdul Kalapi Az id. Maulvi

Shibli is great as a historian, as a literary critic

And as a man of letters. The Usmania Univer-

sity Translation Bureau of Hyderabad, the Anju-

man Taraijqi Urdu of Aurangabad and the Shibli

Academy of Aranigurh are three contral insti-

tutions for the diffusion of Urdu literature.
(j

The usual defects attributed to the script both

phonological and calligraphical do not heir close

scrutiny. Urdu contains letters and symbols to

represent all tho elementary Bhort and long

vowels and simple consonants and does not pos-

sess any letter to represent a diphthong or com-

pound consonant. It has ten vocal sounds in

this way and it is phonetically perfect, Urdu

writing is a sort of natural shorthand, every

letter having got a short form as well as a full

one. The Urdu script with slight modifications

ia common to ull Muslim countries.
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The German War-Lords

In the American Volitical Science
(
Jnarterly

H, [i. Schmitt writes about the recent publica-

tions of Falkonhayn, Ludendorff and von Tirpitz,

which afford a clear rovelation of the German

military mind and also a fairly complete) picturo

of the war in its larger aspect and constitute at

tho same time valuable lirst hand evidence.

Tirpitz and LudondorlV condemn tho vacillating

policies and the alleged supinenoss of the civil

authorities. Kalkenhayn’s book is only an auth-
i

ontativo expression ot German strategy. Tirpitz is

very entortaining and his version of Ivents will

cause some revision of accepted theories.

From this wealth of material certain conclusions

stand out which, for lac k ol space, must ho briefly

recorded. Lft the first place, the war-time picture ol

an omniscient and omnipotent Groat General Hlul'f

can he toned down heavily. There was never any-

thing like harm oil/ hot,woe n the civil and the military

authorities, and the former usually prevailed when
the Emperor was called in to mediate, a procedure not

to the liking ot the military, in whom In inspired

little eonlidenee. Also the military loaders were lack-

ing m some quality not easy to deliuo. Perhaps they

sulfeied from optimism. Falkonhayn. m fourteen

different passages, expresses Line “imp ” that- a plan

will succeed, and Ludendortf is not free from the

same tendency.

Secondly, the allies of Germany—“curious allies”

Tirpitz calls them (11, 319)— wore, from the military*

point of view, an element ot weakness. Essential tor

the achievement of Germany’s political aims, they

used up men, money and material which were indis-

pensable tor victory in France. All three of our
authors recognize, freely and repeatedly, that the un >

sound political system of the Dual Monarchy was the

cause of its military deficiencies, and thc^y are under
no illusion as to the ossonfcial selfishness of i Bulgaria.

It is to Germany’s credit that- she never sought her

own salvation by leaving her dependents in th lurch.

Lastly, although there is no admission that

Germany was beaten in the field, fairly and squarely,

and the blame for the catastrophe is laid on the politi-

cians, not one of tho three apologists will admit that

the fallen Empire was built on a false foundation.

Falkenhayn speaks of “the accursed revolution” (45).

Tirpitz leaves the stage bellowing hatred of England,
but he is persuaded that “the old structure of our
state was not rotten, but capable of any development”
(1. v). Ludendorff, dedicating his book to “the heroes
who fell believing in Germany’s greatness”, is filled

with shame and disgust (11, 433). This frame of mind
is perhaps natural in defeated and discredited mili-

tary leadors, but there is no evidonce, as yet, that the
political leaders have seen the light auy more clearly.

Women in Indian Society

In tho course (St an article in Stri Dharma
,

The Indian Women's Magazine (December, 1920)

Kabu Baghavandas urges Jthat we should guard

ourselves against tho hypnotic influence of* words

and phrases like household drudgery etc. in

making readjustments in our social arrangements

and our ways of life with reference to our women.

A falbo perspective is given to what is called tho

drudgery work of women at homo which is really

far more interesting and far more natural than

that which is known as professional and dignified

work. Tho education given to our women must

be such as to avoid such false notions of dignity

and drudgery, After discussing certain social

problems like tho abolition of the purdah, tho

raising of the ago of marriage, tho re- marriage of

widows otc., tho learned Eabu discusses the Patel

Hill of in tor-marriage. His romarks on tho sub-

ject may bo found interesting incidentally.

Apart from the merits of the case,
-

some much res

pee t.od leaders of public opinion have oppressed tho

view that tin* question is one lor autonomous settle-

ment within the community itself, as a purely social

matter, without invoking the help ol what is as yet a

predominantly foreign legislative. Against tins view

it may lie argued that m tho anfient scheme such a

social matter was held to be very much within tho

purview of legislative activity ot the State, and

secondly, that to mdueo the existing legislation to

deal with such matters ami decide them m accordance

with enlightened public opinion is an important step

in the conversion of that legislature from its foreign

to an indigenous character.

If tho Bill should become law. legal difficulties as

to tiie inheritance of property by the issue ok mar-

riages contracted under it would he solved, Hut

some subtle questions as to the “caste ” of the wile

and the progeny may be raised foi social and acade-

mical purposes ponding the complete restoration ol

the vocational significance ol caste
; but tlie questions

.should offer no serious difficulty. Even in the inde-

pendent wost, the woman takas tho name of the

husband. In India, she already takes his Gotra,she

would take his caste naturally
; and the children

would be after the father s caste,
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Russian Religious Sects

In the December number of The Occult Review

the Editor writes of the various Russian religious

sects which undermined respect for authority and

led partly to the Resolution of 1917. All the

followers of these sects were more or less vision-

aries with Communistic conceptions of life
;
and

some sects gave a powerful opportunity to the

impostor. The Soutaievtzi founded
^
by Sutaiufl’

travel from place to place preaching that true

Christianity consists in the love of one’s neighbour

and that there is only one religion, the religion

of love and pity. They„were for the abolition of

private ownership, armies and war. The Sons of

God
t

another band, maintain that all beings

are manifestations of the Divinity, and that

there are as many Christs as there are men and as

many lloly Virgins as thero aro women. The

White robed Believers were strict vegetarians, thoy

did not smoke or drink alcohol and abstained

from tea, milk ‘and eggs. The Stranglers were

opposed to any one being left to die a natuial

death. The Fugitives
,

another sect, adopted as

their belief, the Satanic origin of the Church, the

state and the law and repudiated marriage, pay-

ment of taxes and' all submission to authority,

The Douchobortzi, a sect dating from the 18 th

century, taught the equality of man and tho

uselessness of public authority. The Molokanes

living solely on a milk diet taught that where

there is the Holy Ghost, there is also liberty and

enjoined the duty of sheltering criminals who fled

from justice, because the culprits may repent and

their crimes wiped out. The Stoundisls were,

Communists who prohibited the amassing of

wealth and advocated a system of mutual exchange

of goods. The Merchants of Paradise
,

founded

by one Kornvaloff offer absolution of sins in

return for offerings. Rasputin was a preacher
‘

of one of those new faiths. Those have enabled

the democratic upheaval to jsweep all before it and

have victimised the intellectuals.

National Education
Mr. S. Subramanyam writing in the Edmation-

al Review for January puts forth a vigorous plea

for a complete system of National Education

suitod to the requirements of India. In doing so

he lays bare tho existing dofectB of the present

oducational machinery—Elementary, Secondary,

and University. *

After quoting figures to show that the expen-

diture spent on education annually by the

Government in India is very poor compared to

that of other countries, he prooecds with the

argument that the men turned out from tho

Indian Universities with the degress of B. A, and

M. A. aro utterly unlit for any technical calling

because of the too literary system of education

they have received. They are lit to bicome clerks

in a government oflice, Even these clerical posts

are reserved only for the favoured few. Tho rest

are left in tho lurch. Tho habit of applying for

examinations and failing in them has become pro-

verbial in every Indian household. The Univer-

sity degress in India have neither a cultural value

nor a professional value. r

The writer throws out some constructive sug*

getitions to be followed in the future.

The Government of India should take upon

itself the design, organisation and execution of

systematic technical education and there is urgent

need for it to bestir itself.

He says that the problem is two- fold, one to

give elementary education even if neoessary com-

pulsory and secondly that a small proportion has'

received elementary education hitherto but no

technical education. For that portion we should

organise technical schools, in every small town,

technical colleges in overy large town, and a

technical University in tho metropolis.

The writer asks the question whose fault is it

that, after 160 jears of British rule in India, the

majority of the educated olasee* are unable

to earn a competent living. He awwert the
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(juiwliion fty wvyiug that the fault is not wKtifa

the Government for they have expressed their

willingness to promote industrial education as is

evii^onced by a committee that has boon appointed

at tho instance of the Government of India some

time back. In that rfport the Commissioners

state that there is a strongly expressed desire For

colleges like the Sydenham Collego of Commerce

in Bombay and in other parts of India as well. *J*Hr

Henry Maine in his addross at the Calcutta

University Convocation in 1RGG has vigorously

pleaded fdr technical and industrial education.

If the Government and the University have

pledged themselves to forward tho oau^e of Indus-

trial education in India why has it not* been able

to make any progross worth tho name ? It is

due to the call -usness of tho educational reformers
I

and none else.

The creation of now Universities on tho model

of the existing onos will not”improve tho situation

a bit. It will simply increase the number of dis-

contented and unemployed.

The Case for Dyarchy in Burma
The proposals of Sir Reginald Craddock ap-

proved by the Government of India croato an Exe-

cutive Council of six of whom three will be non-

officials and all arc the nominoos of the Governor.

They are to work in doublo harness, the depart-

ments being distributed among the various cou-

ples. In cases of disagreement, an appeal lies

to the Govornor-in-Oouncil. In the\Legislature»

thero is a theoretical elected majority
;

but these

are recruited by a system of indirect election and

tho budget is placed beyond their control.

This scheme only reproduces the features of the

Morley-Minto Councils and aggravates them by a

large increase in the number of elocted members,

Says a writer in the Asiatic Review :

Responsibility is exactly what this scheme withholds;

and its realization is possible only by use of the

method of dyarchy. The idea of Sir Reginald Crad-

dock and the Government of India is apparently to

choose two Burmans, and train them so that they

may be transformed into Ministers at some later date.

But what will happen if, whUn that golden day
arrives, the Legislative Council refuses to extend its

confidence to them ? Upon the showing of the
Lieutonant-Govornor and his friends, no other compe-
tent Burmana exist. As for the members of the
Legislative Council under such conditions, they will

have received a training *4n hostile criticism, and
nothing more. From this impasse thore is no-escape
blit dyarchy. If any risk is involved, it must be
taken, for training can only be given by the grant
and acceptance of responsibility— that is to say, by
tho actual oxerciso of tho duty of cfioice and also of
the duty of decision, in circumstances in which an
uecount must be rondorod of errors, not to official

colleagues, hyt to the elected representatives of the
people id tho Legislature. Dyarchy is admittedly a
half-way house, but it has boon applied to tho rest of
British India, and the Burmese have every r|ght to
insist that they shall not be denied tho now privileges
which have boon given without hositation to the
people of Orissa and Assam.

Prosperity and Debt in the Punjab
Mr. M. C. Darling, lately Registrar of Co-ope-

rative Socioties in the Punjab, reviews the causes

for increasing indebtedness among the Punjab

peasantry in the current number of the Indian

Jtmmal of Economics. (January, 1921). Every

district in the province except Simla shows an

increase in the net mortgage debf and the total

indebtedness is not less than double the mortgage

debt. The explanation seems to bo that in a few

areas good harvests, high prices, an increase in

the value of tho land have led to a sudden access

of.prosperity which facilitate* mortgage. Here

prosperity and debt would appoar to bo intimately

connected. But ordinarily where small proprie-

tors are concerned, thejnain causes of indebted-

ness are^(l) bad seasons \2) increase of population

without a corresponding increase in production

(;i) expansion of cultivation (4) splitting up of

holdings (5) purchase of land on credit (6) high

prices and (7) facilo credit. Thero are-other

causes also such as intensive agriculture which

demands more capital and the power ofj^the

usurer. Of these the great expansion of credit

and the rise in prices stand huge, the former

operating throughout the province, the latter

.wherever holdings are small. Prosperity and

debt are evidently intimately connected, leading

to the lesson that credit should be controlled.

Underlying the whole
B
is tho problem of small

holdings,
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An Indian Mfysionary Grievance

It is essentially a bare act of justice that the

Christian cl&rgy and teachers of Indian birth

^should receive the same income and occupy the

* same rtatua as those! of foreign nationalities

There should be no casuistical argument put

1

forward that missionaries are only provided with

a living wage and that the living wage of an

Indian is much less than that of a European or

an American in India, The Editor of The East

0ndth£ West (January, 1921) has the following

pertinent note on tho question.

“Our own belief is that tho missionary societies

^WOhld be wise to take action, and that immedia-

* fcely, in view of romoving a grievance which,

whether just or unjust, is felt by a largo number

Of Indians. "We should be disposed to otter

foreign and Indian clergy who are possessed of

equal educational qualifications equal stipends,

and to arrange that these stipends should be

higher than those now offered to Indian clergy,

but somewhat lower than those now paid to

foreign missionaries. We should give an addition-

al grant tu every foreign missionary who had to

support dither a wife or children or noai relation

^outside India, and \)ay his or her passage to and

from home at stated intervals or when health

made a return necessary. Tfo do this would no

doubt require a largo expenditure of money and

probably a corresponding^reduction in the numbor

of European and American missionaries, but it

would go far towards removing the grievance

which at present exists, and would secure for the

- service of the Christian Church many of the best

educated Indians who are at present to be found

in %vernment employ/*

Rath Behan Ghose’s Speeches end Writings.

Third Edition. He. 1-4. To Subscribers of /. R ,
Ilo. 1.'

r
Q< A. Natesan & CoM Publishers G, T., Madras.

The Only Hope of India

Col. Wedgwood writing on the Passion of India

in the columns of the London Nation says that

“ there never was a Government so unpopular

with all the people as is this irremovable Govern-

ment/' After describing Mr. Gandhi's tremend-

ous influence and his alliance with “ dangerous
"

elements he says •

—

Tho only hope for India, and for England, is

that tho Government meet them half way. An

irremovable Government has got to become

removable, gradually and with grace, but romov j

able. The only wajs to deal with an iriomovablo

Government aro violent revolution or passivo

roRistance carried to the limit- anarchy in either

case, and race hatred surpassing muider A wi<te

Government would call Pandits Mc^iLil Nohiu

and Mulaviya and Lajput llai and C. 11. I)as into

conference to help doviso sch < ones for making

Government romovablo. Thoso men moan busi-

ness, and cannot bo squared, but they nro not

rash, fearing tho consequences like all true

statesmen.

INDIA IN INDIAN AND FOREIGN
' PERIODICALS

Tni Place of IInut in rnK Indian Vernacu-

lars Ky Abdul Majid, da, m r a h
,

The

Modern Review, March 1921.

India and< Imperial Preference. By R. M.

Joshi [Journal of the Indian Economic Society,

December 1920]

Principles of Finance in Indian Stater.

By “An Indian Thinker.” [The Hindustan

Review, January—February 1921].

The Rate of Propagation of Co-operatite

Socikties in Bengal. By Mr. J. T, Donovan

I.C.S. [The Bengal, Behar and Orissa Co*

operative Journal].



QUESTIONS 0f IMPORTANCE
Miv Andrew* 6a Independence

' In* varies of four articles contributed to the

p^efs* %Ir. 0 . F. Andrews urges that the im-

mecHJ^e goal of India^should be complete inde-

pendence." 5e argues that the continuance of

fQjfeaigti domination will still further weaken any

prospect of gaining freedom. He is convinced

that the process of slow and steady reform can

never bring about the desired end. Quoting the

words of Sir John Seeley, Mr. Andrews points

out the futility of the policy of slow reform or

bloody revolution . He deprecates both as

impracticable and enunciates his kith in Mr.

Gandhi’s plan of Non-Co operatioV In the

course of his final article Mr. Andrews writes :

—

The more deeply I studied the history of India and
went to impartial historians, like Seeley, for my infor-

mation, the mfirn T f°un(l out that a violent revolution

was not neeoed. India had not been conquered by
British arms, but by the employment of Indian mer-
cenary troops undqr British direction. Therefore, the

reversal of this process of conquest did not need an
appeal to militaryviolence. It demanded simply a
psychologicalRevolt in the minds of the Indian people.

To repeat the passage from Sir John Seeley:— “If the

feeling of a common nationality began to exist in

Indiaonly feebly; if, without any active desire to drive

out the foreigner, it only created a notion that it was
shameful to assist the foreigntr in maintaining his

domination, from that day almost our Empire would
cease to exist."

Thus the verdict of the most sober English histo-

rians is this, that India, without a single hand being
lifted to strike a single blow, can determine her own
destiny. The sheer weight of numbers,- throe hun-
dred and twenty millions against a few thousands,

—

is so great, that if these numbers could onco speak
with one mind, their will must be carried out.

But how to create a psychological revolution? How
to bring about an entire reversal of In$an sentiment
from dependence to independence ? How to get rid

of the inveterate fear of the Englishman among the
common people? How to create among the masses
“the notion that it was shameful to assist the foreign-

er in maintaining his domination”?—These were the
questions that haunted me for years, after I had once
for all realiaed'how deep the iron of subjection had
entered into the soul of India. I hoped against hope,
year after year, that the mentality of India would
change, but until a short time ago I confess that there
was only little to give me confidence.

I disliked from the very first the pretentious and
bombastio pronouncement of August, 1917, which
arrogated to tne British Parliament the right to judge
the time and manner of each advance towards full

responsible Government. This pronouncement was
vitmted again by the fact that India was permanently
to remain an integral part of the British

1

Empire.
As the president if the Nagpur Congress rightly

observed, "this kind of thing is,nothing short of a
pretension to a divine right t^' absolute rule over
India”. So then, I felt that there wasjmt little hope
of India’s independence of soul being built up on this

purely evolutionary basis.
* Furthermore, the camouflage of equal seats for

India, along with Australia «. ate., on the Imperial
Copference, and on the League of Nations, wps too
thia to deceive anybody. The one instance qf Sir

Arthur Hirtzel, of the India Office, signing the Treaty
of Sevres, on behalf of the Indian Nation is sufficient

to show the depth of humiUa|j|pn to *which India has
sunk under British Rule owing to such hypocrisies.

Again, in spite qf Australian policies, South
African Indiaji ghettos, and every other Indian raoidl

degradatfons within the British Empire Indians are
forced to remain in it, as an integral part, whether
they wish it or not. •

So then, in the atmosphere of August Pro*W: f

tions, Reform Councils, Imperial Conferences, g&l
Esher ana Lovett Reports, I have had none ofmyw<
doubts answered. Those things only appear to me to
prolong indefinitely the dependence of India ftjmp
Great Britain. Indeed, they seem deliberately intSn?
ded to do so. No, No. Along this evolutionary path*
which has been tried generation after generation;
along this pathway of Reform Councils,—which is

strewn with Proclamations and promises Unfulfilled^

there appears to me to be but little hope of final delf-*

vorance. Independence will he undermined, as often
as

#
it is built up.

Talaat Bey
It is reported that Talaat Ex-grand

Vizier of Turkey who has been living in Berlin

was shot dead by a Persian. The motive for the

crime is said to be revenge for the Turkish treat-

ment of Armenia,



** UTTERANCES OF THE DAY
The Dnhe*« Farewell Message

E B. Hr '(His Duke Of OoQMUght, on the «n
of h» departure from India, delivered the follow-

teg feeling message at Bombay on the 28th

Your Excellency and gentlemen,—In a Vew

"hum the shores of this dear land* of India will

' pass from my * eighth To the very best of my
' endeavour 1 have discharged the task which His

llajeaty the King-Emperor entrusted to me.

But I am an old man now and where I have

to achieve what a more youthful vigour of

Sipl and body might have accomplished, India,

^ with the kindmM and loyalty she has always

towards the Royal House, will gene-

Berlook my shortcomings and console her

tment with the thought that I came to

true and tried friend bound to her by

fMuy links and under the spoil of old and happy

memories, I came to her in a spirit of affection

sympathy ^nd in that spirit to day I leave

jltfr comforted and sustained in the hour of

parting by the firm grip of the hand which

Bombay has given to me and by the moving and

afc^too gracious words in which Your Excellency

now bids me godspeed,

What is there that I can say to India in this

b$ur of farewell ? Only this, that I have not

moved among her peoples and her cities with

ears end closed eyq'. I have seen, I have

^ead and X have listenad and I have trieu to sift

the grain from the chaff. If India will accept

0»e as an impartial and unbiassed judge, free to

speak as I choose, let me tell her this. I |m
* glad t£at I came to India to do the work which

hA have done and as I fervently pray, so I firmly

believe that the new constitutions now inaugurate

place India securely on the upward road and

through them, if moderation rules your

^Snnsels, if you practise wisely what to discard

gU what to establish, the high ideals which India

dfor will assuredly be realised, press

forward on the broad highway which now lies

open before you and the future is in your hands.

And as you march onward* remember that the

future has its roots in the past. Do not forget

the story of your nationhoods unfolding an! the

glamour of thdlong comradeship between this

vast eastern continent and the little island in the

far northern seas.

You know how a frail plant will establish itself

at the foot of a forest tree, how it will struggle

upwards sheltered by the giapt’s shade, dinging

as it grows till at last it swells in mighty sinews

upon the central trunk repaying strength with

strength, lading its powerful aid againBt the

shock of Ejjorm and tempest. There they stAnd

together,cseparate yet bound, and the hour which

decrees the fall of the one must inevitably

bring the other in rum to dpftt. Thus do

I conceive the relationship in which Great

Britain and India now stand. » Long may they

so continue with mutbal sympathy, their sap and

loyalty to a joint throne, the spring from which

they draw their united strength.

And what message can I take back to England?

I shall say this, that fct greater effort must he made

in England to understand and appreciate the

Indian point of view The voice -of India has not

carried the weight and does not carry the weight

which India has a right to claim. To my mind

one outstanding merit of India’s new constitution

is that the view of the Government of India must

henceforth / reigh more heavily in the scale as

more truly representing the Indian point of view

than it has done in the past But in the main

my message to England will be one of high

confidence. I shall say the heart of India is

sound and true Her loyalty is untarnished,

Her progress is great and her hopes are high,

Keep in close and sympathetic touoh with her.

Send her your best. Your second Jliet will not

be good enough and you need have no doubt or

misgivings as to the course of your 'future

partnership.



FEUDATORY INDIA
The Ruler of Kashmir

Id the course of his speech H. E. the Viceroy

said it the Durbar at Jammu on March 5th .

—

I have come to restore to Your Highness the full

powers of administration which you voluntarily

resigned in the early days of your rule and replace in

your hands the full authority which your ancestors

enjoyed. The restoration of these powers has been

a gradual process, an ‘important stage of which was

the transfer to your Highness in 1905 of tho adminis-

tration powers then vested in tho State Council,

subject to certain conditions. During my last visit

I had the pleasure of relaxing these conditions

and my object in coming here to-day is to remove

altogether such restrictions as still remain. In taking

this step I have followed the traditional policy of His

Majesty's Government whioh is, to use the words of

my distinguished predecessor, Lord Curzon, to

safeguard the prestige and authority of the Rulers of

the Indian States. I have been moved further with a

desire to reward the Ruler of Kashmir for the splendid

work done the State during the late War. In the

eotfrse of this.great struggle the Rulers of the Indian

ftatesirejldertd fcervioes whioh will never be forgotten.

Many of them did personal service in the field. All

gave freely of their man-power and resources in the

supply of fighting men, perhaps the most valuable

contributions of all. Kashmir ocoupies an enviable

positta among the States of India, for not less than

81,000 combatants were enlisted in the Indian army.

.Water Scheme for Hyderabad
The “ Indian Industries and Power ” writing on

the above subject in its January number, says

thfjt the big filter installation which has bgen in

thi> process of erection in the Hyderabad City is

nearing completion. It further suggests that

th$ scheme when accomplished will be the largest

of its kind in India.

At present the main source of water supply to

Hyderabad is the Gudipet lake, a large reservoir

which contains about 60 feet of water. «fft I

»

unnecessary to go into the details of the scheme4

,

enough if we mention that there are 5 service

reservoirs and their total storage capacity is put %

down at 12 million gallons per day.

The entire machinery is to be worked by elec-

tricity. Distribution to consumers will be effect*

ed. through the service mains connected to the

service reservoirs which run from the filters direct

to the trunk mains and are not .tapped en routet

this being a feature of special importance in the

system of reticulation.

Hyderabad is the home of beautiful architec-

ture, public buildings of Moghul and lndo-Sara-

cenic type, and palatial residences poised ou lofty

eminences, while the ingenuity of its engineers

has been otherwise worthily dissipated in the

assiduous pursuance of a comprehensive program*

me of civic improvemei^s and the evolution dt

various
#
irrigation projects, to be followed by

others which are under contemplation.

The Gwalior State

A Communique says:—In pursuance jjf thb

policy enunciated in paragraph 301 of the Report

on Indian Constitutional Reforms and With the

previous approval of Mis Majesty’s Secretary of

State for India, the Government of India have

, issued orders for the separation pf the Gwalior

State from the Central India Agency and the

establishment of direct relation* between that

State and the Govefhment of India through

* Resident of Second Claf$«



INDIANS OUTSIDE INDIA

Indians in East .Africa

Jt will be remembered that the Government of

had received no reply from the Secretary of

State to their despatch about the position of

Xndmne in East Africa, the reply having bwen

partly delayed by Lord Milner’s resignation.

The Despatch' opens by laying down the prin-

ciple that there is no justification in a Crown

Colony or Protectorate for assigning to, British

Indians a status in any way inferioi to that of

any <k>her class of llis Majesty’s subjects, and yet

this is what has been done undei Lord
t
Milner’s

decision, which assigns an
t

inferioi status to

British Indians in the East African territories

() by not granting them due and elective re-

presentation on the legislative and municipal

councils;

() by insisting upon the application of the

principle of segregation of races
;
and

(c) by putting restrictions on ownership of

loud by them.

The Government of India consider these three

vital issues separately.

The Despatch winds up by suggesting the ap-

pointment of a Ro^yal Commission to oonsider the

whole question of the administration of the East

African territories, the inclusion of Indian ques-

tion in the teams of reference and the

fcfrepresentation of the [ overnraent of India

on the Commission. 4

Indian Grievances in Australia

Replying to a complaint from a prominent

Indian journalist that he was not permitted
t

to

enter Australia and that Indian merchants were

unable to establish agencies in that country, Mr.

Poyiiton recalls that, at the Imperial Conference

in 1918, the Australian Government extended the

arrangement made in 1905 wheieby Indian mer-

chants, tourists and students were permitted to

40Kt*r the country on passports and also the wives

|||| children of Indians permanently domiciled in

AlMtodfo’

Jhe Condition of Indians in Fiji

In the course of a statement to the press re-

garding the proposed Government Deputation to

Fiji, Mr. 0. F. Andrews writes :

—

I trust that a final settlement may soon be

reached on many vital issues, such as education,

religious privileges, land settlement, citizen rights,

marriage regulations, as well as a full redress be

made of these labor grievances which are pressing

the Indians hard at present. Strikes to-day aro

not a phenomenon ol one country only It may

even be best
r
in the long run for the Indians to

settle this ^/’esent labour trouble by themselves

without direct help from India. They will have

by doing so self i chance. In order to avoid any

possible misunderstanding I should like to

make clear that 1 have no thought'mmy mind of

becoming a member of the Government Depute

-

*

tion. What I hope to do is to go out once again

independently, m exactly the same way in which

I have gone out on previous occasions. , . I

should add that during the last four months 1

have been in constant communication with the

Government of India on this subject. With con-
*

siderable hesitation, I took upon myself the res-

ponsibility of suggesting that *the proposed

Government Deputation from India might also

delay its arrival in Fiji till the autumn. I should

then be able to assist it with my experience while

carrying on, at the same time, my own individual

investigations in an independent capacity. This

would mean that I should follow exactly the same

course which I followed in Africa last year.

An important fact has reached me, which makes

the delay comtemplated not so serious from

another point of view. 1 find from a third cable-

gram that the desire to leave Fiji on the part of

resident Indians has considerably diminished. This

appears to be due to certain important concessions

to Indians, which have been recently made.



197INDUSTRIAL&COMMERCIAL SECTION
The Chambers of Commerce

The Chambers of Commerce of India and Co}lon

metyit their annual confefrenco at Cakutta on the

:24th and 25th January last. In the course of the

discussion many important topics were threshed

out, andfcmong the resolutions passed were the

following

That tins Assoc iat ion is ol tho opinion tint ii is

desirable to provide by 1 iw

(a) For the registration of p irtnerships

(b) For the registration ol business n imp’.

And thaklhe Government ol lndn b» ricjm sled to

introduce the Jegi lution nncsnr\ to /ivt cited to

these resolutions, it thn4> irliesi possible me ru^nt

That this Associ ition is strongly otVpimou tint

the present method of financing the aimual captil

expenditure prcgrimmeol railwMsin this iountr\

aud the general svnHiii ol conti ol o\cr<ised by

Government over their administration, are in urgent

need of revision md rd >rm

This r< iffTn mo turtle i considers tint as n

essential c oi dition i>rc ( c dent to sudi ren rni im Lodi

ate steps shou'd^bc talin to rtndc i tin rnlwix
administration^ independent pi the piovsnnsot the

general budget, md to se< ure lor them i stp irat

budget of their own

Moro important than these icsolutions was tho

discussion on the Exchange question Sn Montigu

Webb, on bolnlf ol the kuadi Chamber ot

Commeice moved*the lolloping lesolution

In view ol the \ery dibit ult Imam nil situ it ion

brought about by the sudden ind wide Hue tu itions ip

sterling exchange, this Association ret omn ends the

appointment of a special committee, to « onsider in

concert with Government, what stops r in best be

taken to improve tho serious tin mail conditions,

that are now facing some sections ot tho mercantile

community of this country.

In moving the resolution Sir Mr^itagu Webb

urged that Government by its action in belling

Reverse Councils had aggravated tho exchange

disease and sold over £37 milions out ol our

Gold Standard Reserve.

The Sat Narayan Piece Goods Association -of

Karachi very pertinently asked why Government

should not sell Reverse Councils now, even at 2s.

in a period of grave crisis when they held nearly

£40 millions in London for the expiess object of

supporting exchange. The public now very

badly wanted Reverse Councils at Government’s

own rate,

Let Governnfent sell enough Hevcrso Councils
through the local branches of tho Exc lunge Links at

two shillings to the rupee to cover all the goods that

wore actually ordered last year, when tho rupoo was
over two shillings “ and which have not yet been paid
fer and delivered.” Thit ik all. Tf Government will

gi /o that much assistance, then trade cflu pull

through
*

The Hon Mr W. M Haile} raid, in the course

of his reply to the criticisms, that Government

couldr make no commitment that they should .

compensate* importers to the extent of the

dilloionce between tho market rate a^d an

assumed rate d 1 shillings, and ho condemned

the polioy of the repudiation of contracts

But, assuming tL it* the apj rehension w as justified*

he could not himself holicvi that tho particular
remedy suggested by Sir Montagu Webb was either

lo iiiblo or n «soniblc Grant foi moment that they
were to announce i policy of that kind, then they
would in the first place have to insist that they
should go right aw ly buk to the time when importers
h id effected their contrac ts under tho now conditions
of exchange If they had to take two shillings as a
In sis, importers who happened to make a profit at a
higher rite would certainly have to give back to tho
lav payer such pioht Then as to the people who had
stood up to their contracts, were they to be compen-
sated and what justification could bo given to the
t iv-pa.var lor compensating them i Bui, above all,

there was tho initial objection to accepting the
principle— a principle of llic most far reaching conse-
quences tb it any tr ido oi any ono section of a
trade, should be compensated at the general expense,
on account of trade losses

#
ISn Montagu Wobb with drew his resolution.

Bombay Development Departments
The Government Ttf Bomba}, in the Transferred

Departments, hay© a\ pointed a Committee con-

sisting* of Euiope.ui and •Indian Members, with

Sn M, Vteveewara}}!! as President, to draw up

a comprehensive scheme foi tho development of

tochnical and industrial education in the

. Presidency

Tata’s Mill Hands

Messrs, Tata and Sons, Ltd , have sanctioned

a number of welfare concessions to their mill

operatives in Bombay, which include two months’

wages to women workeis as maternity allowance,

a sick benefit fund on a contributory basis, com-

pensation for accidents and opening pf savings

banks to encourage thrift.
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The Institute of Engineers

Th* Indian Institute of Engineers was inaugu-

rated by His Excellency the Viceroy in the

of the D.ilhousie Institute on Wedcfs-

23rd February, last. After an expression^

'Sympathy and cordial welcome from Lord Ronald-

<dteyf
Sir Rajendra Nath Mukerjee, the President

the Institute spoke on the origin and aims of

( the Institute. The Institute, he saiti, came into

,in September, 1920, as the result of a

general desire of those engineers in India who are

members of the great parent institutions in

fctojjtaud to form a corporate .body which should

safeguard their interests, provide means of ex*

Change of views on professional engineering

tamCters and a medium for the expression of

authoritative opinions on engineering problems of

interest. The idea of such a central definite

Wy took shape under tfie guidance of Sir Thomas

fiftdlttnd. Stressing on the all India character of

thO Association, Sir Rajendra Nath said :

ftk membership is designed to include all professio-

nal Engineers of whatever particular branch, irrespec-

tive of race and creed, colour or political views. Its

representative nature can be clearly seen in the

composition of the firtf Council. It is in the highest

degree satisfactory ,that our Institution has been

brought into being with the blessing of the three great

parent Institutions of Great Britain. India has owed

jmich to her engineers in the past, and I confidently

predict, will owe a still greater,lebt in the future. As

an Indian I should like to tike this opportunity of

acknowledging the spirit /f comradeship and co-

operation in which British engineers have extended

the hand of fellowship t& their Indian colleagues.

In the course of the war the engineering

profession even in India was able to do a great

great deal. But much yet remains to be done
^

in

times of peace.

India possesses its owrf peculiar engineering pro-

blems, largely due to the seasonal character of its

rainfall, rendering agriculture precarious without

Irrigation, and hydro-electrical schemes impracticable

Without storage. Further problems arise from the

vast area covered by the Indo-Gangetic alluvial tract

hud from the Dofccan trap, by the unequal distribution •

,
\&f goal, and the absence of navigable rivers in the

7toa}n*u)ar area.
'Viifep development of the material resources of India

Itberto been retarded by the slow progress which

ton tnade in establishing engineering industries

la this country. In recent years, the commercial

which has attended the operation of modern

blast-furnaoes and steel works has opened out a big
field for further development* in metallurgical indus-

tries of every kind, in which so far very little has been
done. The manufacture of maohinery in this country
is still in its infancy and the big textile industries like

those of jute in Bengal and cotton in Bombay are
greatly hampered by reason of the fact that their base
for the supply of manufacturing plant in still 6,000 or

7,000 miles distant. gl

Tho construction of railways and the use of

subterranean water are essentially tasks of the

engineers. To-day the need for an adequate

supply of practical engineers is more important

than ever, owing to the rapid advance, of science

as applied to industry. Moreover India, in

collaboratiur/ with the Engineering Standards

Association must promulgate a definite system

of British Engineering Standards, The Institu-

tion will largely interest itself in administrative

and economic questions and its mffliiters should

be in a position to assist states and local adminis-

trations in respect qf industrial activities And

engineering schemes.

The Vicoroy performed the inauguration

ceremony and eulogised the idea of bringing

engineers of all kinds together and of introducing

juniors as Associate Members,, He then pro-

ceeded to say :

—

r The founding of this Institution shows the will

to improve and expand the technical industries of

India on the part of those in whose hands the

responsibility for this expansion will mainly rest.

The Government may set up a Department of Indus-

tries, but it is only when it knows that those who
represent the industrial activities of the country are

also banding/ hem selves together for its advancement
that there is*any assurance that tho material to work
with is there. And the new Department of Industrie#

in India will certainly look towards the Institution

of engineers both for the initiation of schemes and

for assistance in their development. The Institution,

with its members drawn from every branch of the

engineering profession, will have unique opportunities

of detecting early the technical needs of each develop-

ing industry and of advising Government to consider

and, where it lies within its power, to open the way
for whatever innovation the situation calls for.

The Viceroy and Sir Thomas Holland were

enrolled as the 1st and 2nd Honorary Members

of the Institute. The Viceroy, while thanking

Sir R. N. Mukerjee, instituted a prize of Re, 500

to be given annually to a member of the Insti-

tute for the best paper on engineering subjects,
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Skyrider. By E. M. Bower. Methuen & Co.,

London.

Ttfa is a pleasantly written up-to-date narra-

tive of ranch life in the Far W est. Tho hero,

Jonny Jewel, starts life as a cowboy in Arizona

on the borders of Mexico, but curiously enough,

his ambition in life was aviation. The means by

which he realises his dream of becoming an avia-

tor in the unpromising life and limitations of a

ranch afford interesting materials for the story.

There is alrfo the inevitable love interest which

starts right from the commencomentvn tho shape

of a hopeless attachment on the part the hero

to the daughter of the millionaire owner of the

ranch, but we are steadily led in the usual manner

through the usu il vicissitudes to the inevitable

conclusion ot the happy marriage. The story is

well told and interest in it does not Hag from

cover to cover.

The Lure of the Past By Anthony Arm

strong, London. Stanley Paul S: Co., Essex

Street, Strand.

A well-written story depicting past lives in pre-

vious births in the"style of Phra, the Phoenician,

Billy Ainsworth, a young painter in London is

accidentally thrown into a vision, while holding a

circlet of beads, of a past life in Egypt when as a

priest he fell in love with a princess, and tho

course of their true love had the usual violent

termination. Beset with a great teu^ptation to

soar further into his pist births and live again

his previous lives, he goos about, utterly neglect-

ing the aims and interests of his present life and

career, in quest, of objects which would put him

in link with the long-severed past. He gets into

touoh with a prehistoric cave-dweller’s life when

he was Yeonfal, the Stone Man, and again succes-

sively through phases of some more previous lives

as a priest at the time of the Inquisition, a Bur-

mese dacoit and finally a gladiator in the time of

Nero. The whole makes up a weird story.

The Captive*' • By Hugh Walpole—-Macmil-

lan’s Empire Library.

This is a powerful novel whose motif is a keen

st' dy in religious psychology. Th% author

tells us that the people whom he creates and

causes to live "before us “are aU captives in a

stnange country, trying to find an escape there-

from, each in his oV her own fashion back to the

land of tftieir birth—for the land *was there, the

fight to get back to it was real.” Chief of ^these

captives is Maggie Cardinal, the profound* ana-

lysis and Mevelopraent of whose character—one of

singulm beauty in its honesty and fearless truth-

fulness and singleness of purpose,—is the main

theme of the book. By the sudden death of her

father before she is twenty, she is thrown for a

home on the bounty of two maiden aunts, who

ara shining lights among the Kingscote Brethren,

a small neo-religious sect whose faith is pinned

on the expectation of the speedy ^second coming

of the Lord Jesus, and on the belief that they

themselves are the sole recipients of this revela-

tion. The scenes in tho ugly little chapel of this

sect and tho characters of the loaders are power-

fully drawn. In these surroundings we follow

Maggio’s course with korn interest through her

first love affair, her subsequent unfortunate mar-

riage and to the fim$. stage when this storm-

tossed captive has won sVme measure of freedom

and peace.

All of us are captives in more senses than one,

The characters in this book are drawn with

special roforence to the environments, hence the

peculiar application of the name. The total

divorce between religion and character which is

one of the ironies of life in the West is drawn hy

the author with a ruthless realism. Religmp iq

the West is to the ordinary individual a Sunday

garment, it is of men’s life a thing apart
;

in the

Eftst, especially in India, it is one’s whole exis-

tence.



DIARY OF THE MONTH
Fab. 16. Messrs. \azirul Huq and Rajendra

Prasad were forbidden to enter An ah.

Fab. 17. Messrs Yakub Hassan, and three

others were arrested* at Calicut and sentenced

to
t
tf nfbnths.

^

Feb. 18 The Milner Report on the Egyptian

problem has been issued

.

Feb 19 The Reformed Bombay Council assem-

bled foi the first time in Bombay
' i

Feb. 20. A sefious not occunod betwoen Sikh

Mi.hants and Sikh pilgrims at Nankana Sxhib

Feb. 21 Sir Robert Baden-Powcll arrived in
h

Calcutta. ,

DR. WOODROW WILSON
The fietinny Pi evident

Feb 22. The London Conference for the revi-

sion of the Treaty of Sevres opened to day.

Feb 23 In the House of Lords it was decided

to appoint a Committee of 1 1 Lords to join the

Committee 'of the House of Commons as &

Standing Committee on Indian affairs.

24. A deputation Qf the elected Mussalman

Councillors of the Council of State and the

Indian Legislative assembly waited upon the

Viceroy on the subject ojf Turkish Peace Terms

Feb. 25 H. R H The Duke presented colours
9

to Indian Regiments at PoQna. (

Feb. 20. H IVT the King to day received Lord

Reading in audience

Feb. 27 Indian students m London entertained

Lord Reading to day

Feb. 28 II R II the Duke of Connaught left

India to day fiom Bombay

Mar 1 Hon Mr W M Hailey, presented the

Budget for 192 1-22 in the Legislative Assembly.

PRESIDENT HARDING
Tht Nev Piesuhnt,

Mar. 2. Mr. Ramsay Macdonald has been elect-

ed Labour Member for Parliament in the

Woolwich bye-election

Herr Von Simons presented the German counter-

proposals to the Reparations Conference.

Mar. 3. Sai) ed Zia ud-din has formed a new

ministry in Persia.

Mar. 4. Woodrow Wilson ceases to be president

of U, S A. from to day,

Mr. Harding was inaugurated President,
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Trimbakji of Tannah
e romantic story of Trimbo.kji’s escape from

the fort with tho help of a groom is told by BLhop

flebor. The groom with a good record ollored

his services to the commanding otlicm . “lie was

accepted, and had to keep his horse under the

window of Trimhakji's prison. Nothing remark-

aide was observed in his conduct, oxcopt a more

than usual. attention to his horse, and a habit

while currying and cleaning him, of singing verses

of M.ihratta songs, all apparently rotating to his

trade, At length Trimbakji disappeared, and the

groom followed him; on which it was recollected

that his singing had barn made up of verses like

the following

Behind the bu^h the bowmen bide.

Tho horso beneath the tree,

Where shall I hud a knight will ride

Tho jungle paths with me *

There are live and fifty coursers there,

And four and fifty men;

When the fifty- fifth shall mount his steed,

The Deccan thrives again.

A New Life of Scott

Messrs. Black will shortly publish “ Tho

Intimate Life of Sir Walter Scott,” by Archi-

bald Stalker, who is able to include a consider-

able amount of new material. Tho ^vholo story

of Scott’s first lovo is told for the first time, and

new light is thrown on his parents and family

life at Abbotsford. A detailed account is givon,

of his business, connections and the financial dis-

aster of 182(L which brought him a debt of over

XI 20,000.
^

Prices of Newspapers
The Newspaper World states that over 700

notifications of increases in the price of news-

papers and periodicals, have been made during

1920 and up-to-date.

Mr. Wells* Ne;X Book
Mr. H. G. Volls outlines a scheme for a

vsovoreign world-system in his new book, “ The

Salvaging of Civilization.” “The idea that now

shapes and dominates my public life,” writes the

author, “is the idea of a world politically ufiited

- of a world sccuroly and permanently at pence.”

. The Independent Press
According to the statement of the Saturday

Renew ‘ithnfo is hardly an independent paper

loft in the British Isles.” The Review explains

itself by saying that “In Scotland the Coalition

has sccuned practically every paper and in Wales

they are busy now acquiring everything they can

lay their hold on. Lord Northclifle is cross with

the Government, and perhaps it is little wonder,

for tho Coalition has great strength in its press-

gang, which includes not only newspaper proprio-

loys, nominal and real, but paper morehantR and

paper manufacturers.”

BOOKS RECEIVED.

Garibaldi and the Thousand. By George

Macaulay Trevelyan. Thomas Nelson d Sons,

Bombay and Calcutta.

Garibaldi's Defence of the Roman Republic
*1848-49. By George Macaulay Trevelyan.

Thomas Nelson A* Rons, Bombay and Calcutta.

Garibaldi and tij^e Making or Italy. By
George Macaulay "Trevelyan. Thomas Nelson

at Sons, Bombay and?,Calcutta,

Leone A Play in Seven £cts of Italian Natio-

nalism. By K. Gauha. Heath Granton Ltd.,

London.

Industrial T deals. By Victor OoIIanga. Hum-
phrey Milford Oxford University Press,

London.

Viii Ramakrishna, the Grkat Master, Vol. I.

Tho Eirly Life. By Swami Saradananda.

The Ramakrisbna Math, M) lapore, Madras.

Gandhi or Aurobindo and an appeal to Mr,

Gandhi. By Mr. P. C. Chatterjee with a fore-

word by the Hon. Mr V. S. Srinivasa Sastri.

' S. C. Roy, 10, Hastings Street, ‘Calcutta.

The New Reforms. By A. D. Dhopeshwarkar,

Professor, Karnataka College, Dharwar. Kar-

nataka Printing Worths, Dharwar.
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Universities’ Congress
• The second Congregd of Universities of the

: Empire will be held at Oxford on July 5, 7,

And 8# As at the first Congress which met in

London in 1912* there will be a large attendanoe

0f representatives of the Universities of the

United Kingdom and of all the King!* Dominions

Overseas. For a month all delegates from

overseas will be the guest- of the Home Univer-

sities which they will visit in turn, either beforo

or after the full meeting* of Oongiess Among

the subjects for discussion at the Congress will

bo the place of the Humanities in the education

of men of science and men of afl'urs, the place of

the l^ygical and Natural Sciences in general

education, the Universities and the Teaching of

Civics, Politics, and Social Economics, the U Diver-

sities and Secondary Education* and the Univer-

sities and Technological Education. The Calcutta

University has selected, Sir Nilratan Sircar,

Principal Maitra, Dr P N Binoiiei, Mr (\ V\

Raman, Rev. Dt. N. S Aicot and Pi of D is Gupta

The Bombay Uniifeisity will be represented by

Dr. Mackichan and Dr Selby. Madras will lie

represented by Messrs Skinner, Allen, Dewsbury,

and Macphail, Sir J. IT, Sto^e and the lion. Mi.

V. S. Srinivasa Sastii. /
Donation to Lucknow University

Rai Bahadur Ashtbhuja Prasad, M. R. A. S
,

0. B. E., of Basti, has made a donation of

R8. 25 000 towards the Lucknow University for

some special purpose connected with Ilis Ex-

cellency the Governor's name. The special purpose

will oe decided hereafter.

Mr. J. C. Ghosh
'* Mr. J. 0. Ghosh, M. A., sometime Professor

1 0$
English in the Hoogly and Ripon College, has

unfed bis services free to the Punjab Swarajya

Amritsar, for national woik,

Mr. Gandhi’s Advice to Students
Mr. Gandhi, in concluding an address to the

post—graduate students of the Calcutta Univer-

sity, gave the following significant advice :

—

“ I ask the stiVlents who are gathered in this

theatre to burn their books and not to seek at the

present momont a literary career. I ask you to

work as hewors of wood and drawers of water for

the sake of “Swaraj.". I theiefore ask everyone

of you, students, to take to the spinning— wheel

and you will find the message of the spinning

wheel to be true

‘ Men, that stumble at the threshold,

Are well foretold- that danger lurks within.”

Shades of Dadabhaj Naoroji, Pherozeshah
M. Mehta and Gopal Krishna Gokhale—

S

urely
even if you do not allow that we, by our education,
were enabled to serve our country, you cannot be
blind to the fact that what power you have comes
from education.—Hindi Punch £

“ The message of the spinning wheel is that he

who takes me, he who turns me, brings “‘Swaraj”

within a measurable distance. The message of

spinning wheel is that every man, woman or

child of India will turn me for one year or eight

months
?
and I shall present in tom “Swaraj,”
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I
Be Just and 'Fear Not

The Hindi Punch suggests the .ollowing design

for a monument of justice to be placed in the

compound of Government House, Delhi, in April

next.

Replying to the congatul&lions of the Bar ut Eng-,

land on his appointment as Viceroy of India, Lord

Reading said :—To be the representative of the King-

Emperor in India is to be the representative of Justice.

I leave this Beat, the Judicial Bench, not forsaking or

abandoning the pursuit of justice, but rather pursuing

it in larger fields, and where 1 fear the road is not so

certain or so well laid. %
" ^

Bengal Vakils in Conference

A conference of Vakils and Pleaders of Bengal

was held on the 13th February at Calcutta, Mr.

Bas&nta Kumar Bose presiding. Nawab Sir

Shamsul Huda and about 400 delegates from

Calcutta and the mufassal attended. The objects

of the conference are to raise their status, defend

their rights and create esprit dt corps among

them. The President urged that Vakils should

have equal status with Barristers, and be allowed

to practise in the original side.

203

There was an animated discu^on on the second

day. After two -hours discussftm all motions relat-

ing to Non* Co* operation were negatived. Reso-

lutions were adopted urging the establishment

of a City Court in Calcutta equality of status of

Vasils and Barristers, protesting against thh new

flfigh Court Rules, urging recruitment of all

judicial officers from tho legal profession and that

halt tho number of the High Court Judges be

recruited froyi among Vakils.

Mr. Yakub Hasan
Mr. Yakub Hasan is a weil known Mussalman

publicist and K hilafat worker. He with three others,

was sentenced to six months’ imprisonment by the

Dt. Magistrate of Calicut for refusing to furnish

Mr. YAKUB HASAN.

security for good behaviour. This high handed

and arbitrary action of the executive has been

rightly condemned alike by the Nationalists and

Moderates. It emphasises the urgent need for

reforming the repressive laws on the statute book,
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. , Sub-Assistant Surgeons
*

The* following amoeg other resolutions wj re

V.passeit] at a special meeting of the Delhi Provincial

Branch of the AlMndia Sub-Assistant Surgeons*

Association held at Delhi on 30th January 1921.

]. Resolved that this Branch protests emphati-

cally against the partial treatment meted out to

Sub-Assistant Surgeons legarding pay and status,

as compared with other medical services, and

requests the Government, to fix the minimum

pay at Rs. 150 per month.

2 Resolved that this branch urges upon the

Inspector-General, Civil Hospitals, Punj ib, and

the Educational Minister, Punjab, the necessity

of raising the course of studies at the Medical

School, Amritsar, from ‘4 to 5 years within as

short a time as possible.

3, Resolved that this branch considers the

new 10 years* bond for compulsory service

required to bo signed by the Sub- Assistant

Surgeons on joining Jihe service and the students

of the Medical School, as derogatory to one’s

self-respect and freedom and nothing Bhort of

indenture labour system ^and requests the

Government to abolish it M^Jiin next 3 months.

Mental Effects of Influenza

According to Sir George Savage, says The

Hospital^ influenza, of all infectious diseases, is the

most likely to be followed by mental disorder,

which as a rule is of a favourable type for

recovery. Unfortunately, from his experience,

early youth bos been one of the most dangerous

'Alid most likely periods in which this complication

lifhtty occur. There is little doubt that backward-

i will often arise directly and indirectly from

^
causes, and it must be classed among the

note K^quetej to influenza. * ‘

Tropical Diseases

At the first meeting of tho tropical diseases

section of 4;he Royal Society of Medicine, Sir

Leonard Rogers, who was the elected first presi-

dent, pointed ou\ the necessity in our tropical

SIR LEONARD ROGERS*

lands for a ^ystern of colleges for .research and

teaching. I Co quoted the instance of the great

now school in Calcutta, which would open in

October, ria a unique example which should inspire

efforts throughout the world.

Council of Public Health
The Ministry of Local Self-Government,.

Madras, has appointed a consultative Council of

Public Health for the Madras Presidency,

consisting of the Surgeon-General, the Sanitary

Commissioner, the Commissioner of Labour, the.

President of the Corporation mu) others..,
,
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Indian Science Congress

TbjjB eighth annual meeting of the Indian

Science Congress was held at the Dalhousie Insti-

tute, Calcutta, on Monday the 5 1st January,

under the presidentship of Sir Knjendra Nath

Mukberjee. There was a large gathering of

scientists and other distinguished ladies and

gentlemen. If* F. Lord Konaldshay opened

the proceedings with a brief exhortation in which

he pointed out the need for strenuous* and sus-

tained work. lie then paid a tiijbuto to tho

scientists of Bengal who hav» striven hard to

serve the cause of learning

In splendid contrast with Ibis policy of negation

stands the solid achievement in the field of science of

men of Bengal, like Sir Prafulla Chandra Tiav and Sir

•I a Kadiak Chuiffira Bose. 1 have learnt, quite reeentl>
,

of the outst.aiding achievements in the field* of

physical chemistry of a pupil ,»f Sir J
T
i\»fulla Chandra

Ray, Dr. J C, Choife, whoso original work lias already

placed him in the front rank of physical chemists oi

the day, and the people of Bengal will watch with

profound interest, the future oi so distinguished a son

Noroan I permit this opportunity to slip hy oi offer-

ing Sir Jagadish Chandra Bose my warmest congratu-
lation upon the epoch*making work which has w on for

a Fellowship of the Royal Socie f y. the foremost asso-

ciation of scientists in tho world. It would, indeed,

he easy to mention many others v hose names have
boon rendered famous by their service to the cause oj

learning.
9

{Sir Kajendra Nath began by saying that, it was

with groat diitidonce that ho ventured to address,

scientific men. He pointed out tho function of

science in the service of life :
—

Science has been described as organised knowledge.
The classification of facts, the recognition of their

sequence and relative significance is the function ol

science. But science has to do with everything to

Hrhich its method can be applied and 1 shall content
myself by saying only a few words from tho standpoint
of a spectator, who watches the result of the work for

this Congress and its application for the benefit of
mankind.

The economic development of civilised nations,

is he said, directly attributable to the influence of

scientific methods. Scientific discoveries are

rapidly changing the method and scope of modern

industrie»
f
it is evident therefore, he continued,

. the industrial progress of the world is

dependent upon the union of^jfinneo and industry

and upon the qp- operation of tho different

branches of science with each other,’’

lie then referred to the influence of science on

nuidern civilization. All the benefits und comforts

oj* modern life, he said, are derived fronf the

achievements of science.

SIR RAJENDRA XAT1I Ml'KERJEE

On the conclusion of the add less Sir Kajendra

Nath entertained the members at a lunch at the

Calcutta Club, in the evening there was a

Kinema demonstration on the “ Mosquito" *in the

tlall of tho Dalhousie Institute.

The Congress as usual went into eight sections

in all
;
Papors on various subjects were read before

each of these sections and tho conferenco lasted

.till the 5th February. •

The next annual meeting would be held in

Madras under the Presidentship of Sir Thomas

Holland.
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Sir Rash Behari Ghose
She death of bn * Rash Behan Ghose t b

* Calcutta on tha 28th February removes frj»i 1

^ tile public life oi Bengal, and indeed of a 1

India, one of the foremost men of Ins generatioi .

,
Born of humble parents m an obscure village i i

>
Burdwan in 1845, Su Rash Behan y'on by shec

force of charactei and intellect an eminence i i

different spheres of “activity seldom ‘attained

by any of his contemporaries. Scholar, junst and

politician, he was in some fonse tbo greatest

Bengalee of his age,

It is unnecessary to recount all the achieve

ments of a life crowded with service One or two

Striking episodes will always stand prominent in

imr recollection. One remembers the unforgettable

SHub he administered to Lord Cui/on in 1904 in

to the Viceroy’s indiscreet address to the

^)a$cutta University “ dressed in his Chancellor’s

ttybe and with a buef little«authonty,” And then

(joe Abo remembers his undelivered address to the

bVtGlAV 1 f * a.

Surat Congress at a time of crisis and" his subse-

quent address to the Madras Congress. Nor can

one forget his prophetic *words in the Minto

Council against the Seditious Meetings Act. ,

Sir Rash Behan was all his life a devoted

student of literature and his mastery of the

resouices of English style is well known to all who

have read his utterances * A master of English

“puie and uudefrled,” his writings have an unfailing

note of culture and urbanity peppeied with a

graceful yet biting sarcasm which is a delightful

featuie of 4ns stylo

Bn Rash Bihan was over seventy live at the

time of lnj/death md though foi some months
t
pist he is not able to tike nn attive part in

cun cut nil ms, ho was seldom indifleicnt, even in

his lotuement, to the couise of events that aie

luding up to the new ei i in Inin His entry

info the Council of St ite even in his idvancod

age w is but an mluition ol his imrcising

mteust in puldic life l ui i unit oi lus lotiviug

disposition and scholatly habits to entoi the irena

of public life it a time when most men would

profei the peace of i, well earned lest was a mark

of the hopi s he entoi tuned of' the future of the

Reforms that have just come into foice.

But Su Bosh Bohan will, above all, be

lernombeied foi his print el) benelu lions to the

cause of education Hu last will, is in itself, a

memorial of a life dedicated to culture and charity.

Ills wue apd well thought out benefactions to

the Calcutta Umvoisity and his legacies to

the National Council of Education will long be

remembered with gratitude by successive genera*

tions of students in Bengal. We cannot do better

than repeat the words of the Advocate General of

the Calcutta High Court in his touching tribute

to the departed leader. “ Remember Sir Rash

Behari Ghose—indeed you can never forget him

—

remember his life, his work, his attainments, his

philanthropy, and go thou and do likewise.’
1

* " Rash Behari Ghost’s Speeches and Writings.”
a J «4U1m t)« 14 flMk. 4k* HTDXD. *
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Mr Montagu** Message to the Duke
Upkn the completion of the Duke of Con-

naught’s visit, Mr. Montagu on February 27th

telegraphed ;
—“In asking leave to tender to

H. R. H. THE DUKE OF CONN AU(HIT

Your Royal Highness my respectful congratu-

lations on the completion of this ever memora-

ble visit, may I express for the Indian Admi-

nistration and His Majesty’s Government, our

heartfelt gratitude for the lasting service which

Your Royal Highness has done for India and for

the cause of consolidating the Empire and, above

all, for the repeated marks of personal solicitude

and sympathy through which Your Royal High-

ness has doubly secured India’s devotion and in

which lies the secret of her enthusiastic response.

We would add our united wishes for happiness

and prosperity during Your Royal Highness’

voyage,
w

The Duke of Connaught rcp]^— “I thank you

with all sincerity fpr your inspiring message sent

on behalf of the Indian Administration as well as

• that of Tlis Majesty’s Government. It is with

fcolings of profound regret that* I to day am

leaving India, where I havo been ficcordod such

memorable and gratifying receptions throughout

my
#
visit, My long association with India and

my affection for its jieoplo have greatly enhanced

the pleasure with which l endeavoured thoroughly

to fulfil m) inspiriting mission 1 tiust it will be

productive of genuine and lasting good for, this

counti ) ,
vyhose prosperity and welfare I have

ever hud truly at heart. gratefully appreciate

your good wishes for my homeward voyage."

A Progressive Party

Mr. Jehangir B. Petit has addressed a long

letter to the Press in which he analyses the pre-

sent political situation and suggests the forma-

tion of a now political party to be named the

Indian Progressive Party with a newspaper of its

own for the expression of its views. Mr. Petit

says that there is a large class of people belonging

noither to the Congress mu to t.hr Liberal Party

who still believe in vigorous and constructive

work constitutionally carried o«* in the interest of

the rights and liberties of the people. It is to

such men that Mr. J^etit’s appeal to unite is ad-

dressed. The imperawe necessity of carrying on

a powerful and critical opposition to the present

system o
#
f Government whicli is the corner-stone

of Responsible Government is not boing realised

since the opposition is abdicated by the Congress

in .its pursuit of Non-Co operation anjl the

Liberals as a party being assimiliated in the

Government in all provinces are developing a

tendency of supporting their comrades. Mr.

Petit appeals to all patriotic Indians to join him

jin the promotion of the New Indian Progressive

Party which ho has organised in consultation

with prominent leadors of thought in the country.
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The Hon> Mr. Sastri

A. writer in the Bengalee says that he has good

msohs to -believe that the Hon. Mr. "Vf,. 8-

Srinivasa Sastri lias been selected to represent

India in tho Imperial Conference which meets in

London next summmer, and adds: ‘I do not

know if there is arfV other man in the public «!ife

of India who is more fitted to be entrusted with

the responsibility of representing our a (lairs be-

fore an Imperial ConfererAe with adequate know-

ledge and judgment.” It will be ivn/embered

that the Hon. Mr. Sastri will leave for England

goon in connection with the Railway Committee’s

work; and that he is also one of tho delegates to

represent the Madras Univ^sity at the Empire

Universities Conference.

Revised Turkish Treaty

It is reported that the Turkish delegation in

London is delighted with the concessions which

have been made by the Allies in revising the

Turkish peace treaty and has expressed deep

;^|P5fitttude to the British Premier, who is responsi-

^ for them.

The nature of the concessions are outlined in a

Government of India Communique, They aim at

the retention of the Turkish sovereignty, and

constitute important changes in the terms pi the

original treaty.'. The following are chief features :

Thrace should be internationalised
;
Smyrna

should be autonomous, with a Greek preponderance

in the regime, and free to Turkish commerce.

• Evacuation by the Allies of Oontantinoplo, and

the withdrawal of the Treaty stipulations regard-

ing the possibility of expulsion from the Turkish

capital.

Kurdistan to bo returned to the Turks subject

to the projection of Christians.

Armenia to be given its freedom and tho

League of. Nations to fix its boundaries.

Turkey to be permitted to join the League of

Nations and to have an equal voice on tho

Straits Commission and voting power on the

Financial Commission.

The Straits to be controlled to a large extent

by the Turks. Allied garrisons to be main-

tained at only two points, one of which will be

Chan ik. Gallipoli to be under Greek Control.

The Duke on the Bengalees

. In opening tho Bengal Legislative Council,

H. R H the Duke of Connaught made a happy

reference to the genius of the Bengalee race :

—

In the political progress of India the Bengali

race has pver been in tho van
;

its leaders,

endowed with oratory and brilliance of intellect,

have inspired the cause of reform
;

in the sphere

of literature, philosophy, science and art, its gifts

have been strikingly displayed ;
in the realms of

jurisprudence and public life its sons have been

conspicuous figures. Associated in Council with

the leaders of Bengal will be the European fellow-

citizens, official and non official, to whose peoulisr *

genius the India of to day owes both its system

of orderly administration and its great commer-

cial and industrial connections with the world at

large.



LORD CHELMSFORD: THE RETIRING VICEROY.
Lord and Lady Chelmsford left Bombay on Saturday 2nd April

T.rw-H fThalmnfnrd has been matie a Viscount on Ms retirement.



H. E. LORD HEADING : THE NEW VICEROY.
The Rt. Hon- the Earl of Reading took charge of the office of the Vicerc

and Governor-General of India on the 2nd April when he landed at
Bombay. Replying to the Bombay Municipal Corporation's

, address he declared “ The British reputation for justice
must never be impaired during my tenure of office/’
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IMPRESSIONS OF INDIA •

By COL. JOSIAH C. ,\V

I

T would not ho surprising if a visitor who

passes through India an I have* done loft, it,

with impressions of a nightmare. From

tile time I uuived at Bombay, till the day I l»d't

Pondiehcrry with just two exiles to sol me oil,

hie was a dr// v wliirl of fresh faces, trn«h facts,

fiesh views, fresh garlands and fresh denunn

ation. Vot, *1 do not think that any other four

months of my life has been so enjoyable.

I have been shown India, and Indian kindness

in bettor guise, probably, than any previous

Englishman, have seen everybody and been taken

into the heart of tilings as a friend.

W hat oppresses me, more oyon than the Indian

problem, is how it will ever be possible for me to

repa v the infinite kindness that has been shown

to my wife and myself by high and low, by clerks f

and governors , by extremist and moderate from

Mahatma Gandhi to the d oshis of Nagpur. For

the present all one can do is to go on being more

whole-heartedly than ever the mernbej for India

in the British Parliament,

As for the Indian problem itself - how India

can get self-Government ?— 1 must confer that

I do not vet, see clear. If the Nationalists had

gone into the Councils, which is to say if thine

had been no Martial Law in the Punjab, which is

to say it there had boon no Rowlatt Acts, no

determined opposition by tho Bureaucracy to the

Reforms, no human nature,—if all theso things

had been, then the way would have been fairly

clear. As it is, both sides are now exasperated.

The Indian points to Jallianwalla Bagb, the

El >GWOOD, n.s.q,, M.P.

Englishman says “ We gave more than any

other master nation would have given and.thoy

won’t or ujpi’t use it. Be damned to them * ” So

the gull widens, and. no one holds out a hand.

Both side* would rather save their faoo than savo

England or India.

What sti uck mo very forcibly was the very

close resemblance in mind between British and

Indian. It is the habit to say that “ East is

East and West is West Afc.” I felt very much

the reverse, at least among the cultivated classes

and in the ranks of Labour, The Trades Union-

ists 1 got to know in Bombay, Lahore, Calcutta

and Madras might have beon precisely British

Trades Unionists, so far as sentiments and ideas

were concerned
; unfortunately they aro not yet

so well situated in India as in England. Tho

intelligent in, bred on the same literature, is the

same free-thinking ^rowd of liberals with

whom one talks with precisely the same ease and

mutual comprehension in the Reform Club. Tho

Brahmo-Samaj and the Arya Samaj are similar in

tho interest excited among tho similar classes in

the two countries by the Oxfoid Movement, and

the establishment of the Free Kirk of Scotland.

And in the same way, in both countries intellect

knows no caste.

Oo tho whole, it was the similarity between

India and filie West that impressed mo, not the

dissimilarity. The Mussalmans might havo been

Catholics ;
the nationally conscious and assertive

extremists might have teen our own class conscious

socialists ; where too there is a like cleavage let-
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ween the physical foroo and the passive resistance

school, Human nature is the same East and West;

and the human mind is the same too.

I Remember the editor of the “ Independent
”

"of 'Allahabad lading to me: “Would Oxforti^or

Cambridge students have all done as they were

told,—walked five idiotic miles in the sun carrying

their luggage ? That is what.they did at Lahore.

Not one was found man enough tb refuse,—not

one.! That is the result of the education you

give' to India. We do not want such education

any more ”, I am afraid that if a Prussian officer

had ruled in Oxford arid issued similar orders, tho

rosult would have been the same. It is difficult

to be the first apparently useless martyr. Human

nature is the same, even in courage. Even witfi

the best education, man is not easily made ready

to risk death.

The resemblance fietween the Indian mill-

worker and the British, between the Indian intel-

lectuals and the British, is closer than between

British and Italian, or even British and French,

I suppose, though I know the Italians best. In

fact, throughout, the Indian position and problems

reminded me of Italy before she was free,—the

same exasperation, the same determination to be

free.

Unfortunately I do not think mere determina-

tion is likely to be successful, while it is combined

with a campaign against western civilisation. I

grant that western civilisation is not too pretty n

spectacle
;

but many people in India get theii

living from it to be willing to upset the trade,

industries and democracy of the west.

1 am looking foward to the possibility of Lord

Reading bridging the gulf. If he can got India

to accept and work the present Councils on the

promise of a time limit for complete Home Rule,

he will be serving well both England and India

Fortunately he has the complete confidence ol

Mr. Lloyd George,* and whatever he decides wil!

have tho Coalition Government behind the

decision. But if anything is to be done, it shculd

be done quickly— before there is an accident.

•PARLIAMENT AND INDIA
By Mr. H. E. ‘A. COTTON, c.i.e., L.c.c.

.
{Bon. Secretary

,
Indian Reforms Committee

)

(^\ OTH Houses of Parliament have now made

|J their selections
#
for the New Standing

Joint Committee on Indian Affifirs. The

Lords have nominated the Earl of Middleton, the

Earl of Donoughmore, Viscount Buxton, Lord

Harris, Lord Chelmsford, Lord Lntnington, Lord

Islington, Lord Carmichael, Lord Sydenham,

Lord Clwyd (better known to Indians as Sir Her-

bert Roberts) and Lord Meston. The Commons

have chosen Mr. F. D. Acland, Sir Thomas

Bennett, Sir Henry Craik, Major R. Q. C. Glyn,
i

Major the Hon. W. Orrasby-Gore, Sir William

Joyneon Hicks, Sir J. D. Rees, Mr. B. C. Spoor,

Major General Sir Charles Townshend, Colonel

J. 0. Wedgwood and Lieut. Commander E.

Hilton Young.

It will be noticed that Lord Crewe, Lord Bel-

borne, Lord Ampthill and Sir Charles Yate are

absentees /rom the list. The two first are under-

stood to have been unwilling to serve. Not so

the other two who have openly protested against

their exclusion, Lord Ampthill going so far as to

say that as an ex-Governor of Madras he was

entitled to a seat. As a matter of fact, neither

will be missed. Their point of view is adequately

represented by Lord Sydenham and Sir William

Joynson Hicks and it is a wholly mischievous one.

These gentlemen affect to believe, and are invit-

ing the British public to believe, that India is on

the verge of rebellion, that the reforms are a fail-

ure, that the newly pppointed Indian .Ministers

ar0 Bolsheviks in dfsguise and that English girls
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are being publicly insulted in the streets of the

leading cities, They have formed an 11
Indian

Emergency Committee in conjunction with Sir

Michael OT)w)er and some Anglo-Indian mer-

chants, and are loudly proclaiming that nothing

will save the situation except a strict application

of the methods of “ resoluto government ” which

havo already produced such disastrous results in

the Punjab, and created anarchy in Ireland.

Two, therefore, of this brand of “ extremist*”

are more than sullicient upon a Committee of

Parliament which is expected to give wise and

sympathetic consideration on the (petitions refon-

od to them. What of the remainder? Lord

Middleton, as a landlord in the South <jf Ireland,

has been driven (it is thought) to modify his

views upon autocracy which has ceased to wear

that benevolent arid beneficent aspect with which

he once credited it. Lord Buxton, lately Gov-

ernor General of the Union of South Africa, and

W. Adand who sorved as a member of the .Joint

Select Committee on the Government of India

Act, represent tho I ndependent Liberals. Neither

are particularly interested in Indian problems,

and belong to the Whig School of politicians.

Major Glyn is tho Tory member for Clackmannan

and Eist Stirlingshire, and is one of tho plentiful

crop of military mediocrities yielded by the

4
* coupon ” election of November 1918. He does

not possess even the advantage enjoyed by Sir

William Joynson Hicks, of having paid a hurried

visit to India but may be reckoned upon to

accept that self-constituted “Expert” as his

mentor. Tho two labour members are, of course,

Mr. Spoor and Colonel Wedgwood. Both aro

believed to have shed many illusions as the result

of their recent investigation of up- to date Con-

gress methods : and if they calk be induced to he

practical instead of sentimental should render

useful service.

Lord Harris is atUicted with so colourless a

personality that it is difficult to diagnose his con-

victions : but of Sir Henry Craik it may safely be

said that he is if anything inejined to be reaction-

ary. Lord Laottington is absorbed in Persia, and

tho attention of Sir Charles Townshend is equally

monopolized by Mesopotamia. Mr. Hilton Young

is known to Indians in connection with the finan-

cial enquiry conducted by him witft Lord MeSton

and Mr. Charles Roberts: while Lord Ponough-

moro did excellent work as a member of the

Southborough Conftnittee. The real weight of

tho coin diittcc lies in those two members and in

such stalwarts as Lord Clwyd, Lord Carmicbap/,

Lord Meaton, Lord Islington, Sir Ttiomas

Bennett, Major Ormsby and Sir J. D. Rees. All

(even the last namtfd in his latest avatar) have

warmly supported the policy of Mr. Montagu and

with the exception of Lord Islington and Lord

Meston, all are also members of the Indian

Reforms Committee, the organization in London

which keeps in touch witjj the Indian National

Liberal Federation. It remains to be seen

whether Lord Cheltnsford upon ftis arrival will

ally himself with them or will elect to play a

lone hand.

Neither Mr. Montagu nor his Under Secretary,

Lord Lvttnn, have seats on t|jc Committee: but

it may be taken for grunted thfit their assistance

in iho shape of information or suggestion will

always he assailable* As ffhe functions of the

Committee are purelyVdvisory and consultative,

the inclusion of the Secretary of State and his

deputy is not essential. Conditions were obviously

different when the Government of India Act was

under discussion.

Lord Islington has beon elected by the

Committee as chairman. The choico accords

with public anticipation and should meet with

the approval of Indians, No better selection

could, in fact, have been made. Of Lord Isling-

ton’s twenty one colleagues ten • only can be

regarded as avowedly fiiendly to Indian aspira-

tions, and four at any rate are most certainly
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hostile. The balance will be held the

remaining seven : 'and the * utiqost tact and

judgment will be needed to keep some of these

from straying into the enemy's camp. Both are

qualities which the chairman is fortunate, enough

to possess in a iparked*degree. n

The first test will arise over thj Government

of Burma Bill. ‘This measure is of the simplest
*

possible character. It extends to Burma the*

system of dyarchy which has been set qp in the

tfeht major provinces of India, and at the same

time1 provides firstly that the new legislature shall

consist of 92 members and secondly that the

minimum proportion of elected representatives

shall be sixty, ingtoad of seventy per cont. A

step of this kind could have* been taken by the

issue of a notification under the Government of

India Act and it is greatly to be regretted that

the Burmese should be flung into the cock pit of

British politics. The responsibility rests with

Sir Reginald Craddock, the Lieutenant-Governor,

and the Government of India. Both have, with

incredible blindness and obstinacy, refused to

fall in with the desire of Mr. Montagu to proceed

under the Act. They insist upon the adoption

of a fantastic scheine of their own which has

been emphatically condemned by public opinion

in Burma and rejected by an advisory committee

at the India Office and al^> by an unanimous

vote of the Secretary of
^

State’s Council. Such

folly is not only uncalled for : it has produced

the worst results. The Burmese have grown

increasingly impatient, and as Lord Lytton said

during the debate in the House of Lords on the

second reading, the Moderates of yesterday are-

rapidly being transformed into the Extremists of

io-dAy. Lord Sydenham has already made one

effort to kill the Bill, and will no doubt renew

his exertions in committee. Men of this type

appear to imagine that the world is standing

rtfll a«d find their favourite occupation in

Others of the disputant of which they

are themselves the parents. To the ordinary

observer it will seem to be utterly absurd that

Burma should be denied a constitution which has

been freely granted to Orissa and Assam.

Another matter which is likely to engage the

attention of the committee at an early stage is

the settlement of the dispute between the

Government of India and the Provincial Govern-

ments rogarding the allocation of revenue.

Bengal is understood to be asserting itself with

vigour in this connection and Madras and Bombay

will, no doubt, follow suit. Tho present position

is clearly intolerable : and relief is imperative in

some form or another.

Other questions will, of course, emerge from

time to time : but it will not be unfair to judge

the committee from the manner in which they

handle these two. Meanwhile, it is* recessary to

add just a word regarding tho relations between

Parliament and India which have been created by

the reforms : and under this hoad mention must

be made of a recent ruling by tho speaker which

has been much discussed.

The incident arosp out of a “ discoveiy ” on

the part of the “ Morning Post ” This nows

paper which prides itself upon its championship

'of lost causes and impossible beliefs, announced

on February 16 that “ the new councils are being

filled from the prison and the dock, with convic-

ted enemies of the British Empire in India.”

The statement was palpably false : but it served

as a peg upon which to hang a tirade against the

appointment of Lala Harkishen Lai to be a

Minister in the Punjab. A question upon the

subject was addressed to Mr. Montagu in the

House of Commons on February 23 by SirWilliam

Davison who sits, appropriately enough, for South

Kensington, that Mecca of the retired Anglo-

Indian official. The speaker intervened and

ruled that it was for the Provincial Council, and

not for Parliament, to decide upon the fitness of

LaU Harkishen Lai, M The House,” he added
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THE EX-EMPEROR KARL.
The Ex- Emperor Karl's re-entry into Hungary In the
closing week of March threatened to create fresh
complications in the politics of Central Europe. His
alleged march on Budapesth was feared as the return

• of the Hapsburgs. The Conference of Ambassadors
at Paris unanimously adopted a resolution othat the
Allies would neither recognise nor tolerate the
restoration of the Hapsburgs. The “ Little Entente **

comprising Italy, Jugo-Slavia, Roumania and
Czechoslovakia sent an ultimatum to the Hungarian
Regent, Herr Horthv, stating that, unless Karl
left Hungarian territory on the 7th 'instant,
they would begin military operations against
Hungary. The Hungarian Rational Assembly
itself decided that his re-entry was a menace
to National Sovereignty, while the Austrian
Assembly passed a resolution that it was deter-
mined to (resist any attempt to overthrow the
Republic. Karl has since returned to Switzerland.
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“ having given practically Home Rule or som&

thing in the nature of
^
Home Rule, to the

Councils, the less it interferes with the Councils

the better.” After a fresh shower of vitriol from

the “ Morning Post,” the speaker was invited on

the following day to reconsider his ruling. lie

replied that he saw no reason to do so.
14 We

are now commencing a new era in India,” he

said, “and it still appears to mo that it would he

extremely undesirable that this House should

attempt to undertake the function of controlling

or criticizing Ministers, who are responsible jfco

legislative bodies ” On March, the speaker was

again questioned by Sir Henry Craik. He again

maintained his ground, but pointed out that his

ruling referred to trunnion ed subjects only, in

regard to which Parliament had handed over

complete control to Legislations in India That

boing the caso, censure whether direct (jr indirect,

upon any Minister would not only ini futile,

but, on that very account,- undesirable. “ Tf it

was desired t> condemn the action of a Governor

in matters .which were not transferred it was

open to ft member to make a motion of a charac-

ter similar to that which could be made in tho

case of a Governor Genoral qf India or tho Lord

Lieutenant of Ireland.”

Lord AmptbilL who has politely informed the

European Members of the Legislative Assembly

and tho Council of State that thoy have no

business to object to the poisonous propaganda

m which he and his friends are employed has

chosen to regard fhis ruling as the death blow

to British rule in India lie has worked himself

up into such a stato of excitement that he ha*

declared that the House of Commons is hence.-*

fourth deprived of the right of asking for

information even in the extreme case of a British

official conspiring with Indians to subvert the

British Raj ! The speaker’s ruling means, he

says, that no injustice or in jui y in dieted on

Englishmen and Englishwomen in India may
form the subject of enquiry in the House of

Commons, if it is the act, either deliberate or

accidental, of an Indian Minister or of an Indian

Provincial Council. What a farrago of fustian

and rhodomontade to proceed from a resposible

public man! It is not every one who realises

that Lord Ampthill’s sole knowledge of India is

derived from a gilded captivity of five years at

Ootacamund and Guindy. If disordered views

such as his were at all prevalent in this country

or among the Englishmen in India whom he

professes to represent, the outlook for the

Qpntinuance of the . Bi itieh connexion with India

would, indeed, be dark. Happily thoy were not.

Mr. Frank Carter and his European colleagues

at Delhi hav£ emphatically repudiated their

would be spokesman : while the attitude assumed,

towards the reforms by the ordinary Englishman
with any pretence to sanity, was admirably

pu5 by the “Times” on March 21, when itr

administered a scathing rebuke t<V Lord Aidpthill

for his incessant endeavours to cultivate rancour

and foment strife. It is certainly not easy to

discover what special sources of knowledge are

open to these bu#y bodies in London which are

unknowy to the English members of the

Legislatures in India, if Lord AmpthilJ were leys

obsessed with the notion of his own importar^e,

he would not have courted this second fSbuff.

For a fortnight earlier, a heated harangue by him
had met with a similar .reception. Parliament,

Lord Lytton told him on March 8, retained tho

saiuo responsibility as it had always had with

regard to reserved subjects and it undoubtedly

had an ultimate responsibility with regard to

transfen ed subjects But, at the same time it

must be perfectly clear that the government of

Ir^dia under the new system would be absolutely

impossible if Parliament hy virtue of its ultimate

responsibility, wore to interfere in tho administra-

tive subjects whiclf it had transferred to .local

governments. Parliament in fact, is called upon

to exercise some self restraint of its responsibility

in this matter. “Having set up the machinery,

Parliament must, content itself by not pulling up

tho young plants to see how Jhey arc growing
”

Indians do not require to reminded of the

steadfast and devoted fiiond they possess in

Mr. Montagu. But they have yet to become

closely acquainted w'ith Lorfl Lytton, whose work

has not hitherto been spectacular. They may
rest assured that they hjjvo in him also a states-

man upon whom they cau confidently rely. It

has become a tmism in British politics that the

real conception of imperial obligations is now-a-

days more conspicously piesent in tho younger

Tory than in the older Liberal. Lord Lytton, like

Msfjor Ormsby Gore, is far more courageous and

progressive in his outlook upon India than Lord

Ci ewe. He is endowed with that gift of imagina-

tion which enables its owner to do the right thing

at the right time. Had a little of this gift been

vouchsafed to the bureaucrats who control the

central machine in India, the wprld might have

been spared the spcctaclo of that series of death-

bed repentances which have been exhibited at

Delhi during the past few weeks.



Reconstructing india
By Dr. Sir

author * i$.a well knowp figure in India

I and an engineer of reputation and an

* eminent expert, on irrigation. As Dewan

of Mysore, he has taken an active part in the #

admipistiation of one yf the most advanced and

ably ^managed Feudatory States The preset

writfer had an' opportunity of visiting Mysore

some four years ago and seeing wit^'his own ey*es

the Sivasaraudtfam Dam and other works of

public utility, projected by this eminent

Mysorean. Besides, Sir M. • Visvesvaraya has

travelled abroad more than once A l^een and

Shrewd observer, he has studied the institutions

oNliipar, Canada, the United States and England

andhas thus been in a position to institute a

comparison betwen the state of things .obtaining

in these countries as • also ^ in our own. Our

author is also an educational *and social reformer

and there is a ring of sincerity ami fervid

patriotism in all that he wiites. Sir M.

Visvesvaraya thus enters upon his task with a

degree of preparation rarely met with. The book

has appeared at an opportune moment as we are

about to embark upon a most eventful poriod.in

the history of modern India.

We shall now proceed to present our readers

with the authors suggestions about “Reconstruct-

ing India ” in his own words as far as possible.

The raison d'etre of the book is thus summed up

in a nutshell.

“ n win be necessary to study world conditions as

well as local conditions in order to discover the weak

points in the Indian 'system. The deficiencies must,

then, be catalogued fcnd plans formulated. This book

is an attempt, though a very imperfect one, in this

direction

At the outset the first prAblern which strikes

one who approaches the study of India is her

appalling and grinding, poverty. Our author

arrives at an approximate figure based upon the

total production of British India including

minerals etc
,
of Rs. -lb per head of tho population.

This is rather an overestimate as a considerable

portion of the profits of production find their

way into the pockets of Europeans In connection

with this estimate it is desirable to placo side by

mde the figures given by Naoroji, Digby, Romesh

I)utt and others. According to these authorities,

the average income would not exceed R«. 24 per

head. The poverty of India will also be apparent

from another standpoint

:

11 At a rough estimate, the entire assets of India,

Including the value of land, buildings, furniture, gold,

^Reconstructing India, tfr Sir M. Visvesvaraya,

London : P. S, King dc Bon, Ltd.

P. C. RAY.
silver, live-stock, factories and other property,

amounted to £3,500,000,000 before the war. This,

distributed among the population of British India,

works out to about £T4 per head.” Tho corresponding

figures for other countries were : The United States,

£391 ;
the United Kingdom, £320; Australia, *£262 ;

Canada, £259 ; arid Japan, £52.

Yet, this country has been tied to the wheel of

the imperial policy. Her people have Absolutely

no voice in the control of her own purse. Tho

Secretary of State, as a member of the British

Cabinet, supposed to be the custodian of tho

dumb millions entrusted to his care, looks upon

India moic as a milch cow than as his defcncelo.ss

ward and isalwa)8 anxious to oblige his colleagues.

Indian interests are thus ruthlessly .sacrificed sit

the altar of p irty exigencies Whitehall dictates

the policy and unhappy India has to foot the bill
;

a crushing military burden bus thus been thrown

upon her,* As our author sa>s .

—

“In the budget fur the year 1920-21, £11,000,000, has

been sot aside for purposes of defence. This amounts
to nearly half the total net revenue of tho country.

Military expenditure on such a scale ih peace time is

without parallel in any county in tho world.
’

In 11)19 20, the military expenditure rose to

tho appalling figutc of b7 moles, while in tho

budget for 1 92 t -22, (52 crores have been allotted

for this purpose.

Moreover,
“ During the war, on account of her dependent

position, tho monetary affairs of India wore con-

trolled from London.
4
The people suffered from high

prices. The war profits went to a very small per-

centage of business men Many commodities were
purchased very much below the world prices Food
control was exercised secretly, without the public

’being aware of the extent to which food was exported

Great mortality was caused through the lack of

proper sustenance during the influenza epidemic. The
export of articles such as hides was controlled in

order to secure them for Britain and her Allies below

the market value. In order to maintain artificial

conditions of exchange, ordinary trade in rice, jute,

timber, wheat, hides and other articles was prohibited

on private account, and in some cases stopped. India

lost heavily on her investments in England, and her

own money in the currency reserves remained locked

up in England Large purchases of silver were made
through commercial agencies instead of in India

itself.”

While Indian interests are thus ruthlessly and

without compunction subordinated to those of Eng-

land, the most urgent needs of India are syste-

matically neglected. Education is starved :

“One of the greatest deficiencies which India has

to make up is her lack of facilities for securing edu-

cation. To-day three villages out of every four are

without a school house, and about 30,000,000 children

of school-going age are growing up without any ins-

truction. The officials have been so oppos'd to

compulsory education that, until quits recently, they
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were disinclined oven to permit municipalities willing

to bear the cost to introduce such a system. No
wonder that barely seven per cent, of the Indian

population can read and write, whereas in progressive

countries eighty to ninety pbr cent, of the population

is literate.”
“ Tho provision for technical and commercial edu-

cation is meagre in the extreme.

Lack of liberality in this respect, and absence

of official encouragement of indigonous enterprises,

have kept Indians from developing now and ex-

panding old industries and extending commerce. At
the same time, tho world-competition has niadfc it

impossible for the indigenous industries to thrive.

Indians have, therefore, been driven more and more
to the land.”

While the crushing burdens irnjn.-ed upon India

1ms the effect of relegating education and sani-

tation to the background, no encouragement is

given to industry, nay, it is penalise As our

author says »

“Substantial success m trade and commerce is

impossible to-day without large capital and combines

I'm t lie l cited Kingdom, such combinations

are encouraged and assisted by Government
In India, on the contrary, they arc regarded 'as a

menace to British trade and, therefore, to British

supremacy, and discouraged..

Industry is even penalized. Rxciso duty is, for

instance, imposed upon cotton manufactures. Canada
taxes all imported goods. If) per cent in cotton goods

from the United Kingdom and 22 to 2.1 per cent, cm

those from the United States. The duty is put on

with the express intention ol protecting the Canadian
manufacture from foreign competition.”

‘ In Tndia, on the other hand, rot only are cotton

goods imported practically free, but the Government
actually imposes an excise duty on the products of tl^e

local mills to enable the British manufactures to

compete successfully with them. Nowhere else in the

world would such an obvious attempt to handicap
industry be tolerated.”

“ But the expansion ol trade and industry has been
a matter of British domination and has left the

people of the country disinherited wit> no share m
the control of poliev or its operations.”

“Tho cumulative effect of these policies upon tho

economic condition of tho people has been most
deplorable. An unskilled labourer in tho United
States or Canada earns more in a week than the Indian
worker earns ip a whole year. The estimated average
wealth of the Indian population is less than one-
twentieth of the corresponding average for tho

United kingdom, about one-thirtieth of that for tho
United States. And yet the 325,000,000 of Indians have
not only to feed and clothe themselves, but also to

support one of the costliest administrations in the
world.”

“ The present system of governance aims at pre-

serving order rather than ensuring progress. Peace
and security are maintained, moreover, by auto-
cratic methods, and the activities of the people
are restricted and their national growth stunted in

the process.”

Tf India is npt to lag behind in the present
world com petition,*a change of the present policy

is imperative
;
as our author says

:

“ In order to create conditions fav mrable to
progress, there must be a rrajical change in the system
of* Imperial control over Indian affairs, and in the
official attitude towards tho 'peopled aspiration® and
Indian problems generally.”

Our Government cannot do better than borrow
a leaf out of Japan since all her “ industrial

progress has been achioved in comparatively

recent years
;
she offers to India the most direct

and valuable lessons obtainable in material

advancement and reconstruction.” f
Moreover, in Japan, direct relations

hot,ween the Government and the industry. There
pioneer industries wore, indeed, set going and for

years maintained at the public cost, Contrast

with above the attitude of our paternal

Government towards tho nascent enterprises of

this nature Tho present writer along with two
other friends has been running a passenger service

steamer in one of the livers in Lower Bengal. The
fare from the starting ghaut to the terminus was
ofie rupee. As soon as ^ was discovered that the

lino was a paying one, a powerful English

company sent three; steamers to turn irl competi-

tion with ours and reduced the fare to one anna
in order to starve us out of existence. This

unequal light has been going on for the last twelve

years Ours, of course, is a pigmy effort. Messrs.

Tata A Co
,
however, fared no better. ±)ur author

is well justified in summing ^jp the policy in these

words :

•

“ But the expansion of trade and industry has been
a matter of British dominations and has left the
people of the country disinherited, with no share in

tho control of policy or its operation.”

The result of this selfish policy Ins been that
“ shipping is practically* all English ” The indige-

nous shipping has entirely disappeared, During
the war, Indian trade suffered enormous loss for

lack of indigenous shipping.”

How disastiously this policy has acted upon
India is thus described and the .remedy
suggested.

“ In the middle of the last century there were 34,000
Indian-owned vessels with an aggregate tonnage of
1,250,000. Towards 1,900, these had dwindled to a
tonnage of little over 100,000. During the War, a tew
small vessols were constructed, presumably for use in

Mesopotamia, but it is safe to say that, for all

practical purposes, there is to-day «no Indian-owned
shipping.”

“ It is necessary in the interests of the country for

tho Government of India to start building ships on its

own uccount. It shoukl be able to build ships in its

own yard for the Royal Indian Marine. Even if

nothing more could be done than to assemble parts in
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India, tho industry would give profitable employment
to a large number of people.” *

v

44 Australia has purchased all private ships, started
ship-building yards, and nationalised the whole
industry, including the working/’

“ In Japan tho State .took the initiative in ship-

building and iron and steel manufacture, although
raw jmaterjals for these two industries were not so

easily procurable in Japan as they are in India.” •

Much is made in the official reports of the ex-

pansion of the volume of trade but these exaggerate

the value to the country of its foreign trade, since

they make no distinction between the trade

El on by the indigenous population, the

of which are retained in India, and that

British and foreign agencies.”

How backward we are in industrial and com-

mercial concerns is evident from the fafet that in

1914, the capital of alf the. joint-stock compa-

nies registered in India and held mainly by

Indians did not exceed .£00,000,000 11 The total

capital of all the joint stock companies registered

in India was .£471,000,000, the greater portion

of it, namoly £411,000,000 being of companies

registered in England and persumably held by

the people of the British I«les
”

The author suggests among others the follow-

ing ipethirds by* which Government in India can

render direct help.

“The principal Governments may make a start by
pioneering some of the larger industries like ship-

building, machinery, engines, motor transport, chemi-
cals, paper, etc, and also some of the many key in-

dustries needed, with the object of making them a

success and subsequently transferring them to the
people. There are frw technical secrets that are pot

readily available, or that cannot be secured by the
expenditure of money.”

In reconstructing India of dihe future, social re-

form must play an important part. The late

SirT. Madhava flao very aptly said :

“The longer one liv^s, observes and thinks, the
more doos one feel that there is no community on tho
face of the earth that suffers less from political evils

and more from self-inflicted or self-accepted or self-

created and therefore avoidable evils than the
Hindu.”

Our, author also maintains that India must Hot

obstinately cling to effete practices and permit

herself to lag behind and ho very truly points out

that
' ” Social distinctions exist in every country-distinc-
tions based upon wealth, birth or occupation. No coqn-
try^ outside India has, however, a social system which
:bfw at the veryjoot of human brotherhood, condemn
millions of persons to perpefcal degradation, makes
people hyper-exclusivo, magnifies religious differences

end disorganises society.

The present writer hag* also spoken on the

pub|*ote in unequivocal terms and laid stress

upon the fact that unless we are able to shake

ourselves free from the shackles of the caste

system and thus remove glaring social inequalities

it is absurd to speak oMndia as a nation,*

In the India of thp future education 'must

necessarily play the most important part and the

statistics which our author furnishes forms a most

dismal chapter and fills one witti dismay and

despair as regards the future of our unhappy land
“ Whereas the population attending elementary

schools in India is but 2 9 per cent., it was 14 3

per cent, in Japan and 16*5
J

per cent, in Great

Britain (1910-17.) Unfortunately, our Govern-

ment has always legardod education as tho most
unprofitable and most unproductive of investments

and the educated Indian as the bele noir and a

source of political danger. It is thus clear why in

1919-20, the expenditure on education amounted
to 7

j
orofes while the military expenditure rose

to 87 crores. Tho author’s views on this subject

may thus he summarised in his own words:
“ Expenditure on education, like labour expended

upon tilling and fertilising the soil, will repay itself

many fold. Since the nation will reap tho first fruits

of this harvest, the increasing outlay upon education
should, in tho main, be ‘ a national charge. The foes

should be merely nominal, and the scholarships

sufficient in number really to encourage talent and
endeavour.”

Again.
“Both tho Government and the people must

recognise that only byj pursuing a liberal educational
policy, and making generous financial provision for

schools and colleges can they lift India out of her
present low condition and ensure rapid progress

”

1 We are afraid we have already taken up too

much space and we must therefore bring our re-

view to a close with a few apposite extracts on

nation building.
14 Do the people of India propose to profit by the

lessons which world experience has to teach thorn, or
will they be* content to allow matters to drift and
themselves grow weaker and poorer year by year ?”

44 This is the problem of the hour. They have to

chose whether they will be educated or remain igno-

rant; whether they will come into closer touch with
the outer- world and becomo rosponsive to its in-

fluences, or remain secluded and indifferent
; whether

they will be organised or dispassive
; an industrial or

- an agricultural nation ; rich or poor
; strong and res-

pected, or weak and dominated by forward nations.

The future is in their own hands. Action, not senti-

ment, will be tho determining factor.”
“ Nations are made by their own efforts

”

We need not prooeed further
;
the book is full

of valuable suggestions and is a mine of useful in-

formation.

* Vide : Social Reform in India—-Essays and
Discourses (G. A. Netepan & Co*, Madras.)
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The Eastern Question and its Solution
BY

Mr. J. NORRIE ANDERSON, m.a\

T
HIS book* is written by an American Pro-

fessor, who has devoted himself specially

to Near Eastern problems. It labors

under the disadvantage of having been written

before the Sevres Treaty was concluded —August

1920.

in his f\rst chapter, entitled the 41 Failure of

European Diplomacy in the Near East ” he sket-

ches tho history of the Eastern Question. Funda

mentally its cause is the recession of Abut tide of

Mohammedan invasion, which swept up to the

gates of Vienna, and to the plains of France.

Geographical! v the problem falls into three divi-

sions. (l) Northnrn Africa. (2) The Balkan

States. (3) Asia Minor and its outpost Syria.

The weakening and decay of tho Turkish power

gave the European powers the opportunity of

dividing the spoils. In Northern Africa this has

led to a division between France, Italy and («ieat

Britain.
*

In the Balkans it led to four international con-

flicts: 1. The Crimean War of 18.ri4 (i,— when Britain

buttressed Turkey as a barrier against the Russian

advance to the Mediterranean. 2. The Russo-

Turkish War of 187f> 78. 3, The Balkan Wars of

1912-13. 4. The Great European Var of 1914,

Professor Jastrow maintains that the real issue,

viz., the liberation of the Balkan States ftam the

Turkish yoke, was dodged in 1856 ;
while in the

Wars of I912-l3^when the Balkan States might

have settled the cpiestion themselves, the OenJjsal

Powers intervened to preserve what was left of the

sovereignty of the Turkish Empire. Germany

* The Eastern Question and its Solution by Morris
Jastrow, Jr.. Ph. D., LL.D., Professor of the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania. J. B. Lippinoott Company, Phila-

delphia*

?8

and Austria succeeded in* stirring up art intra-

fvaternal struggle with the result that the furks,
' •

in alliance with Keryin and Groece'against Bulgaria,

regained Adrinnople, .and savei thetnaelves from

hoing ejected from’ Europe. Had the Euvc^pean

powers opt their hands off, Japtrow considers

that the Balkan League would have settled one

part of the Near Eastern problem, and, what is

more, the War of 1914-18 might have boon averted,

for tho Balkan Longue would have formod a cordon

against Germany’s advance towards the Near

East.
i *

'Germany, under the leadership of William the

Second, who visited the Sultan in 1898, began to

look to Asia Minor as a* field for expansion
;
and

ro the project of the Berlin- Bagdad Railway was

launched. The Slav state of Servia, in historic

alliance with Russia, stood at Belgrade right ath-

wart that policy ; while Bulgaria in her hour of

humiliation and dofeat, threw hersolf into the

arms of Germany. Thus we see the arranging of

tKe powers for the great struggle.

As a result of the Great War, the rule of the

Turk has practically vanished from Europe
; and

with the establishment of independent national

states is the Balkans, undar the protection of the

League of Nations, wo may hope that that storm-

centre of Europe may begin to know the meaning

of peace and security.

. *There remains the cock pit of A^ia^-what

principles are to Jbe applied to Asia Minor and ita
w

outposts t *.

As a direct result of the War, Georgia was

separated from Russia, while Armenia, Azerbaijan

* (between Georgia and the GaapiAn Sea), Syria,

Palestine, Mesopotamia and Arabia weie definitely

released from their former dependence on Turkey,
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Owing to the revolution in Russia, the situation

has been relieved of one embarrassing element,

namely the promise of the Allies to give Constanti-

nople to Russia. Italy was promised a large strip

on the ^puth coast of Asia Minor along with the

Dodedhnose IslaiWs ofl‘ this coast
;

while Greftt

Britain looked to ^Palestine and Mesopotamia and

France to Syria. •

This policy of the Allies is consistent, Jastrow

thinks, with their traditional diplomacy towards

the East. In pursuance of this policy Britain

proclaimed the Sherif of Mecca, Husain Ibn Ali,

King of the Hedjaz, the strip of Arabia along the

Red Sea, and dangled before him, according to

Jastrow, the possibility of the reor ganization of a

great Arabic state in return for his aid in uniting

the Arabs against Turkey.

“ The Sherif (i . e.
u noble”) of the holy city of

Mecca has always regarded himself as occupying

a peculiar position as the custodian of the most

sacred sanctuary vtf Islam, the (Jaaba in Mecca. . .

He was never a Caliph, though some of the occu-

pants of the Sherifate had ambitions in that direc-

tion, but his authority, increased by the fact that

the occupant was supposed to bo a descendant of Ali,

the son-in-law of the^Prophet, was always recog-

nised as a matter of policy by the Sultan. To the

Arabs, constituting the very core of orthodox

Mohammedanism, the Turkish yoke had always

been distasteful.” •

King Hussain sent fiis son, the Emir Feisul to

the Paris Conference, where his demand for a

Greater Arabia encountered opposition both from

the French, who laid claim to Syria, and from the

Zionists who wished to see Palestine transformed

into a Jewish State.

As a result of the Special Conference Groat

Britain has been given a mandate for Palestine

and France for fcjyria.

How is Asia Minor proper to be settled ? There

you have some seven millions of Turks, and also a

large Greek population alongf the west coast. If

any part of the sea coast he given to Greece, whore

is the boundary line to bo drawn ( This difficulty

is one of the causos which has made a rovision of

the Treaty of Sevros Necessary. The idea of
• *

entiroly dissolving Turkey by handing over Asia

Minor to some Bower would be sheer madness.

As a result of the War, Armenia and Georgia

( Baton rn, Kars, Tiflis—Russia) declared their in-

dependence. The Greek occupation of Smyrna,

and the adjacent coastland was sanctioned by the

Allies as a provisional measure. While Britain,

as a rosult of her successful compaigns, virtually

governod Rilostino and Mesopotamia, and France

sent Genoraj Gourand to occupy Alexandretta and

Beirut in Syria in anticipation of the decision of

the Paris Conference.

“ Such is the situation”, Professor Jastrow

sums. up,
“ largely brought about by the continu-

ation of the old time spirit ... . Unless an

entirely dill'erent principle is set up at the coming

Conference (Sevres), nothing is to be expected

except further outbursts of fanaticism of the

Turks against G reeks and Armenians, the out

break of hostilities between Groeks and Italians,

the rising of Palestinian Mohammedans against

the Jews, and of Syrian natives against the

ambitions of the Arabs.”

Asa prophet of doom Professor Jastrow has not

been ontirely justified in detail, but the rebellions

in Egypt, in Mesopotamia and in Syria, along with

Khilafat agitation in India go far to confirm his

conclusion that the corpse of the sick man of

Europe will be as troublesome as the moribund

patient.

In his third chapter — “ Mandates not a Solu-

tion”—Professor Jastrow givos us the American

point of view on the vexed subject of the mandate

method — a method which the world owes to the

fertile imagination of General Smuts. “A man-

date,” Professor Jastrow writes, “ may be defined

as a trusteeship committed to a Power with the

proviso that the Rower so entrusted is responsible
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to the Dengue of Nations” The l\>wer wliiuh

discharges a mandate may not exceed its limi-

tations.

•

Hb admits tint Alio mandate method meets tho

need of tutelage in the ease of backward peoples
t

and that the League cun provoni the Government

entrusted with the mandate tmm stopping beyond

its proper bounds. I
4 or these reasons the mandate

method marks a great stop forward, blit lie doAbts

the advisability of applying it to regions which

wore onoo centres of culture e. *j ,
Asia Minor and

Syria.

He suggests that, there are only three possible

Candida tes for mandates in the near FisJ; -Britain.

France ami the United States. Mesopotamia and

Palestine naturally fall to Britain ; Syria to

France. Thore remain the newly orgini/od ^states

of Arabia, Armenia and Azerbaijan (between

Georgia and the Caspiart Sea Baku), Georgia*

and the rest of Asia Minor to be disposed of. He

suggests Britain for Arabia, the United States for

Armenia “ But in the opinion of many competent

studonts it would bo unwise as woll as, in many

raspocts, impracticable to apportion Armenia, and

what we may conveniently call Turkish Asia

Minor to two Bowers. If this were done, however,

one does not see how any other decision can ho

reached except again to assign to Groat Britain

the mandatory power over Turkish Asia Minor.
1 ’

Then ho proceeds to develop an argument which

seeks to show the peril to the poaco of the world

which would result from this control by Great

Britain of tho historic highway across Asia Minoi.

The peril seems ontiroly one of his own imagi-

nation, and his reasoning soems rather perverse.

America declines to be responsible for Armenia-

Armenia and Turkish Asia Minor should go

together under one mandate—place another little

burden on Britain’s back, and then turn round

and accuse her of seeking to control the destinies

of tho Near East ! Is this quite fair ?

And as a matter of history, the Tioaty of Sevres

has given no ftnandato for Turkish Asia Minoi -

that remains an independent state
,
while, thanks

to the delay and unwillingness of TJ. S. A.,

.Vmoma is still without r# mandatory Puwei Urn

pi«oy of Bolshevist and Turk.
*

#

Britain i* given a mandate over Palestine and

Mesopotamia, though recont events in tho valley nt

tho Tigris may. cause a revision of tho mandate

granted.
*

•

Franco is given a control in Syria, limited to

tin* coast towns, and a narrow inland strip inclu-

ding the province of the Lebanon
;

while the

interior including the principal cities, has been con-

ti oiled nnd administered by an Arab Provisional

Government with its head, piai tcis at Damascus

# Thus another of Professor .lastrow’s antici-

pations is falsified In discussing whether U. S. A.

should undertake a mandate for Armenia and

Turkish Asia Minor, as urged by their famous

diplomatist and ex- Ambassador to Turkey, the

Ron Hom y Morgonthau, Professor J astro \v seems

to forget bis former argument, when he brings

forward the strong American opposition to a com-

binod rrundate for I oar that it would result in

strengthening the Turk and in weakening the

Armenian. Would not this argument apply equ-

ally to a Bwtish combined control ?

His chief objection, however, against the under-

taking by U. S. A
,

ol a*mandate for Armenia, is

that this would involve under present conditions

the provision of a considoiahle army to maintain

qpder “ Theio is no mistaking the strong feeling

existing in this country,” he writes, ,c
against

entering into any further military activities on

the other side of the ocean, now that, with our

help, the menace to the civilized world for which

we entered the war has been removed.” But has

it ? The first sentence in his book declares that

“ the war is not over, nor will it be until the

Eastern Question has been disposed of.” “ If
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the U. S.” he goes on in Chapter 3,
“ as a nation

free from any militaristic ambitions wore to

furnish the example of a standing army of large

proportions
,

it is felt that there would be little

hope of ever carrying out a policy of gradual dis-

armament throughout the world”. Once agun

we think the argument L weak. „ He puts the

maximum numbers required for maintaining ordei

in Armenia at -‘>0,000. Does he suggest that the

supply of such a force for a period long enough to

enable the Armenians to undertake their own self-

defence, would be a real obstacle to disarmanent (

Surely one of the lesson of the War been

that it is sheer political folly for the democratic-

nations of the world to desist from maintaining an

effective military force, so long as any region e. <j

Mexico or the Near East—is in a condition of

insecurity and disorder. We do not live in a

Utopia merely as a result of signing the League

of Nations Covenant. May it not be that the

shortest road to ultimate disarmament may just

be the provision of the protectors whom Armenia

so sorely needs t

“ The pertinent question is asked”, he goes on,

14 why should we assu*ne a guardianship for a part

of the world with which, outside promoting

commercial and friendly relations, we have nothing

to do, and with which wfe have nothing in

common P* We are glad that he does not fully

share this point of vidw himself. That this

question should ever be asked, is but another

example of how little the American people have

learned by the War. Have they not realized

after the tragedy of the last seven years, that no ,

nation in the world cau live to itself, that the

strong must bear the burdens of the weak, and

that, if they refuse, another international cata&;

trpph# will ensue, into which, as inevitably as in

the recent conflict, the U, S. will be drawn.
%

Surely the policy of political isolation is morally

out of date I

“ We stand emphatically” he states, “ for the

policy of the self-government of peoples, which

meanB that those peoples who are not yet able to

govern themselves should realize that they are

placed under the tutelage of more advanced

nations solely with this end in view and no othei

Wo are free from the suspicion of ulterior

motives. We need no tern lory as a bulwaik to

possessions, and we are not menaced by an>

encroachment on oui domain. But on the othei

band it should be recognised that, in the fulfilment

of obligations, that would rest upon us as a

member ol the League of Nations, we ought not

to be asked lo take a step which should involve

the further sacrifice of young American lives,”

It is sad, indeed, to read such a sentence from a

citizen of the same land as Abraham Lincoln.

1 We want a better world, and we would like to

see Armenia safe and free, only don’t ask us to

risk our lives in achieving that most desirable

end.” No wonder, W oodrow Wilson is a broken-

hearted man.

Britain and France who poured forth their best

young blood like water— they may accept mandate

because of course they have ulterior motives, but

as for us we will mind our own a Hairs !

• Surely for the sake of the future world it would

be a stimulating and inspiring spectacle to see the

U. S. lead the way in a task of really unselfish

service. Are all^ motives to remain mercenary

^

while the presence of the IT. S, as a mandatory

power in the Near East would help to prevent

that very evolution of trusteeship into proprietor-

ship, which he so much dreads.

Dissatisfied with the mandate system, Professor

(iastrow, in the last chapter, seeks a solution in

what he calls “ Internationalism.” “ is it possible”

he asks, “ to hold on to the correct principle under-

lying the mandatory idea, and yet advance to a

form in its application which will obviate the

dangers, difficulties and objections inherent in as-

signing the trusteeship of each of the subdivisions
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of the Near East to one power ?” He therefore

suggests assigning to international commissions

the tutelage of the nine sub divisions into which

this region naturally falls:— 1. Constantinople

‘J, Turkish Asia- Minor 3. Armenia. 4. Georgia

5.
(

Azerbaijan 6. Syria 7. Palestine 8. Mesopotamia

10 Arabia.

On each coin mission there should ho ropiosmi-

tation of the native population. Their woik

would be primarily* that of leeonstructioii into

which, he thinks, the political factor need not entor

unless we deliberately introduce it.

lie contends for the following advantages under

this systom. 1 . The financial obligations incurred

would bo shared by all while the benc!jti> would

accrue to nil,

2. There would be no tariff wars between the

nine sub-divisions.

3
. The elimination of large standing armies,

and, with this, the removal of the mam objection

urged in this country against American partici

pation in the affairs of the East.

4. All the splendid plans which the present

Mandatory Powers have in m,nd for the countries

entrusted to thefn, could be carried out just, as

well and even better in co operation with the other

Powers represented on an international for that

land and with their good will.

5. Lastly the plan of international commissions

would solve the perplexing problem of what to do

with Constantinople. Under such a •commission

which should include Greek and Turkish represen-

tation, Constantinople would naturally become a

free city like Dantzig.

“ The conditio sine yua non for trying the new

experiment of international commissions in settling

the Eastern Question, is the whole-souled willing-

ness of the Great Powers to abandon all ambitions

for extension of territorial sovereignty over lands,

which do not belong to them.

“ We do not need the East, but the East needs

us
;
and there is a sense in which we also need the

East for progress in the world "has always been

brought about tin

o

#
ugh the interchange of Eastern

and Western ideas and inspirations
”

• In debating this issue as between the mandate

system and that of international turn missions, we

do Aell to remember that mandated territories do

not form part of the sovereign domain of the

mandatory Power, but are incxcly attributed to it

on i* audition it lullils specified conditions a. y t

rendering a* yearly report to the League of

nation.-. If the mandatory Power fails in its

duties or violates the requirements laid upon it, it

can he deprived of its mandate.

Besides the rnothod of condominium i. e. of

shaiing of sovereignty by one or more nations has

beer: tried and found wanting, because of the

difficulty of fixing responsibility under such a

systom. And for this same leason international

conimissions are likely to prove unsuitable for

administering largo regions.

But if international control is inadmissible for

mandated territories, purely national control is

not without dangers. To avoid and overcome

these dangers tho Loaguo of Nations exists, and it

can function successfully, whether by the system

of mandates or not, only as a i^ew spirit permeates

the policy of all tiie nations—that new spirit

which kindled inty flame at the words of

Woodrow Wilson.
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manifesto of the Congress held at Glasgow

in 191 ft .^ys The League of Nations is

the greatest expeitruout ever tried upon the

earth. In its ,m.icross lios tho future hopo of

humanity/’ What is this League of* Nations '*

Wherein lies the necessity to try °
this greatest

experiments What are its aims and measures '(

Is the world ready to welcome this League '( Is it

bound to be the future hope of humanity ( These

are evidently some of tho ieiy many important

questions which requite an answer in order to

have a correct understanding and appreciation of

the subject.

The Europear- political thought has thrown in

its horizon as tho summit of its attainments a

new ideal in tho shapo of the League of Nations,

A common se'nse definition of the term is perhaps

that it is a combination of all the representatives

of the peoples of the universo for security of peace

and order and for the total abolition of all abhor

rent wars in future In substance, it must imply

that the whole human i ace has only one origin

and that artificial differences arising by way of

divergences in creed, colourvind locality will weigh

nothing in the light of the common welfare of the

universe. Stated thus, the League looks like a

splendid ideal with which, as Lord Bryce says

“ tho future Temple of Peace can be safely built.”

Differences between nations in all matters con-

cerning their welfare will be settled by a common

world tribunal, and the decision of such a tribunal

is bound to bind all thoso who compose the same.

Looked at from this point of view, it is not only

desirable to havo such an institution for the

futuro security of universal peace, but it is alro

most highly necessary.

Wherein lies the necessity to try this greatest

experiment ? The late European war has instilled

into tho mind of overy human being a longing

after peace and order and a hatred for war and its

cunsoquences. Tho economic effects of the late

disastrous world war are still fresh in the minds

o! all nations, and no nation is as yet freo from

the unbearable sufferings and hardships imposed

upon them, in thoir mode of living, and standard

of comfort. Besides this natural* and inborn

desire of men for pence, thore is also the fear

that, perhaps, a future war, if it conies at all—
may (Lid forbid— is likely to be a hundred oi

even a thousand times more costly than the late

one. A third reason, certainly very important

from the stand point of History, arises out of a

desire to preserve the remnants of civilisation

from time immemorial, in architecture, art etc.

Those of us who have been glancing through the
1 London Times’ or the 1 Times of India ’ during

the war period will recollect with vivid imagination

and memory sorrfe of the horrible atrocities,

sacrilegeous actn, and vandalistic behaviour com-

mitted upon civilisation. Beautiful buildings

illustrating the development of architectural skill,

and fine arts representing the height of human

capacity were made tho victims of fire and cannon

balls. Human nature must, in its best and most

refined sense, show an aversion to vandalism,

and try to preserve its progress in civilisation from

stage to stage so that future generations may

have that aesthetic pleasure and taste to impose

upon improved methods, and make life also a

pleasant thing to live in this world theatre.

So then, a necessity having been felt for the

formation of such a League, we shall note the aim

as well as the measures with which the League

intends to carry out its aim. The main object of

the League can be inferentially drawn from its

definition to be the promotion of international
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co-operation, and tho abolition of international

enmity and strife. In the preamble to the Cove-

nant of 28th April 1919, it is laid down that the

aim of tjho League ia “ to [/remote international

co-operation and to achievo international peaco

and security by the acceptance of obligations not

to raaort to war M
But in a nutshell, the main

aim of tho Lnnguo is the abolition of war. To

carry out this aim, several elaborate provision^

have been drawn Thdre must be a definite and

mutual guarantee of territory and independence.

Every nation* must recognise that any act or eir

rumstance which goes to threaten international

peace is a matter of internation il inteiest. Till

a peaceful settlement has been tried in
#
caso of

disputes, all nations must agioo not to go to war.

If any member of the Leigiu* violates the sacred

ness of this
* agreement, all the other members

should deelaro a staje o( w.u against it and they

should strictl) puvludo themselves from all deal-

ings with that nirinbu Though a provision has

been made with regard to tho limitation ol

armaments, still an arrangement has been made

lor the organisation of a huge and well-trained

international policb, other ways tailing -to

seciiro a peaceful settlement
”

Besides this ultimate and most important aim

of preventing future wars, the scope of the work

of the League is considerably widened by its

necessity to solve a number of universal problems,

economic and social, that have arisen it/ almost all

the countries of the world as a direct consequence

of tho most liberal ideas of fraternity, equality

and liberty thrown in the politic J horizon by the

volcanic eruption of the French Revolution in the

last decade of the eighteenth century. One of

the most important of such universal problems is

the successful solution of the keen struggle

between capital on the one hand and labor on the

other. Headers of newspapers, Englishmen as well

as Indians, will recollect how strikes and look- outs

have become everyday phenomena, and bow

capital has to yield to labor gradually by promiso

of increased wage;? and better conditions of living.

Even in an undeveloped country like India, strikes

qn the part of the laborers havo become so com

mon/uid so serious that capitalists seriously fear,

that they, in tho near future, woujd havo to
#

he

mechanical tools in tire hands of the laborers The

Madras tramway strikes of I PIS And milMabo-

ror strikes at Bombay and at Mlahnhnd represent

tho dignity th#at labor has assumed, even though

the success has been infinitesimally small.’

English Industrial History has shown that, in the

eighteenth century, capitalists woie a night-

mare to tho laborers, and «i source of terror to

their sources of living. But now, tho importance

of labor has been realised to a degree, which was

probably unthought of before two centuries.

Recently, the English capitalists had to descend,

and to promise more wagos to the laborers in the

coal-strike. Now arises tlfe question “ what is to

bo the role of capital '(• is it to dictato to labor or

to serve as a source of supply to it As it is, it.

soems that labor has strengthened itself by the

organisation of trade unions and has impressed

its importance upon the economic world so much

ho, thore is an honest fear tlfat, the position of

capital and labor will be leversod, and that tho

laborer will bo tho ruling autocrat, of tho world,
% •

as were the military soldiers in Germany. So, the

arrival of a smooth and happy relationship be-

tween capital and labor is owe of the vory many

piobleins left to tho League for solution.

Another and still more impoi taut question

arises in connection with tho status of the small

states in Europe. Are they to bo erased from

tho map of Europe just like the shameful parti-

tion of Poland, or, are they still to be kept intact

and made the cause of further internecine strifes

and struggles ’< History has already recorded
• *

within her bosom the slur cast upon the different

nationalities of Europe foi having most shame-

fully, and against all scruples of htwm civilisa*
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tion, partitioned Poland, What is to be done

with small states like 1 Self iam and Switzer-

land ? Ever since the dawn of history, they havo

been the main reservoirs supplying the cause

of almost all the Eurdpean wars. The interests

of civilisation require that the small states lhust

be preserved, and their rights must be respected,

but the interests of the League necessitate a tptal

erasure of all tho small states unless the big

nations are prepared to recognise the small ones

as having equal status and importance in the

world’s history.

Subject countries like India or Ireland seem

to be a third bugboai to the council of the League

of Nations. Though the inauguration of the

League is hailed with applause in certain quarters

of the world, yet there are countries, like India^

which view the League as the ‘greatest tragedy of

the late war.’ One of the Indian papers observes

that the League is a good preparation for a new

war, and that so long as there are powors with

interests to guard, or ambitions to fulfil, or even a

grudge to pay out, they do not mean to let the

League impose peace on an immature world. The

reason for this view is due to the fact that, while

small states like pelgium and Switzerland pre

represented in the International Labor Office,

India alone is denied tho right of representation.

The denial is made moro tragic by the fact of its

apparent justification with causes too trivial and

silly, hy the organisers of the League.

Ireland is another tragic instance, when

England, the strong advocate of the League,

fails to mete out justice. Pilled with ideas* of

diplomacy, balance of power, and the everlasting

glory of the British Empire, England has not yet

made up its mind to grant even Dominion Home

Rule even though martyrs, like the Lord Mayor of

Cork, would not be satisfied with anything less,

than absolute independence. To England, as to

all countries, History has taught nothing, and the

gamp story hap to be repbated in all countries

which cry for national independence, as was the

case in Italy and Prance. There is a groat deal

of truth in the statement that England has to

sacrifice a great deal di her ‘Imperial imperious-

ness’ for the sake of the League if she earnestly

advocates it. This is perhaps the reason why it

is said that all those who are concerned with the

formation of the League of Nations are not friends

of the British Empire. Bishop Frodsham makes

a comparison botwoen the League of Nations on

the one hand, and tho British Empire on the

other, and holds the view that no greater world

disaster could he committed than the starting

of the League of Nations. In his own words,

* k The League of Nations is a glorious dream but

tho British Empire is a solid reality. The British

Empire is the product of gradual development

and of three hundred years of practical experi-

ence and no greater world disaster could ho con-

ceived than that the" fabric of tho Empiro should

bo undermined in order to make room for an

ambitious but imperfectly thought-out scheme

for building a Palace of Peace which may turn out

to be only another OJastle in Spain.” Hence even

in England, the glorious advocate, then, have

arisen two hostile camps, one desiring her to

sacrifice a great deal of her imperialism for the

cause of internationalism and the other fully

impregnated with the view that the sun never

sets on the British Empire, not willing to

leavo away
4

the bird in hand to seek after two in

the bush. Morley in his Recollections (Vol, II)

says. “ The very word ‘Empire ’ is in history and

essence military
;

Emperor means soldier ; all

modern history and tradition associate Empires

with war.” Tho advocates of the British Empire

are the enemies of the League of Nations tho main

aim of which is to strike at the root of all causes

for future wars.

‘ At this stage, a question naturally arises. Is

the world ready and well equipped to welcome

$uch a League ? These who trace the progress of
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History from its dawn will note with interest the

various stages thi}t society has gone through up

to the present day, from individuals to groups

of individuals, from group's to tribes, from tribes

to societies, and from societies to states, it is at

this stage of development, that the organisers

make a high jump from states to inter-states.

This involves an assumption that all ovor the

world, there are only states of equal status, i#nd

that all that is necessary is to mingle them up in

a sort of international federation. But this

assumption* is against historic truth and fact.

Some countries are just beginning to develop
;

some remain as subject countries like India and
t

Ireland ;
which so many, like Belgium and

Switzerland remain as *mall states to be played as

tossing ballH between the mighty nations of the

world organised m two hostile camps. .The

League itself is r\ot all comprehensive. America

and Russia do not represent themselves in the

Council. This is, in short, a passing account of

the states of the world at present.

Now it may be asked whether the League

starting with the aims and measures aforesaid has

a chance to stand in the premature condition of

the world. The answer can be very well begun

with the recital of a passage occurring in an official

communique issued by Mr. Lloyd George and

Signor Giolitti in connection with tho Polish

affairs, which goes as follows “ The world in the

east and west is crying for peace but? it is only

obtainable on the basis of full recognition of the

liberties of nations ” These words, coming bs

they do, from the lips of such a great man hs

Mr. Lloyd George are entitled to great weight and

consideration. If it is a statement made without

meaning, then it is only a diplomatic way of

softening the higher aspirations of other undeve-

loped countries like Ireland from making any

further attempts towards national independence

aud national freedom. But if that statement has

come from his Jips after deliberate thinking for

29

the welfare of the universe,
,
then the only way

left open to ML Lloyd George is simply to recog-

nise the liberties of all nations. If absolute

freedom for nations is recognised, then it means

bh&t the ‘ Empire’ idea must perish, and England

fyas to be only one among many* nations in' the

\yorld. As it is, the promise, of England to

Ireland and India, is practically a castle in the

air and one is fenced to think in a pessimistic way

whether* a repetition of all the attempts and aqjts

that had to be gone through in all struggles for

national independence, ifi not necessary before the

liberties of all nations are recognised, and before

any such idea of a •League of Nations can be

launched in the sphere of practical politics. Prof.

Gilbert Murray seems to think that the idea of

nationality is dangerous t.o the future peace of

the world. Mr. Sydney Herbert writes, “Nation-

ality is a spiritual principle lit only for the per-

formance of a spiritual function divorced from all

associations regarding state or Administration."

Perhaps, it is in the interest, of Mr. Sydney

l lorbert, and the country to which he belongs, to

say so. This sort of viewing life by different

compartments of human activity is not always

correct, and cannot be mark) applicable at all

times, and in all countries. Politics, in its essence,

must cover the su*n and • substance of human

activities which go to contribute towards the

greatness of those people who compose a state.

Hence countries, which are "under foreign domina-

tion, must be made free, and their national

liberties must be recognised before any idea of a

world peace is to be put into action. Mere talk

of truth and justice is of no use for the future

security of the world.

Now, to go into the merits of the aim, and

measures of the League, the aim of the League,

.as has been repeatedly said, is the abolition of war,

and the diminution of the chances of its break-

ing out. As a means to this aim, the League makes

aa elaborate provision *or W international police
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to settle differences
.
of opinion between States.

Article XVI in the Preamble lrys flown :
“ If any

member of the League should resort to war in

disregard of its covenants, it shall ipso facto be

deemed to have committed an act of war agaihst,

all other members of the League, which unrfey-

take immediately to subject it to the severance of

All trade and financial relations/’ It is clear fmn

this that there is an obvious necessity to organise

op a large scale an international police, <to arbi-

trate conflicting opinions between two divisions

in the Council. Evidently, it means that might

is to be the only dictator of the rights of nations,

and that all talk of protoctiomto weak states, and

justice to subordinate onos will be only a sham.

This is the main reason why the League of

Nations is condemned as one defeating its own

purpose. Dr. Alfred Freid says u that the League

to be useful and successful must not have for its
t

foundation an international police, but must be

based upon a moral code wlwch must bind the

whole universo.” To say this is exactly begging

the question. Is the world ready to bo guided by

a moral code ( This obviously requires a recog-

nition of equality and national independence in

all states, small or great, subject or independent,

undeveloped, or advanced. Rut as it is, theve are

so many subject countries, li lea India and Ireland,

crying and fighting for national liberty, and there

are several small states always fearing that they

might be partitioned piecemeal by bigger ones.

One other fact, namely, the exclusion of some

countries, like Russia and the withdrawal of

some, like the United States, from the league is

proof positive to show that the world is not yet

ripe to welcome such a League. Recently, the

inability of the League to decide the question of

difference between Persia and Russia, has shown

to the spectator^, the glaring weakness, and the
.

consequent futility of the League.

And this defect in the constitution of the Lea-

gue, as it is, is that the League is more a League

of Governments than a League of Peoples. Per-

haps, it may be said that all govern nients have

become democratic, and that they stand only as

peoples of the universe.' But it must be borne in

mind that there are so many countries in the

world to which democracy and froedom of nation-

ality are denied, and till all of them become

nations of equal status with the organisers of the

League, the Longue will be dcchied preinutmc,

and tho chances of its success are practically nil.

Summing up, the League, as it is composed, is

only a castle in the air, and has practically no

chance of standing at present. It is easy for Lord

Bryce, the ,arm chair historian, to say “on the

sanctity of treaties must tho iufcure Temple of

Peace be built/' Tho statement only shows an

incapacity to understand the human ns)chology.

The’ predominance of ‘Self’ in man has deve-

loped in the politics of to day in* the shape of the

all^ powerful
4

State.’ To work for it, to improve

it, and to die for it, these are the predominant

ideals of the present day political life. It is no-

thing but glib talk to say that international treat-

ies must be respected, when the policy of every

state is to see "that it stands ovei the heads

pf the others. So, then, the future Temple of

Peace is not to be built upon the sanctity of treat-

ies but upon the recognition of the liberties of

all nations, Ever since the dawn of the wot Id,

its progress up till to day has been very small.
*

War, which has been the means of deciding dis-

putes between individuals is now made use of as

a means of arbitration between states, and bet-

ween different nations. A further development

is yet to come. Just as in a state/the individual

binds himself according to the decision of the

courts of justice, the states also must develop to

such an extent as would agree to bind themselves

by the decisions of the world tribunals.



THOUGH rs FROM VEDANTA
BY

Mu. H. W. B. MORENO, B.A., uh.D., m.R.a.s.

Thy thirst, deluded one, for wealth avoid,

M^ke* mind and bou4 and all, of that devoir),

The fruit of tnine own labours is thy lot,

Seek but for this, why seek for what is not?

Who is thy wife, or who thy son ( Indeed,

Strange is this world to such as do pay heed,

Ijost know to whuujf <
>, brother, thou belong nt f

Reflect on It,
1 horn whence thou know st* thou

com’st.

Why soek for earthly wealth, or worldly lame,

Both have then balding ills, then woes the *ame
;

Know that the bee that doth the lionet biing

Hides lit its sheath the sharp and painful sting,

With pride of wealth old ago and youth do play,

Floeth all this as doth the light ol day,

Knowing thou thjs, illusive pomp s forsake,

To the goal of Brahman 4 flow thyself betako.

Unsteady as the writer on the loaf,

Of budding lotus, so is transient, biief,

AH wurdly joy, eschew tins false domain,

Penance thy raft, thou’lt croia the Barnsar- main s

For birtli and death they follow one another,

Bike twins they issuo from the womb of mother,.

Such is the Wheel of Karma * circling round,

Now up thou art and now thouseekst the ground.

Day follows night and winter ushers spring,

.Each has its joys and both their sorrows bring
,

Time hastens on and if Life’s span decrease,

Hope over rises and man's aims increase.

Hoary with age and poised on trembling joints,

Man wends hw way, while Hope to Distance points,

Vedanta. The system of Hindu philosophy expounded
by Sankaraeliarya.

2. It.—God as impersonal, unknown and unknowable.
3. Illusive pomp.—The illusion of tins universe, maya.
4. Brahman.—God in the character of Creator.

6.

8amsar-main.—This Universe and all that it

entails.

6# Karma.—The law of oausalty, that actions bring

their own reward
; an endless cycle of births

and rebirths due to our actions which have to

be atoned for in other lives.

The bright mirage defeats his longing will,

Now it is near and now 'tis distant still.

i> *

Lifp is but death and death the gate of life,*

This in thy bosom face all earthly stiifo
;

For yet the (loath of deaths shall ’sot thee free,

To enjoy thu sweets of immortality.
«

A way frpin tumult, far from voice or sound,

Couched on thy deer-hide, 7 seek tho tranquil

ground,

There let thy r.oul in contemplation rise,

To realms above the earth, beyond the skies.

Koi friend and foe and kith and kin must cease,

When thou hast i cached the bonds of perfect peace,

Them from those heights empyioan thou shalt soo,

Alone thou wast, and is, and t* er shall be s

The until and sea below, the sky above,

Shall merge into the ocean ol pure love,

Beyond those bourses Thy Sell » in joy serene,

Shall view what shall be, is, and what lms been.

Set free fiom all desire, from lust and greed,

Made 1 1 oo from bond of caste or earthly creed,

Ask Who am L "
( Then lej; the imvard eye,

Of contemplation answer to that cry.

Koi birth and death most ceaso and thou and I,

And God and man, Ifni vain such notions lie,

The All is I and 1 the All thuu’lt say,

Lo li (\uui
’’

1 " reveals *thjs as the light ol day.

Lost in the ocean of eternal bliss, 1

1

All thoughts shell vanish, all shall pass hut thlfl
;

‘^The One Unknown that broods upon the deep,

Doth iold me in Its wings in diearnless .sleep”, 12

7. Deer-hide.—The common carpet on which all yogis
i.c., religious devotees, sit m contemplation.

8. Alouo .... shall be. - A reference to tho Monistic
theory, that the soul oi man expanded is tho
World-Soul or God mid is therefore the only
entity in the universe. •

9. Self.—The Higher Sell or the Divine Atman .

10. Aum.—The secret name of God.
11. Eternul bliss.—Cahed Anauda

, the Buddhist
Airuaiui. •

12. Dreamleis sleep.—Called ISamadhi
,



Mr. NEVlNSON'S POEMS
By Mr. B. NATESAN

M R. HENRY Nevinson is a journalist and wri-

ter of distinction. To us iii India, be endeared

himself by the remarkably frank and sympathetic

studies he contributed to the Manchester Guardian

in the •stirring days of 1907— 1908. Those inte-

resting sketches were collected and published rn

the form of a book, “ The New Spirit in India ”

which traced t.he cause of the Indian unrest and

suggested remedies which time has proved salutary.
* •

, Mr. Nevinson has led a vigorous life—a life full

of varied experiences. He has travelled far and

wide

Beyond the village, through the garden gate
Down the white road a'cross.the harbour bar,

And out upon the ocean desolate;

and has told in prose and verse

Of other men where other mortals are,

Where rites impenetrable consecrate
The glittering temple domes of Candahar,
Or where the Pyramids, confronting fate,

Watch over Egypt’s immemorial state

;

Told them of jewelled vaults in Travancore,
And bid them all the haunted bays explore
Of Asia, slubbering on her memories.

A scholar of Christ Church, he early took to

journalism which, in England, offers a fine field for

energy and intelligence. He joined the staff of the

Daily Chronicle on which he servod as a war cor-

respondent during thb Greco-Turkish war of 1897,

In ’98 he travelled in Spain and was subsequently

sent to Natal and Transvaal duriug the Boer war.

He visited Central Africa in 1904 where he ex-

posed the Portuguese Slave Trade in a series of
a

brilliant articles which .stirred the reading' public

and profoundly disturbed the placidity of the

Government. He was then called to Russia in

1905 and deputed to take the English Address to

the President of the Duma in 1906. Later, he

travelled in the Caucu9us and then came to India,

1909 found him in Spain writing sketches to the

Daily News to which he also wrote a periodical

account of the Spanish campaign in Morocco.

Albania saw him in 1911 while in 1912 he was

with the Bulgarian army. Truly he may sing :

1 have laboured
4
long

And much enjoyed, much suffered, wandering far

In unknown wilds and cities of old fame.

Mr. Nevinson has been associated with the

London Nation since 1906 when it was founded

by Mr. Ma6siDgharo. He contributed largely to

its pages and wrote some remarkably telling

articles during the last great war.

In the midst of such a life of toil and adventure

Mr. Nevinson has found time to “cultivate the

muse.” And in the book under review * he aptly

quotes the pregnant words of Socrates uttered on

the morning of his execution 11 For it seemed

safer not to depart this life before i had absolved

and purified my soul by making poems in obedi-

ence to the dream.” Fit motto for a scholar's

book of verses ’

We are familiar with his prose—nervous, olo-

quent, colloquial, chatty— a handy st)Ie lit for

every species of writing—descriptive; narrative,

studiously philosophic or whimsically reflective, as

the occasion may require. But to many of his

readers his command of the felicities of metre and

his easy turn for poetical composition and the fine

success he has achieved in this line must be

agreeably surprising. This collection of occasional

verses which are mainly autobiographical will be

read with interest by all lovers of his delightful

tBsays. Indeed his verses are much more than

the diversions of a man of letters, practising

rhyming for pleasure. Poetry seems so inevita-

ble to this happy traveller. “ I too was born a

pilgrim ” he flings,

And sought

From land to land by holy, reverence led

The relic of mankind's immortal dead ;

and so on he goes singing like a minstrel bard

from land to land. Thus of Greece the classic

ground of wisdom and romance in a familiar

strain :

I stood beside tbe column
Of Athene's ruined shrine '

And looked from far at Sparta,

And drank the risened wine

;

And heard the goat God speak,

Where the asphodel was growing,
And the mother tongue was Greek.

* Lines of Life By H. W. Nevinson, George Allen

and Unwin Ld., London.
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But for sheer beaut} of description and splen-

dour of words I must quote this passage from a

poem entitled the “ German \\ inter:”

, Oh, far away
A purple mountain rises from the sand,

The golden sand beneath the golden day ;

Down the bright steep the waterfall plunges free,

From ledge to radiant ledge, and on the strand

Sounds the hnq murmur of tfre eternal sea.

The last line, has, to mine ear, all the poetical

excellence in Tennyson’s beautiful line
44 The

long glories of the winter moon.” It will he

profitable to study the sounds of the vowels in

either case and the skilful disposition of words.

We have had in rocont years a few masters of

prose embarking on the perilous sea of poesy with

such easy mastery and sureness of touch that it

makes' us regret all the more that they had riot-

taken to tjie muse much earluu in life, Mr.

Nevinson’s efforts rommd us of the achievements

of Edmond Gosselind TLiistopher Benson who

have dabbled in verse with conspicuous success.

His poems, like theirs, are marked by the same

polish and eloganco, the same grace of style and

delicacy of execution coupled with a noto of

soriousnes'j becomiug the scholai which distin

guisheb his verses from the playful parodies of

mere critics and pedants. Mr. Nevinson is no.

dilettante. He is too seriously inclined and his

mood, whether grave or gay, is seldom frivolous

and always inspired by the masters. No mere

skilful dealing in words could make a
#
truo poet,

Mr. Nevinson has all the mood and spirit of rare

artistry. But in the exquisite “ Prayer in

Spring,” there is the authentic voice of great

poetry.

Love open, too, I have shared, and love that came,
With fragrance of a midnight rose,
And silent arms

; and after wisdom’s flame.
As a wild hunter sought

In life and record, following where she goes
Down the pale glens of thought

;

Muoh have I striven, like the old Greek who ohose
Service to war and the muses—each a strife !

But in the dusk and storm that battle wrought
Peace came undreamt of, as a miraculous flower

Sprung from a harsh and thorny stick,

And rapturous for an hour.

He is, like his obvious favouiites, the poet of

life, consciously or unconsciously echoing the

style and sentiments of Milton and Wordsworth.

It is the over- powering expression of the scholar

in Yhe poet even as in Mathew Arnold,
1 Now id the centre of life’s arch I stand.

And vieyv its curve descending from to-day;

How brief the road from birth’s mystorious
strand,

How brief its passage till it close in grey ;

Vet by this bridge went all the immortal band,

Aryl th*> world’s saviour did not reach halfway.
•

And then there are plentiful lines in which

Mr. Nevinson has udaptod the strain of the

greater poets, lineB like :

So has it beon sine© I was born

,

So lasts tilf doath or longor

Or

When 1 consider this queor soul of mine,
And kindred souls oi all my fellows here

Or

O Death, here is thy sting!
• Here, Grave, thy

#
Victory !

Or that splendid perversion of the well worn

lines •
#

But now his soul lies mouldering in the grave,

And his body goes marching on.

It would be surprising indeed if Mr. Nevinson,

the journalist had not written on the war ---the

war that inspired Rupert Bfooke and the new

Elfzabethans. In a brilliant study of the wounded

soldior he has packed in three lines the whole

philosophy of the concluding chapter in Pater’s

Renaissanco, when he depicts the hero’s longing
$

for life*-“ono last, lingering look of love and

desire to

Feel the rebellious heart confronting me
And knowT the miracle of the sudden smile,

And live the immortal life of moments.

1 In fact the passion of life and the delights of

labour are the very spice ol’ Mr. Nevinson ’s

philosophy even as it was of Stevenson’s, What

can be more touching and wii.hal more exulting

than the song of the wounded spldier—a song
•

which in its rich vocabulary of the sea is so truly

reminiscent of Tennyson

Shall I not sail a shijf again, nor feel

The rudder leaping in my hand
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Like a big fish, nor hear deep waters slide

Hissing in foaru against the slanted keel,

Nor watch the jagged homo'll show a land

Grey with the rain and c loud,

Nor when the moaning winds aro loud,

Up through the storm exultant, ride.

Bearing great order?,, climb the mountain sido

4
CPo88 the dim watershed of plunging snow,

An|L seo *
.\u army's b rasters sparkling* fa

be!o\fc
'*

Such is the pout’s joy in motion and the glory

of limb and life. We are familiar with the way

s

of poets and philosophers who piaisp the soul at

the expense of the body. Hero is a poet refresh

ingly original .

1 do not greatly care what may beta 11

IV? y soul when it shall fade in air

.

$

but he is deeply perturbed ' by the fate of the

body,

Dear host and comrade of the soul,

and deplores the pitiful destiny that awaits this

mortal coil, ho scorned and despised alike* by Iho

stupid and the wise, the stupid who are ignorant

of its proper use and the wise who are stoically

indifferent. What shall cqine of it, asks tho

poet.

Oh, the broad chest that broke the swollen wavo
The feet that were au swift to run

Tho eyes that threw a light so glad and brave
Back to the aun.

And limbs that Ivarnt of love his utmost worth
And hummg fieart that loved so true !

Sweet earth, have pity on a little earth
1

That pitied you !

Such line* are not’the lesult of mere tricks of

style or sentiment. They embody a deliberate

philosophy of life -rejoicing in action, and keenly
* •

sensitive to the pleasures of the earth, yet aus-

tere, supremely disdainful of vulgar temptations

and defying the base compromises of indolence

and pusillanimity. Tie is no epicure. His soul,

like that of the older poets is possessed by that

inexhaustible word, life, of which he discourses

with such eloquence and wisdom. He is truly

Wordsworthian even where you suspect he is dull

or pompous. .But what interests him is always

Life, the muslin network of the flesh,

The sacred web where soul and substance meet,
Mysterious, passing knowledge, with a mesh

Of wonder inter-woven till it works
In perfect function ; limbs obey the call

Of lightning riders racing to and fro,

Silent, invisible, carrying tho commands
Of a dominant thing unknown, that somewhere

c 4

r

lurks
Silent, invisible, hidden apai't from all,

But interfered and intermingled so
That while they live secure, secure it stands,
And if they sutler* suffering too it lies.

And if they die, it dies.

A

r

we said he is no epicure. He would battle

for the right unto the end and though

lie hears the lawful instruments of hell

Approaching,

there still

Remains the unconquerable will

The soul untamed, defiant to the death ,

and like the knight errant of old he calls on us

also to dvfy

Legalised murderer, spewing poisonous brbatb.
Successful ghouls ol purchased infamy
Life’s prostitutes, suckers of nobb> Wood.

' And freedom's hypocrites whose zeal is spent
In praising distant freedom

*

\ es ;
“ freedom’s hypocrites whoso zeal is spent

in praising distant freedom” what an apt descrip-

tion of the politicians at. the Peace Table and

what a commentary on the contrast between

practice and profession ?

Mr. Nevinson* is at homo in Much a theme, and

his style rises to the height of his argument, Tho

prospect ol Freedom and Brotherhood inspires him

as it inspires tho gifted author of Toviards Demo-

cracy. It is hard to resist the temptation to quote

at length from his last poem “ A vigil ”—a piece

of superb fceauty, which alike in its nobility of

thought and phrasing will stand comparison with

tho choicest sjiecimenB of contemporary verse.

Mr. iVevinson shares with Mathew Arnold the

scholar poet’s fondness for classical and long

drawn out similies which in themselves contribute

so much to the excellence of his poems. But space

forbids. This beautiful piece ends With the

lofty and austere injunction to scorn delights

and live laborious days,

To covet no reward of worldly state
To live indifferent to the public hate;
Nor drink the alluring opiate of a home.
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BY

Mr. V. V. BAPAT, R. A., (hons) .

Senior Fellow, New Poona Callege
,
Poona.

I
T seems hard times/’ one naturally exclaims at

the happenings of the day. India is passing at

present through a very critical stage when :i

single step can make or mar her progress accord-

ing as it is taken in the right or wrong di? action.

The whole nation in stirred t.o its depths by tfio

burning question of hfon- Co operation. The whole

country is ringing with one voice. The same

topic is heard everywhere— in clubs and in messes,

m class rooms and in playgrounds, in private talk

and in public speeches. The air is in ferment the

clement is seething, the atmosphere is surcharged.

There is hustle and tm moil, agitation find excite-

ment. The movomont of N V () is no longer

confined to the circle ol politicians but has a fleeted

the general mass, the rank and tile, in thousand

ways ami ode. Friends have alienated, strangers

lmve united. The extremists are toned down to

moderation, someVoll known model atea have shot,

up into extremists The erst while optimist sees

with a shudder the political hoii/.on clouded with

danger, the erstwhile pessimist is glowed with a

ray of hope. The idols of yesterday have fallen

into the dust, from their pedestals, the dust of

yesterday is inc unated into idols to-day. As in

human aflairs tliove is a tide also in national

affairs which, when taken at the lined, leads us on

to fortune. Wo arc, at present, driven by such a,

tide and are drifting to and fro on its uncertain

waterR which are lashed into fury by a tremendous

storm. The situation is extremely tense. The

womb of time which is ever big with destiny and

there is no knowing what, may happen the next

moment. Whether this movement wfll lead us on

to the heights of glory or hurl us down into tho

abyss of misery
; whether it will herald the dawn

of a new era of freedom and prosperity or ho the

precursor of the darkest ages in the history of

British rule; whether we are sweeping our tyrants

at one stroke or are merely tilting at windmills

—

these are questions which have tossed the minds of

every thinker on the waves of conflicting emotions.

Mahatma Gandhi has lit up the torch and no one

knows whether it will blaze up into a mighty
conflagration or smoulder into dying embers. A
wind is being sown and no one knows whether we
shall ride the whirlwind or reap it.

These are times when both sentiment and pre-

judice are at high tide. On the one hand, the

movement has given rise to a display of fiery

orations and angry demonstrations, of windy
rhetoric and an cMusinn of a hlAstcring sort- ol

patriotism, hjponkers of note and no note arc

working upon the feelings of the lhob by screwing

up *its emotions to the highest pitch by means of

catch woi ds which are used a.s shibboleths to con jure

the fanatics with. On the other hand, the sponsor

of the scheme is bombarded with vollies of sense-

less ridicule and venomous invective. Some are

burning incense to the N. G. (). scheme and are

singing hossainas to its followers, whilo tho very

name of N. C. O stinks into the nostrills of

others and draws out a shower of abuse. The
vory brillancy of the scheme strikes the imagina-

tion ol some enthusiasts who are so enamoured of

it that they never stop to think tlmt there is every

likelihood that it will prove u will-o'-the-wisp and

line us into quagmires while others with dazzled

eyes, on account of that very brilliancy, refuse like

owls to face it squarely, are moping and howling

in lonely corners At such a timo when there is

such a din and roar bn both sides, the still small

voice of reason is likely to be drownod in it
;
yet

there might bo some souls who realise that rhe-

toric is not argument, vehemence is not strength,

and abuse is not. defence. Let reason for their

sake, tako courage in both hayds and set her face

lik*e flint against, all opposition# and do justice to

this question of questions.

Tho reasons why Mahatma Gandhi was led to

launch this scheme of N . (
1 O. are now patent

to everybody. Kven a school boy can now repro-

duce tho hackneyed ifrgy orients. The British

Government has systematically flouted public

opinion and trampled down the olementry rights

of the people ;
it was not ashamed to ride rough-

shod over tho pledges given to the Muslims, it

hasf perpetrated horrible atrocities in the Hunjab,

the very memory of which still makes our flesh

creep ;
it has not only failed to redress our griev-

ances, but, on the contrary, lias attempted to white-

wash the doings of the bureaucrats of the Panjab
— all this is now the stock-in-trade of the political

‘agitator.’ By this callous indifference to these

’grievances, the British Government has forfeited

all claims to loyalty from the Indian people. The

faith of the people in British justice is now shaken

to the foundation. A’foeling of resentment has

come over the hearts of the people and to avoid

the mightier explosion of suppressed discontent,
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Mahatma Gandhi has given it an outlet in the

N. 0. 0. on the safety-valve principle.

The soheme of N. 0. 0. is now too well-known

to be reproduced here. The whole scheme is concei-

ved in a spirit of nothing-to-do-ism with the

British Government which is misconstrued in

some quarters as a spirit of hatred but which, in

reality, is a natural consequence of the sore disap-

pointment that the Indians received at the hands

of the British Government in the matters of the

Punjab and the Khilafat. It is perfectly natural

for the Indians, if they refuse to uhalre hands

with the murderers, and no power on earth can

compel them to do so against their will. Britain has

India’s confidence and consequently she refuses

any longer to remain tied down to the apron-

strings of Britain. This is the central principle

embodied in this scheme which was never before

deolared with such outspokenness, and the credit

of it goes entirely to Mahatma Gandhi. He looks

upon the present Government as the rule of Satan

aril is bent upon severing all connection with it

He is out against everything British and stands

for everything Indian. Accustomed for years to

look to the help of the British for the uplift of

our country, JJahatma Gandhi has dis iilusioned

the Indians once and for all and 1ms blazoned

forth with a trumpet voice the importance and

necessity of Self-help.
44 Be aloof ”—that is the

war cry oj^ Mahatma Gandhi.

44 Be aloof ”, indeed ! Oh!, if it wero possible

without danger to ofir lives f Non-co-operate—yes,

who will co operate* with evil? Non co operation

with evil is alright
;

but non co operation with

everything British seems something that will

involve our safety* India has found herself in

the deadly coils of the dragon
;
Mahatma Gandhi

has unsheathed the swGid of N^C. O. and is

going to make short work of the venomous reptile.

But 14 Beware Mahatrnaji !—lest, with the fangs of

the dragon, the head of mother Ind will be trunca-

ted ". Let us see how,
4

The' first stage of Non Co operation is the re,

nunciation of titles and honours, which, some

think, will bring home to the Government how

acutely and poignantly we feel the wrongs done

to un But we need not attach any impor-

tance to this particular item of the programme

concerning title holders. The bureaucracy knows

their stuff and any show of resentment from them

by the surrender of titles etc., will create no effect

on the Government. (

Next comes the item of the boycott of councils,

The argument advanced in favour of this is that,

if we enter the councils, it will? how that we are

ready to work the Reforms and that we do not

resent tho tyrannous rule of the British. Besides,

it is said that the council atmosphere is so vory

pestilential that it will affect the patriotism of

the leaders and the t>nemy is likely to ensnare

them without their knowledge. But in saying

like this, is not Mr. Gandhi betrayed into a con-

fession of our own weakness ? Why should wo
suppose that every one who seeks election goes

into the council with a view to co-operate with

the Government '* it is as good as saying that

every warrior who meets his enemy on the battle-

field is a traitor to his country, Is it not neces-

sary to fight the enemy on the same ground <*

And where can a passage- at arms be possible if

not in the councils ?

\

AgainaMalistraa Gandhi says, the wily tricks of

the enemy will seduce the leaders if they enter

the councils. That means, he has got a lurking

diffidence in his mind about the sincerity of the

patriotism of the present political workers
,

that

they are not. made of that iron stuff' as not to

swerve an inch even if the heavens fall
; that

they can b* buHotted at will by bureaucracy and

in order to escape that censure, he asks the lea

dors to avoid squarely facing the adversary. We
grant, there might be many temptations, but does

it behovo us on that ground to refuse to take up
the gauntlet * To retire from the arena and dec-

lare from tho homm tops that the enemy can be

host, fought when not fought., might be cogent

•logic for snints
, but common sense will look upon

it as sheer cowardice which flies away from evil

instead of resisting it boldly

Besides that the boycott of councils is a serious

strategical blunder in more than one direction.

The true leaders of the people will be barred out

and the hurnpty-dumptios who have managed to

get into the councils will masquerade as the re-

presentatives of the people. On account of their

political impotence they will not be able to oppose

the repressive measures that the bureaucracy will

pass. We shall thus be saddled with these laws

on the plea that our representatives have passed

them. And though we shall not approve of them,

we shall have no legal reason to complain. But

leaving aside the question of such tyrimnfc&l

measures, let us take the case of such salutary

measures as the Free and Compulsory Education.

Suppose a minister is able (though there is hardly

any likelihood of his doing so in view of the

financial straits) to pm a free and oompulfory
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, lunation bill : n tho new legislatures. Tim hill

, ill, then, nati rally be embodied as a law in the

•.fatuto book. Now the question will naturally

arise' if tbo present councillois are not our re

prosonta fives ire we bound to pass tin* laws

paused* by them ( The Government, will compel

*,ho students to join the schools on the sticngth

,ij this Bill
.
Xon (

4

o operators will preach with-

drawal of students from schools Pledged as we

are to j\. (.! O. we shall have to forego the ad van

tages of a free and compulsory education, which

is the crying need at present, and this we can df>

only hy offering civil disobedience. Passive Re

sistanco will thus be a natural outcome ol the

policy of N\ (*.(). But Mahatma Gandhi has

time and again emphasized the fact that. Satya-

graha is not included in the N. (J. 0. programme.

It is dillicult to soo how he will reconcile himself.

Moreover, how the boycott of oounciMias para

lysed tho Government is boyond om coufprelien-

sion. If there had been absolute unity among
our political leaders, if .ill the seats in the coun-

cils bad been # left vacant, then that, would ceitain-

ly have been a glorias tiiumph of N. (* 0. B\it

as long as tboro urcGissipaious tendencies evident

amongst us, it i,; highly impolitic, to say the least,

t/* ho> cot,t tho councils. To aptuie as many
‘oats m the councils as possible ml afterwards to

resign i/; ft body and thus to brir.g a dead- lock m
Hm administration by rendering it impossible to

piss any legislation would have been a far moie

elective way of Vgn- (Jo operation ohan this of

allowing the bureaucracy •» hee piay But now

tin* elections have taken [dace, and now it is no

um> ciying oven spilt milk.

Then comes the question of withdrawal oi

students from aided and (internment schools and

colleges. Mahatma G.ihdhi says that, our sell

-

respect revolts at the idea of the Satan taking the

Bible class or the murderer of our brothers being

tho guardian of our children. Also the education

imparted at present to the student is not only

useless to tho student in his after life but is also

pernicious in several wins as it tends to create a

slave psychology in our students. That the

present education is highly deleterious, we do not

dispute. But to refuse that education on the

ground that it is given with the aid of Govern -

ment money which is tainted with blood is merest
sentimental sp >of. But with the grants in aid

comes the Govern merit control—-some will say ;

but these can be removed very easily now that

the Department of Education is transferred to the

Minister who will mostly be in sympathy with
our aspirations.

30

Again just as Mahatma Gandhi considers tho

use of Kail way and Tolegraphs and Posts as his

rights,is it not our rfght also to demand education

according to our wishes, if wo give tho necessary

J,a xos f Why should we allow our servant the

rivil
#
servant, a rather disobedient servant, but

after all a servant, -to stodgo himself fat on tbo

pa> without randoling any services in roturh *

W o must harness him to our purposes by the use

of lushes instead of allowing him to run amok
unbridled It is a question of right and

constitutional history' has proved to the hilt that

it is better* to Aimre the recognition of a right even

btf its imperfect exercise than allow it to become

obsolete by disuse.

Tho original resolution of the Calcutta Con-

gress proposed to bring the N. C. 0. into

practice by stages, buj; the*Nagpur Congress has

altered tho resolution and decided to bring the

whole programme into operation simultaneously,

With the change, tho objection that Mahatma
Gandhi, in asking people to withdraw their

children from schools before tho non-payment of

taxes, was asking them to pay the bill of the

landlady while enjoining the hospitality of a

friend, falls, no doubt, to tlie ground
;
but a new

one stronger than the first comes to Jhe forefront.

The N. C O. programme as altered nt Nagpur has

gained in strength in one way but is also weak-

ened in another. Mahatma Gandhi's former

.ulvicn of wholesale boycott of schools and colleges,

no matter whether national schools and colleges

are opened or not, was at least consistent in its

owiuway and could at least Undefended on the

theory of ‘burning the bants.’ But by his

climb down at Nagpur, jt, must he said, he bus

purchased unity at the cost, of consistency with

tho aim in view. Poi paralysis is alwajs sudden

like the electric shock
; it, # is never gradual. A

qraiuxtl hflycott/ of schools arftl colleges will never

create the desired ell’ect on the bureaucracy.

Again tho idea of eronting a net work of schools

:md colleges all over India conducted by pnvate

entoi^uise, is men* moonshine The theory

might be hacked up b\ evidence lrorn mu ancient

history But much water has flown over the

blidgn of educational fheoiies since then; old

ideas of cultural education are found wanting
;

people have realised tho necessity ot supplement-

ing it with technical and industrial education in

this age of materialism. And this is an educa-

tion which cannot be imparted by self-less

Rishis (even if they are coming forth) in their

homely hut* as in the lujcyon days of yore. We
must erect factories on a gigantic scale, and this
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is a work which* requires bullions of gold* Let

us not be deluded with the fitl&e hopes that the

merchant class is a perennial source of monoy ;

for, once this enthusiasm is subsided, all tall talk

of promises will receive its quietus. Bengal has

once burnt hor lingers
;
it is well that we take her 1

lessoYi to heart.

iho fourth stage is the non-payment of taxes.

Now it is inconceivable to see how this is

consistent with the basic principles of N. (J, <>.,

as distinguished from Satyagraha. For, ttatya-

graha is active, N. C. O. is passive; Satyagraha

is positive, N. C. 0. is negative. Satyagraha is

soul-force, N. C. 0. is No- force. Satyagraha is

rebellious, N. C. O. is non-violent. Satyagraha

courts dangers, N. (J. O. steors clear of them.

Satyagraha is a conscious and conscientious

violation of law, N. (J. O. endeavours to

escape the clutches of the law. Mahatma
Gandhi has, in press and on platform, emphasized

over and over again, that N, (J. O. does not

include Satyagraha, But this non-payment of

taxes trenches on the very ground of Satyagraha.

And Mahatma Gandhi has confessed that J ndia, is

not ripe for Satyagral^.

Here lies the flagrant inconsistency. It is im-

possible that the non violent character of the

movement will continue when this step is taken.

Government will not fail to take strong measures,

the people when once roused will not take back

and then those days of the reign of terror of April

1019!. When once the mob is excited, violence

1b bound to ensue. Mahatma Gandhi will then

retire to the Himalayas and the poor mob will be

left in the lurch.

Another action .which,
4
though not actually

embodied in the resolution but which, neverthe-

less, is serioualy preached abroad, is social boycott

against those who do nafc agree to Non-Co operate.

Now this is an action against tfhich bvery true

lover of freedom must enter a strong protest.

Mahatma Gandhi himself has declared that he

does not make a fetish of the Congress mandate

and that he is always froo to act according to the

dictates of his own conscience. If so, wn claim,

what right he has to proach social boycott against

those who choose tp differ from him '( Liberty of

conscience and freedom of thought are not the

sole prerogatives of a Mahatma
; they are the ele-

mentary rights of every citizen , Is it not fana-

ticism to dlagoon the people into a policy of

N. 0. 0. by threatening them with the torture

of social boycott ? Is this in any way different

from the religious persecution of non-believers by

the bigoted neophytes of a new cult, which was

practised in old days V It is strange that Mahatma
Gandhi, of all, should stoop to lend his support to

this ignoble practice. But idealism makes strango

converts of us all.

It will now be abundantly cloar, we hope, how
the N. (J. O. will truncate the head, Mothor Ind,

along with the fangs of the dragon. Howevei
well intentionod the schemo might be, it will, as

Lok. Tilak said on his deathbed, lead to disaster,

because it ignores two most vital considerations

essential for the succors of the movement . Firstly

N . (J. O. cannot be practised against a well esta-

blished rule without seriously jeopardizing the

interest of the nation, and secondly, perfect unity

is a primary condition for its success And it is

this fact that has made seveial ardent souls

diffident about the success of the movement. For

the countless ties of the British rule are so inter-

mingled with the interests of the nation that it is

impossible to cut the one without injuring the

othor. Fate has tied us to the branch of the

treo of tlio British Empire
;
and in a desperate

eflbrfc to escape we are cutting the branch on

which wo stand. But then, some will say,

“N.C. 0. is admittedly a double-edged sword

It does cal! upon the nation to sacrifice her into

rest on the altar of liberty. How can you hope

to win freedom without self-sacrifice (" True,

but self sacrifice doos not mean suicide. Some
noble souls inspired by ascetic ideals might be

prepared for such a risk
, but such an asceticism

will riot appeal to the world as long as it is the

world, and as we said, the movement cannot be a

success, with a few noble zealots
;

it must be

backed up by the whole nation. Kor, unity is the

soul of this movement and without it, it is

doomed.

Thus an analytical examination of the question

will show that the N. C. O programme is a strange

farrago of' inconsistencies ;
but synthetically consi-

dered it is an embodiment of a sublime principle

and it is this synthetical unity, despite analytical

inconsistencies, that draws out the sympathy of

the nation towards it.
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THE YOUNG POLITICIAN
AN ADAPTATION FROM THE FRENCH OF CH. ROLLIN.

By Dr. MAULVI MUHAMMAD AHMED, m.a.. Ph.d.. Bak-at-Law.

AZZLED by the glory achieved by their

'compatriots, Themistocles and Pericles,

and inspired by a mad ambition in couso

quenco of having attended a short course of

lectures given by Sophists, (vvlio piot-endud to

conveit their pupils into gieut politicians), thh

young men ol Athens considmed themselves

capable of everything and aspired to the highest

pests. One of them named Glaucon, though

warcel y out of his teens, had so determinedly

taken it into his head to conduct public all.ms
that none of his elders or friends could dissuade

him from an ambition so incompatible *vith his

age and capacity.
*

Socrates who was interested in the young man

on account of the regard he entertained for his

elder brother* Plato, alono succeeded on making

Glaucon change his resolution,

Meeting him ono day, Socrates addressed him

so engagingly th:it Glaucon felt greatly interested,

H and by rousing his interest Socrates gained hall

the battle.

“ You desire,” he began, 41
to govern the

lopublic.”

“ That is so,” replied Glaucon.

“ You could not have a bettor object in life,’

rejoined Socrates, “ because, if you succeed, you

would bo in a position not only to oblige your

ft lends but to make suitable additions t.o your

dwelling house and possibly to oxtond the

boundaries of your country. You would achieve

renown not only in Athens but throughout

Greece and perhaps your fame, liko that of

Themistocles, would spread among other nations,

so that, wherevor you might find yourself, you

would attract tho respect and admiration of the

entire world.”

This insinuating and flattering introdution

greatly pleased the young man, for it touched his

weak points and instead of breaking away, as ho

usually did from other men, he tanned volun-

tarily and without any further effort to detain

him. Socrates continued his discourse.

*' As you desire to be esteemed and honoured,

it is clear that you should try to render yourself

useful to the public.”

“ Assuredly,”

“ Toll me, then, what is the first service which

you "have rendered or propose to
#
render to tlio

state.” •
•

As Glaucon appeared to bo embarrassed and hesi-

tated what reply to make, Socrates continued •

“ Appaiently you would like to enrich tho state,

ie,
y
to mefense its revenue.”

“ Exactly.”

“ Doubtless you know what tho revenue of the
State consists of, and to what extent it can be

increased. You must havh made a special study
ot the question in order that, in caso a particular

tax failed to draw the nocossary amount, you
could easily replace it by another.”

“
I confess J have nover thought of it.”

u You have at least, icrutinised tho expenses of

the mpublie, for you know how important it is to

cut down those that, are superfluous .

11

“
] confess I know no more about^the expenses

th in about t he taxes.”*

“It will, in that case, be nocossary to postpone

your pi eject, to enrich the republic, for you jan

do nothing it you have no idea of tho income or

the c\pondituie of the Statu,”

“ l»ut,” said Glaucon, “ tfiere is another

, method, which you have ignored", you can onrich

the state by bunging abuufc the ruin of its

enemies.” . •

“ You arc right,” replied Socrates, “but in

oi dei to do that, tho State must ho strong
;
other-

wise it runp the lisk of losing all that it possesses.

It m thereioie essential that any one who talks

of undertaking a wai must know the forces at

the command of his own state as well as of his

enemies II he finds his countiyY; forces superior,

he m!iy advise war, if necessary
;
otherwise it

would bu bis duty to dissuade his people from
tigh’mg JSow you probably know tho forces at

the command of our republic, their numbers on
land and sea as well as those of our enemies. As
you must have noted them carefully, I should be

obliged if you would enlighten me on the

subject.”

“ I have done nothing of the kind,” replied

Glaucon, ,

“ Then it is evident;” rejoined Socrates

“ that, if you are now appointed a member of
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Government, you will not be in a hurry to declare

war, for you have to learn many things, take a

lot of pains ami exercise a gieat. deal of care and

caution.”

Tl|ey touched on many other equally important

questions of statecraft, of which Glaucon proved

to be equally ignorant and unprepaied. He thus

realized the ridiculous temerity of people who
desire to rule their country without any qur.lili

Cations other than their self conceit and an

insensate ambition to iai.se themselves to the

'highest posts.

“ Look out, uiv deal Glaucon.” quietly remark-

ed Socrates u
lest

) our too eager desire for

honours should blind you to facts and urgo you

to take a false step which is certain to cover you

with shame and to expose* you to the ridicule

of the world
”

*

Glaucon wisely profited by this advico and took

time to instruct and piepare himself properly,

before making a public appearance.

, The above dialogue conveys a lesson for all

tune, and its moral is applicable to many prison.*

of all ages and of ail soils and conditions.

NON-CO-OPERATION IN EDUCATION
(The volume of well considered opinion against Non Co-operation m education has boon steadily growing,

It is evident from the feeble response of the students themselves to the fervid appeals of Non < 'o opera

tionists, that they, at any rate, are alive to the folly of the suicidal step they are advised to lake The
leaders who assembled at lie/ wad a seem to have realised the failure of the movement, in this particular

and it is with some relief that we learn that this
u does not now require concentration of universal elioi't.’

We are glad that prominent publicists and educationists have condemned this pernicious movement

and we make no apology for giving the following exempts on the subject Ed. J. l\,
|

i LORD RONALDSHAY ON THE “NEW ORIENTATION.’

fINHERE are two main respects in which I

4 desire to see change. I desire to see

education given a more practical turn, more

facilities provided for vocational training, less

exclusive concentration upon purely literary

courses. 1 think there are some grounds for the

contention that Vve have devoted ourselves too

exclusively to Letters and the Law ;
that it is time

that Medicine came into its own and that

Engineering, Mining, Architecture, Agriculture,

Commerce and Industry had thoir turn. At

the same time I would utter a word of

caution. There is
1

some danger of the phrase

“ vocational education ” becoming a fetish.

Those who see m it a panacea for all our edu-

cational ills are likely to experience a rudo

awakening. A liberal education in Arto* and

Sciences is by far the soundest preparation for

life in the case of the vast majority of those

aspiring to an University education. Vocational

training should take its proper place in the

educational system. But its proper place so tar

as the majority is concerned is before rather than

after the University standard has been reached

in the schools and the Intermediate colleges

which, in due course, I hope to see established.

* Address to the Calcutta University, 24th March.

The function of the University in the matter o!

vocational education is to provide specialised

courses foi thu tiaimng of expeits and il dis

appointment is to tye avoided, it must be borne in

mind that the openings for exports except in the

case of medicine and engineering are strictly

limited. In the second place l desire to see the

whole system given a more specifically Indian
orientation. A system that produced not Indians

but imitation Europeans would stand sell con-

demned. I do not suggest that the existing

system does that. How could J with tho object-

lesson before mo of the numbers of eminent
Indians which it has produced ( But I confess

that, in the past, at any late, it may have had a

tendency in that direction. The system of higher

education has undoubtedly been too greatly divorc-

ed from the peculiar genius, the ancient tradition,

the mode of thought and the daily lives of those

whom it has sought to educate. Why, otherwise,

should we seo on all sides of us an unconscious

searching after a different educational atmosphere,

ns, for example, in the case of the Gurukul at

Hardwar or the Shanti Niketan at Bolpur ? This

is an aspect of the present educational unrest

which we must not and cannot ignore, for we
cannot afford to sacrifice the contribution which
Indri, with its highly developed sense of religion
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and its growing ideals, is capable of making to

the moral, and intellectual store house ol man-

kind. Here again the question is,— shall ehango

he brought about by evolution or by revolution ?

Shaft Western education be derf+royod, npi noted

and utterly swept awaj * Or shall we
strive after a gradual synthesis between all

that is best of East and West? As ill

the political sphere, so m the educational, it. is

rwudution that the non co operatms wi h to

bring about What the> aim at is cutting dawn
the tint ot Wostefn learning, loot ami bianth.

They would lunisli it. cnuqih h*l\ liom ^iu land.
,k English learning ’ said one of t he lcadoi> oi the

movement the other day 1 m iy be good English

< nlt.ure may be good -then philosophy may ho

good— t-heii Cover rnjuent, t hen law everything

may be good, but each one ol « these but

helps to met the fetter 1- ol uul* • servitude

Therefore, l say to the English, good as these

things may be, take them away bevond the mms,

beyond the rivers I'm* oil’ to your Western home
so that we and 0111 geneiation may have nothing

to do with them*" Such a statement of the views

ol the non co operators ha.-* the supieme merit ol

unambiguitv It lemes no sort ol doubt in one’s

mind as to what, it is that they aim at. Western

learning of every kind is to be swept from

the land in otbe.i words, there is to be an

educational revolution ‘ To me it is suffi

ii *SIR NILR/,TAN SARCAR

M< END the charges levelled against our 1 ni-

versity none is rnoro unreal, none more

fantastic, than that the education that she

imparts produces slave mentality m the youths of

our country. No greater calumny than this has

ever been uttered against those of our men and

women who have itwaved the benefits of modern
education. It is neither fair nor just that an

education that has conferred such lasting benefits

on the people of India should bo assailed 111 this

fashion. Those who make this extraoi dinary

nuggestion betray not only a lamentable lack of a •

knowledge of realities but also a wanton disregard

of facts. A little thinking will dispel much of

the misconception that exists in the minds of

many persons in the matter, and a comparison of

the mentality of those who have had no education

with that of those who have come under the •

influence of education will at once show the

absurdity of the proposition that the education

* From the Oonvocational Address to the Culcutta
University,

ciont that tfye
“ charka ” is a type of our

revolt against* t\\p West. That one fact is

sufficient for me. We shall take up the spinning

wheel— not because it is economically sound —
not because it will contribute to our rectorial

prosperity. We shall tiike it up becausp it is

oift* own, because it aceuntu.itirt the diilerence,

the eternal arid undying contrast between India
and Europe.” •

•That is. a remarkable speech. I disagree alto-

getliei with the conclusions of the speaker
, but

1 thtnk
f 1 understand the frame of mind which

pi educed such a speech and I respect the dej/th

of feeling from which such words must have
sprung, llad 1 been an Indian student .1 think
1 should havo been carried away by it at the
time. Hut on collection, 1 think it would havo
been homo home* to me that it constituted a
counsel of despair. Let India foster her own
learning by all means. But why should she turn
her back upon all that the West has to oiler her
by way of supplement to that which she claims
as her own Knowledge is not. the monopoly of
•mo country ot of one race, it is the common pro-
perty of mankind ; and% in certain branches of
knowledge, it, so happens that the Western races
have forged ahead* of others, why should those
othors deprive themselves of the fiuits of
W estern success f To do so is not patriotism --it
is suicidal folly.

ON “SLAVE MENTALITY ”*

tjiat the University impaitsjias a special prone-
ness to make people servile. It is amongst edu-
cated men that ideas m liberty and progress have
mainly flourished. It is tlmy who havo not only
identified themselves with, but have been in the
vanguard of, the piogj-essive movements of the
day. #It. is they who havo attempted to remove
superstitious practices and to eiadicate social evils
that block the way of progress and reform. It is

they who have worked for the amelioration of the
condition ol the masses, and for removing the in-
equalities that disfigure the life of the conlmunity.
They have always stood against oppression and
wrung, have worked for the uplift of the people,
and iiave endeavoured to secure the honor and
welfare of their country, often at considerable
inconvenience and saonfioo. It ia they who, in the
main, have thus worked for furthering the work of
nation -building. These are nut signs indicative
of what our critics so fondly describe as slave-
mentality. Our University is to be judged by
her best products not by the^ndifierent ones who
abound and preponderate in every University.
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I have referred at some length to the systema-

tic assault that has, of late, been envied on against

our University and have endeavoured to meet

some of the charges that have, I think, been

unjustly brought against her. While agreeing

that the University has* not been unmindful ef

her duties and responsibilities, it can not be denied

that, if she is to fulfil the true functions of it

modern Univorsity, she must adapt her teaching

to the altered conditions of the time. The struc-

ture of Univeisity government has also to bo

remodelled on more popular and liberal lines, but

this does not rest entirely with the members of

the present University and L am not concerned

with this question to day. Referring to the

adaptation of teaching in respect of which it has

been complained that we have devoted no proper

attention to the question of finding careers for our

graduates, 1 admit, that we have loo long neglec-

ted the agricultural, commercial, and technological

sides of education. The result has boon that we

are placed at what may be said to be almost £
permanent disadvantage in comparison with the

other countries of the world. The problem bofore

us is, how are we to fight the formidable organisa-

tions that advanced countries have set up for the

training of their businessmen and industrialists ?

The goal to-day is thuH, as 1 said last year, a Uni-

versity whicn mobilises all the resources, moral

as well as material, for organised national service.

What is demanded is that, in addition to the liter-

ary education that the University has so far

practically been engaged in imparting, she should
provide instruction in a regular and systematic
manner in applied science and other practical

subjects. If we are not able to do this it would
' difficult for us tojbold our ground in the flood of
new competition that is surging up around us.

One of the reasons why the propaganda against
existing educational institutions received some
response from the students and their parents was
the absence of a definite purpose in 1,he minds of

students following many of our courses of studies.

Students pursuing vocational courses such as

medicine, law and engineering have not thus gene-
rally been found to be moved by the entreaties of

those who wanted to seduce them from their

studies Having regard to the urgent needs of the

country as well as for providing adequate and
suitable careers for our youths, it is imperative
that a turn should be given to education on the
lines of practical utility as indicated above. But
this is not wholly a question of University educa-

tion. The country wants a much larger number
of foremen, supervisors, overseers and others like

these than that of high class experts to be tui ned
by the University. And vocational education in

order that it may have a high top like uther

branches of education must have a broad base.

This must be provided by introducing a better

form of secondary education with a properly

equipped vocational side. I am glad to say that

some steps are being t&ken in this direction.

iii Dr. MUKERJEA ON THE SCOPE OF EDUCATION.

educate is to arm the people. We make a

4 grievance that we have been disarmed, but

what we should grieve more is that our

people remain dispossessed of the intellectual

and moral weapons of ,

far greater potency than

the mere physical and mechnical weapons. But

in order that education may draw out the latent

powers of the people, we must see to it that it

adjusts itself completely to their' requirements.

The effectiveness of machinery depends upon the

capacity that can handle it. Educational, like

political, Reforms must take account of the

limiting natural conditions and cannot be intro-

duced on mere abstract grounds of their theoreti-

cal utility. is needed is a careful

educational survey of the entire mental and

moral resources of the peoples, their natural

antecedents and traditions, their habitudes, and

* From Dr. Badhakumad Mukerjea’s Presidential

Address to the Tumkur Educational Conference.

ways of life, to which all our educational experi-

ments must closely correspond in order that they

may be fruitful and not be wasted upon a barren

soil. This means that we must have in every

community, which always exhibits a complex
composition and stratification, a variety of types

of educational institutions, instead of ono rigid

uniform type seeking to cast in one mould
materials radically different and inherently

requiring a different treatment. Our schools

beginning with the imparting of instruction in

the 3 R’s. must, for example, differentiate into

agricultural and trade schools according to varia-

tions of local conditions and requirements, while

manual training must be retained in all our

,
educational curricula as a common element

considering that it is now universally recognised

as part of libera] education itself. The proper

training of the hand, for example, is an important

aid to the development of the brain itself, as the

scientists tell us, and constitutes the mark of the
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cultured gentleman in modern times. Even

Spinoza, the great philosopher, took to carpontry

as the avocation most helpful to hifl metaphysical

speculations. We have so far only been fitting

our right hand for thft task of copying out

writings and prodiicing a race of clerks, with the-

trained hand of the scribe, and have neglected its

other latent capacities, which can turn nut much
higher and nobler work than that of more copying,

the artistic things of beauty which are a joy for

ever. Thus our educational system in all its

grados must admit of a wide range of variety in

its contents or 'courses of training to suit the

variety of human talent, existing in ever} com

mumty, while each of those ditlerent lir.es of

instruction must have a continuous scope through

our primary and secondary schools and University.

The training of the technical talent, of whicdi the

beginnings and foundations huv^ to be laid in

the elementaly schools must be continued in a

properly developed technological Ride in connec-

tion with our University. It is thus that the

vast mass of our buried industrial talent can be

recovered and utilized for^the economic advance

ment of the country. Industrial aptitudes must

be* discovered and cherished in pfoper time tftfore

they are nipped in the bud. We cannot afford to

Iorc a single dose of our available resources in

human talent. The exploitation of the moral

resources of the country is moro important and

dillicultf of ^achievement than the exploitation of

its material resources. The spiritual potentiali-

ties and possibilities require a far more delicate

treatment and handling than the physical

potentialities and possibilities of a country.

iv MAJOR O’DONNELL ‘ON EDUCATIONAL NON-CO-OPERATION.

NO nation will ever become groat where

individual expression of thought is not

given free play The constructive policy

which is nece&ftii v at the present time is to

take every [possible mean*? to give ample scope

and opportunity for ci eating and spreading the

capability of a just, calm and reasonable expres-

sion ’of individual opinion Thero is only one

way of gaining that end, and that way is

education.

What exactly Moes Non Co- operation in educa-

tion mean ( Or rather what efleets will be

produced ( Every one knows the meaning of

Non- Co-operation in education. It means the

withdrawal of all students from Government or

Government-aided schools and colleges. Suppose

for one briof moment that the movement was

entirely successful and that all the schools and

colleges wore emptied What would he the not

practical result from the point of view of ad vane

ing the cause of India? Ft would undoubtedly

mean putting back the clock of pi ogress for at

least one generation, if not for many more
Moreover, one of the principal points in the

Non-Go operation movement is to hamper and
harass the existing Government. How would the

Non-Co-operation movement in educthon effect

this? Bather it would benefit the existing

Government to the extent of crores of rupees

annually. On the other hand, where are all the

school boys and college students to go ? It is easy

to say that they are to become acquainted with

* Major T* F. O’Donnell, Principal, Agra College.

their native industries, assist, in propaganda
work, and attend national institutions. The
national institutions connot be erected in a day,
rwul native industries will absorb very few until a
complete organization flf the present social and
industrial system takes place. Even the limited

number of those* who have already Non Co-
operated are already sending anxious appeals for

help to the authors of the movement. It is easy

to visualize the catastrophe which would undoubt-
edly take place if the Non Co-operation movement
in education met with aiy> great measure of

success. #

And hero is another point of view which is so

obvious as to escape the notice of a large number
of people. Suppose for a moment that India had
its own national government. There would be
need for millions more#of educated Indians than
exist ftt present to carry fmt the administration

of the country. What is the present number of

educated Indians 7 Think of the small proportion

that number bears to the whole of the population.

A national India, an India conscious of its great-

ness, can only arise when there is an intelligent

electorate, an electorate which will at least be
able to read and write and form a judgment of

its own. The electorate can only be formed by
the spread of education, and this is one of the
reasons why the Non Co operation movement in

education is futile, nay, suicidal at the present
moment. It is a thousand pities that the
student delegates at Nagpur did not think of the

sinister effects thei* resolution with regard to

Non Co-operation would ca&se. Most of tho
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other resolutions 'passed can he carried out by

continuing the present system, , and naturally

improving, it. Nay more., most ' of the other

resolutions would he almost impossible to carry

out without a (jefinito organization behind it.

The resolutions referred to are the formation of

societies for boy scouts, cadet corps, samities and

so oil. Abandoir the present system, and n nbw
system will have to be put in its place. The
optimists will sa^, that can be done. It can he

done, or rather it may be done, but it will take

years and years in time and crores and crows ui

rupees. In the meantime, the nmvepiont, is

retrograde and destructive instead of being pro-

gressive and constiuctivo

Undoubtedly the most pressing and urgent

requirement, for India to-day is education. The
predbnt general situation is political rather than

educational, but it is educational in so far as it is

absolutely and imperatively necessary to ensure

an ample and constant supply of patriotic

politicians, Fvory one is a patriot. Love of

country is inherent in every breast.

Such is the patriot’s boast wherever 1 we roam.

His first best country ever iH at home.

Every one, however, oannot bo a true politician,

Jfcrut the true politician, the politician who haft the

real welfare of his country at heart, requires, in

addition to the feelings of a patriot, an elaborate

professional training. Moreover, there may be

an abundant supply of good and true politicians,

but their wor k will be unnecessarily and unduly

prolonged in the absence of an intelligent

electorate. *

Prom whatever 1 [mint of viow the matter is

seen, one main fact clearly stands out, namely,

that education is an imperative necessity.- The
standard tc be borno by the student community
in India at the present day should have inscribed

thereon in letters of fire ‘ Education, education

surd still 'more education.’ Educate yourselves

and educate others.

v THE HON. Mr PARANJPYE ON NATIONAL EDUCATION*

The so-called National Education cannot bo

national, as it will not be efficient

For efficient education what is most neces-

sary is better teachws and, therefore, efficiency js

moro or less a question of funds.

With limited means of private donors it is

possibly to start excellent national institutions, but

a system of National Education is possible only by

securing control of the State purse.

The absence of religious and technical

instruction in the present schools is just as it

should bo They are not t.ln» places for this kind

of instruction, which should bn j*iven in special

institutions started for the purpose.

The
t

neglect of ph> skill education is not

due to the Government but to the boys and their

parents lind will continue in the so called Natio-

nal Schools also. «

Owing to the objectionable methods of

sanctioning hooks, the books used in the schools

at present are no doubt unsatisfactory but it is

not right to say that they are purposely written

to show an Indian to disadvantage.

The censorship on political discussions in

schools has done much harm to the boys, as well

as to the teachers, inasmuch as they have lear ned
to look for guidance to an outsider and the in

fl nonce of the head master has been limited

It should be remembered, however, that times

lmve changed. Secondary education is now a

transferred subject and it will be our own fault if

we allow these objectionable features of State con-

trol to continue much longer Indications of the

coming change are not wanting, and can he seen

if we only ki-ep our eyes open. Whatever might
have been the condition in the past, one must
agree with Pandit Mulaviya that now State re-

cognition, instead of being an impediment to

education, is a great help. At this moment,
when we are almost at the threshold of National
Education in the real sense of the world, it would
be extremely foolish to undo all the work of the

last, sixty years hy throwing aside recognition as

advised by Mr, Gandhi,*From the Indian Education
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I
T has been my object to give effect to the

proposals of the Calcutta University Com-
mission, so far as in me lay, subject to minor

variations and the exigencies of the Budget. It

may be well, briefly^ to summarise the points in

which the Dacca University will differ from the

majority of the existing University Institutions

in India.

(i) It will bo a unitary University in which

teaching aDd tho testing of teaching by examina-

tions will go hand in hand. It will ho the dqe

object of the University to see that not only the

exceptional but the average student., instead of

preparing under pressure for an examination,

shall work steadily throughout the 3 ear and do

individual woik under tho guidance of his tutois

in addition to attending formal lectures.

(ii) Tho teachers in the University vjjll not be

burdened with the first two years of teaching for

the Intermediate examination, which was regarded

by the Commission as school work, and not

Univoisity work. Tho teachers as a body, there

fore, starting at a higher level, will he fret? to

devote themselves Jo moro advanced woik.

(iii) The Uiyvorsity will bfi a residential Uni-

versity. Tho majority of the studonts will live

in Hills and Hostels, and all of them will he

attached for their social life to a Hall or a Hostel

There will bo physical training for all students

and organised games- both Irdian and European,-

and admirable opportunities for all students to

live a healthy life. There will also he systematic

ph)sical training for all students, under tho
#

supervision of a Director of Physical Education

who has already specialised in this subject and is

himself a qualified medical man. It is hoped that

a medical and a statistical study of the physical

development of the students, their condition, and

their diotaries, may lead to important* results for

the health of the students of Bengal generally.

(iv) The concentration of the students in a

relatively small area of about a square mile will

bring the different faculties in direct contact with

one another, and it is hoped that they will thereby

gain the advantages of the training and social

life characteristic of tho residential Universities

of Great Britain and other countries, such as

America. But I wish clearly to state that Dacca
should not and, I trust, will not, copy any other

University. Under tho academic control and
guidance of teachers of whom the great majority

*Note on the Dacca University by Mr. P. J. Hartog,
Vice-Chancellor.

* 3 )

will be Indian, it will be an Indian University of

a new type. /

It has beon the aim of those who have
plannod the University to create a solid nucleus

of humane and scientific instruction comprising

branches none of which could safely have .been

omitted. But I hope that it m^y be possible

gradually to develop tho teaching of the Chemis-

try Department and of other departments on the

technical sido and to utilise the resources of the

Government Engineering School, and possibly of

the Government Agricultural Institution in

Dacca, for this purpose. As financial resources’

become available it will further be possible to

create the Agricultural Faculty and the Medical

Faculty afi contemplated by the Act.

in all departments, it \vill be the aim of the

University ns far as possible to give opportunities

to tl 0 teachers to conduct individual investi-

gations in addition to their teaching. The
conduct of such original work is an influence not

only7 on those who take part in it, but on the

students as a body, who realise that human
knowledge is not something final, but something

growing and developing.

Jt has been no eas^ task to recruit the staff

and that task is not jot complete. Certain posts

for which no qualified candidates have presented

themselves either in India or in England must he

left vacant until adequate candidates can be

found to occupy them. On tho other hand,

every c iro has boon takon to secure men who, by

thrtr experience and personal* qualifications, are

qualified to take port in pioneering work. A
certain number of experienced teachers have been

taken from the existing colleges in Dacca—the

Dacca College and the .Tagannath College, and

other appointments haw been made from the

outside * Tho salaries have teen fixed so as to be

able to secure a certain number of men already in

the Indian Educational Service or Provincial

Elucational Service.

. It, is my firm conviction that tho men* who
havo been appointed by the Chancellor on* tllte

recommendation of the Advisory Committee
constituted under the Dacca University Act
(consisting of the IlorUble Nawab Sir Syed
Shamsul ILuda, Pesident of the Bengal Legisla-

tive Council, the Director of Public Instruction,

the Vice-Chancellor of the Calcutta University and
the Vice-Chancellor of the Dacca University, as

Chairman,) will form \ band of workers equal to

the great task which lies before*them.



LORD READING : THE NEW VICEROY

GREAT Viceroy once gaid that the proper

time to judge him was not when he don-

ned his Viceregal robe but when he laid it down.

Lord Reading comes to India at a critical time in

the history of thi#countryj and it is no easy* in-

heritance that Lord Chelmsford leaves his succes-

sor. A Rense of bitterness and disappointment

is over the land and the embers of a great con-

troversy have not yot subsided Smarting under

an acute sense of injustice a section of the

people have even ceased to look to England for

justice or redress. The Khilafat wrong and the

Punjab tragedy have widened the gulf between

the Government and the people : while even the

patept merits of a great scheme of Constitutional

Reforms are overshadowed by other issues. The

sppomtimflt at such a time of the Lord Chief

JustJlMl^ngl&nd *'° Indian Viceroyalty is

rtot'SKrfore without particular significance.

Xfafmople of India usk for nothing more nor less

j§*f justice which Lord Reading declared to be

JB keynote of his i4%ime.

**The justice nowin my charge is not confined

\%ltbin Btatutes or law reportB. It is a justice that is
f

isafettered,|yp4 has regard t<? all conditions and cir-

CUTWgtapoe^' and should be pursued inclose alliance

With gytMffithv and understanding. Above all, it

must be regardless of distinctions and rigorously

inpartial.”

“The British reputation for justice must nevorbe
impaired during my t°nure °f oificc. and I am
convinced that ail who are associated in the Govern-
ment and administration of Indian affairs will strive

their utmost to maintain this reputation at its

highest standard.”

And bis Lordship is rightly confident that such

a policy will restore the lost faith and ensure

success, Human nature is just the same all the

woi Id over

4 All my (\porience of human beings and human
affairs has eonvun ed me th.it justice and symp ithy

never fail to evoke responsive chords m the hearts ol

men of whatever race, creed or class They arc the

two brightest gems in any diadem Without them,

there is no lustre in a crown
”

Loid leading is just over (>0 arid is probably

the oldest Viceroy that over ventured to take

charge of a gioit office at Mich an age. Son of ft

city merchant ho was lor a time a stock broker

befoiohe became apprenticed to Law. Called to

the lLr after a varied and ndvontunus career

Rufus Isaacs, as he was then known, took Silk in

] 80S and attained, a great* reputation. Tim

ascent was thereafter rapid and he reached tho

highest officeh in quick succession In 1910 ho

was appointed Solicitor General and before the

end of the year became Attorney General ilo

entered the Cabinet in June 1912 and was subse-

quently appointed Lord Chief Justice in October

19 J J and created a peer in 1914. AG 0. B.

was conferred on him for war services in 191 .
r
>,

and a Viseountcy in the next year. He visited

the II S A on a Financial Mission-jin 1917,£ndan

Kiildom was con fen ed on him at the end of the

year. In January 1918, he was appointed Am-
bassador Extraordinary to the United States—an

office which he held with singular distinction. In

May 1919,"ho returned to the Judiciary and after

considerable hesitation accepted the yet more

responsible office of tho King's representative in

India.

Lord Reading's is certainly a dramatic career.

Forty years ago Rufu«, a sailor hoy came in a

tramp boat and saw the gleaming spires of

Calcutta from his deck It is an adventurous

career that crowns his age with the highest gift

under the British crown
;

and that same lad is

to-day the Viceroy and Governor General of

India.

His Excellency arrived in Bombay on April 2,

and it speaks highly of his sngacity in visiting

the Punjab soon after his accession. “Ever

since I was destined for the honour of the
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Viceroyalty” he declared, “the shadow of Amritsar

has pursued me.” No wonder that almost the

first act of his was to visit the scene of the

tragedy at the Lillian walla Bagh and appeal

again . in the simple and eloquent words of

the Duke to let bygones be bygones “ When
one goes to India,” said ho in London, “one will

lind human nature there as it is here in Britain.”

Indeed his speeches abound in sentiments of

justice and benevolence and his touching refe-

rence to his oastcrn origin in reply to the Bombay
Corporation's address

#
is, it is hoped, hut au ex-

pression of his anxious solicitude to do the

best according to hi* lights 'Chore is m Iris

words an unmistakable ring of sincerity when

lie refers to hi* Hebrew oiigin :
—

It is mv only connection with the East until the

present moment, and this leads me to wonder whether
perhaps by some fortunate*, almost indelmifcelv subtle

sub-consciousness, if may quicken and facilitate mv
understanding of the aims and aspirations, the trials

and tribulations, the joys and sorrows of the Indian

people, and assist me to catch the almost inaudible

whispers o( tlieso multitudes who sometimes suffer

most and yet find if diffieult, if not impossible# to

express their needs
”

Lord Reading has shown an admirable spirit of

goodwill and reconciliation and his earnest exhor-

tation to “ to forget and forgive ” lias no doubt

been conceived in a \fise and generous spirit.

Lord Reading has won a great reputation for

smoothing differences by his genial temper. Says

A. O 0 in the Daily Aew&\ —

In item per and temperament Lorf Beading is* per-
fectly fitted for tho task he has Courageously under-

taken. He is g<K)d-natured and good-humoured, has a

great gift of patience, an unusual measure of toler-

ance for ideas ho does not share, a fine sense of justice

and a humane and kin,dly outlook upon life. The fact

that he is not English in origin is, in the circum-
stances, i#ot !i loss, but a gain. It gives him that

detached point of view, that comprehensive survey of
#

the situation, which was never more necessary than
now. All that lie needs to make his Viceroyalty
memorable m the history of India is the courage to

act boldly a
#
nd firmly according to the dictates of his

judgmcnl m llu* midst of suOii a swirl of violent cross

currents as few men have been called upon to navi-

gate It he has courage, he may win India to us

again If he lacks courage the present drift of India
to separation will continue.

May wo hope that llis Excellency will succeed

in steering the country clear of all misunder-

standing anil distrust and restore the waning

confidence of India in England’s integrity.

THE ESHER REPORT

I
T will be remembered that the Indian Legisla-

tive Assembly^appointed a Committee to go

into tho wholo question of the E-her Repot t

and submit their recommendations for the approval
#

of tho Assembly. The Committee had only six

days at their disposal to traverse the wholo gioutid

covered by tho Army Report but they had, with

considerable energy and promptitude, tackled the

question in its various aspects and framed their

criticisms and recommendations in the’form of a

series of fifteen resolutions which were moved by

Sir P. S. Sivaswami Aiyar in a masterly speech

at the Assembly meeting on March 28. Sir

Sivaswami Aiyar indeed had, for some time past,

boen a thorough and searching student of Indian

military problems. During the war he organised

tho Indian Voluntary Corps with whoso wants and

requirements he camo to be intimately acquainted.

Soon after the publication of the Esher Report

Sir Sivaswami Aiyar wrote to the Indian Review

a criticism of their recommendations which also

formed the subject of an elaborate set of resolu-

tions moved by him at the last session of the

National Liberal Federation of India at Madras

in December last.

Sir Sivaswami Aiyar was entrusted by the

Assembly (
• nnmittoe to move the sories of resolu-

tions embodying tlioir report or the Esher Recom-
mendations. The fii.st resolution ran as follows:

(m) Thai the purpose of tho Army in India must bo

held In be tho defence of India against external

aggression and flit* maintenance of internal peace and
tranquillity. To t lie extent to which it is necessary

for India to maintain an army for these purposes, its

organisation, equipment ani administration should be

thorough IV up-to-date and will! due regard to Indian
conditions m accordance with the present day
standards of efficiency in tlu; British Army, so that

when the Army in India has to co-operate with the

British Army on any occasion there may bo no dis-

snniLritjos of organisation, etc, winch would render

such co-operation difficult. Eor any purpose lithe?

than these mentioned m tho first sentence, the obliga-

tions resting on India should be no more onerous than
those resting oil the Self-( Governing Dominions and
should be undertaken subject to the same conditions

as are applicable to thoso Dominions.

(f>) To repudiate the assumption underlying the

whole Report of the Esher roinmittee? (1) that the

administration of the Army in India cannot be consi-

dered otherwise than as part of the total armed forces

of the Empire and (2) that the military resources of

India should be developed in a raan^pf suited to Im-
perial necessities. V
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In moving this Sir Sivaswami Aiyar referred

to the alarm and disappointment, created by the

Esher Report and expressed his surprise that

while an army of 340,000 would cost England

only 69 millions, the Indian army at a far lower'

figure would cost Indra 58 crores of rupees. ' lie

then made it clear, *

that not a single pie should be spent on the Indian

Army except fos purposes of internal* unrest and ex-

ternal aggression and that for this purpose
t
the

efficiency of the Army should bo the same as that of

the British Army. India did n*ot desire to shirk her

obligations as regards the difficulties (*f tlje Empire,

•but she insisted that such obligations should be the

same as rested upon the Self-Governing Dominions.

Mr. Reddiar and Sir Godfrey Fell brought in

some amendments which were lost while Sir Siva-

swami Aiyar’s original,motion was carried. Sir

Godfrey congratulated Sir* Sivaswami on his

44 extremely able, extremely lucid and extremely

moderate speech ”.

The second resolution specified the purpose)

for which the army was maintained in India

That the Army in India should not as a rule be

employed for service outside the external frontiers of

India except for purely%dofensive purposes or with
tho previous consent of the Governor-General in

Council in very grave emergencies provided that this

resolution does* not preclude the employment on tho

garrison duties overseas, of Indian troops at the

expense of His Majesty’s Government and with the

consent of the Government of India.

Munshi Ishwar Saran moved an amendment
which was lost while Mr. Samartb withdrew his.

The third resolution was for placing tho port-

folio of Defence lifcder a Civilian Member of
r
the

Executive Council. It emphasised the principle

of the ultimate supremacy of the civil power, and

demanded that the Commander-in-Chief should,

without prejudice to his official precedence, cease

to be a membor of the Governor* General’s Execu-

tive Council.

Mr. Ishwar Saran's amendment for the inclu-

sion of the minority view of tnc Esher Commit-

tee ancfMr. Neogi’s suggestion for the creation

of an Army Council in India by Royal Warrant
were both lost.

The next resolution which was carried with

Mr. Samaifth’g amendment deleting reference to

the gprt*foiio of Defence being in charge of a

Civilian Memt&r, ran as follows :

—

This Assembly recommends to the Governor.'

General in Council that the proposal of tho majority

, of the Esher Committee for the creation of a separate
department for production and provision under a

member of the Executive Council be not accepted

afeid that the proposal of the minority, namely, that

the responsibility should be entrusted to a surveyor-
general of supply, who should be a civil member of

tho Commander-in-Chief’s Military Council, be

accepted.

The fifth resolutiorf vesting all Army appoint-

ments in the hands of the Secretary of State and

the Government of India was carried without

discussion. The last clause urged that

the appointment of the Secretary to the Military

Department, India Office, should be made by
tho Secretary of State on the recommendation
of the Government of India and after advice

obtained from the Chief qf the Imperial Gene-
ral Stall Ho should have the status of a

Deputy Chief of the Imperial General Staff and
should have tho right of attending the meetings
of the Army Council when questions affecting

India are discussed. He should not be under
the orders of tho Chief ol tho Imperial General Staff.

The nejct resolution was as follovs :

—

This Assembly recommends to the Governor-Gene-
ral iu Council that the Commander-in-Chiefs right of

correspondence with tho Chief of the Imperial
General Staff should be subject to the restriction

that it does not commit the Govornmefit of India to

any pecuniary responsibility or any line of military

policy which has not already J>een the subject of

decision by them, copies of all such correspondence
at both ends being immediately furnished to the

Government of India mid the Secretary of Stato

for India.

Munshi Rhwui Sunn moved an Amendment
touching the restriction of tho Commander in-

Ohiefs correspondence was lost and the original

motion was carried. r

The seventh ‘resolution demanded free admis-

sion of Indians to all Arms of His Majesty ’s

forces :

—

(a) That the King-Emperor s Indian subjects should
be freely admitted to all arms of his Majesty’s

military, naval and air forces in India and the

ancillary services and the auxiliary forces.

That every encouragement should be given to

Indians including the educated middle classes

subject to the prescribed standards of fitness to

enter the commissioned ranks of tho army and
that, in nominating candidates for the entrance

examination unofficial Indians should be associ-

ated with the nominating authorities.

(b) That not less than 25 per ccpt. of the King’s

commissions granted every year should be given

to his Majesty’s Indian subjects to start with.

Mr, Renouf moved an amendment to this

resolution adding the following to clause (6).

That, in granting King’s commissions, after giving

full regard to the claims to promotion of officers of

the Indian Army who already hold commissions of

His Excellency the Viceroy, the rest of the commis-

sions granted be given to cadets trainod at Sandhurst*

The general rule in selecting candidates for this

training should be that a large majority of the
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selections should be from the communities which
furnish recruits to the army, as far as possible in

proportion to the numbers in which they lurnish

recruits.

Tfco resolution ns amended was passed. The
next resolution asked for an Indian Sandhurst.

(a) ThisAssombly recommends to the (dovernor-

General in Council that adequate facilities

should be provided in India for tho preliminary
training of Indians to fit them to cuter the

Military College, Sandhurst.

(b) That the desirability of establishing in Indn*
a military college such as Sandhurst, should be
kept in view.

Mr. Ishwav Snran moved an amendment that

for clause (/>) tho following I c Mihsti Luted —

That as soon as funds he available, steps should
bo taken to establish in India a military college such
us Sandhurst, and the desirability of establishing in

India, training and educational institutufns tor other
branches of the army should bo steadily kflpt m view

H. E. LORD RAWL1NS0N

The Oommander- in * Chief accepted tho amend-
ment and promised to start a college at Debra
Dun for the education of young Indians, particu-

larly sons of Indian officers, in service ns soon as

funds would permit. The resolution as amended
was carried.

The ninth resolution urged for an Indian basis

of pay for the commissioned ranks. Sir Sivaswami
Iyer pointed out that tho Civil Service to

which they were grateful for n an) things had set

a bad model of a most costly service.

The tenth resolution urged .

* That a serious effort should *1)0 made to organise
and encourage the formation ol an adequate terri-

,
tonal force on attractive conditions, to introduce in

the Indian Army a system of short colour service
followed by a few years in the reserve and to carry
out a gradual and prudent reduction of the ratio of
the British ff<> Indian troops.

Tho next two resolutions i elated to the pay,

prospects and position of different grades of tho
Indian army

Tho next resolution urged that the Govern-
ment of India shot] Id consider the expediency of

reducing tho size of tho administrative staff

at Army Headquarters. IPs Excellency the

Commander in- Chief promised to do everything

hp could to carry out the spirit of this resolution

as soon as possible. The resolution was can ltd.

* Tho fourteenth resolution that was passed

asked for a committee fflr the purpose of examin-
ing and reporting upon

(«) the best method of giving effect to the natural
rights and aspirations o t the people of India to take
an honourable part in the defence of their country
and prepare the country for the attainment of full

responsible government which has been declared to
be the goal of British policy

,

(b) the financial capacity of India to bear the
burden of military e.Npemliturc . and
* (r) her claim to equality of status and treatment
with the self-governing dominions.

Mr. S. U. Garud brought in an amendment
that tho committee should bo immediately ap-

pointed. It was however lust,

Mr g
Dli win S.unn’s amendment for enlarging

the scope of the committee’s enquiry was also

nog itivod.

Sir Sivaswami Iyer’s last resolution asserted

tlpit. Anglo Indians were included in the term
, Indian in nil his resolutions.

Concluding, Sir Sivaswami Iyer expressed the
groat senso of humiliation which Indians felt in

having all through been treated in the Army as

bowers of wood and drawers ot water, He ap-
pealed to the characteristic phase of British

policy to do the right thing at thi right time by
following a line which would restore the emascu-
lated nation to its full vigour and, further, add
to the efficiency and contentment of the Indian

Army.
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THE COUNCIL OF STATE

At the meeting of the Council of State on

March 21, Mr, Cook, Financial Secretary, asked

the President to exercise his discretion to suspend

the 'existing rules to nrike it possible for Gio

Finance Kill as passed by the Assembly to be

taken into consideration on the 2 did. He pointed

out the urgency of getting the Kill passed befure

the end of the month as Government would

_
otherwise lose rovenuo to the e*sjtcn}i of 75

lakhs. It was accepted.

Tite Finance Kill

The Finance Bill was accordingly taken up on

the 2drd when the Council met under the presi-

dentship of Mr. Muddiman. •

Mr, Cook moved that the Finance Bill be taken

into consideration. He said that he should give

an idea of the financial position of the Govern-

ment after the Bill had omerged from the Lower
House. Ab a result of voting on demands in the

Lower House, expenditure had been reduced by
192 lakhs of rupees and View taxation had beeu

reduced by 85 lakhs. Thus the Government was

better by 44 lakhs financially* 1 than when they

introduced the budget. He hoped this House
would not grudge them this sum in the case of

great uncertanties in the outlook of trade and

exchange.

Amendments worp brought forward by differ-

ent members in tjie increase or reduction of

duties on various articles. It is unnecessnry 1.0

go into the whole list of articles on which the

debates centred. But one subject should be

noted. Already there was considerable uneasi-

ness over the new postal rates. Sir M. B. Dada-

bhoy’s motion for the retention of the ojd rates

was lost and so was Mr. Khaparde’s for levying

half an anna for half a tola.

Mr. Sefchna’s motion that the cost of one tola

letter be three-fourths of an anna and one anna

be charged for a letter between one tola and two

tolas and a half was adopted, Government accept

ing it.

Mr, Kbftparde’s motion levying quarter of an

anna for a weight not exceeding eight, tolas in the

case of registered newspapers and half an anna up

to 20 tolas was Gftrried, Government accepting it.

Sir A. Murray moved that the rate of tax on
f

goods be two and a half annas when carried by

railways and one anna and a quarter when carried

by Inland vessels, • It was *
carried, Government

aooepting it.

f

Before the close of thp debate Sir M. D.idabhoy
paid a tribute to, Mr, Hailey’s masterly manner in
grappling with the difficult' situation. Mr.
Hailey acknowledged this tributo on behalf of the
Finance Department.

On tho 24th Mr. Rnza Ali moved a resolution
recommending to the Governor General in Council

1o convey to llis Majesty’s Government, through
the Secretary of State for Ihdia, the considered
opinion of this Council that any attempt n ade m
certain quarters in England to place obstacles in
the working of the Government of India? Act, 1919
in accordance with the wishes of the people of
India, is calculated to endanger the new regime,

f
—

1

RAJA SIR HARNAM SINGH

Sir Harnam Singh supported Mr, Razi Ali,
while Sir M. Dadabhoy characterised the resolu-
tion as superfluous, The motion was lost,

Mr. Khaparde moved that a committee be
appointed to examine the recent distribution of
portfolios among the members of the Viceroy’s
Executive Council. Only three members voted
for it and it was lost,
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Hindu Law
Dr. Ganganath Jha moved :

That steps bo takon for appointing a committee of

lawyers and Sanskrit scholars to consider tho advi-

sability and possibility of modifying tho Hindu Law
as administered by the Law Courts and to advise

upon the desirability of introducing such changes as

may be consistent with the text of tho Hindu Law.

T)r, Sapru promised to address the High

Courts, whereupon tho motion was withdrawn.

Mr. Lalubhai Samaldas also withdrew his resolu-

tion touching tho methods of ascertaining the

total taxable income of an assessee carrying* on

business in different provinces.

Mi Maung I\> H\e\s motion recommending the

formation* of Peace and V igilance Committees in

all towns and villages was opposed by Mr Ra/.a

Ali and others Mr K ha pa trie brought in an

amendment- which was lost. The motion was

withdrawn on the advice of Sarditr Jogendra

Singh

The Council leassemblcd on the t h when

three Government bills, two Government motions

and thine" non-ollicial resolutions were debated.

The resolutions related to tho reparation from

Germany to India, tho release of the Savaikar

brothers, and exemption to* members of local, as

well as Central Legislatures from the operation of

the arms act.

Indian Electricity Act Joint Committee

Mr. Cliatterjeo, Secretary for Industry, moved

That tho Council do agree to a joint committee of

twolvo members to amend the TnOmn Electricity Ad,
11)10 and that tho following six members be nomina-
ted to serve on the Joint Committee :—Sir Alexan-

der Murray, Mr. Frooin, Sir M. Dadabhoy, Sardnr
Jogendra Singh, Mr. M oncriefT Smith and tho mover
himself.

The motion for joint committee was put and

agreed to.

Calcutta University Act

Mr. Shafi moved that the bill to amend the

law relating to the Calcutta University as passed

by the Assembly be considered He said that

the Bill intended to create organic connection

with the Bengal Government.

Rights of Hindus
On the motion of Bir William Vincent Mr.

Seshagiri Aiyar’s Bill to declare the rights of

Hindus to make transfers and bequests of unborn

persons in the city of Madras as passed by the

Assembly, was carried.

Savarkae Brothers

Mr. Rangaswami Iyengar moved for the exten-

sion of amnesty to Savarfear brothers. It was

negatived on the opposition of Mr. Beddon, Sir

William Vincent and Col. Umar Hayat Khan.
4Arms Rules

Lala Sukhbir Singh moved that members of

Councils, Provincial as well Central, be exempted
frbm the operations of the Arms Act.

"On the motion of Sir Maneckji Dadabhoy this

resolution was put in parts and exemption in

case of Magistrates was carriedf, sixteen voting

ffcr and fourteen against. Exemption in cate of

Local Councils waft lost, while, in the caso of mem-
bers of .both tho Houses of the Indian Legislature,

exemption was agreed to by a majority, tte

Government members voting against it.

Reparations to India

Tho Hon Mr. V. G «Kalo moved :

That th(> Secretary of State ho moved to secure for

this country through His Majesty's Government an
adequate share of indemnities and reparations to be
obtained from Germany.

Ho said that India was a member of the Lea-

gue of Nations. It had contributed to war botli

in men and money and out of 22 per cent, share

of tho British Empire, India should get a sum
consistent with her sacrifices.

Mr. Moncrieil* Smith emphisised that the

Government had bbon considering this mattei for

some time past and had reached at Rs. 8,075,000

ns the share of India out of the reparations from

the enemy including Germany, Austria and Tur-

key. The Government would gladly accept tho

resolution.

. Mr. Kale’s motion was then put and carried

unanimously,

The Council was prorogued on the 20th.
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The debate on the Finance Hill continued for

three weeks since the presentation^ the Budget
on the 1st of March. It is unnecessary to go

into the details of the discussion as it touched on

every article of export or import, of production

and consumption. Almost every member of the

Assembly took pjLrt in the debate and the (uU

was eventually passed on the 19th.

We pass ovoi* several Government Bills and
motions for committees which were formally put
before the Assembly and carried. Mention may
however be made of tho Calcutta University Act,

MR. T. V. SESHAGIRI AIYAR
the Indian Electricity Bill and Mr. S'shagiri

Aiyar’s Hill to declare the rights of Hindus.

Oq March 21, Mr. T. Rangaehariar was given

leave to introduce a Bill fo further amend the

Transfer of Property Act.

Emigration Bill

Mr. Innes moved for loave to introduce a

Bill to amend thfc law relit.ing to emigration. Sir

43 eorgfr Barnes eSjjTained tho objects of the mea-
sure to be to leg ,y4K

!
Lpu l1 an ond to indentured

emigration, to prpfflje safeguards for the protec-

tion of^Bpkilled labour, and to appoint, agents of

Governu^nt overseas.

In thfl^urge of a lengthy statement Sir George
^jpointedVI tbaj; the proposal was to repeal the^ J

Emigration Act and to substitute a new act.

Ventured emigration iR dead,” be said,
M but it

is ttffcgssary to safeguard ourselveB against its

pesur^^ion in any form.” "He, however^ pointed

out that the Bill does not provide for any control

over free emigration as it would hamper indivi-

dual freedom. Ho deprecated retaliatory legisla-

tion. He spoke at length on the position of

Indians in the Epipire and the status of Jjndia

and the Dominions, and concluded:

—

Throughout his term of office II. E. tho Viceroy has
worked strenuously and persistently for the uplifting
of tho status of India and of Indians, and I venture
to think, with some measure of success. (Applause).
So far as India herself is concerned, she is now ad-
mitted as a member of the British Empire on an equa-
lity with tho Dominions, and the voice of her repre-
sentatives will have the same weight as the represen-
tatives ol the Dominions at tho Great Council which
will take place next June, and I may remind you,
Sir, that the position of Indians in other 'parts of the
Empire has, at the request of the Viceroy and of his
colleagues, been placed on the agenda for discussion.
With regard to the recognition of the status of
Indians, we,have made progress and shall make fur-

ther progress. Rome was not built in a day, and the
progress may not be rapid as we could wish, but our
goal must continue to be the admission of India,
throughout the Empire, to all the rights and all the
privileges of British citizens.

Oh the 23rd 1 h*. (Jour introduced bis Mnirngo
Bill, ‘12 voting for and 17 jig,mw\

Non Co operation Resolution

The same day tho Assembly discussed a Beso*

lution on Non Co operation asking tho Govern-

ment to adhere to the policy enunciated last

October and November and urging (he Local

Governments to stopmll repressive measures now
being used all over India Mr. Jatkar, who
originally gave notice of this resolution, withdrew

it.

A breezy discussion er sued from this procedure

and Dr.Nnnd Lai was given the option to move the

same resolution. Mr. Jatkar himself supported

it whereupon Sir William Vincent made a lengthy

statement explaining the Government’s atti-

tude and th(f desperate efforts of the Non-Co-
operators. In conclusion he said :

—
The Government’s policy w.as this—to meet the

legitimate demands of the people, strengthen Mode-
rate opinion, make the Reforms a reality, remove
agrarian and other grievances, go out of pur way
evon at the sacrifice of efficiency in order to satisfy
legitimate demands. But, at the same time, where
we have disorders and excitoment either direct or in-

direct we should punish them. Now, I want this
Assembly to support me in the announcement of this

policy of the Government.

Khan Bahadur Hussain Khan and Rao Baha-

dur Rangachari each moved and withdrew an
amendment, while Mr. O’Donnell’s motion that

the Government should adhere to its policy as

announced to the Assembly that day and ap fay
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aF possible avoid resorting to any proceedings

under exceptional legislation in dealing with the

non-co-operation movement^was passed,

• Finance Bill

The Assembly met on the 24th and accepted l<»

amendments to the Finance Bill as passed by the

Upper House. Objection was raised in regard to

tho rate on postal letters.

Sir Sivaswamy Iyer appealed to the members

not to create a deadlock in the first year of tho

working of the new constitution, necessitating

tho intervention of the Governor General, and

suggested the addition of a new clause that half

an anna bo charged for letters not exceeding half

tola.

MU. HARCTIANDRAI YJSIIANDAS

Mr. H. Vishandas endorsed Sir Sivnswami

Iyer’s observations.

Mr. llailey replied and the Bill, as amended by

the Council of State, was eventually accepted with

the Government assurance that they would intro-

duce by executive order the half an anna rate for

half a tola letter s.

Codification of Hindu Law

On March 26, a resolution for the appointment

of a Committee to consider the question of the

Codification of Hindu Law was moved. It was

however withdrawn on Dr. Sapru’s assurance that

the question would be referred to High Courts,

Local Governments and Bar Associations.

An Indta^ Privv Council

Dr. Hour moved a resolution to establish a

MU. KAUDLEY NORTON

court of ultimate appeal in# India. Mr. Eardley

Noiton and Mr. Seshagiri Iyer welcomed the

amendment of Dr Sapru 44 to collectf the opinions

of tho Local Governments, the High Courts, and

other legal authorities and to ascertain public

opinion generally.” The amendment was

earned.

On Monday tho 28th, tho Assembly met for

the Jast time to transact business for this session.

Sir Sivaswami Iyer moved a series of Resolutions

on the Esher Report which is discussed elsewhere

in this issuo.

Tho Assembly along with the Council of State

was prorogued on tho 2fttb byJT. E. the Viceroy.

Lord Chelmsford, in his closing speech, paid

a tribute to tho Presidents in conducting

their business and congratulated tho non-officials

on their tone and temper throughout the

deliberations.

The working of a constitution was no easy task

and any constitution could he reduced to absurdity if

its constituent parts were unmindful of their res-

ponsibility to work it. with good will and fair play.

His Government had worked through this session, m
the words of Mr. Gladstone, m mutual respect and

in a common interest for a common ajm. This ses-

sion should dispel the doubts of those who looked to

the now era with gloomy forebodings and should

hoarten those pledged to constitutional cause against

the forces of disorder aiyl anarchy. But there was

still need for tho spreading of conititutional gospel

in the country by teaching the people their real

power.



PROVINCIAL LEGISLATURES
Madras

The Council commenced voting on Government

demands for grants on March 21st. Among the

important motions considered was one by Mr. 0.

Af, S. Narasii^ha Raju for reducing by 1*1G
(
lakhs

the provision of Its. 5.36 lakhs under tentage

and travelling allowances to Collectors, Sub Col-

lectors and Assistant Collectors. This was lost by

34 voting for and 48 voting against it.

Another motion by the same member for reduc-

ing the provision for carrying out increases in the

Provincial Civil Services was also lost.

Mr. S. Srinivasa Iyengar’s motion reducing by

one lakh the grant of Rs. 55 lakhs under district

administration was carried by 45 against 31.

Mr. Biswanath Dass’s motion on tho 22nd for

the omission of Its 2*16 lakhs for the Russelkomla

Saw Mill scheme was carried by 10 votes against 34.

On March 23rd, Mr. C.V. Venkata rama Iyengar

moved for the reduction of the provision of Its.

1-92 lakhs for the Ministers by Its 84,000. Tho

motion was lo3t by 16 against 73, 9 remaining

neutral. •

He moved another resolution for the reduction

of Rs. 30,000 from Rs. l.gO Jakhs for travelling

allowances to members of Council. This

wa6 also lost by 15 against 52. A third resolu-

tion of his for reducing by Rs. 75,000 the provi-

sion for the personal staff and body guard of

H. E. the Governor was adopted, Government
agreeing to the eitent of Rs. 18,120.

A motion for deducing tho salary of the Publi-

city Officer and another for omitting the provision

for the Publicity Bureau were also lost.

On the 24th Mr. B. Muniswmi Naidu’s mo-

tion for th6 reduction of Rs. 3,76,320 in the

provision for increase of salanes to District

Munsiffs was lost by 37 against 32* votes, 20
members remaining neutral.

This resolution, though ostensibly brought in to

effect a retrenchment, wjfifh reality designed to

spite the Brahmins and flet insinuations against

the High Court. This Wife apparent in the dis-

cussion that ensued. The Hon. Mr. K. Srinivasa

Iyengar effectiv^ disposed of the charges levelled

against the Hign Court by quoting figures which
showed that the proportion of Brahmin Munsifls
for the number of Brahmin Vakils was 1 to 10
while Christians had I to 6, Mahomedans 1 to 2

and other non- Brahmins 1 to 9. He further

protested against the reduction of salaries of

tbS^gEjile and hard-working officers. It was
evident vlfcfe the supporters of the motion were

only bent the nose to spite the face.

After the voting of grants, the Council took up

consideration of resolutions on matters of public

interest.

Women Sui<fraoe
r

•

Dewan Bahadur Mr. Krishnan Nair moved a .

resolution

for the removal of the ’sex disqualification prescrib-

ed in sub-clause (b) of dlause (1) in rule \ of the
Madras Electoral Rules for registration on the electo-

ral roll in respect of women and for fixing the same
qualifications for women.

DEWA*N BAHADUR M. KRISHNAN NAIR ; 1

This was passed, 47 voting for and 13 against

and 1 0 remaining ueutral,

Contribution to the Central Government

The Council unanimously passfed a resolution !^
Mr. K. Frabhakara Thampan.

;j{^

1

protesting against the arbitrary manner in wh$|ir

the sum of 384.29 lakhs was fixed as the Madras p#'
tribution to the Centra) Government and askingm
Local Government to send suitable representations'll

the higher authorities.

“ A Commercial Dispute

Mr. O. Thanikachallam ^H^moved ft resold

tion reoommending to Government

that the power of making appointment to the of]

of District munsiffs now vested to the High Court/
-
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with a view to effect being given to the recom-

mendations of the Public Services Commission,be taken

into the hands of the Government, such power being

exercised with the advice of the High Court,

The resolution was much debated upon and con-

tinued the next day also, nt>n- Brahmin members

exploring dissatisfaction at the undue preponder-

ance of Brahmins in the <ndre of District Munsifs.

They also blamed the High Court as being les-

ponsible for the glaring dispirit,y between the

two communities. The Tlon. Mr. lv, Srinivasa

Iyengar, the Law Member indignantly said that

he would not condescend to reply to the attacks’

on the High Court, lliis was, in effect, a mere

“commercial dispute ” as the ‘ Times of India

correspondent aptly called it.

Sir Lionel Davidson, on behalf of the Govern-

ment protested against the unwarranted insinua-

tions against the Judges of the High Court, and

said it was dangeious to suggest perfersity or

lack of reasonable care on the part of the* judges

of the High Court in making these appointments.

$ Sir Lionel Davidson further undertook to re-

examine the frhole question in consultation with

the High Court, and suggested to the mover that

the resolution might be withdrawn.

The mover withdrew his resolution in the light

of the assurance given.

Another resolution was moved by Mr. Tlnnika-

challam Chatty
recommending to the Government to gi\o (died to

the recommendations ol the Public Services Commis-
sion, recruitment to the judit ml offices maybe made
directly from the bar And that such ^•cruitmcnt may
bo made for the next five years from amongst non-
Brahmin Hindus, Christians and Muhoinedans so as

to secure the due representations of all tho different

communities in the Judicial Servico.

Tho resolution was carried by an overwhelming
majority. This is “ communal rustication ” with a

vengeance, to be sure. Commenting on this ' extra-

ordinary motion the Daily Express says Jhat “ it is

precisely in regard to such resolutions that tho

provision of the Veto is specially contemplated.”

It adds

:

The proportion of applicants from Brahman and
non-Brahman Hindus was as 83 from the former and
14 from the latter, but the proportion of appoint-
ments was as 15 Tor the formor and 50 for tho latter.

Notwithstanding these figures, from what point of
view tho head of a Government could be called upon
to altogether prohibit the recruitment from tho *

Brahman community lias not been made clear. It

rests sololy on the preponderance of lirabman
Munsiffs in the department. From preponderance to
exclusion may no doubt bo a process of reasoning,
but would be contemptibly unfair and would utterly
belie the principles of British Rule in India.

The Council was then prorogued (April 2 ).

Bombay
On March 18, JMr. K. Ii. Godbole moved a

resolution for taking steps to make tho deve-

lopment departments a transferred subject to be

placed in charge of a Minister. Tho resolution

was, after some discussion, withdrawn. Another

resolution urging the establishment of experiment-

al foihst industries in Kolaba, #
Thf*na, and cer-

tain other districts was withdrawn after an assur-

ance from the Minister that he woiild do his best.

Uu March 19, Mr. Kambli moved a resolution

for the increase of grants to municipalities for

primary education from one-half to two thirds of

their expenditure. An amendment to the effect

that such increase should bo given for two years

to municipalities which were not able to meet

their expenditure was accepted, and the resolution

as amended was passed. %

SJK IBRAHIM RAHJMTULLAH
Member, Executive Council.

The Council then elected a committee of public

accounts.

On 21st March, R*o Saheb Desai moved a reso-

lution

placing on record the Council’s high appreciation

of services rendered by the Hon’ble Sir George Curtis

to the Bombay Presidency during his distinguished

career for over 30 years and regretting that high-

minded officers of his stamp should be leaving

Bombay at this important juncture in its political

future.
^ <

•

A number of non official members supported

the mover and the resolution was carried unani-

mously, Sir George Curtis expressed his thanks
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for the kind words* in which the resolution was

couched end made a touching reply.

Mr. Haji moved that certaifi publications of

Government like the Gazette, IQouncil Reports, and

administration reports of departments be supplied

free to members. This was accepted.

Major FernaudozWresolution for the appoint-

ment of a committee to consider the forest griev-

ances of Canara was also accepted.

,
Women Sui-thaue'

V '

At the meeting of the Bombay Legislative

Council on March 21, Mr. Trivedi brought in a

resolution recommending the removal of the dis-

,
qualification of women contained in thb Bombay
electoral rules The subject was debated upon.

Mr. Trivedi pointed out that the Bombay women
were already exercising the Municipal iranchise.

Mr. Paranjpye supported the motion which, he

said, was perfectly reasonable. While Sir Chiman-

lal Setalvad “ hoped that the Council would not

grudge this elemental y light to women/ 7 Kao
Bahadur Bhital and Mr. S. P. Ligade opposed

the motion. At the end Mr. ivt II. W. Hay-
ward pointed out that the motion resolved itself

into two main propositions on which they should

have a definite ruling /rom the chair. Whether
women should bo allowed to vote was a question

within the competence of tlje Council tosolvo but,

he further observed, that it was only the House of

Commons that could decide whether women could

be admitted as members of the Council. The
President held that the motion involving two

such distinct issues was out of order.

On March 22, there was much discussion over

the acquisition of land in the Poona district in

connection with the Tata Ifydro-Ekctric Works.

Mr, V. R Gupte moved a resolution recommend-

ing to the Government the stoppage of works that

were proceeding in Mulshipeta till the Council

fully examined the scheme and considered the

agreement, if any, to be entered int6 by the

Government with the company. The mover

pointed out that about 37 villages had been ac-

quired and that the inhabitants numbering about

15,000 had not been compensated. Sir George

Curtis said that there was dc lay in compensation

only with regard to the villagers of Andhra
Valley and that Government would be issuing

notification on the subject shortly.

Rao Bahadur Kale moved an amendmont -

That the Government take necessary steps to

secure to the inhabitants of the affected area, liberal

compensation either in kind or in money at an early

#fte.
^ The amendment was accepted, and the resol u

tion as amended
(
was carried.

Bengal
The discussion on demands for Grants whicl:

began on 1 4th March came to a close on 24th
There were in all 30 motions asking the Council

to sanction a total ofc nearly 10 crores. Somi
212 amendments were moved by non' official

members with a view to reducing this total. Of
these 39 wore carried, 27 lost and the remaining
withdrawn. Consequently, unless vetoed by the

Governor, the demands for grants were reduced

by Its. 46*69 lakhs.

On the 6th instant, the Council accepted a

motion

urging one hour’s recess at in id-day on Fridays in’

all courts and Oovernnicnt offices to enable Muham
madans to sav their Jumma prayers.

The Council also accepted a resolution

urging the Government to give clleet to the deci-

sion oi tlife Public. Services Commission to amend the

rules prtiseribing that <\mdidates for the Bengal Pilot

Service must, he Europeans, ami that the appointment
of officers lie made in England only when suitable

candidates were not locally available.

II. K. LUh ]> RON/' I.BSHAY
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On the 7th instant, His Excellency the Gover-

nor, in the course of his address to the Council,

referred to the constitution of the Legislature

and said the Council’s treatment of the budget, of

the reserved half of the Government had not boon

in accordance with the intentions of Parliament.

He pointed out the fundamental differences of

the two halves of the Government, and said that,

while the Ministers were responsible to the Coun-

cil, the Executive Council was responsible to

Parliament.

Mis Excellency \yanted to make it clear that

any action which ho felt called upon to make was

not taken by way of prob st but solely in tho dis-

charge of* his duty to Pailiament. if, in that

capacity, he had to use his light of restoring

grants constantly, that would mean, lie said, only

one thing vn., the existence of a practically un-

bridgeable cle.avago of opinion extomfiyg over the

whole administrative field between the Governor

and tho Council,

If stc h instate oi alburs came into e\isi< nee, His
Excellent y thought Governor himsell would realise

(hat Ins usefulness citliei to the ( loverimient or to

the Province had come to an end, and be would, m
such cm illusion os, he justitfod in demanding release

from responsibilities winch he was no longer able

satisfactorily to discharge.

His Excellency then referred to various items

m the resol ved budget in torpor t of which grants

had been refused or lvduc'ions made. And in

regard to the giant under “ Police" he said lie

would givo the Council another opportunity to

reconsider it. „

Tho Council met again on the 21st April when

Sir Henry Wheeler moved for the supplementary

Polico Grant of Us. 22,57,200. In moving tho

resolution, the speaker gave facts and figures to

show that the expenditure on C.J.l). was not

increasing but had Bhown a steady downward

tendency, Tho Investigation Branch had beon

created in view of tho needs of the present situa-

tion. After hearing the explanations given by

Sir Hepry Wheeler the substantive motion for

the su ppledientary Police Grant was passed

without a division. The Council was then

prorogued.

^ The Annual Subscription to the " INDIAN
REVIEW " is Rs. 5 {Five). Subscription can com-
mence from any month . Any one who wishes to buy
books at the concession rates must remit Rs. », {Five)

one years subscription to the REVIEW m advance,

The Panjah

The Council passed on tho 15th March,

a resolution *for| providing poor houses by

local bodies. Mr. Muhuuram Ali moved a

resolution that the language of tho Council

slyilL be Urdu, but that any member not

proficient in it might add) ess the Council

jn’ English or in any other recognised vernaJular.

An amendment making English as the language

of tho Council and allowing members to address

in Urdu or in any other recognised language was

accepted, aid tlfo resolution as amended was

passed.» •

PANDIT MANOH Alt LAL

• Member, Tho Punjab Legislative Council.

On the 17th March, Government accepted a

resolution asking lor the appointment of u com-
mittee to impure into the canal administration in

tho province.

Kaja Narendra Nath’s resolution that the

notification in respect of Seditioift Meetings Act
should be modified so as to exempt meetings held

to discuss matteis coming up before the Council

was defeated by 31 against 10.
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A Rouufl Table Conference

The Punjab Legislative Council passed an inter-

esting resolution on Murch If, when Moulvi

Muharram Ali Cbisti moved :

—

That this Council recommends to the Government
to arrange a Round Table Conference of Members of

the Exqputivc Council, Ministers of Government,

selectod non-offniql members of this Council and
other influential Hindta, Muhammadan, Sikh and*

Christian leaders (jncluding recognised loaders of the

Non-Co-operation movement in the Punjab, to consi-

der the necessary steps to be taken to reconcile the

people and to maintain law and order in the pro-

vince.

The resolution was well received and strongly

supported by several members. Raja Narendra

Nath moved the following amendments (1) that

the words 11 to the Government to arrange a

Bound Table Conference of ” be omitted and the

words 44 to His Excellency the "Governor- General

of India in Council the necessity of appointing

an All- India Round Table Conference consisting

of leading officials and non -officials o£ the country

to which” be substituted (2) that after the word
44 Punjab ” the words 44 and elsewhere should be

invited ” be added. (.‘1) that the words 44 In the

Province ” be omitted and the words “and to

ascertain how it is possiblo to secure co-opera-

tion ” be added .

*

All the amendments wero accepted without a

division and the amended resolution was passed

unanimously. Sir John Maynard, on behalf of

the Government, assured the House that Govern-

ment did not ignore the gravity of the situation

created by the Non- Co-operation movement and

that there was no sacrifice of dignity in taking

part in such a conference. Fifty one members

voted for the resolution while none voted against

it.

The Sikh Shrinks Hill

On the 5th April, the iton'ble Khan Bahadur

Mian Fazal-i- Hussain introduced the Sikh Gurd
waras and Shrines Bill which was referred to a

Select Committee.

On the 8th April, the report of the Select

Committee on Giujjdwaras and Shrines Bill was

presented*

The consideration of the Bill as amended by

the Sdfct %mmittee was postponed to the 16th

instafl|ras tjj|k were dissenting minutes to the

report.

On the 16th instant, the consideration of the

Bill was, after some discussion, again postponed

till session of the Council and the Coun-

cil wiKirorogued till the 8th, of May.

Bihar and Orissa

At the meeting of the Council on the

22nd March, a resolution for relaxing prison

rules during the ‘Ramzan* to enable Muslim pris-

oners to observe religious duties was accepted, the

Hon. Mr, Snbay promising to forward the same to

the Government of India for orders. A resolution

to direct District Officers to consult local

leaders before firearms were usod to quell disturb-

ances was also accepted.

Mr. Nurul Huq moved a resolution to reduce

the number of executive councillors from three to

two, one being Indian and the other European.

The mover regretted that the old policy of dis-

trusting Indians was still being followed, and that

the arrangement of the Bihar Council was most
unsatisfactory ami highly disappointing to Indian

aspirations. Further it was against the recom-

mendations 6f the Joint Committee. The motion

was unauirfiously accepted.

Another resolution discussed was for putting

a stop to the sale, manufacture, and cons umotion

of liquor within twelve months as far as the Local

Government was concerned

The representatives oi Hindu ahd Moslem and

Indian Christian Missions and the representatives

of the depressed classes and labour representatives

supported the resolution. The lion. Mr. Le Me-
surier pointed out the financial difficulty in giving

( fleet to the resolution. Further discussion on

the resolution was continued on 20th March.

The llon’ble Khan Bahadur Fakhiiuddin empha-
sised the difficulties inherent in the policy of total

abolition in the present state of political and social

development.

The resolution, together with an amendment
for a committee to consider the question was
negatived,.

On the HOth March, Babu Shyarn Narain

moved a resolution restricting the exodus to

the Governor with the minimum Secretariat staff

and limiting the period to three months. Mr,

Ganesh Datta moved an amendment for the com-
plete abolition of the exodus. The amendment was
lost and the original resolution was carried* by 23

against 21 votes.

On the 31st March the Council pasted, among
others, resolutions for preparing a scheme of

vocational teaching, for extending the B) stem of

trial by jury to all districts and for providing a

room in the Council building for Muhammadan
prayers.

Sir Walter Maude then read the Governor’s

notification proroguing the Council,
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The United Provinces

At the meeting of the Council on the

12th March the resolution on exodus was con-

sidered. Pandit Hirday Natl Kunzru, in his

resolution, restricted the annual exodus to the

Governor, the Members of the Executive Govern-

ment, Council Secretaries and the necessary staff,

and limited the period to three months. Mr. Por-

ter, in reply, said that from next year onwards,

the officials mentioned in the resolution only would
goto Nairn' Tal. The motion was withdrawn.

The voting of grants commenced on the 14th

March.
#
On the grant for excise, Mr Cliin-

tamani made a statement. He said that a

committee would be appointed under the

presidency of Mr. P>m, and that tho

Government would introduce reform to reduce

consumption whether revenue incicaspd or net.

On the 18th and 19bh, the Council was engaged

on the voting of grants under Education. Mr.

Ghintamani, Minister, made a statement regard-

ing od ueational ^policy

.

Three new intermediate colleges would be opened,
secondary schools would be established wherever
there was need, vocational instruction would be
introduced and the question of foreign scholarships

wouid be referred to a committee. A new girls’

high school would bo opened in July and special

efforts would be made to encourage woman educa-
tion. The question of village libraries was being
enquired into.

*

On tha 28th March His Excellency tho Governor

addressed tho Council on the political situation,

in the course of which he said that,

with the Non-Co-operators, they could have nothing
to do beyond meeting their mischievous activities.

Their movement was a revolutionary movement
playing on passion and pandering to ignorance. But
the mass of the people were loyal and all their inte-

rests were bound up with the maintenance of order.

Mr. Ghintamani, Minister, while moving for

grants under Industries, made a statement, of

policy.,with regard to industrial development.

To stimulate purchase of stores in tho country tho
Director of Industries would he made responsible for

the purchase ; an industrial survey will ho started

and technical education extended. The monopoly in-

tents had been abolished and jail manufacture would
be improved

.

On the 4th instant, Mr. Chintamani moved
that the Bill for the establishment of a Board of

High School and intermediate education he

referred to a Select Committee. The motion was

aocepted.

PANDIT GOKARANATH MISRA

Pandit Goknranath Mitr.i moved that

this Council recommends to His Excellency the
Governor-in- Council that the system of trial by jury
.be extended to .ill offences wtiich arc tried before a
Court of Sessions throughout the Unitod Provinces.

On an assurance by the Raja of Muhammada-
bad that ho was willing tb appoint a committee

which would go into all the details, the motion

was withdrawn.

M\j. Thakur Jagannnth Baksh Singh's resolu-

tion urging that district boards be permitted to

appoint non- official secretaries was also with-

drawn after discussion.

On the (5th instant Pandit Hirday Nath Kun-
zru moved a resolution protesting agwinst the

large increase in the salaries of Indian Medical

Service.

The resolution was carried after Pandit Jagat

Narain’s assurance that he would forward the

proceedings to the Government of India.

Mr. Ghir Chait Behari Kapuris motion
that a committee bo appointed to work out a de-

tailed scheme for the separation ©f judicial and exe-

cutive functions and to prepare an estimate of the

cost of the same •

was, after some discussion
,

#
cArried.

The Council was then prorogued.
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The Central Provinces
The Central Provinces Legible tive Council took

up consideration of Government demands for

grants on the 1 7 th March. Two events marked

the budget session—the*rnagnanimous oiler of the

Presjddnt to devoto his salary of Rs. 13,000 per

month for one year ‘for famine lelief and the

^elf-sacrificing oiler of the Council Under-

secretaries to work without any remuneration.
t

Among the important reductions in the budget

'demands were rupees one-and-a-half lakhs under

Forest, the item reduced being a saw mill Vo work

Allapilu forest, Rs. G 3,000 under Irrigation and

Rs. 56,000 under Public Health.

Assam
The Assam Council met on the 0th April when

the Budget was scrutinised and some important

alterations were effected, The lump reserve of

Rs. 8,000 under the head of General Administra-

tion was reduced by half. The grant for steam

boat establishment was omitted. The provision

for recruiting boys for the Assam Rifles was

reduced by Rs. 10,000. The provision of

Rs. 30,000 for a miKOuju at Gauhati was also

omitted. It was decided by 35 votes to two that

the new Council? Chamber be opected at Shillong.

A retrenchment committee was formed to exa-

mine the points raised during the Budgot debate.

The committee is composed of Mr. J. E Webster,

Commissioner, Surma Valley, Khan Bahadur
Muhibuddin Ahmed and Rai Bahadur Promodo
Chandra D.itta. Ifr was decided that action

should be gradually taken to give effect, to the

resolution cai t ied oarlier in t lie Mission, that tho

opium traffic in Assam
,
be abolished within ten

years.

H. E the Governor then prorogued the Council

^ao ftg
1
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Burma
After the ad journment of the second reading

of the Burma Reforms Ifill in tho House of Lords

for production of* correspondent), Mr, Montagu
telegraphed to tho Government of India asking

if they wished to add to papers “ any further

expression of opinion in view of tho development

of Home Rule agitation and the debate in the

Local Legislative Council " The Government
replied, on the 19th of March, that they still

thought' that Diarchy was not suited to Buima at

present, but

in view of recent, developments, it considered that

any scheme falling short of that adopted for the

Provinces ol India, would no longer meet tin* aspira-

tions of moderate Rurmans.

A meeting of tho legislative Council of Burma
was hold on 12th March when tho budget wns

presented The not. result of tho Reforms Schoirie

is an improvement of eighty lakhs in tho finances

of Burma in 192i 22 The piolits from lire con

trol amount to Rs. 709 lakhs

The discussion on the budg*t which took place

on 9th A pul, mnged over the activities of Agii-

ciiltiirnl and Vetei inary Departments, the effects

of the University Act, the pay of services and

V W. D programmes and achievement.

His Honour the Lieutenant- Governor inclosing

the discussion, gave a lengthy review of tho lead

ing features of the year and of the general admi-

nistrative policy which is reflected in tho financial

statistics of the province.

His Honour appealed for moderation and res-

traint in all political movements, for the restora-

tion of that friendly co operation which had

hitherto existed between the British Government
and the people of Burma, and for the cessation of

all those tendencies towards tho boycott and coer-

cion of people who differed from them, whiefi

were threatening to mar the general public tran-

quillity of the country.

On the 12th instant, the Council again met
ami pissed two bills. The Rural Self Government
Bill was referred to a Select Committee, though

its introduction was opposed on the ground that

it should come before the enlarged Council after

the reform scheme. A resolution welcoming

Lord Reading and another asking for a Local

Administrative Officer to explain the objects and

effects of Government measures were passed.

Another resolution that agitators or sedition-

ists be formally warned before action was taken

was lost, the Government opposing it.

The Council was adjourned sine di$,



TOPICS FROM PERIODICALS
Parties and Policies in India

In the course of a thoughtful article in the

February number of the •Contemporary Review,

Mr. H. E. A. Cotton, c,i.K.,L.rx'
,
Honorary Sec-

rotary of the Indian Reforms Committee in

London, discusses tho situation in India as aMect-

od by tho working of the Reform Act.

The position is not free from anxiety, ho says,

but it, is not altogether gloomy. For “ while the

prophets of disaster and the apostles of anarchy

have been (.rod.liming that tho British Raj is at

an end, the foundation* of responsible govern-

ment have been quietly and solidly laid.

Mr, Cotton then reviews the i us lifts of the

reeont elections and tho new appointments of

Ministers and Councillors and the formal opening

of the Reformed Logidaturcs which ho calls

“the most interesting political experiments of

modern tiuios." The Non Co-operators directed

thnir first, oll’ensivi against the new Legislatures

and a determined effort was made to wreck the

elections.

The attack, however, failed. Throughout tho eight

Provinces 440 constituencies were contested out. of a
t otal of GU7, and si* cases only oro said Lo have
occurred in which an election was' impossible owing
to the absence of a candidate. The percentage of

votes polled varied considerably. If the novelty of
the experience is borne in mind, and due account
taken of the prevailing atmosphere, the result in the

bulk is not discouraging. The propaganda of Mr.
Gandhi and his friends has succeeded in ong respect

only. It has forced the “ extremist ” politician to
hold aloof from the councils, and has everywhere
pkcod in power the party which is determined to

make a success of the Act.

Mr. Cotton then enumerates tho duties devol-

ving on the new ministry which, in the Provinces

at any rate, hag taken the main direction of tlfe

political machine. He then discusses the nature

of the “ transferred ” and “ reserved ” sub jects

and dilates on the responsibilities of Ministers and

Executive Councillors for their respective port-

folios. The bulk of the work has, in the nature

of the circumstances, fallen on one party which

has supplied most of the personnel of the new

governments, The Hfreoutive Councillors are safe

33

and well-tried mdn, he gays, and there are men of

sturdy independence like Sir Chimanlal Setalvad

and Sir Abdur Rahim.

A* for the Ministers, there are three in Madras^

Bombay, and Bengal, and the Departments aftfli jn-

od* to them are
#
Local Government and Sanitation,

Agriculture and Public- Works, and Education.

In the five other Provinces two Ministers only have
been appointed. Mr. jR. P. Paranjpye, a former Senior
Wrangler, and Principal of tho Fergusson College at
Poona, should make an ideal Minister of Education ill

Bombay and Sir Surendranath Banerjea—the ‘'old

man eloquent
11

of Bengal—is admirably suited with
the portfolio of Local Government in that Presidency.
Office has also been most appropriately found in the
United Provinces for Mr* 0. Y. Chintamani, the
editor of tho Allahabad Leader, who is one of the
‘‘Moderate" stalwarts, and whose victory in the
.lliansi division was one of the sensations of the gene-
ral election, in Madras, where foehng has been run-
ning high between the Brahmans and the non-Brah-
mqns, the three Ministers have been taken from the
ranks of the latter, who have obtained a nominal
majority at. the polls. Rao Bahadur N. K. Kelkar, a
disciple of Mr. Gokhale and a leading spirit in the
Co-operative Society movement, has been appointed
in the Contral Provinces, and Mr. M. S. Das, a well-

known Indian^Clmstian, in^Behar. •

Thus the Departments entrusted to Ministers

are precisely those which demand constructive

capacity and administrative courage.

Closely allied with these is tho reorganisation

of^tho whole system of Local Government. And

then there are problems of agriculture and com-

merce. When there is such neod for constructive

statesmanship in the councils, it is regrettable

that “ Non-Co-operation ” should wean away gome

of the Ifest men from tW path of duty. Says

Mr. Cotton rightly :

—

Some of tho best brains among Indians are undoubt-

edly lost to the country by its continuance. They
are’ badly wanted inside the Councils, and the emer-

gent problem of tho moment is to bring this* about.

There is still time for tho grand geste of reconcilia-

tion; but it must come from the autocrats of yester-

day, who must definitely abandon the idea of being

the veiled despots of to-day. Tho root-cause of much
of the trouble which exists in India can be traced

without serious difficulty to the Central Government
which remains untouched by the reforms, in spite of

*

the increase in tho number of Indian* members of the

Vicoroy’s Executive Council from one to three. The
same old arguments have been used, the same distrust

manifested of Indian capacity. It will be for Lord

Reading to shake hinufelf cloar c$ this dead-weight of

obscurantism and contempt of publio opinion*
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Europfc at the Crossroads
<•

(

Mr. Paul M. Warburg, writing in a recent

issue of The Political Science Quarterly compares

the Ruropo of the present moment to a big steamer

sunk by a torpedo. ;Tho world is divided into four

camps of which on tho right and on the left wo

see tho extreme and destructive wings of capital

and labour. Wedged in between the Bolshevist

and the ultra- capitalist and tho natiohalist are

progressive capital and co istructive organised

labour. Tn Europe constructive organised labuur

has shown itself more capable and quicker to

rooognise its duties and opportunities than un-

organised progressive capital
,
and it is the former

that has stemmed the tido of Bolshevism in Euro-

pe. Conservative organised labour does not wish

to confiscate and destroy, does not want to impose

on enemy states contributions in excess of any

durable and practical© means of taxation witli

resultant bankruptcy and violent social upheavals

The British Trades Union Congress held at Potts-

mouth and the Second International at Geneva have

both entered an unqualified protost against the

extreme olauses and interpretations of the Ver

pailles Treaty. Progressive capital in the Entente

and neutral countries is practically in complete*

accord with conservative organised labour on

these points. British financiers were most out

spoken in this respect, At present tho Bolshevists

and radical Labour find their strongest moral sup-

port in the mistaken deeds past and present, of

governments directod or controlled by the will or

fear of the bitterenders and of the militarists. ‘The

masses should be given a proper voice in the

management, an adequate living wage, a share in

the profits and some sort of clireot influence in the

government. Germany is trying such an experi-

ment at the present time. J.f Germany fails to

solve her labour troubles, it will lead either to

more Bolshevist experiment* op to reaction end

Europe is at tho crossroads of her destiny, and tho
dccisior whether she will sink or rise lies largely in the
hands of France. In contemplating the present plighT

of France and Germany, I am led to compare poor
France, with her devastated regions, to a man maimed
in tho war, showing the'stufF of a limb shot to pieces

in the struggle, ' Germany, on the other hand, *econo-
mically ruined, may he likenod to a man infected to

the cor with tuberculosis, hopelessly doomed to doath
unless tie disease is arrested, but, to tie casual observer,

showing no outward signs of the dread malady. Can
the poo; French invalid expect to retain Ins strength
by a transfusion of blood from so wretched a body ‘s

There are those in France who take Iho moderate and
wise vj iw that if Europe with lior present form of

social order and civilization is to furvivo, countries

must cease to carry on a war after peace, that they
must stand together in removing tho wreckage and in

trying to salvage what can still be saved. Such men
are at mo with England and li.il/ in wishing the

indemnity question settled promptly and on u reason-

able ba ns. As against this school of thought, there

are the 'bitterenders”, who—partly from hatred engen-

dered— spy that Germany must be so loaded down
with debts and deprived of her coal to such a degree

that she can never recuperate. This would imply
the reduction of a fiO,000,000 people to 40,000,000 by
“peaceful penetration”, which is a polite expression for

starvation, the ravages of disease and wholesale omi
gration The difficulty of such a course is that, a

country so completely ruined would he a had debtor

for France to have. Furthermore, social upheavals

in Germany might, prove contagious. Finally, as

soon as the effects of such a course were fully under-

stood, r either Europe nor wo, nor tho majority of the

French people—particularly the working classes —
would tolorute it.
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Co-operation and Politics

Mr. R. B. Ewbaiik, i.c b. recommends, in the

March number of The Bombay Co-operative (Jaar-

terly
,
that co operative societies should be strictly

neutral in politics. It has been recently suggested

that the movement should seek direct representa-

tion in the Legislative Councils and th.it special

seats should be resorved for co-operative nond-

nees. English societies first burnt their fingeis

by meddling with politics in the sixties of last

century and'accepted as an axiom neutrality in

politics In 1897 Sir \V, Maxwell advocated the

case for political action and the Perth Co-opera-

tive Congress adopted the resolution for; favour-

ing direct representation. At the Paisley Con-

gress of 1905 the delegates refused to commit

thomselves to the entire political programme^ of

any party. Thnro.arose a movement to persuade

the co-oporativp and trade ur/ion organisations to

join forces with the Libour Party and share a

common political platform. Government showed

signs of suspecting and ill-treating the co opera-

tors who show a tendency to v ork normally with

the Labour Party. * The movomeut for taking a

political complexion seems to be losing strength
•

now,

The first point in this history of events which

may be commended to the notice of Indian co-

operators is the persistence with which the policy

of neutrality was maintained in spite jf the

blandishments of both the Liberal and Labour

parties throughout two generations and the reluc-

tance with which it was finally deserted. Co-

operators in Grbat Britain have never held that

they should not proclaim their views and exert

their influence on individual political questions.

The Sugar Convention, the land system, ti o Fac-

tory Acts, the fiscal question, and education have

frequently been discussed at their conferences

with vigour and vehemence. But they have

always considered that their movement was eco-

nomic, social and moral, but esvmtiaby not politi-

cal, and that there were large regions of politics,

for example, foreign, naval, and military politics,

• with which they had no direct concern. To

attempt to link thei:' organisation to any political

party or to adopt a coipor&te poli y regarding che

great national* issue.*, in which jeo-operators as

such were not directly interested, seemed to them

certain to lead to dissension and to make for the

disruption of# a movement, which was founded oi\

the principle of common action for specific common

objects.

In India the movement embraces different

classes, consumers who are mainly the industrial

populace and the bourgeoisie, represented by the

caste societies and producers who are mainly

agriculturists. We do not know what party divi-

sions will manifest themselves in the new Coun-

cil^, nor will it be possible for the diverse elements

which constitute co operators to work together

foi a common political programme* Toe Indian

societies are under the special protection of

Government and they have much to lose and ifc

behoves them to tread delicately. At the same

time, on particular political questions, especially

those in winch their own infcyests are directly

affected, it. seems clear that they have a right to

m»ke themselves hoard apd that their views

might be of great value both to Government and

the public. It would probably be inadvisable, for

tlie Kike*of securing their general neutrality on

the wider issues ot party politics, to debui indivi-

dual societies oi any oigani/ation capable of re-

presenting the movement as a whole from discus-

sing such questions and placing their considered

conclusions before Government, the Legislative

councils, or the public.

Indian Industrial and Economic Problems. By
Professor V. G. Kala. Third Edition. Rg. 2. To
Subscribers of the I. R. Ke. 1-N. • •

Essays on Indian Economic*. By the late Maha-
dev Govmd Ranade. Second Edition. Price Rs. 2.

To Subscribers of the “1 R. * Re. 1-8.

— — — —— — —

O. A. Natesan&Co., Publishers George Town, Madras.
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The London Conference

“ Realist " insists in The English Review for

Maivli, that the London Conference should pro-
(

cure unqualified agreement on two points in order

to successful. (1) Germany must assume

responsibility for putting her national finances

into order and indicate the steps it is proposed to

take towards that end. (2) The Reparation

Commission must accept sole responsibility for

t*he transfer of value which payment by Germany

in the terms of the indemnity requires

The heart of the problem lies here, and the mutual-
ity of interest is clearly revealed. At the current
rate of exchange ten marks equpl one so-called gold

mark, and, therefore, Germany has far more to gain

by an improvement in her exchange position than
from any discussion aiming at some reduction in the

payments to be made. On the other hand, to saddle
Germany with political responsibility for overcoming
technical difficulties respecting the “ transfer ' of

value ” of a puroly economic kind, which may prove
to be, in practice, insurmountable, would be unfair

and unintelligent.

The Conference must get to grip.*, with its real

problem. Taxation, deflation" of the rich, repu-

diation—these are all relevant to the issue. There

are still rich Germans, although the German

Government may appear insolvent.

The Reparation Cojnmission must accept sole res-

ponsibility for the “ transfer of value
1

' which pay-
ment by Germany requires. The Allies at Paris
agreed to demand from Germany certain annual pay-
ments rising from £100 millions to £300 millions over
a period of 42 yearmpluH an amount to he arrived at

by calculating 12 per cent, of the annual value of

Germany’s exports. The Reparation Commission’s
participation (this is the correct word) in the German
export trade is to be payable, we are told, in' foreign
currency.

The Reparation Commission will discharge a

dual responsibility. It will call upon Germany

to perform certain acts and it will seek to secure

the co operation of neutral countries and the

U. §, A. and this co-operation should not be

unnecessarily refused.

“There must be agreement as to method to be
adopted in the days in which we are living. The dis-

,

tant future will take care of itself. How far can
Germany effect economies in administration ? What
additional taxation can be imposed? Must Germany
resort in some measure to repudiation ? Shall Ger-
many be asked to deflate her rich men V Will the

United States and neutral countries lend their co-
operation? Those questions cannot be avoided by
practical men, by men of average good sense. Will
the London Conforence answer them? If the Allied
representatives at this Conference shirk the real

issues and satisfy themselves with the formal assent
of Germany, the practical difficulties already ihdica-
ted will immediately afterwards come to the surface
and provide good sport for political Parties and a

sensational Press, but a treacherous foundation for

trade recovery throughout the world which is so

much to bo desired.
1 ’

Buddhism and the Western World
Mr. Barnard Houghton, writing in the Positi

oist Review for M irch, says that Buddhism has

special features of intere-st to Positivists Both

Buddhism in its primitive clarity and Positivism

lay stress on reasoning, on knowlodgo and on an

appeal to t.?»o facts. Both are selfless and im

personal and are based on self conquest and self

culture.

Comte urged that higher progress sind human
happiness depended on the substitution of social

feeling for sell-love, lie preached a supreme devotion

to Humanity. Buddhism inculcates the same doctrine

as to happiness, hut It attacks the problem from a

different side. Gautama taught that all sorrow is due

to tnshnu
,
the grasping desire lor self -gratification,

whether in this world or another, and that true

happiness, therefore, is only to be won by the

extinction of this craving through following the Noble
Eightfold Path. “ Stateless are desires,” he said,
“ full of suffering, full of despair, altogether wicked.”
To win this freedopi from self dhyann

,
that is, medita-

tion designed for mental discipline, is especially

recommended. Tl is akin to the Hindu yoga, hut

different from it. Thus he used the natural desire for

happiness as a weapon to kill selfishness and greed
and hatred. Though self Buddhism destroys self.

This, too, is what Mr. Gandhi means in saying that

for the -individual nwarajya, or self-government, is

mo/esha
,
or salvation (rather, emancipation). Certain

it is that the*, Burmese, who follow most closely the

teachings of Gautama, are kindly and tolerant to

others, and singularly happy in themsolves.

Obviously this doctrine of self-conquest and self-

culture, when followed, must profoundly affect human
nature and through it civilisation. Take, for example,
such a vital matter as eating. To one who, has lived

amongst Buddhists or Hindus, Western society seems
given up to gluttony and smitten with diseases, the

fruits of gluttony. Large sections seem to live

literally to eat, i. e., eating forms their chief pleasure

in life. Buddhism cuts at the root of this materialism.

It is true that Gautama denounced asceticism, but he
wa* content with one meal a day, which hardly tallies

with modern Western ideas It is difficult to see

how gluttony, with its subtle urge to materialism, can
be subdued save by some such doctrine as this. So
too with drunkenness and sensuality.
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Silver and gold Currency in South India

Mr Ii. Dodwell, in the cm rent number ot the

Indian Journal of JScojxomics tries to prove that

the former use of a gold currency in South India

was more nominal than real and that it required

a relatively large import in older to maintain a

relatively small volume of ‘'old in cn eolation.

Cold cirue mainly as payment tor the oxpui t. ol

piece goods to Europe and both mIvoi and gold

nine Ir mi Manilla which obt lined the lirst fioiu

America and the second from Chinn. Silver also

came frutu '.Jeddah and the Red Sea. In the 17th

century gold was the more regular and constant

export from Europe ,
but silver gradually tended

to replace gold as the principil export Jroiu Eu-

rope to the Coramandid coist. From about 10/0

silver rose considerably in value and wa f- lmpor-

ted steadily by the English and the French. .

The paged is rot tied by the European companies

in South lndi^ dillored butf little among them-

selves. Hut the Carnatic Nawab’s mints began

to issue coins of a lower standard than had been

customary and in the years 1720-39 the Carnatic

pagoda was diminished in value by over 12 per

cent. Hence the European paged is disappeared as

last as they were issued.

The English contrived to establish a standard coin

80 per cent, fine, known as tho Star pagoda from

the large fino pointed star stamped on its rounded

side. This new coin at once rose to a premium

over the country pagoda and established itself as

the principal variety of pagoda in circulation.

The common coin of the people was not the

pagoda, but a small gold piece of heavily alloyed

metal known as the fanam . There was also the

rupee of the Mughal mints found in considerable

numbers in the principal Muhammadan centres.

The merchants who traded with the Europeans

would not readily accept the rupee, but deman-

ded payfront in gold pagodas. The early attempts

of both the English and the French to establish

the rupee in general circulation failed,

From the English cor, quest! of Bengal, the

Company reduced its bullion exports to India and

commenced to mota gold and silver from Bengal

,
to Madras. Till then the move cent was on the

other side. The various Madras wars drained

siway a good deal of the gold e u/ency
; and the

circulating cgin came to consist mure and more

largely of silver. From ] 7!)f> the coins minted

at Madras weie mqre rupees than pagodas. In

I80(iwgarv told that though gold constituted
•

tho nominal standard at Madras, silver formed

tho real currency. The local value of silver varied

considerably from place to place, low in the coast

towns and weaving.centi’es, rarer and dearer in

tho inland districts. The assumption of the Car-

natic in 1802 loveilod down the price of silver in

South India but also led to a reform of the curren-

cy itself—there being after 1 90b only 2 stand-

ard coins, vi/., the Star pagoda and the Arcot

rupee. The Company shortly afterwards declar

ed for a uniform rupee throughout the country,

gold coin being received at its bullion value thus

adopting monometallism then becoming prevalent

in England.

The Labour Problem

• Rev, A. Gillo, S. J. coutritftitoti a lengthy arti-

do to Business on the Labour Problem and offers

what ho calls a “Catholic solution.” lie traces

the history of the relations between Capital and

Labour in tho west andfthe methods employed by

Medeaval Churches in dealing with industrial

problems by means of their guilds. He then

reviews modern efforts for readjustment of cons-

(

fcifnt frictions betwoen Labour and Capital and

concludes :

—

“The fundamental remedy is industrial co* ope-

ration, as it will put Labour in such a position

that it will participate in the benefits of owner-

ship, and compel both Labour • and Capital to

ignore their differences and place greater stress on

their common interests.”
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A Plea for Religious Liberty

In an article in the April mimbev of the Young

Men of India, Mr. R. C Das ot the St. John’s

College, Agra, discuses about compulsory Bible

teaching in Mission Schools and the metho is of

solving this ve^ed question satisfactorily, tit

may be granted, 6ays Mr. Das, that a mission is

technically right in enforcing compulsion as re-

gards Bible instruction under a, Government that

professes neutrality in religious matterr an,d when

it is open for non-Christians not to join a Christian

institution
;
but it is one thing to be able to

claim a legal or formal right and quite another to

be able “ to win the hearts of men for the King-

dom of God.”

With the present missionary methods, parti-

cularly those adopted in schools and Colleges,

Christianity appears not as a Gospel freely pro 1

claimed and freely responded to, but as an aggres;

sive propaganda of dogma ‘and European culture.

It has, says the , writer, unnecessarily created a

prejudice in the mind of the educated Indian

which may or may not end in practical trouble,

Moreover

“ We must take note of the intense political sensi-

tiveness of educated Indians. They are feeling the

subjection by a dominant race. With this every

missionary should sympathise and ho should help id

bringing about an order in which they will see the

brotherhood of man manifest in mutual relation-

ships.”

This matter of compulsory Bible instruction

has been recently considered by the National

Missionary Council of India and by the Confe-

rence of the Principals of Mission Colleges
;

but

the ultimate decision on this question will have to

be settled by the whole missionary organisation and

there is also the veto of the Home Boards. If

unqualified compulsion is insisted on, the result

will be, says Mr. Das, disastrous, not probably

visibly so much as morally and spiritually.

“ x believe we eould »make a much stronger and

nobler case for missionary education on the basis of

voluntary religious instruction. The spirit of reli-

gious inquiry is too deep in India. We shall never

lack students of the Bible. With prejudice and sullen

reluotanoe in your audience it is futile to put the

Christian Gospel before them. It is better to have
one-fourth of the class coming voluntarily than to

compel an unwilling whole class. This hostility is

bouud to increase with the growth of political self-

respect.”

The writer fears that the insistence on, . and

retention of, the present policy of compulsion

may leii to the closing down of certain institu-

tions in which case all pieties—non-Christians,

Indian Christians and Western Churches—would

be losers.

As regards the possibility or desirability of a

via media between the policy of pure compulsion

in favour of exclusive Bible teaching and that of

making exclusive clnistian instruction entirely

voluntary, he says a compromise, at least of a

temporary and tentative nature, is possible. In

view of the present state of unrest and of immi-

nent changes in educational policies, he invites a

dispassionate consideration of the subject by both

missionaries and Indian Cliristiar.s.

Heredity.

“The Place of the Petshwas in Maratha History ”

is the subject of a critical study of the Maratha

polity in the Modern Review for April. Mr,

Govind Sakharam Sardesai shows how the princi-

ple of heredity camo into vogue in Maratha history

and how the Peshwas even like kings, secured the

otiice in a family. After narrating the story of

successive Peshwas the writer points out a moral.

The principle of hereditary holdings, however queer
it may appear to us in this twentieth century, was
formerly a part and parcel of the whole system, not
only of Governments, but of private houses as well
The whole governmental service, civil as well as mili-

tary, from the lowest peon to the highest official was
staffed on this principle. It had its advantages and
weakness. The Chitnis, the Fadnis, the Potnis, the
Karkhannis and other offices were, throughout the
kingdom, recruited on this hereditary principle, so
much so, that all the Chitnises, for instance, were sup-
plied for all the ministers and sardars by the principal
Chitnis family of the Chhatrapatis and so on. Without
such allurement, recruiting for any service or craft

would have become impossible in these rough days,
when 'want of communication had kept people wusfully

separated for any kind sf combination. Every village

had its own hereditary crafts, in order to have its

needs supplied within its own boundaries, a state of
things, which has given us so many evil castes and
groups, which hamper our social progress today*
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Industrial Education

Mr. W. Fyfe, Inspector of Industrial Schools,

Madras, writing in the Journal of Indian
*

Industries and Labour says th tit taking mecha-

nical engineering as representative of industry in

general, there tire wanted (1) a better educated,

more intelligent type of artisan, first and foremost,

(2) a better educated and better trained type of

chargeinon and overseer, and (3) a locally trained

type of foromin who can compare favourably

with the imported European product. Vow om-

ployor-* expros*. any desire lor a supply of trained

engineers of college rank.

To start then with the employers' first requirement,

a hotter type of artisan, how is he to be produced '*

If we examine the shortcomings of the prosftit type of

artisan in order, wo discover firstly that ho is almost
invariably, nearly, if not quite illiterate, and secondly

that he has served no proper apprenticeship, and it

has been nobody’s business to teach him anything.

Recruits for most tia loN should have a general

education up to th'* priimry^school standard with

the !! It’s boin*g rag tr ied as compulsory, the other

subjects being optional and varying with the needs

ol the locality. Komi its for specially skilled trades

should have a general education up to at least the

Lower Secondary standard.

There is in this Presidency an unfortunate tendency

to imagine that foremen can lie turned out from

technical institutions after a three year's course,

mostly theoretical fit and able to take charge of work

and direct workmen. This idea has led to much dis-

appointment on the part of passed students and much
annoyance on the part of employers. If the young
men studying in such institutions would regard their

course as purely preparatory, and ho, prepared to

serve an ordinary apprenticeship afterwards they

would he on the right, lines, and after completing their

apprenticeship, would be useful men and well worth

employing. In industry there are no short cuts to

practical knowledge, a man must practise tool mani-
pulation for a considerable time before he gains that

degree of manual dexterity neoossary in every skilled

worker ,
and unless a m ui can do a job himself

dexterously, properly and efficiently, he is unfit for

foremen or ohargemen rank.

The prospective Indian Foreman rIiouM follow

in the footsteps of his European colleague; he must

start with a good sound education, with a groun-

ding in mathematics and go through the mill of

ordinary apprenticeship and journeyman rank

until he ie fit to be promoted,

.Reviewing industrial education as existing at

present, the writer summarises the work to bo

done as follows:

—

, (a) More care in selecting recruits and moro provi-
sion for elementary education.

(l>) More provision for manual training artd other
fortns of practical education ijn th' middle or lower
dbemdary school.

s

(r) Provision of preparatory trade schools in large
industrial contres.

(d I Provision of work’s schools of all grades from
very elementary general education to advanced engi-
neering fclasSes, tho classes being held in the worits
and m working hours ; or by the provision of contra)
trade’s schools to provide the same facilities when
groups of works arc sufficiently close together to

make such a svstuni possible.

P ) Developing and improving existing assisted

industrial schools and Government institutions with
a view to turning out all round mechanics for small
power plants, and better trained cottage workers.

The Future of Man

'Mr. R. L, Garner writing of “Man as he

AY ill Bo ” says in The Forum
;

—
11 One lesson that evolution teaches, is that

progress, onward and upward, is tiie fundamental

law of nature. Every fact we know justifies the

assumption that such will continue to be the case

as long as organic life exists.

“ Therefore, tho questions arise : To what phy-

sipal, social and psychic levelsnwill man yet attain

as a living entity ? To what moral, ethical and

intellectual horizons will he ultimately attaint Jn

what direction and to what extent will the animal

faculties and functions qf man bn modified in the

course of his future evolution * To what extent,

may wo forecast his future development from a

study of his life history ?

It is not a mere gue*s to predict that the time

will come when human beings will bo as far advan-

ced above the level they now occupy as they are at

present above any former level in the scale of na-

ture from which they have already risen In

• other words, the human rftce tfill continue to

develop along certain lines of refinement, which

are merely the lines hitherto followed, but projec-

ted into the future/'
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The Value of Music in .Education

Mrs. Cousins contributes an fnteresting article

on the above subject to the new monthly To-mor-

row, She condemns the tendency of the Indian

educational authorities to oxclude music altogether

from the curricula of High Schools and Boyj’

Schools generally. The ancient Greeks consi-

dered music to be fundamentally valuable to £he

nation as infusing a natural harmony into mind
*'

t

and literature and as closely allied to the sister

art of gymnastics which is occupied with the

body. Confucius has also said that music would

furnish the answer to the question whether a

kingdom is well governod and its morals are good

or bad.

The art of music in the past was taught in

India only individually and not to classes. Indian

teachers of the past did not realise that by the

aid of the eye they could extend enormously their

power of teaching simultaneously large numbers

how to sing. The use of notation is the instru-

ment for a more widely spread knowledge of how

to sing and is the handmaid of the new type of

music teacher.

The mass of folksong haR been usually sung in

concert during agricultural or manual processes.

There is also an amount of concerted singing in

bhajana parties and in kolattam. The lack of

scientific training has brought about a degenera-

tion, many raganu beingSised in a slipshod in-

accurate manner and allowing false intonation

and foreign influence. The teaching of singing

to large classes trains the studtfhts in co-operation,

increases and develops national pride, inculcate?

discipline and refines nature and adds happiness

to the whole of human life. There is no quicker

means of obtaining order and unity than by a

music-class. Music is very cheap to possess and

cultivate and 'gives a very good training of the

emotionB. On all sides of the emotional schooMifo

music may be used to gurify, harmonise apd

Uplift,

Geography in History

Mark Starr, in the *Sype£aiis$ Review (January

—

March), tries to interest Labour in the study of

Geography, economic and political, in the light of

the influence exerted by geographical conditions

on modern imperialistic politics. China gives a

very good example of n country and civilisation

fully controlled by its geographical environment.

Any orogruphical map will show a black patGi to

the west of China, the Tibetan plateau

“

the roof

of the world ”—winch flanks, by the aid of the (Join

Desort, the whole of the western side of China. The
Great Wall of the North (214 B.c.) was not needed on
the wostorn sido. Not only did the plateau protect,

hut it tapped and still taps the rain-boaring winds,
and thus is the watershed to the rivers on winch
Chinese civilisation is based. The traditional isola-

tion of China, her self-centred literature, and her past

opposition to all outside influence is derived from tin

isolating harriers which gave to the first Chinese Un-

protected chance to dig and ditch, and use the earlv

plough in their groat and exceedingly fertile plain.

This oneness of society was proof against the many
invasions of tho invaders from the steppes, who were
again and again absorbed, because not only was this

alluvial plain fertile, hut extensive. Pressure was
dissipated before the soaboard was reached, and tho

conquered people forced out to become subject to new
geographic controls. From tins arose the predomi-
nant peaceful character of the Chinese and the

absence of continued war and slavery. Government
remained a patriarchal despotism with agriculture,

carried by small holdings in the rich looss, as the chief
' industry.

China was static so long as she remained sub-

ject to the unchanging geographic controls. Her

powers of absorption and the reasons behind her

isolation cafi now be easily understood. But now

the new technique in transport, the economic

needs of our modern social system and its

‘ Powers
’

are threatening to revolutionise China

and her ways. The incalculable . riches of her

bituminous and anthracite coal, ironstone and

other metals, combined with a huge supply of

cheap labour power of a to- be-appropriated pea-

sant class—these are the attractions which will

cause the ‘ Powers ’ to remove for ever the isola-

tion of China.



QUESTIONS OF IMPORTANCE
Indian Students in England

Sir William Moyer has appointed Dr, Thomas

studonts in association with Mr. N. 0. Sen. In

connection with the transfer of the Indian students’

Department to the High Commissioner for India,

the Secretary of State for India has also appointed

a Committee under the presidency of Lord Lytt-m

to honsidor important matters relating to Indian

students in the United Kingdom and to enquire

into tho working of the Indian Students’ Depart-

ment. Two lpnmbers of the Council of India,

SIR D, P. SARBADHIKAIU

34

DIJW
fAN BAHADUR M. RAMACHANDRA ROW

one of whom will he a Mahomedan and three re-

presentatives from India will serve on the Com-

mittee. Dowan Bahadur M, Ramachandra Rao

of Madras and Sir Deva Prasad Sarvadhikary of

Bengal are the representatives from India who

are leaving for England by tho s. s. Sicilia on the

30th instant. The Committee is expected to

begin work in the]third week of May,
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Sir H. A* Wadia on Swaraj

Presiding on the occasion of the Deccan

Sabha’s dinner in honour of the Hon, Mr, V. S,

Srinivasa Sastri on the eve of his departure* to
• •

England to represent India at the Imperial

Conference, >Sir Hormusji Wadia replied to. Mr.

Lajpat Rai’s attacks on the Moderates and

declared that the banner of Swaraj unfurled by

Mr, Dadabhai Naoroji at Calcutta, 4 which ought

‘ to have been hold aloft in the hands of a united

‘people untarnished and unsoiled
*

was’ 1 now.

‘ drooping over our bowed heads through dis-

* union and turmoil in the hands of a faction

‘ which has snatched it to misappropriate it to

‘ purposes from wtych the friends aqd followers

‘ of Dadabhai Naoroji feel it their bounden duty

‘ to stand aloof.’

Mr, Gandhi on the Non>Brahmin
* Problem *

.

Mr, M, K. Gandhi, in his public speech in

Madras on the 8th instant said :—1 have not a

shadow of doubt that Hinduism owes its all to the

great traditions that the Brahmins have left for

HinduismJrThcly have left n legacy for India, 'for

which every Indianf^o matter to what Varna he

bplqng, owes a
#
deep debt of gratitude.

^Aving studied tb$ history of almost every

religion in the world, it is my settled conviction

that there is no class in the world that hits

accepted poverty and self-effacement as its lot. I

would therefore urge—a nQn- Brahmin myself—

1

would urge all non- Brahmins who may compose

the audience and all non Brahmins to whom my

voice may reach that they will make a funda-

mental error if they believe that thoy can better

their position by decrying Brahminism. Even in

this black age, travelling throughout tho length

and breadth of India, I notice that the Brahmins

take the first place in self-sacrifice and sell

efiaeement. It is the Brahmins all over Indio

who silpntly but surely aro showing to every cla^

in India their rights and privileges. But having

Raid so much, L wish to confess too that the

Brahmins together with the rest of us ha\e

suffered of all. They have* set before Jndia volun-

tarily and deliberately, the highest standard that

human mind is capable of conceiving : and they

must not be surprised if the Indian world exacts

that standard from them. The Brahmins have

declarod themsolves, and they ought to remain,

custodians of the* purity of our life. 1 am aware

that tho non Brahminfl of Madras have many

things to say against Brahmins, for which there is

some cause. But lot non Brahmins realise that by

quarrelling with Brahmins by being jealous of

them and by mud-slinging, they will not better

their lot, but will degrade Hinduism itself. I hold
«

that it behoves non- Brahmins, shrewd as they

are, to understand the beauty and secret of this

movement. This movement is specially designed

to dethrone insolence of office. He who has eyes

may see what is happening in ' India to-day is a

process not of levelling down, but of levelling up.

Let non- Brahmins beware of attempting to rise

upon the ashes of Brahminism. And, therefore,

1 would urge non- Brahmins, if they cannot throw

themselves heart and soul into this movement, at

least refrain from interfering with this movement

by intriguing with the Government,



FEUDATORY INDIA
Chamber of Princes

A Press communique dated the 5th April

says : The Standing Committee of the Chamber

of Princes has recently been in session at Delhi

'to consider questions regarding the representation

of the StateB und >r the minority administration

in the Chamber of Princes. The agenda for the

) next meeting of the Chamber of Princes contains •

matters connected with the codification of politi-

cal practice.

Their Highnesses tho Maharajahs of Hikunir,

Gwalior and Navanagar, tho Maharajah liana of

Jinlawar and the Nawab of P.ilanpur came to

i > jlhi for the meetings, which wore also attended

by the Hon’ble Dr. Tej Bahadur Sapru, the

Hon’hle Sir John Wood and the llon’blo Mr. A.

C. Chatter jee. Mr. JB *N. Hutchinson, M, C, L
Cnrbeot and Colonel W. I). Waghorn were also

present at some of the moetings’and supplied tho

Committee with information in regard to tho

various subjects which came under discussion.

Mysore Census

According to tho recent Census taken on tho

night of the 18th March 1921, tho total popula-

tion of tho Mysore State inclusive of the Civil and

Military Station of Bangalore is 59,7(5,(>GO of whom

110,45,999 are males and 29,30,051 are females.

Compared with figures of 1911, thore has* been

an increase in the total population by ,1,70,437

or 2*93 per cent. All the districts except Shimoga

and Kadur (in which there has been a dcclino of

24,287 and 4,432 respectively) have contributed

to the increase.

The Nizam’s Position

The li
Pall Mall Gazette ” advocates the crea-

tion of the Nizam of Hyderabad as king. That

paper asks “ is it not at least partially Britain's

own fault that Muslims within the Empire

should have their eye6 turned without the Empire

because nothing has been done to givo them a

centre within the Empire V1 The paper says that

the prestige conferred on the Amir of Afghanistan

by the conferment of the title of His Majesty was

reyently exploited by Britain’s enemies who

sought- to direct Indian Muslim emigration

toward* Afghanistan. That fact fjhows lndiar

Musfi ms’ hunger, for a king of their own. No

Muslipi ruler in the world has more subject than

the Nizam who, since Jihe East India Company’s

time, has Ijpen* acknowledged Britain’s faithful

ally and who, during the war, proved the Empire’s

tower of strength’’ It also asks, “ what is there to

prevent Britain from making the Nizam, king

and turning tho eyes of, Indian Muslims towards

himr
The pspor suggests conferment of the title of

Exalted Highness upon the Maharajahs of

Baroda, Mysoie ami one or two other Indian

PiinCfcOK.

Non Co-operation and Indian Statei

Rulers of Indian Stages, sa)s the Indian Social

Reformer
,
have taken alarm at the progress of the

N an Co operation movement in British India.

Pandit Mutilal Nehru, who may be described as

Mahatma Gandhi’s most convinced supporter at

presept, took occasion, in his. address to the

Rajputana, Central India and Ajmere-Merwara

Political Conference over which he presided, to

put Indian rulers at their ease. The passage in

his address relating to ^this topic runs as

follows ' — * 9

Lot me take this opportunity of assuring all

Indian Ruling Chiefs that there is no reason for

them .to be alarmed at the Non-Co-operation

movement, which is directed against the British

Government only, and not against them, I

cannot too strongly impress upon those delegates

who come from these Statos that the true happi-

ness of both the rulers and thy rulyd lies in a

hearty co operation between them, and that

nothing can lead to more disastrous results than

tho application of our •programme of Non Co-

operation to the Indian States,



INDIANS OUTSIDE INDIA
Indians in Fiji

“ So the Fiji Government is pursuing without

let or hindrance its policy of hounding out Indians

as undesirable aliens Mi D M Manilah has

f

MANILAL M. DOCTOR, B A ,
LL B

already been turned out bag and baggage And

now it is the turn of afa inoffensive Sadhtv to incur

the displeasure of the colonials There is no

charge against him of inciting his countrymen

to violence. In fact, on their own admission, the

authorities have given the world to understand

that the strike has been conducted by the Indian

^Immunity in an unexceptionable manner Why,

then* should the Sadku be expelled hom the

coktoy in this unceremonious fashion i Because

thtHsolonials have taken it into their head that*

M|s a source of strength to the Indian labourers

Qtyrt go tdSfthe wall After all this, are we

^PJJ^P^illed into the belief that we are sons

of the Empire, 5
’ asks the Bengalee “Will Lord

Reading see that Indians are not made the vie

tuns of the giavest injustice m Fiji by having

the ordoi of expulsion like “Dunodeb 5

sword 55

ovei

then head * The tieatment accorded to Indians

m Fiji and oLowheie has become a perfect scan

dll
^

But the (\>lonnl Olhco silontly looks on

and the white settlers in tho Colonies snip then

fingms contemptuously at liw, justice and Kjuit>

How long, we nk, will suth a btate ol things

continue

To Help the Emigrants
A Voluntm \ Cornu ittco his been ioirned m

Calcutta^ \iith Mi \\ R Gourli) as tlie Chan

man and Su Ashutodi ( liowdhun, Messrs C V

Andrews, N Siuiwud) ind Pmdit Iknaisi I)ib,

I)r Crake, Health Othcei
,

\nd Lf. Col Moses,

ims, the Protector of the lMMgnintw, as mem
bets, to icndei fiicrjdl} scivuo to Indian orm

giants on thur return from the Colonies and to a

number of utuiiod emigiant^ who hi\o collected

in Cilcutta and wl o desno to go back to then

Colonial homes

Indians in East* Africa
Su Dmshaw Miner kji Petit, Buonet, Prow

dent oi the Bombiy Presidency Association, has

tologiaphed to the Prime Minister soliciting his

personal attention to Jndnn guevances in East

Africa and hying special emphasis upon the

necessity o£ early appointment of a Royal Com-
mission on which Indian repiesentativos of India

and East Africa should be nominated. Sir Dm-
shaw has also telegraphed to the Government of

India strongly protesting against the Campaign

of repression started by some of the Provincial

Governments against political workers and

strongly disippioving of the manner in which

district and othei magistrates had been recently

using provisions of the Criminal Procedure Code

in such a manner as to interfere with the legiti-

mate rights of public workers to educate public

opinion in the country.



2(39INDUSTRIAL 8 COMMERCIAL SECTION
India’s Trade

A London Bureau has been organised by the

India Office for the prfipose of disseminating
*

information regarding India.

It is understood that Lord Lytton will be in

chargo,
1

A scheme is already being planned to circulate

information on India’s commercial resources* in

North and South America. At the outei-t, how-

ever, the Bureau will coniine itself to distributing

official telegraphic news from India.

The Sugar Industry of Ceylon

The “ Indian Industries and Voider ” has an

interesting article on the above subject in its

January number,

Ceylon’s* annual eoiisumption ol sugar is sjbout

400,000 cwts. #

At tho moment tho istaml is depending on

.lava, Hongkong, Australia, India, and the Straits

Settloments for its sugar supply, This moans the

neglect of other pro- war sugar sources, namely,

the United Kingdom, Britisn Guiana, Mauritius,

China, K*ypfc, Germany and J<i*pan. The princi-

pal losers are Egypt, China and Japan.
#

A Belgian manufacturer, it is stated, is frying

to put beet sugar on the local Market through a

Colombo firm.

A fair quality of Muscarado sugar ds turned out

by bullock mills at Nagoda in the Southern

Province and at Ganawatte, Mr. A. W, Winter

manufactures black sugar. These find ready

sale at' the bazaars at fairly remunerative

prices.

Recently the price of sugar went up high owing

to the war and the consequent transport

difficulties. •

The kital palm yields an excellent toddy for

sugar making. In the Jaffna. District there are

nearly 7 million palmyra trees most suitable

for tapping.

Good centrifugalised sugar was made by steam

at Baddagama in*the Southern lb evince by Mr,

A. W. Winter and at Nagoda by Mudaliar I).

E • 11 Jayasingho. The Mudaliar made a

fortune out. of tbe venture.

At the present cost of labour, witli modern

machinery fed with alcohol made of molasses for

the cultivation of the land, etc and efficient

Miporviyon^an acie of good sugar land will yield

from JO to 50 cwts. of sugar. Manufacture

would cost between Rs. *10 and Its 50 per ton.

With sugar at even Rs. 15 pci* cwt. a fair profit

could be male. ,

With the opening of new It.ulw.iy lines, with

the expensive irrigation scheme now taken in

hand, with the facilities of motor transport and

above all with tho sympathy of the Government,

the prospects of the sugar industry in Ceylon

look brighter. •

Travaneore Timber "Trust

A new company, styled the Travancore Timber

Trust, Limited, has been floated at Kottayam in

Travancore, with an authorised capital of rupees

seven lakhs divided into fifteen thousand nine

p*ir cent, cumulative participating preference

shares of Rs. 25 each and twelve thousand

ordinary shares of Rs, 25*cach, Four thousand

ordinary shares and four thousand nine per cent,

cumulative participating preference shares have

already boen subscribed for by the directors and

their friends, while eight thousand shares have

been underwritten by bankers for a commission

oi one per cent. The object of the company

primarily is to develop and exploit the practically

inexhaustible forest woalth of Travancore and

tho West Coast and to establish and conduct

allied industries; and as a first step thereto, to

,
acquire the extensive interests1 in timber in

pursuance of executory agreements entered into

by tho company with some of the biggest timbor

merchants of the district. <The directors, says

thf .Comment! or* all businessmen,



AGRICULTURAL SECTION
Farming as a Profession in India

The principal difficulties in the way of Indian

young men adopting farming as a profession are,

Says Mr
v
G. P. Forrester, writing in Business',

(1) lack of scientific • knowledge, (2) lack of

employers, (.*)) lack /of capital. “ Firstly, we have

the problem of want of scientific knowledge ;
this .

is a serious and in a country like' Tndia an un-

pardonable sin and it must be eradicated: Scienti-

fic knowledge is essential if scientific development

is to be taken in hand and scientific knowledge

can only come through systematic propagation of

it by recognised academies. Conditions being

what they are in India, State enterprise is abso-

lutely necessary : if the people are to follow, the

State must lead. Only in very recent years have

the Government become alive to the importance

of agricultural education/’

Lack of employment is not really so bad as it

appears at first sight.

“The Talukdars of Oudb, the Sirdars of the

Deccan, the Zemindars of Bongal and Madras and

the Talukdars and Malguzars of the Central

Provinces should take a keener and livelier

interest in the development of the priceless

legacy handed down to them by their ancestors by

freely availing themselves of modern experience.

When once it is known that these gentlemen are

willing to offer suitably-paid posts to trained

young men, we will find an ever-increasing

number of students turning their thoughts to the

agricultural colleges. Furthermore, Native

States sutjh as Mysore, Hyderabad, Travancore f

and Baroffa, should offer liberal inducement and

facilities, to their young subjects to train them-

selves in agricultural colleges. Thousands of

square miles are lying withered and parched,

crying for the plough and good seed.”

Lack of capital, the third great defect can be

remedied) says Mr. Forrester especially in the Case
/i

of young men desirous* of having farms of their

0WD| by cooperative and agricultural organisations.

,

The Mongo Hopper
One of the worst enemies of the Mango tree is

^he insect called “ The Mango hopper ” which

causes considerable damage to the crop in certain

years especially in (Jhittoor and Salem. Some-

times the trees in the gardens blossom in profu-

sion during the cold weather, and great hopes are

entertained of a good crop in the coming season.

But within a week or two after blossoming, the

flower bu Is and blossoms turn brownish and

gradually wither away The few first formed

fruits drop and the leaves of the mango become

covered with a sticky juice which gives them a

dark sickly appearance. The cause of the trouble

is the mango hopper.

New Way of Growing Potatoes
An American way of growing ‘potatoes may he

worth trying in this country, s;\)s atho Wealth of

India. The “ seed ” is not planted in .soil at all.

The ground is dug lightly, and it is then covered

with several inches of straw, or any fairly dry

litter. The “ seed ” is placed in the straw and

covered with a furthor la}er. The straw is kept

just a little moist with water, and the planted

potatoes soon stmt to grow. The roots travel

rapidly downwards through the straw to the soil,

but the production of tubers goes on exclusively

in the strawy and those produced are exceptionally

large
;
moreover they are three weeks or a month

ahead of those grown in the usual way. Potatoes

thus grown may be easily gathered without dis-

turbing the plant as a whole. Tho hand is thrust

down into the straw and the largest potatoes that

can be found are allowed to remain until they

grow on to a good size. It is claimed that by

this method the yield is almost doubled.

Prickly Pear Fodder

(
Experiments carried on over many years have

proved that Bombay prickly pear is a valuable

cattle food, which can be produced at five annas

for 100 pounds costing 2 annas per day per

animal,
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SHORT NOTICES ONLY APPEAR IN THIS SECTION.

The Message of Christ By A. S. Wadis,

:

J. M. Dent and Sons, Limited, London and

Toronto.
*

This is an earnest study of Lhe Christian creed*

and ideas, apart altogether from the conventional

presentations and dogmas of Christianity. The

book is a marvellous revelation of tho workings of

a subtle, earnest and intensely imaginatife east-

ern mind, saturated with the philosophical specu-

lations underlying the common ground of all reli-

gions, and quite at homo in tho deepest current

of modern thought. The author's treatment and

presentation of the various topics of the Christian

tenets, such as God head, evil, worldliness, eter-

nity
,
salvation, atonement, faith, love and im-

mortality show his marvellous intuition and deep

sympathy with the soul stirring problem of tho

destiny of humanity, which has engaged tho ins-

pired master-minds of all ages. The interpreta-

tion of Ch list's ideals nnfl teaching, which the

author with characteristic originality and brilli-

ance has given, may not indeed find favour with

the bigots, but it will be heartily wolcomed

by all reverential seekers after truth, and find

a responsive *echo in the breasts of all

earnest students of the religion of humanity.

One need not indeed agree with the author

that Christianity, viewed from the higher stand-

point visualised by him, is something radically

different from all other philosophies and mora-

lities, creeds and religions of *tho world, to

which indeed it forms a complement or supple-

ment completing every one of them. On the

otber hand, it may perhaps be urged with greater
f •

truth, on a proper synthetic understanding of

world-religion, that Christianity is but a phase, a

side-light, an undeveloped yearning of the spirit,

though a very moving one in the world manifes-

tation of religion. But the authoi’s tfonten-,

tion that, in essence, the spirit of Christianity is

not at rivalry with any other religion, is a fact

which few will be disposed to question,

Spears of Deliverance. By Lric Reid, Lon-

don. Staille^ Paul and Co., Essex Street,

Strand.

This is “ a tale of white men and brown women
in Siam.” We must say that we utterly fail to

.
see if any artistic or any other1 conceivable pur-

pose is served by depicting fifth rate sketches

—

•mostly unreliable from the stand-point of truth

evon at that,—of the undesirable and altogether

discreditable temporary relationships formed

by the white man in the remoto corners of the

coloured lands with the scum of the indigenous

fomale" dregs of the locality. Our experience of

similar sketches Of Anglo- India and Anglo-Bur-

ma bids us beware of the present excursion of the

white fancy into Anglo Siam, and for aught we

know the delectable sketchos in the book before*
•

us of the white man's life in Siam aro likely to be

•as utterly untrue to life as the similar carica-

tines vihich tho world has boen favoured with as

the life in India arid Burma of fhe average white

man, who has sweated under his burden in those

sun-dried latitudes. That the white man’s con-

ception of humanity does not favour tho color-

scheme is too well-known to need any fresh re-

storation in the shapo of tasteless, if not veno-

mous, literature desigr ed to show the superiority

of even tho white man’s.vices in the social sphere.

It is to be hoped that this kind of literature,

which is nothing, if ppt a festering sore of irri-

tation, has not come to stay, and may, once for

all, be buried ‘in the vile earth from which it

sprung, unwept, unhonouied and unsung.'

• New Journals

AVe have received copies of three new weeklies

published in Madras. Humorous journals are so

few in India that we welcome Mr t Doodle's Weekly

which we have perused with interest. The Tubli -

city is an illustrated weekly published by the

Kanara Press
;

while Swadharma is a Sunday

paper devoted to the labour movement.



272 DIARY OF THE MONTH
Mar. 5, The Externment Order issued on 1st

March on Mr. C. R. Das has been cancelled by

the District Magistrate.

Mar« 6. Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru was served

with an order under Section 144 C. Pr, C. at

Sultanpur.

Mar. 7. Allied 'military movements to enforce

Reparations from Germany have begun.

Mar. 8. The Prince of Wales to-day received

*the Freedom of the City of Glasgow.

Mar. 9. Lord Ronaldshay has instituted a com-

mittee of enquiry into the Trntmvaymen’s

grievances.

Mar. 10. Sir Syed Ali [mam gave a. dinner to

Lord Reading to-day.

Mar, 11. The Governor of Bengal has appointed

a committee to enquire into the recent strikes

in Bengal.

Mur. 12. Maulana Muhammad Ali and Mr. Sher-

wani have been prohibited from making public

speeches in the Aligarh District.

Mar. 13. H. E. the Viceroy to-day inaugurated

the Chelmsford Reform Club at Delhi.

March 13. II. H. the Aga Khan lunched with

their Majesties the King and Q leen.

March 14. Mr. Montagu gave a dinner to Lord

Reading at the India Office.

March 15. The Gujran walla Municipality re-

solved to removo the portraits of Sir Michael

O’Dwyer and Col. O'llri&n from the Municipal

Hall.

March 16. The Anglo-Russian Trade agreement

was signed to day.

March 17. Mr. Bmar Law has resigned on

grounds of ill-health.

Match 18. Lord Islington was elected Chair-

man of the Joint Committee on Indian nffitirs,

March 19. The Governor of the United Pro-

vinces to-day laid the foundation stone of the

Lucknow University at Lucknow.

Match 20* The International Chamber of Com-

merce met at Paris.

March 21. Mr. Chamberlain has been elected

leader of the Unionist Party in the House of

Commons.

March 22. H. M. the King received Lord Cro-

mer in connection with the Duke of Con-

naught’s visit to India.

March 23. Mr. Montagu received a deputation

of the Lancashire Cotton interests.

March 24. The Calcutta University Convocation

was held to-day.

March 25. The Bengal Provincial Conference

met at Birisal to-day,

March 26. The All-India Lnwyors Conference

met to-dsy at Allahabad,

March 27^ The Government of India have

agreed to an extension of the Seditious Meet-

ings Act to certain districts of U, P.

March 28. Dr. Gour and Mr. Cliaudury gave a

dinner at Delhi to loading officials and mem-

bers of the Central Legislatures.

CAPT. VON MULLER

Capt. Von Muller of the notorious German Cruiser

Emden who was reported to have been shot is now
lecturing at Berlin on his war experiences*
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Shakespeare Day
Saturday, April 23, is 'Shakespeare Day, the anniversary both of the birth and of the death of the

Greaf Poet. In many countries, British, as well as foreign, this day is now se4
. aside to the memory

of Shakespeare, and oelebrated in tho schools and colleges. India has not yet fallen intd line,

says the Hon. Secretary

of the Shakespeare Asso-

ciation in India, who
writes to the press urging

the formation of such a

body for the promotion

of Shakesperian scholar-

ship and research in this

country.

Other aims of the

Association are :

—

(1) To promote the

study, interpretation and

appreciation of Shakes-

peare.

(2) To advance Shakes-

perian research and to

"help forward investiga-

tions in
#

the various

branches of learning bear-

ing on the Poet and his

work.

(3) To h< Id meetings

for the rending of papers

and
,

monographs on

Sim Vs* perian subjects.

(4) To stage the plajs

of Shakespeare or re-

pfesent scenes from the

phi} s of Shakespeare.

(5) To iei*( i d the pro-

* guess of studies and acti-

vities relating to Shakes-

peare.

But there is a further

end for which the Asso-

ciation is striving. It

hopes by uniting the

peoples of this country in

tribute to the Great Poet
to give them n still further

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE
common bond of union

;
and in the course of time,

* The Calcutta Review
since similar Associatiors are working for the The Calcutta Review has passed into the bands

same end in other paits of the world, to help in ^he Syndicate Calcutta University, from

the achievement of a brotherhood of nations, Mr, D, L. Munro. "
.

35
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Educational

Scientific and Vocational Education

The Yice-Chancellor .and the .Syndicate of the

Calcutta Univenyty have invited the headmasters

of over 900 recognised schools to
f
an informal!

conference to be held at the Senate House on

the 7th May to consider what stepR might be

taken by the Univorsity to facilitate; the intro-

duction of scientific and vocational education in

their schools.

The Sydenham College .

The Bombay Government Gazette announces

that Mr. M. L Tannan, Senior Professor in tho

Sydenham College of Commerce and Economics,

Bombay, has been appointed Principal of the

College with effect from November last vice Mr.

P. L. Anstey deceased. Mr. Tannan has been a

professor of tho College for the past six years.

He hails from.the Punjab and is a graduate of

the Birmingham University.

The Sydenham College came into being in

October, 191 H, It was founded on the model of

institutions in England and America, such as the

London School of Economic0
,

in order to furnish

young men embarking on a business life with an

education of Cuivarsity standard in subjects of

importance to them in their careers. As a

college of commerce it aims at training young

Indian businessmen to fit them, after practical

experience, for holding positions of high responsi-

bility, and, as a college of economics, it provides a

liberal education in social science.

Advantages of Education
Says the Times Educational Supplement

:

44 Various signs point to the fact that the educat-

ed worker, even in very humble spheres, is

preferred to the uneducated by somo of the

greatest employers.
4

The reasons given for this

preference are that the educated man is more

reliable, steadier, and capable of more rapid

adjustment to changing conditions.’'

A View of Education
Education is a vital service, observes the Chal-

lenge. 14 Air and water, gas and electricity and

transport are not* the only conditions of a civilized

community. We must explore the mind and

train the taste of each boy and girl that claims

our citizenship. This is an ideal so near the

secret of our common life that any stop we take

towards it is a practical necessity. Ji we pray

for a better England, for a happier people, for

the coming Kingdom, we may not also grumble

because the oxpense of education is approaching

the cost of battleships and bombs.”

N.-C.-O. Movement in Schools

In connection with tho Non-Co-oporation

movement in schools in the United Provinces, a

press communique says : Generally, it must be

acknowledged that the effocts of agitation are to

'be seen throughout the Provinces. Work has

been interfered with and the mindr of boys have

been unsettled, but the prospect, is now quite

hopeful. The effects are very trilling, except in

some of the larger institutions in towns, and even

there boys aro constantly returning or wishing

to return, and there is no indication that rival

institutions are making any progress or winning

the confidence of the people at large.

The Universities

University changes and developments are

significant of the day, says the Journal of Edu-

cation. Japan is now a centre of interest, and

at the University of Paris there has been founded

a Chair of Japanese Civilization. France, eager

to diffuse French culture, recognizes English

culture as worth good attention
;
lienee at Lille

the Chair of Ancient History and Papyrology

has been transformed into a chair of the English

Language and Civilization. From Strasbourg, if

Germany was ejected, Bhe is not to be excluded

and the University there has converted the Chair

of Mediaeval History into a Chair of “ German

History and Civilization.”
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All-India VakiU’ Conference
Tile AH-lndia Vukils’ Conference mot at

Allahabad on March 2(5. Delegates fiom difle-

rent parts of India attended.

Mr. Durgacharan Banerjee Chairman of the

Reception Committee in welcoming the delegates

on behalf of the Vakils’ Association of AllahaCad
«

said that the object which had brought them

togother wps to promote and improvo the status

and dignity of the Vakil bar. The main quos-

t.ions to be considered by the Conference was tho

creation of an ii dependent Indian bifci and tlie

removal of such, distinctions as existed between

barristeis and vakils, lie said that the fusion of

the two lyan cites of tlie profession into one

organised body would tend to improve the tone

and usefulness of
#
tlio profession.

Mr C. P Dunaswami Aiyar,the President said

Tho trend of legal thought throughout the world
is m favour bringing the various members of distrul
or local Bar Associations under one central com-
mittee, and is clear that Ire whole body instead of

being under the supervision
v
d Courts, should he

brought under the control ot domestic tribunals.

This procedure wi/1 alone bring 4 bout the spirit of

solidarity and “espirit de corps.” Such a body will

also be competent to supervise legal education am^
lay down rules not only for the study of tbe law at

tho University, but for subsequent apprenticeship in

the chambers of a practising lawyer by way of a
preliminary training in actual work.
The real remedy for the avoidance oi touting and

other malpractices and for tlie correction of errors of
tho profession is to entrust tbe profession itself with
tbe duty of eradicating these diseases in its own
body, and of investing tribunals constituted oJ mem-
bers of the Bar with the necessary powers for the
purpose. As a part of the statute already contem-
plated, provision will have to he made for tho
formation of Pleaders* Associations in tho districts,

investing them.with power to make enquiries in regard
to the conduct of pleaders, and to investigate com-
plaints which may be initiated by thorn or referred
to them by the Courts. Such Associations will,

acting in conjunction with one another and under
tho stimulus of Provincial and of All-India Commit-
tees, serve to exalt the tone of the profession, and
also fulfil the objects now undertaken by the Com-
mittee of Enquiry of the Incorporated Law Society
of England.

The conference passed resolutions on all the

subjects referred to in the address,

The Indian Police

Tlie entire jlolige force of the country coiisits

of rather over 200,000 men provided at a cost

of I] millions sterling says the Statesman. Tho

famous Metropolitan police in London-#- itself

,

like India’s force, a State ahd not a municipal,

police—consists of only 22,000 taen but it costs

6 f millions sterling. Its cost during the past

twenty years, has increased fourfold—a propor-

tion which should commend itself to those who

complain of the far Ic^s considerable increase in

tho cost of maintaining the police force in Bengal.

In London and Paris the ratio (of the police to

tlie population) is one policeman to every of)0 of

the population and in (Beat Britain as a wholo

then* is one poheen an to oven 800 inhabitants.

Oply in the Noith West Frontier Province,

wlion* the force is one in f>00 of the population

of* a specially tmbulent province, does the burden

i in posed !>\ police provision in India compare

with the hui den tallied by Kurupcnw popm

1 it ions

sir John w/llis'

The Retiring Chief Justice ol Madras who has done

good work as Vice Chancellor of the Madras

University,
#
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Plastic Surgery
«

Some wonderful results have been achieved by

surgeons in restoring the feature# of* soldier# who

received disfiguring face wounds By plastic sur-

gery, which consists in replacing lost parts in the

cheeks, lips, nose, etc., by skin, fat, niusdes, etc.,

from other parts of the body, the most terriblo

disfigurement can be restored to an almost natural

condition.

Poweied Fruit Juice

One of the newest fruit products is powdered

lemon juice. It is pure juice reduced to a per-

fectly soluble powder. The process of manufac-

ture is an adaptation of the well-known sprfiy

method of reducing milk to powdered form. In-

deed, the' originators of the product are powdered

milk manufacturers, the largest in the world.

Hindu Medicine

The first five hospitals of the world were built

in Hindustan. *

It is admitted that Hippocrates, the “ Father

of Medicine,” borrowed 11 his materia medica from

the Hindus.”
* * *

“ We owe our first vnedicine to the Find us/'

so says Dr. Hoyle of the King’s College, London.

« « *

Th$ exact anatomy of the human body Was

known to the Hindus so far back as the 6th cen-

tury B. C.
* * *

Surgery was an applied science in India before

the Christian era*
* *

AIexander;4he Great had Hindu physicians in

fats ©ourt lifer the treatment 'of the diseases which

the wu4jy|ot.~Bombay Chronick.

Diseases from Paper Money

That paper money is a potential armoury of

disease deadlier than batteries and machine-guns

is the considered' verdict of eminent bacteriolo-

gists, says the Times Paris correspondent. They

have carefully analysed a number of Fiench notes.

On a half-franc note ninety million bacilli were

discoVered. A franc-note harboured 236 millions.

Among the active colonies revealed were coliba-

cilli, (pneumococci) enterococci, staphy, and glo-

cocci. It is expected that further examinations

will disclose tuberculosis.

Tuberculosis Cure

Lecturing to the Royal Society of Medicine,

Lieut- Colouol Nathan Raw claimed to have proved

that there were two distinct forms of tubeiculosis

and 'that it was possible to secure immunity from

either by vaccine prepared froUi the bacillus of

the other.

Death Ages and Causes

The 1918 statistics for the registration area of

the United States, oinbiacing 77.8 per cent, of tho

estimated population, show a total of 1,471,867

deaths. Tho mortality rate was 18 per 1,000

population, but the increase from 14 2 in 1917 is

accounted for by the influenza pandemic. The

deaths were most numerous among children

uudor live, the total being 806,143. The five

year age period of the next greatest mortality was

that of 25 to 29 years inclusive ;
and the third

most fatal period was 30 to 34 years inclusive.

Tile average age at death was 34 to 35 years,

About 5 7 per cent, of the deaths, however,

occurred at the age of 75 or over; and there were

733 deaths at 100 years or over. The total of

deaths from influenza was 234,290 ;
the various

fortns of pneumonia, 222,400 ;
organic diseases of

the heart, 124,514; tuberoulosis, 107,602 ;
acute

nephrities and Bright’s disease, 79,192; cancer,

65,282.
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The Everest* Expedition

Colonel Howard Bury has started for India in

connection with the Mount Everest, expedition.

The Royal Geographical Society awarded the

Cuthbert Peek grant to Captain J. B. L. Noel f r

reconnaissance of the eastern approaches of Monnt

Everest.

At a meeting of the Geogtaphical Society, Sir

Francis Vounghusband stated that the Prince of

Wales had received Colonel Howard Bury and

that the Prince of Wales and Duke of York spent,

an hour looking at the Survey Party’s* maps and

plans. The Piince of Wales has contributed

X50 to the funds, wishing the expedition all

buccess. •

Wireless Telephony

The principles underlying wireless telephony

are enunciated in the following extract :
—

u Wireless telephony has been obtained by bet-

ting up in the .-other surrounding a wireless sta-

tion, a succession
#

of very short waves, shorter

than those of light., and superposing upon thorn

the larger waves set up in the uaher, by the

variation in the current produced by the voice

impinging upon the diaphragm of an ordinary

Microphone transmitter. The apparatus em-

ployed is simplicity itself for sending. It consists

of an aerial wave which is connected to a source

of very high periodicity eloctric currents, and

which sends out very high frequency waves of

very short wave length ; a microphone set is also

connected to Ihe aerial. At the receiving end

there is another aorial with a receiving set, in-

cluding a pair of telephones, connected between

it and the earth. The pulses set up by the sound

waves from the human foile through the micro-

phone are reproduced in the telephone at the

receiving station, just as with an ordinary recei-

ver and transmitter connected by a wire.

Passenger Air* ship

The latest invention of the famous Italian

designer, Signor Gaproni, is a passenger air ship,

(Hi feet long, carrying 190 persons. Three sets

of triplanes with a carrying surface of 7,150 sq.

feet are attached. The eight engines of the

machine artf capable of developing a total of

11^00 horse power.

Artificial Diamonds
Dianfbncfc have, of cuuise, been produced arti-

ficially before now, but only in t-uch unprofitably

minute crystals that the process could not be

termed definite or even successful.

It is now stated that a dynamite company

formerly Alfred Nobel, of Hamburg, have pro-

duced by u new process diamonds of good size the

cost, of production is such that it will be possible

to make them very profitably.

• In quality, too, the artificial stones are said to

be equal to any which come from the mines.

The cost of production, of course* is considerable

but still very much lower than the ruling market

price. In tho diamond market, it is believed

that the price will be as much as 40 per cent,

lower.

• Dr. Bannerji on the*Seismograph
Dr. S. k. Bannerji. Professor of Applied

Mathematics at Calcutta University, recently said

that very valuable conclusions had been arrived

at by tiie help of the Seismograph, one being that
§

®

at the depth of half the radius of the world, the

earth-began to be molten. This co-ordinated

with Jeffery’s theory of “ lirmo-viscosity.”

Why Glass is Brittle

The brittleness of glass is due to the quick

cooling of tho hot substance. It is known that

constant motion tends to rearrange the molecules

in any substance, and similar effect is observed

when glass is boiled in a weeds: solution of salt in

water and allowed to^ coo! gradually. The tough-

ness of the glass is increased very much, and the

effect of quick heating is Ass disastrous to it,
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Mr. Montagu’s Declaration

In connection with a rumour that Mr. Montagu

will succeed Mr. (Jhaoiberl tin as Chancellor of

the Exchequer, tne Observer believes that Mr. Mon-

tagu has made it*clear that he means to devote

the rest of his life to India, if he left the India

Office, he would retire for a prolonged period,

during which, he would travel and study.
1

The Aga Khan’s Influence

Theljaily Telegraphy in the course of a leading

article, says that the gc^rous concessions which

the conference has offered to the Turks are due

less to the latter’s own merits than to the foice of

circumstances, reinforced in Biitain by the lcel

ing powerfully expressed by the Ag.i Khan

namelv, that the generous revision of the Treaty

of Sevres may have a favourable in Huenee on

events in India.

Dr- Sun Y at 'Sen

Of China’s new President, Bun Y*t Ben, one

who knows him well, writes:—“Piobe his

thoughts as we might there was never any sem-

blance of self-seeking. The fact that the desti-

nies of China were hi his keeping never seemed

to quicken the pulse of bis thoughts or disturb

his equanimity. The benefit of his country was

his only consideration
;

nothing else mattered.

Neither honours, place* pAsition, nor reward were

dreamed of, far less considered. The presidency

might come or go, he cared not
;

his country’s re-

generation was before all. Not that the princi-

ple he ‘held sacred ever found expression in words!.

The common place florid oiatory of the dernugo

gue acclaiming the people’s rights had no place in

Sun’svfpeeches or letters. Confidence of success,

belief in the capabilities of the men he had selec-

ted % fill the important offices of state, complete •

reliance upon the character of the Chinese people

to work out Heir own salvation were the keynotes

jot gun's eafewour.*'

Mr. Syed Hasan Imam
Mr. Hasan Imam, in the course of an inter-

view, with the representative of the Associated

Press of India, 'said :—My attention has Jbeen

drawn to a press message published in the papers

in which I am reported to have said at Bombay

that “ so far the temper and attitude of the Bri-

tish Premier does not warrant any hope of the

Moslem demands being conceded in full.” 1 made

no such statement, for in my* conversations with

the Prime Minister there was neither temper nor

attitude. The Premier viewed the Moslem repre-

sentation with sympathy, and if he is unable to

fulfil the hopes of Indian Moslems it will be not

for want of inclination, though it may be by rea-

son of his limitations. In Bombay I was asked

to address a public meeting, but I declined to do

so, because I yet regard the Moslem representa-

tion before the Prime Minister as lying within

the circle of negotiation.
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The Bengal Reforms Conference
»

The Reforms Provincial Conference met in the

Dalhousie Institute, Calcutta, on April i). The at-

tendance included tho most prominent Liberals in

Bengal. Mr. Prove sh Chandar Mitter, Minister

for Bid neation, who piesided, said in the com>e.of

his address that tho/ were agreed that their goal

was li‘ erty, which, as he understood it, meant

representative democracy in which the interests

of all races, communities and classes will bo

represented, fie thought that the three problems

which early practical solution would "l^ive to be

found were poverty, ignorance and physical

weakness of the people,

SIR BENODE MITTER

Who has been elected a Member of the Council of

State in the place of the late Sir Rash Bohari Chose.

“ Sneaking Politicians
”

Liberty
,

the* new Non- Co-operation daily of

Calcutta, has som^ harsh words to say of “Sneak-

i

ing Politicians of tho type that is growing so

common in Bengal (and of which the latest illus-

trations are furnished by Mr I. B Sen and the

A . I) Patrika)” This must be painfully sur-

prising to many men and journal* who sit on tho

fence with a lively sense of self complacency.

“Wo say^ Come foith ; do not hide your lights

under a bushel. If you really think that Non-

Co operation L injurious to the best interests of

of the count n, say fo openly as the Moderates

tra doing ; and though \vp shall differ fundamen-

tally licun jour view point, we shall recognise and

nppn date > our courage of conviction. But this

plotting and mai.ouvring for position, this dark

a>id subterranean activity, this attitude as of one

‘ willing to wound and jet afraid to strike ’— all
»

this is unmanly, disingenuous and despicable.

The political atmosphero will be clear, the tone of

public morality wilf improve, if you come down

from the fence and range } ourselves definitely on

the side of the Anti- Non-Co- operationists
"

U. P. Government on N. C. O.
The United Provinces Government has address-

er! a circular to tho Commissioners dealing with

the Non-Co-Operation movement, which says the

Government ollicials should now be encouraged

to declare themselves with full approval of the

Government against th ft revolutionary movement.

They may be authorised to oppose it openly and

by every legitimate means in their yower. The

Moderate clement in the country may he org&nis-

• ed and led with the express object of defeating it.

Arrest of a Congressman in Burma
A well known Burmese, Bpoongji U Ottiima

was arrested at Kyaungan, Bassein District, on

March 11. The charges are believed to be under
• • •

sections 124 (a) and 153A. The news of his

arrest has aroused much interest, and some shops

were closed in Kyautigan.
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The Coal Strike: Triple Alliance

^The qpwg of the breakdown of the Triple

Allia^pe jras recoived jwith a profound sigh , of

relief.
* For 1

it was rightly feared that such a

menace, if carried out, would have throwft

England into a desperate struggle for life, The

cause of the strike must be pretty famliar. It is

alleged that the miners demand a wage
;

which

under present circumstances, is impossible of

fulfilment and should have to be mot from the

Generate Exchequer. Till almost the eleventh

hour the miners had been supported by the
1

Railwaymen and the IJransport workers whose

combination would have completely paralysed all

normal life despite the preparedness of the Gov-

ernment. The alliance however broke through and

the country was saved an unprecedented calamity.

The Triple Alliance, consisting of th^ee great

unions—the Miners’ Federation, the National

Union of Railwaymen and the National Trans-

port Workers’ Federation—was formed in 1917,

the constitution of the Alliance being formally

ratified in June of that year at a conference of

280 delegates, representing 1,286,000 trade

unionists. It was formed because, in the words

of Mr. J. H. Thomas, M the workers concerned

saw that sectional unionism had become obsolete,

and that even occupational unionism would have

to be put into the molting- pot and recast Not

only must future organisation be on industrial

lin6s and its marking of the units of industry

pay some regard to the employer, but there must

be co-operation between the various industrial-

onions.”

The mere enumeration of the trades or

businesses that the Triple Alliance covers and

oontrola, says a Contemporary, is sufficient to

show the menace to the nation of a joint

sad synchronized irtrike.'
"
JThe Miners’ Federa-

tion has a membership . of some 964,000,

[mu m\

but the tmmbej of % .persons employed in

tho* industiy totfek abdut l,0S!b,000 the odd

56,000 being victims of the action of the feder-

ation although themselves not members. The

National Union of Railwaymen has a member-

ship of about 530,000, including the great majo-

rity of those employed on British railways in all

capacities, but not including the managerial *or

clerical stalls. The National Transport Workers’

Federation has a membership »of about 350,000, of

whom in 000 are dockers, tho remainder being

chuily seamen, stevendores, caiters and porters
”

Population of India.

T1 e population of India (British India and

Indian States) as aeceitained on the 18fch March,

1921, was slightly ovei 310 millions a. against a

population of 315 15 millions in 1911 The

pincypal increases have taken place in Madras,

Bengal, Punjab, Burma, Assign and Noith

—

West Frontier Province, Tho population of tho

Central Provinces and Berai is practically

stationery, Bombay shows a decrease of 1 8 pen

cent., United Provincos 2 G per cent
,
Bihar and

Orissa 1 4 per cent. «

Among Indian* States substantial increase is

recorded in Baroda, Mysore, Kashmir, the

Madras, Bengal and Punjab States.

MR. H. W. NEVINSON
Whose recent book of poems entitled Lines of Life

is reviewed in another page.
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DR. ANANDA K: COOMARASWAMY •

ME IMGA and India -to look af the w two
*

dilfnront worlds is to envisage the two

fuudam-mtd possibilities o' human assneiu

lion in thoi*’ widest possible di'W r mc\

Indian civilisation, of which tin m -tenul out

lines can still bo distinguished, R tin Llo of a

hotly corpor ite, eh iracterisod hv o, dee and sanity.

More ovoryrhng p issdssos stylo and fo'm, Noth-

ing is created by tiio individual hivmelf, or for

Imnsolf alon Wit ovei y activity, from that of the

philosopher to that of tho scavenger, is redeemed

ami infjftod by the genius of the race, with tlu*

consequence that no m it mill result of this

activity is ever modiucro. ( ne and the samo

genius worked in every criftsmai ;
wo may call

these craftsmen artists, or say thit India knew

no artists, but only craftsmen, according to our

choice of language More precisely
,
the •miatmir

did not exist in Indian culture, where all activities

were vocational.

Here the virtue of ovory man lay in the* obser-

vance of a tradition il morality, the creation of

the race, and unquestioningly accepted :
1 ho map

of bfe wps clearly charted, The folk mchufed

every class of men, and all that was osscntiil to

the common structure inhered in every p.«t o r it,

so that from any individuil activity, writ < iur the

edict of a king or the gesture of a dancer, the

whole consistent tissuo fcould have been deduced.

For the same reason, even at the present day, one

may deduoe the whole from its surviving frag-

ments,

- • •
•

The only provision for individual freedom, the

only possible form of singular genius, recognized

in this eon/munity was that of the Jivan mulcta

“ who is redeemed (*or liberated
)

in this life

such an one owed no obedionce to conventional

morality, ho himself was his own law, his conduct

could not be criticised. It is a remarkable evid-
#

enco ol the Indian gonitis that such a type as this

could bo recognized at all in a society where the

whole virfcurj of the individual appeared to consist

in strict obedience tojdio law of .the* race.

The ideal inspiration of Western civilisation is

totally diderent : here society exists alone for the

sake of the individual, and that community is

nearest to civilisation in which the maximum of

intellectual, moral and physical freedom is best

senned to the individual. ITnro the burden of

genius re^ts no longer upon the race, but upon

every individual separately, and he who is not

inspired, is lost. Genius, is no longer part and
• •

parcel of the corporate life, but isolated and pecul-

iar the remainder of the people constitute, no

longer a folk, but a mob or aggregate of units

giving nothing in common hut elementary desires

for comfort and pleasure. Hence the social order

-or dis u-der—takes upon itself a purely material

aspect, and the very picture of a Kali Yuga is

roalised, where popular morality is in the grasp

•“of greed and of desire and the world is deluded

by envy and resentment end by good and evil

fortune while those whose freedom represents

the form to which the new society ideally
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tends, are lost to eight amongst the many who

have received a liberty they cannot use. Such

units cannot share a racial inspiration, being with-

out a background and without tradition or rela-

tion : and the Jimn-rnukta is beyond ‘'their

comprehension or recognition. In relatien to

individual genius and true spiritual freedom,

indeed, the instinct of such a mob is first to

crucify : afterwards the saint or artist is canoni-

sed, imitated, and with every good .
intention,

t

caricatured. The history of Jesus is repeated every

day on a smaller scale in America and Europe

the history of Buddha cannot be repeated, because

the individual genius is a thing so entirely apart

from the life of the mob, that no connection can be

found, and no absorption or permeation can result.

In democracies and “ lands of freedom ”, the mass

of the people is doomed inevitably to mediocrity,

alike of experience, activity and of environment

:

nor can this condition be remedied by education.

This is a condition totally different from that of

aristocratic and theocratic societies, whore the

grace of genius permeates the work of all : it is

only in such societies that magnificent architec-

ture, or a living theatre, can be crnated by and

belong to the peoplfi, only where all activities aro

vocational that nothing like bad art can be found.

European civilisation, withal, is still adolosoent —
tentative, enquiring, introspective, full of onthu-

siams and fears, the seat of a perpetual warfare of

ideas and interests. It is far from attaining its

regimen. Changes are very rapid, and each

succeeding generation is an insoluble problem to

the last. Existing political institutions and codi-

fied laws are always out of date. No sort of

orthodoxy, religious or moral or aesthetic, retains

its prestige. There is an abundance of reformers

and experimenters, and few statesmen. There

are too many would-be artists, and no craftsmen.

The ideal of full self-government by .every indi-

vidual is hardly to be realised even in the most

restricted groups, and can never be realised in the

mans : every increase of liberty increases the

confusion by increasing the power of the Devourers

and reducing the power of the Prolific.

All these changes, howover, are taking place by

a natural development, and Western civilisation,

although so youthful and inchoate, is moving assur-

edly towards some unsoen goal determined by its

owp necessities and by the faculties of European

races. It is idle to criticise so great a movement

or life, or to contrast it Unfavourably with the

magnificent and ordered structure of .Indian civili-

sation, for two such opposite conditions are entire-

ly incommensurable.

The stato of modern India, typical of modern

Asia, is,doubly perilous, because the same develop-

ment is taking placo more suddenly, and hero the

past is still existing and powerful side by sido

wi|;h the present, in a total opposition moro intense

than any to be observed in Europe. It is true that

the Asiatic past b older in experience and

wisdom than any existing culture—tho very

children of the East are spiritually older than

the thinkers of the West • but tho ancient East

is already sonoscont, and if modern Europe is

adoloscent, modorn India is infantile. Tho state

of modern Asia is that of one who inherits infinite

resources, without the inspiration that croatod

them, or the consciousness that understood thorn.

Nothing that survives of Asiatic culture has been

earned by the present or by recent generations

;

its perpetuation is proportionately precarious, and

indeed, tho Asiatic divorced from his past exceeds

the European in his folly and ignorance.

.The modern Asiatic stands on the brink of the

European chaos, without guidance,, and taking a

leap in the dark it is little wonder if he hesitate!

He is wrapped in a cloak of magnificent—almost

unbelievably splendid— traditions and conventions,

of iwhich tho evidences still survive in religion,

art, and social organisation, wherever European

influence has been least felt: but, as he dimly,

and rightly, fools, this garment of tradition has
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become a hindrance more than a help to him. The

time has come to face his actual nakedness : the

only garmont, indeed, in which he finds himself

at home, consists of a few rags, and trappings

borrowed from the West.

To cling to tho past is sentimentality, to copy

Europe snobistue. The inodorn Asiatic must pro-

ceed, undaunted albeit knowing that every forward

stop he takes reduces his magnificence, knowing

that “education ” and*political freedom, and every

kind of “ emancipition ” will increase his poverty.

He must accustom himself to the rejection of all

that he has held most sacred : realise that Hindu

sim, Buddhism, and Islam as organised religions

as racial inspiration^, are as dead as organised

Christianity, that the figures of all former gods

shall'come to be considered as works of art, and

no longer as objects of devotion
: #

that the *vory

institutions ol^rmuriage and family life shall be

remodelled beyond all recognition : and that the

majority, impelled by personal taste and by cap*

rico, musberoato a veritable chaos in the place of
#

order. Despite all this, ho shall not be dauntod
;

he is moving from tho cradle towards life.

INDIA AND LANCASHIRE
BY

Mh\ SAINT NIHAL SINGH.

N
ow that the siAoke of the piehod battle (hat

Lancashire m tin* last week of March in

the Council Chamber of tho India < Ml ice has dis-

persed, it is possible to assess the value of the

gains made by India and to visualise the constitu

tioiml position in regard * to India’s fiscal

autonomy,

The main contentions made by the spokesmen,

lor Lancashire wore

1. That tho now cotton duties were protective in

character , •

2. That they were imposed in contravention of the

pledges given in 1917, that no change woald be made
in the Indian tarilf until after the war and t lit* entire

fiscal policy oflndia was re viewed and settled ,

.‘1 That Lancashire should have been consulted

boforo any change was made m the arrangements
made in 1917, which arrangements were of a temporary
nature ; and

•

4. Under the reformed constitution, the Secretary
of State possesses power sufficient to enable him to
intervene on behalf of the cotton and allied industries

and compel the Government of India (a) cither to

lower the cotton duties to the 1917 level or (b) if on
account of financial reasons, that cannot bo done, J-he

excise on cotton production in India should also be

raised.

The last, demand was so cleverly worded that

it is impossible to say whether Lancashire demands

thu excise and cotton duties to be now placed on

exactly tho same level, or’whether the difference

of 4
#
/ r

between tho Jwo, which has- existed since

1917 should be maintained. That point needs

especially to be noted, because it shows the

political shrewdness of the organisations which are

handling this issue for Lancashire and adjoining

counties. •

Whether, at tho present juncture, Lancashire

presses for the wiping out of the difference bet-

woon the cotton duties and the cotton excise, is

more orJess immaterial, • because it insists upon

bringir g that about as soon as possible. 1 1 is

using ail the forcos at its command in order to make

Lndia po back to the position as it existed before

the Budget proposals went into effect in .1917.

Tuat is the ultimate and the real aim, though I'

fully believe that the Lancashire man

being hard-headed, will tako what he can get in

the way of a handicap upon tho Indian cotton

•industry. •

In meeting the Lancashire case, Mr. Montagu

sought to show that rib change was being made in
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the fiscal policy,*but that the new duties levied were

dictated entirely by financial considerations oven

though he could not deny that they, in their elfect

were protective. India's fiscal policy, as such>

had not been altered
,

r and the pledges made in

1$17 hud not been broken. Had he contented

himself with that argument he sti? 1 would have

deserved the gratitude of the Indian people for he

would have withstood the attack made by power-

ful industrial counties in Britain upon such powers

as India possess to settle her own destiny.

The Secretary of State, on the contrary, went

on to show that, since the pledges, were given in

1917, an entirely new situation had been created

by the passage of the reform legislation. J t is

necessary to follow him as closely us possible in

his constitutional argument in order to appreciate

what India's constitutional position is in regard to

fiscal autonomy.

The Secretary of State admitted that, even

under the new Act, it would have been possible

for him, acting with his colleagues in the India

Council, to have forbiddon the introduction of the

Budget proposals against which Lancashire was now

protesting. He oven admitted that he could have

vetoed tho measure containing those duties even

after it had been passed by the Legislature in

India and sent here for sanction.

That was, however, the legal position-—the

theoretical position, in actual practice i/i would

be impossible for the Secretary of State to take

any such action.

In the first place, declared Mr. Montagu,, he

could'not veto part of a Bill. Lie must veto the

whole Bill. Should he, however, exorcise his veto,

he would leave tho Government of India with

absolutely none ol the increased revenue with

which to meet the increased charges.

Suppose, however, that when the proposals

contained in the Budget! were submitted to

fllr. Montagu in the first iqktanco for his sanction,

he had refused leave to introduce them, what

would have happened ? The Government of

India would have been compelled to ask the
e

Legislative Assembly to raise the excise to corres-

pond with the increase in the cotton duties,

Since the Legislative Assembly contains an ovei-

whelming majority of elected Members who have

recently been returned by their constituencies, not

one of them would havo hesitated to vote against

the excise duty, and in consequence the Bill would

have been defeated in tho Assembly.

Mr, Montagu admitted that there was a provi-

sion in tho Statute which enabled tho Governor-

General to insist upon a tax denied him by tlu*

Legislative Assembly, but explained that he could

only resort to such power if lit* could certify that

such taxation was “essential for the safety,

tranquillity or interest* of British Incia, ” The

Govornor-Cenoial would have had to strain and a

very real power if ho had been asked “ to certify

that the passage of an excise duty on cotton was

“ essential for the safety, tranquillity or interests

ol British India, !" Kor that i cason, even it

(knowing that public opinion in India was against

excise) he had insisted upon it, Ins insistence

would not have been eileetivc.

The Societal
)

ol State did not let the rase rest

even at that, but after indie a ting tho answer which

certain European non ofiicial Members from

Bombay had sought to give to Manchester agita-

tion by raising the cotton duties to 12j°/ 0 (as

against the Government piopusul for ll°
/o )

he took

the deputation into his confidence and related

what happened m the Joint Select Committee of

Parliament which dealt with the Government of

India Bill. At one of tho Sessions, he declared,

a Mcrnbei of the Committee moved an amendment

to the Bill that there should be no interference

with any fiscal measure proposed by the Govern-

ment of India. That amendment was rejected

because it was constitutionally impossible

(inasmuch as it would have impaired the Crown’s
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power of veto, and for that reason had not found

place in any of the Dominion Acts
)

The Committee, howovier, devised a convention
• i

of non-intervention through which India would

be able to enjoy liscal autonomy on pir with

Croat Britain and the self determining Dominions,

The Secrotary of Stato for India was to avoid, as

far as possible, interference with regard to any

liscal proposal “ w^en the Government of India

and its Legislature are in agreement, ” and when

ho doos intervene, his intervention “ should be

limited to safeguarding the international obliga-

tion of the Empire or any fiscal arrangement

within the Empire to which Iks Majesty’s

Government is a party.” In view of that

doctrine, accepted by the House of Commons

almost without challenge and supported in the

House of Lords by Lord Cuiznu speaking on be-

half of His Rlajesty’s Government, it was

absolutely impossible foi Mr. Montagu

“ to interfere with the right which 1 behove was wisclv

given and which 1 am determined (o maintum-tugivr to

thoGovernment ot India the right to consider ihc interes-

ts of India first, just us wc, without any complaint trom
anv other parts ot the Empire? and fh«- other parts of

the Empire without any complaint troui us, have .Jwa>s
chosen the tariff arrangements which the> think heat

fitted tor their needs, thinking ot their own i lti/ena

first. Nothing could he worse for what 1 have jfe t.

my heart upon— India as a willing, contented partner
in the British Empire- nothing could lie. worse trom
that point ol view than to promise her through the

mouth of Parliament these rights and liberties and
then, when they are only accidentally applied, because
of the sudden need for revenue which was never fore-

seen before the fall in the exchange thole place, sud-
denly to say: 1 Wo made a mistake in giving you
this right ; we are now going to do the very thing that
we said we would iut do—interfere with your fiscal

arrangements for the benefit of British trade
”

•

After reproving Labour for conceding self- •

determination to India with one hand and with

tho other seeking to upset arrangements devised

under the very partial self- determination given to

her, Mr. Montagu went on to say that i^e was

perfectly convinced that British trade could not
*

prosper in India excopt by tho good-will of India,”

and “ that we (tho British) should stand by our

word and let India have her own fiscal way, bo-

LANCASHIRE 2Kb

cause of the well-being that it would promote be-

ween India and
#
the Home country which will

result in a greater trade between the countries

and not in a lesser trade.
”

/Hie fiscal system which liidu is tb udopt
• •

ultimately, declared Mr. Montagu, is to be based

upon the recommendations to be made by a Tariff

Commission, shortly to he appointed, lie frankly

admitted that the Commission was likely to
• • •

recommend protection because “India, official and

non-ollicial, Indian and non-- Indian, is nearly

wholly in favour of protection,” but he hoped

“ that in the {picul system ultimately adopted’
India will, of her own free-will, (after carefully explor-
ing how it can best bo done), given to the British

Empire a preference m her markets. I hope for that,

not because I am a believer in the material advantage
oi “Imperial Preference no much as because 1 should
like India to demonstrate to the world her solidarity

within the British Empire. I should like to see her of

her own free-will use the fiscal liberty that we have
feiven Lor to take her stand in the system that has been
adopted by Australia, flew Zealand, Canada, South
Africa, and, in the last few years, by Great Britain,

and also incidentally because a preference will lower
the luxation upon the consumer. But, gentlemen, it

would he one of the most profound mistakes of Im-
perial statesmanship to my nund, to use your statutory
powers to force an Imperial Preference upon India.”

So lai J have followed Mr, Montagus own

statement, very closely, because I regard it as the
# *

most important statement on Lidia that has

fallen from the lips of any British statesman,

possibly with the exception of tho pronouncement

of August, 1 91 7. It recognises, in clear terms,

India*- right to consider, in fiscal as in other

matters, hei own interests first It not only

enunciates that political principle but points out

tho inexpediency of meddling with any decision

taken in India in the exercise of that right, and

even does not hesitate to show how the machinery

designed by the Act of the Secretary of State is

helpless in regard to such intervention. 1 hope

that the honesty, courage, and statesmanship of

this pronouncement will be
#

duly acknowledged by

my countrymen,
j
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Mr. S. JACKSON COLEMAN

u Wake ! Wake * 0 mankind, for as yet ye are

, sleeping,

,A\(rake to the sunlight that shines on us all

;

Work! loving, 'beloVed, for the folk who are.

.
' weeping,

And bear the world
T

s burden and hear thp

world’s call.

Oh, Strength of tho World ! Oh, Our Father

' ahd Master,

Let Thy daughters and sons make one great

loving chain :

And ever that chain become vaster and vaster,

Till the whole human race shall bo brothers

* again.

Harrison Hill in
ki La Vera Frataro”

LL earnest and good men have undoubtely

been Utopians at one period or other of

their lives. At that time they dream of a

happy and glorious Republic, like Sir Thomas,

More, or, as Tennyson, sing of “ The Parliament

of Man.” Philosophy in this regard began long

before Christianity was established and there are

Still amongst us an ever-growing number of

worshippers at its holy and boautifui shrino.

Each nation, it is realised, has gifts to bring to

the service of humanity. Yet the world is bound

together in a common life and interest and bet-

ween races there is the lihk ol our common huma-

nity.

The ideals of world- fr^teLnity strike deeply into

the soil upon which Zola’s Utopia of human soli-

darity was to be reared. Tho wonderful lessons

which it conveys are possibly the most beautiful

vouchsafed to human kind 44 since first tho morn-

ing stars sang together ” and the world, as we

know it, came into being It stands for the

glorious consummation of the noblest ideals of

our common race. No man with a pulse of

humanity in his 'being' can in fact fail to be stir-

red by the awe-inspiring, mystical and sublime

conception of the Brotherhood of Man. It speaks

in trumpet tones of Peace/ and all who have

, trodden in the rude ruts of war feel in $very

fibre of our beings that Peace falls on a war-

wearied world like a benediction from on high.

Such a vision, indeed, is inspired by Zeno and

Epictegtus, who foresaw a cosmopolitan State, in

which all differences of nationality were merged

in the common cause of universal brotherhood.

Plato, in his day, dreamt not dissimilar dreams,

but so many abler thinkers have wielded the pen

with regard to Plato’s ideal that this writer foels

a mere tyro in their midst. Sutlico to mention

that an estimate may be formed of his work

from tho fact that we are called upon to admire

that which contemporary feelings suggest as the

grossest forms of sensualism, cmel and merciless

in the highest degree. Embraced in his philosophy

is the training of women as soldiers
; .

the fighting

and wrestling of naked women with men
;
the

common rearing of children
;

and the attempt to

extirpate the maternal feeling as selfish and

wrong, (loodwyn Bainby, curiously enough, fol-

lows much on tho same lines. Iii the forefront ol

his programme he declares that the sexes should

enjoy their natural liberty
;

that marriage should

be abolished since it is productive of so much evil

and is the cause of all sexual crimes,

Tho 41 Utopia” of Sir Thomas More, with which
4

we aro all more or loss familiar, was undoubtedly

froer from the faults and foibles of many another

thinker in this regard, although he is of course

not free from foibles of bis own. The institution

of monogamy, the modesty preserved "between the

sexes, the mildness of the laws, and tho abolition

of castes, prove conclusively that Christianity had

made a lasting impression on the human mind.

But i? is, in the very question of war that the

weak link in Sir Thomas’ beautiful chain is pourt-

rayed
;
indeed, he even adopts Plato’s crotchet

of training women for the battlefield. Divorce in
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his Republic is, an easy matter but the solution

for re-marriage would appear to be of sufficient
n'

complication to involve some considerable delay.

The quaint Chancellor does
#
not overlook the

probability of crime entering his visual domains,

Offences of a criminal nature, in fact, are largely

dealt with by means of a ticket-of-leave system

arid by reason of a gradual scale of ascension

whereby the recreant may rise and emancipate

himself from his self-imposed slavery.

Centuries separate the poet Dante, who visua-

lised a state of things very largely on the lines of

the Pax Romana, from Kant. Nevertheless,

though the former favoured a terras Jtial fclmpiro

and the latter advocated a Federation of Free

Kopublics, the attitudo of both was not dissimilar.

In t,hoso days when we hear on all hands such

phrases as
44 R 101lie i hood of Man ", “ League of

Nations ",
14 Wifrkors of the World, unite " it is

strange that* the advocates of these idoals often

forget kt the first step " the removal of the lingual

barrier which hugely prevents their realisation.

That was, in short, the dream of Zimenhof, and

a common tongue for all nafions is now an obvious

necessity; otherwise ever) one L internationally

dumb, In Esperanto, the language of ho(jp,

mspning in those who know it the hope of a

language which will some day make univeisal

understanding among all the people of .the earth

is to be found a long-dreamed of ideal. Taught

at homo that all men weie bicthien, Zumcuhof

found around him the denial of this teaching, and

oven as a child came to the conclusion that the

races hated, because they would not understand

each other, "lie says even in childhood he was
11 tormented in his soul " by what he terms

44 compassion for the world " seeing that diver-

sity of languages had but one ultimate effect, the

estrangement of persons and communities* the

members of which could not get the exact ideas of

those with whom they came into contact. His

watchword seems to have been 44 Unity of langu-

age will make«unity of ideas, hopes, sympathies,

aims " and it wa^i with the purpose of giving to

all a medium which, in addition to the mother

tonguo, would enable them to express with the

greatest exactitude the sentiments and desires of

»thoir hearts that Esperanto wa£ created and it is

these principles which are still the mainspring of

the devotion of its disciples at the present time.

Although there scarcoly lives a man or woman
44
with*soul so dead " as to he immune from the

contagion inspired by the newer sentiments which

now prevail in regard to international relationship,

there never was a timo when effort was so much

needed for tho common welfare of humanity at

large. Internationalism stands as the foundation

stone of future statecraft, and the Architect of the

[Ini verse has indeed committed to us a proud

though solemn privilege in thus allowing this

generation to lead the .world along tho path of

human destiny. Lot us not fear tbo age-old

forces of grood, national ambition and jealousy

with which wh shall undoubtedly still have to

deal. An ideal such as the Brotherhood of Man

is a premonition ol power. There is nothing, in

fact, so dangerous to the spiritual life as to con-

ceive so noble aa ideal, to undertake a pilgrimage

lor it, and then turn hack, In other woids, unused

ideals are the idoals which cripple.

Moved, sustained and vivified by the progressive

elements which are new. at work amongst us,

there is every reason to hope fi.r the betterment

of the human race. Now in fact, is the time to

combine forces, to treat each other :is fellow-men

oh a plane of intellectual equality. For the world

is at present linked together in a common life arid

interest such as humanity has never seen before.

It is realised, on all hands, that no nation has a

monopoly of virtue, and that it is possible in

every land to discern something Vhieh is good.

There is a universal desfre, too, that the good

which each land possesses should remain no

longer hidden. 1
' •
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Inspired with the message of Internationalism

we must needs go forward with tho Gospel of

World wide Fraternity. Its spirit appeals to the

human heart, raises the spiritual life, enlarges the

sympathies, awakens in us the love of our fellow -

men and compels hs to labour for the welfare of

the human race, If the true evangel, is

vibrating within the hearts of men, the world,

cannot again be transformed into a Hit battle*'

held
;

if the message of all creeds and all phjjpso^*

phies is sent from heart-to-heart the conception
v

a world-wide brotherhood will at once materialised

IMAGINATION AND LABOUR
By Mu, HENRY DODWELL, m.a.

fI'VIE author of this interesting and thoughtful

^ work* was a Swedish journalist, who, after

a life devoted to the study of economic

problems, especially from their social side, died in

1917. The volume now heforo us consists of an

attempt to formulato the results of bis work. It

includes a brief resume of the economic history of

the world, a discussion of the various theories of

economic teachers, especially as regards tho posi

tion and rewards of labour,* and a discussion, which

really forms the1 most valuable part of the book,

of the economic future. The solution which Mr.

Snndt favoured was not that of the Socialists.

He was peculiarly struck by tho great results

which had been achieved by the improvements in

the organisation of production ; and by the gioat

possibilities which an extention of the same

principle might achieve in (he future. For illus-

tration he takes such a case as the remarkable

work accomplished by Colonel Goethals when in

charge of the work on the Panama Canal, ahd tho

enquiries set on foot and carried to remarkably

successful lengths by Mr Taylor, the author of

the well-known •* Scientific Management of

Labour”. It is certainly indisputable that it

would be possible to augment enormously the

actual out put of the world without in the least

increasing the efforts needed to produce that out

put, A remarkable example is afforded by the

cage of the Bethlehem Steel Works in the United

States, where the rate of loafing steel bars on

truoks was increased fromf 12 i tops per day to

* Imagination, Labour , Civilisation by Shiar Bunftt,

Hetoemawp

474 tons per day, by every labourer employed.

This extraordinary result was achieved, notJby

working the labourers hinder, but by breaking up

their woik by muneious short periods of rest, so

as to reduce the strain of their labour to the
a

minimum.

It would be too much to expect that, on an

average, the total output of t>he world could bo

increased by auythitg lik^ that proportion, even

with the best organisation possible. But, in those

days, when the problem 0 '‘ increased production is

among the most pressing in the economic world,

the possibility of finding n solution along tho lines

of improved organisation merits the closest atten-

tion. Wages cannot be put up indefinitely, either

in Europe or in India, unless some compensating

advantage can be secured from which the increase

can be paid. Consequently it appears that the

real future ot tho labourer depends on the possibi-

lity of introducing such improvements of organi-

sation as will permit his receiving higher real

wages, and improving his position. The alternative

to this is some method of Socialism or Commu-

nisas These latter methods are widely held in

Europe to be the true policy of labour. The

advocates of these theories base their ideas upon

the teaching of Karl Marx. Perilap* ohe most

interesting chapter in Mr. Sundt’.s book is that in

which he analyses the wages- doctrines of Stuart

Mill and of Marx, and shows that the “ classical’’

theory of the wages-fund is no more abstract and

unreal than the alternative views propounded by

Mars in his
11 Capital/’
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^ Mr. V. B.

f^VORING the last war, we were all looking for-

* ward to* living in a world where men were

genfsoug^peace- loving and do- operative in their

actions. Hut what do we actually find two years

* afte* the armistice is concluded ? The world is a

vasfc storehouse of gunpowder now, which might

explode at any moment. The nations of the world

are divided into two groups—of the satisfied ones,

and of the dissatisfied ofies. In the former gioup

aro England, France and a few other small, un-

important. countries. The latter group is much

larger. Germany is in it, because she feels that

she has been treated in a most cruel way
,
and

she will try her utmost to become a CreuT^Power

again Then there is Russia She was on the

side of the Allies during most of the w..r, but

immediately her masse* broke the age-old chains

of (Jzardom, they began to bo treated at first with

distrust, and tjien with opu* enmity by the

democratic Allies. She has boon blockaded,

starved and attacked from within and without.

What wonder then il she is dissatisfied with the

Allies, who only protend to lot -a very nation mind

itH own internal matters in any way she likes.

Then there is the United States By a strange

irony of fate, this United States hy whoso entry

into the war tho scales were turned in the Allies
’

favour, is now a dissatisfied nation ! How did

this happen \ x\fter tho Armistice, Piesident

Wilson wont to Europe. He received in ovation

there which any Emperor at any period in history

would have envied. He had his own ideals of

the governanco of tho world and tho b» st way

securing permanent peace between nations But

be could not mateiiabz! any of them. When

dealing with praetied men, the idealist always

loses in the commonplace affairs of life. Presi-

dent Wilson, tho dreamer of dreams, was hood-

winked by Monsieur Olemenoean and Mr. Lloyd

George, both shrewd, practical, remorseless men.

He then lost his temporary reputation for great-

ness both in Europe as well as in his own country,

37

METTA. *
-

The life of President Wilson is one of the greatest

tragedies in history. *He rose in the sky like a

rocket and fell down with the rapidity of a rocket

also. •And his country which .strove for peace and

gave the League of Nations idea to the world* is
• •

nowVoiking liu^d to become the greatest naval

power in the world ! After her comes Japan,

another Power, who was on the side of the Allies

throughout^the war. But now she too has joined

tho Brotherhood of tho Discontented Nations 1

Why '( Because during the war, tho Allies were

talking continuously about the equality of all men

and nations, but now they refuse to treat Japan

aK their equal in several matters ! Despicably

small and weak countries like Australia and

Canada refuse to allow tho Japanese to settle

dowrr in thoir country. This is an insult to the

high self -respaot of Japan. She is therefore

waiting to strike at one or the other of the wes-

tern countries.

Besides the countries mentioned above, there

are many others which are smouldering with dis-

content also. There is Austria starved and de-

barred from joining Germany for no good reason.

Then there is J taly seething ifch political and

economic discontent. There is Montenegro dis-

gusted, because she will be soon swallowed up by

Serbia Then thero is Greece nursing revenge

against tiie Allies for their bad treatment of their

king and diheir encouragement of V^euezolos.

So fur Europe. But many Asiatic countries,

besides Japan, are also seething with discontent.

Tin y* is Turkey shorn of almost all her posses-

sions m a most cruel manner by the Allies, Then

there is Persia hating both the British as well as

the Russians, hut inctpablo of doing anything to

them on account of her helplessness. Then there

are Afghanistan, Syria, Palestine and Mesopota-

mia all anxious to shake off the* European and be

left unmolested. .

Before the war, the Inpities of nations were

more or less hidden ynaer the surface. But npw
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they have coifte up to the surface. In re-making

the map of the world according to their own inter-

ests, the Allies have sown the seeds of either one

monumental war which will devastate the wojdd
yn

more thoroughly th^n the last war did or of a

'Series of wars between various nations extending

over a number of years. The
s
Allies by their

short-sightedness and folly have arrayed against

them the forces of Pan-Teutonism, Pan-Slavism,

Pan-Mongolianism and Pan-Islayiisin. Though

not appearing very strong at present, let them

realize that really they are very powerful forces.

Pan-Anglo-Saxonism is not probable, but if it

were ever to become a fact
%
it would not be able

to stand against them. Pan-Lntinism, if it ever

becomes a fait accompli in the future would be

broken like a reed by its opponents. For the

Latin races are now decadent. They do not pos-

sess that ardour, that perseverance, that

thoroughness that the ^Teuton or the Mongolian

possess. If the German and the Japanese had

combined their forces together from the beginning

during the great war instead of being pitted

against each other, it is almost certain that the

Allies would have lost the war. The Russian and

the Mahomedan aie born soldiers as they have
f *

shown again and again in history. What hopo is

there then for England and France and the other

contented Powers to light successfully against

their enemies ?

1 he Present Position
By Mr. CHIRANJIVA

The present condition of Indian Currency ^and

Exchange can be briefly summed up in oiie

‘sentence. The legal valuo of the sovereign is

Rs. 10-0-0, the market value in India perhaps

more than Rs. 17 and the value in Foroign

Exchanges about Rs. 16. In other words the

Rupee, the standard of value in Indip, has three

different values for ' throe different purposes.

Mfb*t an anomalous sity&t oq !

The pence of the world is not possible unless

the present order of life is destroyed altogether.

You cannot expect capitalism and peace to exist

side by side. • Capitalism means exploitation of

other peoples. It manufactures too much and

when it cannot sell off what it has produced in its

own country, it forces weaker peoples to buy it at

ttye point of the bayonet. Therefore, unless

nations take to manufacturing goods sufficiont

for their own needs only, there will be constant

wars. Militarism of the modem type is only an

ally of industrialism. So unless industrialism

disappears, militarism will not disappear. It

is also absurd to talk of the Golden Age

if Labour comes into power. Labour is tho

product of industrialism. Without industri-

lism, it cannot exist. Therefore, to expect

Ljibour to kill Industrialism is ridiculous, because

it would mean its suicide. Labour pretends at

present to bo ‘ international/ but at heart, it is

strongly national. It talks of high thingR,

because it has no power to day. But will it do so

if it comes into power ? If by means of hand-

looms or by the increase of cotton mills in India,

wo become solf sufficient, will* Lancishire labour-

ers like it ? Will it not deprive them of their

means of livelihood ? And with starvation star-

ing them in the face, do you expect them to

continue to preach the doctrine of self govern-

ment for all ?

i)

of Indian Exchange
LAL AGGARWALA.

t The value and usefulness of ony currency

system lies in its stability. Continued and

frequent changes in the standard of value whether

natural or artificial, not only disturb the trade

and commerce of a country, but also may work in-

jurtice in mutual obligation of different individuals

as well as of different countries.

The Gold Exchange Standard in India before

the war wap based on the Government’s obligation
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to maintain tho fixed ratio of Is. 4 d. to the

Rupee between tho Britihh and Indian Currencies

by the unlimited oiler of Rupees for gold on one

side at the statutory ratio and tho sale of Uovnrse

Council^ at not below |h *3 ^d.ton tho other.

This the Government succeeded in doing except

for a slight break in 1907 8 until 1914. But

the exceptional conditions created by the war

have given such a blow to this
1 managed system

’

and the failure of attempts at management have

bo proved its inadequacy that a speedy and drastic

solution of tho Indian Exchange problems and the'

rehabilitation of the Indian currency on a sound

and natural basis has become an urgent necessity.

Eor the fiirft few months of the war the balance

of trade was turned against us and tho situation

was Havod by the sale of Reverse Councils. For

a breakdown in this direction the Government

was prepared, but nobody had ever furefteon the

possibilit\ ol its breakdown on the other . Soon

the diminution of imports due to the war and

the excess of our exports to the allies turned the

balance of trade way bofond in our favoui and the

huge and unexpected riso of the price of silver in

gradual stages from ?7 |d an oz to 9lid an oz due

to internal troubles m Mexico •began to iaise tho

exchange. There was no help in this direction

The demand for currency was met by increased

issues ol piper currency and the Secretary of

State began to nuso the Exchange by successive

RtttJ'UK,
•

1917from Is. -Id. to on 28th Aug.

Is. fid. Is. (id

.

12th April 1 9 ! 8

Is. lid. Is. 8d. Kith May 1919

Is. 8d. Is. 10(1. 12th Aug. 1 9 1

9

Is. lOd. 2s. loth Sept. 1919

2s. 2s. 2d. 2 2nd Nov. 1919

2s. 2d, 2s. 4d. 12th Dec. .1919

It went up later evon to 2s. lOd.
^

Here comes tho Babington Smith Committees

Report that recommended the permanent fixation

of the Exchange value of the Rupee at 2s, and the

linking of the Rupee on to gold rather than to the

depreciated pound sterling.

This new ratio was legalised by the Indian

Currency Amendment Act in June 1920—six

months after the appearance of the Report. In

the meanwhile tho Secretary of State offered to

sell gold in order to bring down its value. But it

proved a hopeless attempt. Though the act has

been passed and the new ratio legalised, the Ex-

change has not been stabilized.

The value of silver now began to fall and to

make up the Exchange, the Indian Government
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began to sell Reverse Councils even though the

balanco of trade was in our favour. This led to

the export of our Hoajing capital to England and

invoked a good deal of criticism from Indian

circles. The balance of trade begt*n to turn

against India and the Exchange continued to fall.

The Indian Government had after all toconfc^
its ityafnlity to maintain Exchange ahd has given

up the sale of Inverse Councils This is nothing

but R,coufosRioii of failure on the part of the

Government to maintain Exchange at the legal

ratio oi to maintain tlie Gold Exchange Standard,

but alas f tifis confession came too lato.

The present situation is almost chaotic. The

Exchange still continues to fall and has gone down

to Is. :td aiwl our importers have refused to take

delivery of the consignments. ' The whole trade

is almost at a standstill.

Various deputations have waited upon His

Excellency Lord Reading and questions have been

asked lrorn Mr. Montagu m tho House of

Common*. They still seem to be hopeful and

attribute the trouble tn a general disturbance of

Exchanges all the world ovyi lather than to any

action on the part of tho Indian Government.

Said Mr Montagu -‘‘Thu adverso balance of

Indian Trades for the first seven months of the

current financial >ear was mainly due to the

curtailment of Indian exports in war times, res-

triction on the expoi t of food grains owing to

shortage m India and reduction of the buying

power cn European eountiies owing to deprecia-

tion Of i hen cunencios. 1 do raft think that the

reconsideration of the Majority Report of the

Indian Guuoncy Committee i$> necessary.

”

The Secretary of State still hopes that, when

the European countries regain their pre war pro-

duction c»picities and icesttibJish their currency

systems on a sound footing (Heaven knows

when ?) t-he Indian Exchange will of itself become

stable at 2s. Whether the raising of the Exchange

has affected the export trade or not (and 1 believe

it has com idrrabh
)
the Exchange may not revert

to and bo maintained at 2s. by artificial manage-

ment. H is difficult to fundee what trend the

events take. Yet, in Hpito of its .hopeless failure,

the Government of India seems to be wedded to

the Gold Exchange Standard. Bo long as this

pqlicy of control is not given up a^4 the real

genuine gold standard introduced, a satisfactory

solution of the Indian currency problem may be

impossible.



SIR ASHUIOSH MllKERJEA*
Birth and Family History

S
IR Ashutosh Mukerjda was born on the

2gth June 1864 in Bhawanipur, then

a shburb and not as now an integral

part of Calcutta'. His father, Dr. Ganga
'Prasad MiAerjea, was an eminent me/dical

practitioner, who had settled in Bhawa-
nipur for his professional work. He. took

his M. B. Degree from the Calcutta

Medical College. It was open to him to enter

government service after the general fashion

of his time, but being a man of independence,

he preferred to face the struggles of a private

practitioner, a decision which, in -those days,

needed no small courage,, for the hostile rival-

ry of the physicians of the old Kavira/ school

Was a factor to be reckoned with. Dr. Ganga
Prasad was a man of culture and vigorous

personality. He carried about him a stimu-

lating and healthful influence. The great

shock of his life came when his only pther

son died while yet o young after a brilliant

academical career. He tried to solace him-

self by founding a prize'in the university to

Stimulate the study of philosophy, the sub-

ject for which his son had shown special

talent. But this brought no lasting consola-

tion. Sir Ashutosh nursed his father with

great tenderness, but his grief was incurable:

and he succumbed to the shock in the 'year

1 889. Sir Ashutosh owed a good deal

of his mental peculiarities and gifts to

the educative influence of his father during

the formative days of his youth, though

nature had also endowed him with, talents of

a very high order.

School Days

When young Ashutosh joined the South
Suburban School in his fourteenth year, Tie

had laid deep the foundation of his educa-

tion. In addition to the general knowledge
he had attained, he had developed a distinct

bent for mathematics. The note books in

which he bad worked many of hi$ geometri-

cal solutions are*, t<£ this day, preserved and
form interesting evidenpe of the studies and

* Condensed considerably from a sketch prepared
for the Biographies of Emm^nt Indians Series. Price

Annai Four. G. A, Natesan &tCo„ Madras.

inclinations of his boyhood. It is said that,

in the course of his studies as a boy in tht

Suburban School* he discovered certain

errors and inaccuracies .in Barnard ‘Smith’s

Arithmetic. With thorough confidence in

himself, lie wrote about these errors to the

publishers, and the author made a handsome
acknowledgement of the mistakes and sent

f

him a collection of books including the com-

plete works of Shakespeare, as a present.

Among the teachers of his boyhood was, it is

interesting to note, Pandit Shivnath Shastri,

one of the most earnest men and profound

scholars of his generation. Young Ashutosh

continued in the school till 1879, in which

ye ar 1* passed the entrance examination,

standing second in the university which, in

those years, comprised the' whole of Northern

India.

At College
It was in 1880 that Sir Ashutosh joined

the Presidency
^
College. He applied him-

self to his studies with £nat diligence

and, being a hoy of superb endowments,

was able, while yet in the junior classes, to

master the courses prescribed for the higher

examinations. ..Mathematics was his special

subject and with the assistance of Professor

Booth, he achieved in it, as early as his second

year in college, an exceptional measure of

excellence. He appeared for the B. A.

examination in January 1884, and stood

first in the University. But in the

midsi of his activities, he was contributing

solutions of difficult mathematical problems

to the journals in England. His graduation

gave him a little more freedom to carry on

this work and he contributed more frequent-

ly than before His solutions very soon

attracted the attention of the learned and he

was elected ere yet he had left college, to the

fellowship of the London Mathematical

Society, the Royal Astronomical Society and

the Royal Society.

He continued his studies in Mathematics for

the M. A. degree. He won the first place

again in 1885 and stood for the Premchand

Roychand scholarship which was to be

awarded in the succeeding year for proficiency

in science. The contest was a keen one, but
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Ashutosh won the prize of Rs. 8,000 and the

gold medal. The following week, lie sat for

the M. A. degree in physical science, in

which, to his surprise, he. was put in the;

second class.

Choice op Profession-Law
Auhutosh joined the Law Classes of

the City College after he took the U. A. drgrcc,

and in 1888, he took his B. L. degu e and

was enrolled in the same year. Among his

lecturers, it is o£ interest to not ', was Lord,

then Mr. Sinha, still an unknown nu mber of

the bar. Ashutosh attended, during these

years, the Tagore lectures on law and carried

away for three successive years the gold med-

als awarded for proficiency in the subjects of

their lectures. The chief ev<At
#

of these

days is that he became an articled clerk under

Sir Rash Bchari Chose, who w;u just then

rising into fame. Dr. Ganga Prasad was the

medical adviser* and friend of Sir Rash -Behan

Gho.se and th*s ciirumstnnn (Apia ms the inte-

rest the letter evinced 411 the welfare of (lie

young man. The contact which the young

student of law had with the masiei mind of

Bengal was bound to be invaluable. When
Sir Rash Bchari brought out the s< corn!

edition of his classical work on the Law
of Mortgages^ he was considerably assisted

by his articled clerk and the great jurist

acknowledged it in his preface to •the

book. Sir Ashutosh did not, any more

than his master, find the profession of law a

bed of roses. It exacted the mo*t assiduous

toil which, however, Sir Ashutosh ungrudging-

ly offered at its altar. But tlfe struggle Was

hard. It was not until he passed the Honours

in Law and got the Doctor's degree that he

obtained anything like a firm footing; but

after this, he rose quickly to a position (51 pro-^

minence. In 1904, he was elevated to the

Bench and during the ten years since 1894,

he had come to the forefront of his profession.

He delivered a course of lectures on the Law
of Perpetuities in British India which, though

not very well known, are pronounced by

competent critics to be brilliant and fascinat-

ing studies in an important branch of Law.
During the time lie was a lawyer, Sir Ashutosh

had articled clerks in his turn and two of

these, Sir Nalini Rajan Chattcrjea and Sir

Charu Chander Ghosc, have, like' himself,

risen to the position of judges of the High
Court.

. As Lawyeij and Judue.
Sir Ashulosh’s eminence as a jurist4iasbem

due to his intense erudition Tind wide outlook.

He does riot belong to the .class of. lawyers

• who score their triumph by readiness in retort,

r< soupvfuliiess* cleverness in cross-examining

and jedijetive < loquenee. He belongs to the

class of Sir Rash Bchari whose and Sir V.

Bhashyam Aiyangar. A shrewd observer des-

cribes the class m these Words.
The* mental powers that this class of lawyers

attempts to cultivate are different from those others
which have such a fascination for the other set. They
have not only a working knowledge of law but they
have drunk deep at the fountain head of those fertiliz-

ing streams whicli have united to budding up the

noble fabric of English jurisprudence, which is now
,

suiting itself to the local requirements of the United
States and Canada, m the Now World, and of the

Indian Empire and of the African and South Sea
Colonies. They are not satisfied with learning

the contents of particular sections ol statute law

simply as thev stand, hat they take it to pieces,

analyze the component parts thereol and trace the

history of each part t,o its early sources marking at

each step the development, of ideas that clustered

round the early conceptions in the course of ages and
fix the whole tiling in their minds as a living and
growing organism. The study is a most fascinating

one and although one might have to wait for a consi-

derable number of years E’tyro the reward comos to

him there could ho no doul>t # that oome it will, and
that in a most ample measure. It is this class oflaw-
yers who, when raised to the bench, are not content
with delivering those dry uninteresting and matter-of-

fact judgments which, although binding botween the

partios, are treated by those not bound by them with
lmt scant consideration. It is this class of lawyers to

which belonged Sir liarnes Peacock, Sir Raymond *

WeSt, Mr Justice IIollSway among the Europeans
and Mr. Justice Dwarka Nr.tn Mitfccr, Mr. Justice

Mahmoud, Mr. Justice Tubing. and Mr. Justice

Muthuswarai Iyer amongst that generation that saw
the establishment of the High Courts under the Royal
Charter in the Presidency towns.

Sir Ashutosh’s judgments are* striking

examples of his profound legal learning. As

a judge he has been uniformly courteous

to the lawyers and few people have been

considered brighter ornaments to the court

they presided over, £ir Ashutosh acted as

Chief justice from January to March in 1920.

. Politics.

Sir Ashutosh ta's not so far thrown himself

heart and soul the politics of his country.
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To call him a politician would hr inaccurate.

Education has claimed most of his time

and his position as judge hlfis denied him

the full freedom of utterance. One thing,

however, is certain—that in steadiness of

independence and consciousness and pride' qf

power, there is ‘none to excel him. He is <

eminently- proud of his culture arrtl nationa-

lity and it may be safely said that few*

Englishmen like him for it. Still, politics,

such as is known in India, has pot
t
been

among his interests. Nevertheless there have

been few Indians who entered the Legislative

Council who were more fearless advocates of

popular rights. Sir Ashutosh was dected

representative of the university in the

Bengal Council in 1899 and re-elected in

igol. In 1903 hr was elected by the

Calcutta Corporation to n present it in the

Provincial Council and in the same war, he,

was elected by the Provincial Council to

represent it in the Imperial Council. Though

,

he served on the Councils? for only these short

periods, he distinguished himself by his wise

moderation and dignified criticism.

Sir Ashutosh fought his best light in the

Councils when he opposed Lord Cur/on’s

University Bill. The story of that Bill and

the wild uproar it m ated are well known.

Sir Ashutosh was ‘able by virtue of his"

detachment from general politics, to view

the measure without political bias. While he

recognised the good points in the new propo-

sals, his opposition to them Was vehement

and powerful, though
1

like that of „ his

colleague, Gokhale, unsuccessful. He spoke

the plain truth when he said, “ I cannot agree

With these unfriendly critics who maintain

that the Universities have failed in the objects •

which they have in view, namely, in the

Words of the great despatch of 1834—‘the

diffusion of the improvements, science, philo-

sophy and literature of Europe, in short, of

European knowledge —and I cannot “ but

point out that in so/ne quarters at least,

the Universities are .disliked and cried

down, because there is really a dislike of

the culture which educated Indians have

attained.”
r

I

Vice-Chancellor.
Sir Ashutosh \s exceptional gifts were not

called forth by law or politics but by the

,
University of Calcutta. Here he showed
his administrative powers, his capacity Ifor

untiring labour, his patriotism, his zeal for

reform, his idealism. The period of his Vice-

chancellorship which dates from I9O6 to

J 91 4, c has marked an era of steady and
continuous advancement and it is not an
overstateme nt to say that the history of the

Calcutta University is more than half Sir

Ashutosh ’s biography. If he gave the

University so much of hi*> genius and leader-

ship, he also gave it ungrudging labour.

During the vacations of the High Court, it

was no imfisual sight to sec* hnn working
hard at the Senate House from eleven in the

morning to eight at night, “ toiling ”, as Sir

P. C. Ray says, “ like a Hercules and putting

his shoulders to the wheels 6f the daborate

machinery.” Sir Ashutosh said of himself in

Words sadder than egoistic “ To university

concerns, I have sacrificed all chances of

study and research, possibly to some extent,

the interest of family and friends and
certainly, I regret to say, a good part of my
strength and vitality/’

It would be difficult in the short space;

of this sketch, to give a detailed account

of the numerous services Sir Ashutosh has

rendered to his Alma Mater. Thanks solely

to his labours, what was merely an

examining * body has been converted into

the foremost teaching University of India.

No other Indian University has had so

many University Chairs or such eminent

professors. Sir Ashutosh has shown a re-

markable gift for discovering talent. The

„ great impetus given to post-graduate study

and research was due entirely to h'is unceas-

ing endeavours. Sir P. C. Ray says

:

After all. Calcutta is the only place where you
have got something like an intellectual atmosphere,
and a variety of fortuitous causes have conspired to

bring iC about. I am not blind to the numerous
'defects of my own university, but this much I may be

permitted to add that, thunks to the genius and
organising capacity of Sir Ashutosh Mukherji,a band,

I had almost said, a galaxy of talents and resear-

chers, have been mobilised in the service of the

university such as has never been witnessed in the
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intellectual history of India, unless we go back to the

days of Vikramaditya of Ujjain and of Nalanda and

Taksila.

The revival of thc
#
Vernacular in Bengal

owes a great deal to Sir Ashutosh’s cndca-"

vours to give it its proper place in the

University.

It is also due to Sir Ashutosh’s efforts

that the university has been able to .secure 1

munificicnt donations for the advance incot of

knowledge. Themagnificient buildings which

the university now possesses, tin 1 splendid

libraries^ hosti'ls and institutes of science, not

to speak of the numerous chaiis, have all been

thi i outcome of Sir Ashutosh’s unflagging zeal.

One has only to read Sir Ashutosh’s Con-

vocation Addresses delivered year .after year,

to feel the throb of his passion for reform and

service. All the progress of the year and all

the obstacles and losses are traced in clear

and lucid language. All the defects in educa-

tion arc can f»llv consideied and ciiticised.

Appeals aqr made more* and more for funds,

and the criticism of unfriendly critics is

answered. One also sees in these addresses

the work he pill in as executive head of the

Senate year after year. His educational

views are given in words' breathing wisdom

and conviction*, sincerity n, throughout, the

keynoli. And every one of these addresses

contains salutary warning and advice to the

young men taking tin ir degree. Through

page after page is seen the ardent reformer,

the' man ol towering personality «to whose

tactful management the University owes so

much. *

Sir Ashutosh’s V irc-Chancellorship lasted

eight eventful years. The time when he was
called upon to guide, thi* destinies ot the

University promised nothing but toil and
trouble. As be says himself

—“the task was
one to make the most courageuos and ambiti-

ous aspirant to the dignity ot Vice-chancellor-

ship pause and consider”. 4 ‘But” he tells us,

“I was sanguine at the time. I appreciated

the honour of the call to the helm of affairs
"

at so critical a period, and it had always been

my ambition to be allowed to do something

—

something great as I flattered myself in my

youthful dreams—for the good and the glory

of my Alma Mater”. Sir Ashutosh has every

reason to congratulate himself on the success

of his Vice-Chancellorship.

• Sir Ashutosh is the,, most powerful figure

ip the university. Some in admiration*, ofhers

• in envy, call him the da *fac£o monarch of the

realm. Chancellors and Vice*Chancellors may
•come and go, but Sir Ashutosh 's personality is

the constant and all-powerful factor.

^o(*ial and Religious Views *

There is a very curious misapprehension

among considerable numbers of Indians that

Sir Ashutosh is a hide-bound conservative.

His persistent adherence to Indian dress and
to the orthodox Hindu methods of living, as

will as the fact that he performs jnijahs in the

old Brahmin style seem to have* contributed to

this belief.

He did not go to Europe for his studies, not

'because he had any objection to crossing the
44
black waters”, but because he was loth to

displease his parents. Sir Ashutosh is not a

social rebel, but he docs not strike a student

of his life as a conservative either. He allow-

ed his widowed daughter to remirrv and his

son has been to Europe for his studies. We
have further his own clear public utterances

•which throw some light* on his social and
religious views. We shall quote a few pass-

ages from which it will he seen that Sir Ashu-
tosh reverences the) time spirit and the spirit

of progress and condemns the policy of isola-

tion and stagnation, fmothcr words, of suicide.

Speaking at the first Convocation of the

Mysore University, he said:

—

Wo cannot afford to stand still; wo must move
Sr bo overwhelmed

;
wo cannot waste precious

time and strength in defence of theories and
systems which, however valuable in their days,
have been swept away by the irresistible ava-
lancho of world-wido changes. We can live

neither in nor by the defeated past
; and if we would

live in the conquering future, we must dedicate our
whole strength to shape its course, and our will to
discharge its duties. The most preying question of
the hour for the people ot

#
every race is, not what

they have been hitherto, but what they shall deter-
mine to be heretofore $ not what their fathers were,
but what their children jshall be. The past is of value,

only in so far as it illuimnatos ftie present, the present
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ia of value only in ao far as it guides us to shape the

future. Let ue then raise an emphatic protest

against all suioidal policy of isolation and stagna-

tion."
1

. . Non-Co-operation

With such catholic views it is no wonder

that • Sir Ashutajsh resisted the educational

boycott preached by
,

Mr. Gandhi and the •

Non-Co 'operator^, since the beginning of this

year (I q2 i.) Sir Ashutosh has, for a decade'

and more, been the life and soul of the

Calcutta University and when he, saw the

youth of Bengal led away by the passing

frenzy of Non-Co-operation, he. stood by his

Alma Mater with redoubled faith and courage.

Conclusion.,

Sir Ashutosh Mukerjea is now fifty-seven

years of age. He is still a Justice of the High

Court. A man of his rank and station has

many calls on his time, and his love of study,

and his numerous public interests keep him

fully occupied. He has again become,

Vice-Chancellor of the' University. But,

whatevei his official work might be, his life

is bound to be a strenuous one for many years

to come.

In build, Sir Ashutosh is flabby rather than

muscular, but he keeps excellent health and

has displayed an inexhaustible store of energy.

It is a regular custorti with him to take a,

brisk walk every morning across the Calcutta

Maidan.

His house on the Russa Road is a plain

edifice and very simply furnished. Sir Ashu-

tosh is found in no magnificent drawing room

but in a small study crowded with books and

papers.

He is generally seen in his house wearing his,

dhoti in'right orthodox fashion. Viceroys and

Governors may call on him, but he does not

trouble to disturb his comfortable neglige.

Numerous stories arc told of the misappre-

hensions which this method of living has caused

in his visitors. Jt is a sign of his independent

spirit that regardless of convention and the

slavish tendency to dress because a European

and not an Indian, is expecthd, he adheres to

the old Indian way which w after all so emi-

nently suited to the climate of the country.

Independence is indeed the strongest point of

Sir Ashutosh ’s character. His whole look is

aggressive, autocratic and dominating. The
' impression of a powerful personality is com-
pleted by his thick, shaggy eyebrows and his

strong, broad forehead. Every lineament

of his powerful and intellectual face suggests

high birth, culture and refinement. But a

bull-dog expression predominates. Still, few
are more tactful. Competent critics call him
a statesman. It is part of title general trag-

edy of life in India that men of Sir Ashutosh’s

gifts and acquirements should rise no higher

than a Judgship or a Vice-Chancellorship of

a University. These offices are high and
rcifuire sup rior powers of intellect and
personality', but are these nil, the reward of

endowments so superb ? A free country
would have told even a more inspiring story

of Sir Ashutosh’s life. Politics have' not en-

chanted Sir Ashutosh. Yet nobod v can deny
that his life has been inspired by high ideals.

Sir Ashutosh, we are ’told, was charmed by
two beautiful lines of an English poem

:

To draw new furrows beneath the healthy

morn
And plant the great Hereafter in the Now.
These lines convey the purpose, no less

than the accomplishment of his great life.

$
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mHE United States of America is perhaps the

£ , first country that is successful in creating

a popular will for temperance. The States,

one after another, have all enacted legal prohi-

bition for liquors.

The temperance movement in America is

actively supported by the state and the people

alike. The various temperance societies there

have done and are still doing splendid work. As

a result we find that arrests for drunkenness and

its allied evils have considerably decreased.

Mr. W. B. Wheeler, writing in fche Current

Opinion
,
says .

—

Drunkonness in former wet territories has decreased

00 per cent; for all oflencos about 40 percent. Boston
is a fair illustration. «Tn 1919 total arrests 81,593 ; in

1920, 47,395 There were 5,287 fewer total arrests for

1920 in llostou thar# for drunkenness alone in 1919.

’Mails, alcoholic wards in hospitals, inebriate asy-

lums and wofkhousos are gradually closing their

doors or are abandoning a largo part of their

institutions (or lack of inmates. The State Farm in

Massachusetts decreased in its population 44 per cent

this year. Arrests for truancy, delinquencies and
neglected children are declining rapidly. The Boston
Police Department reported a decrease for delinquency
of 1,003 in 1920 or 2^ per cent."

Ho goes on further to state that “ Deaths from

suicide, alcoholism and accidents have decreased

about. 00 per cent. Application for admission to

insane asylums have diminished so rapidly that

an expert recently declared that, if t.herfi was no

other beneficial result, this alone vgmld justify

the effort and expenses to secure protection. Tho

necessities and some of the comforts of life are

being supplied in multiplied thousands of homes

heretofore in need. The home is having a chance

to show its superiority as' a substitute for the

saloon. Mr. Wheeler has also written to say

that the church and other agencies of human up-

lift have been relieved of much of the wreckage

caused by liquor heretofore left on their doorsteps

for care.

When such are the results arrived at, it may be

interesting to observe the various methods, the tem-
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perance soc ieties in general and those in the United

^States in particular, have adopted for the creation

of u'public opinion in favour of temperance. One

of the most popular ways of fcfre propaganda work

is to issue cayds and leaflets embodying therein

in short simple words the effects of liquor on the

mind and body not only of the persons guilty but

of their issue** as well. And they are put in g,

most impressive and attractive way, using a

variety of types and colours.

Wa wiH illustrate a few. One placard states in

bo*ld letters : Using drink is liko putting sand

into the bearings of an engine.” The following

groups are made in a classified form.

A

The effect of liquor on death rate and general

ho&lth is made known by means of declaration of

the following facts through cards etc :

—

( r/) More men died of alcoholism than from typhoid
fever or smallpox in nine years in U. S A. Alcohol
carried ofT fifteen times as many as smallpox. U. 8.

Mortality Heport 1900-1908.

(ft) Drink is tho cause of not less 65,897 deaths
every year in TT. 8. A. Drinkers had «i heavier death
rate than abstainers.— Statistics based an Phelps'

fish mate. 191 1. •

ir) 70 abstainers died out of i00 deaths expected ;

90 drinkers died out of 100 deaths expected.—Statis-

tics. V.K. Temp. Inst., 1866-1905.

(it) Death rates m pneumonia increases with alco-

holic habits and drinkers are more liablo to catch

pneumonia.
(<•) Drink increases danger from sunstroke. In 1896

there were 465 cases -of swqptroke, of which drinkers

furnished 80 per cent. And of 70 deaths from sun-
stroke the same year drinkers furnished 90 per cent

ot the deaths

—

8. Weather Renen\ 1896.

(0 Alcoholism must he considered the most active

co-operator of the deadly germ of tuberculosis, -

Kifapf . Tuberculosis
,
1908. And in one card we find

\he following truth is boldly expressed . “In the tug
of war between life and death, drink pulls on the
graveyard end.”

B

How drink on the part of parents affects their

issues is made known to the common people by

the following declarations ;

—

*

(a) Defective children increased with alcoholization

of fafhers—Bunge.: (iraphtsche. . Alkohulfrege
,

1907.

(b ) Deaths, defects atnfdw a rfings to tho young are

to a great extent due to* alcoholized parents.
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(c) For childred s misery parents’ drink is to blame
in at least 3 oases out of 4.

—

Statistics Chicago Juv.

Protection Assn., 1910.

(d) Wine-drinking fathers’ children (and also wine

drinking children) did poorer school work than abs-

tainers'.

—

Records of 3,999 pupils in Brussic, Italy

.

(e) Alooholic dogs had more feeble and defective

puppies—Hodge: Physidt. . . Liq . Problem

,

1903/

(f) 'Drinkers’ children developed more slowly. .

Facts tend to sHow the retarding influence upon the

children by the consumption of alcohol ^y the parents

—International (long' ess vs. Alcoholism ,
1909.

(p) Deaths of babies increased as mothers became
more alcoholized—Sullivan, Alcoholism

,
1900.

{h) Drink burdens childhood ;
of the amount given

for relief of neglected or destitute children nearly half

goes to care for the results of drink.

(f) More alcoholization is found in parents of feeble-

minded children than in those of normal children.

Five times as many feeble-minded as normal children

had both parents alcoholic.— Investigation. . Royal
Comm, of feeble-mindsd 1908, B'fia m, England .

C

Insurance Companies are reluctant to accept

« wet” people for the reason that they die early :

and this is notified in the following ways :

(1) Drinkers die early. Death carried off in the

prime of life from two to tljree times as many drin-

kers as other insured men—Statistics Leipsic Sick

Benefit Sec., 1901.

(2) Alcohol carried off 1522 policy holders of the

Prudential Insurance Company alone in four years.

—

Statistics, . Prudential Ins. Co., 1912.

1)

That sickness lasts more in the case of drinkers

and that they are jmore liable to get disease are

brought to the notice in the following ways :

—

(1) Drinkers had more sickness than the avorage...

The reoords show that between 25 and 44 years of age

drinkers were sick on the average 27 times as often

as insured men in general.—Statistics, Sickness

Benefit Soc ., Leipsic 1910,

,

(2) Drinkers’ sickness lasted about 23 times as long

as that of the average insured man. Ibid 1900.

(3) Drinkers’ recovery from wounds is often hin-

dered by alcohol ; Ibid., 1910.

E

Drinkers are liable to some special diseases and

this is notified.

“Chronic drinkers can easily get heart disease,

hob-nailed liver, fetty derangement of liver, inflamma-

tion of stomach, Pneumonia and Tuberculosis.

A card writds :

—

41
In one way or another most of the organs and

tissues of the body may beoome the seat of morbid

changes chargeable to the bofsonous action of alco-

hoir—Wn. Welch. U. D.

Alcohol impairs physical strength and mental
qualities . This fact is declared in various ways :

—

1. Alcohol impairs precision of measurement by
the eyes

—

Experiments by W. Rezs, 1895, Physiological
aspect of liv. problem , 1903. „

*

2. Moderate drinking renders worker’s efficiency,
“ Losses caused by alcohol tend to increase as time
goes on. The notion that moderate drink helps an
artisan in his daily work is false.”

—

Prof. M. A. and
Dr. A. S. Rosanoff.

3. Drink impairs scholarship—Investigations by E.
Bayr, Vienna

,
1890

4. Skill and endurance are 'impaired by alcohol.

It impairs muscle strength —Mount climbing ex -

periment by Prof. A. Duriy on Mt. Bilkencrat, 8000 ft.

5. Alcoholic liquor impaired muscle work in lifting

also. (Tests in lifting weights with fingers in

Germany, 1913.

6. Alcohol taken daily lessens the advantage of

practice and diminishes the amount of work

—

Exper.
by Dr. A . 'Smith, Univ. Heidelberg, 1895.

7. Drink impairs judgment, unsteadios nerves.

G.

The abstainer’s position is ilways advantageous,

and this is brought to tho notice in tho following

ways :

—

1. Abstainers havo less sickness and a smaller death
rate. Statistics, S. Australia

,
1890-92.

2. Abstainers had one-third less accidents m the

Rooschlingsche Iron and Steel Works, Volklingen,

Germany. Drink in,croases danger of accident,

because alcohol dulls senses and alertness in perceiv-

ing danger ; it impairs judgment df distances and thus
of danger. It impairs ability to decide quickly and
accurately how to avoid danger

;
it causes unsteadi-

ness of hand or feet. Statistics, Die Alkoholfrange,
1909.

3. The abstainer’s position is advantageous in a

championship walking match. Match held at Kiel,

Germanyv 1909 ; 59 non-abstainers and 24 abstainers

entered ;
abstainers won 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 8th and

9th places. Abstainers wod the race. Peterson, 1908.

4. Abstainers show marked superiority to non-

abstainers throughout the entire working years of

life for every class of insurance policy and for the

both sexes however tested. Statistics , U. K. Temp.
Inst., 1841-1901. (Reported 1904.)

H.

As regards assaults all will agree that the

sober man thinks before he acts
;

alcohol makes a

man net before he thinks. We find the following

convincing statistics :

Of 1115 assaults in Heidelberg (Germany) in 1900-

04, 66^ per cent, committed in saloons; the rest in

street, workshop and at home or place unknown.

Many arrests committed outside tbe saloon were also

due to drink. Statistics, Kurz : Psysol, 1905.
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The affection of the brain is a necessary evil due

to liquors. Many an insanity, many a case of

suicide will be found due to alcoholization. The

cards tell us that

:

1. At least 14,411 suicides in 10 years (1901-1910)

were traced to alcohol in the United States Phelps

Mortality of Alcohol
,
1911.

2. Do you know that one insured insane person in

every four owes his insanity to drink ? It costs $ 5*332,

307 every year to care for these alcoholic insane

pooplo in U. S A. Jtysanoff, McClures May. 1909.

J.

The last but not the least is the unhappy home

attended with divorce in the West. Some of the

cards speak of it in the following way,

1. One m every throe husbands divorce^ for cruol-
#

ty was intemperate. Alcohol is an enemy to yie home.
Marriaqe and Divorce Hep, U. S Census Bur.

1909.

2. Drink is the largest cause of unhappy homes in

Chicago.
,

Statistics from the Itocords of the Chicago Cqurt
of Domestic Relations, show that of tho total un-

happy homos drink contributed 46 per cent., immora-
lity (partly due to drink) 14 percent., diseases 12 per

cent., ill tempifr and abuse (also due to a certain

extent to drmk), 11 per cent., intomperance of parents

7 per cent., miscellaneous causes 10 per cent.

K.

And thus the enquiry committee of 50 con-

clude
. #

'* Our statistics (for U. S. A.) point to the conclu-

sion that intemperance is the one most prolific source

of the criminal condition. It causes irritability, •

weakens the judgment and self-control neoded to hold

irritability in check.”

It has beon found out and made known

through the leaflets and cards that alcohtol is not

a stimulant but a narcotic ,
and as a result a strik-

ing change is found on the physicians on

the hospital staff. Tho Massachusetts General

Hospital used to spend 46 cents, (about Rs. 1-7)

in alcoholic liquors for medicinal purposes per

patient in 188? ;
but 9 years later (1906) it spent

only 13 cents, (about 64 annas), Expense for

drugs in the same hospital fell oir 45 per cent.,

and that for liquors fell off 70 per cent. Alcohol

is going Out from the medicine chest.

Drink leads to immorality, loss of social status,

loss of self-respect : and with drink bad compan-

ions are always forthcoming
;

they all make

their own destruction which they call enjoyment,

and they all become unlit for work. They lose

employment
;
decent employers refuse them work;

friends are tired of supporting the vagabonds,

hence starvation follows. And everybody^ will

agre# with Hermann Popert •(Judge, Hamburg,

Gorman}) vvlmn he says : . # #

The result achieved by the United States of

America has opened the eyes of social workers of

other countries. The European nations are try**

ing to follow America's splendid example ;
and

had there not been the great war they would

have certainly made much more progress by this

time. Our sister country Japan has taken up

tho drink question in right earnest. The Japan

poople are following the footsteps of America,

issuing publicity cards and leaflets through tern-

porance and other societies, and encouraging re-

sults are forthcoming.”

India in also not silent. Temperance work

has been going on foj* the last 20 years or more

in difl'oront centres, and American methods

have also been introduced with some amount of

rosult. As temperance societies of all countries do

take pride in extending help to each other, India

is uoceiving considerable assistance in all possible

ways from America, England and other countries.

But the difficulty with our -country is that the

Government of the country seems not to encour-

age temperance for fear <^f loss of revenue. It

is most ludicrous on the face of the earth this

day that some of the Indian Provincial Govern-

ments have proved themselves to be opponents of

thermovement. Even a provincial governgr in

opening his Council is reported to have said :

'fhe country is invited to take to spinning wheels
the surest method of developing national industries,

and social reform by way of temperance is sought to

bo promoted by methods some of which at any rate

must come into collision with law and order, [f the

direct object of all these movements yere ameliora-
tion of the people, and not the destruction of Govern-
ment (itahcs’ours) I am confident they would appeal
to the members of this Council But I cannot
believe that you will sedk to carry out that pci cy...

by trying to create habits* of temperance by means
other than a well-considered excise policy, regulating
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the control, manufacture, possession and sale of alco-

holic liquor and intoxicating drugs.

A motive of destruction pf Government is

believed to prompt the workers to devote their

energies to temporance work. Exactly the ^ame

belief' underlies the notice served at Nagpur
r
on a

temperance worker and it begins thus :

*

Whfireas it has been made to appear* to me that a

movement has been started m Nagpur recently

ostensibly in favour of temperance but in reality

with the object of embarrassing Government by
pausing sale of liquor to drop with resultant loss of

revenue and by causing liquor contractors to avoid

taking up excise shops in future.

We know that in some places the police are

verbally instructed to convince the people of tjio

good effects of liquor ; and a Government Gazette,

B. it U Criminal Intelligence Gazette
>
January 14,

1921 ( Excise Supplement) quotes an article on

“ Valin of Wine” from the pen of a physician

(who b is not however given his name) The arti-

cle shows prominently : c
“ Many groat men of

the past were wine-drinkers—-Moses, Alexander

the Gioat, Julius Casar, Napoleon, Shakespeare,

Scott, Stephenson, Gladstone, Beaconsfield, Bis-

mark, Tennyson, to name only a few of them.”

The article opens with the following words .

In these days when the teetotal campaign is gain-

ing considerable ground and 1 Puss>footism ’ is Re-

coining an accepted creed of an increasing number of

people, it is well to point out the value of wine both

as food and as a medicinp.

It g >es on to say :

What is wanted is not teetotalism, but moderation,

for if wine bo excluded f^om the dietary of the whole

community a food of equal value will be denied us.

Toe reproduction of such a pro drink article in

a police gazette underlies a motive no doubt. Is

it the duty of the police to promote drinking

among the people ?

Fortunately for ourselves, India has taken of

late quite a new turn—which may be called a

true Indian turn—not only in respect of temper-

ance but of every other aspect of social welfare,

as well. We hear washermen of such’ and such

villago or locality assembled together in response
* jf

' to a demand tnade by a •simple selfless person,

clad in the simplest of styles and living on vege-

tables and milk,—and realised that their scrip-

tures forbid the use of wine
;

it is an irony of
«

fate that a caste* engaged in keeping clean the

outward covers (garments) of the person of a

people should pollute iu own inner body with

intoxicant liquors ? It is beneath the dignity of

such, a caste. The high idea spreads like fire

from village to villago, and the wliolo caste—and

not only a low individuals— ’take the question as

a condition of stay within the caste.

As in the case of washermen so also in almost

every other caste, which most people used to call

“ low.” Ip fact these castes have proved how

high thej intrinsically are. Marvellous results

have been achieved during the few months the

movement has come into existence.

The internal condition of India is a unique one

on the face of the world. He^e we find the com-

mon peoplo listening to higher truths of life, that

it is not wickedness but honosty by which

wickedness is to be overcome
;
and it is not false-

hood but truth by which falsehood is to be avoid-

ed. The silent endurance borne by the people in

the Panjab and crfcher similar wrongs bear testi-

mony to the superior soul forco that is within.

If the moral and religious instinct so latent

in the people is roused, or even the question of

dignity ©r prestige can be raised and taken up,

the communal life of each and every caste will

at once elevate itself to higher and higher status :

and ultimately the whole Indian community will

be free from evils which other countries have

found very difficult to eradicate under conditions

of individualistic basis of society.

The glamour of liquor is gone
;
in spite of the

preachings that such and such western great men

used to drink wine : and it may be expected that

in tLe near future the whole continent of India

will be a “ dry ” land even in the face of the

opposition received at the hands of the foreign

government,



BRIDEGROOM’S • PRICE
BY

MR. C. H. SANKARA SASTRl.

“ If you have caused ond tear the loss,”
4%Down Sorrow cheek to flow,”
“ If you have caused one smile the more,”
“ On my face to glow,”
“ Then, friends, you have not lived in vain.”

problem of the Hindu marriages is

X growing more and more intricate ovciy day

but no earnest attempt has ever beon made

to find out a satisfactory solution for it The

economic eondition of the people has lowered con-

siderably during the last two decades but the

expenditure is now on tho rise. Every Hindu

household has to confront the question of the

marriage of girls within a stipulated time but a

suitable match can only be securod, if the parents

are prepaid to spend money like water. The

grand liueago and family- ties are cast to the

winds and the smctifcy of the idea of m image is

•
*

deliberately disregarded. Caste distine'ions and

racial barriers have prevailed in India for tens of

centuries but the practice of profaning religious

customs was never perceptible before. The greed

for Bolfish ends Jias become so omnivorous that

‘everything is rupees, annas and pies’ for the

presont day man as expressed similarly by tho

holy Swami Vivekinanda in the case of

Americans. Kanyasulkams were heard of in in-

digent quarters sometime ago but Vafrasulkams

have now become the order of the both in the

indigent and the woalthy quarters. It may sound

a paradox that indigent people should resort to

Varaeulkams but the renunciation of their all or

a lifelong contract of service in some way or other

makes it possible though not always. The esta-

blished belief that Kanyasulkams were against

religious injunctions and that those who resortod

to them were sure to catch perdition put a ban

over their spread and the evil affected only the <

utmost poor suffering from pangs of hunger but

Varasulkams have to-day become a fashion, nay

an emblem of glory, to the Hindu family. Much

voioo U wasted upon hair-splitting differences

between sect and sect and theoretical propositions

nener likely to be fulfilled. Brahmins and Non-

Bnfchmins are at loggerheads for nothing ^but

, they are reckless about their inward cankerous

growth claiming a heavy toll upon their tfufral and

ecjnornic eondition. Persons vio with one another

in tho offer of dowries to imposing matches to

their daughters so that there is neck and neck

competition and the penniless are driven to the

wall in the end. This evil is not absent in any of

the important Hindu sects viz.
%
Brahmins, Vysyas

and Sudras, The scale of the current dowry

s)sbem is exhibited below and it excludes all lan-

clianaius (IVIhmu Is) including cloths, silver dishes,

vessels and etc
,

the lowest estimate of which

does not fall short of half of t.ho demanded dowry.

Brokerage of 5 per cent extra, though in excep-

tional cases.

u. P. c. . . :m to 500

s. s. L. C. . . 500 to 800

Biter. .. 800 to 1.116

B.A. Minimum 1,116

Honours and B L. V . Do. 2,000

Tho conservative section of the upper classes

have not rightly approved* the post-puberty mar-

ringes but the commercialisation of marriage

affiirs has a fortiori suspended a dead weight to

their necks. There is already an unusual struggle

for the daily bread in the majority of the popula-

tion and the minority care vory little to cater for

(lie well being of the former. The plenum of

their wealth and power blinds them to the

troubles and turmoils of the weak and the remedy

ptuposed by the celebrated poet Potarazu in a

pithy and oft-quoted verse in Srimath Bhaga-

vatam was the application of the Anjanam of

poverty. It is not to bring the rich into con*

tenpt for the pleas^uij) of doing so that the inter-

relations of the rich &nd the poor are attempted

to be described hut it is only to impress upon tho
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general reader tlie way of the world and the in-

fluence of the wealthy evon over the spiritually

connected ceremonies of the Countrymen. The

impact of western civilisation has aggravated the
,

folly and the aristocracy is on the ascendancy" in

towns.' The hal?it is imbibed by the landlovds

also in villages and the ambition of every wealthy *

| 4i

villager is to purchase a Deputy Collector s or a

Collector’s son at any cost. After all, the new-

fangled relations prove to be heterogfmeQUS and

there is a tug of war between the two. The social

reformers style themselves radicals and fly to the

summits without attempting to test the buttresses

on which the nationality stands.

Their work starts from the pulpit, not from

the hearth. Imprecations are showered upon the

ancestors for having given scope for the creeping

of deleterious ways into the conditions of life but

no constructive programme is ever put forth W?
have no quarrels with them but they are to be

cautiously guarded against.

The Oriental and Occidental liberals express

their utter disgust at the caste riddenness of the

Hinduism and rail at the orthodox in season and

out of season. Wo aBk pertinently what nation

is not cast-ridden though not in the literal sense

in which Hinduism is.

The prosperity and contented ness of the people

can therefore be said to bo satisfactory only when

the so called social reformers and the influential
n

minority turn their fertile brains in tbo lecon-

struction of the dilapidated social fabric on the

healthy lines already chalked out by the primitive

sages instead of dissipating their lives on quixotic

plans and wasteful luxuries.

Snehalata, the immaculate virgin of Bengal,

horribly victimised herself at the altar of the

baneful dowry system, proclaiming to the world at

large that the eradication of the evil forms the

foremost duty of the living. Sporadic ensrs of a

like nature have also occured here and there.

Who knows how many more, families are passi ig

series of sleepless nights with the anxiety of the

question of marrying their girls ? If the above

instances cannot move us into tears, we do not

know what will. To forget those recent happen-

ings out of sheer indifference means nothing short

of damnation. The prices of bojs would not have

gone so high hut for the machinations of the

petrifjed rich and the B A. and the M.A, degrees

of the present education. If the Hindus are not

invertebrate and have any claim for the front

ranks of civilisation they will to-day organise

themselves into small associations at convenient

centres, affiliate them to a central association and

devise an effective means of extirpating the foe

of Varasqlkaras. Social ostracism of both the

giver and tho taker will palliate the evil in the

course of one year and if it is sedulously continued

for scumo time more, it will surbly die out leaving

excellent results on the people. <That day will be

the brightest day in India in the present times,

A nation that has been the dictatory of tho high-

est spiritualism and philosophy to all tho living

nations in the world, a nation that has produced

a Chaitanya and a Paramahamsa, a nation that

has got a heavy traditional sanctity on its back

cannot brook tho calumny of a feeble social evil in

its midst. Is it not then the bounden duty of the

lawyers, the elite of the towns, the mighty land-

lords—the strength of the villages, the promising

youth—the pride of schools and colleges to con-

gregate in one common pandal and to concert

measures for the redemption of the lost glory and

for the appeasement of millions of burning hearts.

Is this mattter to be pooh-poohed ? Ponder well

and decide for yourself if the life is worth living

when your brothers and sisters are repining day

by day with the chronic anxiety of their girl’s

marriage ? Remember that boys and girls are not

bulls And cows for disposal in marketing centres.

There is no philosophy higher than the one

that induces you to wipe off* your sister’s tears

and c.ilm your brothers’ distress.
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I
NDIAN art is not a* thing, merely by itself.

. It. is one of the several manifestations which

ri present, in all consummation, the spiritual

life of the Indians. To appreciate the true natuie

of Indian art presupposes always a sound compre-

hension of the origin of all true art and that of

Indian art in particular. Human mind takfls an

inward delight in reflecting itself upon nature ahd

its processes and it Is the idealised forms of the

issues of such a mental operation that have given

rise to all productions of art. Man, an observer

of nature, has discovered certain unities or simila-

rities between himself and the outer world but

not being content with a mere shadow of resem-

blance, he succeeded in finding out hifl own sinii®

larities magnified in scale or modifiod Inform in

natuie. He proceeded still furthor and from a

consideration that all vibration signified a true

sign of life,*he believed, that throughout in naturo,

there was no want of life, and nature, as a wholo,

was living more <jr less. So rightly he regirded

nature as a g^eat store house of life and enorgy,

from which have radiated the particular so-called

living beings and consequently was justified in

calling nature as the true mother or father. This

was the origin of the personification of nature or

in other word-, of seeing nature in a personal

form. When, i hqs, the relation between Nature

and M in was once established and understood, all

the attributes, as well as the functions of man
*

a •

c mimenced to bo seen through Nature though in

an idealistic form, There was, however, another

process at work : the process of abstraction or

generalisation which gradually created a .woild in

itself. Abstraction of qualities resulted in re-

vealing certain universal phases of nature Any
comprehension of ono of them was practically not

possible without a recollection or representation of

object that it always inhered. Thus the need of

objectifying the human as well as the natural phase

was folt and immediately we find artists wore born

for attaining this purpose.

Artists of all ages have perceived in Nature and

Man certain immutable universal types or phases

to which they gave faithful representation and
ablest expression whether in the art of poetry or

of painting or of sculpture. All ideas, it may be

maintained, are abstractions either of qualities or

of forms. And ideas have been found to be the

guidiDg factors of all art. Let us now take an

example of what we have so far essayed to gener-
ally, explain. It is well known that with the
Greek artists the idea of the beautiful was practi-

cally every thing. And thus «they eminently
4»uccccdod in bringing out that idea in their best

sculptures. Similarly, the idea, thouglf *of no
single attitude but, of fierceness, mildness, beauty,

magnificence, meditfativeness and so on played a

great part iij the minds of the Indian artists.

this connexion, it would be just relevant to say
that there existed a fundamental distinction

between the Greek life and the Indian life. For
their own sake, the bodily culture and the im-
provement of its for;m engaged the sole attention

of tho Greeks whereas, contrarily, the Indian life

of old ages and probably of to-day has been mani-
festly characterised by a contemplative side of tho

human mind. Thus, it is only too natural to

discern in the works and designs of the Indian

artists a faithful representation of their living

ideal-’ of the mind.

It is not infrequently maintained that the

sculptors of ancient India were fettered to a

great degree to enjoy any latitude, to move freely

in their ait and thus tho productions, which they
have loft, utterly lacked that, free play of art, that

unrestrained air of life and harmony which it is

alwa\ s tho guarantee of success to bo looked for

by ad connoisseurs of art. We, however, naively

dissent from such a view. *Wo are rather dis-

posed to hold that the Indian literature, parti-

culailv, the religious, beys clear proof to show
that not only were the artists dircctod to express

in art certain symbolical representations of the

natuie of a particular ^od or goddess but to

show, through thoir chisel- work, extremely subtle

poses of the image, to show unmistakably the

various moods either grim or mild or meditative

or grave or some other kind in which the deities

were to appear before the worshipper. This pre-

sumably led to the* psychological foundation of

the Indian art. Tho Indian artists must, of

necessity, have studied the general conduct of the

human mind, the outward expressions, the subtler

bodily changes, either sustained, retarded or tem-
porary being the results of the strong dictates of

• the mind in action and particularly laid bare the

remotest corners of the Indian mind as
#
they were

called upon by their art to perform that solemn,

yet the nfost fascinating, duty of life. It may be
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questioned, however, legitimately
(

to the triumph

of the Indian artist whether a greater number of

expressive postures, not only of the face but of

the whole body throughout, could have been only

possible for any artist to exhibit in any region of

the world. Apart from the multiplicity of hands

in the case of Indian deities often sarcastically

styled by some superficial European critics rs

“ Monot^ous outgrowths fib for imputation
***

without for a moment defying their prejudiced

mind to go deep into the intended significance of

this unusualness; the lasting appeal which the

Ibdian sculptures make to the minds' of the

greatest critics can nevor be over-estimated be-

yond all chances of misconception. Just an

attentive look at an Indian image of old i.s suffi-

cient to impress upon the mind of the observer

that a distinct, perfect, clearly set out mood was

intendel by the artist for the image to carry

through its physical outline, “ waves ” and other

artistic schemes and devices.

There is still a deoper meaning conveyed by the

productions of the Indian artists—a meaning which

they so eagerly made it their aim to express in

the works of their art.
K Once more it may be

said that the Indian images used to be wrought

and fashioned for tho purposes of worship. And
in order that tho worshipper might, without much
effort, meditate upon them, might think that his

dearest, his Saviour, his master, his object of

reverence has cmno before his eyes, might forgot

his own individual identity and identify his own

self with the image .of God, tho artists of Ind a

have tried their fullest to render tho images as

impressive and imposing as could be possible in

a sculptural art. They believed with the devotee

that 4God comes near the worshipper if the images

were made fine

11 ayasi r$a-pancaraira

Another consideration of no less momentous-

ness was in the mind of the Indian artists as, it

was in the minds of the Rshia In nearly all the

phases of Indian art the Rasa (or
1 impassioned

feeling ’) has played a very prominent role. Tho

Indian belief is that the supreme being is Rasa'

Svarupa or as, on other occasion, has been said

Raso Vai Sah. (He himself is the impassioned

feeling*) Thutf, the merit of a piece of Indian art

should, doubles®, be judged by the degree of Rasa

(or impassioned feeling) it evokes in the mind of a

spectator, or a worshipper.* The minds and in-

clinations of all people are not the same nor are

the states of temperament fixed all the time.

They ever vary with individuals and with times

and circumstances. Hence we find a number of

different Rasas which the artists practised to dwell

upon in their dry Rtones and metals. These Rasas

were the essentials by which they exerted a psy-

chological influence upon the minds of the devotee.

The Rasas being the very core of a poem or a

drama as well, have been, thus, enumerated as

nine, in number :

—

(
u Love, laughter, pain (sorrow), rage, anima-

tion,fear repugnance, wonder—these are nine feel-

ings enumerated in a drama, ”)

Tho images were so wrought by the Indian

artist as tc manifest one or more of these Rasas

by their
r
pose and appearance. The artists be-

lieved that, when the mind feeling and tempera-

ment of a dovotee would come in an identical line

with those of the worshipped, the realisation of

one's prayer could only then be expected. Thus,

they furnished various images onpleasing not one

but a variety of Rasaa just according to the needs

of the worshipper. Nor should we carelessly err

in assuming that an image convoys one single

feeling in its pose. As in a man. so in an image

may be discernible a mixed feeling the result of

an inter action of multiple feelings, either of the

similar t} pe or even of opposing types. As for

illustration the expression of love and sublimity

is regularly to be noticed in tho images of tiara -

Ganri or Lakshui- Norayana, more particularly in

the Ananta Sayya group. The feeling of laughter

hut without repugnance or sarcasm many easily

be excited in us as we look at the pot-bellied

image of G.inesa dancing with his elephant nose

or of Kuberi., the god of wealth, whoso prototype

is the modern corpulent Buniya of our bazaar.

The mood of anger together with the sympathetic

protection (
Varabhaya) has been emphatically ex-

pressed in most of the Tantrik images which, as a

rule, represent the energic principles of the

universe. In them more vividly than in others

may be witnessed a mingled feeling of fear, wrath,

repugnance, wonder and sportiveness. Indeed, it

ought to be both plainly and presumptively be said

that, without a trained eye in this direction, it is

as impossible to appreciate the remarkable success

attained by the Indian artists as it is to estimate

rightly all the standing monuments of the ancient

Indian culture.
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Introduction,

I
N one of his poems Sir William Jones

said :

—

Give me (thus my high prule I raise)

The ploughman’s or the gardonor’s praiso,

With patient and unceasing toil •

To meliorate a stubborn soil •

And say (no highe^ uood \ ask),

With zeal hast thou perform’d thy task.’

\Ve cannot introduce* such a worker of

such strenuous sclf-di dicatrdness better than

with such words of his own, because his zeal

for work was remarkable, his search for vir-

gin soil was rewarded, his tillage* ef it wa»
scientific and thorough, his love for* it was

deep and true, and his harvtst was golden

and abundant and valuable to all men and

for all tim<\ It is.tlirough men of his type

and timpenimeni that the true spirit of fra -

temits between * the* West and the East

will be born.* It is through the co-operative

work of .-cholars and scientists and artists

and philosophy » ^ and humanitarians that the

bridge of fiiendslnp can be thrown across the

gulf of scpaiation in spirit. Statesmen may
proclaim the need of Mich kinship of feeling.

Diplomat *! may proclaim that it exists already.

I Jut statesmen and diplomats and soldiers and,

civil officials can only keep up a pntched-up

outer peace of ten lent ‘asunder by the fie-

t j iic nt convulsions of inner estiangeinc nt. Sir

William Jones was one of those with* whom
Indian scholars could and did feeljLhat

We were nursed upon the self-same bill,

Ifeil the same flock by fountain, shade and rill

;

Together both, ere the high lawns appeared
Under the opening eyelids of the Morn
We drove a-field. •

. HlS Lll'li.

Sir William Jones was born in 174b. He
studied at Harrow School. In his ninth year

he fractured his thigh-bone and was confined

to his bed for a year. It was during this tjmc

that he studied the best English poets. He
had an extraordinary memory. On one occa-

sion when he and his friends proposed to act

the Tempest but had no copy at hand, he

39

wrote it for them correctly from his memory.

'He . composed a tragedv on the story of

Meleager which was acted by his school-fel-

loes. Learning was always ‘uppermost in

his mind. Dr. Bennett says that 11 gr^agt abi-

lities, great peculiarity of thinking, fondness

for writing verses and plays of various kinds,

and a degree* of integrity and manly courage^

distinguishecl him even at this period.” Dr.

Thackeray, the master of the school, said that

“ he was a boy of so active a mind, that if he

were left* naked and friendless on Salisbury

plain, he would nevertheless find the road to

fame and riches.”

He entered the University College, Ox-

ford, in the spring, t 764. Mr. Chalmers

says :
“ Oriental literature presented itself

to his mind with unusual charms, as if the

pl^n of his future life and the avenues to his

future fame had been •regularly laid down
hi fore him.”

In 17(15 he becaVne private tutor to Lord
Althorpc. In his twenty-first year he began

his commentaries on Asiatic poetry, in

imitation of Dr. Louth’s Prelections at Ox-

ford on the sacred poetry of the Hebrews.
He translated the manuscript of the Life

of*Nadir Shall brought by tnc King of Den-

mark, then 011 a visit to England. He then

resolved to study law and was admitted into

the Temple on 19th September 1770. Mr,

Chalmers says :

•

Thofe who consider the study of the law as in-

compatible with a mind devoted to the acquisition of
polite literature, and with a taste delighting in fre-

quent excursions to the regions of fancy, will be ready
to conclude that Mr. Jones would soon discover an in-

vincible repugnance to bis new pursuit. But the re-

verse was, in a great measure, the fact “ ..Ho vAis sti-

mulated by what appears to have predominated’
through li to, an hmiost ambition to rise to eminence
111 a profession which, although sometimes success-
fully followed by men of dull capacity, does not ex-
clude the most brilliant acquirements.”

In 1772 he published a volume of poems
•and two essays on Eastern poetry and on the

arts commonly called imitative.

He was called to Jhc Bar in 1774 and
tried to make himself not only the technical
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but the phildsophical lawyer.” Mr. Chal-

mers says : “ For some time he had but

little practice, but it gradually came in, and

with it a very considerable share of reputa-

tion.” In 1776 he was appointed a commis-

sioner of bankrupts. He took to the s'tudy

of Greek orator? and translated the most

useful orations of Isacus. He was elected a

Fell&to of the Royal Society in 1772. He
then published a Latin Ode to Liberty.

In 1780 he published *An Enquiry into

'the Legal Mode of Suppressing- Riots, with

a Constitutional Plan of Future Defence,

a pamphlet suggested by the dreadful riots

in London at that time. lie . tried to

prove in it “ that the common and statrte

laws of the realm then in force, give

the civil state in every country a power,

which, if it were properly understood and

continually prepared, would effectually quell

any riot or insurrection, without assistance

from the military and even without the

modern Riot Act.” Ip 1780-81 he translated

seven ancient poems of the highest reputa-

tion in Arabia. He published also an Essay

on the Law of Bailments . “His object in all

legal discussions ” says Mr. Chalmers 4t was

to advance law to the honours of a science.*’

In 1782, he took a very active part in the

societies formed to secure a more equal re-

presentation in the House of Commons. He
wrote a Dialogue behreen a Farmer and to

Country Gentleman on the Principles of

Government .

In March 1783, he was appointed a Judge

of the Supreme Court of Judicature at Fort

William, on which occasion the honour of a

knighthood was conferred on him. In April

following he married Anna Maria Shipley.

His friend, Lord Ashburton, congratulated h»im

on securing “ two of the first objects of

human pursuit, those of ambition and lefve.”

He arrived in Calcutta in September. Mr.

Chalmers says :
“ He had not been long in

his new situation before he began, with his

usual judgment, to divide his tim^ into such

regular portions, that no objects connected

with duty, or science ''should interfere.” He
formed in Calcutta a - society for .scientific

work a?nd he was appointed as its President,

He soon began the study of Sanskrit. About
the Sanskrit language he has said : “The
Sanskrit language, whatever be its antiquity,

is of a wonderful structure, more perfect

than the Greek, more copiqus than the Latin,

and more exquisitely refined than either.”

He compiled a Digest of Hindu and Maho-
medan Laws to help him in his administration

of justice. In 178c) he published his first

volQrne of the Asiatic Researches, as also a

translation of Kalidasa’s immortal play,

Sakuntala . In 1794 he published a trans-

lation of the ordinances of Manu ” who is es-

teemed by the Hindus the first of created

beings, and not only the oldest, but the holi-

est of legislators.” He said about Manu:

—

* A spirit fcf sublime devotion, of benevolence to man-
kind, and of amiable tenderness to all sentient crea-
tures pervades the whole work ; the style of it has a
certain austere majesty, that sounds like the language
of legislation and extorts a respectful awe; the
sentiments of independence on all beings Smt God, and
the* harsh admonitions even to kings are truly

noble: and the many panagyrios (\n the Gayatri, the
mother, as it is called, o r the Veda, prove the author
to have adored not the visible material sun, but that
divine and incomparably greater light, to use the
words of the most venerable text in the Indian Scrip-

ture, which illumines all, delights all, from which all

proceed, to which all must return, and which alone
can irradiate not our visual organs merely but our
houIn and our intellects.

In 1794 he became ill of inflammation in

the liver and succumbed to that disease on

27th April 1794.

Sir William Jones, the Author, the
Judge and the Man.

Mr. Chalmers well says of him :
“ Thus

ended the life of a man who was the bright-

est example of rational ambition, and of ex-

tensive learning, virtue and excellence that

modern times have produced, a man who
must ever remain the subject of admiration,

although it can happen to the lot of few to

equal and perhaps of none to excel him.”

He was of encyclopaedic learning but as

Lord Teignmouth says

:

“ No writer perhaps ever displayed so

much learning with so little affectation of it.”

On the bench he was “ laborious, patient,

and discriminating.” In . him integrity and

courtesy and learning were admirably com-

bined. Lotd Teignmouth well refers in his
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biography to “ the exertion of his talents and

abilities, of energies well directed and use-

fully applied to the benefit of h:s country

and mankind."
*

.
* Ilia Letters.

Lord Teignmouth’s Life of Sir William

Jones is in two volumes and is as well-writ-

ten as it is just in its estimate of the great

scholar and judge. It contains many; of

|ones’s excellent letters from which we give

the following few extracts by way of illustra-

tion :
—

The life ok no man can be pronounced either happy
or miserable, virtuous or abandoned, beiore the con-

clusion of it.

Fondness for polite literature, congomal pursuits,

and conformity of sentiments are the great bonds of

intimacy amongst mankind. • •

If it ever should bo my lot to bo concerned in the

administration of alfairs, i will renounce gain and
popularity, and pursue one object, and one only, to

preserve our beautiful constitution inviolate

Lot me cv£r retain ^ place in your affection, as you
do in mine, continue to cultivate polite litenitlire,

woo the mu»es , revgrcnce philosophy , and give your
days and nights to composition, with a due regard,

however, to the preservation of your health.

If I am disappointed, philosophy remains, the bar

is open, and L shall not, I trust, want employment

,

for the harvest of litigation is always abundant.
To toll you my mind freely, I am not ol a disposi-

tion to bear the arrogance of men ot rank, to which

poets and men of letters arc so 'ften obliged to sub-

mit,

Seven hours to faw, to soothing slumber seven.

Ten to the world allot and all to heaven.

“Think how Bully shone, B

Think how Demosthenes with heavenly fire

Shook Philips throne and lightened over his

towers.

What gave them strength V Not eloquence alone,

But minds elate above each low desire. •

Sir Wieliam Jones’s Charges to the
Grand Jury.

These are replete with wise and valuable

thoughts. They cannot be dealt with in any
great detail in this sketch. But the follgw-

ing passagcs
t
may well be referred to here.

Legislative provisions have not the individual for

their object but the species ; and are not made for the

convenience of the day, but for the regulation of ages.

Justice must be administered with effect
,
or society

cannot long subsist.

The use of law as a science is to prevent mere dis-

cretionary power under the colour of equity ; ana it is

the duty of a Judge to pronounce his decisions, not

simply according to hiQ opinion of justice and right,

but aocording to prescribed rules.

I aspire to no popularity and seek no praise, but

that which may be given to a Btnct ana conscientious

discharge of duty, without predilection or prejudice
of any kind, and with a fixed resolution to pronounce
ou all occasions what 1 conceive to be the law, than
which no individual must suppose himself wiser.
Be it our care, gentlemen, to avoid by all means

#
the slightest imputation of injustice among those,
whopi it is the lot of Britain to rule; and by giving
them personal security, with every reasonable indul-
gence to their harmless prejudices, tp conciliate ttoir
affection, while we promote their industry, so as to

tender our dominion over them a national bepejifc and
inciy our beloved country in all its dependencies enjoy
the greatest of national blessings, good laws duly
administered in settled peace ! for noithor can the
boBt laws avail without a due administration of them,
nor cou liftboy be dispensed with effect, if the feai*
and passions of men were engaged by the vicissitudes
of war, or the agitation of civil discontents.

Sir William Jonhs on the Legal
M(5DK OF SUPPRESSING RlOTS.

This pamphlet i*s of great value and excel-

lent a’ and presents in a succinct form the

basis of personal security and public peace.

Ik says well

:

The power ol the country, therefore, includes the
whole civil stale from the duke to the peasant; while
tkfl military state as "such, forms no part of that
power, being under a ditferant command, aud subject
to ,i different law.

Hi' concludes Iik- tssay with the following

true and wise words :

At* every soldier in England is at the same time a

citizen, I wish to see every citizen able at least for the
preservation of the public peace, to act hn a soldier ;

when that shall bo the case the liberty of Britain

will ever be unassailed, for this- plain reason—it wil1

ba unassailable. The security, smd consequently the

happiness ol a free people do not consist in their

belief, however firm, that the executive power will

uot attempt to invade their pist rights, but in their

consciousness that any such attempt would bo wholly
ineffectual.

I may quote here frpm his Speech on the

Reformation of Parliament the following fine

passage *

Be persuaded also that the people of England can
only expect to be the happiest and most glorious

while they are the freest, and can only become the

•freest, when they shaii be the most virtuous and most
enlightened of nations.

His Plan of a Treatise on
Education.

This is very interesting, though he did not

write out the treatise itself. It begins thus

;

The perfect education of a rfroat man consists in

three points : in cultivating and improving his under-

standing ; in assisting and reforming his countrymen
;

and in procuring to himself the chief good, or a fixed

and unalterable habit ofvirtue. •
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He shows how education should improve

our natural reason so that we may know
and practise what is good. * This can be best

done only by assimilating the accumulated

experience and wisdom of all ages and all

natipns. Hence wt? must studv the languages

afid literatures of the great races of* the

world; and we must convey to
f

other races

our £reat ideas. “ It follows, therefore, that

the more immediate object of education is, to

learn the languages of celebrated nations both

ancient and modern.” Science Mel art must

be equally attended to, as also manly sports.

Ideas like these deserve to be emphasised

again and again in modern India where edu-

cation is being steadily forced away from

healthy and proper channels and is getting

more and more divorced from the great

summations of Indian thought, the traditional

methods and ideals of our outer and inner

life, the supreme lessons and pi oclamatibns

of Indian art and religion,.and is not rooted

in the past or alive to# the present or clear-

sighted about the future that is to be.

Discourses at Calcutta.

These display his deep insight into the

Indian culture and his comprehensive know-

ledge of Indian literature and philosophy. lie

says:

The six philosophical schools, whoso principles #re

explained in the Darsana Sastra, comprise all the

metaphysics of the old Academy, the Stoa, the Ly-

ceum ; nor is it possible, to read the Vedanta, or the

many line compositions in illustration of it, without

believing that Pythagoras and Plato derived their

sublime theories «from the same fountain with the

Sages of India.

He says further

:

We are told by the Grecian writers that the Indians

were the wisest of nations, and in moral wisdom, they

were certainly eminent.

The addresses treat alsq of the Arabs, the

Tartars, the Persians, the Chinese and other

races of Asia. About Sri Sankaracharya’s

Bhashya on the Vedanta Sutras he says :—It

is not possible indeed, to speak with too

much applause of so excellent a work.” He

says further

:

The fundamental tenet' of the Vedanta school, to

whioh, in a more modern age, tho incomparable San-

kara was a firm and illustWc/us adherent, consisted,

Hot in denying the existence of matter, that is, of

solidity, impenetrabilit*
,
and extended figure (to deny

which will be lunacy) but, in correcting the popular
notion of it, and in contending, that it has no essence
independent oi mental perception, that existence and
perceptibility are convertible torms, that external
appearances and«sonsations are illusory, and

,
would

vanish into nothing, if the divinb energy, whioh alone
sustains them, were suspended but for a moment.

The Asiatk Miscellany.

It consists of various translations, imita-

tions, fugitive pieces, and original produc-
tions. The first poem in it is a Hymn to

Gamdeo and describes Cupid (Kama). The
opening stanza runs thus :

Hail, pow’r unknown 1 for at thy heck
Vales and groves their bosoms deck,
And ev’ry laughing blossom dresses
With gems of dew his musky tresses
1 feel, 1 fool thy genial llame divine,

# And hallow thee and kiss thy shrine.
#»

The poem recalls the heavenly beauty of

t hi description of tin triumphant advent of

Cupid in the third Canto of * Kalidasa’s

Kumarasambhava. Jones addresses Kama
and Rati thus:

God of each lovely Light, each lovelj- souud,
Soul-kindling, world-mJluiniug, starry-crown’d,
Eternal Kama !

Thy consort mild, aJfvUmn ever true,

Graces thy side, her vest ot glowing hue,

And in her tram twelve blooming girls advance,
Touch goldon strings and knit the mirthful

dance.

Equally interesting is Jones’s poem A

h
Hymn to Namyana . He well describes the

Hindu theory of creation when he says :

The whole creation was rather an cncujtj than a

work, by which the Infinite Being who is present at

all times and in all places, exhibits to the minds of

his creatures a [set of perceptions, like a wonderful
picture or a

t
piece of music, always variod, yet always

uniform ;
so that all bodies and their qualities exist,

indeed to every wise and useful purpose, but exist

only so far as they aro perceived
;
a theory no less

pious than sublime, and as different from any princi-

ple of atheism, as the brightest sunshine differs from
the blackest midnight. This illusive operation of tho

deity tho Hindu philosophers call Maya.

The poem begins thus :

Spirit of spirits, who, through ev’ry part

Of space expanded and of endless time,

Beyond the stretch of lab’ring thought sublime,

Badst uproar into beauteous order start,
1

Before Heaven was, Thou art.

Ere spheres beneath us roll’d or spheres above,

Ere earth in firmamental ether hung,

Thou sat’st alone ;
till, through thy mystic love,

Things unexisting to existence sprung,

And* grateful descant sung.
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What first impelled thee to exert thy might ?

Goodness unlimited. What glorious light

Thou power directed ? Wisdom without bound.

This work contains also finr translations of

extracts from Jami's Yusuf Zulcika by Tho-

mas Law, Najnoon, etc. These are by other

writers and not by Sir William Jones.

PoKMS.

A collected edition of his poems was .pub-

lished in 17 72. They are not oi a high

order of achievement but are u r Ui inly full

of occasional beauty and general refinement.

The following stanza is from an imitation of

Horace written by him when he was fourteen

years of age.

How quickly fades the vital power 1

Alas my friend 1 each silent hour • •

Steals unpereeivpil away. •

The early joys of blooming youth,
Sweet innocence and dove-eyed truth,

Are destin’d to decay
•

Arcadia L a pastoral poem wntbn bV him
in 1762 . In it occur the following line

lines : .

*
•

A gracoful ease in every step was seen,

She moved a shepherdess, yet looked a queen
Mow deeper blushes ting’d the glowing nky.

And evening raised her silver lamp on high

Caissa or the Game of Ciies:-> was a poem
written in 17(1^. It \er\ ingenious and

elegent and conclude thus :

Low in their chest the mimic troops were laid.

And peaceful slept the sable horoV shade.

The Seven Fountain <s i.^ an eastern allegory

written in 1767. Salima or ait* Arabian

eclogue was written in 1768. It contains

the following line lines

:

Love-tinctured choeks, whence roses seek their

bloom,

And lips, from which the Zephyr steaks perfume.
Till morn with pearls has deck’d the glowing

east.
•

Laura
,
an elegy from Petrarch, is in the

style of the eighteenth century poetry but

Jones's study of Indian poetry enabled him

to get a release from the shackles that chained

the poetic imagination and emotion of the

age. Another poem contains the following

fine refrain

:

Come, smile, damsels of Cardigan,

Love can alone make it blissful to’live.

Tlic following two brief poems are of real

beauty :

As meadows parch'd, brown groves, and withering

flowers,

Imbibe the sparkling dew and genial showers,

a As chill dark air inhales the morning beam,
As thirsty harts enjoy the gelid stream,

t

'Thus to man’s grateful from heaven descend, •

• The mercies of llis father,
#
Lor<l, and Friend.

Before tljy mystic altar. Heavenly Trutjj,
9

I kneol in manhood, as I knelt m youth
Thus lot me kneel, till tins dull form decay,
And life’s last shade he brightened by thy ray.

Then shall my soul, now lost in clouds below,
Soaf without bound, without consuming glow. *

Equally fine i.^ his Ode in Imitation of Al-

caeus in which he says:

WhiH constitutes a stato f

Men high-rdinded men,

Men, who their duties know,
dare maintain,

Prevent the long-aimed blow,

And crush tho tyrant while they rend the chain,
These constitute a stato

And sovereign Law, that state’s collected will,

• O’er thrones and globes elate,

Sits empress, crowmrte good, repressing ill.

Another Ode
#
sums up England's ideal

thus :

Rise Britannia* Dauntless rise 1

Monarch good, and nobles wise,

iVnple valiant, firm, and free.

A Chinese, < )di contains the following ideal

of true manhood : •

What soft, >et awful dignity 1

What meek, yet manly, grace 1

What swoetnoss danoesrm his eye
And blossoms in his face !

A Turkish Odr contains thfc following fine

lines
*

See 1 yon anemones their leaves unfold,

With rubies flaming and with living gold.

The plants no more are dried, the meadows dead,
Mo more the rosebud hangs her pensive head:

• The shrubs revive in valley, moads and bpwers,

And every stalk *is diadem’d with flowers ;

In silken robe* each hillock stands arrayed.

13o gay ; too soon tho flowers of spring will fade.

A special place in our thoughts and hearts

must be given to his two excellent poems
called Two Hymns to Prakriti In one of

them thg wonderful episode in Canto V of

Kalidasa’s KumarasaTnbhava where Uma
moves £jway in arjgcr from the self-ridiculing

and self-concealca Siva is .thus described

;
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She spoke andVer the rifted rocks
Her lovely form with pious frentfy threw ;

But beneath her floating locks
And waving robes a thousand ^breezes flew,

Knitting close their silky plumes,
And in mid-air a downy pillow spreading ;

Till, in clouds of mb perfumes
4

Embalmed, t.he> bord her to a mystic wood;
.Where streams of glory shedding, «

The well-feign d Btahman, Siva, stood. «

In t'nt other ' occurs the following stanza

full of exalted feeling;

Mother of Gods, rich nature's queen,

*, Thy genial tire emblaz’d the bursting* soeae ;

For, on th’ expanded blossom sitting,

With sunbeams knitting

That mystic veil for ever unremoved,
Thou bads’t the softly—kindling flame
Pervade this peopled frame,

And smiles, with blushes tinged, the work ap»-

proved.

In his Hymn to Indra
,
Mount Meru is thus

described

:

Hail, mountain of delight,

Palace of glory, bless’d by glory’s king !
4

The sun is thus addressed in his Hymn to

Barya

:

.

Fountain of living light,

That o’er all nature streams,

Of this vast microcosm both nerve and soul

;

Whose swift and subtle beams,
Eluding mortal sight,

Pervade, attract, sustain the .effulgent whole;

Lord of the lotus, father, friend, and king,

0 Sun ! thy pqwers 1 sing.

i

Since thou, great orb ! with all-enlightening ray

Rulest the golden day,

How far more glorious He, who said, serene,

Be, and thou wast—Himself unformed, unchang-,
ed, unseen

The Hymn to Lakuhmi is equally fine. It

Bays :

‘
’

Daughter of ocean and primeval night,

Who, fed with moon beams dropping silver dew,

And cradled in a wild wave dancing light,

Saw’st with a smile new shores and creatures

.
nofr,

The goddess 1 1 salute ; thy £ifts I sing.

Shall man unthankful riot on thy stores ?

Ah
,
nol he bends, he blesses, he adores.

Oh 1 bid the patient Hindu rise and live.

The companion Hymn to Saraawathi says

:

These are thy wondrous arts,

Queen of the flowering speech,

Thenee Saraswathi named and Vani bright t

Oh, joy of mortal heaft-ts,

Thy mysticT wisdom teach*

The Hymn to Ganga is equally fine:

Hpw sweetly Ganga smiles, and glides.

Luxuriant o’er her broad autumnal bed !

Her waves perpetual verdure spread,
Whilst health

4
md plenty deck her golden sides.

Jones's poems contain als6 two Indian talcs

in verse

—

The Palace of Fortune and The
Enchanted Fruit and various Latin poems.

Special mention may here be made of a few
fine lyrics by him. Out of these we cull the

following lines

:

Beauty like thine, all natur6 thrills ;

And when the moon her circle fills,

Pale she beholds those rounder hills.

Which on the breast thou wearest.

His Theory of Poetry.
Sir William Jones’s Essay on rhe Arts

,

commonly .called Imitative, is of great value.

In it he discusses the the ory that all poetry

consists in imitation. He shows how poetry

originated in a strong and animated expres-

sion of the human passions;, how cadence and

measure accompany strong feeling ;
and how

love and war were tlv 1 chief inspirers of song.

Elegy and Satire also came into bring as

poetic forms. Music with its harmonies of

accessory sounds is also as old as man. He
says :

What has been said ef poetry may, with equal lorco,

be applied to music, which is poetry dressed to advan-

tage ; and even to painting, many sorts of which are

poems to the eye, as all poems merely descriptive,

t\re pictures to the ear.

He shows how the real power of art is in

creative power, not in mere imitative accura-

cy. He says

:

Thus will each artist gain his end, not by imitating

the works of nature, but by assuming her power, and
causing the same effect upon the imagination, which
her charms produce upon the senses : this must be

the chief object of a poet, a musician, and a painter,

who know that great effects are not produced by

minute details, but by the general spirit of the wbolo

piece and that a gaudy composition may strike the

mind for a short time, but that the beauties of simpli-

city are both more delightful and more permanent.

His Interpretation of Hindu
Culture.

Sir William Jones was one of the earliest

anchbest interpreters of Hindu culture to the

world. His was a calm and balanced soul

with an inborn and indomitable Indian out*

look on life
; and this was the reason of his

sympathetic insight into Indian culture.
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Though great and varied is his work in other

directions, it is this spirit of sympathetic in-

sight that is of even greater importance than

his actual achievement..

He knew what .few others have cared to

know and what may ignorantly deny that

the Hindus are as much lovers of poetry as of

philosophy. He says

:

In all our conversations with learned Hindus, we
find them enthusiastic admirers of poetry, which*they

consider as a divine art, that had been practised for

numberless nges m Heaven, boforo it was revoaled on

earth by Valmiki, whose great heroic poem is fortu-

nately preserved

Here we have an indication as to what the

Indians must do now and hereafter to pre-

serve and perfect their self-consciousness, to

redeem their fair name so proud aryd revered

in the past from the charge of senility or

sterility in the present, and to make their

future brighter than their wonderful past.

We must Understand and realise the differen-

tia of Indian culture. Till then mere addi-

tions of thought "from the West will hang

loosely about us and wilf never become an

integral portion of our inner life and enrich

the treasury of our national consciousness.

Sik W 1 1 .liam Jon ks on Indian

LlTKK AT CJKK AND Ai<T.

He says about the Veda* as the fountain of

Indian hteratun :

Eroin the Vedas are immediately deduced the prac>

t*cal arts of Chirurgery and Medicine, Music and

Dancing, Archery, which comprises the whole art of

war, and Architecture, under which Lhe system of

mechanical arts is included.

About Indian medicine he says with a

prophetic warning and by way of •wholesome

advice :

Infinite advantage may bo derived by Europeans
from the various medical hooks in Sanskrit, which
oonta in the names and descriptions of Indian plants

and minerals, with their uses, discovered hy cjrpe-

rience,
in-curing disorders.

The West is yet to learn this great truth

and act on this wholesome advice. Sir

William Jones was always impressed by the

vastness of Indian literature. He says :

Wherever we direct our attention to Hindu litera-

ture, the notion of infinity presents itself.

A great fact to which he drew repeated

attention was the wonderful metrical system

pf Sanscrit poetry. He says

;

The Hindu poets never fail to cfhango the metre
which is their mode, according to the change of sub-
ject or sentiment in the same piece

; and I could pro-
duce instances of poetical modulation (if such a
phrase may be used) at least equal to the most affect-

ing modulations of our greatest composers.

Sir William Jones ha? translated the Gita,

Garyula, Ritn Samhara, Sahunlala, ' ajid

TSitopnilftsa, as ‘also Manu.* He calls Kalidasa

*the Shakespeare, of India and says : • .

Dramatic poetry must have been immemoriably
ancient m the Indian* Empire.

He s^ys Ritn Samhara by Kalidasa : .

Every lino composed hy Kalidas is exquisitely
polished

;
and overy couplet in the poem exhibits an

Indian landscape, always beautiful, sometimes highly
coloured, but never beyond nature.

Jones’s discourse on the Musical Modes of
the Hindu* is of gheat value. He says about
music

:

Considered as an art , it combines the sounds, which
philosophy distinguishes, m such a manner as to
gratify our oars, or affect our imaginations, or by
uniting both objects, to captivate the fancy while it

pleases the sense, and, speaking, as it were, the lan-
guage of beautiful nature, to raise correspondent
ideas and emotions in the mind of the hearer

; it then
and then only becomes what we call a fine art.

Hi says further.about the Indian concep-
tion of art

:

In the literature ef the Hindus all naturo is anima-
ted and personified, every fine art is declared to have
been revealed from heaven

; and all knowledge, divine
and human, is traced to its source in '-the Vedas,
among which the Sam a V edit was intended to be
sujig. •

Ho quotes the following beautiful stanza

as descriptive of the Hindu idea of Ragas. It

describes the Sri Raga.

#rnfi?fhu

Jtfaa: 7W-W II

. *(Thc demigod Sji Ruga, famed over all

this earth, sweetly sports with his nymphs;
gathering fresh blossoms in the bosom of

yonder grove ;
and his divine lineaments are

distinguished through his graceful vesture).

He then points out that Hindu musicians

•give “ their modes a distinct character and a

very agreeable diversity of expression.” He
knew further that the^great Hindu Musicians

Were masters of “ modulat^n, or change of
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mode, to which passionate music owes nearly

all its enchantment.”

Sir William Jones on rARAB Poetry.

Not only was he alive to the beauties of

Indian culture. His mind took in all oriental

'

culture. He gives in his Esmy on the Poetry

of 'the Etetorn- Nations many just and n6ble

ideas about Ar^b poetry. He points out how*

the Arab life has lent its glow to Ar^b

poetry. He says

:

“ It is very usual in all countries to make frequent

aflusions'to the brightness of the celestial lutoinaries,

which give their light to all, but the metaphors taken

from them have an additional beauty if wo consider

them as made by a nation, who pass most of then-

nights in the open air, or in tents, and consequently

see the moon and stars in their greatest splendour.”

He shows also how “ theV have never been

wholly subdued by any other nation ” and

how this also has given a grace and power to

their poesy. He further says that in a hot

country like Arabia where the intense heat of

the sun is tempered by the shade of trees, the

notions of felicity are
#

naturally taken from

freshness and verdure.
4<

It is a maxim

among them that the thr$e most charming

objects in nature are a green meadow, a clear

rivulet and a beautiful woman.” Love poetry

is predominant in Arabian literature. It

compares the maiden to a wanton fawn play-

ing among the aromatic shrubs. I Le says :

Their language is expressive, strong, sonorous a»d

the most copious, perhaps, in the world.

Arabian poetry inspired Persian poetry

which in its turn inspired Turkish poetry.

He concludes thus:

I must once more requfst that, in bestowing these

praises on the writings of Asia, I may not be thought

to derogate from the merit of Greek and Latin poems,

which have justly been admired in every age
; yet I

cannot but think that our European poetry has sub-

sided too loug on the perpetual repetition of the same
images and incessant allusions to the same fableH. •

' 0

Sir William Joni-s on Sufism.

He points out in his discourse on the

Mystical Poetry of the Persians and Hindus

the points of identity between Vedantism and

Sufism. The Sufi doctrine is thus summed
up by him

:

That the souls of men differ infinitely in degree, but

not at all in kind, from the, divine spirit, of which

they are particles and in whjefi they will ultimately

be absorbed
;
that the spirit of God pervades the

universe, always immediately present to his work,
and consequently always m substance; that He alone
is perfect benevolency, perfect truth, perfect beauty

5

that the love of dim alone is real and genuine love,

while that of all qbjeots is absurd and illusory ; that
the beauties of nature are fain/; resemblances; like

images in a mirror, of the divine charms; that from
eternity without beginning to eternity without end,
the supreme Benevolence is occupied in bestowing
happiness or the means of attaining it ; that men can
only attain it by performing their part of the primal
covenant between them and the Creator; that nothing
bap a pure absolute existance but mind or spirit

; that
material substances, as the ignorant call them, are no
more than gay pictures presented continually to our
minds by the sempiternal Artist ; that we must be-
ware of attachment to such phantoms a nd

(

attach our-
selves exclusively to God, who truly exists in us,

as we exist solely in Him ; that we retain even in this
forlorn state of separation from our beloved, the idea
of heavenly beauty and the remembrance of our
primeval vojys

; that sweet music, gentle breezes, frag-
rant, flowers, per actually renew the primary idea,

refresh our fading memory, and melt us with tender
affections, that we must cherish those affections, and
by abstracting our souls from vanity, that in, from all

but God, approximate to IT is essence ,

: n our final

uniov with which will consist our supremo be-

atitude," t

His Miscellaneous* Works.
The range of his miscellaneobh works is

immense. It includes such vaii< d sibjrcts as

The Chronology of the Hindus
,
The Indian

Zodiac
,

The, Lunar Year of the Hindus, rihe
Cure of the Elephantiasis, The Indian Game
of Chest, Talcs and Tables

t
hy Nizami

,
The

Spikenard of* the Ancients, Potanical

Observations in select Indian plants , A
Grammar of the Persian Language, The
History of the Persian language

,
2 he Maho-

medan Law of Inheritance, The Speeches of
Tsacus, A Catalogue of Oriental Manuscripts,

A Short History of Persia
, A Description of

Asia ,
etc.

Conclusion.

Such was the great man and such was his

great work. W e cannot take leave of him
better than by feeling and saying that he has

amply won the praise coveted by him in his

trees :

Give me (this my high pride I raise,)

The ploughman’s on the gardenor’s praise,

With patient and unceasing toil,

To meliorate a stubborn soil,

And say (no higher need I ask),

With zeal has thou performed thy task.
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O
N the 5th of May the Republic of France

celebrated the centenary of the death of her

greatest son—Empqror Napoleori, amidst the

NAPOLEON WITH CZAR ALEXANDER.'

booming of guns and general rejoicing. Other

European countries to whom he was for a tittle

the most inseparable enemy, now joined the cele-

brations. England herself which nursed a petty

spite long after tho downfall of tho greatest of

Frenchmen, has buried the hat-hot now for many

years and participated in the festivals in honour

of the man whoso genius has in a way fashioned

the history of modern France.

At the time of the Great War a writer

in these 'pages brought out prominently the

40

salient characteristics of the personality and

work of the great Corsican. “ It is his mis-

fortune that the dazzling brilliance of his

military career has obscured the world’s .per-

ception of his real claim to gfeatrfess as a ruler.

I?ut the ordered national system arid the carefully

elaborated cotie of law, characteristic of France

to-day, are largely the work of Napoleon.”

When ff hundred years ago, on the 5th of May"

1821, Napoleon, the ex-Emperor of France, died in

tho lonely habitation at St. Helena the world was

passing through a transformation as fateful as it is

to day. Napoleon had"p1nyed his part in the stage of

the world with more than imperial splendour. Ho

had made and unmade kings. All Europe and a

part of Asia lay at his feet, lie made war with

Austria, Prussia and Russia and ho triumphed

over all. He subjugated Spain and Portugal.

Ho formed coalitions of kings and states and

appointed his friends. and relations to rule over

the conquered countries. Rut the Russian inva-

sion of 1812 was the beginning of his

downfall. The victories of Austerlitz and Maren-

go and the great march across the Alps were

forgotten in tho retreat from tfla fantastic expe-

dition to Moscow. And then camo tho fall. Beat-

en by the Allies in 1814 lte was compelled to

retire to Elba whence he omeigod again in 1815

with magnetic effect on J;ho youth of France.

Thousands flocked to his standard But ho was

heading for a disaster and ho met the day of reck-

oning at Watorloo. The story of that great

battfle and tho decisive turn given to it by the

sudden appearance of Xlarshal Blucher me matters

of history. A hundred years pass ; and the coalition

is reversed. Fiance and Germany are at war again.

England sfeps in to fight fur Franco against her

qM ally and Germany is beaten. It is left to a

judicious English st.atc'-nmn to bemoan the

pettymindedness of his forbears in ill-treating the

illustrious prisoner wlmsef memory is to-day the

object of universal .veneration, Loid Rosebery,
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in his study of the Last Phase of Napoleon re-

counts the pitiful spite with which the English

called Emperor Napoleon, Goneral Bonaparte.

The long and shameful delay in recognising the

merits of that Man of Destiny is recalled with

sorrow in the wi&e aifd thrilling narrative of'th/>

English author. '
•

The celebrations of the 5th of May are ih-

tended to mark the pissing of Napoleon from

“"the world of politics to the serene ' atrftosphcre

of history.” This is superfluous. For Napoleon
has already won a shining pnge in the history of

great actors, IXe still ljves in the soul of Franco
and his spirit inspires the hear{ of all Frenchmen.
Not only by his military genius but also by his

achievements in tho art of administration his

name stands for all that typifies energy, intellect

and (imagination. Taken all in all he wns a

genius and his place in history is among the

heroes.

GREAT BRITAIN AND EGYPT
.

W HAT is called
44 unrest” is by no means con-

fined to Ireland and India. Tho termi-

nation of the great war has beon the signal

of an aggressive spirit of nationalism all

over the world. Nowhere has this been more

keen than in the British Empire in which the

statesmen who waxed eloquent over “ self deter-

mination” and “ the rights of weaker nations”

are, for once, asked to vindicate their faith in

practice. That is a crucial test of their sincerity

and as matters stand, it is hardly likely that the

struggle will ceaso unless and until justice is dofie.

In Egypt, especially, there has been a long sus-

tained efibrt to rid the Lower Nile Valley of the

British overlocdship which apparently ignored

the nationalistic aspirations of the IJgyptian

people. Mr. Harry J, Carman of tho Columbia

University, writing in the current number of the

Political Science Quarterly
,
offers a judicium esti-

mate of the Egyptian stniggje for freedom, since

1879 when France and England established ‘ dual

control’ over the country for the purpose of pro-

tecting European creditors. Three years later

British troops entered Egypt to quell nn anti-

European movement which threatened the lives'

and property of foreigners. A strong contingent

of Egyptian patriots resonted what they called

the “ bleeding” oftheir country by foreign usu-

rers and raised the cry of
41 Egypt for Egyptians.”

The rising was, of course, crushed but the cry has

since remained. Prof. Carman gives, ir* his

article, a luminous account, of the succeeding

years, defining British policy and their efforts to

conciliate Egyptian sentiment since the days of

Gladstone.

That great statesman, addressing the House of

Commons on August 10, 1882, announced that

the sole purpose of- the British Government was
44

to restore the power of the IOiedive,” Otherwise,

it would bo absolutely at variance with all the
••principles of Her Majesty’s Government and the
pledges we have given Europe.

This statement w.ih emphasised by n further

declaration in the House on August 9, 1883, that

the Government was opposed to permanent occu-

pation or annexation :
—

We are against everything that resembles it and
approaches it, and against all "language that tends to
bring about an expectation ol it. We are against it
on, tho ground of the interest of England

; we are
against it on tho ground of the specific and solemn
pledges given to the world in the most solemn manner
and under the most critical circumstances—pledgos
which have earnod for us the confidence of Europe at
largo during the course of difficult and delicate opera-
tions, and which, if one pledgo can be more sacred
than another, special sacredness in this case binds us
to fulfil.

For thirty years following this, all British

officials who had anything to do with Egypt kept

on repeating this statement. Great Britain, it

was contended, should remain as the Egyptian

Schoolmaster “ until there bad been established on
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sure foundations the principles of justice, liberty

and public happiness/’ Acting on this assump-

tion Lord Duderin, who was sent to Egypt, sub-

mitted his report of Feb. • t), IBS.
4

! which became
*

the ‘basis of the* Organic Law constituting the

new Government. By it Egypt theoretically

remained an autonomous province of the Ottoman

Empire ruled by the Khedive who recognised the

suzerainty of the Sultan and paid annual tribute,

Ac the Rame tira^, by virtue of international

agreements known as “capitulations”, Consuls of

European .and American States enjoyed the right

of jurisdiction over nil cases in which their own

nationals were concerned. With the above excep-

tions, all authority was nominally centiedjn

three representative bodies, an Egyptian Council

of ministers headed by u Plunder and two Assem-

blies. •

It was with this political machinery that Sir

Evelyn Baring, alterwnr'V* Lord Cromer, assumed

the duties oT Consul General in 1HH3. A period

oi peace and prosperity followed but not all

Egyptians were happy. They suspected British

motives and wero “ unrestful under alien tute-

lege.” A now generation educated in European

and Americui Universities, inspiiod by modern

ideals of liberty
,

looked forward to the day /if

national independence. The increasing impatience

and disaffection grow as the British agency deve-

loped into a strong buieaucracy crushing the

freedom of the Ministers and gradually imposing

its will on a wenk and timorous administration.

British control over local affairs was slightly

relaxed when, in dune I DOS, a number of reforms

affecting the Provincial Councils w< r« promul-

gated. Some measure of linancial and other poweis

were vested in the National Councils but the

legislation failed to hi rest the growing discontent.

On September 14, 1909, the twenty seventh

anniversary of the British occupation, the Natiorm-.

lists sent the following telegram to Mr Asquith •

A meeting of six thousand Egyptians assembled
.

here to-day desires to convey to Your Excollency the
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unanimous and energetic protest of the Egyptian
people against the British occupation, and demands
from to-day the

#
evacuation, reiving upon the engage-

ments and solemn oaths of the Queen's governments.
Moreover, to gaii our friendship is preferable for

English honour than to lose our hearts and support.

A statement of Sir Edward Grey’s that Britain

was not for immediate withdrawal fanned the
#> ,

flame of indignation whi^Ie Sir Eldon Gorst, the

Consul General, made “ the alarmirg fyagouuce-

merit that co operation with tho Ministers was

incompatible with* tho development of represen-

tative jnstifutions.” This was the situation whtin

Loid Kitchnoi amved in 1911. Lord Kitchner,

throughout his term, minimised the political

disturb inces and continued to attribute them to

ultra territoiial causes, once to the Turkish war

with Italy and again to the Balkan war.

In 1913 another instalment of reforms was

introduced giving the Egyptians “ a very con-

siderable extension in tho representative principle.”

The new Legislative ^Assembly had increased

opportunities of influencing legislation but it was

intensely nationalistic. It would not co operate

with the Government and expressed itself bitterly

against the British domination.

At this time war broke out in Europe. Germans

were endeavouring to turn Egypt against Britain.

To meet the feituition Brifish authorities “ per-

suaded” the Egyptian Government to regard itself

in a state of war with the Teutonic powers.

During these days Abbas Holmi Pasha, the Khe-

dive, #was in Constantinople. He threw in his lot

with Turkey while

the proclamation of martial law ami the establish-

ment of a very strict censorship early in November,
1914 ,

were forerunners of this inevitable break
; the

bonds were completely severed on December 18 by
issuance of a proclamation to the effect that*

,l Egypt
in placed under the protection of His Majesty and
will henceforth constitute a British Protectorate”.

On tho following flay .mother proclamation announced
that “ in view of the action of His Highness Abbas
Uilmi Pasha, lately Khedive of Egypt, who has
adhered to the King’s enemies, His Majesty’s govern-
ment have seen fit to depose him from the Khedivate :

and the high dignity has been offered, with the title ol

Sultan of Egypt, to Ills? Highness Prince Hussein
Kamel Pasha

f
eldest living prince of the family of

Mohotnrtied Ali, ancfcbffs been accepted by him”, Thug
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Egypt after nearly four hundred'years ceased to be
even nominally a f part of the crumbling Ottoman
Empire, and the veiled protectorate ^bich Britain had
exercised for over thirty years became a protectorate
in name as well as in fdet. 9

H. H. ABBAS IIILMf PASHA.

The British Government henceforth regarded

itself as the trustee oi Egypt and as such it pro-

mised to dofend Egyptian torrxtory ugu-iust all

aggression,” All relations between Egypt and

foreign powers were to be conducted through the

British representative uf' •' Cairo as High ^Com-

missioner. Lieutenant Colonel Sn Arthur Henry

McMahon, u.c, v o., k.u. i.e., c.s o. was appointed

the first Commissioner.
i

But this policy only strengthened the nationa-

lists and there ensued a prolonged disturbance in

which disaffection increased. On the incarceration

of the leaders the whole of Egypt was' in revolt,

General Allenby “ the strong man of the East”

was then sent with extraordinary powers first to

M restore order, secondly to inquire into the causes

pf discontent and thirdly *W redress justifiable

[May 1921

grievances.” (jn the reloase of the prisoners from

Malta the country quieted down.

Peace was not to be for long, Strikes and

other forms of unresj; followed. The ministry,

LT. COL SIR ARTHUR HENRY McMAHOK

often powerless, changed frequently at the bidding

of tho High Commissionoi but no ministry could

bring peace. Tho country was distracted with

rage again and British control had biokon down,

On May V*, 1919 tho British Government

appointed a strung mission under Lord Milner to

devise means to shape “ foi the Protectorate a

system of prudent and ever enlarging enfranchise-

ment” and to meet “ the claims of the Egyptian

people to a due and increasing sharo in the

management” of their own affairs. It is hoped

that the Milner recommendations which have

since been framed will go far towards giving

Egypt that peace and content which Sir Henry

Campbell-Bannerman gave to the Union of South

Africa, *



THE POLL-TAX IN CEYLON
• •

This is a photograph of Mr. C. E. Victor Corea, Advocate, Ohilaw, per*
forming the six days* labour in the Chilaw District, instead o{ paying the tax.

The existence of the poll-tax in CeyloA which falls equally o» the rich and
the poor has been the cause ot unceasing trouble and vexation. Inspite

of continued agitation against this obnoxious method of taxation the
Ceylon Government does not seem inclined to alter *it When the
deputation that last waited on the Under-Secretary of State m London
urged that this particularly noxious system of tax should be repealed,
they were promised that a commission would soon be appointed to con-
sider the question and decide.® But the feeling against the tax is growing
in intensity and some of the more "ardent spirits of the Young LAnka
League would not brook the delay. They deeidod rather to work
on the public road than pay the poll tax Mr. Corea the President
of the League has given the lead and it is expeoted that other members
would follow his example.* Wo are indebted to the courtesy of the Ceylon
Daily JSTews for the blook printed in this page. —Editort

Indian Eevietv%



3,8 THE REFORMED LEGISLATURES
• • ' THE COUNCIL OF STATE.

Sik M. Dadahbai on Lord CnKOfSFOitD’s Work.

Sir Maneckji 1) dabhoy, interviewed by Reuter

recently in London, expressed the opinion that the

Council of Sfcito and L^gishitive Assembly fairly

represented all interests, classes and creeds. /The

Council has already pr<#ed itself thoroughly corh-
(

potent* to direct the destinies of lnclia and both

bodies were in complete hairqony for the futhcr-

epee of, India’s interests. Sir Maneckji paid

a tribute to the Duke of Connaught’s visit and

declared that he had helped to heal many sores

and had infused a spirit of harmony and cordia-

lity into the deliberations which had mainly

contributed to the success of the Reform Scheme.

He declared that Lord Chelmsford’s real concrete

work for the good of India was, unfortunately,

obscured by political clouds but history woidd

reveal how greatly India had benofited from the

reforms which were inaugurated under his regime

The success of the reforms, Sir M. Dadabhoy

declared, now depended upon British sympathy

and the desire to treat India no longer as d< pen-

dency but as an equal partner in the Empire. If

the people of Britain took a more intelligent and

more continuous interest in the welfare of India

and gave evidence of their desire to do justice to

the growing aspirations of Indians, no danger

would threaten the British connection with India.

Joint Committees.

Lain Shukbhir Singh has given notice of a

number of resolutions at the forthcoming session

of the Council of State. Among his resolutions

one urges the appointment of a Joint Committee

of both Houses to overhaul the present system of

land revenue ospee ully in the United Provinces

and “the Punjab in tho light of the recommenda-

tions made by the Joint Parliamentary Com-

mittee. lie will also move for a recommendation

to the local Governments to introduce religious

and moral educational institutions, and will also

press for the stopping of killing of cattle in this

Country fa** supply of beef to British troops, and

for the stopping of the Burma meat trade.

The Proposed Conference.

Xhe Hon’ble Mr. Rrza Adi has given notice

of the following resolution, which he proposos

to move at the nc-xl session of Jbho Council of

State :

—

The Council recommends to tho Governor-General-
in-Couneil that an informal conference, to he attended
by members of the Government of India and represen-

tatives of all schools of political thought including tho

leaders of the non-co-operation movement, should he

convened at an e^rly date, undci the presidentship of

II. E. the Viceroy, with a view to having an unfet-

tered discussion on tho political questions in which
the people of India are interested. This Council
further recommends that no resolution should ho

adopted by the Conference and that no minutes need
be kept.

THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY

Dr. Whyte’s Impressions

The London Observer has, by courtesy of a

correspondent, published an ^interesting despatch

reviewing Mr. A. F. Whyte's experience of the

first session of tho Indian Legislatures. As the first

President of the Assembly ho had ample opportu-

nities to stuiy its methods and its work. Says

I)r. Whyte :

The pow^r of the Pre3idont of the Assembly is really

greater than the power of the Speaker of the House
of Commons, partly because the rules are, fairly elas-

tic and lea^e to him, a wide discretion, but mainly

because tho whole Assembly, especially the Indian
majority, had an immonso respect for the tradition*

and practices of the House of Commons. The As-
sembly has been an almost unqualified success. Tho
quality of the personnel is bettor than any one ex-
pected and there are at least, half a dozen who, in de-
bating ability, need have no fear of competition from
any but the most skilful British Parliamentarians at

Home and most important of all, the body has shown
a corporate senso of responsibility which was the
most reassuring feature of a very promising Parlia-
mentary session. In surrendering the system of offi-

cial block, Government has unwittingly improved its

own position and given life and reality to the debates
of the new Legislature. Tho fact that the budget has
emerged practically intact from a pretty severe hand-
ling in debate, due partly to the Parliamentary skill
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and good feeling of Mr. Hailey and partly to tho good
sense of the majority who invariably chose the right

course when faced with the fact that a wholesale re-

duction in votes for the various departments which
they were sorely tempted to make would have brought,

the whole Government to a standstill.

Mr. Whyte says fie left his chair on the last

day of the session as a confirmed optimist Tie

expressed the opinion that new problems would

arise very soon. The political problem presented

by tho conjunction of an irremovable Executive

and a large constitutionally irresponsible majority,

he said, would be ripe for treatment long before

ten years id over.

Whichever Government and majority first deve-

lops into a coherent parliamentary force will master
the situation. Government may ho in that position

even though it is in a minority because tjic majority
is composed of factions which will only coalesce \\ ith

difficulty.

Proposals for Nk\t Session

Notices of a 1 irgo number of interpellations

and a few resolutions have been put up in* tho

agenda of the nc:»t sossion of tho Legislative

Assembly. Mr. M. Krishfiaswumi Reddiar of

Madras has sent throe resolutions, one of which

commends the prohibition, as soon as* possible, of

the export of all kinds of manures from Irdia

and a levy of a ten#per cent, ad valorem duty on

#
all kinds of oil seeds exported. Ilia other reso-

lutidns relate to sale of salt in some parts of the

country and while, on the one Iwyid, ho recctn-
•

*

tnends the appointment of a Commission of offi-

cials and non officials to consider whether the

present practice of celling salt by7 private mer-

chants noj a hardship on consumers, eepecialty

in tho Presidency of Madras and some pnrtR of

Bombay, he, on the other hand, urges that the

practice flf selling salt by measure bo prohibited,

in view of the great* loss sustained fry consumers.

His interpellations relate to the construction of

New Delhi.

Mr. K L Price of Karachi wants tho Govern-

ment. to consider the advisability of issuing a

njonthly or quarterly statement of revenue and

expenditure, such returns being made on a basis

comparative with the Budget estimates.

PROVINCIAL LEGISLATURES
The United Provinces.

«

On May 1st. the Jl >n. Mr. 0. V. Ohintamani,

Minister of E location, was entertained byT flip

Nawab of Ghataii at. a Guidon Part; . In reply

to tho address, the Minister made a lengthy

speech recounting his experiences as minister and

member of Government. Touching the difficulties

of the minister’s position in the Government ho

said :
—

In the first place, the Ministers are non-officials

who have entered the Government for the first tunc.
They Inwe been life-long critics of tho administration.
They are now* called upon from inside the Govern-
ment to give effect, so far as circumstances permit, to
things they uttered in a position of greater freedom
and less responsibility and at thejame time to estab-
lish relations of mutual confidence and esteem
between themselves, tboir official colleagues, the*
secretaries to Government and the heads ottheir
respective departments. The secretaries to Govern- 1

ment and the heads of departments are repositories
of all the official knowledge relating to particular
subjects. And no Minister, whatever he may think
of himself, whatever the non-officials may think of

him, can hope to achieve the smallest success who is

not able to acquire the confidence of the officials with

whom he is to act. f am glad to be able to say, as the
result of my inside knowledge of Government lor a
little over threp months, tbat#so far the non-officials

ryid officials inside l he Government havo got on on
terms of absolute and mutual confidence.

Mr. Chintamani then paid a tribute to the

character and itfluciee of the Governor and

some of his colleagues in the Government, notably

Mr Porter and Mr. Cbfiko. Lie then went on to

ih fine what should be the attitude of non-officials

in the new Government.

, The idea should bo abandoned that (he atlitudo that
• nnn-olficials should «y]opt towards the Government is

an attitude of hostility or opposition. The idea should
be given up, if it continues to persist in any quarter,
that it. is a Government ot opponents of reforms and
supporters of vcst-el interests which they have to

fight at every turn in order that the people may get
what they want. The more correct idea in the circum-
stances that exist, would he that it is their own
Government whom they ciyi criticise and ought to

criticise (flo non -official sl^puld ever abdicate his func-
tion of criticism), hut which they carr persuade by
argument and convert to their own views wherever
they may differ, but while all said and done, a Govern-
ment which is moved by thtf same purpose, by the
same motive by which they themselves are actuated.
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Assam
The voting of grants (March 31,) took three

days and the debate centred on important issues

in the Budget. Of the motions for reduction
* *

thirty .were withdrawn, twenty were rejected*

four were carried against Government, whilo twq

were accepted by the Government, the* total amo-

unt reduced being a lakh and a half rupees. Part

of this was transferred to education.

The Minister's salary then came in f6r cbnside-

ration. There were two motions, one fixing the

salary of each Minister at Rs. 1,500 a month and

the other fixing it at Rs. 2,500. The second was ae-^

cepted by the mover of the first but it was defeated

by thirty one against eight. Apart from the merits

of the case there was one lornark mado by Mr

W. J. Reid emphasising the right of the Legisla-

ture to grant what salary it pleased to the Minis-

ter, to which it is necessary to draw spocial atten-

tion. He said that the right of the Council to

decide what the emoluments to the Ministers

would be was unquestioned.

BURMA
r

The question of the constitution of Burma 1ms

been considered at several meetings of the Stand-

ing Joint Committee dn Indian A ft* lira in Lon-

don. It is probable that the report giving the

recommendations of the Committee will be pre-

sented to Parliament very soon after Whitsuntide

recess. *
1

4

Burmese Association’s Views

The General Council of the Burmese Associa-

tion, Rangoon, with 500 delegates present, passed

resolutions expressing opinion that no more depu-
1

tation to England for constitutional reforms is

necessary, endorsing tho demand for full Res-

ponsible Self-Government without delay passed at

a mass meeting on the 27th February, establishing

a publicity committee, protesting against the

District Magistrate’s order prohibiting
4

public

meetings in Rangoon, approvjnjj the Burma Re-

form LeigueV action to move"the Chief Court to

set aside the order, recommending all Y. M. B. A.

schools to be nationalised and that the non-parti-

cipation policy be continued in the forthcoming

Legislative Assembly elections.

Lieutenant Governor’s Steech

The Burma Reform League has written to the

Chief Secretary regretting tho Lieutenant-Gover-

nor’s Legislative Council speech, his references to

National Education as anti Government, and also

to Ottama’s case while snhjudice. The League

protested against such comments as tending to

provoke bitterness in the public mind against the

Lieutenant-Governor and the administration.

CEYLON
Revision of the Constitution

In tho Ilouso of Commons on May 4, Colonel

Wedgwood asked Mr. Churchill whether he was

aware that candidates tor the Ceylon legislature,

in view of the Governor’s promise to revise the

constitution within tho year, were pledging them-

selves not to sit in the Council after 11)21 ;

whether steps would he taken to consider the

revision of tho constitution , and 'whether Govern-

ment would defer the appointment of three un-

official members to the Executive Council until

after the revision of the constitution.

Mr. Wood replied that his attention had been

drawn to a statement in the Ceylon Press declar-

ing that the National Coi gross was asking candi-

ditos to resign their seats after a year from the

opening of the Council.

The appointment of unofficial members was a

reform which hail long been advocated:

Mr. Woo l did not see any reason to defer the

appointment as was stated on the 15th March.

The Colonial Office would consider any proposals

for the
1

amendment of the constitution which

might be suggested at the forthcoming session of

the Ceylon Legislature and its pledge would be

kept,
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Tagore on Non-Co-operation.

In the course of three letters published in the

current issue of the Modern Review Dr. Rabindra-

nath Tagore oilers a critical analysis of Non- Co-

operation. He explains why, in spite of his strong

dosiro to be in accord with it, he has’to raise his

voico of warning against it. Ho shares Hfr.

Gandhi’s passion for truth and reality and, with

the poet’s keen and penetrating vision, ho sees

behind the masque of things. Alive to the need uf

llooding the world with spiritual light he fears that

Non* Co-operation is not the best way to clear our

mind of hatred and envy and purge thd country*

of materialism.

The idea of Non-Co-operation is political asceticism.

Our studentsMre bringing their offering of sacrifices

to what i Not to a fuller education hut to non-educa-
tion. It has at its ljack a fierce joy of annihilation

which at its best is asceticism. .111 J at its worst is that

orgy of friglit/ulness in which Uie human nature,

losing faith in the basic reality of normal life, finds a

disinterested delight m an unmeaning devastation, as

has been shown in tho la to war ami on other occasions

which ( amo nearer to us. No, its passive mojal
form is asceticism and 111 its arrive moral form is

violence. The desert is as much a form uf hnn'w
(malignance) as is the raging sea ,n storm, they both

arc against life.
*

llis own plea is a btoadening of our syuipafchios,

and the breaking down of the bnriors between

the Fist and West. Towards this consummation

our efforts should be directed. It cannot be

attained, ho says, by merely asking the students

to withdraw from their colleges Says- the

poet :
—

The reason of my refusing to advise those studepts
to leave their schools was became the anarc bv of a
mere emptiness never tempts me even when it is

resorted to as a temporary measure. I am frightened
of an abstraction which is ready to ignore living rea-

lity. These students wore no more phantoms 10 me,
their life was a great fact to them and to the All. I

could not lightly take upon myself the tremendous
responsibility of mere negative programme for t^era

which would uproot their life from its soil, however
thin and poor that sail might- ho. The great injury

and injustice which had been done to those hi, vs who
were tempted away from the career before any real

provision was made, could never be mad&good to

them.

The Philippine Educational System.

Prof, J), J. Fleming, writing to The Interna -

tiona{ Review of Missions
,
says that the Philippine

systeip of education created by a foreign agency

seeking to develop a curriculum suited to the needs

of Philippine life and beginning with teache*B*no6t

inadequately oqtiippod for their task, has its

lessons for the missionary teacher. The dominat-

ingidea is the training of the masses for citizen-

ship rather than tho education of the few to

govern the masses. The whole system sets out to

help each student industrially, academically and

physically. With regard to primary instruction

the aim is very explicit.

Academically, the aim is to give the great mass of

the population elementary instruction in reading and
writing English, in homo and world geography, and in

sufficient arithmetic for simple business transactions

and to avoid imposition by exploiters. Industrially,

they aim in the primary to instil a respect for labour.

In particular they want to help the Filipino boy to

cultivate a home garden, and to do simple carpontry
lor the home, to weave hats, mats, slippers and bas-

kets from local materials, and to handle simple busi-

ness affairs. They aim to help the Filipino girl to

prepare a wholesome tyieal, to mako her own clothes,

to weave hats, mats, etc. Physically, they aim to

impart the rudiments of home and village sanitation,

to improve the quality and variety of food through
developing gardens, to abolish j^por and insanitary

cooking through classes in domestic science, and to

corroi t physical under-development by inaugurating
group games and athletics.

To cirry out this well planned aim there has

boen developed a central pffice with a field force

for supervision which is a form of continued

teacher training. Thore have been also started

simmer institute's for teachers and also annual

y.vfition assemblies for teachers which are usually

attended by HO per cent of tho total teaching,

foice *Jl per cunt of the school children are

doing some form of industrial work every school-

day in tho year. I11 the intermediate grade there

• is a distinct specialration along vocational lines

—

goncral teaching, trade, tanning, house-keeping,

household arts. Agricultural training is also given;

and there is a central agricultural school at Lurzon,

41
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India and the World before Christ.
«

Prof. Shivanath Basil) writing in The Hindustan

Review, describes the prehistoric connections that

existed between India and BabyIonia, According

to Hall (The Ancient History of the Near Bast)

tBe ethnic type of.the Sumerians was certainly

Dravidjan and Jbhe existence of the {Brahmins, tiu

Babylonian legend of Oannes, the fish-god, also

go to show the early connection of India with

other 'countries overseas. The Dvavidian typo

has been noted in Southern Persia
;
and possibly

the now Aryan people of ancient Persia formed

a connecting link between Babylonia and India.

The Sumerians were an Indian race which passed

certainly by land through Baluchistan, perhaps also

by sea to Mesopotamia and imposed their higher

culture upon the primitive inhabitants of Baby-

lonia. A Babylonian cylinder seal containing

human figures and words in cuneiform script was

discovered in central India. Whether the Sume-

rians were an Indian race, or not, there was

certainly a connection between the two countries.

According to Dr. Sayce there was commercial

intercourse between India and Babylon as oarly

as 3000 B. C. Lengrmant says that in the basR

rriKefs at the tempte of Der-el-Bahari in Egypt

(15th century B. C.) there are representations of

many Indian animals and products. The Mittanis,

an Aryan race of Asia Minor, were connected with

the Aryafcs of the Rig ,V*da; and their kings bore

Ajyan names.

Even in the Bible, traces of this early inter-

course can be discovered—]?. y. y
the Book ^of

Ezekiel, Book of Kings eta Mr. Foulkes says

that' the spices carried to Egypt by the

Midianitish merchants of Genesis and by the

sons of the Patriarch Jacob had been cultivated in

the Daccan. In the library of Asshurbanipal of

Assyria (7th century B. C.) the word Sindhu v

Stands for muslin ;
and we are told that the

Assyrian monarch sent for .Indian plants includ-

ing tbs cottpn tree.*

There was a beam of Indian cedar in the palace

of Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon at Bir Nimrud,

There is the ovidence of the Baveru Jataka very

clear as to the 'intercourse of Indian merchants

in the Persian Gulf as farlback as the fith cen-

tury. In the 5tli, Greeks and others knew of

certain Indian commodities. Indian goods found

their way to Sidon and Tyre. There was closer

connection between India and Persia in the time

of Darius, Herodotus rfhd later, under tho

Mauryas,

Central Asia, China, and Malaya, have had also

Indian connections from very early times.

A Deathless People.

M,r. AurobindoGhose has a thoughtful article in the

Arya on tho life of peoples ae> distinguished from

the life of individuals. Individuals are born and

they die inevitably. But a living well-organised

society need fear no death, he says, for there is in

some peoples a splendid vitality for recovering.

Though some peoples have pissed through times of

stress and extinction, it is not* always true of all

races. Tho history of India, says Mr. Chose, is

a striking fcstance of a people persisting in abound-

ing life though threatened many a time with diro

extinction.

A people, a great human collectivity, is in fact an

organic living being with a collective or rather— for

the word collective is too mechanical to be true to

the inner reality—a common or communal soul, mind

and body. The life of the society like tho physical life

of the individual human being passes through a cycle

of birth, growth, youth, riponess and decline, and if

this last stage goes far enough without any arrest of

its course towards decadence, it may perish,—even so

all the older peoples and nations except India and

China perished.—as a man dies of old age. But the

collective being has a capacity of renowing it-

self, of a recovery and a new cycle. For in each

people there is a soul idea or life idea, at work, loss

moitf.al than its body, and if this idea is itself sufficient-

ly powerful, large and force-giving and the people

sufficiently strong, vital and plastic in mind and tem-

perament to combine stability with a constant enlarge-

ment or new application of the power of the soul idea

or life i$ea in its being, it may pass through many
spoh oycles before it pomes to a final exhaustion.
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Tradition.

The Rositivist Reoiew, for April, has a note on

the value of tradition to active progress by tho late

Mr. Henry Crompton. Tradition is the subjective
*

inheritance of memories, mode? of action, customs

;md institutions
;
and traditions of the future will

only differ from those of the past by reason of a

better sifting, of having a more complete basis of

reason and knowledge. Tradition is part of t^o

collective or the sociaf soul—as illustiatcd by the

fact of fairplay being a tradition of the English.

In practical life tradition means that influence

from the past which comes to u° involuntarily

whether spontaneously by inborn prejudices or by

social habits systematically adopted.
#

The mom I sanction of the future therefore, to

which we must look for tin* justification or the condom-
nahon of the various actions which constitute men’s
conduct, is threefold*: firstly, Tradition secondly,
Reason

; thirdly, Popular Assent and Co-operation.
Together they form* a complete and purely human
authority. When each constituent is perfected, when
they are harmonised and Mantled together, as they
have been at times, thon Humanity will have created
the most powerful moral force, to guide and control
the individual and society, that the world ha^ yet
seen. Hitherto generally there has been a wantol
harmony : some one of the constituents has conflicted

with tho other two, or has be ,n wanting. Henson
may have contradicted tradition. Ilie popular assent
may have been rofused to the most convincing demons-
tration, or popular common sense mav have rejected
the tradition. 1 shall not stop to give examples which,
will occur to each of us. It is impossible to assign too
much importance to any ouc of these three. Thoro is

no danger, m this age, of anyone underestimating the
share reason has to play in tho future, or the inevit-
able necessity of all conduct and government having
to he in accord with public opinion. These are
accepted truisms. It is not so clearly sec# how impor-
tant a part is left for the third eloment in the moral
authority, namely tradition, the voice and judgment
of past generations, wrought into forms, impressed
upon us by signs and images, tho powerful modes by
which the collective forces of the past, operate upon
life and action in the present.

The great moral rules that have come down to

us from the past are the best examples of tradi-

tion. When in harmony with reason and resting

on popular sympathy and conviction, tradition,

form aqd ceremonious duty have their place in

social llVe, thoy promote veneration for the past

and a truo understanding and use of the laws of

continuity. *

England and America.

A writer in the ^pril number of the English

Review examines the logical outcome of un-

restricted competition between England
#
aDd

America. America will beoomcf progressively

ltiore formidable as an exporting nation, wfcijp tho

indebtedness of Europe to America makes an in-

creased output from Europe to America inevitable

;

and for this American goods must be exported aA

an offset. But, as Europe’s credit is low, she can-

not tako very much of America’s goods which

must therefore be deflected in increasing quantities

to the other market^ of tho world and come into

competition with Groat Britain.

It follows, therefore, that, viowed externally, the
struggle between Great Britain and America would
appear to be a contest between fairly evenly-matched
antagonists. The weight of British experience is
balanced by American freshness and enthusiasm—an
enthusiasm absent in our.pofcplation. America and
Great Britain have not the held to themselves

; Japan
is .in increasingly formidable antagonist in foreign
markets, and has, in* China, a country of untapped
resources. Germany will come back into foroign
markets with inevitable strides. The reorganisation
of the Foreign Trade Control Board of the German
Foreign Office is already well advanced.

In every country tho cost of living is rising con-

cintently with increased produition and increasing

faeility of production. Accumulating credit is

constantly being employed jn the industrialisation

of countries hitherto mainly agricultural. Every-

where there is the double tendency of inflated

export trade and deflated fiome market,

In the immediate futitre there are neoessary

adjuncts to the unrestricted competition game
betweon England and America. Great Britain

t
*

must dominate Russia and the oil-bearing coun-

tries of Europe and America must have Mexico,

Financial and trading intrigues for tho possession of
spheres of exploitation will become increasingly bitter,

until the strained bonds of international peace snap
. at some point possibly in the Pacific, certaitaly in

the East unless, of course, the'breaking point comes
first, at home, in the non-cr6dit-owning classes.
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Mesopotamia—A Political Retrospect.

An article in the Army Quarterly (April, 21)

while tracing the political and adminiatratiNfe

problems which the successive phases of the

British occupation of Mesopotamia called into

being,‘says of the policy of the Proclamation of

General Maude in 1916 that it was a charter of

liberties big with importance and that it

contains a repudiation of any intention oo the part

of the British Government to impose “ alien institu-

tions/’ and emphasizes its desire tu see the people of

Baghdad flourish under institutions in consonance

with “ their racial ideal.” Further, it Commits the

British Government “ and the nations in alliance with

them”—a term which can hardly be held to exclude

our French Allies—to a pious hope “that the Arab

race may rise once more to greatness and renown

amongst the peoples of the earth.” In short, it con-

tains an intelligent anticipation, so far as Mesopo-

tamia is concerned, of perhaps the most potent, for

good or for ill, as it is certainly the most debated, oi

President Wilson’s fourteen points— that which pro-

claims
14 self-determination of nationalities

”

Sir Percy Cox kept up the reality of these

professions and built up a very strong and efficient

administrative system. The announcement of a

Plebiscite policy in Mesopotamia was followed by

unrest and active agitation fomented by ex

Turkish officials a^d others.

^ It is not in Baghdad and Mesopotamia alone fhat

“ seif-determinatioh of nationalities” gives rise to

excitement” and talk which seems “ wild” in the

ears of rulers and some leading citizens alike! Whether

we regard it as a stimulant to enhanced national

endeavour or as jbhe virus of some spiritual disease,

the assimilation of the id$a of “ self-determination

into the body politic of a people, whose past* has been

forcibly determined for it by an alien race, is bound to

manifest itself in a quickening of the pulse and a rise

of temperature not unlike the premonitory symptoms

c| a fever.

Nq modern physician dreams ot curing fevdr by

phlebotomy, and if in Mesopotamia a period of blooci-

* shea followed hard on the track of
11 self-determin-

ation " the event cannot be attributed to a delibe-

rate policy on the part of the Bfitisb GoyernmenUo

repress the manifestation of Arab nationality. So tar

from that being the case, the sporadic risings which*'

Bproad over the country in the summer ot 1920, and

had to be repressed Vy a vigorous use of force, matori.

ally delayed the settlepent on national lines, which

the British Government desired to effect.

Parliament and the Indian Legislatures

Sir Thomas Bennett, M. P., writing in the

Asiatic Review (April, 1921) tries to explain how

the new Act of 1919 really leaves the power oi

ministerial appointments in the Indian Provinces

in the hands of tho Governors concerned, uncondi-

tionally. To some Members of the Commons tho

appointment of Harkishen Lai as Minister in the

Punjab before Mr. Montagu could know of it,

seemed as if all the rights of the House of Com-

mons were suddenly being obliterated by a revo-

lutionary Secretary of State. It is only by ques-

tions on matters of fact whether they fall within

the functions of the Executive Councils or
i

whether they relate to transferred subjects, that

the House of Commons can build up the body of

knowledge as to the progress of India in sell-

government which will onnh'ie it later on to judge

whether the powers of its Legislatures and Minis-
i

ters shall he enlarged. Questions, must not be

questions of the fussily inquisitorial order, nor

must they be put with the obvious purpose of

passing censuro on a transferred subject for which

the Minister is responsible to the Local Legislature.

In this rospect Parliament htfs to divest itself of

a right ot intervention corresponding with that

which the Secretary of State has given up under

the Act of 1919. The writer thus concludes :

—

1 do not see how any one who desires that the

constitutional reforms scheme shall have a fair trial,

and recogn^es that it is an essential principle of that

scheme that the Indian Legislatures shall, within the

limits of their (.(impotence, deal freely and responsi-

bly with the matters entrusted to them, can oithor

question or reject tho Speaker’s ruling. The Indian

Legislative Councils have had a definite and carefully

nfeasured trust reposed in them. The area to which

that trust applies is sharply marked pff from another

area, in which the Executive Councillors oxorcise their

authority in unquestioned responsibility to Parlia-

ment. It would he an unwise, and might bo a harm-

ful, thing to obliterate even at a single point a line of

demarcation which Parliament has drawn advisedly

and with a firm hand. The recent interpellations

arfd the Speaker’s ruling upon them will, I imagine,

be studied with the koenest interest in India, where

the ruling will be interpreted as an assurance that

the Diarchy will be allowed by Parliament to work

under conditions favourable to the free development

of the self-governing side of the new Constitution,
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Professor Patrick Geddes.

TOPICS FROM PERIODICALS. '
JI25

II

Japan & tl\e Present Political Thought.

Writing in appreciation of Professor Patrick

Geddes, N. A. K. says in the ^February number

of Business that be is typical of that genius whoso

reward consists more in the gratitudo of poster-

ity than in the intelligent homage of contem-

poraries, and that he is a man of enormous learn -

s

ing in many arts and sciences who has made his

knowledge subserve a vast purpose for the educa-

tion and uplift of his fellow- mon. lie was edu-

cated at tfhe Universities of Horhonne, Edinburgh

and Montpellier, lie taught subsequently at many

centres of learning the subjects of Physiology,

Zoology, Botany and Natural llistdry. During

the intervals of his work he has tiavclled exten-

sively, visiting foioign universities, zoological

stations aftd botanical gardens He has carried

out explorations
'
in Mexico and done valuable

service in India and Amcfryca.

His literary output has included many valuable
writings, notably Evolution of Sex, Chapters in

Modern Botany City Development and Cities in Evo-
lution. Professor Geddes lias boon associated with
many of the distinguished dead. He was an assistant

ol the great Huxley's, and while still a young man.
came in contact with Haeckel and Virchow who
considered him onfe of the most brilliant naturalists

in Europe. At Edinburgh he iouuded University

Hall and Outlook Tower, and organised the Univer-
sity Summer Meeting which was the germ of the
University mootings movement He saved Grossbey
Hall from extinction and established Chelsea Univer-
sity Hall. He was one ol the founders of the Socio-
logical Society and of the Eugenics Movement. lie

brought to the work of town-planning an inspiration

drawn from Art, History and Science. He trans-
formed Old Edinburgh, and planned gardens
and parks that became the talk of the world
For India and its ancient culture, Professor Geddes
has a special a [lection. During the course of lus stay
in this country he made many friends amongst
Indians, and it is characteristic of the man that in

,

Calcutta he lived for a time as the guest of a Hiudu
household. Mr. A. G. Gardiner says :

—

“ It is to bring the world out of its dusty pigeon-
holes that Patrick Geddes comos like a Crusader
with his Masque of Learning. ...The Old City leaps*
to life again It becomes a promise of the future, a
vision of the City Beautiful, with squalor barflshed,

.

with learning and life no longer divorced, hut going
hand in hand to the compiote triumph over the misery
and confusion of things."

Dr. Suchiro Tanaka, Professor of Keio Univer-

sity, writing in the Asian Beview for February,

sa)s that the English and the Americans are
• # *

•now obsHssed by the extreme militaristic spirit of

of Germany, and that democracy lias nGt^ot the

totter of militarism. According to him tho

League of Nations has been organised for war,

rather* thifri for peace in recognition of the juxta-

position of the various state*-, A portion of the

Japanese mtion reposes implicit confidence in the

'Anglo-Japanoso alliance, but the British attitude

on the subject seems to have undergone a great

change, judging by theii policy. The British

Laborites, he complains, show no sympathy to-

wards Japan, while the Liberals show positive

antipathy. It is only tho Unionists who desire

to co-oporato with .Jayun, because they find it

convenient to their policy to do so.

If we arc to knowftrhy such a change has come in the

public opinion of England, we must remember that

England is no longer the England of yore It is true

that she is still strong enough to make her influence

felt in Europe but it has grown difficult for her to

carry out her Imperialism by fj>rce. She may he able

to pursue her Imperialistic policy toward her colonies

and dominions, hut she is no longer in a position to

apply it to foreign countries. This is largely due to

the ascendancy of the Liberals in England and also

to tho rise of the Laborites who'arc deadly opposed

to the* prosecution ol any imperialistic policy. The

day has already passed for England when she can

load European politics as she was able to do in the

days of Cromwell and Pitt.

•

The Japanese should take a resolute stand and

should safeguard their own nationality, Itoth "as

against tho foreign wars which would trouble

thorn in the near future and as against tho agita-

tions foi communism and republicanism which

will come in the remote future.
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Tropics and "the League of Nations.

Some Socialists support the League of Nations,

others do not. The reason is that the League is

so composite a thing. The rivalries and ambi-

tions of European Governments to conquer terri-

tory and of thhir citizens to acquire land rind

capital, in the parts of the world that are

without fully independent governments are one

group of facts that made the League of Nations

a liecessity. The result of the war, according to

a writer in the Socialist Review
,
has been to leave

the wealth of Asia and Africa in the control of

three victorious empires, Britain, Frafico and

Japan. The rivals are fewer in number, bui

their rivalry is as keen as ever. The Leaguo ol

Nations is only a meeting place of these Govern-

ments, to argue, threaten, birgain and compro

mise. The chief banc is the dominance of the

interests of private capital in the foreign policy

of States.

There has however grown abreaction in several

countries concerned, which is however variously

related to changes of other origin. The demand

is everywhere arising for an independence that

would abolish the political control of Europe,

threaten the security1 of European capitalists an

4

that may well cut off from Europe the supply of

products that are necessary to her prosperity.

With such a prospect in view, the rivalries of com-

peting financial groups are seen to be foolish.

Whether British or French T>r American capitalists

out-manoeuvre the others is of no importance to any

but themselves. The politicians see what investors

do not see, how precarious is the authority of both,

how great is the danger of overthrow, both of their

political and of their economic supremacy. None in

our time can predict the issue oUbat greater conflict.

If.Eurono were united, the enslavement of the coun-

tries df Asia and Africa would be easy. But there are

too many uneasy consciences in Europe for that, so

conquering nations dare not use their full strength.

Rebellions are never followed by complete sub-

jection as in former times. Caught between two

minds Europe is afraid to follow either plan- The

resulting mixture of oppression and clemency encour-

ages constant rebellions no other policy could.

Their defeat* is never final. The spread of education

sows the seed of rebellion anpng new millions eyory

year. Unrest is fast attaining the normal' condition

of depandent countries in the Tropics.

The League of Nations is a useless remedy in

such a situation. The facts cry out for a con-

structive scheme, for a basis of unity among
•

races. The terms of the Treaty of Versailles

include provisions for the government of those

parts of Africa and Asia that were once subject

to Germany and Turkey, by which the mandatory

powers were pledged to treat the wealth of those

dependencies as their own property and to

encourage the growth of self-governing institu-

tions in them.

We all know how this Covenant has been given for

execution into the hands of men who have no sym-
pathy with its aims. Events in Syria and Mesopo-
tamia prove what mockery these men have mado of

the solemn rJedge to support native governments with
real indepqndoncc. Their plan is plainly first to

subdue and cow the people and then to set up puppets
of native birth supported by foreign bayonets, who
will compel their unwilling subjects to produco wealth
for their true masters, the lords of industry and
hnanee.

r

The Duke’s Visit. .

Respecting the Duke of Connaught's appeal,

the Challenge, whose broad sympathies cannot be

questioned, says —“ We know how bitterly the

outrage has been resented by our Indian friends .

we know how hard it is for them to trust our

sincerity or to discriminate between those who

still attempt to justify tho O’Dwyer policy and

those who feel the shame of it not less keenly

than themselves. But we beg them to believe

that the Duke spoke for England when he begged
r

them to forget the past and to enter in a part-

nership with us into this beginning of Swaraj,

Deeply as we respect the personality and the

saintliness of Mr. Gandhi, we cannot but feel

that this campaign can only lead to" disaster and

tho destruction of fellowship ; he has declared

that his policy should cease when Britain gave

‘ proof of her regret and asked India for pardon.

The frord has now been spoken ; it comes from

the heart. We pray that it may not have been

spoken in vain.”
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Lofcadio Hearn.

Mr. F. Hadland Davis, author of Japan and The

Myths and Legends of Japan,
whites in the Japan

Magazine about Hearn, whose works are pre-

eminent in the vast accumulation of books that

have been recently written about Japan and who

is ro well-known for his rich poetic and sensitive

style. But all tho books of Ilearn tell us ltotle

about his personality. What he did was

to illuminate only the Japanese past.

He did "not hesitate to denounce the many

Japanese innovations due to Western in-

Hnancaand hi« dfmiineijvHnri nf f.ho Naw .T'mun is

Old, He wanted Japan to stand still, to worship

her old gods and remain faithful to hor illustrious

ancestors, to be always quaint and superstitious
;

and he managed Jo present., in his books, all that

was beautiful, picturesque and lovable about

Japan. He railed against the missionary beast

against officialdom in silk hat and frock-coat and

against young men with watches instead of hearts

in thorn. When Mourn praised, hn praised

whole hearted ly,
•

Ilearn claimed that mythology, history, romance,

and especially poetry, enriched fancy, lie went so

!ar as to assert that asf.ronomv, geology, and ethno-

logy furnished him “ with a wondorirl and startling

variety of images, symbols, and illustrations.” Alive,

on the emotional side, to the work of others, he be-

lieved that “ when tlie soil of fancy is really well en-

riched with innumerable fallen leaves, the flowers of

language grow spontaneously,” Tho wtmder is that

this sensitive writer, who rushed from one shrine of

praise to another, from (iauticr to Kipling, and
from Kipling to Herbert Spencer, should have been
able to form an individual style of his own that is

either the man himself, or his dream of the beautiful

that came to him in the States, in tho West Indies,

and in Japan-HJiat dream of poetic proso. He wrote:

Then 1 stopped thinking. For I saw my home and
tho lights of its household gods—and my boy stretch-

ing out his hands to me—and all the simple charm
and love of Old Japan. And the fairy -world .seized

my soul again, very softly and sweetly—as a child

might a butterfly.” That is our last impression of

Lafoadio Hearn, for it was from such thoughts as

these that ho dreamed his dream, called up to a

weary and cynical and hustling world the ghostly

magic of tho Land of the Gods.

Indian Anthropological Investigation.

Mr. W. Crooke, c.i.e
,
contributes to Man in

In$ia a note suggesting certain lines of inquiry

for the many Indian scholars who are intonated

hi ethnological and anthropological studies and

desire to b6 numbered among the coRtfibutors

and supporters of this new journal which is to be

editod by Mr. Saral Chandra Roy. Mr. Crooke is of

the opinion that scholars in Europe are in posses-

sion of more precise information regarding the

native tribes of America, Africa and Australia

than of the races of India
;
while oarly works like

those of Ward and Abbe Dubois suffer from the

natural prejudices of the writers and the works

compiled under the orders of the various Local

Governments aro more aids to civil administra-

tion than works of anthropological research,

flenco he advocates a patient and minute investi-

gation of the special probloms connected with reli-

gion and sociology!

f would, therefore, venture to suggest- to Indian

inquirers, in the firsi place, that they would do good

service to science if they would compile full, compre-

hensive accounts of Hindu an<4 Mussulman domestic

ceremonies : birth, initiation, •marriage, and death.

For this purpose examples should be taken from the

various ranks of Indian society, beginning with the

higher groups who follow, more or less completely,

the orthodox ritual, down to thos^in the very lowest

grades. It must be remetoifcoml that such accounts

cannot he too comprehensive and detailed, and they

should include, with translations, tho formulae, such

as the Mantras, songs, and the like, which form part

cj the ritual. Fur the ancient ritual the celebrated

essays of Mr. M. Tp Colobrooke should bo 'revised,

extended, and brought up to date in tho lighVof the

knowledge which has been gained in the period of

more than a century since they were written.
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Adult Education in India.

Mr. K. T. Paul, writing in The Young Mm of

India for May explains the magnitude apd

urgency of the problem of education in India

which suffers because the term education is wholly

equated'itf our minds exclusively with the school-
•

room and the child. It is officially stated* that

30 per cent of the children educated relapse into

illiteracy within 5 years after their leaving

school. An adult education movement must be

developed in the country and there are certain

established social facilities and
^
organisations like

the co-operation movement, the weekly village

market, the theatre, etc
,
which would lend them-

selves effectively to such work.

The market lectures have been considerably

developed in America. In India they have equally

great potentialities. *

The method of instruction is seldom by lectures.

The lantern, the bioscope and c&ncrete objects are

used to an extraordinarily liberal extent. The aim is

not to impart detailed instruction but to arrest atten-

tion, to stimulate curiosity, to leave behind a general

impression. To many in the auSience it may be a

species of entertainment, hut few indeed there can be

who are not the wiser $or the event.

The weekly market ifas the advantage of being a

regular stated event which collects the whole country-

side. A continuous course of instruction it should be

possible to devise for them* Even if ten per cent of

the crowd attend three consecutivo classes the amount

of instruction imparted would be considerable. We
have, in the weekly market of India, an enormously

greater advantage than '^hat is available for the

Chautauqua makers of America.

The great festivals of India are again an opportunity,

ffnlike the weekly market, the festival crowds vary

gTeatly and they come from so many different party

and from such different conditions that it may be very

difficult to arrange for suitable educational work.

Still stfch gatherings are so numerous in India and

bring together such large concourses of people, that a

wise use of the bioscope and the theatre for a few

carefully selected didactic purposes should be of un-

doubted value.

Above all the village-school itself should be-

come a oonrcnumty centre. This idea has been

worked out in the Report *jf « tbe Village Educa-

tion Commission,
"

The citizen should be fitted to enable his com-

munity to intelligently correspond with its politi-

cal and economic environment in the world and
r

educated to enjoymll his available opportunities

in life.

Three parties need to co-oporate if this
14
task of

appalling difficulty and magnitude” is to bo accom-
plished, and so the death of India prevented. They
are the People, the Universities, and the State. Of
those three, the first is the greatest, and the other
twef'ean succeed truly only in so far as they success-
fully work through the first. *

Economy in Public Life.
“ Evory intelligent citizen should procure the

Fourth Report of the Committee of Public

Accounts,” says Commonseme. 14
It contains

rirtmy examples of public waste besides some
r

paragraphs of warning. Here is one :

—

u 4 It seems to us essential that tbe heads of

departments should work together as ’A team in

the pursuit of economy in every branch and
*•

every detail of the public service. The imperative

necessity for securing economy in every depart-

ment of public (as, indeed, of private) life, if

national bankruptcy is to be avoided, is not yet

sufficiently recognised.

44 4 Nothing will accomplish it, but a return to

the almost forgotten tradition established by Mr.

Gladstone, and carried on by Sir Michael Ilieks-

Beach, under whom the financial policy of the

state was 44 by saving numerous pence to spend

effective pounds.” Since their day there has

increasingly *grown up a feeling that small

expenses do not matter/ ”

INDIA IN INDIAN & FOREIGN PERIODICALS.
Tmc Imperial Hank of India. By Mr, K. C.

Mahindin, |“The Hindustan Review,” April

1921
|

The Mubltm University, Aligarh. By Ferozud

Din Murad, b a,,m sc. [“ The Educational Re-

view,” March 1921
]

Economics of Transport in India. By Kausik

Nath Bhattacliarya, m. a.
[

4t The Iiusinepq

World,” April 1921.]



Questions .of Importance

Mr. Fraser on the Changing India

I have very slowly come to the conclusion,

writes Mr. Lovat Fraser in the Daily Mail
,

4 that,

while in the past the basic attitude of the Govern- 4

ment of India was right and justified, the time

has oome when it must be adjusted to a new

standpoint/

The only way to ensure the permanent \ionti-

nuanoe of India within the British Empire is to

encourage the Government of India to idontify

themselves more exclusively with the interests of

India and her peoples. Both the British and the

Indian members of that Government imM in

future be, first and foremost, the outspoken

champions and defenders of Indian* inteiests.

The Brinish administrators must no longer lio

under the suspicion, s unetimes justified, that

they think of Great Britain first and India after-

wards. •

They must tako up a position analogous in

spirit to that occupied by the Governments of the

over-seas Commonwealths. Because Australia

says 44 Australia first ” and Canada says 44 Canada

first,” that does not lossen their attachment to

the Crown, to the Imperial cafise, and to each

other. So it must be in India. The Government

of India must be 44 the Government for India.”

Only by such a change of spirit can India be kept

permanently within the E npire. That is the

secret which the British have still t<* discover, and

it is the whole secret.

Where the Fault Lips

Remembor that the fault does not lio with the

British members of the Oivil Services in India, •

They need no conversion, 44 The fault lies here,

.in this country.” It lies in the Press, in Parlia-

ment, and in unwise public speeches. It i& inhe-

rent in the obsolete conception that we hold#India

by the sword rather than by the willing acquies-
*

cence of her peoples. It finds expression in such

demands as that now being made in Lancashire

that the countervailing cotton excise duty, which

4?

is ^orally indefensible, should be increased, it

ought to be abolished forthwith.

The Viceroy who first grasped the great truth

that he must champion Indian interests first was

Lord Hardinge of Penhuret. When he went

down to Madras and protested vigorously against

the disabilHies suffered by Indians nr# South

Afrioa he touched a chord which never ceased to

vibrate. Who in England knows of the affection

in vvhi^h TJbrd Hardinge was over after held* in

India for that courngeous act ?

. What Lord Hardinge Did

#
The reforms instituted by Lord Minto and

Lord Morley have been most unjustly slighted,

They were the outcome of Lord Mint os tenacity

of purpose and of Lord Morley keen percep-

tions, and at the time they were entirely suffi-

cient. Lord H trdinge guided India through the

tvorld-wide convulsions*which followed the out-

break of the Great War, and even to-day our

people do not knovf how great was his achievement,

No Viceroy of India neod ever expect much

thanks. The Vigeroyalty is the hardest, the

most anxious, and the loneliest post on earth,

for men who try to fill it Adequately. Its bu**-

fiens are enough to crush alt but the most resilent

spirits.

It is so engrossing that no Viceroy ever gladly

laid his burden down, and yet l believe no Vice-

roy, oxcept perhaps iA»«d Lmsdowne, who was

specially fortunate, ever filled it without passing

through periods of sorrow and anguish and

tragic trial of which he never dreamed when he

set sail. • •

Rightly undertaken, it purifies and eWobles.

No man who has ever woke up daily to think

that he is in supreme charge of three hundred

millions of human beings can ever be quite the

same again. It is botb an uplifting and a

chastening experience, and invariably it leaves

marks on mind and heart which can never after-

wards be effaced.
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Mr. Gandhi & the Suppressed Classes

Mr. Gandhi presided at the Suppressed Classes

Conference held in Ahmedabad on the 13 th and

14th April 1921. He said, in the course of his

speech : •

4
1 regard untouclfability as the greatest blot on

Hinduism. This ideiv was not brought home to me
by my bittfer*experieoces during the South African

struggle. It is not due to the fact that 1 was once

an agnostic. It is equally wrong to< think, as some
people do, that I have taken my views from my study

of Christian Veligious literature. These vio\ys data as

far back as the time when I was neither enamoured
of, nor was acquainted with, the Bible or the follow-

ers of the Bible,

read it. He was strikon with leprosy, and he wa*
confident that a regular reading of the Ramayana
would cure him of leprosy, and indeed, he was cured
of it, ‘How can the Ramayana' thought to myself,
in which one who is regarded now-a-days an an
untouchable took Raifta across the Ganges in his bcyit,

countenance the idea of any human beings being
‘ untouchables ’ on tho ground that they were polluted
souls ?’ The fact that we addressed God as the
1

purifier of the polluted ’ and by similar appellations,
shows that it is a sin to regard any one born in

Hinduism as pollutod or untouchable—that it is

satanic Co do so. 1 have hence been never tired of
repeating that it is a great sin. I do not pretend
that this thing had crystallised as » conviction in me
at the age of twelve, but I do say that I did then
regard untouchability as a sin. I narrate this story
for the information of the Vaishnavas and Orthodox
Hindus.

• I was hardly yet twelve when this idea had dawn-
ed on me. A scavanger named Uka, an untouchable, .

used to attend our house for cleaning latrines. Often

I would ask my mother why it was wrong to touch

him, why I was forbidden to touch him. If I acci-

dentally touched Uka, I was asked to perform the

ablutions, and though I naturally obeyed, it- was not

without smilingly protesting that untouchability was
not sanctioned by religion, that it was impossible

that it should be so. I was a very dutiful and obe-

dient child and so far as it was consistent with respect •

for parents, I often had tussete with thorn on this

matter. I told my mother that she was entirely

wrong in considering physical contact with Uka as

sinful.

‘While at school I would often happen to touch

the “ untouchables,” and as I never would conceal

the fact from my parents, my mother would tell me
that the shorthest cut to purification after the unholy

touch was to cancel touch by touching any Mussul-

man passing by. And simply out of reverence and
regard for my mother I often did so, but never did so «

behoving it to be a religious obligation. After some
time we shifted to Porebandar, where I made my first

acquaintance with Sanskrit. , I was not yet put to an

English school, and my brother and I were placed in

charge of a Brahmin, who taught us Ram Raksha

r
nnd Vishnu Punjar.' The texts “ jale Vishnuh "

“ sthale Vishnuh" there is tthe Lord (present,^ in

water, there is the Lord (present) in earth, have never

gone out of my memory. A motherly old dame used

to live close by. Now it happened that I was
very timid then and would conjure up ghosts and

goblins whenever the lights went out, and it was dark.

The old mother, to disabuse me of fears, suggested

thatlshould mutter the Ramarakshd texts whenever I

was a'fraiiifand all evil spirits would fly away. This

I did and, as I thought, with good effect. I could

never believe then that there was any text in the

Ramaraksha pointing to the contact of the untouch-

ables
4

as a sin. I did not understand its meaning

then, or understood it very imperfectly. But I was
confident that Ramaraksha

,
which c^uld destroy all

fear of ghosts could n6t be countenancing any

such thing as fear of contact with the
4 untouch-

ables \

‘The Ramayqna used to be rekufcirly read m our

family. A Brahmin called Ladha Maharaja used to

‘I have always claimed to be a Sanatani Hindu.
It is not that 1 am quite innocent of the scriptures.

I ain not a profound scholar of Sanskrit. I have read
the Vedas and fhe Upanishudas only in translations.

Naturally therefore mine is not a scholarly study of

them. My knowledgo of them is, in noway, prolound,
but I have studied them as I should do as a Hindu
and I claim to have grasped their true spirit. By the
time I had reached the age of 21, [ had stud Ted other
religions also.

4 There was a time when I was watering between
Hinduism and Christianity. * When I recovered my
balance of mind, I felt* that to me' salvation
was possible only through the Hindu religion and
my faith in Hinduism grew deeper and more enlight-

ened.
4 But even then I believed that untouchability was

no part of Hinduism; and, that, if it was such, Hinduism
was not for me.

4 True, Hinduism does not regard uptouchability as

a sin. I do not want bo entor into any controversy
regarding the interpretation of the Shastras. Tt

might, be difficult for me to establish my point by quot-
ing authorities from the Bhaywat or Manu Msritti

f

But 1 claim to have understood the spirit of Hinduism.
Hinduism has sinned in giving sanction to untouch-
ability. It has degraded us, made us the pariahs of

the Empire. *Even the Mussulmans caught the sinful

contagion from us and in South Africa, in East
Africa and in Canada the Mussalmans, no less than
Hindus, came to be regarded as pariahs. All this evil

has resulted from the sin of untouchability.

* India and the League.

Lord Crewe, presiding at a lecture Professor

Hearn Shaw on the “ Study o£ World History ”

at the Indian Students’ Hostel in Bloomsbury,
*

ho'ped that India would do her best to promote

the League of Nations. It vould, he said, be a

splendid contribution if the East could set ex-

ample to the West by holding on high the League’s
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The Hyderabad Administration.
H. E. H. the Nizam has issued two Firmans,

the first of which deals with the separation of the

’judicial from executive functions and the second

with the permanent relief measures in the

districts. The first says :— <

The question of the separation of judicial and exe-

cutive functions in the administration ot my domi-

nions has engaged giy attention for some timo. Hav-

ing carefully examined the problem, 1 have dccidod to

introduce this reform in the machinery of my Gov-

ernment, as I feel sure it will secure greater efficien-

cy and thereby ensure a larger measure of happiness

and contentment to my beloved subjects. In the

schemo of separation it is my desire that my execu-

tive officers should he relieved uf all judicial duties,

save and except such as may lutvo been provided for

by the revenue laws of my dominions, or may, in

some instances, bcVelatod under the criminal daws to

emergent measures aflfec ting the public, tranquillity

.

My Sadr-i-Azam is authored to carry out the sepa-

ration of functions with as little delay as possible.

The details are left to him for execution. If fresh

legislation is necessary he will determine the extent

to which it will he needed.

The other Firman says .—

Since the conclusion oi my
r
recent tour in the

dominions I have reflected on the question as to how
my visit to some of the more important centres pan
best he commemorated. After mature consideration

1 have decided that facilities ensuring comfort and
convenience to my beloved subjects should he the

basis on which action ought to be taken. The need
for the supply of pure drinking water and other local

wants haVe come under my personal observation

during the tour and it is in these directions that T

desire permanent relief should be secured. I there-

fore order that a sum of Rs. 15 lakhs ho immediately
set aside for such purposes. The amount is to he

made up as follows :—My personal contribution Rs.
1 lakh, from the Dewani Rs 5 lakhs, from Loc^l Fund
Rs. 9 l^ikhd. My Sadr-i-Azam, in consultation with.
the finance tMember of the Council, will take immedi-
ate steps to carry out my wishes and forthwith make
the necessary allocations for such objects of public
utility as lie may, in his discretion, Und most
suitable, regard being had to local needs and require-

ments.
'

Education in Mysore
*

The Government of Mysore have ordered that

all candidates from the depressed classes for the

Lower Secondary and School-leaving Certificate

Examinations fhall be exempted from paying

examination fees for a period of three years*

Maharaja of Jaipur’s Adopted Heir.

The Maharaja of Jaipur, who has no lineal des-

cendant, has adopted Kunjar Mour Mukat Singh,

tfon of Thakur Sawai Sirgh, Rajawat of Isarda, as

lfis son and successor to the Jaipur gaddi. <>

Ivunjar Mour Mukat Singh, who is ten }ears

old, has been renamed Maharaj Kumar Man

Singh and satisfaction is expressed that His

Highjios^ lias selected for adoption aF»his hep1 a

boy from among the Rajawat families of Jaipur,

For somo time past there have been rejoicings

iu Jitipur State in celebration of the adop-

tion ceremony. •

A Maharaja on Civil Marriage Bill.

Undor the Presidency of the Maharaja of

Dharbanga
;
thero was a large gathering especially

of Marwaris at a meeting held recently in Oal-

• cutta . Thu first resolution in the agenda was

with regard to the Civil Marriage Bill recently

introduced by Ur. Gour in the Legislative (Joun^

cil. The meeting expressed its emphatic protest

and recorded it as a violation of the purity of the

Hindu religion and of social customs. It was*

urged that no Council has any right to interfere

• with the social fabric of any community. The

Saitras alone are the greatest authority in these

matters but are sadly .ignored and polluted by

the Bill.

The Maharaja o£ Burdwan on Students*

distributing prizes at the Burdwan Kaj College

last month the Maharajuhadhiraja of Burdwan

justified his action in closing the College during

• the recent students' strike, saying that he had

never allowed students to go as they liked as re-

gards joining political movements and remaining

in Collego
;
that would be an intolerable position

for any ^educational institution, and he usod

the only weapon he had, to show his disapproval,

namely, closing the College. The Maharaja said

that he would gladjy support a National Oolloge

conducted on proper line* and affiliated to the

, Calcutta University,



Indians Outside India

A Message from Keniya.
f

'

A message from Mr. Jivanji, dated Nairobi, '

May X t
states that, at a round table conference

* •

every effort was made to arrive at an agreer

ment. t, • •

€

On the franchise question, oqr demand wrfs for

e<^ual communal representation. We ^offered

even the English education test
;
offered live

seats which we regard insufficient to represent

Indian interests. On the segregation question it

was agreed that there be no commercial segrega*

tion, Europeans admit that residential segrega-

tion is based, not on racial or sanitary, but on

social considerations. Professor Simpson’s theory

is consequently repudiated by both Europeans

and local medical men. Segregation exists no-

where else in the world ; its introduction is

productive of everlasting race* hatred, bitterness

and economic loss. There is no evidence that the

absence of segregation disturbed social conveni-

ence. On the land question Europeans claim the

highlands as their preserve, but, in tbo past, both

the highlands and lowlands have been given

mostly to Europeans. Consequently Indians

should be allowed facilities to acquire highlands

and lowlands by free transfer and the Governor’s

veto should be abolished. Keniya is not the only

country for Europeans. "4here are vast areas in

Canada, Australia, South Africa and elsewhere

from which Indians are virtually excluded.

Indians, therefore, claim special facilities ij\

KeniyaJ Uganda and Tanganyika, Of that land

offereti to us a vast portion is valueless. A vast

number of Indian soldiers fought for the

defence of these territories, creating a para-

mount claim to the land for Indians. More

and better land should be made available.

We strongly urge immediate representations to

influence the discussion "now proceeding * in

Iiondocu

Indians in Fiji.

Replying to Major Orjmsby-Gore in the House

of Commons with regard to tlje recent reports of

the strike among Indians at Suva, Fiji Islands,

the Hon’ble Edward Wood said that on the north-

west coast of the main island there had been a

strike of the labourers of the Colonial Sugar

Relining Company for increased wages. It had
«

been necessary for the Colonial Government to

send additional police into the district jbo deport

the Sadhu and Bishiet Muni, who were endea-

vouring to incite Indians against Fijians. There

w^s no disorder. t

Indian Products in Canada.
An exhibition of produce and manufactures of

of India is being organised Montreal in con-

nection with which His Majesty’s Trade Commis-

sioner in Canada has offered the use of sample

rooms and other facilities. Exhibits from India

are being collected by the Director-General of

Commercial Intelligence and will be shipped to

Montreal in June. Jute goods, Leather, Tan-

ning materials, Vegetable Oil$, Indigo Paste,

Rugs and Carpets, chicken work and embroideries

Mil be among the principal exhibits.

The Returned Immigrants
Several hundreds of Indian settlers in Fiji,

Guiana and Tauidad have come away to this

country, smafting under the harsh and invidious

treatment of which they were the victims in tho

inhospitable colonies. T li ey woiked there os

labourers, domestic servants, mechanics* shop-

keepers and cultivators. An organised attempt

should be mado, says the Bengalee
,
to set them up

here in business or other occupations suited to

.their opacities. There will soon be a great de-

mand? for working men in the mills, factories and

workshops that will soon come into existence. In

the meantime, the duty devolves on us to see that

these returned immigrants are not left stranded

in default of useful avocations.
1
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Industry, Homes and Architecture.

In the course of an article i/i the Journal

of the American Institute of Architecture on the

subject of the control of land in relation to

industry, homes and architecture, Mr. Thomas

Adams says that, as land is the sourco from

which we derive all necessities of life
;

us, und$r

modern conditions, thfc production of raw materials

from the land is only a half or less than half of

the industry of a country, and, yet, owing to the

development of the manufacturing machinery and

the consequent creation of the city, it has become

difficult to follow the connection between the lancf

and the various graduations of production, manu-

facture and distribution. But it is upon a

proper regulation of "these processes, upon which

tho land is planned, developed and control*

led that the health and spirit of the workers and

their homes and surroundiugs depend. Lt should,

therefore, be the objective of progressive commu-

nities to control land for use as an instrument of

production. For land develop merit is the root of

the tree of structural development. “ Wo must

begin on town planning with the cultivation of

tho root and a great deal of our artificial treat-

ment of the subsequent growth will bo unneces-

sary.” A scientific production is needed for tho

land dovelopment and town-planning. Wlmt is

wanted for this purpose is “ growth eff kn^wlcdgo

beyond imaginable utiiiturm ends which is tho

condition precedent of its practical utility,” In

building a new city or replanning the building* of

an existing city w© mint have regard to the prin-

ciples that constitute the proper use of land for

health, order and amenity. Jt is theso principles

and not the so-called principle of expediency*that

should guide us in the practice and policy of eity-

planning. These principles are sound from the

point of view of practicability, ethics and of

nature—and nature is a tyrant whose lawwe can-

not dispose with ioSpunity. He therefore urges

that dSty and town -planning should be commenced

only after a scientific investigation, among other

things, considerations such as the relation bet-

ween industry, dwellings and transportation, the

best economic uses of land in given localities,* and

Rousing, comprising sanitation, convenience for

places of employment and amenity. In order to

achieve this object it is not enough to set up mere

plan n in

g

#
coinmissions but it is necessary, J>y statj

legislation, to give adequate power to local councils,

to enforce any scheme effectively, and to do all

things necessary according to modern standards
,

for health, safety, a$d injury to private rights.

The architect also has a duty to perform in this

respect. The roal foundation of his structure is

not tho piece of land on which ho builds, but the

general system of laying out the land for indus-

tries or homes. His share of responsibility for

laying a safer and more ecientific foundation for

the development of industry and homes depends,

with him as with alf, on the knowledge that is

power.

Imperial Preference*

it is probable, says a Statesman cable that an

English economic expert will* be included in the

Indian Fiscal Commission, which, in response to

the suggestion of a Select Committee of the

Indian Legislature, will, next winter, consider

India’s attitude towards Imperial* Preference.

Mr Montagu on Indian Trade Unions

Mr. Chaman Lai, St ©rotary of tho Trade Union

Outtgtoss, sends the following telegram from

Murree : Gable recofttd by me from the Workers’

Welfare League, London, stating the Joint

Deputation of British Workers and the League

representatives saw Mr. Montagu and obtained a

satisfactory reply regarding protection of Indian

Trade Unionists and Unions against legal action

as in the recent Madras case,
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Agriculture in Bengal

With a view to marking (Ait a comprehensive

line of work for the Departments of Agriculture,

Industries and Co operative Societies, a confer-
#

Once of the chief .officials of those departments

and divisional Commissioners was convened at the

instance of the Hon’ble Nawab Syed Nawab Ali

Chaudhuri, Minister in charge of Agriculture

• and Public Works. It was agreed to* make an

agricultural survey of districts with a qualified

officer in charge of each important crop. The

Minister said that, in view of the national demand

for cotton cultivation and the revival of 'the

Bpinning wheel as a home industry, every officer

of the department should try to give all assistance

in his power to the improvement of cotton culti-

vation. In his view the question of commercial

competition did not arise.
,

As a subsidiary means of livelihood, cotton

spinning was an occupation
f
of great value. He

also made a number of suggestions for the im-

provement of cattle and the establishment of

dairy farms. He further sflggested the use of

manures of indigenous origin as far as possible in

preference to imported manures. He urgec^ the

establishment of factories or industries in the

mofussil and said that the Government should

establish pioneer factories, grant industrial loans,

supply machines on the hire purchase system,

arrange with firms for the apprenticeship of

Government nominated students and offer money

prizes for new industries.

Cleanliness in Milking

Tp keep the bacterial cdhtents of the air of

byres in which cows are milked low, the byres

must be kept very clean, dust and dust-forming

litter. avoided, and dust well laid by watering.*

As the hair of cow is laden with bacteria, ajl

loose hairs must be removed from the cows by

currying so that they shall not fall into the milk.
* # •

Between this ; operation* and milking sufficient

time should elapse for the bacteria and dust to

settle on the floor. The cow’s udders must be

carefully washed with warm water and a clean

cloth before milking. Wiping the udders with a
•

*

clean, wet cloth greatly decreases the bacterial

contamination of milk. In distributing ground

food and hay, care should be taken to raise as

little dust as possible.

• Experiments made at the Agricultural Station

of Geneva, New York State, show that the

greatest improvements in the construction and

keeping of the byres has but little 'influence on

the bacterial contamination of milk and that the

most efficacious means of preventing such conta-

mination arc .—removal of bits of skin, hair, and

other foreign matter during milking, cleanliness

during milking and the use of narrow -mouthed

vessels
;
careful sterilisation of afi instruments

coming in contact with the uiilk, and protecting

these instruments from contamination during tho

interval between sterilisation and their use.

Charms against Insects .

Some odd methods of “ controlling” insect pests

in South India are described by Mr. T. V. llama-

krishna Iyer in the Agricultural Journal. In

most villages, he says, many of the farmers,

believing as they do in supernatural causes of in-

sect outbreaks, naturally do nothing
;
others

resort to euros such as charms, mantras
,

magic,

and so on.

“ 1 caufe across a professional pest driver who

reluctantly wrote me out a Sanskrit couplet,

which, he told me in confidence, was very effective

in checking pests. The verse is to the effect that
<

all sorts of pests can be driven by means of a

talisman prepared and fixed by an individual born

of a particular gotra or sect among dwijas or the

twice-born. The procedure consisted in this man

preparing three small slips containing the verse

written down and having these buried at the

three corners of an infested plot on a Sunday

morning. It is believed that the pest clears out

through the fourth corner of the plot,”
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Glimpses of Bengal Selected from the

letters of Sir Rabindranath Tagore, 188f> to

1895. Macmillan & Oo . London.
• i

This ist a delightful volume made up of excerpts

from various letters written by the Poet during

the exuberant leisure of his youth when he was

between 25 and 35 years old. The theme of the

letters is his well-known study and contemplation

of nature in all her moods as they unfolded them- •

selves before the poet’s vision in the rural plains

of Bengal. Most of the letters have been writ-

ten during journeys in a house- boat on a river,

and the exquisite fancies of the poet depicting

village and woodland scene^find npt and melo-

dious expression in the unrivalled language.which

has become familiar to us in the published trans-

lations of his
#
works. Glimpses of the great

message that was to bo
#
given forth to the worW

in the fulness of time* once a^ain establishing tho

claim of this ancient land of tht> Uishis to pre-

eminence in the realm of the spirit, are in evi-

dence everywhere in the few mellifluous pages

before us, and well may the Poet say in his preface

—u
it had been rightly conjectured that they (tho

letters) would delight‘me by bringing to my mind

the memory of days, when, under the shelter of

obscurity, I enjoyed the greatest froodom my life

has ever- known.”

Three Story Books. Black ie Sr. Son,* Limi-

ted, Madras.

We have received from Messrs. Blackie’s, three

handsome story books for boys and girls :
“ Tales

of Indian Chivalry ” and “ The Last of the Pesh-

was ” by Miphael Macmillan and “ Indian TaleA

of the Great Oners” by Cornilia Sorabji. School

children will find themselves on more familiar

grounds in these tales of Indian history and
§

tradition than in the exotic and altogether alien

stories of Greek, Roman and Saxon legends. We
have also received a copy of “ Blackie’s Compact

Etymological Dictionary” which is at once cheap

apd handy and well within the reach of all boys.

Songs, of War. and Patriotism. By R.

Knight Hallowes, Longmans Green & Co.,

Ltd., London.
*#

Jhis is a collection of patriotic songs for Eng-

lish readers. It opens with a* foreword from the

pen pf Lord Ronaldshay, the Governor of Bengal

"

and the proceeds of the book, we .are tol<k will

be dtfvoted to Lady Carmichael’s War Fund.

Sukhadhara Bodini (in Tamil,) by K. A.

Qanapatfly fyer, Superintendent, L i M.

Secretariat, Fort Saint Goorgo.

This is a Jittle handbook of Hjgiene in Tamil,
t

designed for the use of boys and girls. The

• author has endeavoured to prescribe such preven-

tive medicine and measures as are not alien to

the habits and conditions of the people concerned.

Ho teaches in a very simple fashion the elements

of modern hygienic requirements. This pamph-

et is
#dodicatod to Sir Siva^wami Iyer,

BOOKS*RECEIVED.

Tiie Wreck, By Sir Iiabindra Nath Tagore:

Macmillan dr Co., Ltd,, London.

Gandhi vs. Lenin. By S. A# Dange : Liberty

• Lfterature Co., Bombay. *

Indian Administrtion. By M. B. L. Bhargava,

da
,
Ganeshganj, LucknoW.

South Indian Festivities. With illustrations of

South Indian Tomples and Go(fs, By P. V.

Jagadisa Iyor, Higginbothams Ltd., Madras.

Records or the Geological Survey of India.

Vol. LI, Part 3, Vol. XL, Part 3, * Vol.

#
XLIV, Part l 1921 :—Geological Survey of

India, Calcutta. %

Indian Historical Records Commission. Pro-

ceedings of meetings, Vol. II. Superintendent

• Government Printing, India, Calcutta.

Spme Impressions arolt Sir Rabindranath

Tagore and his Works, «By T. S. Ganesa Iyer,

m A., l.t., m.r a s. L. S. Natesan & Bros

,

Mylapore, Madras, • .
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March 29. The Viceroy prorogued the firpt ses-

sion of both the H >uses of Imperial Legislature.

March 30. The Thirteenth Annual Exhibition

of the Bombiy Arts Society opened to day. *

March 31. Tne Austrian ex-Emperor Karl

arrived in Hungary.

April k Lord* Reading arrived in Bombay.

April 2. Lord Chelmsford left India

April 3. The Bombay Municipality, presented

an acfdress to Lord Reading.

April 4. Sailendra Shekhar Sen and two others

were prosecuted for alleged rescue of a prisoner.

April 5. The Madras Presidency Muslim Volijn-
<

teers, Conference was held at Erode.

April 6. H E the Viceroy recrived a deputa-

tion from the All-India Vakil** Conference.

April 7. The All India Khilafat Conference met

to-day at Meerut.

April 8. A strike of, the Triple Alliance in

England has been decided upon.

April 9. The Reforms Provincial Conference

met at Calcutta.

April 10. Dr. Snn Yat Suq was elected Presi-

dent of the Chinese Republic.

April 11. The dea'h is announced to-day of the

Ex Kaiserin.

April 12. The Hon’ble Justice Sir Alfred T.

Lawrence has been appointed Lord Chief Jus-

tice in succession to Lord Reading.

April 13. Mr. Knox introduced the peace reso-

lution in the U. S. Senate.

April 14. Farewell dinner to Hon. Mr. Sastry at

Poona.
,

April 15. The British general strike for to-day

has been cancelled.

April 16. Mr. Hugh Mcpherson, c. s. i.
f

has

been appointed temporary Member of the Exe-
(

cutive Council of Qibar and Orifesa.

April 17. Mr. Jinnah l?as resigned the chair-

manship of the Board Of the Bombay Chronicle .

April 18. Col. K. Wigram and Lieut. Muspratt

have been selected for the Imperial Conference

to represent the Army in India.

April 19. Mr. Syed Hassan Imam arrived, in

Bombay.

April 20. Lord Chelmsford arrived in London.

April 21. The Bengal Legislative Council voted

the supplementary Police Grant,

April 22. It is announced that H. H. the

Aga Khan will lead the netfr political party,

the Indian Progressive Federation..

April 23. Indian Seamen’s Conference was held

at Kiclderpore, Air. C. R. Das presiding.

* April 24. • The G^rrrfan Government to-dny

despatched a note to America containing now

reparation proposals.

April 25. Mr. Lowthcr has resigned the

speakership of the I louse of Commons.
..

April 26. A serious riot broke out at Malegaon
i r

in Nasik district.

April 27. 11. E. the Viceroy has called for

records of cases of martial law prisoners under-

going sentences.

April 28. A Communique on Repressive Laws

Committee is published.

April 29. Swami Satyananda was sentenced to

18 months R I under section 124 (A).

April 30. The Duke of Connaught was welcom-

ed by Their Mijestios the King and Queen.

May 1. 1]. S. A Senate has adopted by 49 votes

to 23 the Knox peace resolution.

May 2. Mr. Rahimtulla Currimbhoy Ibrahim of

Bombay, Member of the Legislative Assembly,
t

died this morning at Bombay.

May 3. Rt. Hon. Syed Amir Ali and Dr. A.

Suhrawardy have been appointed Muhammedan

representatives of the Calcutta University to

the forthcoming Universities Congress.

May 4. The laying of the Madras— Singapore

cable has been completed.

May 5. The celebration of the Napoleon Gente*

nary opsned to day in Frap$e,
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Literary

Publicity Committed.

Invitations to serve upon th^ Committee ap-

pointed to advise the Government of India on

matters connected with publicity have been

addressed to the following gentlemen :

Non officials: Mr. Sachidananda Sinhn, Sir

Sivaswami Iyer, Mr. Jamnadas DwarkaAas,

Munshi Iswar Saran, Babu K. 0. Neog}', Rao

Bahadur T. Rangachariar, Mr. K, C. Roy, Mr.

A. H Kingston and Mr. E. Howard.

Officials: Dr. Tej Bahadur Sapru, Mr. Fizli

Husain, Minister for E lunation, Government of

the Punjib, and Prof. L,*F. Riishbrook’Willinins,"

Director, Central Bureau of Information.

Representatives will also attend from the Foreign

and Pol ticaf Department, Education Department,

and the General Staff. The Hon. Sir William

Vircent, Home Member, tt

\yill act as the Chair-

man, and Mr R. S Bijpai, Barrister at-Law, .as

Secretary.

The New “ Nation ”

The union of the Nation and the Athena1 urn is

an int 'resting partnership, says the Challenge.

The Athenanm, during its long and honourable

cireer, has consistently maintained a high level of
#

excellence, especially in literary criticism and

reviewing The Nation
,
under Mr. Massingham,

his made itself remarkable for its fearless advo-

cacy of radio* d reform. The channrteristics of

both are being preserved in the new joint publi-

cation, which will be widely re id by those who

deMre to look forward and aro not afraid of un-

conventional ityid vigorous Journalism.

Bolshevik Literature.

• It is understood that the Government has

sanctioned for a further period of one year the

employment of two Inspectors of Police in fuijtbe-

rance of the soherae to deal with the danger of

the inroads of RuLhevik emissaries and literature

in Bengal. .

What AuthoW Earn.

Tha earnings *of the average novelist would

stagger the average man who gets his wage in a

packet on Fridays, says the Book Post. One

lfcovtd, published two years ago, received notices

of not less than six inches in twelve of our most
*

important newspapers. Up to dat!b this work has

brought its author £5.
#

• 0
e

* Germany ‘after the War.
Mr, Frederick Harrison in a letter to The

• , • •

Times sn^s :
—

Would that Dr, Simons and his learned col-

leagues ctfpld hammer into the German mind the

truth expressed in
a
the famous lines of Clau-

dian :

—

Nulla est victoria major.

Queen guae confessos animo quoque suhjugat

kostes.

Only a real victory makes the defeated feel

they aie beaten. This ia from I)e sexto consulatu

Jionorii
,
248. The whole passage (229-260) and

the occasion of it arfi full of warning to us. After

the defeat of Alaric by Stilicho in the bloody

battle of Pollentig, Claudian, in the very next

year (A, D 424) celebrated his patron's premature

triumph and the stubborn spirit of the Goth :

—

• •
Mon tamen ingenium fcantis so cladibus atrox

Dojecit.

No, indeed ! It was only ’six years before Alaric

stormed and sacked Rome
! (Gibbon, ch. xxxi.)

The Gqfhic hero nover atsaapted defeat, however

much the last of the Roman poets crowed over his

previous failure.

1 happened to see the lines in turning over my
•Montaigne (Bk. T

,
ch. xxx ); hut as usual, he

quotes from memory incorrectly, *' Victoria n*lfa

est," which makeR«tho passage even stronger for

our warning. Why does not some one collect and

group in a volume all the numberless quotations

* of Montaigne ? They cover the world as known in

1580, and they explain the omuLcienc* of Shakes-

«
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The New Spirit in JEducation

Mr. S Srinivasa Iyengar presiding over the

recent Provincial Educational Conference at faK
ghataaid, in the course of his address :

—

The increasing expensiveness of education, tfee

startling increase, of unemployment amongst the edu-1

oated taction of the community, the success of an ill-

educated or illiterate man in making a fortune o£ a

competency merely by his enterprise, and the great

S. SRINIVASA IYENGAR.

political and economic up-hoavals of recent years
have undermined the prestige of accepted educational
canons and have unsettled our faith in the values of
many jVestern ideals and methods. The most im-
pbrjpni of the signs of the new spirit is that, in a pro-
vince like Madras, where the greatest stress was
once laid upon English and where'it was cultivated
with assiduous zeal, the desire to revert to the
mother.-tongues haa become deep and widespread,
and will, within a few years, become an unconquerable
passion. Putting aside those who are fanatically
against English and th&se who are fanatically against
verpaoular^ there oan be little doubt that the vast
majority of the eduoated community as well as the
masses, while they realise thc^t k working knowledge

of English is a necessity, are markedly and whole-
somely biassed in favour of the vernaculars. Again,
the tendenc^to sit at the feet of European teachers,

which was^nce so pronounced, is rapidly giving

place to a desire to be disciplined and educated by
Indian teachers. Then again, Indian subjeots 'and

Indian aspects of 'subjects of international importance
attract far more attention than they formerly did.

Above all, there is the universal desire that a type of

education should be devised which would make
Indians more practical and scientific, more united and
national, which, while not attempting to assimilate

Indians to Englishmen, would make them equals of

Englishmen for all necessary purposes and as effi-

cient and prosperous as the latter and which, while

not discfainiDg the great and splendid English litera-

ture, will produce a great renaissance of indigenous

culture and art, and of adventure and power.

The Importance of English

Mr Gaud hi writes in a recent issue of Young

India :

—

« f
.

*

Kanrimplmn Rui would have been a greater re-

former, and Lokmanya Tilak would have been a

greater scholar, if they bad nut to start with the

handicap of having to thiifk in English and

transmit their thoughts chieflyMn English. Their

effect on their own people, marvellous as it was,

would havo born greater if they had been brought

up under a less unnatural system. No doubt

they both gained From their knowledge of the rich

treasures of English* literature. But these should

have been accessible to them through their own

vernaculars I refuse to believe that the

Raja and the Lokmanya could not have thought

the thoughts they did without a knowledge of the

English language. OF all the superstitions that

affect India, none is so great as that a knowledge

of the English language is necessary for imbibing

ideas of liberty, and developing accuracy of

thought.

University at Agra
At the anuual meeting of the Trustees of the

Agra College the following resolution moved by

Pandit Raj oath Kur.zru was unanimously

adopted ;

—

“ That to meet the growing needs of education,

the Trustees of the Agra College request Govern-

ment to be pleased to establish a Teaching and

Residential University at Agra at an early date,
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Lord Sinha on the Press Act.
• •

Trie Secretary, Servants of India Society, hm

received the following letter from His Excellency

Lord Sinha of Raipur dated the 12th April.

J have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter,

dated the 7 th April, with enclosures reminding

me that your letter, dated the 3rd February lawt

addressed to my Private Secretary, still remained

unanswered. For this delay I sincerely apologise

and can only plead in excuse that pressure of

work in the beginning of my official position put

your letter out of my mind for the time being.

H. E. LOUD SINHA.

I am, indeed, sorry that the somewhat inade-

quate report of the few words I addressed to my

friends of the National Liberal League a£ Bombay

early in December last should have created or, in

any way, added to any false impression in the

public mind regarding Mr. Gokhale’s action in

connection with the Press Act of 1910. I should
m

have thought, that Mr. Gokhale’s unblemished

record of unequalled services to our country

would of itself have beon sufficient to pi event

such erroneous ideas, and 1 would have hesitated

to say anything in connection with the pjrt 1

took in the passing of that measure but for the

following facts (1) That as the late Lord Minto

after his return to England, publicly refcrred to

my offered resignation and subsequent with-

drawal, it is no Monger an official secret, (2) the

persisfcont misrepresentation made in certain quar-

ters in India from time to time that 1 was the

fiutjiorof the Press Act °f 1910, and (3) your

request for a statement to remove such erroneous

pression as to Mr. Gokhale’s share in that Act

as appears fr&m the newspapers articles fovt have

beon gftod enough ty send me.

The Press Bill ns originally drafted had no

provision for appeal to tho courts under any

circumstances and as 1 could not, in the ii« st

instance,•peduncle my colleagues in the Executive

Council to agree to the insertion of such a provi-

sion, I decided t.o resign my position as Law

Member. It was at this stage that Mr. Gukhale

intervened and strongly urged me to make one

more atte mpt to persuade tho Viceroy and other

Members of his Council to reconsider the ques-

tion of such provision and in so doing used words

to the effect L mentioned to my friends in

Bombay. Certain efther events also happened at

this time—to which F do not think it necessary

to rofor—and it «was under the advice of

Mr, Coklmle and Sir L. Jenkins, then Chief

Justice of Calcutta, that L withdrew my resig-

nation
;

and the Viceroy a
#
nd other Members

of Council agreed to the introduction of the

clause which provided for an appeal to the High

Court.

It isjncorrect to say fcfaat that clause was intro-

duced in England by the then Secrotary of State,

as will be apparent from tho following passage in

Lord Morley’s Recollections, Vol. II page 329 :

—

•“ Neither I nor my Council would have sanc-

tioned it, if thoro had beon no appeal in sqnle

due form to a court of law and you tell me that

you would have had sharp difficulties in your

own Council.’
1 Tho latter part of «the sentence

obviously refers to the incident l have narrated

above. You are at liberty to publish « this reply

in connection with your letters addressed to me,
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I. M. S. Officers.
.

'

* *

. Replying to Major Glyn, in the House of.Corn-

mons, Mr. Montagu said that he was advised tft^t

officers* of the Indian Medical Sefvice were not
«

entitled to appeal under Seetjon 42 of th
r
e Army

Act, tyft were entitled to appeal to the Governor-

General under Section 180 (2) l6l of the Act,

If they were dissatisfied with his orders, they

might then appeal to the Secretary of State for

India, and through him to IJ. M. the King «

Doctors and Smallpox.

Mr. W. Me C. Wankleyn, delivering the last of

his three Emeritus lectures to students of *the

Middlesex Hospital Medical School, took, for his

topic, the eradication of smallpox, of which disease

he has made prolonged and close study. Their
m

ambition as medical men must bo said to secure

the maximum of efficiency for the unfit in which

they worked by reducing smallpox to zero. There

was some difficulty in the study of cases because

patients were iso$ated so quickly, and smallpox

hospitals were few, but he showed a number of

remarkable photographs and stereoscopic slides of

the characteristic features of the disease in its

several stages tho study of which, with explana-

tions, would give hi a few hour’s he J

p which

would be very valuable in practice.

A Freak of Anatomy

Aa extraordinary freak of anatomy, said to be

the first of its kind ever known, has been brought

to the notice of the Academy of Medicine, Paris,

A young woman has a complete extra set of

teeth, perfectly formed, in the pocket* of an eye.

They are so placed that they are gradually forcing

tbe eye out and threatening to destroy the eye-

ball*

Reading Books in Bed.
44 Reading in bed—a bad, vicious habit 1” ex-

claimed L;eut.- Colonel Robert H. Elliot, md,,

the eye specialist, in the course of his lecture on
44 The Eyes in Health,” at the Institute of Hy-

giene.

“ It is the position which does the mischief,” he

said.
44

If it is done in a sitting posture, looking

down at the print, and with tbe aid of a good

light, there is no reason" why reading in bed

should be any more harmful than reading at a

desk.

But why is it a bad habit to read in bed with

the eyes looking up at^the book and the printed
1

page hplf in the dark V 9

asked Colonel Elliot.

4
‘ The explanation takes one back to the time,

long ages ago, when the ancestor of man and the

higher apes first developed the use of the opposing

thumb. On that development hung the whole

future of civilisatior.

44 The possession of a thumb which could be

used in opposition to the fingers enabled the ape

to pick up an object, to study it, to turn it round

and look on the other side. This habit developed

the brain, but the great point to be noted

is that the objects thus studied were always held

below the level of the eyes.

14 And so it came about that, all through the

ages, the muscles that depress the eyes have had

a greater amount of work to do than those which

raise the byes, and therefore to-day we find the

former are stronger than the latter. Downwards

was the way the eyes had been trained to look for

roans. Looking upwards, consequently, imposed

a strain upon them, and that is wky it was bad to

read in bed.

44 If we go to the National Gallery,” said Ool.

EUfbt, 44 and spend two or three hours looking up

&t<the pictures, we come away with a headache,

Many find the same effect after sitting in the

stalls of a theatre or a cinema, The reason is that

the ejfts have been used in an unnatural position!
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A Motor Liner
• •

A motor-p \asenger liner 590 feet in length,

capable of earning 1,500 passengers, 1,000 of

whom will be steerage and the remainder 1st and

2nd clus*, with a speed of IB knots, under

construction for the Swedish- American bine

The ship will have*no funnel, and her total fuel

consumption at full speed will he 50 tons of oil

per day.

Motor Cars that can Beat Aeroplanes

All world speed record# rue likely 4o *>e shatter-

ed by seven wonderful motor cuts no»v under-

going their final tests The ll>ing seven compose

the British team yf Sunbeam, Tilbot, and Talhot-

Darracq motor cars entered for the French (Land

Prix, this year’s road rane of the Lo Mans circuit
• •

on July 25, the first big contest for motorcars

since the war. Speeds of over 150 miles an

hour—a good deal greater than that of tho

average aeroplane—are looked for when the

motor-cars undorgo their turning on the Brook-

lands track.

Weight of Star Dust

it has been estimated that daily from

10.000.

000 to 20,000,000 of shooting stars are

destroyed by our atmosphere, and, taking the

average os 15,000,000, it is probable that our

earth, rovolviDg upon its orbit, destroys

5.250.000.

000 of them yearly, Of course, each

of these consumed shooting stars loaves behind it

a small amount of dust, which settles gradually

to the ground. Such an amount of star dust

would add annually about 45,000 tons to our

world's weight. However, even in » century this

accumulation of dust would not amount to* much*

sinoe it would take more than a billion years for

the destroyed* shooting stars to deposit a la; or

one inch in thickness upon our earth's Surface.

Professor C. V. Raman
Professor C. V. Raman, who has made his work

as a physicist oPtoo mean merit by reseaieh works

in Physics, has been elected as a delegate of the

Calcutta and Benares Hindu Universities to

attend the forthcoming British Empire University

Congress to be held at Oxford.,
• • »

• Professor Raman is deputed to visit all the im-

portant centres of scientific activity in the United

Kingdom and ho will also attend the fdVthconrfng

meeting of British Association of Physicists to be •

held at Eiinhurgh in September and is expected

to bo back in India in October.

Professor K iman has received several invita-

tions from English Physicists to deliver a series

of lectures upon his investigations in Physics.

• Machinery in Glass Manufacture

Jn an articlo on glassware in tho Trade Supple-

ment of the London Times, some interesting de-

tails aro given of the rate of production now

achieved by the machines that have been installed

in the glass industry. The writer records that

one of the machiftes in an eight- hour shift turned

out 24,000 articles for illuminating purposes, all

#
of them of perfect manufacture, and that only

two boys and a mechanic were engaged. Under

the old method 179 or 180 men and boys turned

out 500,000 per week. To-day, tumblers can be

turned out by machine at the rate of 30,000 per^

shiflf, whereas the best hand glassmaker could not

make 500 in the same timo.

An Airplane with Shed
• An Airplane that currios its own shed has re-

cently appeared in the form of the new BublaAnig

parasol limousine monoplane of European concep-

tion. This machine is provided with a folding

tent which weighs about 75 pounds out of a total

2,200 pounds of useful load. When the planes

are folded along the body the tent covering rests

on the leading edges^and the propeller tip, thus

protecting the airplane agagist the elements,
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.

Dr. Ansari’* Return.
Di\ A-usari who luturued from Europe on May

14 submitted a long import as Secretary of the

Central Khilafat ^Committee regarding the weik

and various activities of the Khilafat representa*

tives during their short, stay in England and thp

Continent, which would soon' 'be made public

« «

DR. ANSARI
Dr. An$ari has put the whole situation in the

following words :

—

Looking back on the work and experience of the

Indian Muslim Commission, certain considerations

and conclusions are inevifciably forced on one’s mind.

The decision of Government to send a number of

Indian Mussalmans to represent the Indian view at

the London Peace Conference was a recognition on

the part of Government! of the deep feelings in the

oountry oveftthre Khilafat and cognate questions. The
hurried and secret manner of selections and the late

hour at which members of the'Cotnmission were asked

decreased their usefulness. 'They reached London

too late to influence the decisions of the Supreme
Council which were already made before their arrival.
The gravity of the situation in India is fully realised
by the Secretary of State and also partially by the
Premier. The Premier’s views are influenced to an
extent, that they aj*e certa'inly, not as antagonistic’ as
before, but this change is not sufficient to hope for the
fulfilment of their demands in their entirety. Events,
however, are taking place which would influence the
decision ultimately in our favour. We must not only
continue our work but redouble our efforts, for
success would ultimately depend on our achievements
in India. We must not however neglect to secure the
world's opinion in our favour. The news sent abroad
is misleading and always calculated to discredit all

our movements. Ignorance of Vhe public in England
and Europe, about India is appalling. We must make
suitable arrangements for sending correct news and
for counteracting the influence working against us We
should make arrangements for sending a few front
rank men to Europe in batches to be in touch with
the workers and existing conditions there, as well as
to

(
work for our cause in connect ion with the Near-

Eastern affairs. Wo should select immediately a
batch of thfee influential persons, one at least to be
a Hindu gentleman, to be ready to start to Europe
directly for another Peace Conference which is sure
to take place in a month or two.

,r

,

Mr. C. F. Andrews
The Bombty Chronicle announces that Mr.

C F. A odious hopes t'o go up to the Kurnaon

Hills, Aimora, as soon as his health permits and

his duties at Shuntiniketan allow him to ho

absent, in order to enquiie personally into the

people's grievances.

The New President

Taking farewell of his neighbours prior to his

departure for Washington, Mr. Harding, in a

voice tr« mbling with emotion, declared that he

went to work confident that all would be well.

“ I believe in the security of the American Re-

public, 1 believe that 100 million Americans will

be at the back of a right minded executive. I

have neither enmity nor jealousy in my heart and

I knbw that in that I am like the great
,
citizen-

ship of America.”

Dr. Woodrow Wilson
When Mr. Wilson returned to his new home

‘in Washington after his visit to the capital, a

demonstration of several thousands cheered him

and demanded a speech. Mr. Wilson bowed from

the window, shook his head and withdrew choking

with sobs* »
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Sir Sivasw^mi Aiyar

An important committee wilPshortly assemble

in Simla to confer on the military requirements

of India with the object of preparing materials

for the further examination of this question by a

subcommittee of the Comtuittoe of Imyeiial

Defence which meets in London liter in t^ie ytfhr.

Sir P. S. Sivaswami Aiyar is the non- official

Indian member selected to serve on it. We quite

welcome the choice as Sir Sivaswami has bestowed
« •

considerable attention to the study of "Indian

military problems and has been a very discerning

pritic of the Report of the Esher Committee.

We need hardly remind our readers of Sir #Siva-

swamrjLiy&r’s excellent work in connection
#
with

the committee appointed by the Legislative

Assembly to consider to tbe Esher Committee

Recommendations.

'

Sir Surendranath on Mon-Co-operation.

At the Rotary Club, Calcutta, on April 26,

Sir Surendra 'N*th Binnorjee referred to the

fton-Ca-opomtion movon. cut and said :— I share

Lord Chelmsford's optimism as to the future of

ludia. Hun Co-optration is a dying creed. Every

psut of its programme has been unsuccessful.

The Councils haya not been boycotted. Our

educational institutions ha\e not been vacat-

ed exo« pt hero and then*.* Arbitration Courts

have not been constituted. There are more

pr ctising lawyers in our Courts than there

is work for them, its only achievement has been

that it lias created unrest and upeasinef-s. It has

fostered rowdyism. It fe;«s weakened the bonds of

discipline and of the regard for law and order. In

its final stages Non- Co-operation has changed its

tactics. It is now willing to join the local bodies

and to co operate \yth them. If I may be per-

mitted to indulge in predictions 1 will say tkis,

that., when respqnsible Government has set to

work in the development of constructive policy, it

will have sounded the death- knell of Non Co-

operation^ and the darkening cloud, which now

frowns upon our atmosphere, will have to dis-

appear never more 4o rise again.
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Mr. Gandhi on the J^alegaon Incident

Writing in the Young India Mi Gandhi de-
'

plores the misbehaviour of *Non-Oo operators wfio

took part in the fiay in Malegaon He
f

writes

If the facts reported in the press are substantially

correct. Mdlegaon Non-Co operators have beon false

to their creed their faith, and their country 1 hey
have nut bick the hands of the clock of progress.

Non-violence is the rock on whit h the wnole struc-

ture of Non Co-operation is built lake that iway
and every act of renunciation comes to n night, as
artificial fruit is no more than a showy nothing The
murder of the men who were evidently doirfg their

duty was, if the report is correct, .deliberate It was*

a cowardly attack Certain men wilfully broke the
law, and invited punishment

There could be no justification for resentment of

such imprisonment fhoso who commit violence of

the Malegaon type are the real Co operators with the
Government The latter will gladly lose a few ofh*

cers if thereby they could kill Non Co operation A
few more such murders and we shall forfeit the sym-
pathy of the masses I am qpnvmoed that the people
will not tolerate violence on our part They are by
nature peaceful hnd thev have welcomed Non-Co
operation because it is deliberately non violent.

What must we do then? We must ceaselessly

preach against violence alike m public and m private
We must not show any sympathy to the evil doers

We must advise the men who havfc taken part in the

murders to surrender themselves if they are at all

tepentant The workers mu9t be doubly careful in

their talks. They mustPcease to talk of the evil of

the Government and tWfc officials, whether European
or Indian Bluster must give place to the work of

building up put before the nati n by the Congress.

We must be patient if there is no response to the de-

mand for men money, and munitions All police

orders must be strictly obeyed Ihere should be no

processions or hartals when known workers fire pro-

secuted or imprisoned W*we welcome imprison-

ments of innocent men, as we must, we ought to culti-

vate innocence and congratulate ourselves when we
are punished for holding opinions, or for domg things

that we consider it our duty to do i e
,

for spinning,

or collecting funds or getting n imes for the Congress

register There should be no civil disc bedience WG
have undertaken to stand the jfravest provocation

anacemain non violent Let us be careful lest the

hour of our triumph be by our folly, the hour of our

defeat and humiliation.

Reverting to the same subject in a subsequent

issue of this paper Mr Gmdhi savs —
I observe that there <s a tendency to .minimise

the the lion Po-operutors at Malegam No
anaollW M provocation bv the Sub Inspector con^d

justifv retaliation hy^tho ^on Ci-Qpcrators

X not examining thf case from the legal stand*

‘point. I am foncerned only with the Non-Co-opera-
.tor'fu He is bound under fall oath not to retaliate
even* undet the grsvesjt prbvocGtion.

Bug what should Non- Co-Operators do in the

event that any
i
o^F itd leaders are arrested ?

Should hartals and other deratinstratjions follow

as a matter of course. Mr. Gandhi is explicit,

I would ask t^e public who are interested in the®
Khilatat or Swaraj, religiously to refrain from all

*

demonstrations over the arrest or imprisonment of
evon their dearest loaders. 1 would hold it no honour
to me for the public to proclaim a hartal or hold
meetings *if I was arrested or Mnulana Hhaukat Ali
fo that matter. 1 would welcome and expect in any
such event a complete immediate boycott of all

foreign cloth, a more energetic adoption of the spin-
ning wheel, a more vigorous collection on behalf of
the Tilak Swaraj Fund and a flooding of Congress
offices for registration as members. 1 would certain-
ly expect the emptying of Government schools and
colleges and f.iore suspensions of practice by lawyers.
Killing officers and burning buildings will not only
retard the ad vent of Swaraj and the righting of the
Khilafat and the Punjab wrongs, but are likely to lead
to utter demoralisation of the nation. We must
therefore scrupulously avoid all occasions which
would' excite the passions of the mob and lead them
into undesirable or criminal conduct.

Empire Universities Congress

The Right Hon. Syed Amir Ali and Dr, A.

Suhtawardy, Barrister- at-Law, have been appoint-

ed Muhammadan representatives of the Calcutta

University to the forthcoming Congress of Uni-

versities of the Empire to be held at Oxford in

July. * %
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O
NE of the most striking features of the

present situation in India is the closo as-

sociation of a Hindu enthusiast who owes

much of his apostolic * influence over large

masses of his fellow countfymen to his saintliness

and austere simplicity of life with Mahfomedan

politicians not generally credited with the same

virtues, in a * raging and tearing propaganda of

which the speedy attainment of Indian Swaraj is

the declared purpose. 1 dc* not propose here to

discuss the merits of the Swaraj movement as

conceived by Mr Gandhi nor those of the Khilafat

movement which the brothers Ali have induced

him to endorse as its somewhat incongruous

corollary. That they have at least temporarily

produced a remarkable and, in’ some respects,

unprecedented measure of “fraternisation” between •

certain sections of the Hindu and Mahomedan com-

munities is as undeniable as the deep and bitter

antagonism that still endures between them be-

neath the surface. Mahomedans have b^en allowed

to penetrate into the inner sanctuary of Hindu

Temples, and Hindus, welcomed into historic

^mosques, have preached Swaraj from the Minbar

s&md to the glory and power of Islam. But

significant as these emotional demonstrations of a

common discontent may be, can they prevail

against the evidence of the living stones of

temple Hbd mosque into which Hinduism jnd

Islam have for centuries built their conflicting

ideals of human faith ?

In all cou^ries, under all climes, amongst

all races, architecture has been the supreme

interpreter of man‘s spiritual conceptions and

India where religion has dominated, as no where

else, his whole existence from the cradle to the

grave and indeed fan beyond the visible pheno-

mena of birth and death, is no exception to the

rule. The spirit of Hinduism, intensely intro-

spective and speculative clothing its profound

philosophies with an outer garment of exuberant

and sonsuous polytheism or pantheism lives in its

temples, just as the spirit Of Islam has embodied

in its mosques the stern and simple monotheism of

a religion essentially of action. For more than

a thousand yoars now, Islam has imported into

the far more ancient civilisation of India .an

aggressively alien element which at various periods

has achieved undisputed tempcjral supremacy and

has even acted as a powerful solvent on the social

and religious life of Hinduism which in its turn

steadily reacted upon the conquerors' habits of

thought and life. But have the action and

reaction #of Islam and Hinduism ever bridged the

broad gulf that separates them? Could that gulf be

bridged, would they not have evolved some type

of architecture connoting a fusion or even a

tendency towards fusion between the two funda-

mentally antagonistic ideals that have confront^!

each other in mosque and temple through successive

ages ?

Once only during my many travels in India

liavo I come across evidence in stone and marble

of such an attempt, and by a curious coincidence,

in that part of India Vijfch which the latest apostle

of Hindu-Mahomedan u
fraternisation M

is most
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elosely connected, viz, at Ahmedabad which ia

still the second city of the Bombay Presidency

and the chief city of the Ghjerat country that

claims Mr. Gandhi as its son. Gujerat wad, a

stronghold of Hindu culture long before

'the Mahometan invasions. Architecture espe-

cially
,
had reached a very high standard th6re

f

in the hands of what is usually known as the Jaina

school. This is a misnomer
1

for the school was in

f
reality the product of a period rather «-than of a

sect, though Jainism probably never enjoyed any-

where or at any time such political ascendancy as

in Gujerat under its Rashtrakuta and Solanki rule

from the ninth to the thirteenth century and

seldom has there been such an outburst, of archi-

tectural activity as amongst the Jains of that

period. To the present day, the Ahmedabad

Salats or builders have in their keeping jealously

locked away in iron bound chests in their temples

many ancient treaties on civil and religious archi-

tecture of which only a fe\y abstracts have been

published in Gujerati and the great Jain temple of

H&thi Singh built in the middle of the last

century at a cost of over “one million sterling

shows them to have still preserved something of

the ancient traditiens of their craft.

Out of the chaos produced by Timur’s cyclonic

raid into India at the close of the fourteenth

century, Mahomedan soldiers of fortune built

up for themseWes independent kingdoms and

principalities and founded dynasties which each

had their own brief moment of power and magni-

ficence. They gave to India a Mahomedan cinque

cento which, in many ways, recalls the contentpo-

jsjiry Renaissance in Italy. In all these new states

' which spread across middle India from tile

Arabian Sea to the Bay of Bengal, Islam was the

dominant power but even whilst trampling

upon Hinduism it did not escape the inevitable

consequences of increasing contact with an older

and more refined civilisation^ Amidst rapine and

hlotidehed tho^conptant dash pf arms it was a

period of artistic splendour which as usual it} the

countries conquered by Islam, has survived chiefly

in monuments of stope and marble and though

Hinduism never truimphe<\ for a time in Papal

Rome the enduring and all pervading potency of

its influence can be traced from capital to capital

wherever tfese Mahomedan podestas established

their seat of Government whether at Golconda or

Gaur^or Mandu or at Bijapur, or Bidar or above
o

all, at Ahmedabad.

The Ahmed Shahi Sultans of Gujerat were if less,

cultured, as magnificent in their way as the

Medicis of Florence and like them they were bent

, on making the capital do which they gave their

name worthy of the high adventuro by which they

had snatched a kingdom for themselves out of the

devastating conflngration that Timur had kindled.

The story of its foundation has a special attrac-

tion for Englishmen., For it* was with no other

than El Khizr whom Mahomedan tradition some-

times identifies with St. George the patron Saint

of England that Sheikh Ahmed Khatfcu, surnamed

Ganj Bakhsh, or the Treasure Giver, who was the

spiritual adviser of Ahmed Shab, conferred as to

the best site for* the conqueror's new capital. El

Khizr is said to have appeared in person to the

Sultan and given his blessing to tho scheme on

condition that to stand sponsors to it four Ah-

meds should bo found who had never missed the

afternoon prayer, it was a difficult condition, for of

the five daily prayers prescribed by tho Prophet

the afternoon prayer is the one which all but the

most pious are apt some times to shirk. However,

as the Sultan himself, and of course hip spiritual

director, fulfilled the condition and two other

Ahmeds were also ultimately discovered of equally

faultless piety, the City was built and Ferishta
i

tells us that in his day it was 41 the handsome’*

city in Hindustan and peihaps in the world.

Certainly very few Indian cities contain so

many beautiful buildings as those with which

Ahmecfabad was endowed in the course of a few
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decades by Sultan Ahmed Shah and His successors.

No one can fail to admire the wealth of ornamen-
t

tation and the exquisite workmanship lavished

upon .them, though they aro.not by any means the

noblest* or most characteristic ‘monuments of

Mahomedan architecture in India. Herein indeed

lies their peculiar interest—they are Hindu rather

than Mahomedan in spirit For they were built

by architects of the J.iina school who were just !lS

ready to work for their MoHom rulers, as ih

earlier times for their Hindu Uijahs. By tho

mere force o
#
f a civilisation in many ways superior

to that of their conquerors, these builders irnposod

upon them even in the mosques which they built

for them many of the •mqst typical
#
forms of^

Hindu architecture. To obtain for instance in a

mosque the greater elevation requited by Malm-

modans to whom the dim mysterious twilight of a

Hindu .sanctuary i*v repugnant, they began ' by

merely superimposing the jhalts of two Hindu

pillars, joining them together with (locks to con

nect the capital of the luwei w it#h the base ol the

upper shaft, and thi^ feature in a less etude .shape

was permanently retained in the Indo-Maho-

mednn architecture of (5 ujurat. Ore can ideally'

follow all the various stages thiough which this

adaptation ot a purely Hindu style to ]Vlaho-#

medan purposes successively passed. It was at

first rather violent and clumsy The eat host

mosque, th\t of Ahmed Shah himself, ts piacti-

cally a Hindu temple with a Mahomed.m facade

and the figures of idols and animals can still bo

traced on some of the pillars in the interior which

had been collected from earlier Hindu shrines,

T&e octagonal tomb of Ganj Baksh, the Sultan’s

spiritual preceptor, just outside thocity at Sat kbit

marks a further stride and the adjoining mosque

of which all the pillars have the Hindu bracket

capitals and all the domes are built on the Hindu

model of concentric courses, gradually lessening

* in diameter, is nevertheless Mahomedan in feel*

ing. Still more remarkable is the blend achieved

in the mosqufe and tomb of Ranee Sepree, the

consort of Mahmud Bigarak, truly the magnifico

of the Mahomedan dy nasty of Gujerat. It was

completed in 1514,
#

*ustn hundred years after the

foundation of the Ahmed Shahi dynasty, and it

sho\Vk the distance that hfid 'Oeen travelled in the

course' of one century towards, the gpproximationSi

erf form at least between Hindu ajid Mahomedan
• • *

architecture But the Ahmed ’ Shahi dynasty
• ,

perished, and with ft an attempt which had in

reality n^vei; gone beyond n icconciliarfion ot

outward form*.

The spirit of the two still remained far apart.

For Hind rt ism which loves mystery and imagery

and a tropical Ibn.f of 1 interns details shrinks

from the Islamic simplicity of the arched dome,

and ingenious as trie Hindu cupola may bo with

its conconti ic mouldings, the overlapping circular

courses i aisud on an octagonal architrave which

ictfo on symmotnc.il groups of pillars cannot

attain to the same breadth of span or the same

loftiness of elevation. Herein may perhaps bo

seen a symbol of the fundamental antagonism

between Hindu and Mahomedan conceptions in

many other domain^ than that of architecture.

Even if the Arabs did not originate the pointed

ar^h, it has been the most benjitiful and universal

foature of Mahomedan architecture. The Hindu

on the other hand lias never built any arch

except under compulsion. Hinduism has found

its truest expression, in the aVful majesty of
• •

the lolig pillared galleries of Madura and

Kameshvaram, peoplod with terrific deities-

Islam in the stern and unadorned spaciousness

of* the Gel Kumba/, the perfect dome of Bijapur,

which encloses the largest domed space in tl\o

wok Id, and in the serene grandeur of the Taj

Mahal at Agra.
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BY

r PRINCIPAL ABDUL HAMID.
Sediq Egerton College

, Bahavalpur .

/’JAHE appraising of the Greek influence pn

X Sanskrit literature or at least one branch

of it, the Draovi is, for all practicaf gur-

posep, < an open question. That, there haVe

come to light evidences of some mysterious Con-

nection—linguistic and mythological—-between

'the aiftient literature of India and tthe < classics of

old Greece and Rome cannot, probably, be denied.

But that such a connection is, on the one side, a

mere coincidence, or, on the other, a definite and

determinate stage in the evblution of the Aryan

race, is more than can be affirmed. To the ana-

lytical genius of Max Muller, coupled with his

penetrating faculty and his unwearing patience

the world, doubtless, owes one of the most mag-

nificent discoveries in the domain of comparative
*

philology. Few scholars, in or out of India,

ever realised, before Max-M,uller, the existence,

either of a linguistic kinship or ethnographic

affinity among the various races that now com-

prise the Aryan Stock, among others, the Anglo-

Saxons, the Germans, a certain class of Hindus

in India, and the iMussalmans of Iran. It jvas

reserved for the Taylorian Professor of Dessau to

enunciate, by elaborate and convincing discourses,

that most of the nations divided by religion,

differentiated b^ caste or distinguished by terri-

tory, come from a common descent. As in nature,

so in the history of man, before his evolution

there was, originally, no watertight compart-

ment. Nor is this linguistic kinship alone*- all

the testimony. Nothing, perhaps, gives a greater

clue to the existence of a common parentage or a

uniformity of religious and ethical thought, as

the communism of soul-conceptions in the dawn

of Time. The anthropomorphic delineation of,

deities, despite hard harriers of cduntry and

dime, or of time and space,
#
exhibit a remarkable

omenoh* in the development of human

thought, whether it refers .to men who "lived in

their “ ancestral home, ” or to those who, after

the dispersion, migrated to other latitudes of the

then habitable globe. Comparative mythology

reveals an identity of religious and of ethical

idealisms as remarkable as it is instructive and

interesting to the students of human evolution.

If we bar local accretions and peculiarities, there

is a significent similitude in the attempt to

anthropomorphize, with almost parallel attributes,

9 a very considerable number of the divinities of

different races. Tbey show that, in their cradle-

home, the members of the pantheon not only

claimed a common adoration but were, in many

aspects, designed on a common iconography.

Vedic India, Pre- Scriptural Egypt, old Rome and

Ancient Greece and hoary Babylon are full of

mythological evidences that point to kindred-

ship in ethical and social aspirations. The terms

of house-hold and domestic relation in different

languages of different nations, particularly of the

Aryan stem aie, notwithstanding phonological

peculiarities of different languages, too familiar

to be noticed here. But, probably, kinship in

religious conception, more than anything else,

discloses the existence not only of a common

linguistic but ethical unity. Nor can it be a

mere casual phenomenon. Indeed, comparative

mythology, even as comparative philology, throws

immense fight on the direction of the develop-

ment of religious and ethical aspirations,^ To

take one out of many : Kama Ifeva, or desire,

that is God of love, is the Vedic counter-part of

the Roman Cupid and the Greek Eros (Amor) a

son of Chronos or Saturn. The celebrated Soma,

with its wealth of hymns and ceremonies describ-

ed in the Rig Veda, only takes us back to thfe

Indo-European period—the timfe before tbe sepa-

ration 'of the two great sister-races, and reap*
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pears in ancient Persia under the name of Haoma,

and is made to do duty for almost similar cere-

monies with the Iranian followers of A vesta,

Instances of such parallelism
#
are numerous and

.convincing. But the limits of a newspaper article**

forbid dilation. The more ambitious reader may

refer, at least, to two books :
“ Tbe Myths of^

Greece and Rome” by H. A. Queber and tbe

“ Myths of Hindus and Buddhists” by JSiyedita

and Coomaraswami. indeed, if words &re regard-

ed as primary factors in historic reconstruction,

of no less value in the same direction are roligious

ideals, mythological conceptions and fables and

parables of drama and literature. But to come

to the point. Nothing ife more striding than* tbe

close resemblance between some of the earliest

dramas of Greece and Rome and of Vedic India.

That magnificent* drama, the Sakuntala of Kali-

dasa which did not fail to inspire a belauding

epigram even from such an austero critic as

Goethe, seems to have its dim echo in Greek

antiquity. In Sakuntala the ring is discovered

in tho stomach of a fine fish caught in a stream in

which the daughter of the^hermifc had accidentally

dropped it, and^ the unhappy fisherman accused

of stealing it is summoned to the royal presence

to receive judgment. The King surveys •the

ring, and the whole arcadian romance Hashes

afresh. He wakes up, as it were, from a trance

and asks for his wife. Herodotus, In his story

of Polycrates, the tyrant of Samoti, and the friend

of Anacroon, represents him as having cast his

highly prized ring into the &ea as a sacrifice to

propitiate the deity. Tbe ring ultimately reap-

,
pears 4he same night at the tyrant’s table in the*

stomach of a large fish presented to the tyrant by

the fisherman, as too fine for any but the royal

board. “ There is” says Zanaide Ragozyi, in his
•

usual eloquent manner, “ no love element in the

case, and the Greek used the incident to point a

moral of his own, but the incident present there,

in both, is identical.” Is it probable that this

points, among other things, to a trace, of Helle-

nism on Sanskrit drama ? It is said that some

critics find a^iuggestion to that effect in the

circumstances that Greek female slaves are men-

tioned in, at leisfc, o/,e qf the Sanskrit dramas.

The f.ict again that Sanskrit drama flourished in

• the western provinces and western coastland of

India, while it had no hold on the Eastern pro-

vinces where theve was very little Hellenic influ-

ence if anything at all, may seem to give point to

the suggestion On the other hand, it cannot be

forgotten that it is generally admitted that Greek

iniluopce on Hindu civilization and culture has

» been vory much in the nature of a negligible or a

doubtful factor. Alexander the great, it is true,

came and conquered a portion of India. But

what was it ? A consummate general, he effected

. a biilliant raid, but hardly occupied or consolidat-

ed any part of Indian territory. He shot like a

meteor, flashed and vanished. The empire of his

successors never extended beyond the Jhelum

and the Beas on*the one side, and Jhelum and

Indus on the other. To what then is it due?

—

this striking resemblance between the story of

Kalidasa and that of Herodotus based ou Greek

antiquity ? Can it be a mere coincidence ? It is

true that fragments of Greek power lingered on

in the east of the Punjab till about A. D. 50,

when Kadphises, the Rushan King, ousted the

last Greek prince Hermaios ijnd thus extinguish-

ed pollenic rule. That might give colour to the

supposition that tho influence of nollenism, in

feeble or interrupted current, might have trickled

on to Sanskrit literature and Sanskrit drama.

For, Kalidasa, jpho flourished in the* Court of
i|

Vikramaditya, whose reign may well be regarded

as the Augustan age of Sanskrit literature, could

not have lived earlier than the beginning of the

fifth century, whereas the influence of Greek cul-

ture must have been far parlier. This makes, it

is true, the presumption of Hellenic influence

spmewjiat stronger? But this presumption is
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vitiated and weakened, 'if not destroyed, by tbe

fact that very recently dramatic fragments ,of

Indian Origin have been discovered among the

palm leaf MSS. unearthed by Dr. Yon Lecog

in some of the cave temples near Kucha, in Tur-

kistan. That clearly pushes buck the chronological

limits of Hindu dramaturgy to as far back as

the Kufihai. times/prob ibly A. C. 100. Under

these circumstances it is difficult to trace .the
1

origin of the similarity of the story of Sakuntala

to that of Polycrates, the tyrant of Samos. Such

being the cage, it is difficult to agree with the

.view, though guardedly ppt, of the eloquent and

erudite author of
<l Yedic India”, that the story

of Sakuntala may symbolize a faint and lingering

echo of Greek influence on Sanskrit drama.

Influence there may have been, hut certainly not

in the direction indicated.

DEMOCRACY IN INDIA
BY

MR. V. G. RAMAKRISHNA AIYER, m.a;

lecturer in History, Sri Minakshi Colleyp,
#
Chidcunt'amm.

f|>OIiAY the word DEMOCRACY is being

shouted from the house-tops as if it were

magical formula which in itself could,

alter human nature and bring about the millen-

nium in every country, Few se^m to care what

Democracy really means. Every professing de

mocrat has a different theory of its significance

ranging from constitutional monarchy to commu-

nism and anarchy. Democracy appears to be in

the minds of most people a nebulous idea. Every,

man says 4 Oh ! the spirit of the ago is democra-

tic and it is futile to resist the spirit of the age.

This passive attitude of the majority is founded

l'0n a false idea that* the spirit of the age must be

correct. It should be distinctly understood ‘that

the keynote of extreme democracy is compulsion,

not freedom.

. What is Democracy?

There is no doubt that the growth of the de-

mocratic idea is natural and desirable in political

evolution. Man is essentially a gregarious ani-

mal. The progress of mankind has been largely

due to the social instinct of mutual aid through

hunting bands,, tribal communities and federa-

tions, nations, cities, to the • international life of

the present day. Itf every community there

have always beon difl’erent classes become of the

mutual inequalities or variations of men at birth,

and natural differences minimitfjd only by the

instinct of mutual aid. ' Democracy may be defin-

ed in terms of evolution ns the tendency of a

society to improve its environment by the mutual

aid of all classes in that society. This is in agree-

ment with the original and proper meaning of

the Greek word *
j[iemos,’ as thfe whole body of

free citizens, the public of a community, and of

Democracy, as the rule of the whole public em-

bracing all classes of the community.

Democracy does not mean the rule of the pro

letariat, of onp class, the labourers. Still less can

those who preach the class-war call themselves

democrats. This is exactly ^hat is going on

amongst us especially in our presidency. It is

not quite clear, for instance, whether the ngn-brah

min movement is a political or sectarian agitation.

Any careful student of Madras politics is often

inclined to ask whether politics are not coloured
*

'by racial prejudice. As the Hon. Mr. Sastri

recently observed in the Council of State, the

political questions in the province of Madras are

decided by considerations of Brahmin and Non-

Brahmin.' Class war is the complete negation of
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democracy. True democracy is the co-operation

of all classes of the public for the common good.

Class war is undemocratic. Herein lies the central
* • •

fftcj of true democracy.

Bright Side of Democracy.

Man has a wonderful innate spiritual heritage.

This moral force expresses itself instinctively in

the martyr spirit of heroism and self-sacrifice for

the preservation of the race. Democracy k the

only form of Government, as Professor Freeman

observes, which works up the faculties of man to

a higher pitch than any other. It is a form of

government which gives the freest scope to tho

inborn genius of the whole community. The
1

• i •

ideal polity is that in which men can
#
fully realiso

the perfection of their individual lives. The

spirit of man has been framed for wisdom and

judgment, for responsibility, initiative and self-

control. A mat without liberty is a being be-

reft of half* his manhood. • The porfect common-

wealth, the ideal towards which all social and

political endeavour moves forward is a society of

freemon and women, each at once ruling and being

ruled. It is not forgotten that Democracy is not

without its dafk side. Bu$ one is tempted to

endorse Edward Carpenter’s romark :
* Demo-

cracy, with all thy faults 1 love thee still*. Jt is

no doubt idle to ignoro that the political awaken-

ing and the development of the democratic spirit

have really brought to the fore front some men

who are working for the cause of the country in

a spirit of real self-sacrifice.

Dark Side of Democracy.

But^unfortunately the good work of* these
#

scattered ffiw are being undermined everywhere

by extremists of a peculiar frame of mind. Tho

country is being indoctrinated with false ideas

and strange political theories. It is needless tb

say that false partisan teaching—historical^ social,

and economic by revolutionary writers and speak-

ers—foments' a general discontent and unrest.

We see everywhere that the organisedf activity of

false guides is tireless and cerfbeless. It can be

met only by an equally ceaseless literature, frank

and fearless ifi •defence of true political ideals and

aspirations, namely, that of tiue co-operation.

The attack is continual
;
cthe defence is spasmodic

and not yet concentrated in a formula that could

bo easily understood by Everyman. Here is con-

siderable work for the Liberal League.
4

l*aken as a whofe, Democracy is the system of

Government with the fewest drawbacks. Jt is

perse tho most just, tho most reasonable, and the

most practical. It is however open to certain

serioiA drawbacks when it is necessary, as in

modern timos, ior Democracy to be worked

through representative institutions. These repre-

sentative institutions tend to produce in reality,

if not in name, a governing oligarchy. This

’tendency is enormously increased by a strict

(

party system. Finally, representation and^jafty^

system together, unleefe carefully guided, are very

apt to produce, not majority rule or the will of

tho people, but government *by a minority. In

other words, Democracy in theory should produce

liberty but in practice it produces a tyranny of

organised minoiities over moderate and apathetic

masses. * 9

Again there is danger from another side.

Crowd -psychology is so. unreasoning that unless

uplifted by the influence of best minds, it tends

to the degradation of national* life. A crowd i

persuaded not by reason but by tho emotions.

The notorious characteristic of the crowd is the

violence of the outbursts of the primary emotions

and impulses. One has only to watch for a few

minutes the non-co-operation , meeting in, the

rural parts to bear out these remarks. At

present, in India, indignation makes Politicians.

The Great Danger,

In India, we see the beginnings of the adoption

of the democratic principle with new Reforms.

The new electorate should discern tfie qualities of

mind and character that mgke the sound legislator
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and effective administrator. Students of Carlyle

will remember ^haj; the chief 'fyirden of his con-

demnation cl political democracy is
* that it

rejects or ignKrea * the nobip silent man 1 who best

could serve it'and places" power in the hands of

political windbags qnd ^arlatans. The ordinary

man is (juried away by th^ spur of the ambitious

dftpifcgogue, and f

the glamour of the political ,

dreamers. We see around us tbat men of* medio-

ore intelligence wfeo give expression to
f
the, con-

fused an<| nebulous sentiments of the crowd are

the uncrowned kingtfof the platform. Men of

words are hypao^siflg the multitude and 1 make

the jroTBe cattee seem the better. « The great mass

of the peopKLdo no more real thinking than the

separate cells of the individual human body.

Every averagp Indian nowadays, is a ready victim

to Shi^oleths and catchwords, and is prepared'

to « apply fascinating formulas to any political

queStiOn regardless of circumstances. A Profes-

sor, it is said, recently asked a Russian revolu-

tionary who was crying out “No Annexation”,

what he meant by 4 Annexia.’ The man replied

that she was the fifth daughter of Tsar Nicholas 11

Ib is this kind of ignorance that makes most ihen

in our country easy victims of shibboleths and
« *

willing devotees of doctrinaires. To desecrate

sanctities, to flout traditions and abolish the

venerable customs of the country, to break the

continuity of national life and to destroy the orga-

nic development of the body politic—these are not

the democratic spirit but irreverence and irres-

ponsibility.
*

Are we then to despair of Democracy ? By

no means. For the collective will of a well- orga-

nised community commonly attains a higher

level, both intellectually and morally, than could

be individually attained by its average numbers.

Let us remember the words of Mazzini that the

struggle for individual rights could but end in

anarchy
;
wheras a sense of secial duty alqpe

could build up a peaceful and
(
poble common-

wealth. The mere struggle for rightsn and privi-

leges could only destroy, not found
;
whereas the

sense of duty associates and nerves us to life-long

and disinterested endeavour.

WHISPERING
BY

MR. D. <?. DAVIES, I. C. S,

When the gold moon comes glorying through the trees,

Over the eastern plain, and the jackals cry,
a. '

Then I remember other lands and seas,

And other moons in old sweet years laid by.

And in this moonlit garden of the East

Footsteps are all about me and laughter and tears

Of comrade boys and girls at youttfs high feast

And the summer stfa comes whispering down the years.



CIVIL MARRIAGE BILL
BY

.
OR. H. S. GOUR, M.L.A., M.A., D.C.L.,, L.L.D.

I
RAVE ventured to pjaee my Civil Marriage

Bill on the Imperial Legislative anvil in the

hope that it will merit the support of tho

country it deserves. As' I will presently show, the

prejudice aroused by its predecessors from a certain

class of persons was due to the avowed roasoiy? of

the measure which are not the primary eojisidefc-

ation that has actuated mo in introducing it.

11. As every student, of law knows, in all

European countries and in America mairiago is a

civil contract, and as such, may he contracted by

any two persons without* referenoe# to thei*

religion, and subjoct only to the prohibition

against consanguinity. This does not necessarily

deprive marriage of^ its icligious element, for, in

practice, many parties th oreto prefer to followup the

civil contract by a religious ceremony in church,

and thus the law and sentiment are both satin lied.

Now in India the Mahomedans, Christians, Paisis,

Jains, Buddhists, Brahmos and other advanced

Hindus regard marriage in the same light. And

still there is no Civil Marriage Act to enable

them to intermarry : tho result being that they

are denied their birthright to marry whomsoever

the) like, because the Legislature has not enacted

a law for the performance of civil marriages

similar to those which are to be found in all other

countries. So far as the Christians ave concerned
%

this anomaly has been removed by the Indian

Christian Marriage Act (XV of 1872) S. 4, which

legalizes a civil marriage between a Christian and

f£ non-Cllristian. But it is a privilege of a Chris-

tian and not a non- Christian, since one of tho con-

•tracting parties to the marriage must be a Chris-

tian. In other cases, then, the position is, this

:

Suppose a Jew wishes to marry a Mahomedan,

there is nothing in their religion or their personal

laws to prevent such marriage, but since a Muho-

medan Kazi will only marry a Mahometan, and

45 •

a .Tow a ,Tew,*Thero is no meajns for the

performance of such marriage, and even if the

prioftts of the two comfaunities were to agree to

solenftiize it, thore would b§ practical difficulties

as to the ritual which should bind, the contracting

parties. In other words, tho ecclesiastical cfiurch

does not provido means for the making of secular

contracts JJut if tho parties in our illustration

repair to any part of Europe the civil law will

assist them to register their contract and a

marriage * so contracted will hold good every-
*

whore. They need nftt in fact go so far • for, since

the ships on the high seas are supposed to be

floating p-irfcR of thoirown country, such marriages

aro conceivable even boyond 3 miles of the Indian

coast And since the State Darbars of both Baroda

and Indore have enacted Civil Marriage Acts»^£~

their own, it is possible to contract such marriage

both in Baroda andjmlore, though not in British
* m

India.

So far thon as thjse communities are concerned,

they havo a just grievance in that they are free

to contract such marriages in Jvery country except

their own, Why should India suffer from this

serious territorial disability. A Civil Marriage

Law for such communities would seem to be a

necessity. And the only reasap why the public

have tiot so far ckmofired for it is, that inter-

communal marriages were so far few and far

between, and the public opinion has not been so

far roused to a sense of its own wrong.

#
. \

Ignorance, religious and racial" prejudice hfive

kept, all the Indian races apart, and the British

Government, pledged as it is to religious neutra-

lity, has studiously abstained from taking any

action wkpeh might Ravour, of interference with

their icligion, with the Result that it has refrained

from pasting even ft law which the civilized sense
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of all communities elsewhere regards as common

law, and as essential for its social progress. •

An attempt in this directing watf no doubt

made in 1868, when Sir Henry Maine, as Law

Member of the Government of India, introduced'

a measure similar to the Bill now before* the

Legislature. In
#
a lfearnod minute published in,

the proceedings Y)f the Council o\ that year,

Mr. Maine (as he then was) pointed oufrthe neces-

sity for,> pioh^ measure** But before it (^ould be

enacted Mr, Maine's term of oilice came to an end

and he was succeeded by another jurist of emi-

nence, Sir JameS Stephen, whose conservative

instincts, liowever, rebelled against a measure for

which, alN he then opined, there was no public

demand,
f

Mr. Stephen argued the issue back

to its prigjn and refused to enlarge its terms.

The Bratimos of Bengal had asked for a citul

-•Marriage Bill for the use of their own com-

munity because they hrfd objected to contract

marriages by following the idolatrous rituals

of feindu marriages, and submit to the

dictates of the Hindu priestcraft. Stephen

argued that as the Brahmos hat! moved the Legis-

lature to pass a Civil Marriage Bill it should not

be enlarged by its' terms * into a general Civil

Marriage Bill in anticipation of public opinion,

He also pointed out that, with the exception of a

Maharaja (who was usually absent), the Imperial

Council was ^ten composed exclusively of

Europeans, and was h6t representative* of the

people. It could not, therefore, introduce a

measure of social reform, however necessary,

without consulting them. The Select Committee

appointed to consider the BH1 readily yielded to

this view and decided to confine it to the Brahmo

and other similar dissenting sects. The followers

of the other revealed religions were tlben to be

excluded from the operation of the Bill, But how

were the Hindu dissenters to be described

—

r

Hindus or* Non Hindus The Brahmo leaders

were consulted and they agreed that thby had tip

objection to being classed as Non-Hindus and

were ready to make a declaration to that effoct.

The Bill was than limited to those ‘ f neither of

whom professes
.
the Christian or the Jewish or

the Hindu or the Mahomedah ;
or the Farsi, or

the Buddhist, or the Sikh, or the Jain religion”.

It waB enacted as Act III of 1872.

But both the Legislature as well aR those for

wljom the Act was intended had reckoned without

their host. The term “ Hindu” had nowhere

been defined by the Legislature, and the question

remained whether the Brahmos, Sikhs and the

other Hindu dissenters, though they might call

themselves Non-Hindus, wero in reality Non-

Hindus,
i

This question aroso ih 1 908 in a case which

went up to the Privy Council who held that a

Sikh or a Hindu by becoming a Brahmo did not

cease to be u Hindu, (111 C 11 at Page 33). This

decision, since followed in other cases, has croatod

a new situation by rendering the Act of 1872

obsolete so far hr it was intended to apply to

Brahmos and the other Hindu reforming sects.

Brahmos and the r.^st must continue to perform

marriages. They cannot conscientiously do so now
*

under the Act, which requires them to sign a

declaration that they are Non- Hindus. Such

rcarriagos ns have since taken place under the

Act must, of necessity, havo ignored tho view of
i

the Privy Council and, in doing so, the contracting

parties run it risk which might prove fatal to the

enjoyment of their matrimonial rights and the

legitimacy of their is^uo.

The situation is serious and called for the

immediate intervention of the Legislature. Hun

unfortunately the Legislature has refused to act.

In 1911 Mr. Bhupendra Nath Basu sought tc

revive Maine’s Bill in the Imperial Council on the

ground that the growing consciousness of the

Hindu community would welcome Ruch measure.

This m -»si) e w»u opposed h\ Government *ho

successfully resisted its reference to the Select
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Committee, A somewhat similar fato awaited a

narrower, albeit more controversial measure,

which Mi . V. J Patt i introduced in tho s&iuo
• #

(Jouufil in 1D18. Mr. Patel's Bill was intended

to legalize intor-caste marriages amongst Hindus,

It is needless to state that the form in which

both these measures vvcie presented and defend-

ed aroused keen controversy from those cham-

pions of orthodoxy who represent the latent c*n

servativo instinct of the populace. The select

Committee appointed to consider Mi. Patel’s Bill

took advantage of the coming reforms and re-

commended that it should be relegated for legisla-

tion to the reformed councils.
* * i •

l was elected to one of these last ypar, and I

took an eaily opportunity of examining the

whole qm sbion with tlm result tint my Bill

drafted on the Imc* of Maine and Basil’s Bills is

once more before 1*1)0 Legislature.

That it i* ;> moasmu \rf paramount national

necessity will he readily conceded by those who

iuve made them selves acquainted with the matri-

monial laws of other civilized countries.

I have alinudy pointed out? that, of the popu-

lation of India, a ftonsiderubh* nortion consists ol

those who regard in M ilage merely as a civil

union. There is no reason why these people should

be deprivod of the advantage of a civil mairingo

law. •

Even amongst Hindus a large growing body of

intelligent public opiniou favours su f,h measure.

The reforming sects such as the Brahmos, /'rar-

thna Samajis, Theists, and Theosophists would all

welcome
v
it. And so should those who arts in-

terested in the happiness of our children.

Hindu law regards marriage as a sacrament,

but the results of this sacrament are serious to

the women. Manu counsels the marriage df girls

.

before they leave their cradles, Such marriages

often lead to lifelong misery. If the husband

dies, the wife is consigned to lifelong widowhood

and lifelong torture from her husband’erfelations.

Happy marriages in the caste ai% becoming daily

more difficult. Tho dowry scandal in Bengal har.

led many n girl ^commit suicido.

Tim death of women in the Punjab had led to
i,

the wholesale conversion of castes. Eveiy where

the any is that eligible husbands \jithin the narrow
#_

9

f circle of one’s caste aro limited apd available only

at a prohibitive piico. Marriage has become a

profitable industry* with Kalin husbands. Its

KCandalg me only too obvious to noed cxpatiatioiu

Intorcasto marriugos will, at least, open a door

to competition. No one need marry outside his

caste, unless one chooses The measure only recog-

ni/es the theoretical equality of all mon for which

all India is, at the present moment, struggling.

It. will assist tho most orthodox of Hindus in

that it will afford indisputable proof of marringein

etfery case where it is registered under tho new

Act. The Hindu law of marriage is uncertain ^n'L

is mostly customary. Marriage customs vary in

difleient castes and the law reports furnish many

examples of cages in which the tectum of marriage

and the consequent legitimacy of the issue has

failed to bo proved* for want of reliable evidence.

The Civil Marriage x\ct will furnish an indisput-

able contemporaneous rocord'of marriage of which

every sensible person in Europe knows the value,

\Vith the advance of education the necessity
•

for registration of all marriages will soon become

established. It is only a questaya of habit and
1

^

1 know uiy countr/uJen wiU readily avail

themselves of the opportunity which this new

Act of tho Legislature will give them to porpe-

tuato tho evidence of a solemn act upon the proof

*
of which may depeftd the honour and happiness of

theit own progeny and tho preservation of thoir

estates.

But. the immediate advantage of such measuro

is not to be looked forward to in the number of

intercastoor intor-racial matches, which are likely

to be contracted under the Act ;
bnt rather as

marking *a stage in intellectual advance of a
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people for Ages caste lidden atjd priest-ridden,

submissive and obsequious to the command of

authority and oblivious of theiif own right to pick

and choose their life-long friends.

But such is tho sociUl thraldom that oven edu-

cated men shudder ;it the thought of a ch&n^e

involving their own emancipation, though they*

knew that the old order is wholly unsuited

to the present requirements of society.

• 1 havfe hitherto considered the measv.re as of

first necessity to meet the requirements of those

who view marriago as a social contract. I will

now consider it as a measure of social reform. It

is one of the fictions of law that over} one is

presumed to know law : but I doubt with all

sincerity whether, in reality, even many pro

fessional lawyers know all about tho law ol

marriage. That Mahomedans, Christians, Jews,

HParsis, Brahmos, Buddhists and Hindu dissenters

can intermarry with ope anothor is an unquestion*

able fact ;
but it ih equally.unquestionable that

very few intermarriages have in fact taken place

within living memory. 1 have stated one reason

for this communal exclusiveness contributed by

Government, namely the absence of a Civil

Marriage Act, But it is not the solo reason iior

communal conservatism is another. Take ior

example, the continents of Europe and America

wherS international marriages aro legal. But

how often do'* such ^ptei marriages take place.

Even in the United Kingdom, we hafo small

compact races, such as Englishmen, Welshmen,

Scotchmen and Irishmen who, as a rule, do not

intermarry. If they had w intermarried the

four distinct races as such would have by now

disappeared.

These facts must afford home consolation to

those pillars of orthodoxy who apprehend a com-

plete corruption of Wood of their respective com-,

munities the present ‘Bill becomes law.

They need not be reminded once more that it

{b merely an enabling Bifi and the popularity of

intermarriages must always remain a matter for

communal consciousness, controlled by th8 ever

gathering forces of education and to some extent

modified by the law of supply and demand.
§

it is not in the actual result that the Bill is

fraught with gieat potentialities Its value rather

lies in its iccognition of the thoorotical equality

of all races and the possibility of intermarriages

and intor-rolationship between them. This will

greatly reduce the natural irftor-racial antagonism

and tend to promote mutual sympathy. A few

inter-caste and inter-communal marriages will also

take place—mostly amongst the educated classes.

And theso will coment
c

the bond of sympathy

between « the two castes and communities. At

present our lives arc spent in watertight compart-

ments. We may have, it may bo, our bosom

friends amongst Mahomedanto and Christians but

our friendships cannot dovofop into alliances.

Each race preserves its exclusiveness by a fancied

notion of its own superiority. It is jealous of the

progress of another race. These inter-warring

races have for ages thrown India open to tho

attack of foreign powers. And India is as woak

to day as it ever was before In its history. Tho

fact that the British guns protect us from external

aggression and internal strife is ontirely duo to

the presence of a superior power the withdrawal

of which will immediately bring into play those

disintergrating forces which have made Jndia a

prey to foreign invasions. Ail lovers of our

country must roalizo this essential source ot its

weakness. Nationalism moans unity. Unity is

nol possible without the recognition qf equality,

Equality implies the enjoyment of that elementary

freedom in the matter of food and friendship

which is the birthright of every civilized being.

I have hitherto considered the question from

the*standpoint of the man—ignoring our other

partner in marriage as if she had nothing to say.

In archaic society man, being the stronger, made

laws tosuit his own comfort forgetting the woman
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who was regarded as a more chattel. Her position

in Hindu society is still little better. She is

yoked to a man without any consideration of her

feelings towards him. I* think.it is only duo to*

her that she should bo consulted on the choice of

her life partner. But this is impossible under the

present system and its reform in the direction 1

have indicated seems to bo the only means ol

remedying the wrong from which women "sojlbr.

The want of education amongst Indian woman lus

hitherto kept them in a state of supreme sub-

jection to man. The position of a Mitakshara

widow is one of intolerable endurance, and tho

only hope I .see for her is in tho more rational
* p i ^

treatment which the awakened eonscioumess to

her wrongs might ensure. My little Bill may, 1

hope, do something, howevor remotely, to a better
*

[reception of worflon’s lights and the betterment

ot their lot by giyiug them a \uioom the .selection

of their lifs paitners. *
#

It is curious fact that the Hindus have no

history and 1 am not sui prised that wo have

profited so little from tho teachings of history.

We are now listening to the patriotic cries of

nationalism—but all these cries a t o hollow, arti-

ficial and insincere because they lack the backbone

of that moral firmness and conviction which alone

make such movements real.

I have no doubt then that my Bill will groatly

strengthen the forces of nationalism and givo to

that movement a turn for reality^, for want of

which it must perish. But it will do more. It

will add to the stock of individual happiness.

Marriage involves a lifelong union, friendship and

‘companionship, but how many marriages amongst

us answer this test. Both Hindus as well as

Mahomedans marry, their children young—wives

are allotted to their sons by parental arrangement

They have no choice in the selection of their life-

partners ! Amongst Hindus their affinity is deter-

mined by an‘examination of their horoscopes by

the family astrologer. But why nofr determine

it ambnlando i Tho husband novor sees his wife

till it is too lafe. And a companionship forced

on one is seiioni enjoyed When the husband

and wife were both uneducated the forraor

#

received the latter as a divine dispensation. But

education has greatly alterod the outlook. If the

husband is educated bo expects his wife to be

educated also, and education amongst tife Orthodox

is taboo. Educated men naturally look in their

wives for other qualities than identity of caste

and stellar affinity. They expect them to be help-

mates and companions which is only possible if

some form of courtship precedes marriage. True

'* love not only laughs at locksmiths but ako at

caste restrictions. Tho growing tendency of the

iiitdlitjmha is to follow the dictates of reason

and tho natural bout, of one’s mind. •

• True maniage miplioh a love-match. This in

not possible within tho narrow vinculum of the

caste. The Civil Marriage Act will be a great

social emancipator. It fail add to the individual

happiness by •enlarging tho -weld of selection by

destroying the artificial barriers raised by roligion,

sect or caste. •

And this will produce a national solidarity not

otherwise attainable. It- will transfuse a new life
• •

into the scattered and antagonising bodies and

transfigure it into a new organic whole strengthe-

ning and solidifying
#

the confused and chaotic

mass into a homogenous whokr,

An India so strengthened can challenge the

world. An India so populous and yet so woak

as she is at present as to bo the target of every

#
filibustering adventurer is a pitiable object

;
and

all patriots recognise the fact, thoughlthey dare

not wound the ignorant prejudices of the people,

by daring to suggost the only true remedy which

will revivify and strengthen it.

“ Unite” Bays the patriot. But how to unite ?

Not by loud declamations about national grie-

vances. Indians have in their long*and chequered

history suffered froju greater and more intolerable
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wrongs than thly are suffering^ now. But how
have they been able to defend themselves, " In

order that the nation should u^ite—there must
be, first, a union of hearts and this is only possible

when the Indians overthrow their parochialism
(

. and recognize the equality «of all men. •

Both Hindu and Mahomedan marriages arc, in

theory, polygauicfii^, though the evils of polygamy
are guarded against by the Mahomedaps by fixing *

heavy—In many ctaes, prohibitive, dowries. Thp
effect of registration of such marriages undeV the

Act, which is strictly monogamous, will be a direct

arid an effective safeguard against polygamy.

It will further tend to minimize the evils of

early marriages, since all marriages under the Act

can only be contracted between parties who are

both adults at the time of marriage 1 need

hardly dwell on tho* evil of darly mmriages and

child widowhood. Those who still cling to this

ancient usage need not feel alarmed at the advent

of a reforming measure which will not. interfere

with their practice. Bnt nevertheless it will set

a new standard of social life which thote who $!o

desire may profit by.

One great effect of this measure of national

reform would probably tend to improve our

religion for a new nation will need a new religion.

We can never reconcile political • progress with

religious stagnation. What is Hinduism ?—I ask.

Echo answers “What it is not.” 1 hope I shall not

be misunderstood. I write in no spirit of denunci-

ation. But truth is truth and we can never

advance unless we indulge in occasional intros-

pection. Hinduism sk we know it, is reduced tfl

the observance of casto and the subservience to

the Brahmins. Such Hinduism must die. it is

now iiqpossible.

The reforming ^seots which are getting daily

1 more numerous ate a prqtjpst against this social

thraldom. The two great principles of Brahilioism

are Monotheism and anticaste. And they are the

underlying pivots of other reforming sects. Their

fusion into a single body will greatly strengthen

their value and power. My Bill will furnish one

more liAk to unite them all.
9

Much of whaf I have said might perhaps pass

unchallenged except by those stern and unbending

religious Tories whose fanaticism and ignorance

cannot tolerate any innovation however necessary.

To thorn 1 cannot hope to convince. . I address

this only to those wh<\ will listen to reason—not

to those who have stuffed ‘their ears with wax lest

they should be convinced against themselves.

Some of the former would* welcome the' measure

but ask me to solve the question about succession.

Suppose, they argue, a Hindu boy is married to a

Mahomedan giil, what ldw will the«isAie be

subject to—to which I reply, such marriages are

possible now and have iq fact taken place. How
many Hindus and Mahomedans have not married

European ladios ; what is the law of Succession

applicable to their issue and it will continue to be

the law applicable to those who contract such

mixed marriages under my Act.

The question of inheritance was solved as far

baqk as 1850 by the Removal of Caste Disabilities

Act unttor which the forfeiture of caste no longer

entails the forfeiture of inheritance.

I do not widi to unduly lengthen i ^fc this

article and 1 can only refer to my Hindu Code in

which J have set out at some length the law of

inheritance applicable to such cases. I can only

add that Act 111 of 1 8J 2 has been in operation

for some ^years and mixed marriages have been

contracted for a large ‘number of jears but the

law of succession has not presented any insuper-

able difficulties in practice.

Tbe second objection which i have heard raised

to my Bill is that it will undermine the purity of

race and religion. 1 have already adverted to this

objection before. The* English, thd French, the

Germans, the Americans continue to be great

nations in spite of their freedom of marriage and 1

do not soe why our nationality should be any

inoro in danger, it is true that, as in the case of

other nationalities, mil* nationalism will tend to be

more and more territorial and this is what every

one desires.

i A nationality based upon religion or caste

stands upon very shallow foundation, That based

upon the love of own’s own country stands upon a

foundation which time and distance cannot

destroy. *1 hope my little Bill may tond to create

such true nationality.

1 havo thus every reason to press forward my
measure as launched in the true interest of the

nation. To a large and important section of the

communitpy it is a necessity. To tbe rest it should

be ufiobjectionablo, if not useful. If passed it will

afford certain evidence of marriage, promote lofe'

matches, reduce the scandal of dowry and marriage

expenses, ensure better selection of mates, pro-

mote domestic happiness, reduce racial antipathy,

«create
r
a now bond of mutual sympathy, consoli-

date tbe strength of tbe educated classes, ensure

monogamy and discourage infant marriages,

remove them from tbe baneful influences of

middlemen and remove the anamoly that Indians

are, in thif matter, more free in all countries except

their own. « .
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T
HE volume* before us ia an interesting disqui-

sition on the values of life —not, as it may

be supposed from the title, a troatise on

Moral Philosophy. The values of the moral life

also come in. for discussion, as they should in such

a scheme ;
but the /noral values form only ono

class, like the other classes of valuos— Physical,

Intellectual, Aesthetic and Religious. These

classes cannot, of course, be treated each as wholly

independent of the rest
;

physical values are

necessarily related to intellectual and oral values

and so on. Rut the fact of rclatodne^f should he

understood at its true worth
;
it would not follow

that since physical values are n l.it.od to moral,

the former are valuable only in so far ns they

contribute to the *m oral life. In other word**, our

author is keen on maintaining the independent

value of the several (lasses of values, lie would

be averse to any scheme of grading wherein

certain of these classes are placed lower and the

others higher in the sonsc that tho lower are valu-

able only as contributing to the higher. Such an

attempt is made only by poople who hold strongfy

to a belief in the fundamental unity of all values

and start their study of values, wiMi the idea of

this unity or whole. Prof. WidgeiJ makes no

such attempt, for he feels that* all those who

started with the idea of unity, have failed miser-

ably in their attempts to get at or grasp tho

multiplicity (page 22). Whenever the latter has

.bpen recognised by such philosophers, it has had <

to be introduced from without. The proper start*

tag-point for philosophy, therefore, is the

multiplicity of experience. The manifold $t least

exists, and the manifold interests us. It behoves

us to study it properly in all its detail, before #

* Goods and Bads : Outlines of a Philosophy of Li/c,
by Prof. A. G. Widgery, Baroda. r>pp. *xiv„ 318,

1920. t ^

..trying to lump it all up intp some Absolute
;
a

m • m

m

more careful study of diversity may lead us to a

more intelligible concoptiop* of uhity.
9

It is not»my purposo to go
#
fhto tho® details of

tVof.. Widgery’s treatment. What he has to say

about the different classes of values is certainly

interesting* and sometimes edifying. Tie has

much to say about wholesome food and physical

exorcise^ polygamy, widow-remarriage, prostitution

find reduction of tho birth rafco, II is readers will
• •

cortainly not. find him dry end his practical sug-

gestions arc eminently sensible. It is his starting-

point and its const quences with which I .am

epneerned.

Prof. Widgery is an anti- Absolutist. The

failure of Absolutism uyikes him start, as we have

noted, from the multiplicity. Absolutism, as a

theory, is diseased in the copters on “ Intel-

lectual value*” and dismissed as inadequate. As

ft nocossary consequence of this, lie also opposes

the doctrino ot the relativity of goods and bads

in the sense that “ thoy aie both dogrees of a

homogeneous quality. ’’ Tffe latter is the conten-

tion of tho Absolutist, as against which our

author insists that tho bad is always positive,

Tne Absolutist theory of error ah i goes over-

board. Js it passible Jei any philosophy to start"

with the study of the bai© paiticular '{ What, in

the opinion of Prot Widgerv, aie the sins

of tun A’^o’utist ph ' ? What, is id.- own

,
Account of error, ^vil or ugliness ( Sint e himself

admits the necessity for some conception of unity,

what is the nature of the unity his philosophy

provides '( These are the questions I propose to

raise and discuss in this review.

I In th» fir-'t place, I
#
m>\ he pardoned for

livi ; if d.vv
,

*».* ho 1, i- jMiti-

cular is .never possible. That huiely is an ele-

mentary philosophical proposition. A scientific
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study of facts proceeds only in the light of gome

intelligible working idea or hypothesis. To embark

on a mere study of the multiplicity* (without, any

pre-conceived notions of unity) would be only to

re-start the old Baconian erroneous method qf

Induction, in the realm of Philosophy. Evqry

intelligent study of the manifold experience*

pre supposes a moreypr less definite conception of

unity from |he very start. And the elaborate

juggler’s trick of extracting tlie%nity at the end

is not catenated to deceive anybody but the

juggler himself. The process is, at every stage,

parallel $o the trick attributed tp the Absolutist

—

that of importing tho manifold from without and

•

saying, HEY PRESTO! there it is in the Abso-

lute. Prof. Widgery believes in a theistic con-

ception of unity. He believes in the unity of

values as a “ type of life,” Such a conception

nay Jee very valuable, but one does feel that it

has I>een there from the vdry beginning, control-

ling his study of the values and that it has not

come in at the end'&.s the result, of h merely dis-

interested study (should such a study he ever

possible.) *

II. The charge of starting with a conception of

the whole cannot of itself, therefore, he a serious^

one as against the Absolutist. Our author must

himself have started with such a conception. * If

he flatters himself he does not, one can only regret

,
the self- deception# But the real difficulty of the

Absolutist seems to be that., starting froip the

whole he is not able to get to the manifold or

indeed to recognize it at all, unless he introduce

it ab extra . It would be worth while going into

the argi/ment a little in detail. * 4
. . . though the

relations of sensations and ideas to one another

imply a mind in which they exist in relation, it

does not follow that for minds to be in relation

there must be a sort of all-embracing mind” (page

105). Into the merits of this contention one

need not entfer, Bince it will be sufficient to point

out that from the Absolutism’s point of tiew the

very conception of relations and relata is riddled

with contradictions. The relation, says the Abso-

lutist, has a tendency to do one of two unpom-

fortable things, on analysis ; it either falls outside

•what is related, thus starting an infinite regrecs,

or it infects both the terms related ip Which

case the terms becorx^ adjectival to the relation,

which is not what wo mean when we say two

terms are related. The only way to guarantee

some Pleasure of intelligibility to relations seems

to bo tfc concoive them as, appearances of a

supra-relational Reality. This argument strikes

Prof. Widgery as, perhaps, unsatisfactory. But,

T would submit, it cannot be met by merely

pointing to the difference in the torms related in

fchb two case?., *
*

The concept of 11
activity” is for Prof. Wid-

gery of prime importance
;

for it is that which

reconciles fact and value. Absolutism 'fails, since

it does not and cannot give adequate recognition

to activity. “ In history Ahsofutism as a theory

has most often been associated with forms of

mysticism which have boon quiotistic and passive.”

(page 100). Prof. Widgery is too good a phi-

losopher to condemn
t
a theory merely because of

its past failures. Tie feels that Absolutism “ is

unable to acknowledge activity as real if only

because there is no other to act upon.” (page 100),

That “ activity” liko force, cause, relation etc
,

ifl

an appearance and is not an such real, I, as an

Absolutist* do admit. But that ultimate reality

should be conceded to these concepts as such, 1, at

the same time, fail to understand. So long as the

individual cannot get rid of the feeling of 1 and

mine , so long the other will also exist for him .

* y

and so far will activity also be real, both 1 in itself.
*

and in its consequences, good or bad. Such an

individual would be treated as having not yet

realised the Absolute. And for the man who has

realised the Absolute, action is unreal, not because

it does not exist, but because it is no longer felt

in its particularity ;
it is realised .as contributory

to the wjiole. Such a one sees action in inaction

and inaction in action, in the ,lapguage of the
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Oita. That there can be or shoftld be mere

cessation of activity is qo part of the Absolutist

doctrine ; and the repudiation of such a doctrine

in the Oita is sufficiently emphatic. The quiet-

ism which Prof. .Widgery complains of is

not cessation or negation of activity, it is selfless

activity. But any further exposition within the

nurrow limits of a review will serve no purpose

and will perhaps lead to further misinterpre-

tations. *

111. It would be worth while to considor

whether on Prof, Widgery’s own showing the

bads are not transmuted into goods. One

may profitably turn here to the Aesthetic

values. “ ... .it is well-known that sonya combi-

,

nations of sounds—discordf—are generally judged

to be ugly ” (page 154). On Professor Widgery ’s

contention that ugliness is positive
,
such discords

can never become beautiful. 1 would like" to

know whether discords are oy are not admired as

beautiful in certain settings,* whether Western

music does not pride itself on the discords which

it takes up and harmoniously blends into itself,

f cannot clsim to be a student of Western muBic,

but I have been an humble admirer and I have

certainly beon taught to believe that discords

serve their purpose in certain musical contexts. ,

If that be so, I do not see how it can be main-

tained that they are positively ugly. There is no

point in emphasising the positive nature ®f ugli-

ness, unless by such positivity is meant
#
resistance

to assimilation in a larger, more harmonious

whole. Such resistance 1 cannot, trace in the

aesthetic “ bads " cited by Professor Widgery.

If .bp will admit, (as he cannot but) that the*se

bads can and do form elements in larger wholes

or goods
,
the Absolutist and he can have little to

quarrel about. Our author is constantly making

admissions of the kind required. Writing about

odours, he inclines to the view that they are Pelt

as bad mainly whpn they occur in combinations

or beoause of their associations. If the combina-

46

tions or associations could l>e varied, they might

become pleasant. # Is this very far from the ad-

mission that badness or goodness is a question of

degree, that the w*idor and more harmonious

combination is better than the narrower or less
_ 0 • • •

harmonious one ? Yet another instance te re-

mote 'all doubts, ‘....it may 4>e maintained

that regularity, uniformity, rhytlyn are jnot $o

much in themselves beautiful—they may feven

present* a monotonous uglinoss—but are such

chiefly in relation to a controlling conception
”

(page 1G74. Is there not here a definite «admis-*

sion that the beauty of a controlling conception

can transmute into itself what may otherwise be

ugly ? And is this not just what the Absolutist

says of all 'the values of life <

IY. As a philosopher, Prof. Widgery feels

called upon to exhibit some kind of unity run-

ning through all the values. One feels rather

diffident about the capacity of his unity to unify

in view of certain earlier utterances of his.

“
. ... . The ugly ” he says in one place “is the siftn

total of ugly objects ” (page ^25) ;
and again “ the

moral universal of intrinsic goods is to be con-

ceived as the sum total of all the intrinsic moral

goods experienced by the sum total of related

individuals ” (page 1

#
92. Italics are throughout

mine). Perhaps, I am oversensitive, but that a

philosopher in a philosophical treatise should talk

lightly about sum totals makes me feel very un-

comfortable. What is meaijt by the sum total of

related individuals ? What is to bo the unit or

standard of measurement of individuality? And

what can be meant by the sum total of intrinsic

goods ? Is not the expression suggestive of a

mechanical aggregate of various goods—an ex-

jyedsion recalling all the pitfalls and vagaries of

the greatest happiness theory ? Would not Prof..

Widgery rather say that for each individual there

is one good which is a system wherein all other

goods are duly subordinated and systematised ?

Is it right to talk of such a system as a sum

total ?
*

•

Again, so long as tjjero is a class of aesthetic
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bads, bads which are absolutely wcdpable of be-
« .

coming goods in any context, ope may imagine a

sum total of them constituting what we call the

ugly. But if, as the Absolutist contends, and

Professor Widgery half willingly admits, t|ie

aesthetic bads are not permanently bad, bul are

capable of beif»g taken up as oWients in a
f
n /ies-

thejicivood, how far is it right or
t
profitable Sjo

treat these bads hs having an independent pfossi-

tively ugl v existence of their own ?

* Perhaps, }t is not worth pressing \>his point

too much. I feel, however, that the expression

sim total has not been, in Professor
,
Widgery’s

casej due to ft mere lapse, fife contends that^ all

the goods are all equally real and are so recog-

nised in a theistic philosophy. No class of values

conflicts either with other such classes or within

itself. “ The particular moral goods are not

antagonistic to one another in their intrinsic

nature. . . . Moral goods seem least of all likely to

conflict with other go(*ls .... Physical goods de-

mand, as a rule, sonvo moral control of the appe-

tite and some will-power centred in industry. . . .

Again, thouglt' the attainment of intellectual

knowledge is not necessarily accompanied by

moral goodness, the broadest and highest type of

moral character is most compatible with a wide

intellectual outlook The examples usually

given (of the conflkt between the aesthetic and

the moral) suggest more often than not simply

the need of greater emphasis on the moral.” (page

283 284). That particular moral goods consti-

tute, as such, a harmonious system, I am not

prepared to admit. fcwo afiPects of the

moral ideal—self-assertion and self-sacrifice

—

constantly tend to fall apart, is a doctrine which

has yet to be effectually disproved, that the indi-

vidual may and does choose what he thinks is ‘the

right course in every case, is no answer to the

argument. The moral values do not constitute a

system free from self-contradiction. -And as for

their not conflicting with other values, I feel

Profossor Widgery does not read his own lesson

properly. ^..Physical goods demand moral control

of the appetites
;
but do. moral goo<Js demand

in the same way alid to the same extent the reali-

sation of physical goods? Is a moral good, not

compatible with a physical bad,—pain? One

would even say thst, in addition to being compati-

ble, some moral goods active^ demiud the pre-

sence of physical bads
; for the path nf duty is

not the path of least resistance, end physical bads,

more often than not, constitute the rdistance on

thp way. Again, Professor Widgery himself

Admits that while a high type of moral character

exists with a wide intellectual lock, a highly

developed intellect does not necessarily co-exist

with a good moral character. And in the case of

the aesthetic values he says the examples suggest

t
the needjof a greater emphasis on the moral. To

me the lesson seems fuller and more obvious;

These values would seem to constitute a system

regulated by valves, a system wharf? the higher

coordinate and regulates the lower, though the

presence of the lower type of«value is no guaran-

tee of the presence of the higher.
t
Physical and

intellectual values may be realised, but their realis-

ation does not carry with it as a necessary im-

plication the realisation of the moral values. The
Absolutist would read in all this only a confirma-

tion of his doctrine of degrees of reality. But

Professor Widgery has barred out that point of

view and sticks .to his sum totals.

When our author comes to treat of the unity
1 of the individual life, he becomes almost Absolu-

tist, at least, in his language This urity which

he calls a “ system or type of life " would be the

realisation of the greatest possible harmony and

unity in experiences, short of the totality of all

possible experiences. So far as this is intelligible

to me, it seems to come to the same thing as the

Absolutist’s contention that inclusiveness and

harmony are the test of the worth of any appear-

ance, that an appearance is more true, more

valuable, more real, the more inclusive* and ^har-

monious it is. Again, the Absolute is Truth,

Beauty and Goodness, but it is not any one of

these or all of these merely combined. And Pro-

fessor Widgery's unity “ is more than and differ-

ent from the intellectual, or any particular side

of life ” (page 297). It would be interesting to

know whether he abandons his philosophy of sum
totals at least at this stage. If he does not, his

philosophy is distinctly the worse for it.



THE.INDIAN SADHU
BY

MR. DAMODAR PRASAD SAKSENA, m.a.

How sweet are looks that ladies bend
On whom their favours filll ,

#
Fof them 1 battle.till the ond,

To savo from shamo and thrall :

But all my hoart is drawn above,

My knees are bow’d in crypt and shnno:
I never felt the kiss of love !

Nor maiden’s hand in mine.

More bounteous aspects on me beam,
Mo mightier transports move and thrill

;

*

So keep I fair thro’ faith and prayer ,

A virgin heart in \fork and will f

Sir Galahad

goo8 th0 surging mass of humanity in

the Indian Bazaar! Some of the figures that

move therein are after the pursuit of riches,

others after fame, othets efter position and s<*

forth. There are youth*?, old men, fe&ales and

children. Each one of them has one hobby or

another which, for tl^e time being, wholly engrosses

his attention. Most of these that pursue butter-

flies aro destined soon orwugh to break down in

despair after the object of their vain buaich has

eluded their grasp or when it is found, but fails

to bring satisfaction. Others are to find the thing

sought yield a moment of delight but it is evanes-

cent and slips oil’ from their fingers no sooner

than caught. So, there we (ind goes the Sadhu,

the Sanyasi, the Biahmachari—pacing at a

distance from tho motley crowd, in one plain

saifron coloured garb which wraps his body quito

from hoad to foot. He wants no other act of clo-

thing—this one piece is his solo guit. When

he enters an habitation he enters the door ot some

honest householder and is always welcome to a

loaf and some dhal which tho poor inmate can

always spare for the saintly man, India, his

country, revoros. He sleops under the dome of

heaven and wants no other bod but green grass.

From this seat he springs up at an early morning

hour and alter finishing his ablutions roams forth

into the woods invoking, wherever he goes, the

saored name of Shri Ram and Shri Krishna. As

for the fancies that occupy and excite the minds

of the majority oi the crowd spoken of in the

beginning, ho thafiks God he has none. His

soul is pure and his mind serene.

P&rhaps ho has been a*man of violent passions

in his*own day of youth, but thh* mad-cap frolic

ii now over and he has seen the futility ofjdaying

with all worldly toys, so that these dolls no longer
• •

claim his attention.* Perhaps he has been a Val -

miki andthe Jias experienced a throb of dtfjight at

his success in strangling a rich passerby, until he

has had ^the hermits’ interview who has changed

him from*his former occupations quite. Perhaps

he has been a Bilwa 3fangal and has madly dallied

with Lis CJuutamani for many a ploasant day and

night, until in the supieme Mercy of Providence
m

his heart has grown sick of worldly Love and has

come to centre itsolf on the Divine. Perhaps he

ha* climbed up the turret some dark night, like

TvLadas
,

to his wife’s abode and been sternly

reprimanded by tho
#
pious lady for loving a crea-

ture of flesh and bone, rather than
%
loving Lhagwan

,

the Lord of all. Perhaps ho has been a mighty

victor and has conquorod lands and dominions,

only to find in the end all his vaunted conquests

slip away from beneath leaving him nothing but

the remorse felt at death time by emperors like

Alexander or SaLulin .
“ W£hen I am buiied, carry

my winding sheet on the point of a spear and say

these words! Behold the spoils* whicn Saladin

curries* with him ! Of all bis victories, realms and

riches, nothing remains to him but this.” Perhaps

ho has served his earthly piaster with unsparing

devotion, but, finding himself cashiered in the end

like Wulsey, has acquired the wisdom now of giving

up tho service and taking to serving tbe Divine

Master alone.

So it is that we find him in that we l known

• garb, in the garb of the Sadhu. He hao passed
« *

through all those tribulations others of liu species

have still, to undergo oh painfulness, oh

blessedness and hits eventually by the mercy
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of the Lord * been given the
t
vision to look at

things in their right perspective.

This is the Indian Sadhtf—the most perfect,
r

the best evolved product of the world’s pain and

struggle—bWt fitted,''be£t prepared to move dbout

and work. alone knows how to think, how to

feel, how to work. Others bungle and spoil. Bo

worlds for the L6rd and the Lord guides hinv at

every step and prevents him from going astray,

c Tennyson in the lines quoted abov$ seeks to por-

tray such a character. In a recent publication of

Messrs. George G . Harrap and Co., London, entitled

* Warrior Saints’ the author points out (in a short

preface to the exploits of Bt. George and otlier

Saint* Warriors) how all of us are* Warrior Saints
’

ranged round the standard of Christ (or if we

chose to call by any other name, of Mahomet or

Buddha, of Shri Krishna, of Zoroaster—all of which

as *tho writer, conceives, are different farms of

expressing the same thing)—to do battle for the

Lord against the Powers of Darkness atad of Evil.

It only behovdfT us to fight iff out manfully

and bravely and the day is assuredly ours.

It well becomes us—us aM who have fol-

lowed the master in what he has Baid

—

1 Take up the CrQSB and" follow me’—to t^ke

up the cross of worldly suffering and bear our

pain heroically for Ijs Sake and attempt to

do, on our small scale, what He in His glory did

en the grandest/ Verily in boing crucified for

Him do we establish our claim to being deemed

worthy of bearing His Standard.

Sir Galahad is suciua hero and knight. He is

Purity Incarnate and seeks union with Kis,

Maker (which is what the preaeant writer under-

stands by his vision of the Holy Grail—his che-

rished dream which he pursues and- which he

seeks about to accomplish) by doing His Work

—

taking up the cross and following Him.’ ( Taking

up the cross ’ is the vow of Brnhmacfiarya—the

conquest over the Animal
t

Bqjf—which the Hero

fr
ag most successfully accomplished and which in-

deed gives strength to his arm while striking
• (

down the evil-door for his Christ.

‘ My strength \s os the strength of ton;

Because my heart is puoe.
1 •

Brahmacharya is Purity and Purity is God

itself. It is All-Wisdom, All-Strength, All-Hal*

lowedness, All- Love. No other virtue can ever

equal it in splendour. Where it comes all other

virtue* silently creep in. The roots for many a

foul, filthy action of diabolical sin and shameful-

ness are cut down,—aye, are singed up never

more to sprout up or grow
;
while it gives invinci-

ble strength to the merited possessor of this rare

^virtue wherewith to smile down his foes (who are,

by the by, the foes of Faith, of Righteousness and

of Truth) in the twinkling of an eye.

]£or thousands and thoucands of yoarp—for

times out of memory anc| the recollection

of all human beipgs—has this, frail, fooble,

wandering, tempest-tossed mind of man been

cherishing and growing the animal propensities of

his lower nature. They seem to have cast, firm,

almost ineradicabta roots in the innermost soil

and baffle all attempts at rooting out. It can be

only by the grace of the Lord’s,—revealed in and

'through the Guru—that the attempt can succeed.

Let us pray—continuous—to the service of all

Power and all Good that he grant our prayer in

this direction to aim at success, so that we may

be able to shy with Galahad :

—

All my heart is drawn above,

My knees are bow’d in Crypt and Shrine,

I never felt the kiss of love,

Nor Maiden's hand is mine.
More beauteous aspects on me beam," ,

•

Me mightier transports move andthrill,

So keep I fair through faith and prayer,

A virgin heart in work and will.

A% under the new rules of the Postflt Department
Value Payable packets must also be registered, the

total chargee when the Review ia
t
sent by V.-P. P,

will be five rupees and four annas. The cheapest

way is therefore to send in the subscription of Rs . 5

(Indian)Rs* 7—8 (Foreign) in advance by money orderf



THE NEW CONSTITUTION OF CEYLON
THE REFORMED LEGISLATURE AND ITS PERSONNEL. 1

By Mr. K. SATIAVAGISWARA.

I
N the January issue? of • this Review it was

pointod out that, at an Extraordinary

'

Session of the Congress held on tho 18th

of December last, a compromise was elt'octed by

a resolution to participate in the elections under

the Order in Council which Hung upon the

people of Ceylon0 a constitution whicli fell far

short of the expectations of the island.

The elections, consequently, were held on the

21st of April. Tho results have beon announced,

and New Legislative Council is appointed to

meot for the first time bn Tuesday,^ the 7ti! oF

June next. Before describing the personnel of

the new Council, it may bo useful to summarise

tlje features of «thu now constitution wiych the

Order in Council referred to hab brought into

being.

The new law has created a Council consisting

of 14 official members and 23 uri official mem-

bers;—The official Members of the Council shall

be the following ex-oificio members: -The

{Senior Military Officor, tho Colonial Secretary,

the Attorney General, the Controller of Revenue

and the Treasurer, and nine other Nominated

official members.

The un-official Members ot Council shall be —3

Nominated un official Members to represent

interests which, in the opinion df the Governor,

have not been represented
;
one Muhammadan

Member
;
two Kandyan Members ; and one

Indian Member— tho last 4 to be afterwards

<elected; ^nd 16 Elected Mombers, one for eacH

of the 16 Constituencies that are cieated on a

territorial basis, except for 2 European (Urban

and Rural) Electorates, the Commercial Electo-

rate, the Burgher Electorate and Low-

Country Products Association Electorate.

• Franchise.

The franchise is extended and da{ ends both

0& an educational qualification! vie., ability to

read and write English, Tamil, or Sinhalese, and

on a property qualification which may be either

a» annual income of not less than Rs. 600/: or
•

• •

the ownership of immovable property of the

.
value of not less than Rs. 1500, or, the* occupa-

tion as own or oj1 tenant of a building of the

unnqal value, in the case of an urban* distriot, of

not less than Rs. 400 and, if situated elsewhere,

of not less than Rs. 200
•

The Executive Council.

As regards the Executive Council, stated Lord

Milner's Despatch, “ His Majesty has been

pleased to approve of the issue of Amending

Letters Patent and Royal Instructions, under

whic.li it will be possible to reduce the number of

* Official Members of ^the Executive Council an<T

to appoint un-official Members to the Council”;

and the Governor is called uj>on by Lord Milner

in the same Despatch to submit, as soon as the

new Legislative Council has been constituted,

“ recommendations for the appointment of 3

un-official Members to thg Executive Council.”

•

The Personnel of the New Council.

As stated in the beginning, the elections to the

new Council aie over, and the Council will

hold its first meeting on th§
#
7th of June nexj.

Th* Council will coMst of the following elected

members,

1. The European Electorate (Urban) :
—

Mr. Herbert Gordon Bois.

• 2. The European Electorate (Rural)
Mr. Thomas Gates Wright (since re&igned)

3. The Commercial Electorate :
—

Sir James Thomson Broone.

4. The Burgher Electorate:—
Mr. Allan Drieberg.

5. The Low-Country Products Association
Electorate ;

—

Mr. Henry Lawson De Mai.
•

6. The Western Province (Division A) >—
Mr. Williaip Hajopakshe*

7. The Western Province^ (Division B.)

Mr, Edward W, Perera,
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8. The Town of Colombo r

Mr. James Pieris.

9. The Central Province
t

Mr. Abraham Charles Gefard Wijeyekoon.
10. The Northern Province :

—
Mr. Ford Duraiswamy.

11. The Southern Provirfce •

Mr, O. C. Tilakaratna.

12. The Eastern Province:-- •

Mr. E. R. Tambimuttu.
1

13. The North Western Province ,

Mr. C. E. Cored. •

14. The North Central Province:—
Mr. S. I). Krishnaratne.

15. The Province of Leva
Mr. I). H. Kotalawala c

16. Province of Sabaragamuwa
Rev. W. E. Boteja.

Which un-officials His Excellency the*Uover-

nor intends to nominate to the*Council, it is not*

officially known. Mr. P. Ramanathan, the

Ceylon Member in the old Council, is rumoured

to have been nominated to a seat
;

while, to

represent the interests of the Muhammadans',

^petitions have been submitted to the Governor

suggesting the names of Mr. Macau Maraikar,

a well-known jeweller of Ceylon, and Mr. N. II.

M. Abdul Cador, She Muhammadan Member in

the old Council.

Nominated Official Members.

In addition to the 5 officials who are, ox-
• •

officio Members of the Council, there will be 9’

other Nominated officials, and the following have

been nominated by . liis Excellency the

Governor :

—

• The Hon. Mr. J. d. Fraser C. M. G, the Govern-

ment Agent of the Western Province ; the Horn- Mr.

F. Bower, C. M. G. Principal Collector of Customs ;

Mr. T. K. Chapman, Director of Public Works; Dr.

D, J. Rutherford, Principal Civil and Medical Officer

;

Mr. E. Evans, Acting Director of Education; Mr. T.

F. Gariom, Solicitor General; Mr. G. P. Green,*

General Manager of the Ceylon government Rail-

ways; Mr. F A. Hockdate, Director of Agriculture ;

and Mr. H. W. Codrington, Commissioner of Buddhist

Temporalities.

“ It will be noticed ” says the Ceylon Daily

Kews
%
while reviewing the nominations editorially,

11 that in the announcement these officials and
* r

not their offieps were named, indicating that they

have been appointed not . by virtue qf their

office
"

Incompleteness of the Reform.

As was stated in the Indian Review for Octo-

,

her last, the new constitution, tho composition of

which has been detailed above, was received with

an outburst of feeling rarely disturbing the

political horizon of Ceylon. A special meeting of

the Coy Ion National Congress decided to “ boy-

cott ”« tho Council. What is it that made the

now* scheine so unacceptable to^the people of the

country ?

The present moment in Ceylon, it i^ argued

by the Government and those that see eye to eye

with them, is a u
transitional stage between

dissect Goveitfiinent by ,the Crown and complete

Parliamentary control.” (There would seem to be

a fear on the part of the authorities that the

people of Ce) Ion are not quite fit yet for manag-

ing thfcir own u Hairs
, and under the influence of

this fear, tho Government Lave* found it neces-

sary, to quote the 'words of Lord Milner’s

despatch, “ to retain cortain safe-guards to

ensure the maintenance of good administration

and fair [.lay as between all classes and races.”

Consequently tho Order in Council gives the

power to tho Governor “ to declare any bill,

clause, amendment, resolution or vote before the

Council to ho of paramount importance, and, in

any such case, only the votes of the official

members « will be recorded.” Secondly, the

Governor is gjiven the power to declaie that any

bill, amendment, or resolution intioduced or

proposed to be introduced effects the safety or

tianquillity of the island” and to direct “that

no further proceedings shall be taken .by the

Council in relation to the matter.”

The granting of these “reserve powers” to

the Governor is the chief cause of discontent

with the new law, The power to suspend

' nominated members, the time limit imposed on

the utterances of members in the council, the

retention of the principle of communal represent-

ation to the Kandyans, Muhammadans and
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Indians, the creation of 3'un-ofilcial members to

.“represent such interests j ri the (Governor’s

opinion, are not adeqin fely provided for other-

wise,” the cloud of 40Ubt that hangs on the
#

question ns to vhother these 3 un official mem-
>(

hers will a- so be members of the Executive

Council, in which caso the pious resolution of

the Government to secure an un official majority 1

will bo reduced to u a sham and a meddle” ^-those

are some of the features in the new scheme* that

have created popular discontent. The last matter,

the apppintment of 3 on official members, has

already been brought to the notice of Parliament

by Col. Wedgwood
;
while the reform party, and

the Congress in partialby, are anxiously awaiting

the fulfilment of tty? promise to* revise the

constitution before the end of the ve.ar.

Tnrc IS kw CoTiNrrrj.oRS • A Homm Stun.

That the people of Ceylon justify their claims

for a better corPhtitution than he** bee?', granted

to them jdst now, is seefi from the most satis-

factory manner in which the elections were hold

and the electors exercised their judgment A

now class of men have been return'd to tho

Council. The names of Messrs E. A\
r

.
Porera,

A. C. 0. Wijeyokon, Ford Duraiswamv, and

Rev. VV. E Botoju wore riot so well-known. But

it is in their very selection that the venous

electorates have shown their discrimination, their

independence of judgment, in fact, their political

capacity. Mr E. W. Perern, tl^e member for

tho Western Province B Division had ns his

rival Mr. Donals Obeysokere, with a great

amount of wealth and influence to back him.

But Mjr. Perera, a lawyer, was only a “now’man ”,
«—I mean/ in the political sense,—but he had

rendered his services to the people. He had, ns

early as 1909, served in a deputation led by Mr.

H. J. C. Perera, another lawyer of repute in

Ceylon, * which pressed for reforms before Lord*

Crewe. He had later in 1915 gone to England

to press the* claims of justice at the Colonial

offico in'* connection with, the riots of 1915, the

famous Gamyola Perebera Case and the reform

of the constitution. He had toiled hard at his

task for four ye
#

ifrfl in England,and after his return

home, hnd identified himself with the Congress

ftnd moved, in the* October* session of the

CdngrosR, the resolution pn “fNon-confidcnce in
* i

the Governor” for reinstating J:he Kefjfilla Patrols

•who had abused their powers during the riots.

“The results at tho polls”, says the Cfnlon

“ Daily Aj>,ws ” commenting on tho ^lectiort of

Mr. Perera

“ show that the Sinhalese are not an ungrateful

race, ftiat they are not a people carried away by the
passing wind of sudden patriotism, that the flash of

wealth cannot bliifd their eye® to the personal merits

of candidates. Distinctions of caste and class have
counted little with them. Judging wisely and well,

they have cast their votes for the better man ”

The story of the election of Mr, Ford D*urai-

Vwamy to the Northern Province Feat also

*
gives a lesson on the political cApacity t>f tbs

people. The contest* was between Mr. Durai-
•

wamy and Mr. A, Caring iratnam, An Honours

Graduate of Calcutta, Mr, lAiraiswamy was the

leading lawyer of Jaffna and had identified

himself with tfle Reform movement. He was

one of the founders of the Jaffna Association, of

#
which he is now* the Vjco President. He had

shown his capacity fer sacrifice by withdrawing

his candidature for a seat in the new
*

Council, when tho Congress decided on Non-Co-

operation in October last, fie had, however, £

povPerful rival to facoin Mr. Oanagarat.nam, who

en joyed a vast influence as a journalist in North

Ceylon. The fact that both the candidates
•

• enjoyed immense popularity is shown by tho

results of the elections, where Mr. Duraiswamy

won 5836 votes, while liis opponent came very

near him by 'winning 4443.

Tho election of Rev. Mr. Boteja to the Sabara-

gamuwa province seat gives the lie direct to any

assumption of the existence of religious animosi-

ties in the minds of the Sinhalese.
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I
N the long list of those who.have laboured

for the cause of Sanskrit learning and
Indian research,, no name is held with greater

veneration than that of Efenry Thomas Cole-

brooke succeeding immediately to the wolk
(

done by that illustriousOrientalist, Sir William

Jones. Colebrooke; by his writings and dis-,

courses, had placed the Indian public as Well

as the Government under a deep debt of

gratitude.*If those who had held high1 offif.es in

this country during the past generation had
but been inspiredby the ideals and feelings

of Colebrooke even to a small extent, if they

had entered into sympathy with the people as '

he did, and tried to understand their culture

as he had succeeded in doing, the history of

Indian political agitation would have been

quite different. The first to reveal to the

European world India’s ancient culture, Cole-'

itrooke has done greater services to our coun-

try than the array of* distinguished pro-

consuls who sat on the -Viceregal Throne.

Colebrooke was born in London in 1765
and his father was Sir George Colebrooke,

Bart. One of the most influential man of

the times and for several yeavs Chairman of

the East India Company, young Colebrooke

Was of a retiring disposition, and quite early

in life had acquired £ taste and fondness for
'

study. Educated privately at home, Cole-

brooke at the age of 17 possessed as much
knowledge as might be expected of a graduate

of a university. .Being of a religious bent of

mind he had hoped for a'.i-ecclesiastical order,

but his father had persuaded him to accept a

writership in the Civil Service of Bengal.

His official career in India, both as a

subordinate and a high servant of the Com- <

pany having had to shape the Internal policies

of the Government, has been as brilliant as

his learning and scholarship. Not that he

fell in love at once with all that he" saw in

this country. On the other hand, his early

letters to his father indicate that' he was
rather disgusted with his stay in India of

which he spoke in even contemptuous terms.

When, at this time, parliamentarians were also

talking of a change in the Indian constitution

-with a view to end -the political supremacy
• of the East India Company, Colebrooke Was.
yearning to return home. “ India is no long-

er a mine of gold ” “ Every body here is

« disgusted with it,”— It was in this strain

that he was writing to his father, but a

char}g£ soon came over him and in the pleni-

tude of his love and regard .for Indian cult-

ure, he retracted all these remarks. The
first important appoinment held by him was
that of an Assistant Collector of Revenue at

Tirhat. Here he stayed for 9 years spending

most of his spare time in sports. But a shrewd
father was {terisistently demanding from his

son full information about the religion and
literature of the people amidst whom he had
to live and whose salt he was eating. Cole-

brooke. not only played the truant but practi-

cally bamboozled the aged parent by making

the latter believe that there was nothing worth

learning in this land 0/ the hot sun. According

to him Charles Wilkins was “Sanskrit-mad,”
“

‘Asiatic Miscellany’ was a repository of non-

sense ” and ‘ the Institutes of Akbar ’ a

dunghill in which, -perhaps, a pearl or two
might be found ” There is a tidq in the affairs

of men and the time had not yet arrived for

Colebrooke to taste the beauties of Sanskrit

literature. Neverthess, he continued to dis-

charge his duties as Assistant Collector evin-

cing great sympathy for the people. In 1789,

while he was Revenue Officer at Purnea,

he was deputed in connection with the

Permanent Settlement question. After finish-

ing his investigations, he put down his results

in the shape of a work on the Agriculture of

Bengal. This book of Colebrooke deserves to be

studied by all Indian economists. Though a-

servant of the Company, he has dared to

pass severe strictures on its commercial policy.

He saw clearly enough the ruin of the cottage

industries of Bengal as a result of

English competition. The export of cotton-

wool was highly injurious to the prosperity of

the country and he pleads eloquently in his

book on behalf of the poor whose trade had
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been ^uined by the, monopolist policy of the

Government.

‘‘To a Government enlightened as that is

by which British India *is administered, it

cannot be a trifling consideration to provide

employment for the poorest classes. No
public provision now exists in these provinces

to relieve the wants of the poor and helpless.

The only employment in which widows and
female orphans incapacitated for field-latour

by sickness or by their rank, can earn a

subsistence is by spinning and it is the only

employment to which the females of a family

can apply themselves to maintain the men,

if these be disqualified for. labour by infirmity

or by any other cause^ To all it is a resource

which, even though it may not be absolutely

necessary for the subsistence, contributes at

least to relie ve' the distress of the poor. Their

distresses are certainly great and among none

greater than among the many decayed fami-

lies which once enjoyed the comforts of lih .

These are .numerous in. India and whether

they be entitled to the particular consideration

of Government or not, they have certainly

a claim on its humanity.” Colebrooke, continu-

ing suggests that cotton yarn instead of cot-

ton wool be imported t& England as that

would mean employment for the poor in

India. Citing the example of Ireland which

was allowed to import duty free into England

linen and wollen yarn, he asks, why not

India? Why discourage that of cotton yarn

from Bengal by a heavy duty besides.aU other

impediments which we have occasion to notice

so often. That is plain speaking and Cole-

brookc hesitated long before he could be

persuaded to publish his book on the agri-

culture of Bengal.

Colehrooke’s first introduction to the sfudy

oi Sanskrit*took place in the I ith year of his

residence in India. He realised more and
•more that, for a proper and intelligent ad-

ministration of the country, a knowledge of

Sanskrit was absolutely essential. He en-

countered great difficulties in mastering the

language and twice abandoned the attempt.

In the end he succeeded and continued his

studies down to the time of his death. The
knowledge that* he had gained already was

47

soon
#
utilized. .Under the direction of Sitf

William Jones, a digest of Hindu Law was
being prepared* t*nd Colebrooke translated it

* from Sanskrit. This might be Saul to be

•his, earliest attempt ir\ ajicient learning and
his fame as a Sanskrit scholar soon spread,

hi 1*79^, he was despatched *to Nagpur on

•a special mission and though nothing came
out of it, Colebrooke took advantage df his

leisured stay there*' for two years by pursuing

a varied and extensive course of study in

Oriental Literature and natural sciences.

The: results of his studies ar^set forth in a

series yf articles contributed to “ Asiatic

Researches.” Most of these articles were
subsequently collected and published in two
volumes by his son, Sir Thomas Edward
Colebrooke, Baronet. We shall revert to the

subject lab r on.

In l Sol, Colebrooke was appointed to the

office of the Chief Judge of the High Court

o/ Appeal at Calcutta and in thisr congenial

atmosphere passi d on for several years, study-

ing Civil and Hindu Law. Chief Judgeship in

those days iyiplcd more, leisure than now
iiiid Colebrooke found time to act as the un-

salaried prolessor of Sanskrit in the College

established for Cftdl Servants at Fort William

in Calcutta. As a professor he did not

deliver lectures but did m#re useful work by

publishing a Sanskrit Grammar, editing a

Sanskrit Dictionary, AmarakOsha ( iMoS), be-

sides other Works, such as Ilitopadesa in 1 804.

This is quite in accord with his educational

ideals. He was strongly ii% favour of the

me I had of instructicTtf by
,
translations and

ever anxious that study should be based on

systematic principles. In 1N05 Colebrooke

was elevated to the situation to which he

had looked during the past 10 years with'

alternate hope *and indifference—to wi.t#

membership of the Supreme Council. In

this position, he. remained for 5 years without

losing his Chief-judgeship. At the end of the

period he vacated his seat in the Supreme
Council and having more leisure he once again

took to literary pursuit^. Ih 1 8 10,he published

his translations of the two celebrated treatises

on the Hindu Latv pf Inheritance. Mention

has already been ma
-

de of Colebrooke's share
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in the publication of the Digest of Hindu
Law. This work, however, $1 id not super-

sede the necessity of further *aid to the study
of the Hindu Law of Inheritance. With the,

sanction of the Government of Bengal 'he

prepared his new treatise. It compreheaded
the celebrated!

1

treatise of Jimutavahana oh
succession whfqh was cited frequently by*

Bengal lawyers by the emphatic title of Paya-
bhaga but included extracts from the still-

more celebrated Mitakshara, so rquclvof the

work as relates to inheritance. At the time

of its publication Colebrooke was dis-

appointed that this work which cpst him
more labour and time than any he was en-

gaged in, did not get such reception at the

hands of the public as it should
; excepting a

few statements of facts, Colebrooke’s work
his stood the test of time and, is to-day res-

pectfully quoted by jurists of eminence all

over the Empire. Colebrooke, as will be seen

from a review of his works, was a keen

mathematician and, a versatile genius.

During the last few years’ stay in India he

interested himsfclf in the question of the

height of the Himalayas. Experts cast doubts

as regards the claim of the Himalayas as the

highest mountain in the world. Colebrooke

thought differently and for io years had been

gathering evidences—judges nowadays have

to handle evidences of a different nature

—

that would strengthen his conclusions. He
took a living interest in the investigations of

specialists and,, when the fame of the

Himalayas was' established finally, it was a

constant source of’satisfaction and delight to

him. Colebrooke retired from India in 1815

and finally settled near London that he

might follow better his literary and scientific

pursuits. He contributed frequently on scien-

tific subjects to the Quarterly Journal of

Science and though getting old and worn out,

ma intained his intellectual vitality to the full.

A man of strong memory, he had in his

library a splendid collection of rare books and

MSS'; every -one of which he had .studied.

This library which cost him L 10,000 he sub-

sequently presented to the East India Com-

pany deeming it more likely to be beneficial

to Oriental science than it would if it were

to remain in the handu of an individual.

Owing to constant reading, he became totally

blind and died in 1 83b.
Colcbrooke’s fame as an Orientalist qf the

first rank is an abiding and undying one.

His miscellaneous essays (2 Vols) published in

1872 by his son would alone entitle him to be
considered the foremost Sanskrit scholar. It

will* be absurd to judge. Colebrooke by the

fu!nessrof knowledge that we now possess or

by the standard of literary*and historic criti-

cism that those who have been nurtured in

the school of Colebrooke have, in la'tcr times,

laid for us. At a time when, even among
English scholars, literary criticism was un-

known and when Indians naturally felt shy

and refused to be communicative, Colebrooke

was able to astonish the European world by
his masterly and, what is even now consider-

ed, accurate exposition of. Indian' religious

thought and philosophy. Nor the articles

collected deal only With ot'e branch of our

national activities.' Philology, 'Astronomy,

Law and Mathematics claimed his equal

attention. Of those articles dealing with, the

Indian systems of philosophy, says a French

Writer:

—

“ If ever memoirs deserved a complete and

faithful translation, they are 'assuredly those

of Mr. Colebrooke, that Indianist, so learned

and conscientious, that Vir nungnam Satis

Landandus, as he has been so justly styled by

Dr. Stenzler in the preface to his recent

beautiful 'edition of Kaghuvamsa : for we do

not hesitatc
#
to say that, without the excellent

works of Mr. Colebrooke on the Sanskrit

language and the most abstruse science of

India—where he lived 30 years as a member
of the administration, the knowledge so far

complete of the language of these sciences

and of the sciences themselves, might have

been almost independently retarded in

Europe. For only to speak of the essays

on the philosophy of the Hindus, Mr. Cole-

brooke had read all the numerous works on

that philosophy he had succeeded in pro-

curing and it is from the methodical extracts

and resumes from the works that he has

composed his memoirs—precious models of

exposition and philosophical analysis in
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which the European scholar withdraws
himself to allow us almost constantly to con-

verse with the Jndian writers, which
aecurcs for these abridged expositions of the

philosophical systems of India the highest

amount of confidence and accuracy possible.
1 ’

• Nor did ColcKroolo rest content with the

mere exposition nf well-known systems such

as the 4 Sankya, Nyayu, Vaishcshika, Mimarnsa
and Vedanta systems. Thorough in his

methods and systems of study, he was the

first to give us oh an enlarged scale* ,an

account of the v.irious minor seels oT India

—a subject which, in our own day, has

been admirably handled by Sir R. G.

Bhandharkar. Colebrooke and Col. Macken-
zie were the first to notuc, in the pages

of the Asiatic' Researches, the* existence* and
the tenets of the jams’. To thfir laboufs

enthusiastically assisted later on by Buhler,

Jacobi and Hoernle, Jainism owes its re-

habilitation as one uf the earliest home
religions of India. These essays of Gole-

brooke then are«justlv considered as standards

of reference; on matters *tp which they relate.

His essay on the Vedas published in 1805

made the*, Europeans Acquainted for the first

time with this mo.it aneient woik of the Hin-

dus and the Aryan world- But the effect

and importance of the dfteovery was un-

happily maried by Colebrooke ’s assertion

that the study of the* Vi das “ would hardly

reward the labour of the read .t, much lesb

that of the translator. ” Colebiooke was the

first European writer again, as has bean

pointed out by R. C. Dutt, who thoroughly

inquired into the' subject of Hindu alge bra,

arithmetic and astronomy and it Vs feared he

is the* last European to write* on that topic

with the confidence and authority of an eru-

dite Sanskrit scholar.

Of his other essays we shall but mention

their names. In 1795 he published in the IV
volume*, of the Asiatic Researches an t ssay on

the duties of a faithful Hindu widow, con-

taining an exposition of the principles under-

lying the Sali, that was even then fast dis-
#

Appearing. Between • 1795 and 180^ he .

Wrote three essays on the religious ceremo-

nies of the Hindus and of the Brahmans

about wfiich owing to imperfect accounts

that appeared in the press, wild notions were
entertained, £olebrookc’s account of the

minor sects, the Charvakas and Locayaticas,

Maheswaras rfifd Pasupatas, the Pancha-
• ratras or Bhagavatas led Oriental scholars

••to
t
n new branch of r^se^rch in #the religious

history of the Indian people. In his “ obser-

vations on the siet of the.Jains, 1807, Cole-

• brooke citing extensively irona the ^writings

oj Greek authors had successfully established

the; priority of Jairrism over Budhism whose
offshoot it was popularly conceived to be.

Mr. ColebPooke was equally interested in th*e

mscriptional history of our country. Five of

his articles in the miscellaneous essays, Vol.

II, are devoted to the study and interpretation

6f inscriptions found in the. rocks of South
Bihar, Delhi and other places. In the field

ot epigraphy, however, Dr. Fleet trans-

cends otlu r European Scholars. One of the

founders of the Astronomical Society, Mr.
Colebrooke from early days was assiduous

in his mathematical studies. •

Both ns president of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal & Director of the Royal Asiatic Society

which he helped to found in 1823, Colebrooke
has always placed only one ideal before the

members, and that may be seen from the

extract of a discourse which he made before

a meeting af the R. A. S. in March 1823.
“ To those countries of Asia in which

civilization may he justly 'considered to have
had its origin or to have attained its earliest

growth, the rest of thojeivilized world owes
a large del it of gratitude which it cannot but

be solicitous to repay and England, as most

advanced in refincmcfit, is for that very cause

the most beholden and, by acquisition of

dominion in the East, is bound by a yet

closer tie. As Englishmen we partici-

pate in the earnest wish that this duty may
be fulfilled and tftat obligation requited and
we share in the anxious desire of contributing

to such a happy result ; by promoting an
interchange of bent fits and returning in an
improved state that which was received in a

cruder form.*
1
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f|AHE subject of this paper** \vas suggested to

I me by an eloquent and amusing passage in *

Bird wood’s “Main ntta Plough.” That asra),*

as many will remember, is a wonderful stud/ ol

the life and method a ot a village community in

Western India. In tih« passage which set mo <o

Work f ori»
this ^Viper, Bird wood is* inveighing

against our tendency to force western inethods

upon an eastern social organisation to which they

a£6 utterly strange, and he quotes as an example

an attempt which he himself obserlod fo intro-

duce a steam plough into the agriculture of an

Indian State. Jins is his description of the

event :

—

X remember a steam plough being sent to J amkhandi,

one of the Southern *Mah rat ta Native States, it was

led out festooned with roses and jasmine, like an

Indian Bridegroom, into .1 rich regar field, and all of

us who were called together to witness the prodigies

it*was to perform, were also wreathed with roses, and

touched on our hands and foreheads with attiu ; aud

sprinkled all over with rose water, in a moment, with

a snort, and a shriek, and a puff of smoky steam, the

gig&ntic me'chanism made a vig<&ous, loud-hissipg

rush forward, but, as waia at once perceived, also

gradually downward, unj.il, after vaiuly struggling for

a while against an ignominious fate, it at last found-

ered in the furrow it had so deeply delved into the

soft, yielding soil; and then not all the king’s soldiers,

and all the king's men, nor all the servants ol the

incensed Bhavani
|
Athene Boarmiu, the *• Ox-yoker

’

here] the hereditary blacksmith^and carpenters from

the neighbouring palatine village, could do anything

with the portentous monster. Nothing could be done

with it as a steam Jjlough. *It had been recklessly

brought into a sacrosanct economic system wherein'it

had no place, except as another god ; and another

god it was at once made. As soon as it could be

moved out of the field* it was sided into* the village

temple bard by ; and there its hugh steel share was set

up on end, and bedaubed red, and worshipped as a

lingam, the phallic symbol of Siva
; and there, 1 sup-

pose, it stands an object o\ Vorship to this day«T

The episode is tempting to the moralist, and

Birdwood evidently enjoyed his opportunity.

The English, he avers, do not sufficiently dis-

tinguish between the prosperity of a country a^d

the felicity of its inhabitant. “ That men do

not live by bread alone,” ho says,
- 1

is one of the

truest facts of life in India absolutely hidden

from our eyes,” and he concludes that “the

deepest guff before England is that we are our-

gelven digging by forcing the insular institutions

* The Common Service of the British and Indian

Peqpfasfo the World: W<Jeorge Birdwood Memorial

JLeotUre at the Royal Society of Arts, April 22.

of this country on the foreign soil of India

-—India of the lljndut*.
f That is the special lesson

ot the English steam plough la\d up in divirtity .in

the Jamkhandi State.”

To anyone whoso heart, like that of so many
Englishmen, is always half in India, there rings a

melancholy warning in Birdwood’s parable. It

reminded me of Spencer * Walpole's summary
verdict, that “ Centuries hence some philosophic

historian will relate the history of the British in

India as a romantic episode which has had no

appreciable effect upon the progress of*tbe human
family.” My object in this paper is to suggest

some considerations by which that verdict should

he tempered— or, as I myself hope, reversed.

The subject is a large' one and I can only attempt

a footnote upon it, but 1 hope that some day

this sp.icial theme will he taken up with greater

knowledge and insight by some British or Indian

historian. “ In all stiuggtos,” once said Sir

Charles Napier, “ the meanest, if he does his

utmost, is of use
;
the

#
drum bBy, eight years old,

ought to imagine tho battle rests1 upon himself

and his drum.” There are so many here to day

with far greater knowledge and experience of

India than J, that I beg them to take that passage

ar describing the spirit in which I attack a subject

meet for some far more experienced hand.

To begin with, it is necessary, I fear, to make
a present to the critics of Biitish rule in India of

fiiaiiy errois of method and judgment aptly

symbolised b\ the Jamkhandi steam plough. Our
notions of law and justice, of education, of land

tenure, and of popular welfare in general— not to

present ttio large a list—have undoubtedly shown
many signs of that mistake. Let us in humility

accept the not uns> mpatbetic verdict on this point

of a very able Frenchman, M. Joseph Chailley,

who studied our Indian system of government

with laborious care. Here is his summing up of

our' legislation :

—

“The intentions of the Anglo-Indian legislators

were excellent, and their ideas just. They sought to

endow India with a certain, and at the same time
with a varied, legislation, which should permit of

progress, sustain morality, and respect custom ; and
they have, in large part, succeeded But they failed

to realize that they were giving place too vapidly, and
too largely, to the judical conceptions and procedure
of Europe, and they thus compromised the magnificent

gift they were bestowing on India.”
'
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M. Ohailley is probably on equejly sure ground

when he deals with our justice and our Courts of

Law*

—

The English have made the mistake of introducing
—in the belief that they wero working for progress,

and following the dictate; qf their own conscience
rather than the wishes of the -natives guarantees
and formalities which involve cost and delays, and
which are distasteful to all hut a small class of the
population.”

And he sums up the consequences in a passage

of much insight :

—

“One is struck by the fact that in India generally, a
condemnation passed hy a British tribunal is ncft held

by native opinion to involve moral degradation. 1

do not mean that feven on the frontier the natives

despise British justice; not at all. They consider it

admirable, and prodigious
;
but not suitod to them.”

M. Chfiilley is probably right in holding that

justice “ will never again shelter itself under the

oak of St. Louis,” in hidia or elsewhere
;
hub

how many of our best djstncb odicers have longed,

in common with thou- Indian fellow subjects, that

it might f •
9

Land tonuie and land revonuo I shall humbly

pass by. Ip suppose we are all agreed in lamenting

that Cornwallis rushed in whore Akb.ir feifiod to

tread, and in rcyoicing that lus example was not

followed by Indian (lovornors elsewhere. One

fools that, in this problem, where British states-

manship is largely boiMid by its own acts, Indian

statesmanship is tree
;
and it is perhaps by Indian

agency that necessary Indian revenues will he

released for the benefit of the Indian people as a

whole.

The defects of our educational system in India

are a case in point. We can justly remember

that our motive .was high. The renewal of tHie

East India Company’s charter in 1813 contained

the stipulation that a lakh of rupees should be

spent on education, and when in 181 the Com-

pany’s Directors expressed some tear that edu-

cation might create a political mqyement dange-

rous to British ascendancy, Lord Hastings, the

Governor- Ceneral, replied that we could not

betray our principles of government for sordid

motives of that kind. Twenty years later

Macaula>’s arrival upon the Indian scene gave the

final impulse and stamp to our educational aims
;

and there is no denying that in duo season we

have reaped a rich harvest of superficially educated

young men floating discontentedly between two

worlds

» “—One dead, •

The other smuggling to be born.”

The parable of the steam plough applies to this

part of our record with special force.

But thepgh this line of criticism may bo true so

far as it goes, I venture to* say that it tepresents

only a part, attd that the lesser part, of the whole

ti nth Sir George Bird wood himself, who
uttered the waiYifng, would never, I am suie, have

conceived of applwng it to the whole results of

••Biitrsh rule in India or oj' subscribing to Spencer

YY*al pole’s facile epitaph on the history of the

three centurios which huvy pawned since the seeds

of British influence in India were first sown.

How then* are we to appraise the re4liltw of our

fule J On the onp* side there are writes s who
assume that the steam plough icpresents all that

a w is<| and docile India needs to asfe> and that

whore the steam plough has failed the failure is

due solely to Indian pmjudicfyind incompetence.

On the other hand, there are those who believe

with Mr. Gandhi that the steam plough has

•been a steam wilier crushing down the real

character and value of Indian life,

I am convinced that both these standpoints

aro essentially false It is cert linly for English-

men to admit that in India, as elsewheie, they

have sometimes let their passion for order and
efficiency outrun the need for studying the stand-

point and character »of those to whom these

western benefits aro applied. “ I always dioad,”

wrote Sir Thomps Munro to Canning in 1821,
“ the downright Englishman Vho will innst on
making Anglo-Saxons of the Hindus.” On the

other hand we jnay, I think, justly assume that

the philosophic historian will not accept

Mr. GandhiV account of our influence on India

without many reserves, fit seems to me that

‘neither side approaches the question in a manner
likjely to arrive at truth. The fiolonifing English-

man is *n tremendous jpower
;

but India was a

country already great in history before the first

English ship touched Indian shores. It had been

the cradle of two of the five Vorld religions
;
it'

had*given birth to poets, statesmen, warriors and

kings who take rank among the great men of all

history
;

its foremost rulers had made their

splendour felt not only in Asia, but in the

•Western world
;
it was a civilization, distjnet from

urns, as diverse* as Europe in its peoples, pnd

static perhaps in character, but the equal of

Europe in many of the higher manifestations of

human genius and chaiactei. Commonsensc, if

nothing better, should lead us to suspect that

whatever the results of the close association of

Englishmen and Indians .during three centuries,

that result cannot be*attributed wholly to either

one people or tbejothe) but jointly to both,
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All work is of course conditioned by the

material in whicjn. it is done. A statue carved in

marble is necessarily different from a statue
§
cast

in bronze. An Indian g udeu is very different

from a garden in the West ''The eulogist, of

British achievomonr:. arguos that it is not the

marble or the hroi,/.-^ or tho soil of the garden,,

<

but the goniu- of tho sculptor and the skill and

care of the gardener, that give the great reault.

He speaks as though «tho Indian peoples and thfl

Indiatto peninsula, had meroly provided the

material in which a heroic political and morftl

work has been wrought by 'British genius and

efficiency* When 1 speak of the results of

British rule in India as attributable to both

peoples, I assign Jjyr more than the role of passive

material to the Indian side. It seems to me as

unjust to claim the whole credit for Britsh genius

as to deny its fertilizing nn<j stimulating effect

and to assert that but for British oppression f ive

Indian genius would hive fl iworui immeasurably

in the past century. We hear too much of

British achievement on the one side and of Indian

wrongs on the other, because so much history

seems to be written exclusively either from the

British or dlse from the Indian point of vimv
f

When, in contrast to this, I suggest that thw

main achievement of india in the last century

stands to the joint credit of tioj.h peoples, British

and Indian, in a common account, I mean that

Indians as well as British have boon an active and

essential element in the joint result. The real

process has been one of close and constant inter-

action
;

it has been duo in varying degrees, of

which the Indian proportion his grown steadily*

to the mind and spirit of bjth races. When tho

time comos to appraise tho progress of India

without racial bias or political prejudice, the philo

-

fiophic historian will probably find it as hard to

assign the creditjof the achievement between the

two races as to assign 'botwoon two parents the

credit for their child.

Let ns endeavour to appraise briefly what the

process has been. ,

I suppose that tho final emergence of a consci1

ous purpose in British tule* in India may be

assigned to the period immediately following the

Napoleonic wars. It is quite true that Clive and

Warren Hastings, to say nothing of their im-

mediate successors down to Wellesley, often

dreamt of au Indiau Empire under- the British

flag and in some ways. made the fir*# beginnings

of the structure which the 19th Century com-

pleted; but until the end of the Napoleonic Wars,

we kept our hojd on India and took the successive

stops by which it was enlarged mainly under
pressure of our long struggle for existence,with

successive European powers. It was only
f
when

Napoleon was finally removed from the scene that

we took tho broad puvpose of government' in

India quite clearly and consciously to our hearts.

What has been the specifically British

contribution to Indian development %

In tho first place lot us do justice to the

material tide of our work, not all of which has

gone* tho hapless way of .the Jamkhai.di steam

plough.* We can point without cheap pride to

railways and telegraphs, to canals and irrigation

schemes, to the extinction of much cruelty, to the

protection of the weak against the •strong, to

tho establishment of a fairer incidence of taxation,

to the maintenance <of security on coast and
frontier and of peace (compared with earlier

cdhtiiries) Within, to ’the endowment of India

for tho Jfrst time with a system of popular

education, and finally to tho co-ordination of ad-

ministration throughout India unde)’ a single

controlling power. No Asiatic. State began to

walk this road for half a century after we were

well launched on it in India*, none has even

approached the same* high stato of* organization

except th« island Empire of Japan. In Pei sin, in

Asiatic Russia, in China, in the Dutch East

Indies, what is thoie for comparison ? Russia and

Holland were the only European Powers with

Asiatic possessions art tho close of the Napoleonic

wars. We need not fear to have the progress of

Asiatic Russia or dl the Dutch East Indies from

1J315
onwards contrasted too favourably, decade

by decide, with Indian progress in British hands.

Still less need we fear the contrast of Indian

development with that of Persia or of China,

lacked by European feuds and rent by faction

and incompetence within.

And here again, in a more important matter

than before, 1 take leave to question tho parablo

of the Jamkhandi steam plough. Birdwood

pointed with great truth to the fact that the

prosperity of a country is no infallible measure of

the felicity of its inhabitants. If. our gift to

India had been a gift only of material things, it

would be hard to deny that we were disturbing a

social organisation of almost immemorial antiquity

for little real advance in human happiness. But

who ($n suppose that it lay in our powey. to arrest

the contact of East and West ? The contact waa

fore- destined, inevitable. India tasted it in its

unregulated and competitive form all through the
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seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. If we had

abandoned India after the Napoleonic Wars,

whqn the purpose of government first took cleat

and conscious shajie, she would have fallen back

art easy prey to the very evils from which our

emergence as the predominant power saved tier.

Contact between East and West was inevitable.

Nothing could arrest the eagor and acquisitive

spirit of the European pionoers. India lay right

across their path, an Eldorado of tho Orient,

whose wealth was already proved and knoyn. If

the British Government had withdiawn, ex

ploitation so far from losing momentum would

have gathered it; and in due season, alter

another era of commercial and military adventure

conducted by private enterprise, tho British

Government would have stepped in again, not

because it wished it but because it, ha/! no choicd,

Lot us admit, then.thift European methods and

ideals could not have been averted, wore they

desirable cr not. L *t ns adn.it that in the zeal

of thvir efiicionev t.ffn British rulers of India often

attempted to go faster and further than was wihtj.

Let us admit tint with the material benefit tJioro

came new iifeas and standards, new methods of

justice, new codes of law, profoundly unsettling

to the social organisation of the East. Was there

really no gift to India in all this except dis-

turbance and unrest (

The answer is surely not in doubt. With our

new meclianism ftf life, with our railway and

telegraphs and caimU, even with our steam ploughs,

we brought to India the great endowment, of our

own political history, our- hard won knowlodgo

and experience. On the material scaffolding of

our Western system of government theie has

gradually grown up a mental and moral *sti ucfcure

which could not havo como into being without its

aid. There lives and moves a spirit in India

to-day, which is Indian through and through, for

raceconsciosneas is of its essence and self reliance

its dearest aim—but that spirit could not have

come into being without the mental and nforal

assimilation t>f British ideals, sown by British

rule. Indian nationalism has a British no less

.

than an Indian parentage. We have given

India the communications and the government

which have made a nation out of its warring* races •

and state* We have started the impulse which

is* surely, though very slowly, bridging on the

secular side the deep gulf between the creeds.

We have sown the ideas of civic responsibility and

self-government which are rising now in » mighty

harvest all acrosa the Indian scene. We have

given this nationalism its language, our language,

the only language in which all races of India can

communicate an3* in which their common ideals
* can take shape. Tho Indian nationalism of our

•ftiiqe is not only tho prpdijct but tjie justification

of British rule.

t
Wo can all'oid then to lot our#critics disparage

#th<* high Roman fashion ifi wlqch we have often

pursued our'aims. We can afford to aclAiowledge

all these errors of method, judgment and under-

standing which sue summed up in the Jamkhandi
stosim plough Modern India stands to our credit,

whatever may be our mistakes. Tho keel and ribs

of that now ship, *t,he Indian nation, were laid and
riveted , by British shipwrights, building with

conscious purpose, though even the most far-

seeing budded more* greatly th41.11 ho know.

So much for tho British side. What is India’s

share of parentage? 1 am convinced that Indian

mind and feeding have been a strong modifying

force in tho whole process of development. It

seems to me a complete mis leading of the past,

century of Indian history to suppose.that t.hf re-

action of India to British rule has been merely

the passive reaction of yiaterial to a moulding

hand. I will try t,o show why.

In the first? place it sfems to me estnmtial to

recognize that British rule in India would have

collapsed at the Mutiny, never to he restored, if

it, had not enjoyed not only the blind acquiescence

of tbo masses but the reasoned support of the

higher ranks and castes of tho Indian people.

Euieign government migfft have been forced

upen India for a time by tho power of superior

organization for war
;

but, it would havo dealt

everywhere with sullen foflv, hi caking into spoiadic

revolt and seamed with violenco. That, has not

been tho history of^ British* mle. The real

M utiify touched only a strip of Northern India,

and oven so our moinl and fighting power could

not lmve saved tho ltaj but for tho support, of a

majority of tho Indian princes and governing

classes, who held firmly to our side Behind

British rule t,her£ looms, and has al way s loomed,

the prestige of a great people,’ who, time and

again, have proved their mettle in Indian wars and

whose power encompasses the earth. But this

prestige has stood behind the British Raj in

India only as the ultimate power of the State

stands behind the law in EngLrd. It has been a

moral power, and the government based upon it

has been willingly accepted, with few exceptions,

because, *on the whole, the feeling and the reason

of the Indian people have tteen steadily upon its
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Ride. Let ns make no mistake. Indian allegiance

to the Kaj has been given, broadly speaking, as a

reasoned and contented choice/' 'It was so given

because those who ruled India before our advent,

and those who^ under, British rule as before it,*'

governed the religious feelings and primitive

ideas of its inarticulate millions, broadly approved

our character and safr virtue in our aims. But
,

for th&t Reasoned, acceptance, which carried with

it an almost universal readiness to co-operate',

British rule in India would already be a dream of

the past.*
44 The Indian people,” says Sir, Alfred

Lyall, 44 were from the beginning, so far from

objecting to the English dominion in India that

they co-operated willingly in promoting it ” Nor
is that true only of the British conquest. The
measure and capacity of Indiam co-operation grew

steadily from the first opening given to Indian

ability by Lord William Bentinck in the second

and third decades of the nineteenth century right

up 'to its close, when the nationalist movement
began to gather strength. • *

During all that period Indian feeling and

Indian opinion exercisod an increasing influence

upon our policy. The rapfd series of Annexations,

which culminated in thd annexation of Oudh, just

before the Mutiqy, so seriour.ly qfifocted Indian

sentiment that they were undoubtedly one of

the contributory causes which carried the Sepoy

Army into rebellion. As L have already said,

Indian loyalty on the whole stood firmly to our

cause in that crisis; we should not have weathered

the storm, if it ho/1 not, But we were wise

enough to heed the warning, and call a halt to

the policy of annexing Indian States. I do not

think that Dalhousie’s doctrine of lapse regarding

the succession to Indian thrones has ever been

„ revived since that 2ime.

That is only one examfhl of the direct influence

of Indian feeling on high policy. An even more

important one may be found in the gradual ad-

mission of Indians to posts of trust, and more

slowly still to posts *of responsibility, in Indi&p

Government, It is perfeetjy true that the

wisdom and justice of this course was preached

from very early times—early in the Nineteenth

Century, for instance, by men like. Sir John

Malcolm and Sir Thomas Munro.
“We ought to look forward to a time,” wrote the

latter as Governor of Madras in a Minute dated

April 27th, 1827, “ whep Natives may be employed

in almost every office, however high, and we ought to

prepare them'gradually for such a change by entrusting

them with higher duties from time to time ip propor-

tion as experience may prove their being qualified to

discharge them*

Every time that a native is raised to a higher ^ffioe
than had been filled before by any of his countrymen,
an impulse will be given to the whole establishment.”
'“It is the policy of

t
the British Government,” he

says elsewhere, “*ko improve the character of its

subjects, and this cannot be detae better than by
raising them in their own estimation, by employing
them in situations both of trust and authority/

1

It is well worth remembering that these are

the words of a soldier with profound experience

of Indian warfare no less than of Indian ad-

ministration, The last wofds come from some
Memoranda dated 1812 1813.2

I cannot resist one further quotation. It is

from his
44 Minute on the State of the Country

and the Condition of the People,” dated 31st

December, 1844f;

—

“When we reflect,” *he writes, “how much the
character of nations has always beon influenced by
ttfat of Governments, aiVd that some, once the most
cultivated, ^have sunk into barbarism, while others,

formerly the rudest, have attained the highest point
of civilization, we shall see no reason to doubt that, if

we steadily pursue the proper measures, wo shall in

time so far improve the character of our Indian sub-
jects, as to enable them to govern and protect them-
selves.” 4

That was written ovw n hundred years ago, and

who shall say that the faith in it is not being

justified !

The faith in India, hold by many of our great-

est in the Indian Services throughout the century

—though, after the Mutiny it suffered a bitter

relapse -is in itself tlbo most cogent testimony to

the influence of Indian mind and character upon
the ideals of British rule l could quote much
flom civilian and soldier alike in the same un-

doubting vein. But the faith of many English-

men would not have availed against tho resistance

of their more conservative brethren, had not a

constant and increasing pressure for employment
in places of Wist been maintained by Indians of

weight. Every efficient service is hostile to

change, and no human organization likes to be

overhauled when it is running well The fitneBS

of Indians for an increasing shme in the govern-

ment of their country was progressively establish-

ed, and tHey owe to themselves their. success in

•obtaining it
;
for it was they who won it, not we

who gave. The laurels of that achievement are.

for India, and only a small minority of English-

men have any share in them.

I am expressing no sympathy with lawlesfi

agitation when I point to the great experiment

launched this year as the culminating example of

* Gleig’s 'Lift of Sir Thomas Munro
, Vo). II., p. 259*

t Ibid. Vol. III., p.,388.
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the growth of Indian mind and character dur-

ing *the past century. We are a conservative

people and we make changes in our system only in

response to an effective demand for them. It is

quite certain, however, that n^pre sedition woufd

not have moved *us to such innovations. We
have recognised, and rightly recognised, a power-

ful but constitutional demand from an educated

minority as representing the legitimate aspirations

of the tndian people, and now we may justly look

to the governing clashes in India to support # us in

arresting sedition which aims at the basis of* all

government. They have not failed us at* need in

the past
;

I do not believe they will fail us now.

The great, mission just completed by the Duke of

Connaught as the representative of the King-

Emperor, and the truly understanding note of all

his public utterances during the tour, aro the

surest of all signs to India that the Empire *is

with her i* the loyal aspirations which the new
system of government has boon devised to fulfill.

Tea capacity of Indians for high and responsi-

ble office Under t^o Crown must bo proved by

their success in bearing it
;
but we may look for

it with even greater confidence after a century

than was shown by Sir Tlfojnas Munro. That the

land which bred Asoka and Akbar has statesman-

ship still in its veins is* proved, 1 think, by the

record of many Indians in public servieo or in

public life during the last fifty years. Every

Anglo-Indian administrator gan think of instances

known personally to him, though the best have

hitherto served Mainly on the judicial side ol the

Indian Services. I will mention two only

amongst those who have figured prominently fti

public life—Sir Syed Ahmed and Mr Cokhale—
—neither of whom ever held an official post. A
Mihomodan and a Brahmin, they represented

widely different strains in Indian history,; hut

they had a oojnmon faith in Indian character and

a common yearning that it should prove and be

approved as lit for tho control of its own affairs.

Nor let us forgot that Indians have already

shown their organising power in tVio foundatipn of

industries op Indian soil. This is one of the 1

greater fields of expansion and activity just open-^

ing before the Indian peoplo, and their pioneers

have had to overcome much doubt and criticism,

as well as that strong distrust in all schemes of
#

exploitation which has marked the British official

in India ever since the 1 covenanted service first „

came into being. I do not know whether such

great Indian eAterprises as the Tata steel and iron

works have yet emerged from the struggling stage ;

48
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there are times in which industry everywhere has
to battle hard /or life. But whatever their posi-

tion, those enterprises are striking testimony to

what may be elpected of Indian brains and char-
• acter in this century.

I spoke a few minutes ^go of wjiat the English

language has done for India. Let us acknow-
ledge that Indians are already repaying this debt.

#
t)ur language has been permanently enriched by
the translations from his o\*yu poetry^puklished

By Rabindranath J?ftgore
;
and there are other

English works by ‘Indian writers which promise a

new vpin in English literature. It is pjeasant.to

see that Mr. Fisher, the {Secretary for Education,

has writton a preface to th^JSnglish poems of

Toru I/utt, a gifted young Indian poetess who
died vety young, collected and re published by
the Oxford Press in the last £ew days.

Tho Indian mind has already proved its

keenness and its strength in literature, in philo-

sophy, in politics, in law and in industry. There

is >et anothor branch of intelioctual activity,

distinctively European hitherto, in which the

p.itienco and peculiar subtlety of Indian intellect

promises great result—1 mean, in all forms of

scientific research. I believe that Sir Jagadis

Chandra Bose already stands very high amongst
Fellows of the RAyal Society in his contributions

to our knowledge of the life of plants
;
and there

will without doubt bo many Indian men of

science no less talented and industrious to follow

in his steps.

1 have been seeking ter summarise the cont-

ribution which Indians have made to their progress

under British government during the last century.

Let me quote in conclusion an Indian poem from

Tagore’s Gitanjuli ,
since it expresses with

touching eloquence the deep yearning and the

true character whic^ # has Arought Indian •

nationalism to birth as a living and inspiring

faith in the present century :

—

“ "Where the miud is without fear and the head

is held high
;

Where knowledge is free
; ,

Where the world has not been broken up into

fragments by narrow domestic walls;

Where words . come out from the depth of

truth
;

Where tireless striving stretches its arms

towards perfection ;

W hero* the cloai stream* of reason has not lost

its way into the dreary desert «and of dead

habjt
;

• •
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Where the tpind ' is led forward by thee into

ever-widening thought and action

—

Into that heaven of freedom, my Father, let

my country awake.” r«
•

If the soul of a people is in its songs, those are '

accents rich in promise for Indian nationalism,

I have tried to analyse the distinctive contri-

butions of British and Indian genius to Indian

progress during the past century, and to indicate

how bribing in its reults that joint achievement
*

is. Where British genius* has greatly led anti

inspired, Indian genius has grektly responded and
flQweredv It is amazing to look *at what our

joint achievement, the work of a century, means.

In their wond^ful union, with all its felicities

and with all its pains, the British and Indian

peoples have been the pioneers in grappling with

the fundamental problems wtych arise out of the

contact between East and West. That problem

is now solved. In some ways it grows ever larger

as its phases succeed each other and the contact

becomes more close
;
but the peaceful development

of India to the point which she has reached to-

day, and the increasing response of her leaders to

the call for rfcatesmenship in their ranks, is full qf

promise for the even greater tests which she has

till to undergo. The* East is static no longer
;

it is moving faster than the West. But the

progress of India in the past century has placed

her peacefully in the van of Asiatic States,with no

equal in development except Japan : and that fact

stands greatly to the credit of her own people as

well as ours.

The association ftf the
f

British and Indiap

peoples has wrought yet another wonderful result.

In spite of then* vast diversities, the States and

peoples of India have, been moulded 'into one

people, owning a common loyalty to one Throne,

and moving rapidly towards the recognition of a

common destiny. The diversities still exist
;
but

there has never been in Indian history before so

wide and comprehensive a sentiment as that

which makes the States and Provinces one in

fealty to the King-Emperor’s Throne. Those

who lqoked forward to thj growth of self- .

government in .India a century ago never dreamt

that such a destiny could dawn on India as a

united whole. The path to be trodden is still

difficult and long, but who shall say that the

way will not be kept and the goal attained ?

There are ^nany elements which must be com-

bined to etnaurei success.
r
In the first place the

time is not yet in sight when Indian unity and

security can be maintained Without the strong

moral fibre of the British Raj. The British Ser-

vices in India, too, are BtilJ the essential ccprient

of the Indian polity
;
and little true advance will

be made unless co- operation is greatly developed

between the Indian lenders now taking up the
tasks of government and that essentially British

system of administration, the purest and most
disinterested the world has ever seen. All agita-

tion directed against the structure of our rule,

attacks, not only the British Empire, but the

foundations of Indian nationalism itself, which

cannot reach its goal without our protection and
our help. There are, of course; elements of danger

which are manifest, to all ; but co-operation has

been loyally invited, and it is being /is loyally

given. In that mutual loyalty of British and

Indian administrators, inspired by a common
allegiance and a common aim, lies the great hope

oft our tinier Much also must depend upon the

Indian Princes, who rule one third of. the soil of
7

(

India and one quarter of its people. They have to

deal with problems of their own, and the policy of

British India must always be sp shaped as to keep

them ' willing partners in the movement towards

self-government of India as a whole. In all these

things it is for the Brjtish Raj, which has called

a new and united India into being, to maintain

the structure of unity until Indians can maintain

it for themselves.

But while the Raj maintains the structure it

has built, the inspiration of Indian policy must

pass increasingly to Indian mind. Indians are

entitled to demand, a government closely identified

with Indian feeling, quickly responsive to Indian

impulses, Indian in its character and aims, and as

completely in sympathy with the Indian people as

are all British Governments with their own
peoples in

(
purely British lands. They are enti-

tled also to desire, as they deserve, a status in the

councils of tho Empire, and an influence upon its

policy, in keeping with India’s importance and

worth as one of the great Dominions of the

Crown. 1 spoke just now of united India as a

ship wrought by British ship-wrights, who have

laid the keel and riveted the frame. Shall 1 be

straining a metaphor too far if I say that Indian

hationalism will now be the driving power in the

engine-room, while Indian statesmanship shares

equally with us the directing power upon the

bridge ?

There are people who honestly doubt whether

such changes can or should be made
;
but do they

think that the world stands still? It was once

reported ,to Carlyle that Margaret Fuller, after
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much turmoil of soul, had decided to accept the

unive^e. “Gad!” saijl Carlyle, “ sho’d better!”

There is a salutary moral in that tale.

For, after all, the main arguments against

political development in Inlli* at {^arguments which*

have been used irf vain against political develop-

ment everywhere. Aristot'o remarks very sagely

somewhere that the only way of learning to play

the flute is to play the flute; and the saving
applies completely to the training of citizens for

responsible government L i t us not forget

that the spread of political responsibility is pro-

ceeding faster in the* world than ever before,

“The influences," says Lord Bryce, in his just pub-
lished book

#
on modern democracy, “ playing on the

mind and habits oven of a backward race are now un-
ceasing and pervasive There is more moving to and
fro, more curiosity, more tjiinking and reading.
Changes which it would have needed a contury to

effect may now como in thtee.or four decides. Super-
stitions and all else that is rooted in religion hold out
longest ; hut the habits of Jeferenco and olTedience to

earthly powers can crumble fast, and as they crumble
self-reliance grows. Thus the capacity for s^lf-

gevornment mav ho in our time more quicklv acquired

than* experience in *the past would give gronnd for

expecting.”

No doubt that* in this process Western in-

stitutions will he adapted* and perhaps entirely

transformed. There is no reason to believe that

the West has any longer a monopoly of the secrets

of political growth. With all its virtues, the

close association of our Govern merit with the

people through district officers has been in-

creasingly impaired; and there was need of some

new elixir to vitalize it and bring it once more

into touch with the springs of Indian lifo. That

is for Tndiun statesmen to achieve. They have

the opportunity, and with our co-operation why
should we doubt that they will use it, in the long

run, both wisely and well '( %
j

I heard an Indian story once of a village

girl whose lover was taken from bur to

I

the court 1
of an Indian -Prince. Often he

begged to be # allowed to return home
;

the

Prince was obdurate. But his prayers continued
;

and at last the Pttjjnce grew weary, and sent him
•Eback to his own people—having first cut off the

[flowing hair and beard which were his pride,

rThfe girl came out aldn^ the rdhd to meet her

! lover* when he returned
;
and as she went, she

^[hayed to Kali that she tfight’make no sign of

’repulsion on* seeing him so disfigured and#maimed,

'Amd Kali sent a storm with thunder and a fierce

lightning-flash, and * as the girl turned from her

prayer she hourd her lover's voice in the road, and

suddenly feeding his arms unseen around Tier, sEe

knew that Kali's, lightning had struck her blind.

The story does not end there. Tin due season the

girlS; bfinoness was healed, but the healing came

slowly, and when at last her sight returned,

behold ! her lover’s hair and beard were beautiful

once more.

I do not want to press the moral of that tale

too hard. But there are those who feel that thfey

cifiinot bear to see the faco of the India which

they love dLfiguied by change
;
and perhaps, if

they will pray as that girl and work for India

still, their eyes-;, when ’they are opened, will not

behold the havoc and *ruin which they have

feared. .
#

,

l have travelled a long way from the Jamkhan-

di steam plough # Let us forget it with a smile,

sacred, bedaubed and derelict in the Jamkhandi
State. The truer parable, as I believe and would

have you believe,* is t.hjt of the ship—His

Majesty's Ship “India,” the pride of two great

peoples, British in her framework, Indian now in

her diivfng power, taking the waves upon a new
commission as momentous for herself, the Empire

and the world as any yet entrusted to his British

or Indian subjects by th§ King- Emperor,
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380 THE INTERVIEW AND THE SEQUEL
Mr. Gandhi’s interview with Lori Reading had been looked forward to with considerable interest

all over the country. Striking results were expected of it. In spit6 of many surmises of reporters,

the public should be guided solel/by the statements made by Mr. Gandhi and Xord Reading d

a

the
nature and effects of the interview. The interview was originally arranged by Pandit Malaviya who
suggested to the Viceroy that he should see Mr. Gandhi. There were not

t
ojpe but many interviews.

Mr Gandhi soon after the interviews spoke of them as “ both successful and unsuccessful.’*, The
Viceroy heard<him “patiently, courteously and attentively” and Mr. Gandhi took the opportunity' to

explain fully the three claims, the Khilafat, the Punjab and Swarnjya and also the genesis of

Non- Co operation.” ^There was no finesse or manoeuvre about it” said His Excelloncy speaking of the

interview, “ it seemed to be a plain and straight-forward arrangement.” “These interviews,” he said

again'“ produced Sit least this satisfactory result*, that 1 got to know Mr. Gandhi and he got to know
me.” There were “ full, free apd frank discussions ” and

f
the mutual understand in'g between the Viceroy

and Mr. Gandhi “ was in itself no spiall gain.” The question of non-violence wap also discussed, says

Mr. Gandhi “ and it appeared to me to be common cause between us.” The immediate, specific result of

the interview was the statement published by the Ali Brothers which we print below. While the

Viceroy’s intervhrr/ with Mr. Gandhi has on all hands been commended as a wise and statesmanlike

procedure, it is regrettable that attompts should be made in England to discredit it. One, Commander
Viscount Curzon, is reported to have affirmed in^the Commons that Mr. Ga'ndhi is publicly giving out

that Lord Reading is sympathetic to Non-Co operation. We in India knew nothing of this. And we
wonder where the gallant Commander got the news from. Mr. Montagu however was able to say that
“ Mr. Gandhi had honourably fulfilled the conditions under which the interview was held.”

—

\Kcl. I A.]

* 1. The Ali-Brothers* Apology.
«.

,

The following statement, under tho signatures

of Messrs. Shaukat Ali and Muhammad Ali, was

issued to the press on Maq 29.

Our friends have drawn our attention to certain

speeches of ours, which, in their opinion, have a

tendency to incite to violence. 'Wo
r

desire to state

that we never intended to incite to violence

and we never imagined that any passages in

our speeches were capable of bearing the interpre-

tation put upon them. But we recognise the force of

our friends' argument and interpretation. We, there-

fore, sincerely feel sorry and express our regret for

the unnecessary heat cfi some of the passages in these

speeches, and we give our public assurance and

promise to all wh,o may require it that, so long as we

are associated with the movement of Non-Co-t>pe-

ration, we shall not directly or indirectly^ advocate

violence at present or in the future, nor create an

atmosphere of preparedness for violence. Indeed, we

hold it contrary to the spirit of non-violent Non-Co-

operation to which we havA fledged our word. ,

II. The Government’s Communique.

The Government of India published the follow-

ing Press Communique-on the 30th May.

In view of the publication of these expressions of

regret and promises for the future, tho Government

ofIndia desire to make it known generally that they

had decided on the 6th May to prosecute Messrs.

Mahomed Ali and Shaukat Ali, for certain speeches

delivered in the United Provinces during-the last few

months. These speeches, in the opinion of the Govern-

ment of India, were direct incitement^ to violence.

The immediate object of the Government in deter-

mining tcuenforce the iaw on the present occasion

was to prevent incitement to violence and preserve

order. After the decision to which reference has been

made * was reached, it was urged on the Government

that their immediate abject could be obtained without

recourse to the criminal courts. The Government
consequently, owing to the statement now issued
over 'the signature of Messrs * Mahomed All and
Shaukat All, have decided to defer from instituting

criminal proceedings against theitt in respect of those
speeches so long as the ' solemn public undertaking
contained in the statement issued to tho press is

obsorved. Should the conditions of this undertaking
not be performed, the Government of India will be at

liberty to prosecute them for their past speeches. It

must not be inferred from the original determination
of the Government to prosecute for the speeches inci-

ting to violence that promoting disaffection of a less

violent character is not an offenne against the law.

III. The Viceroy on the Statement.

In the course of his speech 'at the Chelmsford

Club on May 31, His Excellency referred to

the interview in the following terms :

—

As you may be aware, the result of these visits and
discussions was that Mr. Mohamod Ali and Mr. Shau-
kat Ali have issued a public pronouncement, which,
doubtless, you have seen to day, expressing their

sincere regret for certain speeches that they had made
inciting to violence and have given a solemn public

undertaking that they will not repeat these speeches
or similar speeches so long as they remain associated

with Mr. Gandhi. (Hear, hear.)
r

I do not want to discuss this matter (*t any length.

I merely refer to it as showing that the interviews

Were not entirely fruitless because, so far as the

Government is concerned, we achieved our immediate
object, which was to prevent incitement to violence.

,1 have had occasion once before to say that it almost
always reacts with fatal effect upon those who are

most Innocent. (Hear, hear.) We, as a Government,
have a duty to perform. We have to proteot those

who may be thus led away and we, therefore, had
determined to take steps in order to vihdioate the law,

to maintain its authority and to prevent the recur-

rence of any further violence.
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IV. Mr. Gandhi's Views.

I* ft note on “ The Brothers’ Apology.” Mr.
Gandhi comments as follows in the Young India

of |Tune J :

—

As$oon as some friends brougfft passages in some
of their (the Ali Brothers') speeches to my notice, I-

felt that they sounded harsh and seemed to be capable
of being interpreted to mean incitement to violence.

The air was thick with rumours of their arrest. No
Non-Co-operator can afford to go to prison on a false

issue, certainly not on a denial of his faith, i.e., non-
violence. I felt at opce that I should draw their

attention to the passages and advise them to make a

statement clearly defining their position.
* •

My “ alliance” with them, as our friendship has boon

called, is based upon my belief in their strict honesty,

irankness, •fearlessness, courage and humility. I know
that they are among much-maligned men in India.

All kinds of motives are attributed to thorn They are

said to be making me their eafcy tool Time, I ain sure,

will disprove all those charges. But it was necessary

that no hasty expression of theirs was#used agaidst

them to damago their character or good faith.

Nothing can be more hurfful to an honourable mail

than that he should be accused of bad faith. It was
in order to safeguard them, in so far as it lay in their

power, against any* such imputation, that I advised

them to make the statement now published. Tn my
opinion, by making, it they have raised the tone and

prostigo of the Khilafat .struggle they are loading.

They have sef an example toother workers. We are

not to seek imprisonment out of bravado. The gaol is

the gateway to liberty And honour, when innocence

findb itself in it The statement is a warning to all of

us, that we who are lighting the battle for freedom

and truth, must be most exact in our language.

V. Mr. Mahomed Ali's Explanations

Presiding ovei* the Khilafcit Conference at

Broach on Jane 3, Mr. Mahomed Ali referred to

the ViceroyWpoeeh » rid said — *

He know of no speech of his or his brother’s, in

which either had incited anyone to violence. Nor did

they know of any speech which they had undertaken

not to repeat. Their public announcement had been

worded in the clearest possible mariner and no one

was entitled to read into it a meaning uiat it did not

contain. They had certainly expressed regret for the

unnecessary heat of some passages in some speeches

of theirs, to which some friouds had drawn their

attention, and they felt convinced thst they owed it,

not to this Government which had still to make

amends for the Jallianwala Bagh and the Crawling

tale, but to "the non-violent non-co-operation move-

ment, which was as pure as it was powerful and tc?

.which they were as deeply attached as their dearly

beloved leader, Mahatma Gandhi himself. His object

was that they should publicly express thoie regret,

even for the heat of some stray passages, which it

was contended that some people could interpre4 as an

fncitement to violence.

Unlike the Government they had no personal pres-

tige to maintain,*, beyond the prestige of truth and

they could not sacrifice honesty and justioe at the

heathen altar of personal prestige.
*

VI. Ha&im Ajmal KHan’s Statement.
Tho publication of the Ali Brothers’ statement

and the Goverrynent’s explanation led to a persis-

tent controversy in the press. Some interpreted the

apology as a climb down while the Non-Co ope-

Y.i^ioniats re-alti rated • their confidence in Mr.
Gmdhi and the Ali Brother’s Hakim Ajmal
Khan and Dr. M. A. Anwui issued a statement

|
to the press on June 7 in which they declared :

—

, We regard it a privilege to deefaro that MrAlandhi
possesses the fullest confidence of his colleagues and
the followors in our province

We b^ve Ijeen pained and surprised to neto that* in

Moderate and Government, circles, an attempt has
been made to characterise thc^ionest and candid
declaration recently issued by tfie^Ali Brothers as an
apologyEtondered out of fear of prosecution, but the
fact remains that, if there is one charge of which the
worst enemy of the Ah Brother^, cannot successfully
accuse them, it is want of courage. Their expression
of regret for any heat of speech appears to us to have
been dictated by motives the reverse of those, directly
or indirectly, imputed to them by pettifogging journa-
lists or in higher quarters. They have proved the
hpuesty of their purpose and profound loyalty to the
cause of their country and religion by publioly repudi-
ating tho distorted interpretation put *ipon sopie of
trtioir speeches, and what is being referred to as an
undertaking not to repeat the offence of which the
Government intended to take legal notice appears to

us simple and straight forward roaffirmation of their

faith in non-violent Non-Co-operation.

So far from humiliating themselves by doing so, we
feel they have won the admiration of all thinking men
by adopting a course which only honesty and courage
could inspire. They have gained a higher place in the
estimation of their co-workers and associates.

* VII. Mr. GandRi’s Latest.

Mr Gandhi reverted to the subject in the

Young India of the 8th June. In an article

criticising TI. E the Viceroy’s speech at the

Chelmsford Club Dinner, Mr. Gtyndlii wrote :

—

If His Excellency, in m^iumble opinion, was hardly
happy in his statement of the “ fundamental principle

of British rule,” he was, I fear, even less so in his

reference to Maulanas Shaukat Ali and Muhammad
All, I recognise that be* has been exceedingly
aautious in his speech He" has attempted not to

wound susceptibilities, Asa mutter of fact, there was*
no question of wounding susceptibilities. He need
not have spared the Maulanas where they might have
erred. Tho statement made by the Brothers was
instigated by me ifnd me alone. It is an apology ten-

dered to friends, and not to the Government. It is

made not to evade prosecution, but to put themselves
right with their own conscience and with their friends.

The assurance to thorn, therefore, that there would be

no prosecution so long a& they abided by their under-

taking, was gratuitous, if not offensive. Lord Rea-
ding’s Government *is Jfree to take up prosecution

against tlie Brothers at any moment they choose.
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BY

PROF. C. S. -SRINIVASACHARI, m.a.

little hook purports to outline a geneial

I picture of India’s intercourse with her

neighbours at tfhe°dawn of history, kyufc

giving only such results as may be safely regarded

definite and certain Vnd not fanciful or con"

jecfcur^}. From 'about 700 B CJ
,
it is fqirly certain

that an active sea-borne c/ommerco' sprang up

between Babylon and the Farther East
;
and India

hafi a good share in it. The overland routes were

not impracticable
;
but commerce in this diVection

was from hand to hand, tribe to tribe, fitful, rare,

uncertain and conlined to articles of small bulk

and great valuo. The maritime intercourse

between India and Egypt was insignificant before

the time of the Homans and was carried on

mainly by the Arabs Pliny’s survey is invaluable

to us in this connection and to a lesser extent the

Pmtiplus. From the time of Hecativus the Greeks

knew something of India
;
Herodotus gives raapy

myths and facts about India
;

and Alexander

drew*the nearer to Hellenism. Greek influ-

ences enriched the Indian plastic arts and some

Greek words seem to have crept into Sanskrit, e y.

Kalinos, Surige. The jirgon found in the recently

unearthed papyrud of Oxyrrhynciis is touched

upon. The influence of Buddhism upon early

Christianity was such that Pfof. Sylvain Levi

exclaims :
“ It looks as if the whole universe

moved under a common impulse to a work of

salvation under the aftpices of Buddhism.”

In Central Asia, Eastern Turkestan became the

bridge on which Indian manners and customs i*nd

above all Indian religions passed both ter Turkes-

tan and Central Asia. When the Chinese lost

the highway of the Tarim Basin, they opened
f

intercourse with /ndia ma^y through the seas.

Prof. Hirth believes that Canton was the cVadle

of the foreign trade of China ever since the third

century B. C. From an unauthenticated account

we hear that Indian tMdhist missionaries had
__ _ «

*. India as known to the Ancient *World, by Dr. G.

N. Baaerjea—Oxford University Press. PJ21. pp 73.

entered China as early,, as 227 B. C. Br&hminism
seems to have maife its way tropu Orissa by sea to

Indo-China
;
and it is a moot question whether

South India was the starting point of this move-
ment. The Champa Kingdom and all the region

from Upper Burma to Cochin China are strewn
with countless temple ruins with rich ornamental
sculptures and Sanskrit inscriptions. The magni-
ficent telnples of Angkor Thom and Angkor Vat
built, from the evidence of inscriptions, in A. D.

825 show the influence of the gods of Brahimnism
and the beautiful legends of the Il&m&yana. The
latter temple is bewildering in its complexity.

The script of Cambodia resembles that of

tfie Pali of fleylon. About 700 A. D Northern
Buddhism

%
made an unobtrusive entrance into

Cambodia. Indian civilisation profoundly im-

pressed the culture of Indonesia also. Buddhism
has left its mm k on the most glorious epoch of

Javanese history
;

but Brahn&mism has shown
greater vitality and has not^yet been entirely

rooted out. In the eighth century Hindu immi-

gration into Java was very great
;
ami Indian

influence again revived th<*io in the 15th century.

Brahminism has defied successfully immigrant

Islam in the Island of Balin. Even in Borneo

there are remains of Hindu buildings and idols.

Hindu thought and culture have thus, opposed

to common assertion, sought ' for geographical

expansion from China to the Mediterranean, from

Yarkand to Madagascar. *

This monograph is succinct and so far, tho

subject as a whole has never been dealt with in

any single *work. Tho book is largely based upon
pioneer works in the field, like the works of

Dr. J. W. McCrindle, l)r. H* F. Hehnolt, Dr.

Firth, Sir Gaston Masporo, Dr. Kern and Dr. J.

Groneinan and others This branch of Indology

has also some recent forerunners like Mr. II. G.

Kawlinson, Dr. tt. K. Mukerjea
;
and disquisitions

on this topic are bound to become more numerous
and extensive in the immediate future.
*
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THE REFORMED LEGISLATURES 58S

'THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
’

^ Allowance to Members.

At the last session of the Assembly there was a

heated debate on the position and allowances of

its members as compared *wrth fcjiose of the mem-
bers of the Council'of State.

H. E the Governor-General in Council is now
pleased to prescribe the rate of daily allowance

admissible to the members of the Legislative

Assembly at Rs. 20. This concession will have

retrospective effect frqpa the date on which mem-
bers became entitled to draw the existing rate* of

Rs. 15 a day. •

The Press Act.

The Press Act Committee has concluded record-

ing evidence and is now busy • drafting its re-

commendations, which are. expected to be ready

by the end of the month. More than seventeen

witnesses have been examined in all. VThe major-

ity of witnesses are generally understood to have

pressed for* total repeal of the Pi ess Act, with

such modifications of the ordinary law of the

land as would secure proper safeguards against

sedition in the pi ess.

1U i
• ress iv k I i k< iislatjon .

The Committee on the Repressive Legislations

begins work shortly under the presidency of Dr.

Sapru, Law Mom bet.
*

Imperial Finance Committee.

The Standing Finance Committee of the Legis-

lative Assembly met at SimliLOn the .'<0th Ma> and

the succeeding days to consider the lump provi-

sions in the Budget concer ning •winch the Finance

Member had given au undertaking in the As-

sembly to the 'effect that, except in cases of

urgent necessity, no expenditure would be in-

curred against these provisions until the Finance
• Committee had had an opportunity of expressing

Jiheir opinion. Mr. Hailey, Finance Member of the

GoVerninent of India,* presided.
#
The following

members were present:

—

Ruo Bahadur T. Ranga-
cliari, R'lo Bahadur JndunalYh IVtnzumdar, Khan
Bahadur Mar Asad Ali, Chaiftlh&ri .Sliahgb ud-

dfri, Messrs Cotelingjwn, Jamnadas Dwarkadas,

Joshi, Kabraji and’Kirkar.

The Comnfittee first considered the list of lump
provisions against which expendituie was already

being incurred. , The majority of these were
accepted, but in some cases further information in

support
#

»f the expenditure was desired.

Among the important items passed were provi-

sions for the reorganisation of the Commercial
Intelligence Department, the appointment of a

Tr.nde Commissioner and an Indian Assistant,

expansion of the forest research institut&at

D/dira Dun, reorganisation of the Survey of India,

the Imperial Tanning Institute at Calcutta, the

School of Mines and Geologv at Dhanbad. Of the

supplementary grants approved may be men-
tioned the provision of ?> lakhs and odd towards

quarters to orthodpx mem hers of the Legislature

at Raisina and one lakhs and odll for a temporary

Chamber for the Council of State at Delhi.

The Committag expressed their inability to

agree to a proposal to give a grant of Rs 5,000 to-

wards the expenses ‘of the publication of a history

qf the Press in Indi.f.
J

PROVINCIAL LEGISLATURES
Bengal.

§

Bengal Childrens Bill

The text is published of the Bengal Children’s

Bill, 1921, which is proposed to be introduced at

the meeting of the Bengal Legislative Council to

be held on the 4th July

The present Bill has been prepared in order to

provide for the custody, trial and punishment ol

youthful offehdera and also for the protection of

children- and young persons. It follows the lines*

•of the English Children’s Act of 1908, but its

operation is confined to boys. It proposes that no

boy under the age of 12 years shall in any cir-
•

cumstances be sentenced to death, transportation

or imprisonment for any offence and it seeks to

substitute educational treatment for ponal mea-

sures in the case of older boyB convicted of an

offence. The Bill provides for the abolition of

the Reformatory Schools Aqf, 1897, so far as

Bengal is concerned, j^ovisiun* is made for the

establishment of reformatory and industrial

schools by the Government nnd for the recog-

nition of similar schools under private manage-

ment. The broad distinction between the two

d,ihM s of schools in addition to the difference in.

age of the iumatefi is that the reformatory schools

arc intended for actual and the industrial schools

for potential oflendois. It is provided that neglected

children may be sent, to the latter. The Bill also

provides for the establishment of juvenile courts

and lays down the different methods of dealing

with yopthful offenders brought before such

courts. It also enforces the responsibility of

parents and guardipns for their good conduct,
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* Madras.

Mr. T. Siv&B&nkaram, M. L. 0., has given notice

of some interpellations and resolutions to be

moved by him at the ensuing Session of the

Oouncil.

The interpellations ,refer to different depart1 *

ments. Mr. Sivasankaram asks about the dura-

tion and expenses of the Governor’s tours, 4boqt

the possible retrenchment in the Abkari depart-*,

ment/and about* the improvemen tj)f irrigation

facilities in Anantapur, Bellary and Kurnool. lie

asks if subsidies to local boards towards elemen-

tary teackers have been withheld. „In another

question he protests against the practice of making

the accused standriuring long trials in Muffasil

Courts. •

The resolution touching famine relief which he

proposes to move runs as follows :

—

This Council recommends to the Government that

steps may be taken to revise the Famine Code, (a)

raising the aim of famine relief from one of
4

averting

the loss of human life* to that of
1 maintaining healthy

persons in health* so that when bad season is tyled

over they may be left in fit condition to resume their

usual avooat^pns, (6) altering the basis for calculating

the wages both during test and relief periods to sivt

the higher aim indicated in f(a), (c) providing relief on

less rigid scale in favor Qf dependants, particularly of

children, as an eoonomic measure^ (d) relaxing the

standard of task, work both fiuring test and relief

periods in view of the deteriorating health conditions

among the people * living in famine zone, (e) fixing a

minimum of the area to be servejl by relief measures

out of the total extent declared as affected and (/)

devising a system of insurance against distress in

favour of individual raiyats in the famine zone area.

Behar'and Oriisa.

His Excellency has accepted the resignation of

Babu Krishna Prasad Narayan Singh, of Iiardi,

of his seat in the Bihar and Orissa Legislative

Council, as a representative of the West Muzzafer-

pur non Muhomedan constituency and has called

upon the voters to elect a member for the vacancy

before the 2nd July,

The Unitfed Provinces.

Rai Sita Rim Sahai, m a., b., M. L . 0„ has 1

given notice of the following resolution :

—

This Council recommends to the Government

that eight posts of District and Sessions Judges

which were long thrown open for members of the

Provincial Judicial Service, be not. reduced in

number, and tvfo direct appointments to District

and .Sessions Judgeship from among the mem-

bers of the Bar be made independently of the

Service. 1
1

-

BURMA,
Burma has always complained that she ftas not

been treated fairly in the.matter of the Reforms.

It is therefore some ^satisfaction to learn that the

Second Report ofthe Standing Joint Committee
on Indian Affairs recommends that the Govern-

ment of India Act be applied to Burma and the

necessary legislation passed without delay.

It is interesting to read in this connection that

at tl;e 4 1st annual Burma pinner at the Princes

Restaurant, Sir Harvey Adamson, Chairman, said

that he was glad to see that the first step towards

the reform of Burma was settled. He hoped that

the franchise and the division of reserved subjects

would also be completed shortly. It showed that

Burma would not be placed on a lower level than

India, and that would allay much disquiet and

cruse the young Burmans to settle down into that

sanity which used to characterise him before

Mr. Montagu came along,

ceyloh.

Since the article on tho New Constitution of

Ceylon (page 165) was^recniverl, the first meeting

of the Ceylon Legislative Council has been held

on the 7th inst. The members having taken

their oaths, His Excellency delivered the inaugu-

ral address in which ho spoke of the responsibili-

ties of the New Council and hoped that 44
the

power now entrusted to them will be wisely used.”

He further said :— f

In order to dispel majiy doubts that seem to have
arisen in regard to the Constitution no\^ in force, I

desire to state here to-day that all those responsible

for the framing of this Constitution were anxious that

it should be clearly understood that it did not lay

down the last word in political advancement for this

Colony, biTt rather that it should be considered as a
stage on the road to further things and that by watch-
ing results of «fche working of the present Constitution

we might be able to build up a Constitution for

Ceylon suited to tue genius of its poople and to the
conditions obtaining in this country.

Tlis Excellency then referred to certain projects

in connection with Railway extension, and the Uni-

versity College in which ho whs specially interested

•and he asked the Council to extend their support

to him. He concluded with a word of congratu-

lation to Sir Ponnambalam Ramanathan who was

recontfly Knighted.

Th& Attorney General moved that' a Seleqt

Committee be appointed to revise the Rules and

and Orders of the Council.

The Cpuncil was adjourned to the 1 4th. *
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Practical Swaraj- Foreign* Exploitation.

Mr.» W. W. Pearson contributes an interesting

article on the above jsubjecfc to the June number

of the Modsm Review. He discusses the claims

of India to attain Swaraj and suggests certain

valuable ways and means to reach it. He starts

with a preliminary observation that Swaraj is

already in existence in India. “ Wherever a man
or a woman refuses to be enslaved, wherever innes

freedom and self-mastery are highly valued, there

we have true Swaraj.”

This spirit, is already discernible in India. But,

says the writer, it is productive of dangers

unless it is accompanied by
#
fruitful ways and

methods to attain the desired goal. Positivo

work and an unbounded confidence fire quite

essential. But this confidence must be expressed

in co operation.

Non-Co-operation with the present Government is

undoubtedly necessary #s a preliminary act for freeing

ourselvfes from the fettering shackles of the past, ftut

" to be positive is always better than to be negative.”

To build upb this new ‘civilisation of India,

according to Mr. Pearson, the people of India

should so work that their eternal life corresponds,

in some measure, to their internal dream.

Dealing with the methods to attain Swaraj Mr.

Pearson is of opinion that the.means lie in eco-

nomic and educational lines and not on political.

He cites the caffe of Ireland*and shows that

the strength of the Irish movement lira in the

agricultural Industry.* So in the case of India

the same might hold good. In the opinion of

Sir Horace Plunkett the Co-operative movement

in Ireland has procured the Irish people Self-

Government.

Wherever in Ireland a Co-operative Society has
been started there we see that farmers are able to do
things which as individuals they would have found it

impossible to do.

Such Co-operative organisation has brought

about the* much needed union in Ireland.

There is absolutely nothing to prevent such

organisations being formed in India. The writer

sees signs of such an awakening in the co opera-

tive organisations at Shan*aniketan, Bolpnr §nd
their influence is bound to radiate throughout

India. He oenludes eloquently :— •
• •

Wherever such an experiment is started there would
be an expression of practical Swaraj, for there we
would have men trained in that spirit of independence
which is the only real independence because ifr-is the
independence of the spirit.

Mr. St. Nihal ‘Singh, in an article on “the
Intensive Industrial and Commercial Exploitation

.of* .India” in the March
#
issue of ^he Wealth of

India
,
points out two very serious dangers

which Indian industries may
#
be put to in the

near future. •

Toe first i^ the severe competition between
America, Japan, BritaiA and Germany to capture
Indian trade. During the war Japanese and
A merican^impdhts increased very much a&d now*
that the war is over, British traders are anxious
“ to dislodge them com petitors «j£ora the field.

Besides there is Germany which will soon enter
the field. •

Such a competition, may not pnly hamper the
existing industries of India but also handicap her
rapid industrialisation. This will come not merely
from the ex-enemy countries. To Britain India
is the chief market and she, like other impove-
rished European countries, will make an inten-

sive effort to recapture the Indian market and, if

possible, to extend her Indian business even
beyond the pre-war stnndatd.

To meet this situation the writer says that we
will have to use political weapons.

In principle we have been conceded the right to
employ the political weapons that would enable us to
conserve and to develop our own resources—rights no
whit inferior to those enjoyed by the Dominions and
Great Britain herself, is the Joint Select Committee
on the Government of InjJia Bill stated in its Roport

:

“ Whatever be the riarht fiscal policy for India, for
the needs of her consumers as well as for her manu-
facturers, it is quite clear that she Should have the
same liberty tp consider her interests as Great Britain.
Australia, New Zealand, Canafla and Sooth Africa ”

The test of British honesty of intention lies in the
way in which Indians are permitted to take the fullest
advantage of this doctrine, jjsespectivS of who is hit
by the means adopted.

The second danger is the possibility of foreign

capitalists opening mills and factories here in
India and competing with Ijie already existing
industries.

• • .•

Serious complications will arise if there was any- •

» thing liko a concerted move upon the part of non-
Indian capitalists to set. up mills and factories in
India—especially if ’those capitalists belong to the
race which dominates India.

ft is yet too premature to prophesy that any such
movement is likely to take place But if Indians are
ide-awfiko Mnd energet'c, indigenous enterprises can

he so condaefed that no outside capitalist can possi-
bly have a chance of successfully competing, in
their own country, Indi*ns.ought certainly to be able
to produce more economically than any outsider whq
sets up there,

3
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Reconstruction in Japen-

The Rev. J. J, Bryan, writing in the East and

the West (April, 1921) laments that Japan should

still be predeminently material only and rag&fd

as mere pretence the idealist professions of the

League of Nations and the preachers of Christia-

nity. The '.suspicion of occidental motives ds

inherent in Japanese psychology rfnd is installed

into the mind of the niityon from childhood.

The nation is not taught, nor k^iows anything,

*of fundamental righteousness. ,

The bane of rrjoinality runs a^l through Japanese
civilisation. To have the name of thp thing is

confounded with having the thing itself.- The rights

of the
u under dog,” in Japan are in the Constitution

and laws of the country, but' there only Japaji is

nominally a constitutional country, but really a

feudal country. The people are free on paper, but

not in fact. Parliament is elected by electoral vote,

but the party in power is always returned at the

polls. It is an elected assembly, but elected

by some four million voters out of a pbpula-

tion of nearly sixty millions. The nation has

practically no voico in the government
(

of

the country. The press is nominally free
;
but it is

promptly supressed should it print anything offensive

to the Government of the day. Religion, too, is

nominally free, but all school <rhilc}ren have at times

to present themselves for worship at tho national

shrines. The Japanose as a people are constantly

pestered with artificial duties for which there is no

authority beyond the dicta of cMicials, often no higher

than some ignorant member of the police force.

Right adheres not in law, butf in the arbitrary will of

officialdom. Is not’ this Prussianism ?

Reconstruction in Japan means that reform

should come really from within which involves a

certain preparation of mind, soul and character,

a correct national point of view to begin with and

an appreciation
1^ things that really count. The

new Japan demands 'uVmoio liberal andeflective

education, an extension of intelligence and ability

among the masses, a regeneration of national

motives and a new ideal of righteousness and

peace. *
«

If Japan is wise she will not wait for her people to

force the reforms now crymg for realisation. She

will provide adequate education, both Qoral and

spiritual, from which aH true improvement must
oome. Inefficiency of moral education is Japan’s

danger. * * * Japan needs schools in which

teachers and text-books alike exemplify the funda-

mental principles of character that make individuals

and nations good ahd great. ^ it h thift* new spirit

. breathing through her education and thence through

her civilifation, Japan will ^ucceed in righting tho

wrongs that now threaten to piove her undoing.

The Hindu Theory of tho State.

Prof. 6. K. Sarkar, writing in The ^Political

Science Quarterly (March, 1921) explains the
f

particulars of the .differences betweefl the 'State

and the Non-ISfcate according to the ^ancient

Hindu thinkers ;
and also tells us what they

thought of the processes by which the pre-

statai condition developed into the statal. The
Hindu conception of the Non-State was identical

with the conception of Hooker, Hobbes, Spinoza

and other European thinkers. The Ramayana,
the M»nu Samhita, the Mahabharata and the

Matsya Purana all speak of the Matsya-Syaya,
or the logic oi the fish, in which people devour

one another like fishes as the essential condition

of the Non* State. This conception found an
important place in the exclusively political

^ treatises *lso, like tkoso of lvautilya and Kaman-
daka. „

This theory of the'Non State or tho State of

Natuie has had important bearings on other

doctrines of Hindu political philosophy. In

Raghunatha’s fifteenth-century Lanhka-Nyaya
Sawgraha wo find the loy\r of the fish coupled

with the logic of the monsters—Shunda -upashunda
Nyaya. The logic of the fish arises under a '

double set of conditions, first a conflict between a

powerful and a powerless unit and next the

crushing and the obliterating of the latter. The
Non- State has always been identified with the

negation of morals and manners, the nullification

of property, the very antithesis of law and

justice.

Two inseparable accidents.of the Hindu theory

of the State are (L) the doctrine of svatva
,

one’s

ownness

—

-proprinm or 'property and (2) the

doctrine of dharma (law, justice and duty).

Behind them both lies the doctrine of danda

(
punishment, restraint or sanction). The absence

of danda is tantamount to Matsya-Nyaya, The
whole theory of the state thus consists of two

formulae

% (1) No danda
,
no state

(2) (a) No state, no dharma

(6) No state, no property.

Danda
,

as interpreted by Manu, is obvi-

ously the very principle of omnipotence, com-

parable to the mojestas of Bodin or the

enrnma polentas of Grotius. A ruler in office

ptiiftoidfips this danda but the ruler as a person

is subject to it and thus ifi is a two handed

swotd. It would smite the king who would

deviate from bis duty.
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Vernacular* and Uninraal Education

\

Mr. J. N. Farquhar, writing in the June issue

of the Yonng Mm of India* discusses the value of

,

vernaculars in their relation to •Universal Edu-

cation in India, fie first gives a sur vey of the

general history and the present position of the

various vernaculars, the most
r
important of which

he groups into four distinct classes, Dravi-

dian, North Indian, Indo Chinese and Urdu.

“Now each of these Vernaculars has a literature ,

and Tamil, Kaoarese, Qengali and Hindi have*each a

very large and varied literature. In addition to the

great Vernaculars, several of the minor languages,

notably FCasjimiri and Assamese have also each a

valuable literature.”
#

There me, also, a great many minor languages

in use in India, Thny are, by no means, negligible,

for taken all together, they* ropresonUmany mil*

lions of peoplo. 9

“And if all tho children of India are to learn to rend

and write, schools will have to he established in which
these languages will he taught. But thoro is a
further fact to he nnftd about them. A considerable

number have already been reduced to writing, mostly
by missionaries; ancy in each of thoso there are at

least a few school books. 0
B
n the other hand, there

are many of these tongues which have never been

reduced to writing at all. ,So, in their case, a great

deal will have to be done before even the most ele-

mentary education will be possible in them.”

I |
After discussing the position of vernaculars and

their literature in their relation to the Indian

classical language^ such as Sanskrit, P«h Ac.,

and English, tho writer asks, me the vi rnaculuis

ready for the task of spreading universal education

in India '! lie says that it is deal that universal

elemental y education and also certain forms of

middle school training can be given only in the

vernaculars. He gitas three points which must

be considered in any scheme of universal edu-

cation through the medium of vernaculars. First

the language should have developed a standard

form of speech i.e
,

the educated men should be

agreed, in the main at least, as to the vocabulary,

the spelling, and the grammer which they recog-

nise as correct. Secondly, there should bo a con-

siderable number of educational boohs
,
written ii^

prose in the standard form of the language.

Thirdly the persons ongaged in the task of ful-

filling the two requirements mentioned* above,

should be men who are. saturated with tkg older

• iiterature .

Discussing tho use of vernaculars for High

School and University education, he says that

hfgher education cannot be altogether healthy
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unless it is gfrven in the vernacular and its use is,

as in the cahe of elementary education, “ limited

only by the limitations of its educational lite-

rature
”

. The writer, after pointing out that tho prepa-

ration of University teit books is a hard task,

quotes the case of Europe adopting® tho vernacu-

lars £o Univeisity education and displacing

Latin and declares that tyie tftsk of writing

University text books can be sucoossfully^iccomp-

li&hed. V
As regards the position of English, the writer

says tlmt, in#tho present ciicumstances, a know-

ledge of fit lensb one European language Aould bft

quite indispensable for a* thorough University

training and foi various icffSflns he prefers

English * as a channel of communication through

wjueli Indians may keep in touch with European

knowledge, invention, organisation, culture and

business.’

(bin any one Vernacular take the place of

English and he the Innguago of all education

throughout India f The writer answers, No. Tfiu

clue I languages a?e too virile and deep-rooted to

bo supplanted by any neighbouring language..

It seems hopeless to dream that Tamils or Telugus
will give up their own language and adopt Hindi or

Bengali and similarly hopeless to expect the Marathi
or the Bengali to give up his own tongue and speak
Tamil or Kanarase.

Naval, Magalomania
7'he Edinburgh Review has a stiking article on

the naval magalomania in England and Amorica.

'JJiere was a time Alien Englishmen stood for

two keols to one, and the rivalry has gone with a

reclelpss dis regard of the finances. Admiral Sir

Cyprian ‘Bridge discusfjps the possible world

rivalry in the future ns he contemplates the

gigantic programme in the U. $. A.

“The United SfcatefoMrave no^ a shipbuilding

programme which, if carried out would put the

British Empire in the second position as a Naval

Power—unless wo too engage in a programme

equally comprehensive. If we are to do so we
• shall be compelled to incur pecuniary expenditure*

that can only be characterised as gigantic
;
and

this too at. n time when our ability to meet it is

more than doubtful. Reduction of expenditure,

not inn case of it, is the pressing need of the

hour The < ostB “building ship competition

with Germany in tho eight or ten years before

bite war* prod ucod “capital ships” with which'

every one is now disappointed. Is there another

oompnt.ijt.ion of t.h«* same kind in front of us?”
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Cjyic Survey. •'

• 1 —
Mr, Raymond Unwin contributes an interest-

ing article on tbe subject of IJown Planning to

the April and May number of the Local Self

Government Gazette .

• r. t

He begins with the - preliminary observation

that “ we live in an age that caies more c about

doing things tbfon abput discovering which thifigs

are woyth doing’
1 and the statement has ft

practical bearing* on the development of cities and

Town Planning generally. *
*

That tbe citypla)san important part in the

history "of a country is clearly proved by the

examples of ancient Greece and Rome and that

fact has been acCLowledged by no less a person

than Professor Geddes, the expert in Tofen Plan-

ning. *

Mr, Unwin opines that, during the last century,

attention has been unduly concentrated on the

National or Imperial unit and on National culture

to the detriment of the development of the city.

This fact has led to serious results. These gttve

results are seen in tbe vast numbers of mankind

who suffer from the squalor of congestion, and li«ve

lives of a wholesale stereotyped pattern, utterly

devoid of inteiest, indinduality and beauty.

Attempts are now being made by experts in

Town Planning
1

to control the density ot the

population and guide the city development in the

best interests of the community. The town

planner who undertakes such a task is bound to

meet with enormous difficulties. lie cites a

number of these ancf suggests ways and meaps

to overcome them.

A preliminary' inquiry of a city is essential to

adequate Town Planning. He divides such a

survey into several subdivisions. Fust he

begins with “speculative investigation” as he

^\\a jt, Such an investigation seeks to discover

causes of known results or to trace the results

following from known conditions by careful

investigation and comparison of the effects which

follow from the prevalence in varying degrees qf

those conditions. «.

Then he examines the existing conditions of

the towns. He cites seven factors which a town

planner should take note of in the investigation of

aoity* They are: (1) The ph>sical conditions and

Characteristics of the area (2) The distribution of

buildings of different characteristics serving

different usee. (3) The distribution of open

spaoaA (4) Tbe condition 'and distribution of the

population. (5) .The movetpent, of

population fete. (6) Death rate, due to dis-

eases etc (7) Distiibution of land values. ,
*

.

He then gives suggestions for map making.

Dealing with the effect *of Town Planning on land

values, he says that; remarkable result! have been

achieved in American cities,where improvement

in Town Planning was largely paid for by special

assessment on the land benefiting by it. Tbe

guiding and constraining effect of Town Planning

considerably alters the distribution of the incre-

ment value.
c <

• The writer concludes with the following preg-

nant Sbservatiion :

*

We have to recognize in short that the city is a very

complex human community which exirts to secure

fuller life to its citizens.

England's Mission.

Sir Philip Gibbs, writing on “the Risk of Civil

War " in the pages of the Hevicw of Leviews for

May, says that the state of the wbrld and of

England needa the remedy of wisdom. And
what is the wise course now that the world is

threatened with bankruptcy and ruin ?

Only by the general renunciation of Allied war
debts, the rapid disarmament of European nations, a

more reasonable attitude towards German reparations,

the washing «»ut of hate and vengeance, and a general

helpfulness among all the peoples of Europe with a

free intercourse of tr?dc, may we see again anything

like our old prosperity, and even then not for a long

time If we neglect these larger necessities of our life

as a people dependent upon world commerce, and

quarrel over the rags and bones of our little national

reserves, ranging cluss against class, and trade against

trade, and interest against interest, we are doomed.

Our pride and our place will have passed from us

—

quickly—as now they are passing.

Sir Philip continues that in four and a half

years of wsg™ England spent as much as in two

and a half centuries before. That has destroyed

the reserves of England’s wealth and left her in

debt.

Our paper money is mainly a promissory note on

the future—our future industry. We are all going to

be f oor ,
and we must face that poverty with dignity

and courage and resignation, sharing it according to

our soale of wages and the quality of our work, and

insisting that no man or woman shall fall bslow the

level of subsistence, whatever that may be. That

settled, without violence, which will not help at all,

let us lead the way in Europe (not forgetting Ireland)

to an
1 eoonomic union, or at least to an eoonomiV'*

liberty, abolishing the menace of war, tbe frontiers of

hatred, the barriers of trade. That is idealism—the

message of the visionaries through many ages I Now
it is the hfttd realism which alone can save us.
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Education of Girls.

fn an article entitled “ A few problems in tbe
education of girls ” in the April number of the

Busintyi, Mr. Gaurarga N«th Bannei jee, M .A,^

points out that the folfowing*ara the main factors
• which affect the higher education of women fri*

India, i, Too early marriage, ii, too early

child-bearing; iii, the Zenana system,

,iv peculiar social structure and environment, A:#

v
;
depressed economic conditions of the middle

olasses. • •

•

Education foremen in India would*, says Mr.
Bannerjee, naturally fall under two categories.

For women who wish to prosecute their studies

regularly in schools and colloges, preparing them-
selves for the University examinations, we suggest
that there ought to be adsoparate arrangement for

instruction, with courses of study specially adapted to

the characteristic needs qf tho India® women. «For
instance, a graduated course in domestic economy, in

the management of household, cooking, principles of

hygiene, child-psychology, aesthetics, fine arts, etc.,

should form a part of the University curricula for

women, an lieu of certain abstract and abstruse

technical and scientific subjects such as, advanced
mathematics, technology, chemistry, geology, astro-

physics, etc. *

For wornfcn living undop tho zenana system, who,

owing to special, social and economic reasons, cannot

attend a course of study in public schools or colleges

affiliated to the University, propose that a special

course of instruction suited to thoir peculiar needs

and adaptalnlites should be inaugurated, and for this

purpose strictly purdanashtn institutions should be

established, where such a course could be completed

within eight years, begiuning ^itli their sixth year

and ending with their fourteenth.

The vernacular, of the province ought to be the

medium of instruction in the case of giris and women,

and naturally, examination also should be conducted

in vernacular.

Sir John’Simon’s Challenge.

Sir John Simon, writing in the Pilgrim
,
the

theological quarterly, issues “a challenge ” to

democracy and organised religion regarding

military matters.

He Bays “the part which is played in thp next

fpw yefers in the crusade for peace by those who
,

9

•ix years ago, on the grounds of moral right,

encouraged and stimulated war, is going to be the

test by which democracy will judge the value of

ite leaders. •

“ There were many devoted and self-saqrificing

•chaplains and lay-workerB in the Army of war .

9

Are we now going to have equal devotion and

self sacrifice 'among a host of chaplains to the

League of Nations’?” ..
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The Creative Power of fthe Japanese.
• •

Wiiting in the April number of tho Japan
Magazine

)
Dr. Toshio Nogami eajs that there are

Jwo {-chools of though* regarding the genius of

the Japanese. One school holds the view that

* the Japanese are ekilfu^ in ^imitation and that*

they lack originality. The* other,
# more pessi-

•
mistic, hAds that the Japarfete are a second rate

nation that wilj • remain for ever an imitator of

foreign civilisation.

Tbe wliter is inclined to think that Japan has
done her best, for the pa^.50 years to imitate

Western civilisation The Japs have imitated

ever) thing Western and the imitation is so
• thorough and cpmplete that everything national

•has vanished from the “ land of the rising sun ”

The fact that they havo copied the West does not
however testify to their lack of creative talent.

•

Force of circumstances induced tho Japanese to

*go to the West for imitation. There was no
other alternative. » •

•

“ Generally speaking, Japan s imitation of

Western civilisation hrffc been the right thing
;

and this ha^ rescued her froiq the brink cf rum
and brought her to the present piosperit).

'

On the other Jmnd it may be easily shown that

the Japanese have seldom lacked originality.

•

The iirst are the works pi those lady writers who
,
appeared in the floian period. Murasaki Shikibn's
(h>vji Monoyatan aud Sei Shonagon’s Makura no -

Syfth? appeared in the 10 th century of the Christian
era. Did

#
any such splendid works appear in England,

France or Germany in thftse days ? It must be said to
be a wonderful thing that in so remoto an age such
great works were written by Japanese women, who
are generally considered to belnferior in education
and*mfcellect to Western women.

Another noteworthy feature is the development
of civilisation in the Tokugawa period. This
civilisation was produced quite independent of

’any foreign influence. In the Meji period Japan
made great progress in military, naval anti in

educational matters.

Dr. Nogami,' in conclusion, defends imitation

and is of opinion that imitation is not always
inferior to creation. He cites several examples
to illustrate his statement. He concludes r

—

• •

In faot, it is not proved that the* Japanese lack
originality. The idea i; based on some very superficial
observations, and a conclusion hastily drawn.
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Modern Industrial Methods.

A correspondent, writing in thy 'April number

of the Indian Industries and Power on the above

subject, draws an interesting comparison between
.

the Far Eistern ^countries of China and Japah

on the one band and India on the other , iD

respect of their application of modern progressive '

methodf ter their industries. The puzzi»ng combi-

nation of materialism and fatalism in the mental*

structure of the Chinese invest# their enterprises

with an eltyi which is a guarantee of ^access and

should prove of inestimable value in* tirnes of

crises. There is ji#le of that j78gue dreaming

about the dead past in China which is so common

in India
;
the materialism of the Chinese* mind

enables it to project itself vigorously into the#

future. Hence in China one never hears of*

yearnings to return to any golden ago
;

the

schemes are all of creating one in the present.

He extends the contrast and asks what will be

the relation of India to China and Japan ^
respect to their industries. In his opinion China

will bft an eveh more formidable rival to India
p

than Japan. °

He takes the case of China and gives several

examples to show tyer progress vn sqch industries

as knitting and weaving, and shipbuilding.

Inoidentally he remarks that, in regard to steel

industry, India should be able make as great

a progress as China or Japan inasmuch as India

has her own steel whilg they have not.

The writer then
1 compares the Chinese/

Japanese and Indian woikraan. The Chinese

he says, show a more meticulous care, in their

work than the Japanese or the Indians. The

Chinese workman ig intelligent and efficient. In
l his view Indian Ttade Unionism will have to be

revised u it is to meet China on equal terms:

He also examines Japan and cites the various

industrial undertakings that are set on foot as,

for instance, the Electric Railway to serve the

suburbs of Tokyo which is under construction^

Arrangements are in progress ‘to purchase the

Tokyo Electric 'Light Company. Schemes for

road construction are laid out. Side by side

witk this the Shipping Industry ‘has made

considerable progress. In conclusion he says :

—

Neither of the two Far Eastern countries has,

apparently, any intention of reverting, as Mahatma
Gandhi suggests in the casq of India, to thb ancient

•glory of tbehahdloom and, presumably, scalp-hunting*

Both belldVtf* in the watchword of progress and are

preparing fbr a new age of industrial expaoeidA'

Co-operation and Polities.
In an article on the subject m the cui/ent

issue of the Agricultural Journal of India
,
Mr. R.

B., Ewbfink, ICS, late Registrar of Co-operative

Societies in the Bombay Presidency, traces, in

detail, the history of the British Co operative

movement in its attempt to meddle in poli-

tics. The traditional policy of Co-operative

Societies in England has alwn)s been strict

neutrality in politics.

u,
fhfey only abandoned their traditional policy

under th#stimulus of concrete disabilities which were

handicapping their business and which they believed

themselves unable to remedy without direct political

pressure. They were not seeking any preferential

treatment for themselves. But they insisted that

they were entitled to equality of treatment with other

trafding agentius, and they* suspected that, under a

democratic 'Government, which is always more or

less susceptible to pressure from outside, they were

being covertly attacked by hostile interests plotting

to undermine their prosperity. They claim to have

gone into politics not as a meanure
f
of attack in order

to gain further advantages for themselves felt and

feared on a larger scale, but as a measure of defence

against an insidious attack originated by their

enemies.

In the same way, the writei says, the Co-

operators in India ,should hesitate to abandon

political neutrality until they are driven to it by

definite grievance? arising frtuii political or

administrative action, and until they are sure

that the repri sentations submitted by* them to

the proper authorities are not being dealt with

on their merits.

In lndia*,societies occupy at1 present a distinctly

privileged position under the special protection

of GovernmSnt. They have much to lose

and it behoves them to tread delicately. At

the same time, on particular political questions,

especially those in which their own interests are

directly affected, it seems clear that they have a

right to make themselves heard and that their views

inight be of great value both to Government and the

public. It would probably be inadvisable, for the

sake o£ securing their general neutrality on the wider

issues of party politics, to debar individual societies,

or any organization capable of representing the.

movement as a whole, from discussing such questions

and placing their considered conclusions before

Government, the Legislative Councils, or the public.
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The Arya Samaj
‘ Rev. Mr. Stokes, in the pages of The Vedic

Review for April, pays a tribute to the great

sprvioe§ of the Arya Samaj Which, in spite of .the

rancour and prejudice* with •which it fights itof

• opponents, has done so much for the uplift #f**

society.

Fully recognizing the wonderful basal truths <

in the Vedanta Philosophy of life, and being convinced*

that there can be no true interpretation of existence

which does not take*mto account certain vital aspects

developed by that very noble school of ftiought, we

may still feol that its development along certain lines

has not, been consonant with the best interests of

the race. •

As long as the life of active service is considered a

life entangled in illusion, as long as the reality of in-

dividual existence is disputed, as long as joy and pain,

birth and death, ignoratico and learning, poverty and

comfort, are held to not really exist, it is obvious that

the best and noblest minds will not stoop to pay them

attention. Ah a disciple of Reality as regaVds what

we ordinarily c*ll “Life” in its manifold manifesta-

tions, I am convinced tlf^t in laying stress upon tho

essential reality of the Purusha and in asserting the

reality of personality ' and of the obligations of the

individual to society, the Arya Samaj has rendered

Education for Soldiers* Children.

. « •

Mrs. G. H»J3ell, writing in the Army Quarterly
,

explains how the question of schools has been a

continuous difficulty to Indian Boldiers. The
JEsher Committee's Report devotes a considerable

space to a pronouncement on the attitude of

Indian officers towards,* the* education of the^
rising generation. The son# of Italian officers

,

deserve, \>ut canqofc, owin£ to its
-

tfbstliness,

afford an educiti*n at Sindhurst which isopen
to the soys of wealthy zemindars. The Army
at present has no traditions of leaning. Rbund
the villages of the soldiers are simple primary

schools
;

near* their hamlett fir beyond walking

distance and so out of reach of all save boarders,

are middle schools. And in the minds of the

,
soldiers there it? now an urgent demand for the

educition of their children. To meet this situa-

tion Government has now sanctioned the .

establishment of an institution for the education of

sons of Indian officers, to bo called the Kitchener
’ Viol lego, and has also made provision for the

education of orphans and children of all, Indian

soldiers of all ranks .who were on the active list

in the course of the war. Tho Esher Committee
have recommended increased family pensions and
a small pension for each ahild of the fallen

soldiers
;
and also that each soldier’s child will

India a vital service.

Then as regards its sbeial work the writer

says as follows,

—

In the North its schools are to be found everywhere
and one ot the beet colleges in the Punjah is entirely

jte erdbtion. The Gurukula at Kangri, and otners

like it stand as beacons in an age of materialistic

superficiality to remind us of the beauty ot simplicity.

In plague and famine their workers are well to the

fore. Most important of all their activities we might
hold to be their efforts for female education and for

ths amelioration of the lot of the widow, and tho

removal of her dfsabilities. One might add that the

pressure exerted by the Samaj toward the simplifi-

cation of rites and reduction of expenses attending

them is also highly important.

In the matter of political advancement, its

services have been equally great and noteworthy.#

No natton can advance politically until it attains a

certain degree of self-consciousness. The Vedanta
influence did not of course tend to encourage this.

One could hardly be expected to grow enthusiastic for

an illusion. The member of the Arya Samaj believing

all their hearts in the reality of an Indian people ha*ve

developed in themselves and those about them a
pride in the India of the past, and a belief in ttfe

great destiny of the India of the future In this

respect theirpolitical value is not less than that of other
important bodies. Moreover their educational work
baft ita important bearing on political advancement.

receive a free primary education, will receive a

remission of fees in the middle school and "will ba

helped into the high school education. Tho
Kitchener College will provide a sound general

education under military discipline for a consider-

able number of sons of living g>r deceased Indian

officer^ and for others satisfying the conditions

prescribed fur the grant of direct commissions.

Tim writer recommends tbit a similar school be

opened for the daughters «of Indian officers.

Tftiditinns of such colleges will make the Indian,

officer an intensely influential reinforcement to

the British tradition which has educated Pathan
recruits not to kill the wounded *nor make war

on women.

Indian Industrial and Economic Problems. By
Professor V. G. Kale. Third Edition. Rs. 2. To
Subscribers of the 1. R., Re. 1-8.

E»<ays on Indian Economic'. By the lute Muha-
dev Gvjviud Ranade. Second Edition. Price Rs. 2.

To Subscribers of tho
11

1 R.*' Re. 1-8.

Sir J. C. Bose. His Life. Discoveries and Writings
wifi? Portraits. CKtfh Bound Price Rs. 3. To Subs-
cribers of the Indian Review Rs. 2-8.

G.A.tNatesanfe Co.publishers, George Town, Madras,
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Historical "Impartiality *

1

Prof. P. G. 0. Hearnshaw, 'writing on the

above subject in the May number 9f the Journal

of Kdmation and School Worlds slates that the

leading features which distinguished the history

of Lord Acton’s {lay from , that of preceding

periods was the spirit of impartiality.

In the opinion o&the .Professor till the secoAd

quarter of the 19th century History had been

written with some < definite purpose /by emi-

nent historians like Lord Macaulay, HalUm,
Stubbs, Gardiner, and a host of others. More
attention wwpiid to original sources and records.

Prof. Hearnsbaw then <deals with the utili-

tarian aspect of Histoty. History irf important in

so far as it develops mental faculties, civic interest,

moral elevation and cosmic interpretation which

come naturally from the ordered' presentation of
,

the process of human evolution.

AH educationists are unanimous in their con-

tention that History should not impart any

extraneous lessons.

The Professor shows that it is absolutely im-
r

'

possible to insist on a rigid adherence of the rule

to-day.

"

John Bull and hit Soul
John Bull is an unsplritual animal, says the

Satardiy Review. Pis Saxon forefathers spent

the eve of the battle at Hastings swilling and

shouting, while the Normans were at their

devotions. There is no fear of* his becoming

hyper ethereali*ed, a thing ensued. But there

ii considerable fear of the modern world drifting

about rudderless on an( indeterminate ocean of

muddy paeudo-spirtyialism, without horizon or

harbours. Elderly Oxford men remember ^nder-

graduito Lent terms, when the whole valley

of the Isis was a sheet of water from which all

landmarks had disappeared—someone called the

view “ Spires and Pond.” Su8h is the sloppy and

vague 1 message” of modern mysticism Jt is

not deep calling unto deep, but a puddle spreading

itself.
,
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Kinship and Marriage in India*

Dr. W. H. R. Rivers, writing in the new
'anthropological journal," Jfan in India (Ma^oh,

*1021) calls attention to some aberrant marriage

customs which form departures from the endo-

gamy of the oaste- system proper that is so

cdominant in India. This practice possibly forms
an intermediate process between the strict

endogamy of the orthodox caste-system and the

state VounJ in other parts of thp world. Hyper-
gamy, in which men of social groups of high rank
take wives from groups of lower rank, but do
not give their women in return is primarily an
institution of the RVjaputs, but has been found
among the Ktionds and ‘in Southern India also.

Polyandry has become a highly organised

practice amoifg the Todas and it is in cases

associated with hypergamy and with female

infanticide. There are three forms of the cross-

cousin marriage R)stem in India, cousins
t
who are

the children of brother and sister, being allowed

or compelled to marry. We have no direct

evidence of marriage between persons of alternate

generations in India. • Evidently crbss cousin

marriage is associated with the dual or plural

organisation of society into two or more exogg-

mous moieties, so that a man of one moiety must
marry a woman of another moiety and vice-

versa . All such problems are of special interest

to the Indian sociologist.
%

INDIA IN PERIODICALS

A Critique op India’s First Parliament. By “A
Student of Indian Politics,” f“ East & West,”
May 1921

]

The Imperial Mauryas and Economic Develop-
mknt. Bv J. N. Samaddar. [“ The Hindustan
Review,” May 1921 J

East & West jn Greater India. By Rabindra
Nath Tagore, [‘‘Modern Review,” June 1921.]

Trade Lnioni-m for India. By V. Natesan,

,B. A., 1 [“ Every mans Review,” June 1921]

A Hero hr the Indian PobtDffiob, [“ Lkbour,”

May 192l.|

An Evening with Rabindranath Tagore. By
St. NihaleSingh, [“ Liberty,” May 1921.]



QUESTIONS OF IMPORTANCE.
Intifaction* to the Governor-General

The following aro excerpts from the revised

Instrument of Instructions, to the Governor- •

General of India, in consequence of the pass-

ing * of the Government of India Act, issued

under Royal Sign Manual. These instructions

were given to the Governor General at Buckin-

gham Palace on March IT), 1921. The
first four clauses refor to the taking of the

oath of allegiance by the various officers of tl\e

Crown including the^Viceroy, the Provincial Heads,

the Members of the Executive Council and Minis-

ters. The Royal Writ contains the following

further instructions :— #

%

“ We d6 hereby authorise and empower Our
said Governor- Genera

l,
in Our name and on Our

behalf, to grant to any (Offender convinced in the#

exercise of its criminal jurisdiction by a^y Court

of Justice within Our said territories a pardon

either free or subject to such lawful conditions as

to him may rffeem tit*
• •

And inasmuch as the policy of Our Parliament

is set forth in the*proamble to the said Govern-

ment of India TAcfc 1919, w# do hereby require

Our said Governor-General to be vigilant that this

policy is constantly furthered alike by his

Government and by the local Governments of all

Our Presidencies and Provinces.

In particular it is Our wifi and pleasure that

the powers of superintendence, diiection and con-

trol over the said local Governments vested in

Our said Governor G0nera * and in Our Governor-*

General’s Council shall, unless grave reason to the

contrary appears, be exercised with a view to

furthering the policy pf the local Governments of

all Our Governors' Provinces, when sufch policy

finds favour with a majority of the
#
mom hers of

the Legislative Council of the Provinco.

Similarly it is Our will and pleasure that Our

said Governor-General shall use all endeavour

consistent with the fulfilment of his responsibi-

lities to Us and to Our Parliament, for the wel-

fare of Qur* Indian subjects that tho adminis-

tration of the matters committed to the direct
*

oharge of Our Governor General in Council may
be oonducted in harmony with the wishes of Our
said subjects as expressed by their representatives

S
the Indian Legislature, so far as the «ame
all appear to him to be just and reasonable.

For above all*, things it is Our will and pleasure

that the plans laid by Our Parliamen^for the

progressive realisation of responsible government

50

in British India as, an integral • part of Our
Empire may come to fruition, to the end that

British India mayattain its due place among Our
JJominions. Therefore we do charge Our said

Governor- General, by the means aforesaid and by
all ether means which imty to him 4seem fit, to

guide Jhe course of Our subjects in India whose
gtJvernance we have committed tto bis charge so

flhat, subject on the one hand alwayssto tfjp deter-

mination of* Our Parliament, dnd on thb o'ther

hand, tft the co-operation of those on whom new
opportunities ef service have been conferred, pro-

gress tovferds* such realisation may ever Advance
to the benefit of all Our subjects in India.

* • •

And wo do hereby charge Our said Governor-

General to communicate these Our instructions to

the members of fps Executive- Council and
to publish the same in such manner as he may
think fit."

.Mr. Hasan Imam on the Khilafat.

Mr. Hasan Imam, interviewed by jihe Associ-

ated Press on the 1 st Jfune, stated his views on
the Khilafat question. He acknowledged that

that Lord Chelmsford’s Government stood by the

Indian Muslim’# ca
#

use faithfully and said that

Mr. Montagu fought for the cause as few would

have fought. Lord Reading and his Government

were also doing their best, and, if the Muslim
demands were not conceded in any measure, it

would not be the fault of the Jndian Government

or* the Secretary of State.
*

During his stay in London ife gathered that

tho Turkish delegates w$re not anxious to get

back Palestine, Mesopotamia, Syria and the Red-

j
a/ji All that they wanted was# to be left to

develop themselves, fre^from outside control in

their homelands ef Asia Minor, Constantinople

and Thrace. He bolieved the Indian Muslims

also did not now insist on the restoration of the

pre-war Ottoman Empire^ provided the Arab

•races were allowed Jo remain as separate States,

without non- Muslim domination. Mr. Hasan

Imam referred to the Prime Minister’s pledges on

the subject and said that he did not know what

influenced him to change his earlier attitude

towards Turkey and the Arab provinces, when

. the Sevres Treaty was framed, and added that he

was convinced that the Premier had realised the

mistake of that Treaty, which he weuld be only

too willing to rectify if the other executants of

the Treaty were agreeable,
.



UTTERANCES OE THE DAY.
r

Lord Reading on British Rule.

<
r-’

In the course of hie speech at the Chelmsford

Club on May 31 H. £. Lord Reading mad?,

a

lengthy pronouncement emphasising the principles
°

of British rule in India. He laid dowji pertain

broad and fundamental propositions which could

admit qf no compromise. He said*—

I am minded to night 4 to speak to you Very

briefly on certain propositions which, I think are

established beyond the possibility ftf doubt. The
tret k the fundamental principle of British rule

in India. I suppose there is rUo one (there is no
section of the British community I am sure) who
would dispute the proposition that heie in India

there can be mo trace, and must be no trace/ of

racial inequality. ' (Loud Applause,) No ore can

study the problem* of India without realizing at

the outset that there is some suspicion and, per-

haps, at the present moment, some misunderstand-

ing between us. Well, I am convinced t that

whatever may be thought by our Indian friends

not present in this room (I do not refer to those

present because they are(conscious of the contrary)

I say, we do not for a moment indulge in any

notions of racial superiority or predominance.

(Hear, hear.)

I think this is axiomatic of British rule,

although I am perfectly prepared to admit that

there may be undoubtedly pertain questions with

which I am striving to m^ke myself familiar, in

which there will Ee opportunity for putting this

equality on a firmer basis than at present exists,

(loud applause) and as a corollary—scientifically

considered, it is not separate proposition and I

am sure that it will command from you as whole-

hearted a support as the proposition which I have

just enunciated—I say that there cannotabe and

must never be humiliation under the British rule

of any Indian because he is an Indian (hear, hear),

and I would add one further proposition, which, I

believe, is as true as1 either of those two to which

I have given utterance and nhich found support

from you, that we, British people, in India and

those also in our own country, muRt realize that

we have much suspicion to disperse, many
misunderstandings to banish from amongst us and

that, in truth the essence, to my mind, of co-

operation between us and Indians is that we
should convince them by our actions"which will

aeoord with thoughts and intentions that we
honestly

2 and aincetely mead what we»bave said

with regard to India
.

( Bear, hear.)

Viscount Chelmsford's Faiths

Yisoount Chelmsford, speaking at the Jtoyal

Colonial Institute bn" the 18th May alluded to

the grave anxieties that ^greeted Sir Henry

Campbell Bannermann’s scheme of Belf-Govern-

Ynent for South Afripa.

“I have been identified/’ he proceeded “ with a

similar policy in principle, that of Sir Henry
CaVnpbell* Bannerman and -ten years or more ago I

heard* the same sort of anxious questioning, the

same grave apprehension expressed on the part of

some as to the result of that policy. Critics in

these matters are always on good wickets. If

unfortunately their gloomy prognostications prove

true, then the world says, “ What foresight

!

Wbat statesmanlike foresight on the part of these

"gentlemefi !” If fortunately it turns out all right,

and thtf policy prove? a success, then the world

is pleased with the success and the false prophets

are forgotten altogether. I am not going to say

that, under no cirumstanccs and under no con-

ditions, are we going to have trouble in India,

but 1 do say this, if trodole does come—and

Heaven forbid that it does—thb tat»k will be „

infinitely easier under the new Constitution than

it would have been if we had proceeded on the

old lines/
1

Democracy and Government.

Speaking on 41 The Education of Democracy” at

the Eighty Club in London, Viscount Haldane

said that the study of the history of the war had

taught them that not merely for thn purpose of

fighting the war, but for reforms in time of peace,

democracy was the thing to have at our backs.

No progress would be mrde by any progressive

party until it was in earnest in regard to the

fundamentals of education. We could not compel

democracy to be better, but we could show them

how to make themselves better by developing

their own souls in the most potent way by

knowledge.

Mr. Saetri on Indian Uprest,

In the course of a lecture on the political situation

in India at the Indian Students’ Hostel, London,

the Hon’ble Mr, Srinivasa Sastri attributed the

unrest in India to bad trade, labour disputes and

famjjpe, causing an almost unprecedented taxation,

but he declared that, thanks to the Gandhi move-

ment, it had hitherto been peaceful and quiet.

Mr. Sastri hoped that conversations between

Lord Reading and Mr. Gandhi would havAgood

reeutta.



FEUDATORY. INDIA
\ The Mahar'ao of Cutch

The Malwirao of Cufccji, representing the

Indian princes in the Irnporiaf C*fbinet, stated in

an interview with Heater's representative, that

Indift’s definite programme depended upon the

agenda. If, however, there was any idea of not

taking up questions in which India was specially

interested, they would expect Mr. Montagu to

take a firm stand and pteas for proper considera-

tion of them. The n^in question was the tposi

tion of Indians in the Colonies and Dominions.

After India’s war record it was impossible to

understand \vhy there should be any diff^rentiaS

treatment and India’s representatives in London

were united upon this matter and were fully

supported by the Indian Qovernment.

He added ;
—“We shull he grievously disnp-*

pointed if the Conference does not result fn some-

thing definite in this respect. We are also

interested in the Anglo- Japanese Alliance. The
question of tariffs as directing India is also yjdry

important.”

The Maharao concluded t|jat he saw no reason

» for pessimism* in India, particularly as the

Reforms had given real satisfaction . Moreover,

the heart of India was as loyal to tho Empire as

ever.

Jaipur*8 Heir.

A Durbar was Weld on the With J une in the

Audience Hull of the Jaipur Palace, when the

Agent to tfie Govorftor General in Rajputana, on*

behalf of the Government of India, presented to

His Highness the Maharajah of Jaipur the

Viceroy’s Kharita redbgnising and confirming the

adoption by the MaharajA pf Maharaj Kumar
Man Singh, as heir apd successor to »the Gadi of

Jaipur.

The Viceroy’s Kharita dated the 26th May,

was read by the Agent to the Governor General,

all present standing. It ran ns follows :

—

‘t My Honoured and valued friend,— I much
regret the delay that has occurred in replying to

your Highness’ “ Kharita” to my predecessor,

Lord Chelmsford, announcing the adoption of

Kunwar Mon Mukat Singh, second son qf the

Thakur of Isarda, ah your son and successor. The
delay, as Ybur Highness is aware, has been dbe to

the necessity for examining carefully the claim of

Thakur Govardhan Singh, of Jhalai, to the exclu-

sive right of succession to the “ Gadi” of Jaipur.

I bwe now examined the oose with great*"care in

consultation with my
#
advisers ancfr have decided

that thfe claim of the Thakur of Jhalai cannot be

sustained, and tha£
A

the adoption made by your

IJighness is in accordance with Hindu Law, and
the custom of your race. I have, therefore, great

'pleasure in informing $our Highness that the

Government of India recognise and confirm your
adoption of Kunwar Mon • Muliat Singh, now
ritnamed as Maharaj Kumar Man Singh, as your

heir, and successor to the “ Gad?’ of Jaipur.® I

fervently hope that ypurHighness’ action in adop-

ting this boy
#
will bring peace and happiness to

yourself, and •! am confident that he will follow*

the example of your Highness and your prede-

cessors in loyalty *and devotidft *to the British

Crown. *
#

1 desire to express the high consideration which-

1 erttertain for your 'Highness *and to subscribe

.myself ) our Highnes^ sincere friend,(Sd.)Reading,

Viceroy and Governor General of India.”

Al ter the Kharita was read Mr. Holland made
a lepgthy speech to which His Highness the

Maharaja replied in felicitous terms.

A Cochin Tannery.
Uao Bahadur T. Vijajaraghavacharya, the

Dewan, recently l£id the foundation of the

buildings for the ~ Cochin Tanneries, Limited, a

quasi State concern, at Chalakudi, when he deli-

vered a speech in tfhich he said the stone that

he was going to lay rgarked an interesting occa-

sion. The Cochin Tanneries, Limited, represented

thfe triumph of two principles* which have long

been, fighting for recognition. ,One was the

principle tj?at the State should take a prominent

part, in encouraging industrial enterprises, and

the other that, as far as possible, such enterprises

should be indigenous. The company bad been

started with the encouragement of the Cochin

Government and* was financed, managed and

advised only by natives of Cochin,

• H. H. Thakore Saheb of Morvi.
•

At the Birthday* Durbar held at; Morvi on thp

J l th instant His Highness the Thakore Sabeb, in

the course of his address to the Assembly, said

that he would make a point of using Swadeshi

articles himsolf and induce the members of his

. family to do likewise. He would like to see the

use of borne made articles in all departments of

the State. They all hdd his consent to put on

Swadeshi clothes as thp prosperity of the country

was bound up with it.



• INDIANS OUTSIDE INDIA
{' *» *

'Indian Emigrants. ,
Indians ip Kenya. i

'

We referred in our last
f

issue to the wide-

spread desire for a well organised committee to

look after the^returned Emigrants. We are,glMl *

that a voluntary Committee known as the Emi-
grants’ Friendly Service Committee has' since

been formed iiv, Calcutta to render assistance

to them* c /
f

The Chairman of the Committee is Mr/ W, II.

Gourlay and the members include Sir Asutosh

Chaudhftri, Mr. C F. Andrews, Mr. H. Suhra-

wardy, Pandit Banarsi* Das, Dr. Crake (Health

Officer), and Lf.-Col. Moses, t. M. 8. (Protector

of Emigrants). Mr. F. E. James, Secretafy, Y. M.

0. A. and Mr. II. K. Mookerjee, are Joint Secre-

taries and Treasurers. '
•

The work which the Committee have set before *

them is, with the permission of the Protector, to

board steamers on arrival and to give the returned

emigrants help and advice in reaching their

homes and (the work immediately before the

Committee) to render help and advice to those

who, after having visited their homes, desii e for

one reason or another* to return to the colonies.

The Committee have since issued reports showing

that the numbed of repatriated Indians who have

come down toCalcutta from up-country in the hope

of .securing passages back to Fiji, British Guiana

and other colonies is more than 700 and

that a large majority of them* are entirely desti-

tute and dependent ftn the Committee for th^ir

support. These men returned from their respec-

tive colonies in
c order to settle

#
down in India,

but are finding greaj; difficulty in' obtaining

employment. Many of them have been outcasted

and expelled from their villages and hope to bo

able to arrange return passages before very
t
long.

Meanwhile the burden of supporting them rests

entirely on the Emigrants’ Friendly Services

Committee, whose work is being carried on main-

ly with voluntary subscriptions, is not proving

adequate to maintain so large,, a number of re- <

patnates and additional subscriptions are urgently

needed. The Committee is engaged in dealing

with the applications for return •passages and it is

expected that a large number of repatriates will

be leaving for the West Indies to-morrow, but

some considerable time will elapse before transport <

for the remainder can be obtained to Fiji. The

condition of»these people in Calcutta is so pitiable

tiMt'they have a strong claim r on the charity of

^public.

In the course of a discussion at the East India
r

Association on Jtfn Polak’s paper on the* East

African Indian problem, Sc? Thomas Bennett
regretted that Indians in Nairobi were reported

to have passed a resolution that, unless certain

grievances were redressed, taxfes would not be

paid. As one generally sympathetic with their

claims and working for t^em, be warned them
that Parliament was not going to be bullied

or tfireatened. The politicians who thought
otherwise made the greatest mistake possible.

IJhey would only embarrass and .hinder the

powerful forces including Mr. Montagu, who
were working for them in England. Sir Thomas
Bennett enjoined them to carry on their agitation

constitutionally and thoy would succeed.

Jn thin connection a white paper has also been

issued giving correspondence with regard to the

position of Indians in East Africa. It may be

summarised by the quotation,,of a letter add tossed

to Mr. Montagu by the Governmont of India in

October of last year urging adequate representa-

tion for Indians on the Legislative Council and
also establishment of franchise on a reasonable

basis plus the educational test without racial

discrimination for all British subjects.

Fiji, Emigration.

Mr. C, F. Andrew*, in a communication from
Chaiidpur to the Associated Press, refers to the

question of the return of Indian Jaboureis born

in Fiji, and says it has been pointed out to him
that their return during the continuance of the

strike would be likely to help the Colonial Sugar

Refining.Dompany against Strikers. He thinks,

from the papers he had recently received from
Fiji, that the Fiji Government are expecting

entire re-opening of Emigration from India, and
not merely return of a lew hundred Fiji born

Indians, This reveals the need of extreme cau-

tion, and as passage during the moonsoon is bad,

Mr Andrews suggests that no further Emigra-

#
tion should be allowed during the next few

months even of Fiji born Indians. Mr. Andrews
sa>s be has nought permission to land in Fiji

next autumn, but it has not teen granted, and
he thinks he would not be allowed to land at the

same time. The question is shelved for the tim«

being. It would be absolutely imperative to

assist the Fiji returned emigrants, and not to

allow tljpm to starve as has unfortunately - .hap-

pened before.
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• % Bamboo ^for Paper-making.

It seems likoly that, in the near future, the

manufacture of paper "from bamboo will be under*

taken on a large scalb in several countries, says*

.the'Indian Industries and Power. A British fir g) 9

have been granted a concession for cutting bamboo
in the Government forests in Trinidad and have

also established a bamboo plantation there of

1,000 acres. Leases have been granted or applied

for, for working t bamboo forests in Burma,
Madras, and other parts of India.

#
JnIndo-

China, two factories, equipped on up-to-date lines,

are actually manufacturing paper chiefly from

bamboo., Paper made entirely ftom bamboct pulp

is of high-class quality. On the whole it is too

good for the manufacture of ordinary news-print

and is more suitable for the better grades of print-

ing paper. * • • •

Lord Inchcapei on British ’Trade.
“ If we do not speedily make up our minds to

work we shall inevitably lose the peace,” is the

serious warning .contained in Lord Inchcape’s

letter in the Times
,
on the subject of industrial

stagnation occasioned by the strike. lie considers

that, if all’dasses co-op8$ate and increase produc-

tion, we will still get the lion’s share of the

world’s trade. Lord Tnchcape concludes :

—“ We
must, however, cheapen as well as increase pro-

duction. There will be no buyers till our prices

are reduced to the level the customers can a fiord.

If more months pass in sulking and wrangling,

others will forestall us. •

peripatetic Weaving Schools. .

The Board of Industries, United Provinces,

have recommended the appointment of a Com-

mittee to consider a scheme prepared by Mr.

Ormerod, Principal, Central Weaving Institute,

Benares, regarding the establishment of more

peripatetic weaving schools, to visit the existing

fixed weaving schools and report whether these

should be retained or replaced by schools of the

peripatetic type and to make recommendations

regarding the future 01 the Central Weaving

institute, Benares. The Board also considered*

an application for financial assistance to start a

pioneer industry of sheet glass manufacture in

India, which had been referred to them by

Government, and resolved to recommeitd that«a

loan to
#

the extent nf 50 per cent, of tjie plant

* subject to a maximum of Bs. 1 lakh, be granted

on easy terms, provided that the applicant hypo-

thecates the plant to Government and agrees to

tske a number of apprentices for training in sheet

glass manufacture.

•

Corporation in Factories.

M. (J. G. B. Stevens of the Bengal Co-opera-

tive Department, writing in the $Ben(jal Bihar and
Orissa Go operative Journal (March), regrets that

» wdVfters in factories should Jaave been so long_
untouched by the movement fynd should have been

^allowed <l> fritter
a
away them energies rfhd pros-

pects as they have«been hitherto doing. A Co-ope-

rative Society in a factory requires «n enormous
amoiyit offspade work

;
tho spirit of Autual tiust

has to be created and the habits of generations

upset. There %
is also the afcfcofcco of any personal

reUticn between the manager and the workers in

the juW factories. In the tea-gardens whero the
'^workers have little or no inducement to go else-

where staying many years in the same place, this

peisonal relation is frequently very strong.

“An important point to consider in the for-

mation of such societies is the security of the man
in his job : at present the appointment and dis-

#
missal of workers is not infrequently in th8 hands
ol dishonest mistris, sirdars and clerks : unless a
man can be certain d keeping his job he is not
likely to want to risk any of his money in a
society from jyhich he would be excluded if he
lost his employment. Hand in hand with the co-

operative development of these communities
should go the formation of some sort of labour
board in each factory, by means of which dishonest

§
practices and bribes could gradually be eliminated.

The co operative movement 1ms a right to expect
that its proper development in'the factories is not
hampered by the existence of excessive corruption

on the part of understrappers. In this matter
the Department of Industries should be able

Jjp

give assistance. ••

The first efiorts of the co-operative societies

must be to reduce the amount of indebtedness of

the workers, and drive tfut the rapacious Kabuli

:

• it may • be taken as absolutely certain that, -if

those in charge ^>f the society clearly show .that

they intend to protect the members against the
mahajan, and are willing to take the trouble to

make torms with existing creditors and transfer

tha debts wholly or in part to the society, then
the fullest confidence of the workers in the society

will at once be established. This bargaining with
Kabulis and other mahajans can gnly be done by
some one in authority, and it is tedious and dis-

heartening work.
#
feut no work was ever mttre

worth doing.”
*
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Priekly Pear (or Milch Cattle

According to the Journal of th^ Department of

Agriculture
,

Union of South Africa the prickly

peer is not merely an emergency fodder in times

of famine, hut is flfiso consfdefed a valuable food-*

stuff for milch cattle. It increases the quarry
•—while maintaining flhe quality of the milk. <

4 ‘ In Cornea alid Sardinia, a dnily Ration of

about fifty Sr sixty pounds per cow,“ comprising 4

prickly pear finely cut up, mirfed with bran' or

dry ^rass, was fed to impoverished cojys, which

ha<f almost* ceased their supplies, with 'good

results. In Mexico, milch' cowb maintained their

yields, in spite of tfieIncreasing coldness of the

season, when fed on prickly pear, thus minimizing

tte fieed of purchasing expensive winter fodders.”
,

Milk

A new record in milk yield has been made by

Mr, 6. Holt Thomas’s British Friesian Cow
Colten Secret III, whose progress as the first cow

to give 10§ gallons of milk in 24 hours was*

reported a yeau ago This cow has now produced

lyfiOO gallons of milk in 36Qi days and is still
*

giving more than 4| gallons a day. Colton

fecret III is one of the 15 British Friesians

whose milk yield in a year has amounted to 2,000

gpjftms or more. Friesian breeders are counting

on producing a 3,000 gallon cow before very

long.

Alienation of Agricultural Lands.

In the House of ^Commons, in reply to Sir

Thomas Bennett, # Sir Henry Kingsley Wood
stated that the action of the Governor of

,
Kenya

in confining to Europeans the alienation of agri-

cultural lands in the highlands, was in accord

with the decision oft&ie late Earl of Elgin in 1908

. and was confirmed by L<$rd Milner last year.

The principle was one of the questions, concerning

Indians in Kenya, which he was at present con-

sidering. '•

' Carbonic Acid Gat at Fertiliser.

Plants breathe 'just as animals do and carbon

dioxide ordinarily present to the extent of 3 100

of one.per cent, in the air is essential to plant

maintenance. Experiments show that plants

receiving a higher percentage of carbon dioxide

grow snore luxuriantly, bloom earlier, mature

more rapidly, and give an increase in yield. It

will be intending to consider the possibilities

in centres adjacent to manufacturing establish-

ments where eertxm dioxide is a by-product.

A Large Canal Scheme. t

An estimate for the Oudh. Canal amounting to

JEls.* 7,20,30,917 has recently been sanctioned by

the Secretary of Slate for Ind^a. The scheme
M
consists of the building of a weir across the river

Sards near Tanakpur in the Naini Tal district at

» a point where the river debouches into the plain

•and the construction of a canal taking off on the

right bank of the river. The main canal runs

parallel to the river for about 'seven miles where

a branch fakes off and flows aoaoss the river and

nodi* of the Terai supplementing the supplies in

the various streams which feed the existing

Rohilthund canals.
%
This branch runs in' a wes-

terly direction and is known as the Sarda Kitcha

,

feeder and is at present under construction. It

willjrrigate ay area of 2
#
71;016 acres in the Pili-

bhit, Bareilly, Shahjahanpur and Hardoi districts,

tfhe other branch, which * is the main of Sarda

Canal, takes a southern course and is designed to

irrigate an area of 1,368,000 acres in the* districts

of Pilibhit, Shabjabanpur, KhoiiJ Sitapur, Hardoi

Lucknow, Unao, Kao Bareli and |Jara Banki,

Agricultural • "Conference.

Arrangements for the Agricultural Conference

in London are rapidly approaching completion.

The promoters express themselves amazed at the

response to their invitations to what was originally

intended to be a discussion preparatory to a larger

Conference in 1922. * Hitherto 50' delegates have

notified their intention of being present repre-

senting comprehensive Agricultural Unions of all

parts of the Empire. Lord Sydenham will

preside at the gathering whioh opens on

July 14th.
% %

Instruction! fpr Rearing Silk Worms.

This pamphlet prepared by ]l/r, M. N. De, Seri-

cultural Assistant at the Pusa Institute has been

published with a view to help the progress of the

mulberpy silk industry in various parts of India.

We are told that the methods described in'it have
all been thoroughly tested at the Research Insti-

tute

Egyptian Cotton.

Reuter learns that the Egyptian Cabinet pro-

poses to extend, for a further period of two years, *

the law limiting the areas of sown cotton to a

third of each owner’s holding, thtis establishing a

triennial rotation, whioh is advantageous to the

yieW and quality Of the cotton.
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History of«Aurnngrzib Vof IV •—Bv Jadu-

nath Harkar, M. A ,
M. C Satkar and Sonfl,

Nflkt for Fools By H. Dennis Bradley, Lon-
don, Grant Richards Limited, 1920.

This is a very cleverly-written, if bitter and
pbwerfifl satire, on the* met^pd* of the war fid- •

.ministration in JEnsland. The tiagio path or of ^t
„

all, the muddle at the front by the militarists

and the greater muddle at home by the arm chair

politicians, the holocaust of the young abroad •

and the campaign of 44 DORA ” at home—are all
*

sketched in biting .satirical sketches whjph are

brilliant classics in their way. The author writes

from the view-pofnt of the pure civilian, and bis

theme is to show that the danger of militarism

has, by. no means, been laid to rest even ^aftor

Armageddon. He scents newdanger in the prodi-

gious literary labours of the military men, who
with the coming of peace have ^changed their •

swords for the pen. •“ Some tragic mathemati-

cian ” he says 4< has estimated that, ^cre all th$

war books piled one upon another, thg resulting

horrific column would reach from Whitehall to

the Planfit Yen^s— a new and sinister conjunc-

tion of Mars with the mild goddess. And the

worst is not yet* Another and equallv sinister
.

column is in course of diction. The air is full

of the stenfcorious gruntings and heavy breathings

of portly admirals and plethoric generals in lite-

rary labour. The creakings of their over burd-

ened desks, the scratchings of their hard- driven

pens, the muttered 44 By-g&d, sirs ”
! as the acrid

passage is polished, deafen the ears of the imagi-

native man,*aifti the resulting column of corpu-

lent and expensive volumes’ of the 14 How I Alone #

Was Right ” order, threatens to dwarf the fa\icy

monument of the experts and war correspondents

into insignificance.”

The Working Constitution • in India.

By 8. M. Bose, M A., L. L. B. Oxford Uni-

versity Press, Jombay. 9

Mr. Bose has brought under one cover the text

of the Qorernment of India Act 1919 and the

various. Rules and Regulations pnssad there-

under which together form the workin^consti- •

•tution* of. India to-day. The book includes alsd

the text of the reports of the Joint Committee,

and a number of appendices containing the rules

for the conduct and working of the new Councils.

The Gospel of Freedom. By T. *L, Yn$-

wani. Ganesh and On
,
Madras.

This is a collection 'of Prof. Yaswani^ Essay*

on the spirit and method of Non Co-operation.

The Professor writes with the ffrvour of convic-

tion and the Essays are eloquent expositions of

bit faith in Mr. Gandhi’s gospel

C dcutta. W A Natesan and Oo
,

Madras,

Price Rs 3 8).

Prof Sarkar has followed up his three volumes

of Aurangzib with a fourth dealing with the

Erafteror’s work in Southern Iridia. This mono-
graph offers an interesting ancl fruitful record of®

about hatf a.century of M(Jhul M»hratta

’histpry covering .the years 1645— 1689. With
the historian's 'appetite for original sources

Mr. ^larkifr hss rummaged many ag old chro-

nicle and lias some striking revelations to make
especially in •connection that thrilling

episode of Shiva ji’s duel with Afril Khan. The
narrative is throughout of sustained in1erest

#
ard

the author compels us to revise our old notions

'of Mrthratta history. Shiva ji’s peifidy is proved

a. misnomer and the hero of Mahrashtra is justi-

fied in the end.

^elect Short Stories, Essay* andPoems.
Oxford University Press, Bombay.

The second scries of Short, Stories published

in the 44 World’s Classics ” brings the anthology

down to the years of the war. Though no living

novelist is included we are glad to find Gissing

and O’ Henry^nd such receift writers of fiction.

Essays in Modern English is happily conceived

including, for tbe first time, select writings from
such moderns as Gosso, Russell, Gardener, Wells,

Belloc, Beerbhom^ Lucas, G. S. Street and Prof.

Raleigh. It is delight Fuljin variety and copious-

ness. Prof. Dunn’s “ Selections ” from Tennyson is

the third in the Indian Library of English Poets.

One is^lad to renew sych old friends as Marte D*

Arthur and Lotus Eaters, the Great Ode, 0*rone
and Ulysses and the songs frem Princess and In

Mgmoriam, The mutts are brief and scholarly.

BOOKS IJECE1YED.
» *

Problems or a* New World. By J. X Hobson.

George Allen and Unwin. Ltd
,
London.

The Indian Mutiny or 1857. A sketch of tho

principal military events by Captain F. R. Sfdjf-

wick. Forster Groom and Co, Ltd., London.

Karl Marx and Modern Socialism. B* F. R.

Salffer. Macmillan «nd*Co., Ltd.
t
London.

South India and her Muiiammad^ Invaders. By
. prof S KrishnaewAim I>engar, M. A., Oxford
University Prest, Bombay,
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May 6. The Ahmedabad Municipality passed a

resolution prohibiting the sale of liquors.

May 7 The Simla Municipality" presented an

address to H E. the Vioeroy.

May 8 The film, of the. Duke of Connaught^ * <

Tour in India was exhibited to the raembepv of

the Royalty in fjondon to day.
f

,

May 9. Tfee Clown Prince of Japan wps accorded *

a hearty welcome on his arrival in" London.

May 10. The Government of India have ap-

pointed {v Publicity Oommittee. *

May 11. Sir John WalHs and Mr. T. Sadha-

siva Iyer, retired from the Madras Bench.

May 12. Allied ultimatum was acceptedpby the

German Reichstag. <

May IS. Sir John and Lady Wallis left Madras

for Bombay \enronte to England,

May 14 Mr. Gandhi had an interview with Lord

Reading.

May 15. The Secretary of State appointed 'at

Committee r to enquire into the question of

Indian Students in England.

May 16. Swami Perma^and was sentenced to 2

years R. I* at Rangoon.

May 17. H E tfie Viceroy g«*ve interviews to

Mr. Gandhi and Mr. L*jpat Rai.

May 18. Mr. Sachidananda Sinha is appointed a

member of the Bihar Executive Council.

May 19. The last b»Uch of the Mount Everest
t

expedition left. Daijeeling to-day.

May 20. The German Government fulfilled the

disarmament conditions to-day.

May 21, The Local pleaders and muktears of

*»Bogra suspended^ practice to-day.

May 22. A National Institute of ^Commerce ftnd

Industries was opened to-day at Calcutta.

May 23. Mr. Hamid Ahmed, a Khiftfat lecturer,

was sentenced to- transportation for life at
k

1 Allahabad. ,

May 24 H E. the Viceroy granted interviews

to Mr. Chintamani ami Raja Sripal Singh.

May 25. The enquiry into the ~ Nankana

tragedy case was concluded to- day,

May 26. Ahmedabad
^
Municipality passed a

resolution for the*’ training of Municipal

Teachers at Abe Gueerat National University.

May 27. Sirdar Sardul Sing was arrested

to-day at' Lahore, *

May 28. The India Offiop gave a dinner ip

honour of Lord Chelmsford.

May 29. It is stated that* Turkish Nationalists

executed MustapW Sdgir, a British Indian

, subject, on a charge of espionage.

May 30. H. E, the Viceroy was entertained at

dinner by the Chelmsford 01ub.pt Simla.

May 31. The 5th Quzer&t Political Conference

met to-day at Broach.

Juntfl. Dr. Rabindranath Tagore arrived in

Berlin.

June 2. Mr. Muhammad Ali' presided over the

G&zerat Provincial Khilafat Confer- ense.

June 3. Lord Byng has been appointed Gover-

nor-General of Canada.

June 4. H.c&tbe Vwerny granted interviews

*- to Sir Si^swami Iyer, Rao Bahadur T,- Ranga
Chariar

f
and Mir Asad Ali Khan.

June 5. Mr. H. Kawaljaji was fined^ Rs. 200

for gearing Gandhi Cap in court.

June 6. The first sitting of the House of Com-

mons of North Irelan<J opened to-day.

June 7. The King tb-day received'" Sir Benja-

min Robertson. ,

The French General Gourad * has broken t)fF

negotiations with the Angora Government.

June 8. In the House of Lords the BPoond read-

ing of the Burma Bill was passed to-day.

June 9. At the .Darbar to-day at Jaipur

yir. Holland, the Agent to the .Gpvernor-

General presented to the Maharaja of Jaipur

tfie Karita recognising the,Jaipur adoption.

June 10. . Babu Krishna Passed Narayansing pf

Hardi resigned his seat in the Bcihar and

Orissa Legislative Council,
f1

June 11. The Calicut Municipality resolved to

present an address to Mr, Gandhi.

June 12. In the absence of the Hon. Mr. Sastri

i the ^President, Mr. G. K Devadbar delivered
i

the annual address at the Anniversary celebra-

tion of the Servants of India Society.

June 13 The International Convention o£

Rotary Clubs opened at Edinburgh to-day,

sjune 14. Swami Satyadeva is prosecuted for*

civil disobedience. ,

June 15. The Mysore Civic and Sootal Confer-

ence was held to-day at Bangalore.
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. . Lit^jr^ry

Sir Pherozetbah Mehta.

We are obliged to the-Ttm^ Press, Bombay, for

the t^p volum*$i of (
Sir Pherozeshah Mehta : A

Political Biography 1 by H. P. Mody, m.a., ll.b.

(Price Rs. 12, G A Nat$san& Oo., Madras.) During

th^iasfc one hundred years there have been#many
Indian leaders of dlitstanuing eminence in our

public life. And yet* there is hardly an adequate

political biography of any of these in our literature,

English or vernacular. Mr. Mody deserves the

thanks of the Indian public /or presenting a de-

tailed biography of an Indian who, for forty years,
• • •

was one of the most commanding personalities in

the pjublic life of this country. Mr. Mody is happy

in his subject :

#

for Sir Pherozshah’s life was an

eventful one and his influence was manifest in all

the varied activities of two generations of his

countrymen. Mr. Mody has had exceptional

opportunities to obtain the materials for a full

•leBS^h portnfit of Pherozeshah. H. H. the Aga

Khan who knew Sir Pherozeshah intimately

. writes a brief but thoughtful foreword to this

^ book which we commend to all who are intested

in the study of the men behind the political move-

ment in British India. We reserve a detailed

review of thiB biograjfhy to a future issue.

The MKftchester Guardian.
* Commenting on the Centenary of the Man

•

fhesfer Guardian and the* Jubliecf of its great

feditqj^Mr. C. P. Scott, Mr. J. L. Garvin, the

ejitoi^OT
#

the Observer
,
says

• The Mantfwster Guardian is," on th*% vjJjole,

thp most romafkable*and enviable achievement

yet sedn in any oountry since journalism was.

Its centenary was celebrated with honojjrB quitp

unexam]#! cd, *so far as we know, in the history of

journalism—messages from theming downwards,

tributes from all parties and classes, appreciations

from evflvy where abroad, local rejoicing, world-

wide respect, congratulations eprin’ging from

anient political sympathy and even homage in

spite of large differences or profound disagreement.

*lt was the apotheosis of good journalism, and a

lasting example to all journalism. •

To understand the institution you must realise

the" man behind it. That pattern and pride of

our craft, Mr. C. P. Scott, has been the real doul

of *tbo thing through fifty years of incomparable

editorship His spirit live^ in evory part of the

result like the mind of Wron in every stone of

St. Pauls. Without him nothing is grasped
;

knowing him the wUolo range of moral and techni-

cal excellence in tjjie Manchester Guardian be-

comes intelligible, What counts in this celebra-

tion is not the centenary, but the creativo and

transforming editorship now Jspanning just half

that period. The journal that Mr. Scott has

gradually developed 'into the indispensable affair

we know is#itill improving.
#

Vet it hns long been

the best in several ways that exists, unequalled

for intellectual stimulus with moral power, and

demanding the attentiv^®onsidera*tion of all who
care tcf think sai^ly about the workings and

prospect of the press. The Manchester Guardian

is what it is, because there has gone into it the

whole directing life of a rmm#Qf ihe highest ideals,

abihty, and <?liaractei^ animating the best fatalities

ot other lives. ^ .

The Ideal Newspaper.

Mr. Frank Fox, lecturing on 41 Englishwritten

journalism’ to the journalism students of London
yniversityT^Selected the English newspaper of 20

years or so ago as the 4 classical’-English newspaper.

He thought “American influence would continue

to affect English journalism, but was hopeful

that, in time, we should get the ideal newspaper

—

one whittfi would record, in clear good English,

wo^d interests andtdescribe and comment on the,

events of the day without bias or malice.”
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Indian Students in England. * i

We referred in our April number to tb£ r
Co&f-

mittee appointed fto examine the educational faci-.

lities^Of ‘Indian Students in England *

The terms of reference to the Committee- are as

follows :

—

r

To report and make recommendations in

regard to :

—

° V r * Cl

(1) The adequacy of the existing arrangements

Ip India for facilitating the access of Indian

Btudents ti the United Kingdom, including the

constitution and the working of the Adviscfry

Committees and their future relations to the

Provincial Governments.

• (2) The extent and directions in which the

Secretary of State’s control should be exercised,

as distinct from the actual work of administra-

tion, which will be entrusted to the High Com-
missioner.

(8) The details of "work to be undertaken in

the United Kingdom and the delations, that should

be established 'with the Universities and other

institutions or bodies, or with the manufacturers

or commercial firms, in order
c
to provide for the

admission of Indian student* and provision for

any special or technical training that may be

required.
*

(4) Any other questions affecting the education

or the well being of Indian student^ in that

gauntry, upon which the Committee may desire

to make recommendations.
«

*
.

Indian Education. n

The report of the Bureau of Education, Govern-

ment of India, for 1919-20 tells us that

«. wi&c^eas in 1918-19 fitnine and influenza checked

the progress of education iq India/ conditions,

Were comparatively favourable in 1919 i*0. The

number, of students attending colleges increased

from 63,880 to 65,910, those in secondary schools

from 1,212,1838 to 1,281,810 and in primary

schools from 5,941,488 to 6,438,521, the total

increase amounting‘to over a quarter ot a million 6

pupils. The only province showing a decrease^ was

the TWth-West Frontief Province, where frontier

disturbance affected attendauce. At one school

in Kohat the headmaster and boarders had to

defend their hostel against raiders. Of ti}e other

provinces the Punjab and* JJnited Provinces,

where education is most backward, naturally

show the largest increases (8 75 and 8*5.5 per
cent.) Bombay eorifes* next with an increase of

7 06 per cent., Madras rather low with an
increase in pupils of only 2*19 per cent. The
total expenditure, for all India^ went from
Rs. 1,299 lakhs to Rs. 1,489 lakhs.

An interesting feature of the year’s work was
the progress in the creatiGn of new Univeisfy:

3&,

The Dacca University Act was passed in March
1920, and the University comes into being this

year. The scheme for the establishment of the
R4ng\son University was completed, sgod the Act
of Incorporation'’ has since passed the Burma
Legislature. Legislation has been undertaken to

bring the Lucknow University into being and a

Committed constituted to formulate proposals for

a new University at Delhi has submitted its

report,* The older Universities are considering

the application to them of the principles embodied
in the report of the Calcutta Vniversitv Commis-
sion. Among other developments of University

education, perhaps the most notable is the opening
of a College of Engin^ing by the Benares Hindu
University.

Conscience Clause-in Schools.'

It was declared at the Church of Scotland

Assembly in Edinburgh that Presbyterian work
in India was seriously threatened by Govern-

ment’s introduction of a Conscience Clause in

dealing with State aided schools and colleges.

Dr. Ogilvie declared that this meant f
fche ending

of the concordat between the State and Christian

Missions in India regarding education, which had

prevailed with great benefiffor 65 years. It was

finally resolved ,to approach the Government,

claiming that, before such radical changes were

introduced, the Churches should have two or three

years’ notice.

Madras Educational Department.

The Government of Madras in the Ministry of

.Education have arrived at the decision that, while

' ordinarily the minimum age of a pupil for admis-

sion to the Secondary School-Leaving Certificate

public examination should continue to be 15,

there should be a provision for the grant of

exemption by the Diiector of Public Instruction

for a period not exceeding one year in favour 'of

pupils whose applications for exemption are sup-

ported by the Headmasters 6r the respective

institutions, provided they are invariably accompa-

nied by certificates of physical, fitness from regis-

tered medical practitioners, v
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Legal
.

9 »

Mr. Norton on lights and Liberties.

In hiS introduction * repent publication en-

titled
44 Rights and Liberties of the Indian People”

Mr. Barldley Norton sa)s:

—

It fell to my lot to appear in the year 1915 in

Colombo wh^e ordinary rioters, free of all political

taint, were tried summarily by drum- head Courts-

Jlartial, labile the .ordinary Municipal Courts of

Law were open and sitting In everyyase*con-

viction followed as#a matter of couive and in every

case, 'as 1 learnt afterwards, tardy reparation was

made the cancellation of all the senU^ice.^and

the remission of all the fines #1 expressed at the

time in a public print, I Vomember, my thanks to

God that 1 lived in India where such action was,

1 boasted, impossible* •My thank* were, it sow
appears, premature. Within four ) cartel have lived

to witness the Jallianwalla tragedy. .

Those who assorted that the General Officer

who was T-espo risible for the massacre at Amritsar

acted well within his legal rights will find cold

comfort in the quotations further cm culled from

the declared law of England.

It is time that a lii^it should oo placed in this

country on the freedom with which authority

deprives unnnn<*i citizens of their lives. Had
the Hon. Mr Srinivasa ft.istu moved in the

Legislatives Assembly at Lhlhi, instead ot in the

Council of State, his resolution for some barrier

on the indiscriminate slaughter of the British

subjects, lie would have carried his motion in lieu

of havtng lost *it There is no reason to dolibt

but that the Committees appointed will propose

drastic overhauling of much of the repressive

legislation still eta the Statute hool^ They will

be among the early builders of the Indian con-

stitution of the future. Chief among this legis-

lation are the Frets Act and the Defence of India

Act. The student of Indian psychology will con-

fess that the procedure flf the Defence of India

Act is responsible for much of the present distrust

,and discontent in this country. No Government

can displace ancient and well grounded land-

marks of British Justice, without planting the

seeds of revolutionary hatred. It was less the

substantial provisions, of the Row^tt Act

which provoked the resentment of every educated

Indian* than the decision to place alleged ofiencV

era under the discretion of a Government cm*

powered to. remove all aids to legitimate defence

in Court of Law. It will take time to restore

the lost credit of the higher officials in India/ That

time wilf never arrive if the ,
Vieeyoy does not

retrace his ptiddbessors’ legislative steps. There

must be no futlior tryfling with the right of all

accused personVfao a fair, open and impartial trial.

• A trial where the piisoner is not permitted to

• know what the witnesses
#
have previously deposed

to in the Magistrate^ Court, nor what tbey'pro-

4
posSVVieraafter to say, is not fair. A trial in

• the precincts of a gaol fc not
f
Qjjjen. A trial be-

fore Jinf^as specially nominated is nc^ impartial,

VEaclj defect is a trespass on the principles of Eng-

lish Law, each is a mockery of morality. We
have suiiefed for live ) ears from a iceroy who
was Sonest but weak., A new Viceroy looms

upon us who a>l minister ed^ju^tico in the seat

occupied by a Lord Chief Justice whose memory
is a 0:ut of the proud inheritance not onlv of

"professional l.iwycis hut of Great? Britain Eer-

*s«lf. Ho will certainly be honest. Will he be

strong (

Indian Divorce Decrees.
*

• * *

A short bill has been introduced by Lord
• Lytton, in the flouso of Lords to validate divorce

decrees granted in* Indio, under the Indian

Divorce Act 18G (
J, to* persons domiciled in the

United N in 8il ()IW - It will be remembered in this

connection t.bwt ohly a fe\* weeks ago, the

President of the Divorce Court decided

that the Indiata divorces of residents of- India

domiciled in England are invalid in England.

•
t

«

• International Court*

* In /the llouso of Comnfons recently Mr.
Chamberlain said that he understood that the

signature of Canada to the Protocol for a Coitrt of

International Justice npprovSi] by the Assembly
ul^the Loague ui NiAftns \v,m confcmplated. But
no lulorruatioS was available lrgaiding the inten-

tions of the Commonwealth of Australia He
addod that South Africa^ New Zealand and India

had signed, but up to tf*e ^present time ^ad -not

ratified the Protocol, Arrangements were befog

mane for ratification by Gseot Britain.

•

Sir Edward Carson Leaving Politics.

Sir E. Carson has accepted appointment to a
judgeship of the Court of Appeal in succession to

Lord -Moulton, deceased, but will remain in the

House of Commons fintil the Irish elections, #
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X-Rays Disease Cure. 1*

The cause and prevention Of ,ihe dangers of

X-rays is to be investigated by a Committee of

physicists and radiologists, says^Be New Empire,
“ It has recently been found by a London physi-

cist that some of the ray8 will pass through

an inch of lead whereas it has so fai been thought
t

sufficient to enclose the X-rays tube in '‘*£^box
4

' lined with leu<J aoout bne-third of an inch thick. *

r

It l\as heev discovered that elf’oct of

the rays to ionise or separate into electrified*

particles the air in the X rays surgery is one of

the
r
most sgpious causes of X-rays disease. Ioni-

sation produces ozone ,and electrically active

oxygen and nitrogep:—the two gases of which the

air is mainly composed—which appear to destroy

tlm red corpuscles of the blood and gradually

produce anemia wiohjatal results.
f

The cure is simple—to have a powerful electric

fan in all X-ray rooms which will exhaust these

gases as fast as they are produced, and it is hoped
that<by the universal use of exhaust fans much
of the present dangc* will be overcome.”

f "

Surgery Cures "Mental Fog.”
Seven weeks after a bullet was taken hour his

brain, says an up-country daily, Roman Leon-
dowski, who, before the opera tion,awas,.a dangerous
homicidal maniac, been }Pronea>nced cured by
the foremost physicians of New York, and dis-

charged from the State Asylum far the criminally

insane.

The bullet was firod into Leondowskis brain

four years ago by a mar whom he tried to kill in *

a fit of passion. Since that time he has been

almost continuously in a state of “.inontu^ iog
,f

.

The doctors now report that his Brain is perfectly

clear and that all his faculties «uc normal. He
answers questions intelligently and even displays

a sense of humour, lie told obentorviewer recently

•that his head was all right but that now he has

stomach trouble.

Tropical Riteates.

jkt'' ^kicent, Director of ^Rockefeller Founda-
tion! and two membera are now in London, con-
ferring with representatives of the Colonial Office

on the subject of tropical diseases. It is hoped
that the foundation will assist in further research
wprk by means of grants, Mr. Churchill presided

at tile Government dinner in Carlton Hotel given

f» honour of the visitors,
,

Medical Committee.

* A Press Communique from the United Pro-
vinces Government states :—Several letters have
recently appeared in the (• press describing the
Medical Advisory Committee, now meeting at
Nainital as the Reorganisation Committee. In
these letters, the sqppo asrd objects of 'the Com-
mittee appear to be misunderstood. The Com^
mittee is a small committee of five members of
the Legislative Council appointed to consider and
make recommendations with regale to coitain

definite and restricted matters. It was considered

desirable to givo certain members of the Legife
lutive Council, who are specially interested in

medical subjects an opportunity of advising the
Minister, after discussing with the department
concerned, certain emergent matters which await
the order of the Government. Certain questions
concerning the suggestion to form a Civil Medical
Department will come before the Committee.
But the impression tha* tLe Committee has been
appointed

ty)
propose a general reorganisation of

the medical services is erroneous.

Veterinary Diploma.

Tho Government of India announce that appli-

cations foi State scholarships ftJr the purpose of
obtaining veterinary diplomas in the United
Kingdom with a view to subsequent appointment
of the scholars to the imperial Branch of the
Civil Veterinary Department will be received up
to the end of this month and that the age limit
has been raised to 2b years on that date. The
qualification, namely an honour’s degree in science,

remains the same. *
%

„ Beef Bone Operation. *.

The case of a girl 1
1 years old, who had a gap

in her humerus (the bone of the upper pint of

the arm) (illod by a boilod beef hone at the Pad-
dington Green Childrens Hospital, is described
by Dr C W. Gprdon Bryan in the Lancet. A
piece of bone cut from the leg of an ox, boiled

for 48 hours, shaped, and drilled with holes, was
inserted into the gap and secured with pegs. The
muscles wer e stitched round it. A plaster cast

was applied to the limb. In three weeks tha beef
bone was firmly united and the patient left the
hospital a month later. A few weeks later the
girl had full use of her arm.
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Value 6f Research.

At a Recent meeting
qj

scientific men Mr.

Balfour laid stress on the fundamental fact that
,

tfrere expenditure of money, mere growth of*

laboratories, mere multiplicities of students will

never produce^mon of genius J He laid his finger

right* on the error of the age which consists in

imperfect appreciation of the real facts oi eveiy

erffee and a fatal desirfi to see an immediate rSsiilt.

The life of a nation js sufficiently long and* every-

thing £hat added to knowledge and well being

either in our life time or that of our remoter

descendants added something material To She

happiness of mankind, yho l?ope of tub futuio

depended upon men who* had probed to the

bottom the secrets of nature. The d:jy on whu^i

surface-seeking satisfaction would go, would be a

red letter day in the •history of ouf scientific

research.

Electrfcal Development in Indii\.

The ha i kw.ird sj.it e of electrical development

m India coiujjued with otl^er pints of tlio Kmpue

is dewrtuistrated by the following liguius of watts

installed per head of population -

Cffrnada .
* 1 18 W itts.

Australasia h-

South Africa r>7
» •

British Tslcs

,

India less than

X)

1 .

A Radium “ Substitute
”

A “pm feet” substitute for radium c fti he

producod by inerfus oi a chemical piocess which

purifies mesothoriuro, according to yivostigators

at the Department* of Chemistry, Missouri

University, who are working in conjunction with

the V. S, Bureau of Mines. •Mesothorium is a

by-product obtained in the manufacture of gas-

lamp mantjes, and is found in the monazite ore of

/
Brazil. • •

.

Talking Cinema.
|

A Statesman cable states that an American

scientist named George Webb has invented a

talking cinema film. It is. worked on the giflmo-

pKbne principle, and a record produces words as

(be film is released.

.professor Einstein on Relativity.

A larg^audionce assembled at King's College,

London to bear Professor Einstein's* lecture on
“ Kldati\it>

“ Tho {*ieit< ^gcumis Newton” was the

description of Professor Einstein by Loid Jlw J-

* dune in inti educing tlio unimportant modrst-

eloyking figuio Sunoflndid £>y (ducatiohal

| digqj^niies Professor Einstein whs visibly

|j(>rv%iTs. * f

The audience listened, say s w icffort, 4 asejnated

with the TnM#diou% ucll im delated tones, well

rounded plua'-o*, and tv ell maishalled arguments

ns the s( njjtjsf, without note**, pl.*y*d skittles

v\ 1 1 h ryan\* of the ihmLhtd scientific tenets,

miking Euclid and Scfvton appeal simpletons,

while nev< i the lfss modest]) ^contending that his

1heoiyn\:fs not it volutioniuy but meicly the

fi rn-liii g stone of the elahomte. edifice of ideas

ffjnlt up h) Maxwell and others.

The Earth.

l>i. H u low Simple), the ILuvaid usti'oi omer,

nnnounefs that .the univeise is 1,000 times gr&a-

tij^han wuntists at piest nt » eonctne it He
hi ted need the lcl.ifiw si/o oi the* jaith ^,000

t^im s Insteid ol its being tin et ntio

ul the mn \ 1

1

he 1 '» hei'ed it

W0,ooo,000,000,U00,000,000.000,000 n lies fiom

that p?*si^on ^ •

“1 .an gl id, sa?d
(k

to sV mm sink’ to

siuli phy/de.il nothingness. It is -wliolesoiue

foi hum. in beings to ie.ih.se ol what small

impoi tar ce they .ue in comparison with the

unheise*’ m 9

• Proving Parentage.
A in.u bine invented hv *Hr ^Albert Abiai;,^

Piofessor^ol P.itjiolog'i it Stanford (Sin Ernneia -

ro) PnncKitv ,
is said t<*pio\c pmnt.igoby tb e

s> ntln omsing ol the Vice home \ibidtuus of duq »a

of blood fiorn the lathai witli "those Iroin fc|

child,
j *

*

Meteor Showers.

It has linen calculated that no fewer than
100 moteois diop upon tlitgo*rth every day^ar.-J*

tlftit a period of 18a million years is required for

this rai
(
i oi dust, lock and bo increase tlie

•' si/e of the earth by half an inch.
,

Measuring the Earth

^ Astronomors §tate that if the earth were placed

in a giga'itis scalepan, five globes of equal size

•filled with water, and a sikth a quarter full,

•would be needed in the other* pan t<^ make the
scales balance
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Sir Ponnambalam Raaranafehan.

Sit Ponmmhd »m Itunanathan on whpm has

heen conffiire^ tho distinction of a Kmghtj

Bachelor of St Mid id and 8b George well-

known figure ki public life of Oeyloii,

bIR P RAM ANATHAN,, k ( ,( mo/

Only the other <1 Sir Rtmanathaii w.u> nominat-

ed by Government, to a neat on the New

^xwge'biafcive Council.
x

Ififc many sided* character-

istics *bf this “ Grand Old Man of (^eylon
”

are brought
4

c/K Vividly in a pen portrait

by “an old Parliamentary hand ” in the columns

of the Ceylon Daily Ntm Sir Ramanathan

who is now over three score *$.cars and ten,

Ih&s had a varied and distinguished * -areer in^

*thew©d
t
a$ lawyer*; legislator, educationist and

reflnber* One of \;hree brothers, “all of com-

manding; intellect,” Sir Ramomitban started life

£8 an advocate and began his practice in the

District Court of Colombo. On the death of Sir

Muthu CoomaraBwami he contested the Tamil

seat on ths old Council andewas finally appointed

by the Covet noi in preference to Christopher

Biito, the inoie popular candidate In .the

t
Council he soon rose to eminence bs much by his

f
ability as by his tactful manners He visited

England in the }e»r of the jubilee, was called to

the bar and, on tins return homj*, was made a

C, M. G. Within a short time he became Solicitor

general and (1 entered the inner woikshop of

legislation” On letnement he took to public

work 'with gre.itu Digilancp .aid was twice

returned to thi council where he has
t
fought

many a good fight,

<
**

But Itawunuth.ni is still an enigma to

many For ps the writer m the / aily JSews says

“ lie is e Liberal bko Gladstone with a strong

(onsei vat^ive leni ing He is now called a re-

actionar) and in his case when the unbroken

colts are rushing round a dangerous corner, the

brake must come in to save the cc ieh. Three

genet atior s of men has he seen like the ui reek

warrior and now in the foijith generation he

stands foremost ”
f

f •*

Not one of his colleagues who htst sat with him

in the Count ll aie now alive while a new genera-

tion has mist n about him Rut the veteian has

lost none of hn old pinion for public service and

ys mind is still m clouded.

“ And now lie fus come buck t* the Council of

the couptry, summoned thereto ny the voice of

the ruler
t
of the land. He h.:s been all through

hie the stern and unbending critic of Government
when occasion required He has rung out the old

and he is called upon to rivig in the new One
could conceive no greater compliment to his worth

and the value of his fceivicos
”

#

Mr. Basu’s Message (o India.

Prior to his departure to England, Mr,

Bhqpendranath Basu delivered to a representa-

tive of the ‘ Bengalee' the following message to

•phis countrymen —
^

“ Youimay trust in the future of our country,

without lear or misgivings. Complete Swaraj is

now a matter of time It will take some time,

though not long, provided we work with pelf reli-

ance and keep to law and order Our polmjT

should be im* not of hate, but of trust and love

not ot rancour, but of good will,”
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Pdjjtical
The PunjfcbvTrage.,

A* Irf r recent article in the Lom jj'imes Sir

valentine Chirol, who visited theses of the

tragedy during his tour through^ country,

describes the 1 intensity of Iffman j$ng on the

martial law and the crawling order Jfhe use o£^

men <tff by tho *way they came, he had killed?

according to the ptiiciul figures only wrung out

of Government months later, .‘179, and left about

) 1,200 wounded on the ground, for whom, again to

* ufce l&is own word, he did. nut consider it his “johU

tl tak-^yig slightest thought. * * #

•ilis ^purpose, he declared, ^as 41 strike terror

iftto the wjjole o£ the Punjab*” yHe may have

qpljieved it fSTHhe tiyie, though the eviiSncfe on

this point is conflictipg', but what he achieved far

more permanently and effectively was to create in

the Jalljanwala Hugh, a place of perpetual

pilgrimage for racial * hatred. TheD, two

days after—not* before— .LvllianwnJa, came

the forjnfcl proclamation of martial law

in., tho Punjab, and though ttyere wer$

no> more Jalhanwalas, wl^at but racial hatred*

could result, from a constant, stream of petty and

vindictive measuiess enforced cren after the

danger of rebellion, however real it may at first

have seemed, had passed away? •

SIR VALENTINE CHIIKL

military foice was not rdRented, he says, whop
there was noting in parts of ribay. Hut
very diflhferHf was the intw* ive efmceuient of

martial law in Punjab preface fby*the deli-

berate bloodshed at Jallianwala 3Xl ^V****! 13,

1919—a black day in the annals ofltjitish India.

“ I stood on thg $une rising grout on whjfih be

stood when, Without a word of waiWfhe (Gen.

Dyer) opened fire at about 100 ymidrange upon
a dense crowd, collected mainly nAie lpw©r and

more distant part of the enclosure ifound a plat-

form from which speeches were l ij^g delivered.

The crowd was estimated by him 6,000, by

others^ at 10,0^0 and more, bit practically

"unarmed,* and all quite defence]?^ The panic-
*

stricken multitude broke at one*, j
bift for

consecutive minutes he kept up a i]jrcil|ss fusil-

lade—in all 1,650 rounds—on'thatgetting mass
of humanity, caught like rate in f trap, •vainly.-,

rushing for the few narrow exits oi lying flat on
the ground to esoape the rain of bu|ets, which he *

personally directed to the points 'wlijtfe the crowd
^

was thickest.
;

The 44
targets,” to use his own wohd*, xyye good,

and when at t£e end of those Id minutes, having
almost exhausted his ammunition, be marched his

„The Maha Ko\ of Cutch

one of the Haling*Princqs of India selected fco
o

reprerat this country at "the Imperial Con-

ference in London whose views on the relations

between India* and the Empire are given in p. 395.
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Generaij

( v' ^ Rear- Admiral^Sirns
v

~f th°> United States ‘Navy whose* outspoken

spabch at a Banquet in London attacking the

,
Irish- American Sion Fein ^propaganda has caused

such a stir in political circles jn Washington.

Punjab Reparations Committee-

His Excellency ttv^J ove*-nor of the Punjab,

has unted a committee to inquire into the *

> compensation Wjj to persons who *have

suffered as a consequence of the disturbances at

Amritsar, Lahore and Gujranwalla in April 1919.

The Committee consists of Mr. N. Latigley,

Commissioner of Lahore, (VVesidftht),^ Dewan

Bahadur Rajah Narwylm Math, M L C‘, Mr. ^

Muhammad Amin, M L 0 ,
and Mr. Muharram ®

Ali CMsthi, V( I/.C., (Members), fhe committee

held its first meeting on the, 30th April at the

Commissioner's (iffico when a fifth member was

coopted.

* To Sfttle the Punjab Issue.

If a veil is to be drawn Over the tragic memo*
ries of the past we thifik ihe remaining victims o|

i the regime of terror should eithdr be released, or)

should bo regularly tried and given a fair oppor-

tunity of defending themselves, sa^vs the Lt$dw\
41 We are sure that tne safety of the provinces or

hf India will not be endangered if the small number
1
of men who are undergoing itnprisonment are leS

oft*. The moral effect oifsueh an act of clemency

is calculated to improve the situation and to- make
the task of pacification easier. Then there remain
tjie ' obnoxious officers who are still in service.

Their pfesenco js ^constant irritant. Js it not
at least possible to send them away to some
other sphere <, of activity '( It is not out of any
Vindictive Reeling ^hat|T^e are led to make these

« suggestions but the strength of public feeling on
the subject necessitates the taking of the afore-

said measures in order that one of the most
impotent factors of the present day discontent

may be removed, and the dawn of internal peace

brought nearer.”

Punch .

THE ?IK)Bj\EM-PICTURE OF 1921.

How to 'make the tail w&g,








